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Alcohol debate intensifies
Mounting death toil

versus civil rights
By Gary Seidler

TORONTO — “Dimensions of the human tragedy” of road deaths

caused by drinking will have to be weighed against the “serious

question of civil liberties” when Ontario considers recommen-

dations which would allow police to suspend a driver’s licence for

24 hours on a “suspicion” he had been drinking.

Attorney General Roy McMurtry made the comment after

endorsing a report prepared by four government officials who
studied 24-hour suspension programs in Alberta and British

Columbia and a Check-Stop program in Alberta.

The report advocates similar “widen police discretionary

programs for Ontario with

certain differences designed to

overcome deficiencies of the

other provincial programs.

Mr McMurtry, who has
placed drinking-driving prob-

lems high on his priority list,

strongly supported the report’s

conclusions and recommenda-
tions. However, he did express

concern that the plan would

Researcher

to head
NIAAA
WASHINGTON — Dr Ernest
P Noble has been appointed the

new director of the US National

Institute of Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.

He takes the place of Dr Mor-
ris E Chatetz who resigned
September 1 last year. Dr No-
ble, who is expected to take up
his post early in the New Year
following approval of/the ap-

pointment by the US Civil Ser-

vice Commission, con>es from
the University of California at

Irvine where, for the last four
^ years, he has been professor in

the department of psychiatry

and human behavior.

He 3 lso held, the posts of

professor of Psychobiology and
of pharm{*ooR,gy the univer-

sity and w/Js director of neuro-

chemistry at the College of

Medicine. Dr Noble also served

as staff psychiatrist at the
Orange County Medical Center.

Announcing the appoint-
ment, James Isbister, adminis-

(See — NIAAA — page 2)

powers. .

The study group recom-
mended police be given the

power to suspend a driver’s

licence for 24 hours if they

“reasonably suspect” he had
been drinking and to take away
his car keys to enforce it. A
breathalyzer test would not be

necessary.

They also recommended
police use random roadside
checks, even when there is no
evidence of drinking, to in-

crease “fear of detection”.

Fundamental to any new
preventive program, says the

report, is the necessity for en-

forcement procedures to be
preceded and accompanied by a

public education program.

“The two countermeasures
(i.e. the 24-hour licence sus-

(See— 24-hour— page 2)

A timely counterbalance to high holiday spirits was a province-wide

campaign to educate the public about the potential hazards of drunk

driving launched in December by Ontario's Attorney General, Roy

McMurtry. Wrecked cars were strategically placed throughout Toronto

to illustrate the $30,000 crusade which included posters and leaflets.

Drinking age:

a diiemma
for Ontario

TORONTO — The Province of

Ontario may become the first

jurisdiction in North America
to rescind an earlier decision

and raise the legal drinking
age.

Suddenly, almost four years

after adopting a continental
trend and lowering the drink-

ing age to 18 from 21, a crusade

to raise the age — either to 19

or all the way back to 21 — has

been gaining momentum.

— See editorial page 8 —

Since the October death of a

15-year-old boy from an al-

coholic overdose, elected of-

ficials of both municipal and
provincial governments have
been gathering steam which
has been reflected by daily

newspaper accounts and public
reaction.

Specifically, Ontario’s new
Attorney General Roy
McMurtry has suggested the

drinking age be increased to at

least 19 years to remove many
of the problems now associated

with student alcohol consump-
tion during the school day.

(See — Province — page 2)

Alcohol in industry

Employee programs-cost effective
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By Betty Lou Lee
CHICAGO — Employers who
introduce alcoholism rehabili-

tation programs for their
workers can expect to recover

the costs of the programs with-

in two years, even if they pay
for all the treatment services

themselves.

The cost will be recovered in

reduced absenteeism alone.

This is the conclusion of a

cost-benefit analysis done by
the School of Hygiene and
Public Health at Johns Hop-
kins University in a program
that involved unions and man-
agement in 12 companies em-
ploying 134,000.

The three-year study was
started in 1972, and financed by

the federal labor department’s

office of research and de-

velopment.
Economist Carl J. Schramm

of Johns Hopkins, who pre-

sented the results to the annual

meeting of the American Pub-

lic Health Association, said in

an interview; “We can now say

to the world that if you start

such a project, whether it be

one employer or union or a

joint effort, you can expect it to

be cost effective for the em-
ployer even if he pays the whole

cost.”

In the Baltimore project.

where the cost for 206 referred

patients was $230,000, the 12

employers saved $454,000 in

reduced absenteeism the first

year of the program and
$600,000 the second year.

Dr Schramm expects those

savings to be $1 million in this

third year of the study, “and
those savings will continue to

grow geometrically”.

The treated workers lost an

average of 445 hours from work
in the 12 months prior to treat-

ment, and 263 in the 12 months
following their referral. This is

in spite of an increase in absen-

teeism in the first four months
after referral, often because of

a “last binge” phenomenon
that accompanied treatment.

The study team calculated

that even if absenteeism among
these workers remained at this

level of 263 hours a year (com-

pared to the 74-hour average of

other workers), by the third

year since referral, the em-
ployer would be getting a re-

turn of $1.36 for every dollar

he invested in that worker’s

rehabilitation.

(See — Industry — Page 2)

BC Commission in jeopardy
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — The crush-

ing defeat of British Colum-
bia’s NDP government has left

agencies, commissions and
crown corporations here rife

with uncertainty.

One of the more uncertain is

the province’s innovative and
controversial Alcohol and
Drug Commission.
The two-year old Commis-

sion has been the target of bit-

ter attacks by Members of the

Legislative Assembly, who are

now likely to land important

cabinet positions in the new
Social Credit government.

The Commission’s ideology,

with its emphasis on voluntary

community-based treatment

service, is incompatible with

the hard-line approach.

And, the Socreds have
promised across-the-board
“budget responsibility” and
committed themselves to

eliminating non-<5lected

boards and commissions.
If the Commission is in

danger, its chairman, Peter

Stein, is doomed.
Mr Stein, a former member

of the Le Dain Commission
and, before he came to BC, as-

sistant director of the Alberta

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Commission, is also a long-

time friend of defeated
Human Resources Minister
Norm Levi, the man who gave

him the chairman’s job.

Says Mr. Stein: “I can un-

derstand why they might con-

sider me a political appointee.

But I’m less concerned with

my personal position than with

my hope the new government
will take a reasoned look at the

commission.”
B(\ with more than half of

Canada’s heroin addicts and
the country’s highest per capi-

ta alcoholism rate, has “the

bare minimum” of services
and indiscriminate slashing

could do serious harm, Mr.
Stein told The Journal.

The Commission grants

funds to and sets standards for

nearly 70 local agencies and
programs, many of which
predated the Commission.
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Government report

24-hoursuspensions proposed
(Continued from page 1)

pension programs and the

Check-Stop program) are com-
plementary and should be in-

troduced concurrently.

“Together with a public
education program, these three

components should constitute

a single package” to deal effec-

tively with removing drinking

drivers from the road.

Mr. McMurtry told reporters

he hoped to introduce legisla-

tion next spring. He said it was
“totally warranted” because of

the highway slaughter caused

by drinking drivers.

The report noted 44,983 On-
tario drivers (1.13% of Ontar-

io’s driving population) were
charged with drinking-driving

offences in 1974 and that police

recognize they are not even
scratching the surface.

To increase the number of

By Milan Korcok
NEW YORK — If and when
national health insurance
becomes a reality in the United
States, its impact on existing

drug treatment and prevention
programs can be significant,

says Dr Joyce Lowinson, Chair-
person of the 1976 National

Drug Abuse Conference.
Traditionally, health insur-

ing agencies have been quite

specific about the types of ser-

vices that qualify for reimbur-
sement. This has tended to

favor alcohol and drug pro-
grams structured upon a

medical model.
But given the heterogeneous

nature of much drug program-
ming, Dr Lowinson reflects
growing concern about how
therapeutic communities and
less medically-oriented pro-
grams will fit into a national
health insurance .scheme.

The matter is of such ur-
gency that a special interest
track on third party payments
and their impact on the train-

ing of personnel and accredita-
tion of programs has been built

into the forthcoming confer-
ence, to be held in New York in

March.
Dr Lowin.son notes that drug

programs have the potential to

do a lot in the way of prevention
and education at the communi-
ty level.

"But how can we be sure that
the third party paying agencies
which are part of national
health insurance will agree
that such initiatives are critical

to good drug programming?
"Kurthermore, how will (hey

(Continued from page I)

If the worker’s absenleeism
drops to lhal of IIm> normal
worker, the employer would be
gc'llmg a .$1.89 relurn for his
dollar invesimeni by (he second
year, $2.70 by the third year,
and $;i.60 by the foiirt h.

Dr Seliramm said absen
teeism was (he only henefit an
alyzed, heeau.se it was the one
that could he most easily mea-
sured But he said there W('re at

h'ast eight other areas of po
(I'Ut ial tx'nefit to the employer.

I’hey ii. elude iM'duetion of
on (he job accidents with their
increastul nu'dic.il claims,

U
e<pii|)menl dam.ige and maltu-

drinking drivers being stopped,
and at the same time avoid
overloading the courts and pri-

sons, the report calls for a new
form of action — action which
would remove the offender
from the road in such a way
that he need not be processed
through the courts.

The study group pointed out
that both countermeasures are

necessary to balance the objec-

tive probability (real chance)
of a driver being stopped with
the subjective probability
whereby there is an increase in

the driver’s perceived chances
of being caught.
The report also concludes

that the effectiveness of any
enforcement program is

dependent upon the public’s
being made fully aware of the
following:

• The threat which the im-

define which individuals are
qualified to provide reimbursa-
ble services?

“Will the payment criteria

continue to favor the medical
model.” asks Dr. Lowinson. “If

so, we have to consider what
may happen to many outreach
programs.”
At the present time, Medicaid

regulations in New York State

specify that physicians must be
on hand at a program site for a

given number of hours before
the services of that program
are reimbursable. Medicaid
now funds close to one half of

all publicly-funded non-alcohol

(Continued from page 1)

At the same time, Mr.
McMurtry would like to see the
driving age raised to 18 from
16.

However, the attorney gen-
eral may have a tough time
convincing Ontario Premier
William Davis to accept such a

move.
The Conservative govern-

ment, supported by both Oppo-
siton parties, lowered the
drinking age to 18 in 1971 in

what many considered a vote-

catching technique. Certainly,
the move was widely supported.
Complicating the legislative

process, should the govern-
ment decide to rever.se its deci-

sion, is the fact that the 1971
decision was part of a trend

ial wastage; reduced labor turn-

over costs; and rediicc'd costs

for substitute labor.

"Alcoholic workers, often in

the prime of work lif<>, are «*x-

pctisivc to los«* and (‘xpensive to

replace. By rehabilitating the
individual worker, an (>mploycr
can realize continuous produc-
tivity from these more senior
and skilh'd workers, as wi'll as
savings in (he area of recruit

nuMit and training of re-

placement workt'is.”

Increased morale leading to

incrcasc'd productivity and bet

ter labor force stability, lower
costs for grievance hearings
and labor arbitrations, and

paired driver poses to the public

both in terms of social costs
and human suffering;

• The frequency with which
drinking-driving occurs;

• The legal perimeters of
impairment (i.e. of both feder-
al and provincial laws)

;

• The effect of alcohol on
one’s ability to drive and how
much alcohol will make a per-
son legally “impaired”;

• The consequences of being
detected, charged, and convict-
ed of a drinking-driving of-
fence and why these con-
sequences are fair and just in
view of the seriousness of the
drinking-driving problem; and

• The need for government
to intervene to a greater extent
than at present.

“In addition,” the report
says, “the public must be made
aware that greater enforce-

drug programs in the state, and
it does not cover drug-free
programs.

If these are to become the
critieria under a much broader
national health insurance pro-

gram, the implications for
treatment are vast, says Dr
Lowinson.

There is also the prospect of
confidentiality to be con-
sidered, says Dr Lowinson, who
notes that once government
takes over the regulation of
health insurance it can be ex-

pected to take over treatment
records as well.

towards defining the age of
majority at 18 and was one of
37 statues changed at that
time.

Premier Davis indicated his
own feelings in a letter entered
as evidence at the inquest into

the death of 15-year-old 'Walter
Nehrenheim.

In his letter, Davis said it

would be inconsistent to give
18-year-olds the right to marry
without parental consent, the
right to vote, and the right to

enter into contracts, while
denying them the right to

drink alcohol.

Further, he suggested the
.solution to Ontario’s student
drinking problems lies in

tougher enforcement of exist-

ing law.s, not raising the legal

drinking age from 18,

lower medical costs for path-
ological conditions associated
with alcoholism were other po-
tential cost Inmefits,

In Baltimore, the 12-month
treat inetil program for t'ach

employt'e cost an average of
$1,300, including a $400 first

month cost for comprehensive'
l)hysical and psychiatric e'x

animations and asse'ssim'iits.

'I'lie program included me'dical
and counselling care, in-

dividual and group therapy,
and involved .'ll) to 60 visits or
sessions for tlu' year. Dr
Schramm suggested the' aver-
age yearly cost could be
reduced with increa.scd num-
bers of employees involved.

ment of drinking-driving
laws is about to take place. This
awareness must be continually
reinforced.

“We are of the strong view
that increased enforcement
which is not preceded by and
accompanied by a massive pub-
lic education program will not
only be countereffective, but
will be met with public resent-

ment rather than public

support.

“Similarly, any media pro-
gram which suggests that en-
forcement will be increased is

useless unless accompanied by
an actual increase in en-

forcement.”
While the study group was

impressed with the 24-hour
licence suspension programs in

British Columbia and Alberta,
it suggested means to improve
the effectiveness of an Ontar-
io-adopted model.
The report calls for training

programs for police officers to

ensure that suspensions are
not abused in such a way as to

reduce the deterrent effect of
the existing drinking-driving
provisions set out in the
Criminal Code of Canada.
Because the British Colum-

bia and Alberta expenences
show that some drivers contin-
ue to drive even though their
licences have been suspended,
the study group suggests police

be given the authority to con-
fiscate the offender’s car keys
or, if necessary, to impound his

vehicle.

The group also suggests that
all 24-hour suspensions be
recorded with the Ministry of

Transportation and Commun-
ications to keep tabs on repeat-
ed offenders. People whose
licences were suspended for 24
hours twice within a year
would have to defend their
licences before the Registrar of
Motor Vehicles.

Following the tabling of the
report, Mr. McMurtry ex-
pressed his concern with in-

creasing police powers to the
level recommended.
Since police would need only

“reasonable suspicion”, not
proof, to suspend a licence for
24 hours, there is the possibili-

ty of “reprehensible use of ar-

bitrary powers,” he admitted to

reporters.

But, he added, the average
blood alcohol reading of people
charged with impaired driving
has been 1.17%, almost twice
the legal limit of 0.08%.
“Police officers obviously

have erred very dramatically in

favor of the accu.sed . . . there is

evidence many people’s ability

to drive is impaired to a certain
extent when the level is below
.08. What we are trying to do is

The Baltimore project
proved .so successful that three

groups competed to take over
the whole clinic project in

November — a management
group, the local Alcoholism
('oiincil. and the Baltimore Me-
tro ('ouneil of .AFl ,-(M(). The
governing board chose the
/\FL-('1() to own the project.

Dr Schramm said (he study
group worked with Maryland
Blue I'ross, and in October
became the first in (he country
to offer coverage for outpatient
alcoholism treatment services.

Employers in Baltimore can
now buy this coverage to reim-

burse the AFL-OIO for treat-

UK'Ut of employees.

bring in the borderline cases.”
(The report was prepared by

'

Howard Morton, of the Attor-
ney General’s department,
Chief Superintendant W. J.
Bolton, of the Ontario Provin-
cial Police, and David Hieatt
and Tony Cuncliffe, of the
Ministry of Transportation
and Communications).

Noble
named
chief
(Continued from page 1)

trator of the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Ad-
ministration, said: “We are
most fortunate that Dr Noble
has chosen to devote himself to

public service at this time. His,
qualifications for the top US
government post in the al-

coholism field are extremely
impressive. I am certain that he
will distinguish himself in

leading NIAAA as he has dis-

tinguished himself in his scien-

tific career”.

Dr Noble holds a PhD in bio-

chemistry from Oregon State
University in Corvallis, Oregon
where he graduated in 1955 and
an MD from what is now Case
Western Reserve University in

Cleveland, Ohio, which he ob-
tained in 1962. He was a Full-

bright Scholar at the Sorbonne
in Paris in 1955-56 and held a
Guggenheim Scholarship in

1974-75.

Early in his career. Dr Noble
built a solid reputation with
research studies on the me-
tabolism of white blood cells,

before he even elected to study
medicine. Subsequently, while
studying medicine, Dr Noble
became interested in the prob-
lems of alcoholism.

Applying his biochemical
knowledge he switched his re-

search from leukemia to effects

of ethanol in various laboratory
animals. He has been especially

interested in the effects of eth-

anol on neural tissue and in

culture systems including al-

ternations in ribonucleic acid

metabolism in association with
chronic alcohol intake.

After achieving his MD, Dr
Noble trained in psychiatry at

Stanford University School of

Medicine in Palo Alto, Califor-

nia. He stayed on to become at

first a research associate in the
department of psychiatry and
then assistant professor in the
department.

In 1966 he spc;B •> .'‘’ar at the

National InstitA^'-' ’^ntal
Health working Nobel
Prize winner Juliu!^|^elrod in

the National In.stnutes of

Health Clinical Center Labora-
tories in Bethesda, Maryland.
Returning to California. Dr
Noble took up an appointment
as associate professor and chief

of neurochemistry in the
department of psychiatry and
human behavior at the Univer-
sity of California, Irvine. His

responsibilities here include
coordinating (he alcoholism rt'-

.search and training activities

of a large group of scientists

including faculty, post-doctoral

and graduate investigators as

well as the undergraduates.
Over (he years, Dr Noble has

been clo.scly connected with US
government efforts to combat
alcoholism. He served as a

member of the Alcoholism and
.Alcohol Problems Review Com-
mittee from 1969 to 1973.

He was a member of the task

force that prepared the First

Special Report to the congivss
on alcohol and health.

US health insurance

Implications for drug programs

Province out to tackle

drinking age problem

Industry can recover costs
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Newly-discovered chemical

mimics morphine’s actions

—clinical implications
By Jean McCann

ANN ARBOR, MICH. —
The development of rela-

tively non-addictive opiates

now looms as a distinct

possibility.

This was revealed here
with the report of the dis-

covery of a new natural
brain chemical which
mimics the action of mor
phine.

Dr. Sol H. Snyder, profes-

sor of pshychiatry and phar-
macology at Johns Hopkins
University School of

Medicine, has baptised his

new discovery “endorphin”.

“Endorphin”, he told The
Journal, is a normally-oc-
curring morphine-mimick-
ing chemical in the brain,

and has to do with nerves in

the brain which have to do
with the perception of pain.”

The search for this pre-

sumed brain chemical began
about two years ago, follow-

ing discovery of the exis-

tence of opiate receptors in

various parts of the brain —
mainly in the lateral

thalamus, the central grey
matter, and in the limbic

system.

Such a discovery, he said,

“presumed the existence of a

self-made morphine-like
substance, since man is not
born with morphine natur-
ally occuring in him”.

Now that the presumed
morphine-like substance has
been discovered. Dr Snyder
said, the next step will be to

determine the pattern of the
amino acids in this peptide.

“We expect this to be ac-

complished shortly”, he said.

“because this appears to be a

relatively simple peptide
with only seven or eight
amino acids.

“Also, since this is such a

simple molecule, it should be
relatively easy to synthesize
several analogs of this pep-
tide which could get into the
brain and relieve pain. We
could probably develop 300
such analogs in three
months. It’s also quite con-
ceivable that they may be
relatively non-addicting
drugs.

The clinical implications
of this are considerable”, he
said in an interview here
during the meeting of the
Council for the Advance-
ment of Science Writing.

“For one thing, we need to.

know more about how pain is

integrated, and since endor-
phin seems to be a neuro-
transmitter of pain-related
neurons in the brain, once
we can characterize how the
endorphin system functions,

we can understand a great

deal more about pain per-
ception.”

In addition to the develop-
ment of better pain-relieving

drugs on this basis. Dr
Snyder said, it may also ena-

ble something to be done
about drug abuse.

“One can speculate that if

analogs of endorphin are
found, they might serve as

substitution drugs for her-

oin addicts.”

The psychiatrist - phar-
macologist also told The
Journal that even without
endorphin analogs less ad-

dictive drugs of other types

are on the market, or being
clinically tested. These
drugs have combined
properties, being both agon-
ists like morphine, and an-
tagonists, like naloxone,
which reverse the action of
the opiates.

“Mixed agonists and an-
tagonists are drugs that
have some analgesic activity,

but can also antagonize the
properties of morphine, and
thus tend to be less addic-
tive. An example of this is

pentazocine, or Talwin.

“In the US a number of

drugs are being tested which
have the properties of, being
both agonist and antagonist,
but none are at the level of

full Food and Drug Admin-
istration approval for clin-

ical marketing”, he contin-

ued.

“Some are at the advanced
level of clinical testing, and
some have been shown al-

ready to have much less ad-

dictive potential than cur-
rently-used opiates, alth-
ough not completely free of

it. Still, any opiate which is

of less addictive potential
represents an important
advance.”
Dr Snyder also noted that

the new knowledge about the
existence of opiate receptors
in the brain has led to re-

newed speculation that there
may be a genetic basis, at

least in part, for addiction. A
difference between in-

dividuals in the number and
location of these receptors
could also have something to

do with differences among
people in pain perception, he
said.

Suzuki — “scientific information and research are too important to be
known only by a select few"

Ethics, not science

shouid come first
MONTREAL, QUE. — Old-
fashioned thinking that al-

coholism and criminal traits
are in-bred, may come back to

“haunt” society in this era of
genetic manipulation.
The warning comes from

Canadian scientist Dr David
Suzuki, who says some re-
searchers still believe in the
possibility of selective breeding
to eliminate inherent undesira-
ble traits in some races.

“Some of North America’s
most outstanding geneticists
are claiming it is every child’s

right to be born normal,” said
Dr Suzuki in an interview with
The Journal.

Getting addicts into treatment

Force: a powerfulmotivator
TORONTO — Force is an ef-

fective way of motivating ad-
dicted people into treatment.

So says Jerry Danic of the
Addiction Research Founda-
tion of Ontario, Sarnia office.

“You can force people into
treatment and have good re-

sults,” Mr Danic told the 33rd
Annual Convention of Amer-
ican Marriage and Family
Counsellors in Toronto
recently.

“In the treatment of addic-

tion, the general problem of

motivating people into some
form of treatment is sometimes
the most difficult part of the

process.”
That motivation takes sever-

al forms, explained Mr Danic.

The addict may be treated
like a child, and someone, act-

ing as the ‘parent’, forces the
person into beginning the
therapy process. This method
is effective, said Mr Danic,

because in many cases the ad-

dicted person is somewhat
child-like in his dependency
and behavior.

“Addicted persons act like

children who have some plea-

sure they don’t want to give up,

like candy or TV. They are un-
able to look at the long-term
consequences of their addic-
tion, and so short-term plea-

sures come first,” Mr Danic
said.

Another motivation process

‘Action against alcohol problems’
ALBANY, NEW YORK — Ex-
pansion of alcoholism treat-
ment services, care for people
now jailed for public intoxica-
tion, and increased efforts in-

alcoholism prevention, are
called for in a just-released
state task force report here.
Twenty major recommenda-

tions to strengthen New York’s
alcoholism programs are con-
tained in the report, ‘Action
Against Alcohol Problems.’

In addition, position papers

which describe the kinds of ap-

proaches needed to deal with
such areas as alcoholism treat-

ment methods and public
education to prevent alcohol

misuse are included.

Other recommendations in-

clude:

• insurance coverage of in-

patient and out-patient treat-

ment of alcoholism,

• increased company-union
support for programs to help
employees whose work is ad-
versely affected by alcohol,

• “highly visible” informa-
tion and referral services as
part of local alcoholism pro-
grams, and

• studies on the prevalence
and appropriate prevention
and treatment of alcohol abuse

among a number of “special”

population groups.

The report will serve as the
basis for the Department of
Mental Hygiene’s five-year
plan for expanding the al-

coholism and treatment pro-
grams to meet the needs of the
state, according to Dr. Law-
rence Kolb, chairman of the
task force which produced the
report. The report was com-
pleted in 2 years.

Copies of the task force
report can be obtained from the
Division of Alcoholism, New
York State Department of
Mental Hygiene, 44 Holland
Ave., Albany, New York, 12229.

involves “threatening” the ad-

dicted person with the loss of

one of the things he still values.

In the case of an alcoholic

spouse, the non-alcoholic
partner may threaten to leave

if treatment is not begun, Mr
Danic said.

“Usually the threat by the

non-drinker works only if he or

she can become assertive

enough.”

Myths continue to hurt the
treatment process, Mr Danic
said. And the suggestion that an
alcoholic won’t re.spond to any
form of help unle.ss ready for

treatment is not true.

“I’m even convinced ... a

forced ho.spitalization can work
for many people who are in

later stages of alcoholism and
are unable to re.spond to any
other type of treatment.”

A second myth, Mr Danic
said, involves believing the ad-

dicted person has to “hit bot-

tom” before treatment can
become succe.ssful.

“Sometimes we don’t have
the knowledge, skill or permis-
sion to apply the correct mo-
tivation . . . We lost them
simply because we have not
ma.stered some of the necessary
motivational steps, or are
afraid to apply the necessary
force.” Mr Danic concluded.

“If we say every child has the
right to be born normal, then
obviously every abnormal child

has not the right to be born,” he
emphasized.
Dr Suzuki, a zoology profes-

sor at the University of British
Columbia said scientists in the
’70’s are aware of their fantas-
tic powers to control and man-
ipulate because of advanced
knowledge in human biology.

Historically, such prominent
American families as the Rock-
efellers and Harrimans have
supported research indicating

poor people to be inferior.
Group sterilization has also

been considered. Dr Suzuki
said.

“Such ideas are pushed by
people who know they are not
going to be sterilized.”

That kind of thinking has led

to conclusions which indicated

Blacks were inferior, he added.

And, virtually every immigrant
group coming to North Amer-
ica has been considered to be of

low intelligence or class.

“Not so long ago, a former
president of the Canadian
Medical Association suggested
we sterilize people before they
receive welfare checks,” Dr
Suzuki said.

“I think people with high
IQs, (Intelligence Quotients),

who are in po.sitions of power
want to confirm their own
superiority. It becomes self-

fulfilling. When the teacher
finds the child to have a low IQ,

he is treated differently.”
Suzuki said there is “no way”

IQ can be equated with intel-

ligence, creating groups of
superior and inferior people.

A built-in element of racism
exists in the.se arguments,” said

Dr Suzuki, “whereas ethical
considerations should be of
prime importance.”
Dr Suzuki, who recently

reduced his own laboratory
work to become a “communica-
tor,” believes scientific infor-

mation and research are too
important to be known only by
a select few.

“I think science has been
mystified,” he said. . . . “We
should question that kind of

power and authority.”

“Is life getting any better

within the milieu of .scientific

advances?”
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In early tHerapyjger

hild complicates mom’s
JFXT OF drug ad-

^ i: lypically geared for

men, and may not serve the

needs of female addicts,

particularly those who are

mothers, a study of 45 such
women shows.
Female heroin addicts are

considered more deviant by
society than male users.

Betty Lou Lee
reports
from the

annual meeting
of the

American Public
Health Association,

Chicago

Women addicts bear the ad-

ditional social stigma of
participation in illegal ac-

tivity, and their concept of

themselves may have been
seriously altered because of

their sexual experiences.

More than half had en-
gaged in sex for money, 38%
had been involved in an in-

cestuous sexual experience,
and 58% had been raped.

The study was conducted
in July. 1975 by Paul E.
Ryser, PhD, and Paul D.
Phillips of Richard Caton
Associates. Rockville, Md
(formerly Addiction Con-
sultation and Evaluation),

and Dr Jack N. Carr of New
York. They collected socio-

economic data from women
in a psychotherapeutically
oriented, drug-free residen-

tial treatment program for

drug-using parents or
parents-to-be.

“It was our hope that t^e
aggregation of the data from
female drug users might
have some impact on the
treatment provided for
them,” Dr Ryser said.

They averaged 23 years of

age, with 11 years of educa-

tion and 1.7 children. Forty
per cent were on welfare
when admitted, 53% were
single, 29% married and
18% divorced or separated.

They first started using
drugs at an average -age of

15, and their first sub-
stances were alcohol and
marijuana, used in a group
situation.

Heroin was the primary
drug for half the women,
alcohol for 16% and amphe-
tamines, 11%. Most of their

use occurred with other
people, a factor that may
complicate their reha-

bilitation . . . “the inability

of these women to change
their peer group environ-
ment may.contribute to dif-

ficulty in remaining
drug-free”.
The mere fact tha^t 37 of

the women were already
mothers differentiates
them from their male coun-
terparts because males “are
seldom considered to care
for their children in the
manner expected of
mothers,” Dr Ryser said.

In line with the male
model which most drug
treatment programs follow,

“the patient, single or par-

ent, is assumed to have split

from the home and family.

Thus, parenting aspects
need not be a function of

treatment.” But children
generally remain with the
mother.
Added to the lack of par-

enting consideration in

most treatment programs is

Millions of working people would benefit

from industrial alcohol programs
THE PRESIDENT of the Drug
Abuse Council Inc. has ap-

pealed to the American Public

Health Association to help in-

du.stries and unions' tackle the

alcohol abuse problem that is

costing industry $20.7 billion a

year — just one billion less

than the whole 1974 federal

health budget.

Dr Thomas E. Bryant said

only 531 of the 1..5 million
private corporations in the US
Jbay&.aiieolt»Ltj;fta4,iaeftt pro-,

grams, and there are even
fewer programs for drugs other
than alcohol.

He told the annual meeting
of the APHA that 75% of the
country’s 85 million workers
are employed by companies
with fewer than 500 employees,
where it is unlikely either un-
ions or management will take
the initiative in establishing

programs.
.Since alcohol affects the

health and productivity of

about 8% of a work force.
j)robably 5.1 million workers in

small businesses could bem-fit

from rehabilitation imograin.s.

Dr HryanI, who is both a phy-
sician and lawyer, called on the

public health sy.stern to

stimulate awarenes.s ol the
problem among the imhlK

,
cm

ployej’s and unions; to provide
information on how to comhal
the problem, and also to

provide referral and Cotlow up
services, and to help provide
treatment facilities wbei e noiii'

exist

“Most alcohol treatment pro
gianis connected |o the work

place report about 75% job
rehabilitation — drug pro-
grams, 60% to 65%, ” Dr
Bryant told the conference,
whose theme was Health and
work in America. He defined

job rehabilitation as the worker
being able to .stop or control his

drug use well enough to per-

form his job adequately.

“The connection with the
work place — the threat to job

security — seems to provide a

powerful motivation ,
to

rehabilitation. If both labor

and management agree to use

this threat in a positive, not a

punitive way. then it can
become a powerful motivation
tool.

“Secondly, the work place
provides an opportunity for in-

tei-vention, and early interven-

tion. Within the work world,

the employer has both the op-

portunity and the right to in-

tervene if certain forms of

b(‘havior interfere with the
employee’s ability to perform
his job.

“Using thi'se two factors —

the threat to job security as

motivation, and the standard of

poor job performance — a sim-

ple, but effective pro^am can

be set up. The concept behind
the program has been called

‘constructive confrontation’.”

The Drug Abuse Council is a

private independent founda-
tion established in 1972 to do

research, evaluate public policy

and give program guidance. It

does.not give direct sendee.

It prepared a 53-page booklet.

Alcohol and Drugs at Work,,
specifically for the APHA
meeting, outlining thescope of

the problem, giving examples
of succe.ssful industrial treat-

ment programs, and sugge.sting

a bigger role for public health

agencies.

In an interview. Dr Bryant
said this emphasis on al-

coholism represents a change
in tactics for the council.

“We have always said that

alcohol was the number one
problem, but we have never had
spi'cific alcohol-related re-

si'arch proji'cts.

“When we were creaited, the
National

.
Council on Al-

coholism was operating, and
the country was in a tizzy about
heroin and marijuana; In^tbe
last few years, we’ve decided
that was a bit of a cop-out, to:

pretend that’ alcohol . is

somehow different and de-
serves a special category.”

'

With a country-wide cutback
on social service budgets, it

seems reasonable to get rid of

as much overlap as possible,

rather than having separate
programs for alcohol and other
drugs, he said. ' • '

“I don’t know if we’ll eyi^ he,

comfortable together. For one
thing, most alcoholics are em-
ployed and most drug addicts

aren’t, so we’re coming at these

problems from different

direction.^."

Dr Biyant said he was “cyn-

ical and pessimistic" about
most education program.s
aimed at preventing drug
abuse, and eallod school pro-

grams in drug abuse “an abys-

mal failure’.

liie view that society, 1

care provider^ ai

women themselves
add^t motbeR.
'Ipree-quajEters

derive ^me
j

income fpm it

and 62%haTe I

at least once.^;^

There mayhii
port by fami
tempts to stay di

because there is a
of alcoholism, drug"
and psychiatric treat

among parents, siblii

husbands.
The underlying ant^

personality and b<

disorder of which
is a symptom is man!
all areakx# ihterp<
behaviorih the^
Dr RysiMT said.

“On^the 8i^ pi

‘solved’ ihel^
complexhf
sonal i#id

lems . .'. the'

milieu must;
dress more

;

tomatic
stance abh^.
“Bie adii

anti-Sociy h^
shehecofll^l

'ItTrae-

the'
plicate

pressioir ai

self-eoncep^ij

tic con^derii
can cohtrllMittoj

socialization of
dron." C^l
guardians fjo

during gal
might be apl
Iheysuggi^

Increased lethality of narcotic addiction

Alcohol
INCKKA.SKl) .MUI/riPl.K
drug iiM' ('.siii'cially with con-
ciirrcnl alcohol u.sc may be the

cause of an incn'ii.se in the
‘lelhalily’ of narcotic addiction

in reccnl years, a psychiatri.st

at a major New York treatment
centre suggest.s.

in a threi' year study. Dr
Alex Hictiman of the Both Is-

rael Mcii-cii! (’mitre found that

daily consiimption of alcohol

aiiiiiiii’ narcotic addicts had in

creased (iO'c from 1972 to 1975

( )iic ipi.ii Icr of the 1975 pa
liciil popiilalnm were also daily

users (d liarhit urates, gluti

tliiiiiid'' and or 1 1 ampiillizers
over I III- iircvions lliree

moiitlis

.Sncti MIC was liigliest among
women, vdimger wliite.s, those
with picvious multiple adnii.s-

sions, and eoiiciirrenl users of
alcohol II also inerejised with
severity of psychological dis-

tri'ss, re.iching a peak of 46%
among iliuso with previous
breaktlowns.

be an important factor in the

niorliidity and mortality at

tribuled to narcotic addiction,
”

Dr Kiebman suggested.

“Drug-related deaths at-

tributed to nan-oiies have sig-

nificantly elevated blood-al-

cohol leveKs in 50% or more of

lheca,se.s."

A recent follow-up of 100 ad-

dicts first treated at his centre
from 1961 to 1963 show^ a

23% morlalily rale up to 1975,

and one-half of those have. oc-

curred since 1970,.

"This change In ‘lethality’

may be related to an Increasing
pattern of multiple drug use.

With increasing age atuj dura-
tion of addk'tloii, the increas-^

ing rate of alcohol use miiy b6 a

major risk factor In druii relnt*

eddaatha."

:
Dr Rlchman rioU'd t hat, drug"

and‘4|cohQl authoriUes it

sepiajfi^^rfclM
.ai,

programs for the various clin-

ical types of substance abusers,

and to facilitate the epi-

demiologic understanding
of lh(' manifestations, cor-

ivlates, course and outcome of

the multiple patterns of nST^-
lie addiction.

“Follow-up studies are net'd-

od to differentiate whether
‘now kinds’ of drug abuwjfs are

being seen, or wlicther the

consumption of multiple sub-

stances refU*cts adaptation to

the apectrum of currently

ayajlablo suhaitiancta, rather

than new consumers.

"Althpuglt major efforts

have been directed to effect the

avalUbiUty orMROttw the

In the 1972 sarhpjtepf ^

tients, 27% had
daily in the provi<
months. This had jtti

•14% by 197b. Alcohi^^
greater ai^ng malij^‘2

creased pTWressiveiy^^

White 4jere were,

nic

..jWL
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grotip
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Executives need help too
"a

Lloyd Fell

By Manfred Jager

WINNIPEG — A spot-check
has revealed services to al-

coholics are difficult to obtain

in Winnipeg, according to Jim
Burdick, research director of

the Alcoholism Foundation of

Manitoba.

Mr Burdick said the spot sur-

vey, done last year and evaluat-

ed until now, shows that even in

the inner city of Winnipeg,
anti-alcoholism services are not
available to all who need them.

Beyond the Winnipeg core,

said Mr Burdick, alcoholics
depend on their doctors and
through them on hospital ser-

vices for treatment and care in

connection with their diseases.

Mr Burdick, a psychologist.

By Betty Lou Lee
CHICAGO — Minnesota non-
smokers have succeeded in get-

ting a Clean Indoor Air Act
passed to protect their rights

and health against second-
hand smoke.
Now they are engaged in a

massive education and im-
plementation program to en-

sure that it is enforced, par-
ticularly in offices and other
work places where the carbon
monoxide level can easily ex-

ceed the threshold limit set by
the Occupational Health and
Safety Administration.
Barbara Anderson, manag-

ing director of the Ramsey
County Lung association in St.

Paul, outlined the two-year
battle to get the act at the an-

nual meeting of the American
Public Health Association.

Her association and its sister

By Karin Sobota

TORONTO — Corporation ex-

ecutives face a greater alcohol

problem than factory laborers,

according to Lloyd Fell, direc-

tor of the Lifeline Foundation.

Nearly 50% of executives
“drink too much” and the
problem gets worse “the higher
you get in the company,” said

Mr Fell.

A co-operative venture of the
United Steelworkers Union of

America, Lifeline was formed
to help employees with drug
and drinking problems.

Statistics taken from a 1972
survey of 35,000 workers show
one out of 10 factory workers
has a severe drinking or drug
problem.

But, it rises to three out of 10

at the office and supervisory

said 500 copies of the 116-page
report, dubbed The November
Survey, have been produced at

a direct cost of more than
$10,000. The money does not
include salaries for staff time
expended in compiling and
evaluating the information
now distributed.

A similar study, examining
alcoholism services for the en-

tire province of Manitoba dur-

ing June, July and August
1975, is in preparation.
November Surveys are likely to

be an annual event from now
on, he said.

Mr Burdick said as authori-
ties gain a comparative picture
of the incidence and prevalence
of alcohol abuse in the
province, the dozen-or-so agen-

one in Minneapolis organized
the Association for Non-
Smokers Rights (ANSR) in

February, 1973, with an execu-

tive committee of 10 communi-
ty representatives. Each one
headed a sub-committee that
focused on a specific problem
area such as hospitals, restaur-

ants, legislation, publicity, or

students.

“Opposition was at first

monumental” as the commit-
tees started their awareness
program for businesses and
public facilities, Ms Anderson
said.

“As ANSR became more
dynamic and cohesive, public
sentiment began to change
favorably. A massive public
relations and public education
campaign turned the associa-

tion into a progressive force

within the health field.”

The clean air bill was in a

con.stant state of revision as it

was guided through both
hou.ses of the state government
by sympathetic legislators.

“The difficulty encountered
in writing this type of health
bill is the broad generalizations

that must be made in hopes of

simplifying the wording,” Ms
Anderson said. “The .specifics

of what constitutes a public

place became the essential
focal point. Extreme caution
was exerci.sed as to what was
included and excluded in the

definition.

“Sponsors of the bill felt that

any place that was necessary to

one’s general exi.stence should
be covered by the term public

place, and designated non-

staff level, said Lifeline^
director.

“We found the top executives
to be consuming more in a

24-hour period than laborers . .

.

They have it in the office and
they take two-hour lunches at

which they entertain friends.”

The factory worker, however,
has a more difficult time
drinking on the job because he
can more easily be spotted by
supervisor, Mr Fell went on
to say.

Workers have turned to mar-
ijuana on the job because its

smell is easily disguised among
factory odors and foremen
seem to be more tolerant of the
habit, he said.

“Some of the over-35 workers
are forming a cross-addiction.

Marijuana is becoming the big-

gest problem in the factory and
its use shows in workers’

cies treating the disease in

Winnipeg, and others dealing
with the problem in rural Man-
itoba, will become more effec-

tive in their work.
The first November Survey

limits itself to stating what
anti-alcohol agencies spent in

six Winnipeg areas, and how
many clients from each area
were treated during November,
1974.

Agencies surveyed by the Al-

coholism Foundation were: X-
Kalay; the Salvation Army
Rehabilitation and Detoxifica-

tion branches; Alcoholic Fami-
ly Services; the Native Al-

coholism Council; Kia-Zan;
Strabbrook House; Nassau
House; River House; 124 Nas-
sau Street; the Main Street

smoking and smoking areas
should be available. Bars,
privately-sponsored social
functions, and offices occupied
exclusively by smokers were
excluded from the ‘public
place’ terminology.”

While the majority of com-
plaints about non-smokers’
rights the association received

involved working situations,

this proved to be one of the
most controversial aspects of

the bill.

It stipulated that the Minne-
sota Department of Labor and
Industry and the Board of

Health were responsible for es-

tablishing rules to re.strict or

prohibit smoking where clo.se

proximity of workers or in-

adequacy of ventilation causes

smoke pollution detrimental to

the health and comfort of

non-smoking workers.

ANSR is now determined
that the Minnesota act will not

follow the fate of a similar one
passed in Arizona which was
“pa.ssed, forgotten and finally

ignored”.

It has made the provisions of

the bill, written in laymen’s
terms, available to everyone in

the state. Meetings have been
held with all voluntary health

agencies, the state board of

health. Chambers of Com-
merce, health care facilities,

and physicians, to acquaint
them with the ramifications of

the act. The emphasis is on po-

sitive health benefits, rather
than on negative prohibition of

smoking.

behavioral problems, inef-
ficiency, carelessness and ab-

sences,” Mr Fell said.

Survey figures which in-

dicate a 2% a year increase in

drug use are “modest”. But the
increase, he said, “is being held
under wraps” by employees
who cover up for each other.

Mr Fell
,
who attended a To-

ronto conference on Alcohol
and Other Drug Abuse in the
Work Place Conference recent-

ly, said another study is being
planned for late 1976.

“We’ll see the effects the
Lifeline Foundation has had in

the plant and we’ll also be mak-
ing a concentrated movement
in the plant to train foremen
and shop stewards so they can
refer people who need help.”

Senior executives will also be
assisted — “a not too difficult

task.”

Project; and 55 Lydia Street.

“'The importance of the
report is that before this there
was no specific information
about alcoholism services in

Manitoba,” Mr Burdick said.

“We had assumed that for
one thing we were servicing
Winnipegers as a whole. That
has been proven in the survey
not to be the case. We are in

fact servicing a very small area
in Winnipeg — not even all the
core area and its population.”

He added; We seem to be get-

ting the guy who is a casualty,

but all the way at the bottom
instead of intercepting it when
he’s still going down. And we’re
certainly not servicing the en-

tire population — we’re not
getting to the people in the
middle and upper socio-econ-

omic areas.”

Patients from those areas are

either treated with drugs
through their family doctor or,

“they enter the psychiatric sys-

tem, again through contact
with their own doctors,” Mr
Burdick said.

The other “signifigant
revelation” in the survey, said

the research director, is the
number of revolving-door
clients, people who require ser-

vice many times in a row, is

much smaller than originally

suspected.

Mr Burdick said researchers

were pleased with the amount
of co-operation they received

from the various agencies they

examined.
The survey indicated it might

be a good idea to create a res-

idential anti-alcoholism facili-

ty outside Winnipeg which
would take problem drinkers,
who agree to the treatment, out
of city-circulation. Right now,
clients are often — and in Mr
Burdick’s opinion quite
properly — referred from
agency to agency within
Winnipeg.
He said if there was any fear

on the part of agencies that the

Alcoholism Foundation of

Manitoba was increasingly as-

suming leadership and threat-

ening autonomy, “this fear

certainly was not evident”.

Mr Burdick said several
agencies had suggested a

black-list file of names of pa-

tients should be compiled and
the patients in that file should
no longer be admitted to .service

becau.se they had abu.sed it.

However, the idea was quick-

ly di.spelled “becau.se it was so

clearly illegal and immoral,
even though it might have been
expedient for the agencies — it

was just not right,” said the
research director.

A problem however, is the
method of referring a top ex-

ecutive for treatment, Mr Fell

concluded.

“Nobody will go up to their

boss and tell them he has a

drinking problem, or that al-

cohol has caused him to make a

mistake on the job.”

$1 billion lost

annually

to alcohol

TORONTO — Alcohol-related
on-the-job accidents cost Ca-
nadian industry $1 billion a

year, according to the director

of the Health and Safety Divi-

sion of Ontario Hydro.
Dr Donald Grant says 2% -

3% of the industrial work force

are alcoholics, functioning
below their capacity, endanger-
ing fellow workers and plant
equipment, hurting their
families and shortening their

lives.

Dr Grant and representatives

of several corporation health
departments were guest
speakers late last year at the
Alcohol and other Drug Abuse
in the Workplace conference,
which drew more than 200
delegates from government,
business and industry.

Conference speakers concen-
trated on industrial accidents

caused by alcohol and other
drugs and emphasized the need
to reduce the soaring financial

and social costs induced by al-

coholic employees.

The Hon. Michael Starr,

chairman of the Ontario Work-
men’s Compensation Board,
said $261 million in compensa-
tion benefits were paid to in-

jured workers last year.

As is Ontario Hydro, some
corporations are now stressing

the value of “constructive
coercion” programs within the

company to deal with alcoholic

and addicted employees.
This “carrot and stick”

method referred to at the con-

ference, forces the employee
into seeking treatment for his

condition at the risk of losing

his job. According to reports by
Hydro, General Motors of Can-
ada, and the Kodak Company of

Canada, this program has
achieved success.

Kodak has noted a 60% -70%
recovery rate among its al-

coholic employees who have
undergone treatment, accord-

ing to Dr John Hill of that

company.
Hydro’s control rate has been

recorded at 63%. an increase of

approximately 50% when a

voluntary treatment program
was in operation, according to

Dr Grant.

Donald Grant

Winnipeg study shows

Anti-alcohol services sparse

Clean air.a non-smoker’s right
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Noble: compassion

with excellence,

is a necessity By Charles Marwick

ROCKVILLE MARYLAND
— Dr Ernest P Noble takes

over the directorship of the
National Institute on Al-
cohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA) at a time when he
sees “a sense of excitement”
in the field of alcoholism”.

There is now a clear na-

tional focus on the problems
of alcoholism through the
NIAAA, “an identifiable
body through which most of

the efforts in alcoholism are

channeled”, he says.

“I have come here with a

sense of mission. I suggest
that soon it will be possible

to address ourselves mean-
ingfully to the problem of

alcohol and alcoholism. I in-

tend to translate this to ef-

fective reality”.

The problem of alcohol
abuse and alcoholism cannot
be studied completely by
biomedical models”. Dr No-
ble believes. “However we do
need to do bench-type re-

search”, he says, and looks

forward to expanding the
focus of research activities

at NIAAA.
“I would like to see psy-

chobiological studies under-

taken. I have some interest

in blocking agents”, he
notes.

Dr Noble has published
research studies indicating

that there arb mediators of

alcoholic metabolism which
might be harnessed in the
clinical situation to inhibit

the effects of alcohol.

The NIAAA’s new direc-

tor cites the in-house re-

search programs run by the

National Institute of Mental
Health (NIH) as an example
of the kind of research ac-

tivities he is talking about.

“I would like to stimulate

this type of research at

NIAAA and work effectively

with other agencies such as

.some of the institutes at the

National Institutes of

Health”.

In the recent past, NIAAA
has been criticized for not
working closely with other
government research pro-

grams such as those at

NIMH and at the National
Institute of Neurological Di-

sea.ses. This, it is held, has
resulted in unnece.ssary

duplication.

Dr Noble recalls how his

interest in alcoholism was
first awakened.
"You know, as I look back

now I can’t think of a single
lecture that I had as a

medical student, whether in

biochemistry, physiology, or
pharmacology, that related
to alcoholism.

“Yet, when I went on the

wards as a clinical clerk I

came across alcoholics. At
that time they were viewed
as objects of derision. To be
sure we would occasionally

take a liver biopsy to look as

if we were tackling the case

according to the precepts of

acceptable medical practice.

“We diagnosed cirrhosis
of the liver, esophageal var-

ices, anemia, gastritis, what
have you. We called them
alcohol-associated problems.
We never called them what
they really were — alco-

holism.

“Yet there was this poor
human being with a big bel-

ly, bleeding from the mouth,
all the medical problems of

alcoholism. And we knew
full well that two courses
faced this patient. One was
that he either died then and
there in the hospital or that

he got symptomatic relief,

left the hospital, only to

drink again and come back
to die. sometime later. This
sense of hopelessness cou-
pled with disinterest,
prevailed in the treatment of

the alcoholic individual for

many years.

“Then, in the later 1960’s

there began to develop a

growing recognition of the

true magnitude of the al-

cohol problem. With this

development and with the
growth of funds in the al-

cohol field, prestigious in-

vestigators were attracted.

These were soon followed by
young, vigorous and imagin-
ative investigators. The re-

sult is that today it is becom-
ing acceptable and respecta-

ble to conduct research in

alcoholism. No longer do you
hear people apologizing for

working in the field. There is

now a real momentum in the

field of alcoholism. It’s very

exciting”.

“You know’’. Dr Noble
went on, “we talk on glibly

about the facts. We say there

are nine million alcoholics in

the country. But is this the
whole story? My hunch is

that there’s more, probably
many more. We know that

fully a hundred million

Americans drink and we
don’t even talk about the
problem this poses — for the
most part anyway.
“We look only at the top of

the iceberg. We don’t know
about the kinds of damage
that occurs among people
who drink alcohol in moder-
ation. Yet we do know from
our research that, even in

limited amounts, alcohol can.

affect brain function. So I’m
not sure that those whom we
call alcoholics are the only
ones who suffer from
alcoholism.

“Certainly, we need to

treat those who drink so
much that their brains, their

livers, their hearts, and
other organs are affected.

These are medical problems.
But we also need to find out
what these underlying prob-
lems are.

“What happens to a young
boy or girl who takes his first

drink? Is it his genetic con-

stitution that determines
the way he handles alcohol?

Is it the metabolism? Is it

the psychology? Is it the
social environment that gets

him to drink?
“We don’t know the

answers. I think that finding
these answers is a research
question and the sooner we
find them, the better we can
respond to such questions
as: How do we prevent
alcoholism?
Prevention is one of Dr

Noble’s principal goals. “I

am not happy with What I see
in terms of some of the
prevention programs in ex-

istence at the moment”, he
says.

“I don’t think that just

labelling the bottle with a

warning along the lines of

the cigarette packet is going
to change people’s behavior.

This is a very subtle area.

We have to understand the
crucial factors that underlie

the drinking patterns. If we
can understand these then
maybe we can do something
about modifying drinking
behavior.

“I would like to bring to

this field and to NIAAA a

scn.se of excellence”, said Dr
Noble, “but excellence tem-
pered with compassion. We
are not dealing with just

molecules, we are not
dealing with just programs.
We are dealing with people’s

lives”.

-'s

Emotions muddy
pot picture

MONTREAL, QUE. — Results

of cannabis studies vary
because investigators have
been basing their conclusions

on personal, moral standards.

This is the opinion of Dr
John Unwin, a Montreal psy-

chiatrist and acting director of

the Royal York Hospital Meth-
adone Maintenance Clinic.

“My own review of cannabis
studies indicated they were
poorly controlled — a Hnding
later confirmed by others,” Dr
Unwin told participants in a

recent symposium on psy-
chological and ethical aspects

of pediatric practice.

He referred to a recent
report by Toronto psychiatrist.

Dr Andrew Malcolm, which

Sudden
death
unrelated

to smoking
ANAHEIM, CALIF. — Alth-
ough cigarette smoking is a
known risk factor for heart at-

tacks, it does not appear to be
related to an increase in the
frequency of a type of prema-
ture heartbeat which is as-

sociated with sudden death.

“Ventricular premature con-
tractions (VPCs)— the type of

heartbeats which may be as-

sociated with sudden death —
are no more frequent among
men who are now smoking
cigarettes than they are among
men who formerly smoked, or

who never smoked”, Dr Law-
rence E. Hinkle, professor of

medicine at Cornell University,

told a major session here of the

annual American Heart As-
sociation convention.

“Observation of tape record-

ings made while men are smok-
ing indicates the smoking of a

cigarette by an habitual smoker
is only rarely accompanied by
an increase in the frequency of

ventricular premature contrac-

tions.

Dr Hinkle said his conclu-
sions were based on the stud.v of

1,196 actively-employed Amer-
ican men. ranging in age from
20 to 65 years, who were con-
sidered to be at high risk of

sudden death from a heart
attack.

Each man had either six- or

24-hour electrocardiograms to

determine the incidence of
VPCs. since the.se contractions,

in some cases, may be the fore-

runners of ventricular fibril-

lation and death.

states cannabis is carcinogenic
and lowers testosterone levels.

However, Dr Unwin empha-
sized, the US National Council
on Drug Abuse has been una-
ble to make any definite
statements about the danger or
safety of cannabis “at this
time”.

“Not only in investigators,
but in people generally, there
was an emotionalism that made
them vehemently against can-
nabis use,” Dr Unwin said.

The basic principle being
challenged by marijuana users
is the Puritan work ethic, ac-

cording to Dr Unwin.
“(It’s) an over-whelming

fear that someone, somewhere,
may be enjoying himself. This
is exactly the reaction that oc-

curred when we saw young
people appearing to have a

licentious, libidinous occasion
with drugs,” he said.

“There was something wrong
with young people having plea-

sure and appearing to enjoy
themselves. They hadn’t
worked in the fields, hadn’t
learned their arithmetic for
hours ...”

Dr Unwin encouraged a

“holistic” approach to cannabis
use — something that would
allow for several standards —
“because many who use can-
nabis do stick to the ethics with
which they grew up”.

Open Arms
for women
in Hamilton
HAMILTON — A $63,000
Local Initiatives Program
grant has been awarded the
Open Arms Haven for Women
to establish the city’s first

halfway house for female al-

coholics who are no longer
drinking.

“It’s for the woman who has
stopped drinking but still needs
some emotional support for

her to function normally,’’ says

Open .4rms director Marguer-
ite O'Rourke.
The L.I.P. grant will cover

the six-bed operation for seven
months, and Mrs. O'Rourke
hopes the community wilt then
finance the project.

“There’s such a need. The
government recognizes this as

well as we do. There’s no other
place for women to go”.

Twelve Open .\rms em-
ployees will get on-the-job
training in self-help courses
for the women. Course topics

wilt include how to relax and
cope with everyday problems,
with health, nutrition, dress,

and alcohol and its effects on
the body.

Children must be taught to drink—safely

'rOLKDO, OHIO — Au impor-
lant part of alcohol ('ducatioti

for the young should h(> the
(liffcrctilialion of reasons for

drinking, says Dr Marlin 0
Wolfish, associate professor of

p<‘dialries at the University of

'I'oronlo.

“W(‘ must point out that

dnuking for curiosity, peer ae-

eeplanee, or conviviality is not

the same as drinking alone,

drinking to gel drunk, or

drinking to lake our can's
away,” Dr Wolfish told iihy-

sicians at a conliniiing ediica

lion course at the Medical Col

h'gc of Ohio, Tededo
lie cited a Toronto study of

1 .'1-year-olds that showed 5%
had got drunk, not hy accident,

“hut to rclii've loneliness, to

forgi'l prohleins and for other
clearly definahle reasons not

relati'd to curiosity, peer accep-

tance or peer pressuiv, but for

relit'f of unhappy emotional
stales".

This study of 100
Id-yi'arolds, doin' at llu' Hos-
pital for .Sick Childn'ii in 197;i.

found 75'V) of llu'in had drunk
alcohol outside their honu's,
and lO'Vi adiiulled to being in-

toxicated at sonu' tune.

This did not include table

wines taken with mi'als at

home, .Sabbath wine, a sip of a

parent's drink, or other paren-
lally-supi'iTised drinking With-

in the home.

Much of our leaching con-
cerning alcohol is prohiliition

ary in origin and content, and
may In' irrelevant to today's

sl.indards where O.S'Vi of all

adults drink. Dr Wolfish said.

"I’l't'r influence is most impor-

tant and children must he
taught responsible drinking
habits

"It IS important to tell chil-

dren that IS not essential to

drink, that getting drunk does

not indicate maturity, virility

or ma.sculinity.

"We must leach our childirn
to drink safely. We must ex-

plain physiological facts to

them. They should he taught
about drinking slowly, drink-
ing and eating together, and
other factors that some of us
have learned hy experience.

.Alcohol education should
probably not be dealt with as an
isolated topic, but should be
part of the understanding of

living and coping with life's

problems hy teenagers."

Dr Wolfish is also chief of

pediatrics at North York Gen-
eral Hospital, Willowdale, Ont.



By Milan Korcok

CARSON CITY, NEV. —
Ask anyone who’s ever been
to Las Vegas or Reno and
they’ll tell you straight out .

.

“Nevada is “something
else’’.

And even if all they’re

reacting to is the wheel, the

table, or the one-armed ban-

dit, they’ve got a good point.

But Nevada is different in

other respects too.

There’s no recession here.

Money, most of it from out of

state, hows freely. For the

first time in its history,

Nevada, in 1974, grossed $1
billion in gambling, and the
first three quarters of 1975
showed gaming revenues
surging far ahead of those

previous record levels.

Short term pleasure is the

state’s greatest natural re-

source, but the fallout — al-

cohol and drug abuse —
doesn’t dissipate when the

tourists leave.

Fortunately, the political

and social leaders of this

sparsely-populated state

don’t have too much of an in-

feriority complex. In tack-

ling the growing problem of

alcohol and drug abuse, they

see no need to sit around and
take their cues from other,

wealthier, more powerful
jurisdictions.

The result is that the state

has charged ahead with an
innovative model for cer-

tifying, accrediting, and
licensing alcohol and drug
treatment facilities and per-

sonnel that deserves scru-

tiny throughout this con-

tinent.

As Paul Cohen, Chief of

the State’s Bureau of Al-

cohol and Drug Abuse
(BADA) says; “We looked
around at other states, and
there was no place to go.

Nevada couldn’t wait. We
would have to invent the

wheel.’’

Accreditation of drug and
alcohol treatment programs,
and certification of the peo-

ple who work in these pro-

grams as counsellors, has
been an elusive process
throughout North America.
The definition of minimal
standards that would work
in all jurisdictions is still a

pipe dream to those who talk

in terms of national criteria,

or national training systems.

But with a population of

only 600,000, a budget of

close to $3 million, and a

recently-established State
Plan for Prevention, Treat-
ment and Rehabilitation of

Substance Abuse, Nevada’s
BADA had a lot going for it.

For some time there has
been a lot of concern about
setting some kinds of stan-

dards for alcohol and drug
counselling professionals.

Patricia Bates, Statewide
Program Coordinator for
BADA was mincing no
words when she said: “It was
clear the time had come
when the service being
provided by the counsellors

who had taken such great
efforts to educate them-
selves would have to be
recognized.

“College degrees and ex-

perience do not a counsellor

make,” reiterates Ms Bates,

herself a non-academic, al-

beit one who has taught
counselling at numerous
courses in universities
around the country.

Fundamental to BADA’s
quality control strategy was
the conviction that ap-

proaching certification of

counsellors as an item apart

from the accreditation of

programs or the licensure of

facilities just didn’t make
sense.

Consequently, when the

state passed a series of bills

governing the regulation of

alcohol and drug abuse
treatment in 1975, they
neatly dovetailed certifica-

tion, accreditation, and
licensing, and gave their cri-

teria for each the force of

law.

From the start, Mr Cohen
and his colleagues in BADA
knew they would have to tred

delicately in defining the
criteria for certification of

counsellors.

A survey in 1974 showed
that more than six out of

every 10 counsellors in drug

and alcohol treatment pro-

grams in the state were
non-degreed paraprofes-

sionals.

Rather than academic
traning, they had according

to Mr Cohen, “a heart as big
as the state of Nevada and a

desire to reach out and
help”.

“Whatever we did, we
would have to develop some
mechanisms that would not
wipe these people out. A lot

of paranoia existed.

“Considering the high
proportion of counsellors
who were non-degreed, we
knew that if we developed
any kind of academic test,

many of them would fall flat

on their faces.

“When that kind of person

fails a test what do we tell

him? How can we negate the

fact that he’s been working
in a program for five years

doing one hell of a good

job?”
The point is, you don’t

deny the fact you give him
credit for it. But if criteria

are to be of any value they

have to define a line.

This is how Nevada’s cer-

tification procedure defines

that line.

There are four distinct

categories under which an
individual might be cer-
tified. A person may opt for

one, or a combination of

more:
• Drug Abuse Counsellor,
• Alcohol Abuse Counsellor
• Substance Abuse Coun-
sellor (for those programs
where treatment involves
multiple drug users), or a

• Program Administrator.
The requirements for cer-

tification call for the
following:

• A graduate degree in an
appropriate social science

field,

• A bachelor’s degree plus

two years of life experience,

and
• a number of years of life

experience plus successful

ecompletion of a provisional

certificate.

(Full certification con-

sists of a six year credential.

Any counsellor not measur-
ing up to all the criteria can
be granted a provisional
three-year certificate during
which he takes on the train-

ing required to fill in the

gaps revealed by the cer-

tification board.)

This provisional cer-

tificate was BADA’s alter-

native to a grandfather
clause which would allow
those who failed the exams
to stay on in their jobs by
virtue of the fact they were
already in the business.

In addition, the candiate

also has to satisfy the cer-

tification board that he has

not abused any controlled

substance within the
previous two year.s, has been

a state resident for six

months, and has the ability

to communicate effectively.

The counsellor must be
able to recognize symptoms,
assess a client, evaluate his

progress and set realistic

goals. He must be capable of

involving himself with the

addict’s family, and be able

to develop a professional

counsellor-patient relation-

ship.

He must have knowledge
of group counselling meth-
ods. of what motivates and
elicits feelings, and what
constitutes a continuum of

care. He must be aware of

basic medical requirements,

the problems accompanying
sobriety, the steps and tradi-

tions of Alcoholics Anon-
ymous.

In essence, the power to

certify candidates is given to

BADA by legislation, but in

fact this responsibility is

given over to a Board of Cer-

tification made up of people
active in the field of drug
abuse and training. Right
now it consists of one sub-

stance abuse counsellor, one
alcoholism counsellor, one
licensed psychologist, one
educator, and one BADA
representative. The board
was selected from a slate of

nominees recommended by
the programs themselves.

The Board’s powers are

broad. It might waive an oral

examination if the candidate

passes the written one, and it

has a lot of influence in di-

recting the candidate into a

training programs to correct

certain deficiencies.

One of the beauties of liv-

ing in a small state (small in

terms of population only) is

that flexibility is just a

phone call away.

Mr Cohen prides himself

(or rather the establishment

he represents) on the ability

to put together a training

program (paid for the state)

for a specific coun.sellor or

group of counsellors in short

order.

“I.,et’s .say a coun.sellor has

a deficiency in basic infor-

mation intake. He just

doesn’t know how to get in-

formation from a client. We
.set up a training course for

him. We can run a training

course within 21 days of

finding the need. We can
pull in somebody, .some-

where in the state.

“We’ve run a course for

six people who could only
communicate in Spanish,”
says Mr Cohen.

In discussions about
credentialling held through-
out the country, the fact that

it should be a voluntary
process is always front and
centre.

Though Nevada’s program
is characterized as volun-
tary, no amount of hair-
splitting can obscure the fact

that anyone who wants to

continue to work for state or
federally funded programs,
must get certified.

One wonders if it could
work any other way.
Nevada’s legislation is

precise: In order to be
licensed, any facility receiv-

ing state or federal funds
must be accredited. The
program accreditation
powers given BADA are just

as precise and tight as are
those for counsellor
certification.

In order for a program to

be accredited (i.e. licensed)

“All counselling staff

SHALL be certified by the
Bureau of Alcohol and Drug
Abuse.” And if individuals

are not holders of a full cer-

tificate they must have at

least a provisional three-
year one.

There are options, says
Mr Cohen. If some programs
or individuals don’t want to

go through the certification

process they don’t have to.

They can just give up any
claim to state or federal

funds.

Since the licensing process

has just been initiated,

BADA is giving candidates
some leeway. In effect, they

or their program adminis-
trators have until mid or late

1976 either to go through the

certification process or de-

clare a time line as to when
they will go through.

There comes a time when
we must either “fish or cut

bait,” says Mr. Cohen.
By the time the first

deadline for filing to sit cer-

tification came up in late

November, close to 125 ap-

plicants had shown up . . .

some of these from people

outside the circumscribed
drug field.

Of applicants, approx-

imately 60% were degreed
and 40% non-degreed.

Within a week after that

deadline another 22 applied

for the subsequent set of

examinations.
Mr Cohen was elated atthe

turnout, optimistic about
the numbers of non-degreed

workers who took the bait at

the first pass.

The first .set of examina-

tions is being held in early

.January, subsequent series

will be held a couple of

months later. After that, it

is expected that examina-
tions will be held twice a

year.

By the end of 1975, close to

.50% of all the drug and al-

cohol abuse workers func-

tioning as counsellors had
come in for the certification

process.

The fact that his state may
have developed a prototype

for others doesn’t displease

Mr Cohen either.

“I’d love to have the repu-

tation that other .states were
adopting our minimal stan-

dards as their minimal .stan-

dards. I would love to have
i

them develop this program
j

for themselves. . . take our ;

cover off and put their cover
j

on.”
i
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A diversion

we can’t afford
THERE IS something grossly misleading about the way public

figures have taken off after young people and their drinking

habits — young people being those between ages 18 and 21.

In the province of Ontario in 1971, when the legislature was
lowering the drinking age to 18, scarcely a voice could be heard

calling for caution in extending the right to drink to teenagers.

It should be recalled that this change was part of a trend
towards defining the age of majority as 18 and, as such, was one
of 37 statutes changed at the same time.

It is probably also true that young people were given drinking

rights as a vote-catching technique. Certainly all three Ontario

parties heartily endorsed the move and a provincial election did

follow a few months later.

Most elected officials and even informed observers seemed to

justify their actions by pointing out that the provision of alcohol

to 18-, 19- and 20-year-olds simply recognized the reality that

these age groups were drinking anyway.

Now, prodded by news reports that teenage drinking is on the
rise, the bandwagon has been pulled out of mothballs and
everyone who gets a chance at a microphone is suddenly “view-
ing with alarm”.

Yes, there is evidence that people between the ages of 18 and 21

are drinking more today than they did before the age of majority

was lowered. And yes, there is evidence that more young people

are getting into trouble with auto accidents and other health

problems as a consequence of drinking.

But there is also evidence, and a lot more of it, that alcohol

abuse in the past decade has escalated in the 21- to 35- to

78-year-old age groups, or any other age group you want to

mention.

Surely, increased drinking by young people should come as no
surprise at a time when per capita drinking in Ontario has
reached a peak. In fact, per capita consumption rose 28%
between 1963 and 1973 and it would appear the percentage of

Canadians beyond 18 who drink has probably reached its max-
imum level of approximately 90%.

In effect. North American society is on a binge: how can we
expect the 18-, 19- or 20-year-old to stand on the sidelines?

To a certain extent, young people, those between 18 and 21

years, are being made scapegoats because they are an easily

definable group.

“Adults” are quite accustomed to preaching to this group
anyway, and they .see it as part of their parental obligations. So
the finger-wagging comes quite naturally.

In retrospect, the decision to lower the drinking age in

jurisidictions throughout North America, was a questionable
one. Returning the pro.scription to 19 or 21 may be the right

action now, even if it causes political and social leaders to eat a

certain amount of crow.

But, and it’s a bitj but, if we unload all our legislative resources
upon young people and make examples of them, and only them,
we simply succeed in going two steps forward and two steps back.
We don’t need any of these diversions pulling us off the track.

Any efforts to nwer.se the present trend of teenage drinking
must he consid(*red against overall attempts of Canadian .soeiety

both to alter attitudes towards the u.se of aleohol and to apply

effective control measures, the end objective being to prevent

further increases in consumption and resulting aleohol

problems.

If we are truly eotieenu'd about our young people as well as

our.s(>lves, w(‘ will create a climate in which drinking aleohol to

exce.ss is not seen as a function of good citizenship and eliminate
th(' hyiioerisy that proseriluvs aleohol for one si'gment of the
jiopulation while the majority eonliniies to eonsume at

inodigions rates.

The double standard in respect to drug u.se has caused enough
social uph(*aval already.

'I'here are real ways we can eoiifroiit the problem of aleohol

ahusi*. 'I’here an* actions l(‘gislators can take if they have the

courage.

Raising the legal drinking age, allowing roadsiili' breath-

alyzers, applying strieti'r enforeement methods can h(' part of

that initiative, hut only a part.

We have recourse to many other potentially effective mech-
anisms of control — pricing and taxation policies, advertising
and promotion rest riel ion.s, lighter regulation of licensing of
faeililii's and (list rihiilion of aleohol.

Tht'.se are (he devices which can influence the rate at which
everybody drinks. That’s what we really ought to he eoneenied
about and what W3 ought to he talking ahonl.

More
letters — page 11
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Hot evert) drattl; driver picked op the cops...

^ettefs to the Mitof

Jail drinking drivers

Sir:

The following is a copy of a letter which I

have sent to the Attorney-General of Ontario:

I am a Bar Admission student who, as a

former social worker, has had employment
experience as a parole officer and a counsellor
in various prison settings. I was most interest-

ed in your statements concerning stiffer pen-

alties for drinking drivers and jail sentences
for first offenders.

I am in full agreement with you regarding
the need to have stiffer penalties for drinking
drivers and automatic jail sentences for first

offenders. While in prison, these individuals

should be required to undergo intensive coun-
selling sessions. These sessions would include

visits to the morgue and viewing films of
accident victims. Finally, once a sentence had
expired, an individual who was identified as an

alcoholic or near alcoholic would be required

to submit to compulsory therapy as a condition

of having licence privileges renewed. If the
individual did not demonstrate much motiva-
tion for change in the therapy .sessions, the

lieenee i)rivi leges should never be renewed.
After all, a privilege is not a right.

As penalties for subsequent offences, 1

would suggest su.spension of lieenee privileges

for life, imiunindmenl of the vehicle (to he
followed by a judicial .sale with the proceeds
reverting to the provincial treasurer) and
further imprisonment.

Einally, I would .submit that the police
should he instructed to enforce the law against

any individual, (<veii if that individual he a

judge, eahini>l minisli'r, business executive,

(Me. I undersland that this is the policy in one
of the Seandinavian eouniries and it is de-

signetFlo shock even those individuals to

realize I he .seriousness of their offences. It al.so

.serves as a deterrent to others. In that par-

ticular eouiilry, individuals from all social

elas.ses are reciuired to siieiui the night in

detoxification eenlrtvs, and no distinction is

made' among .social elas.ses in enforeing the law

as it pertains to drinking drivers.

Although some naive individuals would con-

sider my proposals to lie Draconian, it is my
belief that we must have laws which will pro-

tect the public and rehabilitate those who need
help. Hopefully, such an approach would
reduce the butchery on the highways and
eliminate needless pain and suffering. Al-

though it would be politically unpopular to im-
plement such a policy, I hope that you will have
the courage to do so, and I hope that Stephen
Lewis and Robert Nixon will have the courage
to support such legislation.

Paul Gavrel
Toronto

Doctors’ practices
Sir;

The last two issues of The Journal
(November and December. 1975) have fea-

tured articles describing recent meetings chi

the subject of Women, Alcohol and Drugs.
Both meetings, one US and one Canadian,
reported similar findings regarding pre-
scribed psychotropic drugs.

Dr Robert DuPont reports (December, page
5) from a US study that twice as many women
as men have used diazepam and chlor-
diazepoxide (Valium and Librium); that 50%
more women than men report the use of bar-

biturate's for medicinal purposes, etc. He also

reports that the percentage of women who use
pills’ to cope with stress has increa.sed 30%
from 1972 to 1974 with no similar increase

among mah's.

On the .same page as the above is an inter-

vi('w with Dr DuPont in which he points out
that, given the same .symptoms, physicians do
not di.seriminate in their pre'.serihing to thetwo
.sexes. This article is headi'd, “MD’s Pri'serip-

tioM Habits Similar for Both Sexes”.

Within the context of the statement on
symptom pre.sentation, this appears a ivason-

ahle headline hut for the ix'ader who skims The
Journal lightly, it nonetliele.ss suggests there

is little wrong with llS or Canadian physicians’

piv.serihing praetiei's. One has to read imieh
further along in the article to find Dr
DuPont’s slalement that; “This is not to argue
that all preserihing of psyehoaclive drugs is

ni'cessary or appropriate.”

The implication of the headline, however, is

that little is wrong with current pivscrihing if

no overt l)ias exists.

(continued on page 11)
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representatives from the
provinces, territories, and the
federal Non-Medical Use of
Drugs Directorate, has been
wrestling with the concept of

developing a national training
system for counsellors.

The task force has been seek-
ing to identify the target
groups most in need of training
and looking at their education-
al needs. In the course of this

scrutiny it has run into a com-
plex mass of issues.

Should all counsellors be
forced to meet the same min-
imum standards of cornpeten-
cy? If so, how can you define
the standards? What kind of

educational process might be
developed to ensure that they
meet these standards? How do
you account for the great
regional differences both in

terms of need and available
personnel, i.e., the alcohol

counsellor dealing with native
people in the Yukon doesn’t
necessarily need the same
kinds of skills as a counsellor in

Montreal’s skid row ... or does
he?

In the United States, the
NIAAA commissioned Roy
Littlejohn Associates to dev-

elop proposals for a national

standard for alcoholism coun-
sellors, and NIDA asked for an
analogous project as it affects

drug programs to be prepared
by the University Research
Corporation.

The details of the reports
have been discussed in detail by
various groups, but the ques-
tions these reports and task
forces have raised so far make
it obvious that a national train-

ing system — if one is required
— is a long way off.

Some jurisdictions, British

Columbia, and Nevada have in

the absence of any national
consensus, surged ahead on
their own in developing cer-

tification processes for

counsellors.

Though alcohol and drug
treatment and rehabilitation

has gradually fused into the

health delivery systems of the
United States and Canada,
the deliverers of those services

have not emerged with a clearly

distinct identity, the way other
health workers have.

In one state or province a

counsellor may require a mas-
ter’s degree to work, in another
the counsellor may need no de-

gree at all. The inequities are

blatant.

At the same time, a counsel-

By Milan Korcok

more good than harm, it will

have to be “as open as possible

so that the basic reason for
credentialling — to improve
the quality of services — does
not get submerged by
bureaucratic, economic, or sel-

fish considerations as has hap-
pened with credentialling ef-

forts in other fields.”

Implicit in this concern is the
fear that if credentialling
becomes too rigid, too bur-

Certification of alcohol or drug abuse counsellors is a high
priority item among people involved in treatment today. In a

series of backgrounders, Milan Korcok, contributing editor ofThe
Journal, looks at the pros and cons of credentialling, the fears of

some counsellors about the future, and some of the practical

problems involved in developing national training systems.

lor may work hard to receive a

certificate from a training in-

stitution in one jurisdiction

only to find the piece of paper
worthless in another. Profes-

sional mobility is something
that just doesn’t exist among
counsellors the way it does in

other health fields.

Keenly aware of this lack of

vertical or horizontal mobility,

the Alcohol and Drug Problems
Association of North America
launched its own national ini-

tiative to establish creden-
tialling processes for coun-

sellors.

Though ADPA, in the words
of its President H. Leonard
Boche, does not intend to

become the body doing the cer-

tification, it does seek to act as

an expediter to see some
process takes shape.

Says Mr Boche: “We can no
longer sit around and contem-
plate and weave the perfect
system.”

In surveying the various ini-

tiatives now going into the
credentialling of counsellors,

the Drug Abuse Council has
nicely put its finger on some of

the key issues.

The study, headed up by DAC
Project Officer Carl Akins
(Akins is now with the Illinois

Dangerous Drugs and Narc-
otics Commission), notes that

if credentialling is going to do
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page 7), has forged ahead on
its own, developing legislative

authority for licensing of pro-

grams as well as credentialling

of individual counsellors. It has
etched in law the condition that

treatment programs will lose

their federal or state funding
unless their counsellors take
advantage of the evolving
credentialling process to get
their certificate of competence,
or at least a provisional cer-

tificate showing them to be in

training. They have been given
until late 1976 to comply.

Is this to be the prototype for

other states?

The prospect of creden-
tialling, as ill defined as it is

today, has uncovered some deep
anxieties among many workers
today.

Who is to be credentialled?

Who is to do it? What skills will

be included and how will they
be measured? What credit will

be given for life experience and
how will this stack up compared
to academic training?

They are afraid of other
things:

• That credentialling will be
used as a tool to weed out
“paraprofessionals.”

• That rigid codification of

the credentialling process will

favor the medical model in

treatment facilities.

• That programs serving
poor and ethnic minorities
would suffer most since these
are most dependent upon para-

professionals for counselling
services.

The need for protecting the

many, existing, non-academic,
non-degreed counsellors is

crucial to credentialling.

Though weight may be

given to life experience, written

or oral examinations of some
kind appear inevitable. Some
codification of required skills

will have to be measured.
Will today’s non-degreed

counsellors be herded into

community colleges, will the

quest for diplomas become
their promary concern?
The prospect to many is dis-

concerting. The need to prove
oneself against academic cri-

teria is distasteful to many.
There is an art to passing

examinations. The BA student

has been carefully tutored in

that art, the non-addict coun-

sellor has not.

eaucratized and structured, its

first victims will be the many
non-degreed, non academical-
ly-trained people who have
been the foundation of coun-
selling in North America.
The DAC comes down hard

on the need for retaining com-
petency as the chief criterion

for certification.

“Credentialling in substance
abuse does not depend on the

possession of any other sorts of

credentials whether they be
academic degrees, medical
licences, or other sorts of

certificates.”

There is an urgency to

developing standards and there

are fears that attend that

urgency.

As the DAC survey says:

“The funding of drug programs
is being reduced, and thus
there is a need to devise some
systematic method of evaluat-

ing the services.”

There is also some anxiety

about the imminence of third

party health insurance.

What kinds of programs will

third party payers cover? What
criteria will programs have to

meet in order to qualify for

coverage? Will a credential of

some kind not be required by
the paying agency before an
individual counsellors services

would be reimbursable?

The State of Nevada (See

COUNSELLING the alcholic

or the drug addict is a very im-

precise art, requiring an eclec-

tic blend of qualities.

Over the years, such coun-
selling has been monopolized
by the street-wise addict, the

individual who knew where it

was all coming from, and whose
experience and intuition made
up for any perceived lack of

scholastic training.

But with the growing sophis-

tication of drug treatment pro-

gramming, and the involve-

ment of academically-trained
“professionals”, thecomplexion
of counselling has changed. It

has become more structured.

Counselling has become “A
New Profession”, open for
scrutiny not only by alcohol and
drug programmers, but by the

various regulatory and funding
agencies at state, federal, and
provincial levels.

Clearly, if programs are to

receive public funding they
must become accountable.
They have to ensure their

paymaster that services provid-

ed are of an acceptable stan-

dard, that their facilities and
personnel meet certain criter-

ia, that there is some uniformi-

ty in services from one com-
munity to another.

As part of this quest for ac-

countability, there has been
emphasis recently on develop-

ment of quality control mech-
anisms such as certification

of individual workers, and ac-

creditation of drug and alcohol

treatment programs — both of

which are usually voluntary
processes not to be confused
with mandatory licensing
procedures implemented by
state or provincial regulatory

agencies.

Certification reflects the at-

tainment, by an individual
counsellor, of credentials stat-

ing he has the competencies
required to conduct certain

counselling activities. It is not a

licence to practice.

That is simple enough in

theory, but national groups in

both Canada and the United
States are finding the issue of

credentialling of counsellors
anything but simple and
straight forward.

In Canada, a federal-provin-

cial task force on training of

counsellors for alcohol and
drug services, made up of

I ‘Then felt I like some

I watcher of the skies

I When a new planet swims

I into his ken’

I SO SAID John Keats, upon
I first looking into Chapman’s

I famous translation of

I Homer. Now I cannot say I

I had exactly the same feeling

I upon first looking into a

I copy of High Times, the New
I York-based glossy magazine
I dedicated to the pleasures of

I pot and the comforts of coke.

I But it did, in a figurative

I sense, blow my mind:
I Imagine if you will, a

I counter-culture magazine
I that looks as if it were de-

I signed by the people who
I publish Psychology Today
I — slick graphics, quality
I paper, good layout — and
I carries a style of adver-

I tisement similar to those in

I Harpers or Macleans. I say a

I ‘style’ of advertisement,
I because although one is used
I, to full-color back-cover ads

I for cigarettes in glossy mags,
I one is not used to full-color

I ‘back-cover ads just for the

I cigarette paper!

I Like Playboy, every issue

I of High Times carries an ex-

I elusive interview up front.

I The September issue, for in-

I stance, features an interview

I with a Harvard-doctor-cum-
I freak who offers the theory

I that vomiting may be an in-

I teresting high. According to

I the doctor, food layers up in

your stomach like a parfait

within 20 minutes of eating,

and you can throw it up
layers at a time, establishing

a bridge between the un-

conscious sphere and the

conscious sphere which
produces a flow of energy
which is a unique feeling.

Barf is bliss, in other words.

The spring ’75 issue fea-

tures an interview with a

professional marijuana tas-

ter. This James Beard of the

cannabis crowd prowls the

mountains of Mexico and
Central America looking for

greatness like a pro hockey

scout prowls the boondocks

of Northern Ontario. A true

epicure, his decisions and
recommendations can affect

the price by up to $30 or $40 a

pound.
When it comes to things

like prices, one must turn to

the ‘business’ section or the

‘Trans-High Market Quota-

tions’ which list the prices of

psychoactive substances
around the world the way the

Wall Street .loumal lists the

price of less esoteric com-
modities. Along with Am-

sterdam, Katmandu, and
Marrakesh, Montreal gets a

listing. Toronto doesn’t —
which proves, I suppose, that

it takes more than just a

fancy communications
tower to make a true ‘inter-

national’ city.

To keep up with new
products. High Times offers

a ‘Paraphernalia’ section in

which new products are fea-

tured and compared Con-
sumers’ Report fashion. The
October issue gives a run-

down on three marijuana
cleaners, a product named
The Clean Machine getting

the nod over the ‘Juana
Shaker and the Marygin
because it is made of durable
metal and can even double as

a flour sifter. The Tooter is

recommended as just the
thing for people too busy to

inhale their own cocaine. It

comes in black, silver, and
indu.strial blue and is a little

mechanical device that

delivers scientifically accur-

ate snorts of coke up your
nostril at the press of a but-

ton. It comes for only $25

and is. I imagine, guaran-
teed for the life of your na.sal

septum.
The advertisements in

Hugh Times are a tribute to

good old American know-
how and inventiveness.
There is a bewildering varie-

ty of pipes and hookahs of-

fered for sale — each one

with its own special engi

neering and features, such
as the ‘Waterbong’ that

‘cools like a hookah’, has a

vast carburation chamber
for those ‘fast working
mighty hits’, and is ‘dish

washer safe’ as well!

Those mundane toilers of

the industry — the dealers
— are not neglected by High
Times. A full page ad tor

‘d-ometer.s’ suggests: “When
it’s one of those day^ you
can’t trust your head, you

(continued on page 11)
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Turkish
poppy
plan:

experts
optimistic

By Thomas Land
GENEVA — Within the
next two months, narcotics

specialists of the Western
World will be able to assess

with confidence the effects

on the illicit markets of the
resumption of opium poppy
cultivation in Turkey.

Officials at the United Na-
tions’ International Narco-
tics Control Board in Geneva
are optimistic. It appears a

unique system of control im-
posed on poppy farmers in

the seven Turkish provinces
where legal cultivation was
resumed last year, after a

short-lived total ban, has
managed to prevent traf-

ficking.

But specialists emphasize,
if the alkaloids from the
country’s increasing poppy
crops are to be used solely to

supply the pharmaceutical
industry, Turkey must be
given “substantial” finan-
cial assistance for invest-

ment in storage and process-

ing facilities.

Turkey has been tradi-

tionally, the major source of

illegal heroin supply finding
its way to the rich and de-

sperate markets of Canada,
the United States and Wes-
tern Europe. Both the Tur-
kish authorities and the
11-member UN board re-

sponsible for supervising
compliance with interna-
tional conventions, believe

the illegal supplies still

trickling out of the country
are leftovers of stocks ac-

cumulated before the 1971
ban on production.

Advanced studies have al-

ready been made under in-

ternational auspices of the
financial requirements of
Turkey’s developing opium
poppy industry. No figures

have yet been named.
A specialist spokesman for

the UN board explains that
“the u.se of poppy straw for

the extraction of alkaloids
presents many advantages
because it is more difficult to

u.se for illicit purpo.ses than
opium. Furthermore, in

order to obtain sufficient
quantities of morphine, the

traffickers would have to

secure very large amounts of

straw through clandestine
channels.

“As the capsules are no
longer lanced, poppy can be
cultivated more densely,
producing a greater quantity
of capsules per hectare. In

addition, the morphine yield

will be higher and the (|uan-

tity of poppy seeds, tradi-

tionally u.sed for food and oil

production, will be in-

creased.”

Hut the transi)ortation,
storage and processing of
pojjpy straw is an expensive
i)usine.ss. UN officials em-
phasize that "the construc-
tion of industrial facilities

for the |)roeessing of that
raw material rc'ciuires sub-
.stantial capital investment.
“Turkey has already

re<iu('sle<l, and received,
multilateral assistance for
the study of sotne of these
problems. It will re()uire
more substantial aid. The
i n t (' r n a t i o n a I eomm u n i t y
will certainly wish to help
Turkey to pursue a policy in

who.se success it is .so vitally

and directly intere.ded.”

^rduiid

LIGHTING UP
Chinese Vice-Premier Teng
Hsaio-ping has rated people ac-

cording to their smoking
habits. “I suppose people who
don’t smoke at all are the best
people in the world; those peo-

ple who smoke pipes are the
second best; and those who
smoke cigarettes are the worst
people in the world”. Ping was
speaking to pipe-smoking US
President Gerald Ford and
Secretary of State Henry Kis-

singer, who hasn’t developed
the habit. Teng incidentally, is

a chain-smoker.

PERSONAL DRUGS
‘OKAY’
A bill now going through Par-
liament in Italy is expected to

remove the threat of a two-year
jail term for smoking hashish.

It will also allow Italians to

keep small quantities of any
drugs, including heroin and
LSD, for personal use. How-
ever, it will still be a crime to

buy, receive, import, transport
or grow the drugs. Critics of

the bill don’t understand how
one can possess drugs without
first having bought or received
them.

TONS OF BREW
Sixteen thousand million gal-

lons of beer — that’s how much
beer was consumed in the
world in 1973, according to sta-

tistics of the Brewing Review.
US drinkers topped the beer-
drinking market with
3.531,308,000 gallons con-
sumed. West Germany came
second with 1.999,800.000 gal-

lons with Britons, having con-
sumed 1,377,977 gallons, a
close third.

Latin

Americans
map out
program
CUERNAVACA. MEXICO —
Scientists in Latin .\merica
are planning an information,
research and educational
network relating to drug
abuse.
Participants from 14 coun-

tries recommended im-
plementation of the network at

the recent .second conference
of the Latin American Work-
shop for Research Programs
on Drug ll.se.

Countries involved in the
preliminary discussions were:
Argentina; Brazil; Columbia;
Costa Rica; Ecuador. Mexico;
Nicaragua; Panama; Pa-
raguay; Peru; Puerto Rico;
Dominican Republic; l^ruguay
and Venezuela.
Recommendations include

information exchange among
the countries; publication of

reports pertaining to drug use;

a public education program;
expanded training of person-

nel to he involved in the pro-

gram; and a comparison study
of present and planned
rehabilitation programs.
A pilot project, to he initiat-

ed in Puerto Rico under the
supervision of the island's
Department of Services
Against Addiction, will focus
on programs now operating
there, workshop participants

decided.
A third conference Is being

planned.

The satirical Soviet weekly Krokodil recently published a cartoon of a drug pusher wielding a

fanatasy-sized hypodermic needle against a frightened teenager. The caption, ‘Your money and your life’

is a warning to the Soviets that drug use in that country is becoming increasingly frequent.

Crime, violence, accidents

Soviets blame alcohol
By John Dornberg

MUNICH — Additional and
unusually detailed statistics on
the alcohol problem in the
Soviet Union have become
available to Sovietologists

here.

According to the most recent

(October) issue of Molodoi
Kommunist, the monthly
Komsomol, the Young Com-
munist League, 8% of all non-
accidental deaths in the USSR
are due to extreme intoxication

or can otherwise be traced to

alcohol abuse.

Drunkenness was a causative

factor in 55% of all fatal in-

du.strial accidents, and inebria-

tion at the wheel was responsi-

ble for one-third of all the
USSR’s traffic fatalities la.st

,vear.

According to Molodoi Kom-
munist, 53.3% of all crimes in

the USSR are committed under
the influence of alcohol and
inebriation played the major
contributory role in 73.9% of

all murders and 76.4% of the
rapes committed in the USSR.

The magazine al.so reported
that 70% to 95% of all .school-

age children — the proportion
varies according to ethnic
groups and republics within

the Soviet Union — consume
alcoholic beverages “regular-

ly.”

According to the magazine,
the average Soviet family
spends 6.7% of its monthly
budget on alcohol beverages.
This figure, however, is con-
tradicted by a little-known
booklet on the Soviet economy
which has recently reached
Western analysts.

According to the booklet,
Proizvodtsvo i Uroven Zhizni
Naroda, (National Production
and Standard of Living, pub-
lished in 1973 by L. Kuprienko
and E. Rusanov), the propor-
tion .spent on alcoholic bever-
ages is considerably greater.

The authors analyzed the
monthly spending patterns of

both urban blue and white col-

lar families as well as rural
kolkhoz (collective farm)
families, dividing them into

“lower” and “higher” income
categories, that is those earn-
ing less than 189 rubles ($251)
and those earning 277 rubles

($368) a month or more.

In the lower income urban
families an average of 9.57% of

the budget is .spent on alcohol;

in the higher incotne families

14.6% of the budget goes for

alcoholic beverages.

The lower income group
.spends 45.7% of its budget for

all food and drink, and the
higher income group only
for alcohol ranges from 21 % to

43%.
Among rural kolkhoz

families the proportion of the

total monthly family budget
spent on alcohol is considera-

bly lower. Those in the lowe»'

income category spend 7.3%
those in the higher category

7.8%.
Observers here stress that

the lower amount spent by rur-

al families should not be con-

strued as a reflection on their

drinking patterns because il-

legal distilling and production
ofsomogoii (moonshine) are
widespread in the Soviet

countryside.

From the study of various
Soviet statistical reports, an-

alysts here estimate that al-

most one-third of the total

spent annually for food and
drink in the USSR — 96.5 bil-

lion rubles ($128.3 billion) in

1973 — goes for alcoholic

beverages.

Alcohol is believed to come
under the heading of “Other
Food Products” in the Soviet

Statistical Yearbook and in

1973 this category listed a re-

tail turnover of ,31 billion ru-

bles ($41.2 billion).

The retail price of a half-liter

bottle of vodka is 4.12 rubles

($5.48).

Tar yield down, smoking up
I.ONDON — The average lar yield

of eigai’elles eoiismiied in Hrilain

is on the deeline. lint this may only

mi'an that nicotine addicts sinolu'

more

Mehavionr.il researeli eondneled

at three Mritish hospitals sngge.sts

it is possible to reduce the lar In

lake of smokers who eaiinol kick

lh(‘ habit provtd(<d the nieoline

level of the tobacco is arlifleially

maintained

“It IS lip to the l('gisl;ilors and llu'

eigarelli' maiinfaeliirers to decide

whc'lber this Is a seiisibh' ob|eellve

for the habitual smokc'r," <'om-

ments the aiilhorilalivi' wc'ckly

New SeienlisI of l.ondon

Important new research findings

on smokers, from studies at

Maiidsley, New Cross, and .SI

Marl holomew's hospitals, have
IxM'ii pnblishi'd heri' afit'r a

piliil.'inl annonneemeni by the

Department of lli'allh showing
that the average lar yields of

eigarelles on sale in this eoiinlrv

ha\ e been reduced by about a tenth

since li'sling began lhn'(> yimrs

ago A major otip'clive in the

deiiarlmeni's eamiiaign in piibh.sh-

ing the lar yield tables has been to

|)ersiiad(' people iinalib* to break

lh(' habit "to change to milder

lih'iids with low(>r lar and nleolini'

yii'lds"

One influential Mritish daily
newspaper deserilies smoking as

"Mrilain's king size tragedy" now
claiming .'ll), 1)110 lives annually and

gaining ground among the young
and parlieiilarly among young
wonu'ii

\ reei'iit Callup jioll shows that,

although tO'',, of peojile bt'vond 10

\ears smoke, and O.'i**,, of Ihesi'

think that smoking can damage
their health, another !l(l"„ do not

believe that cigarettes e.in kill

them and Kt'*), don't know These
figures, eommenis one .specialist

lu're. illustrate Iht' failure of a

eomprehensiV(' reiiorl jirodueed by
the Hoyal College of I’hysieians in

1071 and eonelusi\ I'ly linking
eaneer deaths with smoking, to

jK'nelrate the awareness of the

public
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HEADACHE STUDY
The first survey of migraine
among English school children
shows that 13% of the 2,000
who took part suffer from it.

The previous estimate, based
! on an earlier Swedish study,

j

was about 4%. Only about 20%
! of the sufferers had told their
teachers.

GERMAN WINE
Britain may be on the verge of

outstripping even the United
States in its consumption of
German wine. Sales in the UK
doubled between 1971 and 1973
and now stand at 200 million
bottles a year.

FRENCH TOLL
Alcoholism kills nearly 22,000

;

people yearly in France, says a
report by a government group.
It shows France has the high-
est number of liver cirrhosis
cases in the world and the

i average person drinks 141.8
I
litres (31 gallons) of wine

;

every year.

UK POLL
Government interference in

I

the sale of cigarettes and
li tobacco has considerable public

supporfin the United King-
dom, according to a recent
television opinion poll. Al-

I though 59% of the sample Were
against government control,

I

78% favored more curbs of one
sort or another. Women were
more insistent with 83% opting

! in favor of restrictions as
against 72% of men. Of
smokers, 69% accepted the
idea of further restrictions.
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There’s more than a hint of paranoia in HIGH TIMES’
'

(Continued from page 9)

heed a d-ometer quality Tes-
ter as your friend’. All one
need do is insert a small
sample, (use the DM d-

ometer for marijuana,
hashish and THC, the DC
d-ometer for cocaine)
squeeze, and then match the

color formed to the color
quality chart. Simple as
checking your own urine for

glucose.

Several varieties of scales

are offered and in the Spring
’75 issue there is even a fea-

ture article on the latest in

scales which recommends
scales costing up to $1,200.

Quite a bit of money — but
then I imagine that to a
dealer this would be a tax-

deductible item.

High Times even offers a

centre-fold to turn on the
reader; the spring ’75 issue

has a sexy shot of some Thai
grass posed with a pipe, and
the August ’75 issue offers a

slightly risque look at some

red Lebanese hash oil. Top
that Bob Guccoine!
As one reads High Times,

one cannot help making a
few sociological observa-
tions;

The drug Quaalude ap-
pears to have achieved some
sort of legendary status and
is now sold as a cultural ar-

tifact. Enlarged gold and
silver facsimiles of the tablet

• are offered as paperweights
and pendants on delicate
chains. Yesterday a downer,
today an objet d’art.

There is a naivety in High
Times that is almost touch-
ing. Fail-safe stash-holders
such as ‘the unique magic
bean stash jar’, ‘the stash
belt buckle’, and the ‘super
stash’, a three-inch long
aluminum bolt that ‘virtual-

ly defies detection’ are of-

fered for sale.

My God — if I can buy
High Times surely the narcs
can buy it too. I wouldn’t
recommend flying into JFK

from Bogota with a pocket
full of three inch long
aluminum bolts!

There is a certain zany
humour and frantic energy
— especially in the ads —
that makes it difficult for
one to dislike High Times
Yet one cannot help but feel

it is a sad commentary on
our times that this
magazine, which has gone
from a circulation of 20,000
to 250,000 in the course of a

single year, has become such
a commercial success.

Some of the feature arti-

cles in High Times are so

incredible, so patently fab-

ricated, that one wonders if

this is not prima facie
evidence that pot does in-

deed rot the mind. Certainly
one would have to have a few
neurons missing to accept
such things as the interview
with the professional taster

or the fantastically elabor-
ate market quotations as an-

ything but the whimsical

imaginings of a High Times
editor.

There is more than a hint
of paranoia in High Times.
Many ads — some of them
full page — offer security
and anti-bugging services.
These I imagine would be of
greatest interest to dealers
and the companies offering
the services, such as Counter
Measure Security Systems
of Ann Arbor Michigan, ap-
pear to be the same compan-
ies that offer security ser-
vices to business and
industry.

Also, one gets the feeling
there are a few rocks the
editors of High Times want
to leave unturned. In the
Trans-High Market quota-
tions, prices for opium are
occasionally quoted, but
never for heroin. I doubt
very much if junkies are
reading High Times.
Wayne Howell is an Ottawa
physician and freelance
writer.

Continued from Page 8

We are in total agreement with Dr SIR:

DuPont that physicians do not push
j someone would conclude I am

women, particularly, into drug use
. gjj anti-pot fanatic based upon my commun-

Maywe suggest, however, based on the jcations to you. This is really not true but I do
current state of our knowledge, that believe that you have an ethical responsibility
without conscious bias on the part of recognize the impact your publication has.
physicians, men, and particularly y^yj. November 1, 1975 issue you have made
women, are being eased into psycho- g top-level story out of an Army study of 27
tropic drug use by the increased ac- individuals. The conclusions drawn on a sam-
ceptance of pharmacological solutions

pjg of 27 individuals really can not rate
to social and personal problems. ^bat much consideration. I am impressed with

the fact that $382,000 was spent on such a

Ruth Cooperstock limited study but I feel you do a real disservice

Scientist by suggesting that a study of such limited

Addiction Research Foundation scope does anything more than add to a grow-
of Ontario ing collection of data.

33 Russell St., Toronto The short term studies have demonstrated

that pot is an innocuous chemical for a large
portion of the population. Since we are talking
about a use pattern which effects a sizeable
portion of the population, I believe that is is

imperative that we do not lose sight of the
importance of adequate time, sample size and
experimental design when we look at collected

data.

If you want to sell newspapers then call

yourselves a newspaper! If you want to be a

professional journal then recognize the re-

sponsibilities that go along with the job.

Charles H. Clay
Educational Consultant-Drug$
and Continuing Education
Fraser Pubiic Schools
Fraser, Michigan 48026

Don h Miss It!
I

CONFERENCE THEME:
The application of expert knowledge and practical

experience in the effective management of alcohol

and drug dependence in Canadian society.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
CANADIAN FOUNDATION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
IN SPECIAL INTEREST SESSIONS:
An invitation is extended for the submission of

descriptive titles, abstracts and/or summaries of

presentations in a wide variety of topics. Possible
subject areas are listed in the preliminary program
and alternative topics will be also considered.

Papers, presentations or demonstrations should be
limited to 20 minutes.

Because of the postal strike, deadlines for

submissions has been extended to Feb. 2
1976.

Toronto, June 20-25, 1976 FOR MORE INFORMATION
WRITE OR PHONE:
Conference Manager
Information

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
Tel: 416-595-6259

Conference hosted by ADDICTION RESEARCH
FOUNDATION OF ONTARIO
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For further information contact;

Joyce H. Lowinson, M.D., Chairperson

National Drug Abuse Conference

1 500 Waters Place

Bronx, New York 10461
(212) 430-3338/9

THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 1976
3:00 p m. • 8;00 p.m. — Registration

6:00 p.m. * 8:00 p.m. — Exhibits Open; Hospitality Hour

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1976
A. 9:00 a m. - 12:00 p.m. — Plenary Session

B. 1 30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. — CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I. The History of the Evolution of the Therapeutic Community

Msgr. W. O'Brien, J. Jaffe, M.D., E. Senay, M.D., H.

Mourer

II. The Role of the Regulatory Agencies

B. Stonecipher. J. Langer, S Nightengale. M.D.

III. Basic Research in Drug Screening

C. lannaccone, G. DeGregorlo, Ph.D., R. Harford, Ph.D., I.

Siassi, M.D.

IV- Epidemiology of Heroin

A. Richman, M.D . B. Cropper, Ph.D., V. Patch, M.D.

V. Special Populations — Sexual Variants

A. Fox, H. Kooden. Ph.D. 1

VI. Credentialing Drug and Alcohol Workers

V. Woolf, Ph.D., S. Steinberg, P. \'amos, N. Quinones,

Ph.D., D. Armstrong

VII. (a) Behavioral Approaches to the Drug and Alcohol Problem

R. Hesse

(b) Public Policy Review — NIAAA: Past. Problems and

Progress

M. Hertzman, M.D.

VIII The Dilemmas of Coordinating Treatment with Criminal

Justice:

A Two Year Experience

A- Lissner, J. Gilmore, K. Pompi, Ph D.. D. Heit, V. Shorty

IX. Minority Approaches to Prevention

W. Harvey, Ph.D.

X. Family Therapy Approaches to Treatment

M- Stanton, Ph D., K. Hope. M. Novick, M.D.

XI. The National Drug/Alcohol Collaborative Project

J. Carroll, Ph.D., T. Voskuhl, T. Siebold, J. Kissko

C. 3:15 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. - CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I. Variations of the Therapeutic Community

F. Cohen, M. Rosenthal, M.D.

II. Basic Research in Drug Dependence

A. Schwartz, Ph D., E Uyeno, Ph.D., R. Tansill. M. Cohn.

Ph D., M.D., J. Stryker, M.D
ill. Non-Traditional approaches to Drug Abuse Treatment

J. Ffanzer, L. Lynn, M. Burglass. M.D., R. Beals, L. Sigman

IV. The dilemma of the Asian American Drug Abuser

T. Chung, I. Yoshida, J. Yasuda, R. Wakabayashi

V. Future Funding for Drug Abuse Treatment

N. Wynstfa, L Friedland, L. Boche, B. Beaureguard, R.

Adame
VI. The Drug Addict Alcoholic

B. Stimmel, M.D., H. Barr, Ph D., L. Webb, A. Cohen,

Ph D,, R. Harford. Ph.D.

VII Methodology and Evaluation of Polydrug and Alcohol

Treatment

W. Schmelter, T. Thierman, J. Davis, Ph.D., M. Galanter,

M.D,

VIII Assessing the State Planning Process for Primary Prevention

R Hesse, J. Corcoran, J. McCord, R, Herman
IX. The Free Clinic Approach to Community Medicine and Drug

Abuse Treatment

D. Smith, M.D . S Dowdy-Glenn. R. Seymour, J. New-

meyer, Ph D., D Inaba, Pharm.D.

X, Treatment of Drug Addiction and Alcoholism in the Same
Facility:

Experience and Issues

J. Mayer. Ph D . D Lewis, M 0.. N, Zinberg, M D
XI Ancillary Medical Treatment in Methadone Programs

F, Mas, M.D,, B Bihari, M.D,

XII Take Home Methadone: Restraint, Rehabilitation, Reality?

B. Stone, V Patch, M D .
P Cassarino, D. Patterson, J.

Orraca

D, 5,00 pm • 6 30 p.m, -CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I The Myths and Legends of the Therapeutic Community
E Garcia, C Dovlin. M Darcy. F Natalo

II Clinical Research with Narcotic Antagonists

T Capone, Ph D , L Brahon. Ph D . M D
,
G Lonborg, A

Thomas, D Arnon, M D ,
D Lewis, M D

III Clinical and Basic Research with the Use of Barbiturates

M Cohn, M D
,
Ph D

,
L Doutsch, M D , J Tocco, Ph D

IV Long-Term Evaluation of Drug Abuse Treatment

P Cushman. M D . F Gearing, M D . W Ferns, Ph Q . A
Milimnn, J D , S §olls, Ph D

V Addicted Mothers and the Family

T Morrow, M Henderson, L Finnegan, M D
,
J Moronly.

Ph 0 ,
H Foster

VI Third Party Payrnnntn and iho Clinical Process

M Segal, J Phillips

Vfl Ethical Issues Involved in Relation to llui Criminal JuHlicn

System

M Hurglasn, M D (J McKenna, M 0 ,
N Shostak R

BickforrI

VIII Interface of Clinical and Corrections Staff in a Multimodal

(iru<) Abuse Program

f Aprill. g Parker, J I Inn/er J Ungnrleidar

IX The ( volvintt Hnlationsfiip between Prevention and

1 realmnnt

I A ifanr M Wynn
X Mural and Urban Drug Abuse Treatment

M Swanson M Mencivengo. D ^ipeigfits. (i Mayes

XI The Onr.iiminali/ntion of Urinalysis

N T Srjiinmm
XII Management Ter.hnuiuns fni Drug Trealittent Pio{jiams

M Weiner, USW (1 l)«>Anyolis l*h I) C lincoln M Kahn
f'h D

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1976
I 104!jam i;t(»|iin ( ONCUMMI N I SI SSIONS

I (Inniing With Spei lal Protiinms in lire T fieia|ieuti<

Community
S I eola .1 Maitine/. M Dililile !• (aikni

II llasic Mnsnarch rai the Pharmm ningy nf lAAM
S Mule Pfi I) A Mura Ph T) (' Iniiiirisi Ph 0 (i

Mendnison Pfi I)

III The Treatment of tfie U|)iiirn Adda i in Iran

A M Tiiinn M () MM Mahnrreri. M D N /inheig

M I) .1 Ma;ani M ()

IV Clinical InilowUp anil I valuation of Methadone
Delnsifiration

For exhibit information or special requests:

Mr. Ira J. Marion, Conference Coordinator

National Drug Abuse Conference

1 500 Waters Place

Bronx, New York 10461
(212) 430-3327/8

W, Panepinto, M. Mezritz, D. Gerstein. Ph.D., B. Stimmel,

M.D.

V. Treatment of Latino Drug Abusers

M. Scopetta. Ph.D.. 0. King, I. Quiroga. Ph.D., J.

Szapoeznik, J. Garcia-Esteve, Ph.D.

VI. Accreditation and Third Party Payments
S. diMenza. R. Cohen, J. Phillips

VII. The Treatment of the Alcoholic Patient

R. Stanzione, T. Nissen, G. Gubar. Ph.D.

VIII. New Developments in Decriminalization of Marijuana

M. Falco, Esq., J. Rector, Esq., K. Stroup, Esq.. Dr. J.

Tinklenberg, Prof. R. Bonnie.

IX. The Evaluation of Primary Prevention Programs

E. Schaps, Ph.D., D. Falk, Ph.D., J, Corcoran

X. The Recovered Addict Returns to Work
D. Carpenter. H. Alksne, L. Koerwgsberg, L. Lieberman,

Ph D., K. Wolf

XI. Evaluation of Intervention Programs

M. Haines. L. Murray. E. Gottheil. M.D.. Ph.D.

F. 1.30-p.m. — 3 p.m. - CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I. Interface Between the Therapeutic Community and the

Health Delivery System

S. Galser. E. Kaufman. M.D., S. Shankman. J. Densen-

Gerber, M.D., N. Levy

II. Basic Research in the Pharmacology of Narcotic Antagonists

E, Cone, Ph.D., S. Weinstein. Ph.D,, N, Chattergle. Ph D.,

K. Verebey, Ph.D.

III. Current Needs of Drug Treatment Programs

R. Hesse, R. DuPont, M.D., V. Patch, M.D., Dr. P. Jordan
IV. The Effect of Drug Treatment on Crime

G. Nash. Ph.D,, G. DeAngelis. Ph.D., J. Maddux. M.D.

V. Women in Drug Program Management — The National

Association of Women in Human Services

B. Gibson, H. Manley, 0. Jacob. A. Kurman-Gulkin. V.

Borrok

VI. Current Trends in the Training of Drug Treatment Staff

A. Curry, Ph.D., A. Lopez, T. Kauffman, H. Hendrix

Clinical Treatment and Patient Characteristics of Drug Addict

and Alcohol Patients

H. Barr, Ph D.,- A. Cohen, Ph.D., P. Hannigan, H. Stein-

berger, B. Bihari, M.D., D. Sternberg, Ph.D.. M. Galanter,

M.D.

VIII. The Legal Problems of Clients

R. Dickstein, J.D.. B. Stone, R. Evans, P. Dananceau. J.

Oracca. C. Hanson

IX. The Use of the Media in the Prevention of Drug and Alcohol

Abuse

J- Hammond, T. Adams, D. Schmeling

X. The Administration of Drug Treatment Programs

M. Gissen, J.D., H. Shell, D. Kerr, R. Myles. A. Rocklin,

Ph.D., R. Seymour. G. Jackson. M.D.

XI. Involuntary Treatment — Issues and Trends

C. Leukfeld. DSW, T. Hanlon. Ph D , D. Heit. H. Feldman,

Ph.D.

XII. A Clinical Training Model for Drug Program Staff

R, Cutler. Ph.D., C. Reiner, Ph.D,

G. 3.15p,m. -4.15p.m. —CONCURRENTSESSIONS

I. The Interface Between the Therapeutic Community and the

Criminal and Juvenile Justice Systems

F, Rogers, J.D,, Hon. I. Brownstein, P. Kaufman
II. Basic Research in the Pharmacology of Narcotic Antagonists

R. Kaiko, Ph.D,, D. Lange, B. Berkowitz. Ph.D., M Braude.

M.D. L. Penning Ph.D.

III Epidemiology of Drug Abuse — Current Trends and Treat-

ment Planning

E. Senay. M.D .
R, DuPont, M 0.. J. Newmeyer, Ph D

, J.

F. Shick, M.D.

IV. Varied Prescriptions for Treatment Success

P, Janke, R. Bale. Ph D , T. Rush. Ph D . M Quinones.

Ph D,

V The Committee of Concerned Methadone Patients Our
History and Our Future

J. Orraca. 0. Cattes. D, Patterson

VI. The Training of Clinicians for Quality Care

M Galanter. M D . M Rosenbloom, H Freudenberqer.

PhD
VII. Research Studies in Polydrug Abuse

J Phin. A Friedman, Ph D . A Karras. Ph D
VIII The Now York Experience Under the 1973 Drug Law

M Morril, Esq ,
Assemblyman S Fink. I Glosser. Esq . A

Japha, Hon. L Polsky

IX The Spanish Centered Program for Drug Abuse Prevention

F Folkors, I Kraimor

X Records and Systems in Clinical Treatment

A Gnionsky, P T Harris, J Kir>g MO 0 Gorsh

XI Outreach Methods for Drug Treainienl

M Flaherty. D Bonnotl

XII Specialized Information Resources fur Con^munity

Programming

S Lnchler, L Ferguson

H bpm - 6 30pm CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I An Open Session to Discuss Iho Titorapeufic Community
D Cuebi^ [ Gnisi V Moreno R Pruss

II Religious Approaches to Ihi* Treatment of Drug Abusers

Rev L Hagemann. Msgr W O Dnntv C Hess M D Rev

J Alien Rev .1 Gagos

III Infants Bom to Narrolic Dependent Womer)

S Kaplan MO D Reesnr I finnogen M D J Stryker

M 0
IV f valuation of I inployinertt in Drug Treatment Progmms

I Ctnaring MO A Karras Ph D G DeAngelis Ph D D

('aplovil/ Pb D

V The Alcohitlu Woman
C Jonnpii

VI New Dimensions in Training Sulisiante Abuse Professionals

in the Mini k Community
W MaisbnII H Avnni R t u bherg S Set hoit

VH Metfiiuls nf lieatirtg Alcoholic f'atients

J Tamenn M D { I reedntan M D S Mai>i>s

VIII Impact of the Now Patient ConfulerMialitv Hegulalions

upon the Melationslu|> between the Cnmiital Justire and

Diug Ahusa Irralmanl ^y•^lems

.1 Woissman R Stone .1 Onau* P Menetlelto I .q I

Mnibnr I sq

IX Alleinnlivi's to Drug Abuse

M Gainntei M (1 .) Criti fdey 0 Weinbiog

X riii>H:al Reseiui h in Halliii inogen Users Periunalitic and

Work
A I eviit M tl K Khavaii I'h 0

Xf Six ml Sanctions and Drug Aluise Prevention

N /inlieig M D

1 MOO am 10 fO a m CONCURMf NT STSStONS

I Ai 1 ledantion and tiedenlialing in the Therapeutu

Community
S. DiMenza. D. Kerr. D. Beutch

II. Clinical and Basic Research with LAAM
W. Ling. M.D., C. Inturrisi. Ph D.. A Howe. M D.. £
Inwang. Ph.D . J Strekney. Ph.D.. W Dorus, M D

ill. Clinical Research on Neonatal Withdrawal

C- Kandall. M.D.. R, Kron, M.D
. C Chavez, M D.

IV. Patient Profiles in Drug Rehabilitation Programs

B. Bihari, M.D . M. Cohen. Ph.D
. M Ellner. Ph 0.

V. The Problem of Child Abuse
J. DenservGerber. J D.. M.D.

VI. Women Patients in Drug Treatment Programs — Current
Issues

B^ Rosenthal. J. Kovacs. S. Mondo. M. Aycock
VII. Approaches to Treating Polydrug Abuse

H. Angle, Ph D. C. Tudor

Vllf. The Case for Heroin Maintenance

P. Jacobs. Ph D.. N Znberg. M.D.. A. Lindesmith. Ph D.,

Lidz. M.D.. R. Bayer

IX. Community and School Based Drug Abuse Prevention—*

Programs

A. Riddell. Ph.D., J. Fausei, J. Gregory. D Samuels
X. The Treatment Program and the Community

J. Langrod. S. Smith. M.D.. M. Gissen. J D.. I. Marion. 6.

Bihari. M.OE.

XL Treating the Chicand Addict

R. Adame
XII. Treatment of Medically Addicted and Terminal Patients

J. Lowinson. M.D.. B. Steonecipher. R. Millman, M.D

J 10:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. — CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I. The Effectiveness of the Therapeutic Community
G. DeLeon, Ph.D,, R. Bale. Ph.D.. C. Chambers. Ph D . D.

Litton

II. Basic Pharmacological Activity of Methadone and Other

Drugs _

M. J. Kreek, M.D.. E. Snyder, Ph.D.. T. Slotkin. Ph.D.. B.

Dvorchik. Ph D.

III. Outcome Studies of Drug Treatment Clients

J. Ungerer, D. Gerstein. Ph.D.. I, Siassi. M.D.. J Schut.

M.0-. B- Kleinhans

IV. Techniques and Tools for Program Evaluation

G. Dubin. M.D.. . Bennett. C. Forrest. K Doyle

V. Drug Use in High Risk Populations

L. Saizman. M D.. M Burglass. L. Jones
VI. Murder. Death and Opiate Addiction

V. Patch. M.D.. M. Perkins. M.O.
VII. Polydrog Grand Rounds- The Best of the Worst

J. Jacoby, M.D . D. Wesson. M 0.. B Comstock. M D * K

Schooff, M D . A. Raynes. M.D.
VUI. Yoga. Nutrition and Meditation Effective in Overcoming

Addictive Behavior

M. Kaur. H. Singh. S. N Singh

IX. Smoking as Drug Abuse
J. Jaffe. M.D.

X. Vocational Rehabilitation in Drug and Alcohol Treatment

Programs

E. Wolkstein. R H. Milkman. M Burros. S Belenko. Ph D
XI. Socioeconomic Factors in Communication How They Affect

Counselling and Rehabilitation

R Renteria W McKeever

K. 1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I. The Future of the Therapeutic Community
J. Densen-Gerber. M D . J Jaffe. M 0 . Msgr. W 0 Brien

M Rosenthal. M O.

II. The Biological Effects of Long-Term Methadone Treatment

H Kieber. M O.. J. Bloomer. M O., R. Langon. M.D
III. Methadone Dose. Plasma Level and Cross Tolerance to

Heroin

, J Volavka. M.D , K Verebey. Ph D- R Resnick, M 0 , S

Mule, Ph D
IV Follow-Up Studies of Methadone Mainienar>ce Patients

F. Gearing. M 0.. H Josephs. P Cushman M.O . B

Stimmel. M 0 . 1 Siassi. M 0
V A Cities Rote m Preventing Drug Abuse

J Riggens. T -Burgess

VI. Clinical Findings in Personality and Sex Differences Among
Addicts

M Cohen, Ph D , J Ungerer, A Levin, M 0
VII Approaches to the Treatment of Alcoholism

J Kern. Ph D S Paul

VIII The Causes of Drug Abuse

G Crawford. Ph 0 E Fogelman. E Farfoy H Milkman.

Ph 0
IX Transcendental Meditation and Drug Abuse

J Lowinson M D M Shafii. MO H Benson M D . J

Marcus. R Jones M 0
X Policy. Politics and Program Management in Drug Abuse

Tieatment

G DeAngelis. Ph 0 . L Santora 6 Bihan. M 0

3 15pm 4 45 pm- CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I A National Organization of The^apeullC Community —
Theiapeulic Communities of America

3 15pm 4 45 pm - CONCURRENT SESSIONS

I A National Oignmzation of Therapeutic Communitie
Therapeutic Communities of America

M Gissen JO R Myles M Sack H Shell

II Clinical and Baste Research m Substance Abuse
K Schooff WO S Lund R Rrsmek M D R Burns. M,

Cohen. M 0
III Nursing die Potydiug Patient

J Oyson R N J Imdsey R N M Greene R N .

Pan/arino R N J Jacidiy M 0
IV Woiksfiop on tfie Problem Ouenteif Rm oids System

R Pandina. Ph 0 S Grossman A McAuley G
Mysak

V Tlie California ( \|ienonce The CODAP Re)Hiriing SystiwM

W Spillane Ph 0 P Hysei Ph D J CoHieit

VI Ihe last Milligram from v'lieniiral Bondage to Personal

Self Artualiration

1 Hiatlei I if 0 M Pennanhia

VM Tile Piiibtem of Mult'pie Pmg Abuse
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Dolphin’s real-life therapy

includes vocational training

Camp Dolphin's Director, Fritz Kern, believes in reality therapy and
vocational training for his clients at Camp Dolphin.

By Harvey McConnell

OCEAN ISLE BEACH, N.C. —
Lines of Atlantic breakers
foam in only yards from four
brine-beaten wooden cottages

grouped in the sand dunes at

one end of this small and
isolated beach along the South-
ern coast.

The cottages form Camp Dol-

phin and house about 40 young
male and female drug abusers
in a therapeutic community
now administered by the North
Carolina Drug Authority and
Mental Health Service, eastern

region.

After a year in operation its

success has spurred officials to

open another similar operation

in Duck Point about 50 miles
north of here.

What makes Camp Dolphin
unusual is that it is deliberately

not modeled on any other type

of TC known by its director,

Fritz Kern, and Dr Burt Wal-
den, head of the Southeastern
(NC) Mental Health Center in

Wilmington some 70 miles
away which recently turned the

centre over to management by
the eastern division.

The basic philosophy is to

take the abusers, almost all of

whom have committed offences
in addition to drug abuse, and
equip them with the skills they
manifestly lack — educational,

vocational and social — so they
can cope with society on
release.

Sitting in his office-cum-liv-

ing room fronting the ocean,
with counsellors and clients

wandering in and out, Mr Kern'
explained the ideas behind
Camp Dolphin:
“Every program I know has

started out by taking a person
and breaking him down to zero

and then starting to rebuild
him. I have always resented and
fought against this. Here, there
is no sitting on a hard bench
thinking over a ‘commitment’
or the shaving of heads or some
other symbol of a ‘new life’.

“We live in a family setting.

We accept clients as they are

and they come, as far as we are

concerned, with a clean slate.

We fit the program to their

needs and do not fit them to a

program we have made up.

“What we do is a little bit of

behavior modification and a

little bit of reality therapy —
here and now is what we have to

deal and work with. And posi-

tive behavior modification
takes a long time, at least six

months.
“The behavior shaped by me

and my staff is based on the
behavior they can expect to be
made to follow in their

communities.
“We live a bit primitively but

this provides a sense of accom-
plishment, and many of these
kids have never been able to

accomplish anything. We want
to give them social coping skills

so that at least they have a

fighting chance when they
leave here.”

Mr Kern, aged 39 years, came
to Camp Dolphin from Florida

where he ran the drug advisory
program Switboard of Miami
for a year. His background is as

unusual as the camp.
A New Jersey native he

taught German and biology for

two years in university, moved
to Florida and worked with
Trans World Airlines as a hy-

draulic engineer before spend-
ing five years at Cape Kennedy
as an electronics expert helping
to assemble all the moon shot

space ships and landing craft.

He moved back to Miami to

teach underwater diving, weld-
ing, and photography and
oceanography at Dade Junior
college. Later, he jojned the
psyhicatric staff at the Univer-
sity of Miami School of
Medicine before being asked to

resurrect the Switboard pro-
gram. He also found time to act

for a year as assistant pastor of

St John’s Lutheran church.

When he was approached by
Dr Walden, “I had the self-con-

fidence to know that even if I

don’t have the answers I would
do my damndest to try and find
them. I had seen so many TCs
that didn’t work. When I was
offered the chance to start a TC
with no holds barred and do
what I wanted within the man-
dates set down, I saw a place
where I could really do some
good.”

Most clients come to the camp
with poor academic records.
Recently five of them took the
general equivalency diploma
exam and passed easily.

Vocational training has
a practical objective as well, Mr
Kern points out. “The skills

they learn here are nbt man-
ufactured, as they are in so

many other TCs.
“We want to give them ex-

perience in such things as au-

tomobile repairs, welding,
woodworking. They may not
leave trained in these but they
will have enough skill to go out
and get some sort of job, even as

a helper.”

With the ocean on the door-
step, recreational activities in-

clude swimming, life saving,
sailing and diving.

“A person leaving here may
not be able at first to buy a lot of

scuba gear, but if he feels
strongly enough then it will be
no longer than two weeks
before he is back in the water.
If he likes sailing enough he
can crew on someone else’s boat
until he can afford his own,”
Mr Kern said.

“We are giving them a view
of something better.”

The camp cottages are in

need of repair and rebuilding
and this provides both interest

and incentive for the clients.

Camp Dolphin is completely
drug free. This extends to staff

members who do not drink
while at the camp. There are no
ex-addicts on the staff.

“The only time we have
talked about drugs is one even-
ing when the kids asked me to

and I answered questions for
four hours.”
From the day each enters.

every client is made to under-
stand that “we require that the
person being here wants to be
here. One of the things that
Camp Dolphin is dedicated to

and predicated on is that they
do not interfere with anyone
else’s right to be here.”
We tell people when they

come that this is a learning
place and a growing place and it

is not just a place to be fed and
safe.”

Mr Kern knows there is more
to do but he has a time limit: In

mid 1976 after two years at the

camp he and his wife Lucy are

off to Bolivia “to settle down to

live among the Indians, if they
will let us.” They are both
studying the language via a

University of Michigan course.

Mr Kern adds that after two
years: “I will have gotten the

satisfaction out of the job and
the job will have gotten all it

can out of me.
“I don’t believe in the cult of

indispensability — if my staff

can’t do it, then Camp Dolphin
will have been a fluke.”

(
-

Twenty-Four Hours A Day

One of the most popular

self-help books in the en-

tire field pf chemical
dependency— over a mil-

ion copies of this book are

now in use throughout the

world. Originally published

by Hazelden for members
of Alcoholics Anonymous
as a help in their daily

living, this book is now
used by self-help groups of

every kind and description.

Price $2.95

Day By Day
Hazelden's newest book
designed to aid alcoholics,

addicts and others in their

daily living. Already in its

third printing. Day By 'Day

has gained rapid accep-

tance by members of Alco-

holics Anonymous and
other self-help groups
throughout the U.S. and

Canada as well as abroad

Price $2.95

The Caring Community Series

A series of ten guidebooks and

video cassettes, or films, on under-

standing, identifying and interven-

ing in alcoholism and chemical

dependency. Especially designed

for education and training of pro-

fessionals now in the field as well

as lay personnel, in industry, hospi-

tals, rehabilitation centers, govern-

ment, and other agencies actively

engaged in dealing with alcoholism

and chemical dependency. Titles of

the ten components are set forth

below:

1 . The New Awareness

2. Identification

3. Implementation

4. The Crisis

5. Emergency Care

6. Dealing With Denial

7. The New Understanding

8. Winning By Losing/The Decision

9. Personal Inventory and Planned

Re-Entry

10. Challenges to the New Way of

Life

NOTE: The guidebooks are avail-

able for $1.00 each or the complete

set for $9.00. Discounts are avail-

able for quantity purchases.
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Hazelden offers the widest range of literature and audio/visual materials avail-
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and self-help throughout the chemical dependency field

Send for our free 48-page illustrated catalog.

For further information, call or write:

Director - Consultation and Education

Hazelden Foundation

Box 1 76

Center City, Minnesota 55012

Phone 800-328-9288 (Continental U.S. only)

or 612-257-2905 (Minnesota and outside Continental U.S.)
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Alcohol And Other Drug
Usage Among Junior And

Senior High School
Students In

Charlotte-Mecklenburg

. . . by Jonnie H. McLeod and J.

Denny McGuire
Charlotte Drug Education
Center, Inc., (1416 East
Morehead Street, Charlotte,
North Carolina- 28204), 1975.

102 p.

This report details and an-

alyzes the information which
has been collected over a five

year period concerning the
drug-use patterns amongst the

youth of a North Carolina

county. Information about psy-

chological and sociological
states which have been cor-

related to drug abuse is pre-

sented. Validity of the survey
results, and prevalence of drug
usage by grade, sex, and race

are detailed.

Prosecution Perspectives
' On Drugs

. . . by Thomas B. Kirkpatrick,

Jr.

Drug Abuse Council, Inc.

(1828 L Street N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036), 1975.

64p.: $1.25

In a collection of edited inter-
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views, the author has related
the attitudes of twenty-five
prosecutors with regard to
narcotics and dangerous drug
issues. Interviews were held in

ten jurisdictions across the
United States under formal
and informal conditions. The
topics covered range from the
public image of the prosecutor
to a discussion of treatment
and punishment.

Other Books
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R. G., Yonetani, T., William-
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Coining Events

In order to provide our
readers with adequate
notice of forthcoming
meetings, please send an-
nouncements as early as
possible to: The Journal,
33 Russell Street, Toron-
to, Ontario MSS 2S1.

Second Caribbean Confer-
ence on Strategies of Drug
Abuse in Developing Coun-
tries— Feb. 1976, San Juan,
Puerto Rico. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140,
1001Lausanne,Switzerland.
Third National Drug Abuse

NEW YORK — Law enforce-

ment officials in New York
report the city is experiencing
its worst illegal narcotics traf-

ficking problems in five years.

An increase in major narco-

tics rings and a cutback in

police narcotics division staff

are blamed.
Huge quantities of heroin

and cocaine — in larger
amounts than have been seen
since the 1960’s — are being
sold openly in Harlem and the
East Village.

Overdose deaths resulting
from heroin are also rising,

with police projecting more

Conference — March 25-29,

1976, New York City, N.Y.
Information: Joyce H.
Lowinson, M.D., Chairper-
son, National Drug Abuse
Conference, 1500 Waters
Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10461.
International Conference
on Alcoholism and Drug
Dependence — April 4-9,

1976, Liverpool, England.
Information: ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Seventh Annual Medical
Scientific Conference of
the National Council on Al-
coholism — American

than 1,000 deaths this year.

An investigation of the cur-

rent drug situation pointed out

control of the illicit trade has

shifted from the Mafia to Black

and Hispanic importers and
dealers, although the Mafia
still retains a sizeable role in

trafficking.

It was only two years ago that

many New York drug officials

predicted narcotics problems
would decrease, Turkey’s deci-

sion to ban the growing of

opium poppies and the convic-

tion of several narcotics
figures should have led to the

decrease,

Medical Society on Al-
coholism— April 9-10, 1976,
Washington, D.C. Informa-
tion: National Council on
Alcoholism, Inc., 2 Park
Ave., New York, N.Y.,
10016, Attention; Medical-
Scientific Conference.
Sixth International Insti-
tute on the Prevention and
Treatment of Drug Depen-
dence — June-July 1976,
Hamburg, Germany. Infor-
mation: ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland. -

Canadian Conference on
Youth, Society and the Law— June 7-10, 1976, King-
ston, Ont. Information:
Chairman, Canadian Con-
ference on Youth, Society
and the Law, 55 Parkdale
Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

Eleventh Annual Confer-
ence of the Canadian Foun-
dation on Alcohol and Drug
Dependencies — June
20-25, 1976, Toronto, Ont.,
Information: W. J. Gil-
liland, Conference Manager,
Addiction Research Founda-

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cerniak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Worst problem in five years

Illicit drugs swamp N.Y.
'

Journal ofPsychedelic Drugs

A Multidisciplinary Forum for the Study of the Drug Culture

1 18 South Bedford Street

Madison, Wisconsin 5 3703

(608) 251-4200

Subscriptions for the Journal of Psychedelic Drugs are

$20.00 for individuals

$30.00 for instituticAis and

$40.00 for foreign subscriptions

Back Issues are Available for $5.00 Each

Volume 4 Number 1

"The Contemporary Heroin Scene
Part 1 : The Problem”

Introduction to the Problem of Heroin
Addiction in America by J.C. Kramer,
M.D.; Psychological Aspects of Heroin
and Other Drug Dependence by S.M.
Pittel, Ph.D.; Racial Perspectives on the

Heroin Problem by J.H. McMearn;
Patterns of Heroin Distribution in a

White Middle-Class College Community
by D. Bearman, M.D. & M. Sheridan

Volume 4 Number 2

"The Contemporary Heroin Scene
Part II: Treatment Perspectives"

Acute Treatment of Heroin Addiction
with Special Reference to Mixed Ad-
dictions by S.R. Gay, M.D.; The
Sociology of a Multimodality Strategy in

the Treatment of Narcotics Addicts by
A.J. Mandel, M.D.; A Rational Therapy
of Opiate Dependence: Narcotic Antago-
nists by M. Fink, M.D.; Methadone:
Some Myths and Hypotheses by E.C.

Senay, M.D.

Volume S Number 1

"Drug Abuse 1972"

Nitrous Oxide: It's a Gas by E.J. Lynn,
M.D. et al.j fhencyclidinc (PCP): A-
nother Illicit Psychedelic Drug by A.
Reed. M.D. & A.W. Kane, Ph.D.;

Psychotomimetic and Related Higher
Plants by N.R. Farnsworth, Ph.D.;

Withdrawal Syndrome with Metha-
qualone by S.H. Schnoll, M.D. & R.

Fishkin, D.O.

Volume 5 Number 2

"The Politics of Uppers & Downers"

Emergency Treatment of Acute Reac-

tions To CNS Stimulants by E.H.

Ellinwood, M.D.; Current Perspectives

on Cocaine Use in America by n.a.
Eiswirth et al.; Barbiturate Toxicity and
the Treatment of Barbiturate Depend-
ence by D.R. Wesson, M.D. & D.E.

Smith, M.D.; An Analysis of Ampheta-
mine Toxicity and Patterns of Use by
J.F.E. Shick. M.D. et al.

Volume 6 Number 1

Untitled

Perception, Psychedelic^ and Social

Change by C. Kaiser, Ph.D. & R. Gold;

Methadone and Pregnancy: An Annotat-

ed Guide to the Literature by STASH
Library; Methylenedioxamphetamine
(MDA)- Subjective Effects by I.S.

Turek, M.D. et a\.\ Consciousness, Power

and Drug Effects by H.S. Becker, Ph.D.

Volume 6 Number 2

"Community Approaches to Drug
Abuse Treatment & Rehabilitation"

Consumer Acceptance of Drug Abuse
Programs: A Provider's View by A.

Schecter, M-.D.; Addicts in Wonderland:
Sketches for a Map of a Vocational

Frontier by S.M. Pittel, Ph.D.; Ap-
proaches to Drug Abuse Prevention and
Treatment in Rural Areas by P.G.

Bourne, M.D.; A Conceptual Approach
to Detoxification by D.R. wesson, M.D.
& D.E. Smith, M.D.

Volume 6 Number 3

Untitled

Chicanoi/ing the Therapeutic Com-
munity by W.S. Aron et al.; Interviews

with Hallucinogenic Drug Discontinuers

by C. Saizman, M.D. & J. Lieff, M.D.
Diversion in Drug Related Cases- A View
from the Defense by R.D. Atkins; Leffer

from Andrew Wei! by A. Weil, M.D.

Volume 6 Number 4

Untitled

Women & Drug User An Annotated
Bibliography Compiled by S.J. Christen-

son & Written by A.Q. Sv/anson;

Prolegomena to an Analysis of Victim-

less Crime by R. Baker; Doxepin: A
Useful Adjunct in the Treatment of

Heroin Addicts by J. Spensley; The Role

and Resources of the Family During the

Drug Rehabilitation Process by A.E. Dell

Orto, Ph.D.

tion, 33 Russell St., Toronto,
Ont., M5S 2S1.

Eleventh International
Conference on Medical and
Biological Engineering —
Aug. 2-6, 1976, Ottawa, Ont.,
Information: Conference
Office, National Research
Council, Ottawa, Ont., KIA
0R6.
First World Conference on
Therapeutic Communities

— Sept. 20-25, 1976, Katrine-
holm, Sweden. For Inf-
ormation: ICAA Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.
Seventh International Con-
ference on Alcohol, Drugs
and Traffic Safety — Jan.
23-28. 1977. Melbourne.
Australia. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140,
1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

required listening!

Find out why Father Joseph C. Martin is one of the most
sought-after speakers in the entire field of alcohol abuse.
Four inter-related audio cassettes deal with attitudes, identi-

fication, counseling & referral, and treatment.

The set of four cassettes and permanent binder are $36.50,
including postage and handling. Payment must accompany
all orders except those on official institutional order forms.

BankAmericard and Master Charge available. California re-

sidents add 6% sales tax. Send check or purchase order to:

Faces West Productions.

Faces West Productions

170 Ninth St. San Francisco Ca. 94103

XIURN4L STUDIES
OF

/1KDHOL
The Journal of Studies on Alcohol

(formerly the Quarterly Journal)
is a repository for the reports of new research

on all aspects of alcohol and alcohol
problems, including alcoholism.

The Journal is published monthly,
with over 1500 pages per volume.

The contents of the Journal alternate monthly.

Original Articles

Bimonthly issues contain reports of

experimental, clinical and field research

from disciplines and professions as diverse

as medicine, physiology, biochemistry,

psychiatry, psychology, sociology,

economics, statistics, education and law.

Documentation
The six Current Literature issues contain

informative abstracts of reports on alcohol

studies in all fields, as published in other
scientific journals and books in all

languages throughout the world.

Each issue also contains a list of all current

references under subject headings and
Subject and Author Indexes.

The Journal’s readers are thus kept informed
on important developments in

alcohol research.

Journal Subscription:

Individual subscribers:

1 year, $25; 2 years, $45; 3 years, $60.
Libraries and other institutions:

1 year, $35; 2 years, $63; 3 years, $84.

(Outside U.S.A. add $2 per year.)

Other Publications

In addition to the

Journal of Studies on Alcohol
and occasional supplements, the Publications

Division of the Rutgers Center of Alcohol
Studies publishes a variety of books,

monographs and pamphlets, scientific,

and popular.

A Publications catalog will be sent on request.

Order from:
Publications Division,

i

Center of Alcohol Studies, :

Rutgers University,

New Brunswick, NJ 08903, U.S.A.
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Jazz greats: 'creative

despite addictions’
By Harvey McConnell

BIRD, DUKE, Young, Mingus, Roach,

and, of course, Armstrong. Names any
jazz lover will recognize as giants, past

and present.

All of them have been friends of Dr
Luther Cloud, psychiatrist and vice-

chairman of the National Council on

Alcoholism board of directors. With
the notable exception of Armstrong,

they have all also been his patients

because of drinking problems.

Dr Cloud has had the rare oppor-

tunity as a jazz historian and devotee
— he has a collection of some 6,000

jazz records — of being able to help

many of the people he has admired for

their musical talent.

“One of the things that has always

horrified me is how many truly great

musicians, who have been formative

in the history of jazz, have died at an
exceptionally early age because of

their alcoholism.”

Trumpeter Bix Beiderbeck, 38,

“who wasted most of his life drinking

and playing in square bands like Paul
Whiteman”.

a social drink, and he always toyed

with it.

“He had been a very heavy drinker

and then he switched to ice cream. He
finally stopped the ice cream as it was
not good for his gall bladder.”

Two of the most tragic, and gifted,

figures he has known are Lester
Young and Charley “Yardbird”

Parker.
Parker and his alto sax “turned the

jazz world round for his particular

time and place. New York’s Birdland

was his memorial”.
Dr Cloud met Parker after the mu-

sician, deciding he was suicidal, tumed
up at 3 a.m. at Bellevue Hospital and
demanded to be admitted. “And he
had a devil of a job getting in!”

A couple of weeks later some of ^

Parker’s friends came to see Dr Cloud
and told him it did not look as though
Bird was going to be released. They
asked for his help.

Dr Cloud had done part of his

training at Bellevue so he went along

“and I saw a very fine European

‘Man, I never auditioned.’ But, boy,

the booze got to him.”

Young’s problems were so enor-
mous that he left his wife and two
childrerf and moved into a second-rate

Manhattan Hotel. Night after night

he would sit on the fire escape and
watch his peers go into Birdland
across the street.

Young was notoriously doctor and
needle shy and it was only after

several months of friendship that he
discovered Cloud was a medical man.

Dr Cloud said that in addition to his

musical talent, “Lester Young was the

most blasphemous person and profane
man. He had the most lyrical way of

expressing obsenity I have ever heard.

It was poetry, but somehow you never
seemed to mind because it all came out

right.”

Young finally recovered enough to

stop drinking for a while and returned

to playing again at Birdland and other

clubs. Then he was offered a Paris

concert date.

to him several times!”

Dr Cloud helped get Roach out of

the club environment and he now lives

and composes his music in

Massachusetts.

Some recovering alcoholics are
trumpeter Bobby Hackett and singer

Anita O’Day, now making a comback.
“I heard her recently and she is sing-

ing as beautifully and swingingly as

she ever did.”

Louis Armstrong never had a_
drinking problem. Dr Cloud said that

was exemplified at a charity concert

the great trumpeter agreed to give in

a small village on the Outer Banks in

North Carolina.

He watched fascinated as Arm-
strong warmed up for 30 minutes.
Asked why he took so much trouble

for such a small date, Armstrong re-

plied: “I always play for myself.”

Despite several invitations, it was
not until 4 a.m. on the beach that
Armstrong drank his first gin.

One of Dr Cloud’s most memorable

Although countless jazz musicians were addicted to alcohol or drugs, Duke Ellington gave up alcohol in his later years in favor of ice cream.

Louis Armstrong never had a problem. He 'played for himself. another 'vice' he had to give up because of health problems.

Jimmy Bland, 21, “a very fine bass
player who perhaps set the stage for

bass as we know it today”.

F'ianist “Eats” Waller, 39, “who had
for breakfast what he called ‘liquid

ham and eggs’, which was 4 oz of

Scotch”.

Charley Christ Jwn.iOi."one of the

finest of all guitar players, who s(>t the

styl(‘ for practicall.t^ll bop giiitar. He
died of 'PH, but j^bpbttgh'l on by
eight years of drint^g.-aj^MHi he was
13.

"We think we havctp teenajte prob-

lem today'? We think We are seeing

kids drink young'? It l,s not a new
phenomenoa.

‘'So many of the musicians started

to drink ciirly, to play music and lo

die: lo burn themselves oul."

As they challenge each other on
their instruments, musicians have a

also used alcohol as a contest .

Duke Kllitigton considi'n'd himsidf

the champion of IIkmu all wlu'H he
finally decidc'd lo become “a retired

juice addict” afic'r :i() years.

I'r Cloud ri'calls that "for the last 10

years I km>w Edward, I could count on
'J^ionc' hand (he number of limes he had

trained psychiatrist, who had rather a

thick accent. I told him I thought
Parker was functional, which is about
all you can say about a schizophrenic."

'Phe psychiatrist replied: “No in-

deed, if you talk to him he does not

make any sen.se."

Dr (!loud went aloQg ty. Parker and
asked him what had ho ber'ii telling

the p.sychiat list. i

Parker replied. *'l>

lo him and I say ‘Ihflu'vd'g^to split

Jhis .scene. 1 mu'd the^[^ead"U

Dr Cloud I ranslaleirjfi'What' does he

need bread for, we f(1l([ him'?") and
finally "tlu' psychiatrist did not un-

d(>rstand what either of us was talking

about, and decided it was less trouble

to gel rid of Parker than to k(>ep him.

and he was drscharged in my care!"

Parker wss also a hnmln addict hut

at ;14 alcohol killed him Me died in a

Harlem apart iikmiI after a hingi' of

si'veral days.

Hester Young, who playc'd temor sax

with Count Basie for years, met Dr
Cloud when he was at his lowest ehli in

a checkered career. Ytiung never
touched heroin: "lie told me one day

Dr Cloud said: “I was very unea.sy

about it becau.se 1 knew he had a lot of

friends in Paris. But, finally we
decided lo let him go and it w-as the

first time Lester asked me to do any-

thing dishonest — fake his vaccina-

tion certificate, which 1 did not do."

Young was a hit iu. the French
capital. Then he .startfi&j|Ldrink and
to bleed so badly 4l^lQB^ldiageal
varices he was put home.
He was bleeding whin TtfflBon ami
he was bleeding whei^e gii^Hf.

"It was a Salurday«bien ll#'n, and
now. I play handhali ioSiNew Jer.sey, 1

was driving hack wheif^ heani of his

di'alh on I he radio." A
But the lust tragic. One

friend of lonji.8{j^pmg IS Max Boach.

drummer and cbmiMHMmMi one of I he

first musicians to use jasa ns protest.

Boach often smoked marijuana and
would then drink Tie got into the

habit of letting his protest rise lo the

surface liy going out and trying to hit

policeman with their nightsticks. He
ended u|) in Bellevue.

Dr Cloud recalls that at first "he
was angry at me for being white,
which I couldn't help 1 explained that

moments was to be present when El-

lington recorded his composition La
Belle .Africans. Duke was on piamg
Boach on drums and Charley Mingus— "who is 6'2" and 250 pounds when
he diets, and 350 pounds when he
doesn’t, and whoij^ have introduced
to many people afraid to

“'Phere they we^^H^Kton. the
.senior statesman atm^HflMebonair
and sophisticated: mad
at everybody, hut r^n'cTr™ Elling-

ton: Mingus, mad al^dh oflhem in

particular, but resjiceting both of

them.
"We held our breath hoping they

could finisU Wt^IWUt a break becau.se

It was .so gOdd'tikd WO felt it would
never he ablo to be recaptured. .And

they did
”

Dr {'loud adds. •‘Some people have
said to me lhj»t crcfifivity is brought
about by alcoholism, I think quite the
opposite. 1 think that people are crea-

tive in .spite of their illness and not
because of it

."

One thing Dr Cloud has never tried

to do is sit in with any musical greats.

He does not play a note.



Scientist sees iong-term pot risks
By Anne MacLennan

TORONTO — A Canadian scientist

has warned that society will suffer

severe health and economic con-

sequences if cannabis use becomes
widespread.

Dr Eugene LeBlanc, a phar-

macologist and until now a non-com-
batant in the cannabis debate, says in

terms of society as a whole, cannabis

poses a more serious threat than
drugs like thalidomide.

He said he was speaking personally

and strictly from a public health

point of view.

“It sounds callous but as long as

drugs produce dramatic toxicities,

we are going to be relatively safe

because we have got a fairly sophis-

ticated medical system. Drugs that

produce extremely rare disorders or
brand new disorders get the whistle
blown on them pretty fast.

“I don’t want to compare apples
and oranges but I don’t think can-

nabis is going to have a dramatically
salient health effect. We’d have seen
it by now,” said Dr LeBlanc.
“But, on a societal basis, and for

that reason — that we do not see its

effects quickly — cannabis is far
more threatening. It’s insidious. It

belongs to the group of substances
which will produce delayed clandes-
tine health costs — ones which are
imbedded in the normal kinds,” he
said.

Dr LeBlanc is assistant head of the
Research Division and a scientist in

Biological Studies at the Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario, and
assistant professcyr ofpharmacology.
University of Tos^isto. ;

'

“No reasonab^'^erson would say
that regular, wwespread canns’

use is going to improve the health.
“So, we have two options. Either it

will do nothing or it will worsen it. I'
think between the two options, the
evidence is enough to predict with
reasonable certainty, there will be a
worsening.
“My position would be: So what

else is new? Given that you have an
active substance with high fat

solubility, you know if you give en-
ough of it long enough, there are
going to be risks.

^

.(Interview conlinii^s
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Weighing up pot situation

LAPD uses mini-
By Saul Abel

I

LOS ANGELES — Nowadays,

j

when Californians refer to the

“scales of justice,” they are

speaking literally.

!

Since Jan. 1, when Califor-

nia’s liberalized marijuana law

i became effective, Los Angeles
police officers have been car-

f
rying miniature scales to help

them determine the quantity of

the drug a suspect possesses.

Under the new law, simple
possession of less than one
ounce subjects the adult of-

fender to a traffic-ticket type

citation and a fine of not more
than $100. Formerly, the same
offence could be considered a

felony, with possible penalties

BC Government quashes

provincial commission
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — British
Columbia’s Alcohol and Drug
Commission has been dis-

solved.

Health minister Bob McClel-
land announced the move Jan.

43 after a meeting with com-
mission chairman *Peter Stein

who described the meeting as

“cordial and constructive”.

Mr. McClellandsaidprograms
supported by the commission
will be evaluated individually

and those determined to be
worthwhile will be adminis-
tered directly by the health
department.
Phe commission staff of ap-

proximately 30 civil servants
will be maintained.

Mr Stein’s appointment,
which paid him $38,500 a year.

...INSIDE
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was terminated effective Jan.
31. The other five commis-
sioners were fired as of Jan. 15.

Mr. Stein said he would be
happy to remain to “liaise”
with the new administration,
but there has been no indica-

tipn from the health depart-
ment he will be offered another
joh.

Meanwhile, Mr. McClelland
has called for co-ordinated ef-

fort by the departments of
health, human resources and
the attorney-general to attack

the problem of drug addiction.

With the present approach,
one agency’s “successes” can
sometimes make the total prob-

lem worse, he said in a recent
interview.

Recent large drug seizures by
the Coordinated Law Enfor-
cement Unit (CLEU) provide
an example, he said, with the

subsequent drug shortage lead-

ing to higher prices which, in

turn, force the addict to commit
more crime to support his

•habit.

Mr. McClelland indicated he
favors compulsory treatment of

addicts, along the lines recom-
mended in the 1973 Matheson
report, which urged adoption of

a system involving “quarantin-
ing” addicts for up to two years.

The health minister said
plans are to set up an inter-

departmental committee to

handle addiction problems.

scales
of up to 10 years imprisonment.
One dramatic impact of the

legal change will be upon per-

sons serving a state prison sen-

tence for simple possession of

marijuana.
According to State Adult

Authority Chairman Ray
Procunier, parole dates for
such individuals will be
reviewed, wDb the. aim of

granting them an eany relea.se

on parole.

Another group immediately
affected is an estimated half-

million Californians who now
can petition the court to purge
their old marijuana arrest
records. The new law also

provides that records of those

arrested for possession of the

(See — Mini-scales — Page 5)

Until recovery

“Isn't there some other way a guy can get in shape?" That

question is now being put to the Saskatchewan public via television

commercials produced by Aware, a program for responsible

attitudes to alcohol. A full report on the Aware program, an arm of

the Saskatchewan Department of Health, appears on The Back

Page.

Alcoholic doctors should quit

By Alan Massam tor of the Addiction Research
LONDON — One of Britain’s Unit, Institute of Psychiatry,
leading medical authorities on London, believes that when a

addiction has spoken out on the doctor is suffering from al-

vexed and sensitive question of coholism he should give up for

the alcoholic doctor. the time being ALL clinical

Dr Griffith Edwards, direc- responsibility.

Ontario’s liquor outlets

can now stock ‘pop’
By Karin Sobota

TORONTO — An amendment
to Ontario’s Liquor Control Act
will enable Government-con-
trolled liquor outlets in the
province to stock non-alcoholic

beverages for sale to the public.

The inclusion of the amend-
ment in the Act, approved Jan.

2, does not mean dealcoholized

beverages must be made
available to consumers
through Liquor Control Board
of Ontario retail outlets, (a

monopoly in the province).

At present, there is only one
producer of a dealcoholized

wine in Canada, Carl Jung
Wines, Canada Ltd. Their
wines are now being sold in

delicatessens and some food
stores in Ontario and Hull,
Quebec. But the company is

now asking the LCBO’s Chief
Commissioner, General George
Kitching, and his Board, to

grant the listing of three of
their wines in LCBO stores.

The wines, which contain less

than one half of 1% alcohol,
have been available in Europe
under various brand names for

70 years.

(See — No-Liquor — Page 6)

He makes this uncompromis-
ing stand in the Lancet and at

the same time calls upon the
profession to intervene at an
early stage when they see a

colleague with a drinking
problem.

Dr Edwards says alcoholism

is not a subject particularly

well understood by the medical

profession since it is given in-

adequate attention in the
medical curriculum. Con-
sequently when a doctor begins

to drink too much he or she may
not understand what is hap-
pening and colleagues often do
not know how to respond
helpfully.

“For the doctor alcoholic, the

familiar history is therefore of

a period of very dangerous
drinking during which his col-

leagues have turned a blind
eye, with the story then ultima-

tely developing to a crisis which
is met with misunderstanding

(See — Alcoholic — Page 5)

Breath-test proposals underfires
* Report— Page 4 ^ ,
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US school develops new approach
to verifying and banking drug data

Robert Weppner

By Thomas Hill

MIAMI — An organization
here with an intriguing new
approach and six federal grants

that bring in approximately

$2y2 million a year, may be on
the way to solving one of the

basic problems that people in

the drug addiction field have
been struggling with for years.

The problem: how to get
reliable, reproductible re-

search data — so thoroughly

verified as to be totally con-
vincing to others in the field.

The organization with the
new approach is the Division of

Addiction Sciences at the
University of Miami School of

Medicine.
Dr Robert S. Weppner, an

anthropologist who is its direc-

tor, explains that one of the
division’s primary goals is the

development of verified sys-

tematic theory relating to drug
abuse.

The organization is multidis-

ciplinary — staffed by experts
in such diverse fields as anth-
ropology, social psychology,
sociology and demography and
some of their sub-branches —
and it can therefore develop
data using the different ap-

proaches of the various disci-

plines and, in effect, check one
set of findings against others
for verification.
In an interview with Dr

Weppner and Duane C.

Addicts are 'mumbling GPs'

Doctors warned of patient trickery
By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — Many young drug
addicts in Britain are experts at

tricking or threatening unsu-
specting family physicians into

giving them National Health
Service prescriptions for drugs.

The depth of their scheming
has emerged in a study of men
and women addicts attending

clinics in two London hospitals.

They told researchers that the

methods are called “mumbling
the GP”.

Many addicts first visit a

physician who has prescribed
quite legitimately in the past

for a friend. The time of the
visit to the doctor’s office is

vital.

Addicts said they aim to

visit the office when it is full of

waiting patients. If there are a
number of children waiting, so

much the better.

The addict tells the physician

he wants to register as a tem-
porary patient, and he gives his

real name but a false address in

the district. He explains that he
has recently moved from an-

other town and has finished the

prescription given to him by his

physician there of stimulants

for depression, or barbiturates

for insomnia.
Resorts to sob stories such as

“my parents were killed

recently in an automobile ac-

cident’’ or “my wife died in

labor” are also tried out on the

physician.

If, despite this, the physician
says “no” to the request, then
the bogus “patient” will refuse
to leave the office and will
threaten to make a scene.

The report adds that “with
little time, and a full waiting
room, compliance is the quick-
est solution to this difficult
problem, particularly if there

Cigarettes

DRUGGISTCLEARS SHOP
AND CONSCIENCE

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
A pharmacist here has
removed all tobacco
products from the shelves of
his neighborhood drugstore
in an attempt to make peace
with his conscience.
Roy Williams placed a

sign in the window of his
store noting that cigarette
smoking is regarded as a
contributing cause of
cancer, emphysema and
heart attacks.

“In view of the above in-

formation and my personal
concern for your health, I

can no longer in good cons-
cience continue to sell

cigarettes,” the notice said.

Mr. Williams, who hopes
other druggists will follow
his lead, said he felt it was
hypocritical to sell people
both medicine to cure their
health, and substances
which would be hazardous to

their well-being.

And in this camp. Dr...

Young and old are two hostile forces
BANFF, Alta — Psychiatrists

are not comfortable with ag-

gression in young people and
prefer to emphasize their con-

trol over it rather than deal

with the underlying cau.ses of

it.

This is so whether the ag-

gression is associated with drug
or alcohol abuse or other act-

ing-out behavior and although

all psychiatrists try to explain

aggressive behavior in young
people, few of them actually

understand it.

These criticisms were made
at the Canadian Psychiatric
Association's annual meeting
and Dr Jalal Shamsie of

University of Toronto suggest-

ed the explanation may lie, in

part at least, in intergroup hos-

tility — the kind of hostility

seen between different racial

and/or religious groups.

Dr Shamsie, an associate
professor of psychiatry, said; “I

suggest that for the first time
in human history, the young
are not simply a younger ver-

sion of the adult population but

a separate group — a group
that looks different, feels dif-

ferent, and has its own lan-

guage, dress, literature and
values. Therefore, we have two
groups in our society — the

young and the old.

“Inter-group hostility has
been used by social psy-

chologists in the past to explain

hostility and aggression
between Negroes ami Whites,
Protestants and .lews, Chris-
tians and Muslims, etc."

lie attributed aggression ex-

hibited by youth in drug-tak-
ing, drinking and acts of dtdin-

(ineney,t() inler-grou|) hoslilit.v.

In previous history, he said,

the young have always bt'en as-

soei.iled with adults in work
and in pleasure, Clothi's were
the saint', only on a smaller
sealt'; (lu'y ale the same food

and talkt'd Iht' same languagt'.

Tht'v aspirt'd to the same things

;ind held Hit' same values This
has changed, however, since

World War II

For init'r group hostility,

four conditions must In- met
visibility of the groups, contact

lu'lwt'i'ii Iht' grtmps; ctmii»t'li

litm ht'lwt't'ii Iht' grtmiis: ami
tlif ft'it'iict's in valut's .intl

ht'havitir patterns. Dr Shamsie
explaint'tl .Ml ftiur art' mt't hy

is an implied threat of distur-

bance”.

The prescription, however, i?

not the end of the affair. Most
of the “patients” will return for
repeat prescription and the
physician will soon find that
friends of the “patient” will

show up as well with a request
for drugs.

Many addicts admit they
steal cards from hospital out-
patient clinics run for epilep-

tics. These are used to obtain
barbiturates from casualty of-

ficers at other hospitals as well

as from family physicians.

On weekends when outpa-
tient drug dependence clinics

are closed, addicts will try to

obtain drugs from casualty
departments in hospitals by
presenting their clinic atten-

dance cards.

Family doctors are advised by
the authors of the study, which
appears in the Journal of the

Royal College of General Prac-

titioners, that they must always
be suspicious of young people
who register as temporary pa-

tients and soon afterwards ask

for drug prescriptions.

young and old, and provide
fertile ground for conflict.

“There is visibility — each
group can recognize the other

almost instantly. As for con-

tact, any home which has teen-

agers has two opposing camps
constantly at war.

“The third condition — com-

petition — concerns the small

units in which we live. The fact

that our pleasures are so dif-

ferent leads to competition for

space — for the radio, T\’, car.

etc. Lastly, we do not need to

emphasize these two groups’
differences in values and
behavior patterns."

Dr Shamsie said he was not

pinpointing the aggression of

one specific teenager toward a

specific adult but exiilaining

that young people see adults as

members of an opiiosing team
toward which they feel

hostility.

The same situation exists

among adults, he said.

"Wlien they see a young tier-

son with long hair, jeans, lis-

ti'iiing to his own imisie, behav-

ing in his own way, they feel a

certain hostility lowanls this

youngster - whom they don't

know as a iierson hut only as

hi'hinging to a different

group."
Thus, he suggested, psychia-

trists within the adult group
ft'el till' same hostility toward
young palii'iils.

It might ('xplain, in part, he

saul, their fatiuri' to deal with
vnuthful aggression.

McBride, deputy director (a
sociologist). The Journal
learned that a major asset of

the Division of Addiction
Sciences is an unusually latge,

varied and well integrated data

base.

“We’ve got data from the
criminal justice system, the
school system, the large county
hospital, and all 10 of the drug
treatment programs in Dade
County,” Dr Weppner said.

“It’s all computerized. It’s

probably one of the best data

banks in the world.”
The computerized data sys-

tem was organized by Dr Clyde
B. McCoy, director of the divi-

sion’s Center for Theoretical
and Empirical Social Research
on Drug Abuse.
The heart of the system, ac-

cording to Dr McCoy, is what he
calls “The Quick Interactive
System,” or QUICK, which al-

lows large and varied data sets

to be stored, updated, recoded,
merged and manipulated
quickly. It features simplicity,

ease and flexibility of access to

data, and economy in re-

searchers’ time.

One objective of current
studies is to define the extent of

drug abuse in Dade County,
which has a population of more
than 1V4 million and an area

(2,042) square miles) larger

than either Rhode Island or

Delaware.
“Most of the time drug abuse

is studied in captured popula-

tions,” Dr Weppner explained.

“You study a group of hospi-

talized addicts, like the popula-
tion in Lexington Hospital. Or
you look at a prison group. Or
you study college populations.
So you get isolated data on drug
abuse in a circumscribed seg-

ment of the total population.

What we want to do is to inte-

grate all these perspectives.”

Outlining some of the direc-

tions in which research activi-

ties of the Division of Addiction

Sciences have been tending Dr
Weppner and Mr McBride
mentioned:

• Studies of the excessive use

of over-the-counter drugs and
the results of such excessive

use; the development of recom- •

mendations for dealing with

this problem.

• Development of a tech-
nique that holds the promise of

(a) being able to predict new
fads in drug abuse a .vear or two
before they come into vogue
and (b) identifying the seg-

ment or segments of the
population that will be involved.

• .A study of the extent to

which individuals who diag-
no.se or prescribe for the treat-

ment of alcohol problems in a

hospital emergency room, are

influenced in their decisions by

the age. race and sex of the

patient,

• Hesearch that has iden-

tified a large population of

drug users for whom existing

treatment programs are unable

to provide the needed treat-

ment services,

• Analysis of a population
that pre.sents a problem to- all

investigators engaged in

human research (the patients

lo.st to follow-up), identifying

certain characteristics that

could he useful in reducing the

bias of follow-up studies.

The focus is strictly on .social #
and behavioral research: The *

Division of .Addiction Sciences >

is not engaged in either pharni-
^

acological or physiological

studies.

"There’s plenty of need for

good re.search in the areas in

which we have some expertise."

Dr Weppner said.
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Satoriprepares addicts

fornew, drug-free life

in the “real world”
By Mary Hager

PALO ALTA, Cal. — Satori
means “enlightenment in Zen.

But, for a number of ex-addicts,

it also means “clean up, get

your head on straight, and
learn to live in the real world”.

For Satori is the .name given

in 1971 to an innovative drug
treatment program at the Palo

Alto Veterans Administration
Hospital, devised as an out-

growth of a 1969 VA policy of

treating drug dependency as a

medical illness.

Started by a group of Stan-

ford University psychiatry
professors, Satori is a com-
munity for the treatment of

drug-dependent veterans.
About 380 have been treated

since the program, which ac-

comodates 21 people at a time,

began.

The goal, according to direc-

tor Dr Vincent P. Zarcone, Jr.,

is complex and “involves a

change in the self-identity and
life style of each of its

members.
“The community perpetuates

itself by taking on new
members to replace those who
have returned to society.”

In a recent publication. Dr
Zarcone compares treatment in

Satori to treatment of medical

illness in a hospital.

“It is a process that occurs
'.within a limited period of time:

The individual enters treat-

ment, is treated, and then
leaves.”

He feels this is a major dif-

ference between Satori and
Synanon. In the latter, people

are trained to live within an
alternative life style and are

expected to stay.

The brochure for prospective

Satori patients lists three
goals: “Clean up, get your head
on straight, and learn to live in

the real world.” It also states:

“It is tough for a drug abuser to

reach these goals. You have to

be out front with your feelings

and behavior or you wont't
make it. Secretiveness, holding

it in, and keeping it to yourself,

ensure failure.”

The program has three
phases and lasts from 16 to 28
weeks.
Applicants are screened by a

committee of Satori members
and staff. Accepted for the first

phase — cleaning up — the ap-

plicant must sign a probation-

ary contract and is restricted to

the hospital ward. Breaking the

contract can lead to expulsion.

At the end of the first phase,

a “progress and planning”
meeting is held. If the commit-
tee is satisfied the patient is

involved and trying, he is ac-

cepted as a regular community
member. He may now leave on
pass, but only with an approved
person.

While this allows for relapse

into drug abuse, “we feel this is

a risk we have to take. The kind
of abstinence that depends on
locked doors for its enfor-
cement is of absolutely no per-

manent value to the patient,”

said Dr Zarcone.
If, after four weeks or more,

the patient is judged to have
made satisfactory progress, he
is given senior status and ex-

pected to orient himself to the

demands of the outside world.

At this point, the patient may
find a job, become involved in a

job training program or go to

school. When he successfully

completes the transition to the

outside world, he may leave the

community, maintaining ties

through an aftercare program.
Satori is “properly described

as a complex therapeutic com-
munity,” said Dr zarcone.

“This means we use a com-
bination of: (1) social pressure
to persuade people to change
their ways of relating to others;

(2) individual and group psy-

chotherapy; (3) psychoactive
drugs.”

Satori has both a task orien-

tation and an emphasis on
socialization. It views drug
dependency “as something the
patient has to grow out of in a

family setting. He has to learn
new ways of defending himself
against anxiety, protecting his

self-esteem, maintaining his
sense of identity and cooperat-
ing with others in accomplish-
ing tasks,” said Dr Zarcone.
He believes vital features of

the program are voluntary par-

ticipation, the “out front” atti-

tude which means patients are
confronted with the meaning of

their behavior, and self-regula-

tion by community members.
Therapy usually begins with

methadone detoxification, but
only to buy time. “We believe

social-psychiatric intervention
is more important and that
methadone maintenance is not
a solution by itself.” •

Early follow-up studies
showed that of those who were
discharged after at least six

weeks in the program, 46%
were on methadone after the
end of the first year.

Also, a higher percentage of

those who participated were
found to be heroin-free after

the first year, free of arrest or
conviction, and working or go-

ing to school, than those who
were not treated or had only
been in Satori a short time, he
said.

Dr Zarcone acknowledged
Satori is not “the answer” to
heroin addiction and “there
isn’t any such answer in

prospect”.

But he believes Satori’s ex-

periences could be applied to

any residential drug depen-
dency program committed to

removing the dependency.
Satori treatment costs

between $1,000 and $2,000 for

each patient but “these costs

are not high in comparisqn
with the $350 million that the
traffic in narcotics is estimated
to have cost US society in 1967
alone,” said Dr Zarcone.

'*Drug Addicts in a Therapeu-

tic Community : The Satori Ap-
proach York Press. $14.00

Kissinger’s help enlisted

US plans two-way attack
By Charles Marwick

WASHINGTON — The US
government is planning both
diplomatic and budgetary steps
against their drug abuse
problem.

President Gerald R. Ford has
spoken with the political
leaders of Mexico, Colombia,
and Turkey, exploring the pos-

sibility of strengthening
cooperation with these coun-
tries in controlling illicit drug
trafficking.

At the same time, Mr. Ford
indicated he intended to

provide sufficient funds in his

forthcoming budget to im-
plement all of the major
recommendations contained in

Inflation hits UK pot
LONDON — Inflation has
increased the price of most
things in Britain including
cannabis.

A report from a voluntary
agency in London known as

the Blenheim Project says
the drug now costs between
$55 and $70 an ounce —
compared to half that price
two years ago and less than
$25 an ounce in 1969.

Unfortunately, however,
the increase is not reducing

the problem of drug abu.se in

Netting Hill, where the
Blenheim Project operates.
More and more drug

abusers known to project
workers are turning to bar-

biturates which are cheap on
the London black market
and easily obtained. Twen-
ty-five young people known
to the project died during
the 15 months reviewed in

the report — most of them
from barbiturate poisoning.

the White Paper on Drug
Abuse (The Journal Dec.,
1975). He endorsed the White
Paper — the first word from
the White House on the
document since it was issued in

October.

The report had been cir-

ticized by some government
agencies here in part because it

appeared to concentrate on
treatment efforts rather than
emphasizing control of illicit

drug traffic.

However, the Paper did urge
efforts to reduce illicit drug
supplies and the President’s
diplomatic maneuvers were
clearly directed at attempts to

control the entry of illicit drugs
into the US. Whether these ef-

forts are likely to have even a

modest success at reducing,
never mind eliminating, the il-

licit drug traffic is another
que.stion, however.
Washington observers are

sceptical, partly because of
strained relations with Mexico
over the banning of the entry of

ASH talk

Propagantda backfires

anti-smoking plan

has boomerang effect
By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — Anti-smoking
propaganda has been so suc-
cessful among school children
in Manchester that educators
are now worried that their ef-

forts could produce a boomer-
ang effect.

Ms Patricia Hobbs, re-
searcher at the University Ho-
spital of South Manchester,
told a conference here organ-

Cannabis
breath

tester

developed
LONDON — British police are

to get a new cannabis detector
which has been developed by
Government scientists and
Analytical Instruments Ltd. of

Royston, Hertfordshire.
The detector incorporates a

pump which can draw air
through a probe and deposit
any particles in the airstream
into a special chamber.
The particles are deposited

on the adhesive face of a tape
strip which can be moved
through the chamber for suc-

cessive sampling of “suspect
areas”.

An investigating officer ex-

amines particles sticking onto
the tape with the instrument’s
microscopic viewing system.
The microscope and the detec-

tor’s pump are powered by a

reachargeable nickel-cad-
mium battery mounted in the
handle.

A spokesman for the man-
ufacturers explained that the

detector was expected to have
considerable forensic poten-
tial because the minute hairs

of the cannabis plant (which
are easily broken off when the

plant is in the dried state and
even occur in some forms of

the resin) have a very charac-

teristic shape when viewed
microscopically.

The detector allows samples
to be retained for further
examination.

ized by the ginger group Action
on Smoking and Health
(ASH), that “in our zeal to help
young people cope with the
social and other pressures to
smoke, we may distort what we
know the effects of smoking
are.”

Research by colleague Dr
Ann Charlton found recently
that 89% of a sample of high
school children “thought that
smoking was the major cause of

cancer.”

In addition, she found that
among many of the children
“cigarette packets were stated
as a source of information
about cancer, even though the
obligatory warning (about
health dangers) does not men-
tion cancer. But this is how
they interpret it.”

Ms. Hobbs admitted the si-

tuation was worrying.
“Publicity about the link

between smoking and lung
cancer has penetrated schools
in the Manchester area so well
that some pupils now feel
smoking is the only cause of

cancer.

“This type of misconception
can boomerang, because once
they know of one case of cancer
where the person did not
Smoke, it could appear to dis-

prove all the arguments about
the danger of smoking.”
Ms Hobbs said methods used

with children in Manchester
start by first explaining what
carcinogens are. These are
related to the past: the dangers
of soot for chimney sweeps in

the 18th century; oil for cotton
spinners at the beginning of

this century; and recently, oils

used in the machine tool

industry.

Ms Hobbs said that research
has shown that even if parents
smoke, they can steer their
children towards a non-smok-
ing attitude if they display the
correct re.sponse.

Ms Hobbs said that in the

case of the pregnant women
smokers the attitude should be
that it is just as important for

the expectant fathers to give up
smoking as the expectant
mothers.

on drug abuse
Mexicans to the US for casual

labor, domestic service, and
farm work.

In recent years, following the

agreement between the US and
Turkey to cut poppy growing,
much of the illicit heroin en-

tering this country has come
from Mexico. Additional sup-
plies of heroin are also coming
from Colombia, the drug being
routed through Mexico because
of the ease with which it can be
ferried across the southwes-
tern border between the US
and Mexico, usually in light

aircraft.

Taking note of this situation,

which he described as a “wor-
sening one”, the President said

he had ordered Secretary of

State Henry J. Kissinger to ex-

plore with the Mexican govern-
ment, opportunities for im-
proved control of illicit drugs
from .Mexico. The President al-

.so asked the Domestic Council
Drug Abu.se Task Force (the
authors of the White Paper) to

present specific recommenda-

tions for controlling illicit drug
traffic.

Mr. Ford said he had,
nevertheless, begun to take
“strong action” to deal with the

problem. “I have spoken with
Pre.sidents Luis Echeverria of

Mexico and Alfonso Lopez-Mi-
chelson of Colombia and with
Prime Minister Suleiman
Demeril of Turkey in an effort

to strengthen cooperation of

other nations involved in the
fight against illicit drug traf-

fic,” he Said.

“I shall call upon Congress to

enact my proposal for manda-
tory minimum sentences for
drug traffickers,” he contin-
ued, “so those who are spread-
ing this evil throughout our
communities will be put behind
bars where they belong.

“I urge Congress to ratify the
Convention of Psychotropic
Substances, so we can fulfill

our obligations to the other na-

tions of the world to .see that

strong international controls
exist for all drugs.”
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Criminal Code changes draw criticism
By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — Concerns are be-

ing raised about the stringency

and seeming inflexibility of the

proposed changes under the

Criminal Code to the alcohol

Breathalyzer law in Canada.
A central concern is that the

existing law, under which
drivers suspected on “reasona-

ble grounds” of being intox-

icated are required by police to

take a breath test, already puts

drivers in the position of pre-

senting evidence against them-
selves — the reverse of Ca-

nadian legal tradition.

The proposed changes, how-
ever, would allow police to set

up roadside spot-checks for

testing drivers merely on the

basis of “reasonable sus-

picion”, rather than the cur-

rent “reasonable and probable

grounds,” and would represent

an even greater infringement
of civil rights.

Critics of the proposed
changes have also noted that a

portion of the original legisla-

tion, which was to provide a

mechanism for the accused to

have a legal sample of his

breath maintained for private

analysis, still has not been pro-

claimed. This is supposedly
because experts have still not

developed a satisfactory con-

tainer for retaining the breath
sample.

The Association of Criminal
Lawyers has cast some doubt on
the accuracy of police station

breath sample tests. Thus, the

lack of an independent check
represents a further infringe-

ment of basic civil rights, say

critics.

An even more emotional
complaint is that the whole
breath-testing approach, which
seems to have little deterrent

effect, tends to hurt individuals

who need to drive for a living

more than it hurts people able

to do without a car while their

licence is suspended after a

drunk driving conviction.

Another provision of the
original legislation — the op-

tion for a judge to provide a

conditional licence to people
who drive for a living, such as

truckers, salesmen, taxi drivers
— has been rendered next to

useless because the courts have
ruled that provincial legisla-

tion supercedes the Criminal
Code.

In Ontario and other
provinces, driving laws
stipulate an automatic drivers

licence suspension for those
convicted under the Breath-
alyzx'r provisions.

Critics have suggested these

automatic suspensions can cost

some individuals their jobs

and their pensions.

Eldon Wooliams, Conserva-
tive member for Calgary North,
and a lawyer, says even armed
robbers do not face this kind of

penalty and loss under the law.

The new penalties under the

proposed Criminal Code
changes would require a min-
imum fine of $50 and a max-
imum of $2,000, or up to six

months .in jail, or both, for a

first drunken driving convic-

tion; a minimum of two weeks
in jail and a maximum one year
in jail for a second offence; and
a minimum of three months

WASHINGTON, DC — The
Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion reports that marijuana ar-

rests in the US rose to 445,600
in 1974, comprising nearly 70%
of all drug arrests in the
country.

At the same time, new survey
results from Oregon show con-
tinuing public support for
decriminalization and an ap-

parent decrease in marijuana
use since the state removed
criminal penalties in 1973.

Keith Stroup, director of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Lawa
(NORML), called on President
Gerald Ford to follow' the
recommendations of a White
House task force which recent-

ly advised de-emphasizing na-
tional anti-marijuana efforts.

“While a nationwide survey
by the National Institute on
Drug Abuse shows that 86% of

the public no longer favors
sending marijuana smokers to

jail,” said Mr. Stroup, “an es-

timated $600 million is to be
spent each year on marijuana
enforcment.
“The frightening result is

seven out of 10 of all drug ar-

rests in this country are for
marijuana violations. The an-
nual toll is almost a half million

of otherwise law-abiding ci-

tizens tragically and needlessly

caught up in a heavy-handed
criminal justice system.”
The survey in Oregon, a fol-

low-up of one in 1974, reports

the latest public attitudes and

and a maximum of two years in

jail for a third offence.

All of this would be in addi-

tion to the automatic licence

suspension and the criminal
record.

Meanwhile Justice Minister
Ron Basford has recently in-

troduced other changes to the
Criminal Code which would
require narcotics dealers and
murderers to show why they
should be granted bail (as is

now required for repeat of-

fenders, bail-violators and
non-residents).

These changes are forerun-
ners of the federal govern-
ment’s planned “peace and
security” legislative package

patterns of marijuana usage
since criminal penalties were
removed two years ago.

In addition to finding a 1%
reduction in the number of
adults currently using mar-
ijuana, this latest survey found
a majority of Oregonians
(58%) continue to favor the
approach of the new law.

The survey also indicated
that non-users gave lack of in-

terest and fear of possible
health hazards, rather than
punishment, as the dominant
reason for not using mari-
juana.

The survey was commis-
sioned by the Drug Abuse
Council, a Washington-based
consortium of private found-
ations.

By Alan Massam
LONDON — Increased duty on
alcoholic beverages and tobac-

co products had the effect of

reducing the consumption of
beer, foreign wines and cigar-

ettes during 1974-75, the an-
nual report of the Commis-
sioners for Customs and Excise
has revealed.

But the overall consumption
of alcoholic drinks— including
spirits and home-produced
wine — increa.sed marginally
by 1.3%, from 32.0 to 32.4 mii-

lion proof gallons.

expected to be introduced this

spring in Parliament.
Mr. Basford said that in Van-

couver, where drug trafficking
is the most serious, narcotic
dealers can be out on the street

again the next day. In some
instances, the dealers have
used the time out of jail on bail

OTTAWA — The percentage
of non-smokers in the Ca-
nadian populace over 20 years
of age has increased steadily

from 47.2% in 1965 to 53.9% in

1974, according to the latest

study by the federal health
department.
But among teenagers, smok-

ing has become a more serious

problem during the past
decade — perhaps a parallel

with the increasing abuse of

alcohol.

The percentage of non-
smokers among teenagers 15 to

19 years of age has decreased
almost 5% between 1965 and
1974, from 68.9% to 64.3%.
Much of this is due to the de-

cline in non-smokers among
teenage girls; non-smoking
among teenage boys has
remained relatively stable.

Perhaps of more concern,
more of the regular teenage
smokers are smoking more
heavily and frequently than in

the past, thereby developing
the stronger smoking habits

that many of the older genera-

tions have been finding so dif-

ficult to break.
The health department not-

ed an increase among male
teenagers who are regularly
smoking 11 to 25 and more

Exports of whisky went up by
8.7% from 82.4 to 89.6 million

proof gallons. The beer con-
sumption fell by 0.3% to

39,100,000 bulk barrels.

The March 1974 duty in-

creases were so heavy, however,
that receipts were considerably
up. On beer, for example, they
yielded $933,868,500 which was
23.4% higher than that
received the previous year.

Consumption of imported
wines decreased for the first

time in five years — by 7.8%,

to sell drugs to cover the costs
of legal fees or even to build up
a “nest egg” for use after
release.

The “peace and security”
legislative package is also ex-
pected to include provisions to
tighten parole.

than 25 cigarettes a day, as well

as an increase among all

female regular smokers with
the exception of those aged 25
to 44 years of age.

An encouraging sign is the
fact there seems to have been a
levelling off within the past
few years in the increase in

regular use of tobacco by
teenagers.

In previous years, there had
been a significant increase in

regular smoking among male
and female teenagers. The
overall increase between 1965
and 1974, even with the
levelling off, is 3.1%.
Quebec still maintains the

dubious distinction of having
the lowest percentage of non-
smokers — 48% among all age
groups. British Columbia, the
province with the largest nar-

cotic problem, showed the
greatest rise in non-smoking,
with an increase of 11.4% in

non-smokers between 1965 and
1974.

BC also has the lowest per-

centage of male regular
smokers (37.7% compared to

54.9% in Quebec), while On-
tario had the lowest percent of

regular female smokers
(28.4% compared to 36.1% in

Quebec).

from 67,900,000 gallons to

62,600,000 gallons. This, how-
ever. still produced an increase

of duty of 31.0% — from
$167,250,750 to $219,063,250.

The report also reveals that

the consumption of tobacco fell

by 6.8%, possibly due to anti-

smoking pi-opaganda by health

agencies as well as the in-

creased duty cost.

66th Report of the Cominis-
sioners of Her Majesty’s Cus-

toms and Excise. Her Majesty's
Stationery Office: 1 2.35p.

Pot use declines
in liberal Oregon,
US arrests rise

Adults ‘kick the habit’

youths smoke more

UK cuts smoking and drinking

Nasty Mr. Mushroom to be a star

4,
'

•'

k:
'

The sinister Mr Mtishrootn end
other characters in the children's

hook ‘The Hole in the Fetice' may
become stars ol an animated fitm

produced by the Nationat Film

Board The Federal Healih
Department initiated the book
which stresses societal values.

OTTAWA — The federal
health dejiartment’s exper-
imental and innovative
“Project Vegetable Farm”,
with a cast of vegetables
learning the hard way about
the rosy and I In* darker sides

of life, may reach the silver

screc'n.

The National l'’ilm Hoard,
renowned oulsidt' Canada
for its award-winning
documentaries and shorts, is

testing a sound-film, an-
imat(>d strip of the story and
charactt'i s that are alrt'ady a

sncci'ss in the educational
storybook 'I'lu' Uelc in the
/'(nccd’he .lonrnal. S(’p-

temher, li)7r)).

Meanwhih', educat ion

departments and agmicii's in

a niunlier of provinces havi'

reacted enthusiastically to

the storybook approach to

fighting drug abuse, which
features the reinforcement
of broader values rather
than the traditional and
startlingly u n s u ccess f u 1

.scare techniques.

In Manitoba, the Alcohol

Foundation has ordered 700

English copies and 300
Fnmch copies for study and
u.s(' in a pilot project later

this year in Winnipeg and
rural .schools.

Newfouiulland plans a

pilot study of its own in

April, to set' how well tlu'

storyiiook will fit into its

education curriculum.

Nearby Nova Scotia has
ordered 400 copies, also for

testing of accc'ptauce in the

lu'ovincial education cur
riculum And tin' Nova Sco-

tia Commission on Drug
Dependency is trying to

promote its use in schools.

The British Columbia Al-

cohol and Drug Commission
is also recommending the
storybook be used in BC's
educational system.

And Ontario’s Addiction
Research Foundation has
agreed to have regional dir-

ectors promote the book’s

u.se by local teachers and to

buy some English and
French .sets for testing.

Meanwhile, the federal
health department has al-

n'ady (h'cidt'd to combine the

teachers' guide and activity

guidt' into om' vidume. .And

it is preparing to extend the

program to new age groups.

For tho.se who mis.sed the

original coverage of the
'Vegetable Farm" project in

The .lournal. the markedly
different foray against the

evils of drug abuse depends

on a series of stories about

the life and travails of a

group of vegetables, includ-

ing the influence of an out-

side non-vegetable, the sin-

ister Mr. Mushroom. Most

children quickly recognize

him as the pusher.

The idea is to stress socie-

tal values — the traps of ly-

ing, the joy of true friend-

ship. the shallowness of

prejudice, and the helpful-

ness of the sage parent — for

voungsters in Grades 2 and
3

The interest of the Na-

tional Film Board in the

story characters and story

line for film should come as

no surpri.se: The illus-

trations for the storybook

are the highlight and have a

cartoon aura about them.
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Teenage drinkers

ARF says attack three ways
By Gary Seidler

TORONTO — The Ontario
government should consider
increasing the legal drinking
age to 19, adopt a system of

proof-of-age identity cards, and
establish a uniform alcohol
education program in schools

throughout the province.

This three-pronged attack on
increasing alcohol problems
among young people is sug-

gested in a statement submit-

ted to the provincial govern-

ment by its agency, the Addic-

tion Research Foundation.

TORONTO — Government of-

ficials should think twice
before increasing the driving

age as a means toward counter-

ing problems of drinking and
driving by teenagers, the Ad-
diction Research Foundation
has cautioned.

An ARF statement, submit-

ted to the Ontario government,
suggests raising the driving

age might well aggravate
rather than relieve mounting
accident rates involving young
people.

(The legal drinking age in

Ontario currently is 16).

The Foundation statement
points out that before the
drinking age was lowered from

Implementation of these ac-

tion steps would represent “im-

portant advances toward the
further development and ap-

plication of a comprehensive
public health-oriented ap-

proach to alcohol control mea-
sures in Ontario,” the ARF sta-

tement said.

The Foundation reminded
government that liquor laws in

Ontario have been gradually
and continuously liberalized

since 1945 and, by increasing

the drinking age, the govern-
ment would be initiating “the

21 to 18, young adults were rea-

sonably experienced drivers
before they were significantly

involved in “learning to drink”.

The lowering of the drinking
age narrowed this gap to two
years, and says the Foundation,
the increase in drunken driving

offences in the 16-19 age group
appears related to this nar-

rowing.
“If the driving age were

raised further, Ontario teen-

agers would be learning both to

drink and drive at the same
time.

“Evidence suggests this

simultaneous learning of these

two key patterns of behavior
may be disastrous.”

first move in the opposite dir-

ection for more than a

generation”.

While the ARF acknow-
ledges concern over mounting
drinking problems experienced

by young people since the
province lowered the legal

drinking age from 21 to 18 in

1971, it points out that this rise

must be viewed in the context

of overall rising consumption
on Ontario.

“There is no doubt that the

teenage drinking issue repre-

sents one important element in

the overall problem. However,
it cannot be viewed as a separ-

ate or extraordinary develop-

ment when the society as a

whole is confronted with such

major increases in per capita

consumption and alcohol-relat-

ed public health damage.”

The ARF statement ack-

nowledges that a return to the

previous legal drinking age of

21 might well be impractical

given that such a move would
remove rights previously con-

ferred on large numbers of

people.

Consequently, the ARF sug-

gests government raise the
legal drinking age to 19, em-
ploying a staging process to en-

sure those who are now legal

consumers do not lose this

status.

Further, the Foundation said

effects of such a change should

be studied for two years to

facilitate further decisions on
whether additional increases in’

the drinking age were neces-

sary or feasible.

To support its contention
that 19 be considered as the
new drinking age mark, the
Foundation pointed out that
most high school students
would then not have the oppor-

tunity to drink legally.

“It is expected this would at

least have a beneficial effect on
the secondary educational sys-

tem particulary in its influence

on younger adolescents.”

Without effective enfor-
cement, however, raising the
drinking age would have little

positive effect, the Foundation
said.

Government is asked to con-

sider a revised system of
proof-of-age cards which would
be the only acceptable proof of

identity and age.

“Effective application of

such a system would help
eliminate, the black market in

proof-of-age documents and
make it very difficult for
under-age individuals to buy
alcoholic beverages.”

Pointing out that any recom-
mendations aimed at reversing
the present trend in teenage
drinking behavior must be con-

sidered within the context of an
overall attempt to alter socie-

ty-wide attitudes toward the
use of alcohol, the ARF sug-

gests government direct an
education campaign to the pub-

lic concerning drinking legisla-

tion as it relates to age and the

consequences of breaking laws.

Further, the Foundation
suggests a uniform, effective

alcohol education program in

schools throughout the pro-

vince.

Raising driving age
— a ioaded issue

Mini -scales tilt for marijuana justice
(continued from page 1)

drug after Jan. 1 will automa-
tically be purged after two
years.

There is considerable var-
iance in the response to the new
law.

Instead of the vest-pocket-
sized portable scales employed
by Los Angeles police officers,

the Los Angeles Sheriff’s
Department is equipping its

LONDON — The number of
women who drive while under
the influence of soft drugs has
reached such a proportion in

Britain that the public and
police must be made aware of

what is happening, claims a

family physician.

Dr William Reilly, of Talford,
Shropshire, said experience
with his own patients has
prompted him to write to the
British Medical Journal about
the drugged woman driver.

He made it plain he is not
getting at women as such. But,
the fact remains, women “do
seem to require more prescrip-

tions for tranquillizers than
men,” he said.

deputies with small metal cans

that can measure up to two
ounces. Both devices are in-

tended to provide approximate
measurements only, with final

and precise determinations
later in station houses or crime
laboratories.

The San Diego police will not

use scales or any other device,

but will rely on visual estimates

of amount, and will follow a

general policy of giving the su-

spect the benefit of the doubt.

Dr Reilly said recently he had
a woman patient who drove
through rush hour traffic to

reach his office. It turned out

that .she had a combination of

five drugs in her bloodstream.

The woman refused to listen

to Dr Reilly’s pleas that she not

drive and he, in turn, was
powerless to stop her.

Dr Reilly said he has another

woman patient who was
.stopped twice in one night by-

police because of her erratic

driving. The .second time she

was given a breath test for

alcohol.

“I can imagine the bewilder-

ment of the law at finding an

Various law enforcement
agencies differ as sharply in

their views on the future im-

pact of the new regulations.

In Los Angeles, both police

and sheriff’s department spo-

kesmen predict the liberalized

law will require more paper-

work by them and will lead to

increased use of marijuana.
San Francisco officials do

not expect additional paper-
work, and believe the law will

save money for the state and

breath test
apparently drunken woman
whose breath left the color of

the crystals unchanged,” Dr
Reilly .said.

“Yet I doubt if it ever cro.s.sed

the minds of the policemen that

she might have been drugged.”
Most policemen in Britain

.still think of drugs in terms of

heroin, cannabis and amphe-
tamines “and a well-dressed
woman driving the family car

could hardly fit their picture of

a drug addict”.

Dr Reilly .said that his fellow

physicians are not blameless.
Too often they fail to warn pa-

tients they put on drugs that

they may experience drowzi-
ness or impaired reflexes.

free police to concentrate on
more serious crimes. For a year
before the new law went into

effect, San Francisco police

followed a policy of citing su-

spects rather than arresting
them for simple possession.

In San Diego, a police spo-

kesman noted that for more
than five years, simple posses-

sion has been treated as a mis-

demeanor, and he saw no
evidence the new law would
lead to increased u.se.

In Sacramento, a repre.senta-

tive of the California Judicial

Council predicted financial

savings because most posses-

sion cases now will involve no
arrest, no booking, no custody,

no bail services and no jury
trial, and many of those cited

will simply pay the fine rather

than appear in court, ju.st as in

the ca.se of traffic citations.

Other reactions traversed the

liberal-conservative spectrum,
ranging from Los Angeles
Police Chief Edward M. Davis’

prediction that the old statute

will be reinstated within two
years, to legal action in.stituted

by the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws to invalidate all penalties

for cultivation, possession, or

use within the home as an in-

vasion of privacy.

Pill-drunk drivers escaping

Davis edgy

on age hike

for drinkers
TORONTO — Ontario’s
Premier William Davis has

ordered a study to deter-

mine whether Ontario’s
drinking age should be
raised to 18.

The study, which will also

investigate the problem of

teenage drinking and driv-

ing, will be conducted by the
Ontario Youth Secretariat

under the leadership of

Terry Jones, MPP (Member
of Provincial Parliament)
for Mississauga North.
Mr. Jones will begin the

study immediately with
public meetings held across

the province to discuss al-

cohol abuse among youth.
A report of the Youth

Secretariat’s findings will

be submitted to the govern-
ment by April 1.

In a letter to Toronto’s
North York Council —
which passed a motion last

November urging the On-
tario government to raise

the drinking age— Premier
Davis said he attributed
drinking by youths to “the
general affluence of society

combined with a general
weakening of parental and
other authority”.

Premier Davis indicated
the government is “taking a

serious look at stricter en-

forcement” of liquor laws, a

possibly to issue identifica-

tion cards for those age 18

and over, and remove
licences from establish-
ments “found guilty of serv-

ing liquor to minors”.

Alcoholic MDs

should not

be protected
(continued from page 1)

and rejection,” Dr Edwards
says.

“Illustrations of connivance
are many. A surgeon has ob-

viously unsteady hands, but
no-one likes to do anything too

positive. He is persuaded on bad

days to let his registrar take the

list.

“A 'consultant physician is

drunk on teaching rounds and

is simply regarded as a well-

known figure of fun.

“The anaesthetist is too

hung-over properly to function,

but somehow keeps going on a

handful of .swallowed chlor-

diazepoxide ...”

Dr Edwards claims there
should never be cover-up in

such .situations. If the surgeon

is unfit to operate there should

be confrontation there and
then — not 10 years later.

Never in any circumstances
should a less than frank refer-

ence be written for the sake of a

quiet life.

Medical practice and active

alcoholism “simply do not go

together,” the author con-

cludes. It is neither in the pa-

tient’s interest that the doctor

should further jeopardize his

career, nor in the interests of

society that his patients should

be put at risk.

“Alcoholism in the medical
profession is a subject which
now requires to be brought out

into the open with a re.spon.se

which is both kind and rational.

The problem does not need to

be exaggerated or dramatized.

But to go on hiding this busi-

ness in the shadows is in no
one’s interest.”
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Philosophies and governments tangle
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — The debut
here of two approaches to the

problem of drug addiction has
been marred by friction

between philosophies and
between levels of government.
An anecdote illustrates the

point.

When British Columbia’s
human resources minister
Norm Levi was pounding con-

stituency pavements in his un-
successful bid for re-election to

the legislature last December,

he came up upon an old war-
ehouse with the freshly let-

tered words “Alternatives Pro-

gram” on the door.

When Levi, the minister re-

sponsible through the Alcohol
and Drug Commission of BC
for all provincial drug treat-

ment programs, discovered
that a federally-funded drug
addiction treatment centre had
sprouted like a mushroom in

his own back yard, he was
furious.

It did not help that the Alter-

natives Program, (see accom-
panying article) is based on the

“addicts can be cured” philo-

sophy as opposed to the one that

has prevailed here recently —
“you may be able to cure ad-

dicts, but in the meantime,
offer them methadone to keep
them away from crime”.

The commission has recently

revamped its methadone main-
tenance program, opening five

“store-front” clinics in Van-
couver in place of the austere,

impersonal program run from

Vancouver treatment program for addicts

Federal centre aims to ‘cure’
VANCOUVER — For a heroin
addict, cold turkey withdrawal
is no worse than a bad case of

the flu.

The real agony comes later,

when the ex-junkie is trying to

stay off drugs while facing
overwhelming temptations
from friends who are addicts

and from his very lifestyle,

which has revolved around
crime and drugs.

A federally-supported treat-

ment centre which opened its

doors here last month is apply-

ing powerful behavior
modification techniques to help

addicts break through that
second barrier.

The Alternatives Program,
which is receiving $195,000 this

year from the Non-Medical Use
of Drugs Directorate, hopes to

be able to accommodate about
100 addicts and to be able to

promise a “cure” to the majori-
ty of them.
For the first step in his

rehabilitation, the addict will

spend 10 days at the centre in

the company of 10 “straight”
volunteers. They will refuse to

discuss crime and drugs; they
will try to stimulate new, con-

structive interests; and some of

them will, in the end, become
his friends.

“Imagine what would happen
if you put a clean-cut adoles-

cent in a room with 10 hardened
drug addicts for 10 days. This is

just the reverse,” said program
director Ray Cohen during a

tour of the unit.

The next .step is an interview
with “the panel”, a group of

three staff members who quiz

the addict on his motives for

entering the program and his

determination to succeed. The
tone is deliberately agressive,

so the addict is relieved and
happy if the panel announces
that he has been accepted.

At the heart of the program is

a written, legally-binding con-

tract between the client and the

centre.

The contract requires the
client to appear regularly for

counselling sessions, to report

his activities to the program
staff several times a day at

fixed times by telephone, to

give up his drug-culture friends

and, of course, to stay off drugs.

Rewards are provided for keep-
ing to the contract, and penal-

ties are set for breaching it.

The purpose of the contract is

to provide re-inforcement for
actions that lead him away
from drugs as well as to give

him incentives to co-operate
with other parts of the treat-

ment program.
Terms of the contract are

worked out with the addict and
in the beginning it may control

most of his daily activities.

“The contract is fluid and is

constantly changed,” said

Mr. Cohen. “When the client

starts to assume personal re-

sponsibility for some aspect of

his life, then we knock off that

clause.

“The contract begins as a

pretty hefty document and it

gets smaller and smaller until

it’s amended to the point where
it doesn’t exist any more and

the client is completely
self-responsible.”

That may take from six

months to two years. Then the

former addict is free to pursue
his new life, except for periodic

follow-up interviews and urin-

alysis spot checks.

The program has 15 full-time

staff members and operates out
of a remodelled warehouse with
offices and three rooms where
clients sleep during the initia-

tion period.

The Vancouver program is

similar to one Mr. Cohen set up
in Montreal 314 years ago.

NMUD director general Ron
Draper said in a telephone in-

terview the directorate is anx-

ious to broaden treatment op-

tions available in Vancouver.
“There are three things we

like about the Alternatives
Program,” he said. “It’s drug
free ... it recognizes drug abuse
is a life-style problem . . . and it

makes heavy use of

volunteers.”

(Follow-up statistics from
the Montreal clinic are not
available yet, but an indication

of its success is that 74.5% of

the centre’s clients were found
to be drug free during one
18-month period.)

In Vancouver the program
will have to deal with people

with a longer history of drug
abuse, a subculture which is

more drug-oriented, a different

racial balance, and a more cri-

tical housing and employment
picture, said Mr. Cohen.
Among other adjustments to

be made, volunteers must be

prepared to “dig deeper,” he
said.

Contact with volunteers is

maintained after the initiation

period as the client slowly
builds a new circle of friends
through them.
Therapy called for in the

contract includes counselling
and role-playing exercises to

teach skills such as how to

get through a job interview.

A wrist counter is used to

keep track of significant
thoughts — drug urges,
moments of tension, thoughts
of a close friend or spouse, and
so on.

Failing to log these thoughts,

or failing to phone in on time,

might call for a $20 fine, while
compliance might be rewarded
with a pair of donated concert
tickets.

All contracts carry an “hon-
esty clause” which halves pen-
alties if the client owns up to a

breach of contract before he is

caught.

The main emphasis of the
program is on treating heroin
addicts, but Mr. Cohen said that

as it develops he expects to

move into other areas, includ-

ing treatment of barbiturate
and alcohol addiction, training

programs for medical and par-

a-medical students, and pro-
grams designed for people on
probation or parole.

Mr. Draper said he hopes the
provincial government will

decide to take over the plan,

adding that federal funding
will end after three years bar-

ring unusual circumstances.

Methadone maintenance

Province opens store-front clinics
VANCOUVER — “At that
Broadway thing, they ran you
through like cattle. You went
in from the hack alley, because
you weren’t front door
material.”

The speaker Is Arthur, a

45-year-old drug addict, lie is

describing Vancouver’s meth-
adone maintenance program

as it was operated until

recently.

“This Is much better, very
nice,” he says with a gesture
taking in the comfortable
store-front clinic, one of five

similar units that have taken
over the work of the former
clinic, which operated out of

the austere Narcotics Addic-

tion Foundation building.

There has been a corre-
sponding multiplication of

staff too, so the clinics can now
offer more counselling and
some hope for a genuine cure,

as well as a more pleasant at-

mosphere, clinic supervisor
Hamilton Thomas told The
.lournal during a recent inter-

view and tour of the clinic.

“The major emphasis of the

program is to decriminalize
the addict.” said social worker
Phil dray. “There are a lot of

people who have been out on
ihe streets since the age of M
hooking, boosting and break-
ing and entering to support
tliemselves.”

The free methadone replaces

illegal heroin currently selling

here for around $30 a capsule.

.\nother result of the in-

creased supervision has been a

dramatic decrease in the
amount of methadone reach-

ing the streets Illegally. Mr.
Thomas said.

One problem with the old

program was that addicts su-

spected clinic personnel of col-

laborating with police narco-
tics squads.

Ian Waddell, a member of

the Alcohol and Drug roinmis-
sion, which funds the clinics,

said the staff at at the store-

front clinics are scrupulous
about honoring client confi-

dentiality.

Added Mr. Thomas: “This Is

an attempt to reach the addicts
in their own community in an
atmosphere more conducive to

trust, and to maintain con-

tact."

The clinic, which is staffed

by two social workers, a recep-

tionist and a consultant doctor,

serves about 75 drug addicts.

In addition to the nearly 400

addicts served by the Van-
couver units, there are about

200 more in other parts of BC
served by clinics in ('oquitlam,

Nanaimo, Prince (Jeorge.

Trail, Victoria, ('ampbell River

and Kelowna.

the old Narcotics Foundation’
building. (See accompanying
article. ) , i.

Today the fires kindled by
]

the clash of governments and
philosophies have died down.
Ron Draper, director-general,

of the Non-Medical Use of,

Drugs Directorate, sponsors
of the Alternative Program,
says the province was not in-

formed of the new program-
because of confusion sur-

rounding administrative re-^

shuffling at the NMUD region-
al office here last summer. :

Draper visited the miffed>
commission before Christmas^
to esxplain the program and sayst
he is anxious to co-ordinate theP
program with other drug proiC
grams in the province. S
Program director Ray Cohen,¥

who encountered some initialP
tentativeness in his dealingsp
with the local hierarchy, says aE
more comfortable workingB
relationship is developing.

And, of course, the irate Levi
is gone, along with the NDP
government and the alcohol f

and drug commission itself. #
(See page 1)

In Levi’s place is one of the ~

commission’s most vocal cri - 1
tics. Bob McClelland, who said

'f-

in an interview shortly after his t

cabinet appointment: J
“(Governments) have adopt- «

ed the attitude that the problem |
is insoluble. I believe it can be 5

solved. I don’t have the answers >

yet, but I intend to find them.”
*

McClelland agrees with
^

Draper, who says BC offers “a /

relatively small number” of op- 7
,

tions for drug addicts and that
programs which promise ad-
dicts a cure must be the
government’s first priority.

Low- liquor

liquor

for LCBO?
The potential widespread use

of such products as options to

alcohol, and their manufacture
by other wineries, depends
upon the LCBO’s acceptance of

Carl Jung and the success of

the Ontario marketing exper-

iment, according to Barbara
Cowan, Health director for the

company.

The LCBO Board, which had
refused to comment upon the

possible inclusion of deal-

coholized products before the

Act was proclaimed, has yet to

make its position known. And.
dealcoholized products are one
among many wines whose man-
ufacturers are asking for in-

clusion on liquor stoivs li.sts.

Meanwhile, the Ontario Min-

istry of Health is in the procvMss

of establishing information on

"alternatives to alcohol” to

lielp combat rising alcohol use

in the province. However, it

does not know whether it’s

prepared to publicize informa-

tion about dealcoholized wines

in its educational literature.

Marion Dempsey, project co-

ordinator for the Alcohol
Education Program of the
Ministry, said government
policy prohibits endorsation of

one commercial enterpri.se. In

this instance there is only one.

More on the status of non-al-

coholic wines and malt bever-

ages will appear next inontli in

The .fonrnal.
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Pot - ‘a potential social disaster’
An interview on cannabis with Dr Eugene
LeBlanc, by Anne MacLennan — (continued
from page 1.)

“I’m not saying a person who
smokes a cannabis cigarette is

doomed -to die or that I have any
sense of ‘Reefer Madness’. I’m not

saying we’re going to have a race of

junkie monsters running around the

streets raping and pillaging.

“I’m looking at the global popula-

tion point of view and analyzing it in

terms of an additional insult. In a

toxicological sense, a biological sys-

tem can only absorb a certain

number of insults.

“And cannabis is an insult as we
know from its tar content, as we
know from its drying effects, as we
know from its harshness, and as we
know from its production of in-

creased heart rate and psychiatric

disturbances.

“We have clear evidence from a

societal point of view that things —
insults — like alcohol, tobacco, pro-

gressive air pollution, water pollu-

tion, mercury in fish and so on —
things which do not produce drama-
tic and immediate damages — can

still produce tremendous health bur-

dens on society.

“And I’m against doing anything
which is going to put more pressure

on the pressure cooker that society

already is.”

Meanwhile, society is going to have
to realize that the budget for health

care has gotten as big as it’s going to

get. Even the most sophisticated
societies have reached the point
where they do not have many more
dollars to draw on, he said.

“It will have to think very careful-

ly, therefore, about embarking on
any kind of social practice that in-

creases health costs unless, and at

the same time, it stops something
else. Piling one more in without tak-

ing cognizance of the existing pres-

sures and without getting rid of one,

is going to produce a disaster in the
whole social services sector.”

While Dr LeBlanc does not think
there will be a disorder or disease

unique to cannabis, he believes
regular widespread use “has
tremendous potency to augment
some that are already major
problems”.

“Lung disorders are a major
health problem and I think increas-

ing the numbers and types of things
smoked cannot help.

“Worse than that, I think we have
problems of a psychiatric and neur-

ological type due to various kinds of

insults and I cannot help but believe

they will be more widespread because
of cannabis — just on the basis of

the history of pharmacology.

“We don’t want to be prisoners of

history but I think caution is cer-

tainly needed. We are not talking
about absolutes. We’re talking about
changes in incidence of, changes in

intensities of ...
”

Dr LeBlanc agreed it’s possible for

someone to argue: ‘I don’t smoke, I

don’t drink, I watch my weight, and
the fact that I want to have a joint

once in a while so should be
acceptable’.

“I can accept that. What I cannot
accept is the blind movement
towa'rds embracing cannabis as a

broad phenomenon on top of the
other kinds of health and social
dilemmas we have.

“If the decision is made to legalize

cannabis, use of the drug will spread.

If no compensatory reduction of in-

sults to the health of the general
public is made, there will be in-

creased costs in those areas of social

services that we now have. The
health services particularly. And
there is no more money. There’ll

have to be a decline of service —
more than is already under way.”

"No reasonable person would say
regular, widespread cannabis use is

going to improve the health.
’’

Dr LeBlanc agreed that arguments
concerning rightness or wrongness
of widespread cannabis use are often

emotionally loaded and that a great
deal of attention is devoted to the
drug.

Cannabis is not unique, however,
he said.

“New developments are showing
that drugs in general are not safe.

This is not unique to cannabis. Can-
nabis just happens to be the ben-
eficiary of these developments. And
it is a drug and cannot be exempt.”
“For the moment, society is

prepared consciously to accept cas-

ualties and, indeed, has earmarked
money to care for casulaties.
Whether that is a good bargain is a
moot point. The fact is there is no
more money to take care of them.

“We all have a vested interest in

any decision on our behalf. In-
dividuals who decide something do
hot decide for themselves, they make
a decision collectively. In effect, they
commit society to earmarking mon-
ey. And there is no more money.”
In terms of research. Dr LeBlanc

said the area from which people
could draw most understanding of
the drug’s potential effects, is the
area which is “most defective”.

“If you accept that we are not
going to have immediate or drastic
effects with cannabis, we are left

probably with the kind of classical

"I’m not saying a person who smokes a

cannabis cigarette is doomed to die or

that I have a sense of ‘Reefer

Madness.

"

interested in, which is related to in-

crease in, frequency of, and earlier

onset of, things that happen in nor-

mal populations.

“For example, cirrhosis occurs
anyway and alcohol increases the
rate. Lung cancer occurs anyway and
smoking increases it.

“So, if you accept that this is where
you are going to be laoking, then it

takes a certain kind of experimenta-
tion and that kind of experimenta-
tion has not really been adequately
appreciated until very recently.

“It involves life’s studies or it in-

volves massive numbers and longi-

tudinal studies. And in my view there
have been no good studies done in

this area in recent years.

“Modern views of toxicology have
to be consulted and what you have to

look at are detriments in capacities
of various types, not changes in

background activities. For example,
if one wants to see the effects of some
kind of disease process on the
heart, measuring the person’s heart
rate when he’s lying on a table won’t
tell you as much as putting him on a

treadmill and seeing how fast he can
go before the heart does something
strange.

“The important thing now though
is that there is a tendency towards
using more sensitive probes and I

think this is going to be the way of
the future.

“We are moving on several fronts
towards better, more solid, more so-

phisticated research.

“People have begun to be more
sophisticated and to look at drug
interactions, chronic effects.
They’re beginning to look at subsys-
tems. Not just at global effects but at

trying to locate cellular effects.”

There is also now the massive, if

illicit, experiment going on.

“Whenever a drug is released,
after all the animal work is done,
after all the human control studies

are done, the final experiment is

always the one the consumers per-

form. You can’t really avoid that

final experiment.

“With cannabis, people have been
trying to move into the kinds of ex-

periments that would comment
ahead of their time on the final ex-

periment. They have done the last

page of it rather badly.

“Nevertheless, one day we’ll be
able to look back over time and come
to some conclusions about the drug,

in the same way as we have come to

some conclusions about alcohol.”

Alberta toughens driving laws
By Walter Nagel

EDMONTON — The Alberta
government has introduced
legislation to encourage defen-
size driving and get more im-
paired drivers off the roads.
The move follows a com-
prehensive traffic study
received in late 1975.

The measures which became
effective Jan. 1, are aimed
specifically at young drivers —
long blamed for a high propor-

tion of accidents— and at those
in older age groups who persist
in dangerous motoring habits.

A keynote of the new regula-
tions is a special driver review
board with the power to su-
spend, indefinitely, the licence

of any offender. As well, the
board may prescribe remedial
measures such as alcoholism
treatment or driver education.
Provincial Solicitor-General

Roy Farran, who introduced
the new Motor Vehicle Admin-

istration Act, told the Legisla-

ture: “If all else fails, we must
use the strict, as well as the
honeyed, word.”
However, he said there will

be principal emphasis upon the

educational approach before
definite or indefinite licence
suspensions are invoked.
“No amount of tough news

laws will do any good unless
driver attitudes are changed.”
Two years ago Mr. Farran,

then minister of telephones
and utilities, had his own
licence su.spended because of a

drinking-related infraction,
and he was forced to undergo a

program of re-education. He
said the experience made him a

supporter of such sanctions.

Other features of the new
Motor Vehicle Administration
Act include a halt to the is-

suance of scooter licences to

youngsters of 14 to 16 years of

age. Those who now hold such
permits may keep them, but the

minister said no new licences

will be sold to first-time

applicants.

People applying for new or

renewal licence plates will have
to present written proof they

have proper insurance cover-

age on their vehicles. In the

past, the applicant merely af-

firmed such protection had
been purchased.

All 16-to-18-year-old drivers
will be placed on probation, and
risk losing their licences to

drive immediately if there is

evidence of misbehavior on the

road. Provincial officials have
noted that teen-age motorists

account for a disproportionate

number of accidents, injuries

and deaths.

Until now, the province has

relied upon a demerit system,

operated by the highways
department and the courts, to

suspend and re-license of-

fenders. The new legislation

should allow speedier and
stricter handling of such cases.

The new driver review board
will have power “to prescribe

any measure or course of

remedial education or treat-

ment (of alcoholism, for exam-
ple) as a condition “for posse.s-

sion” of a driver licence. It may
specify certain terms and con-

ditions, and “take into account
the person’s accident record,

conviction record, driver atti-

tude, driver skill and know-
ledge, driving disabilities and
any other factors it considers

relevant.”

In 1974, almost 600 persons
were killed in traffic accidents
within Alberta, and almost
15,000 were injured. Since
1971, collisions have increased
almost one-third, although the

provincial population has
grown by scarcely 10 %.
Almost 6,000 persons have

had their driving licences su-

spended by late 1975, among a

provincial population of about
2.5 million. In 1975, there were
also more than 700 .second-time

suspensions, and about 325 su-

.spend(“d for a third time.

The provincial Driver Con-
trol Board will have to be
strengthened to assume a sig-

nificant prevention and deter-
rent role, officials say.

Until now, its spokesmen
claimed they were hard pres,sed

to check and interview third-

time suspension drivers alone.

There has been no possibility >{

personally discussing bad 'h ly-

ing practices with person.- su-

spended for a first, or evi.n a

second time.

Out of gas? --

try grain alcohol
GRAIN ALCOHOL should be
further researched as a future
source of fuel, according to the
governor of Nebraska.
Governor James Exon told

the Western governors’
regional energy policy confer-
ence in New Mexico that a
plant in Nebraska has been
producing “gasahol”.
He said it consists of 10%

grain alcohol (which can be

produced from corn or wheat)
and 90% gasoline.

The experimental fuel has
been used in state-owned vehi-
cles and is being sold commer-
cially in Holdrege, Neb., said
Governor Exon.
A report in The New York

Times quoted the governor as

saying the price of “gasahol” is

about the same as that of

gasoline.
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Lack of consistency

mars alcohol efforts
DID ANYBODY notice when Ontario’s Consumer Affairs
Minister Sidney Handleman let float his trial balloon on
allowing sale of beer at the ballpark — if and when the San
Francisco Giants franchise was shifted to Toronto?
Or when Toronto Metro Parks Commissioner Tommy

Thompson urged beer sales at municipal golf courses on the
assumption that suds would add to the enjoyment of the game?
Considering the media reaction sparked by Attorney General

Roy McMurtry’s alarm about drinking drivers and about the

spread of teenage drinking, one would have expected at least

one little query on behalf of Joe Public . . . like “what exactly is

going on here?”
Politics these days are confusing enough without having

ministers of the«same Cabinet speaking publicly at cross
purposes .'. . or could it be that the ministers don’t realize they
are in conflict?

It’s true that sipping on paper-cup beer as the sixth inning
winds down into the seventh doesn’t sound like such an
insidious social threat — not when we think about it in

isolation.

But the point is, we can’t think about it in isolation.

The peddling of beer at ballparks or golf links is part of the
'

same continuum of behavior that repels us so in the guise of

the drinking driver or the alcoholic teenager.

The risk symbolized by beer in the ballpark is not that it

might incite unruly crowds or riots in the bleachers, but that it

just strengthens the growing belief that without booze you
can’t enjoy yourself.

We make alcohol an indispensible part of every social

function and then wince when it is regurgitated. But we can’t

have one without the other.
This is a point which seems to escape most governments and

will continue to do so until legislators adopt clear-cut policies

designed to reduce overall, per capita consumption . . . not just
attack the most visible violator, but reduce the amount of
drinking overall.

If this sounds like a reasonable policy then government
should .say so clearly and unequivocally, and it s,hould act in a
concerted, consistent fashion.

That means accepting the probability that the more available
we make alcohol, and the more we endorse its use, the more we
can expect to suffer the consequences of abuse.

Increasing the sanctions against drinking drivers and teen-
agers, while at the .same time encouraging people to drink more
freely at the ballpark, the golf course, or the racetrack, makes
no sense.

The bitter truth is that we can’t have it both ways, and
government ought to emphasize this fact by its own actions.

—MK

A reasoned approach
AN ADDICTION Research Foundation scientist has entered
the cannabis fray with some convincing arguments to suggest
we may be moving too far, too quickly, toward legalization of

the drug.

In an interview with The Journal (Page 1), Dr Eugene
LeBIanc introduces a rea.soned approach to an issue so fraught
with emotion that it is often difficult to .see beyond that

emotion.
Dr LeBIanc presents a strong case that widespread

availability of the drug would surely lead to increased con-

sumption and related health problems and says it could be the

straw that breaks the camel’s back in testing further the
already strained bealih resources needed to .sweep up .society’s

casualties.

From a societal point of view, be say.s, “insults” like alcohol,

tobacco, air and water pollution, mercury in fish, and so on, do
not ()r()duee dramatic and Immediate damage but still produce a

tn'iiiendous bealih biinicii oti society.

i ertainly cannabis does not produce immediate, drainatie
negative effects — we’d have s(*en them by now. Hut, inereas-
itigly it s(*ems there could develop a significant cost to the
health .system if enough people used the drug long ('iiougb,

often enough, and tu'avily enough.
This argiimetil of eoiirs<>, must Ix' weighed against the oik’

which says that keeping cannabis ilh'gal allows, givt'ii relalivi'-

ly widespread illicit use, for a far more damaging dist'ase — I In*

social (li.sease of having a criminal record.
Hut, for Dr LeBIanc at l('asl, cannabis docs not — not yet

anyway — have the clean hill of health that would support
making il an inhereid pari of all our lives.

(Jnile ;ipart from one’s personal point of view, il is eneourag
ing to this kind of global approach by a professional in the
field, lie isn’t warning of ’Keefer Madness’ and he isn’t saying
society oW('s it to itsidf to "turn on” with cannabis.

II IS (his .sort of approach thal is so necessary to assist the
public Ij) iindi'istand the hroadi'r issues which underline the
continuing eannahis eoni roversy. (;S

“Wow! Drink this dealcoholized booze at a business luncheon and you ^

end up talking business.
”

- '

beliefs to the Mitof I More
I letters— page 12

“Intredict list”
Sir:

One day last August. Ted Bouvier was present
in JP court as instructed by an appearance
notice.

For his trouble, he was fined a total of
$175 or 100 days in jail on two charges of

interdict consuming liquor.

Why? He had a drink.

Not for causing a disturbance, fighting,
failing to leave a bar when asked, illegal pos-

session of alcohol or impaired driving.

All of these actions arc against the law and
anyone (almost) can be prosecuted in a court
of law for having committed these and other
offences of the Canadian Criminal Code and
Territorial Ordinances.

Mr. Bouvier is a speeial person under the
law. He is on the "interdiet list”.

You have to be speeial to be convicted of

interdict drinking;

First you must have what some people con-
sider a “drinking problem”.
Secondly you have to he placed, voluntarily

or olhei’wi.se, on the “interdict list” suppo.sedly

to control your drinking. (Since when has the

threat of jail emit rolled drinking?)
Thirdly you must have a drink.

Dstially heeau.se interdicts have a drinking
problem they have more than one drink.

However to break the law. when you’re in-

tenlu'led, just one drink will do, thanks.
Don’t hn'.ik any of the laws most people

observe, just have one drink like your neigh-
hmir and it’s into the slammer for you.

'I’liere is one other altrihute which increases
your chance of bring eonvietrd of interdict

drinking, or making ’’Ihi' list”. It hel|)s to he
native.

In May River .seven of the 10 interdicts are
native persons. The Hay Kiver population is

considered to he over 50% white.

Sixty-three people are on the interdict list in

the entire Northwest Territories.

One last thought.

When was the last time an impaired drivci

was placed on the interdict list or are they not

problem drinkers?

Chris Brodeur
Editor. The Hub
Hay River
Northwest Territories

(This letter is an edited version of an editoite

published by Mr. Brodeur in The Hub.)

Concern over

poppies
Sir:

Your recent article entitled “Git'at Scarle

Poppy Poses New Threat” causes mo an(

otliers who have been deeply involved in tin

opium i.ssue serious eoneern.
The article which was not up to the usua

high standards of your publication did a grQs^

dis.serviee to the field by being not only super

fieial and one-sided hut al.so by inaiipropriateh

feeding the hysteria about drug abuse at a tiim

when we have made an extraordinary effort li

emphasize aoeuraey, facts, and a rational, anc

unemotional approach to the drug problem.

Domestic cultivation of raparcr hracti dtuir

in the United Slates appears to have a numhei
of major advantages. At a time when supplic'

of opium for the legitimate needs for medieini

al codeine are erratic and subject to the vagar
ies of international politics, iinpredietahh
weather conditions, and primitive eultivatior

methods, self-suffieieney through domestit
cultivations has enormous appeal. The poten

lial for diversion of the I'apnvcrbrarleattim oi

its products c an hardly he considerc'd a seriou;

(Continued on page 12
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IN THE last year, close to 200
alcohol and drug treatment
counsellors in the Province of

British Columbia have gone
through a series of interviews

and tests geared at defining
who they are and what they
ought to be doing.

The process, call it certifica-

tion or credentialling, might at

first glance appear to have been
thought up by some malevolent
paper chaser in personnel. The
regimentation reflected by
such terminology as Trainee
Group III, or Trained Worker
Group 1, seems an incongruous
way of describing the functions

of a streetworker who must rely

more on his wits and intuition

than on any treatment guide-

book.

Yet to thousands of counsel-

i lors and drug abuse treatment

t i administrators in North Amer-
|i ica, the need to develop an ef-

1

1

fective credentialling mechan-^

ism, and with it a more univer-

j

sally acceptable training sys-

! tern for counsellors, is anything

; but bureaucratic makework.
' It is a means of assuring that

treatment personnel are what
they seem to be— competent to

guide their patient-clients
through some part of the treat-

I ment/ rehabilitative cycle.

Not everyone is convinced
the motivation behind creden-

. tialling is all that pure.

At a recent meeting of the
ADPA, where credentialling
and certification were major

f
I

concerns, there was no absence
»

1
of scepticism about what some
saw as a paper chase.

! As one irate counsellor
i charged; “Credentialism is an
i academic trip with all its sym-

t bols and crap.
"

“Even if we get to the point of

defining competencies and
tasks and experiences, all we’re

i doing is essentially buying our
way into certain academic

institutions.”

The fact is that what many
people refer to as a credential,
looks, smells, and feels like an

I
' academic diploma, and by its

! very nature predisposes
1 against the counsellor whose
* dues were paid on the street
t and not in the classroom.

Some, such as Don Ottenberg
i of Eagleville, suggest the effort

|j now being expended on

;

i developing credentialling cri-
t teria might be better used by
f channelling promising para-
f professional candidates into
; academic training environ-

I
ments ... so long as the

4 schools themselves are willing

f
to give appropriate credit to life

' experience.

“If the schools that are able

to give degrees are willing to

credit this (life experience),
it’s far wiser to have academic
credentials rather than cer-

tificates which might only lock

paraprofessionals into the
lower part of the totem pole.”

Says Mr. Ottenberg: “I really

doubt that the field of human
services in general is really go-

ing to see a certificate from this

school or that institution as

equivalent to a master’s

degree.”

Well, maybe not. But in Bri-

tish Columbia, and Nevada
(The Journal, January) where
certification processes have ta-

ken some definable form —
well ahead of most other juris-

dictions in North America —
the academic degree is but one
component in the makeup of a

certified counsellor, and the
emphasis of the evolving cer-

tification process is to prevent

the qualified, but not academi-
cally-trained worker, from be-

ing regulated out of existence.

The British Columbia man-
ual for staff accreditation, put
out by the Alcohol and Drug
Commission, puts it this way:

“It is unreasonable to expect,

and undesirable to have, all

treatment programs for drug
abusers staffed by profession-

als from the various helping
disciplines. Traditionally in

this field as in other areas of

human distress, significant
contributions have been made
by concerned, personally-com-
petent people, who ... do not
possess membership in any of

the professional guilds.

“It is also true, however, that

inestimable damage has been
done by concerned people
whose only qualification has
been good intentions and a sen-

timental need to help.”'

The debate about who should
treat whom usually degener-
ates to nasty squabbling
between professionals and non
professionals, and it is a “tire-

some debate” says the BC
manual.

It is also destructive in that it

is “usually a thinly-disguised
conflict between groups who
are trying to protect their sta-

tus on the one hand, or trying to

get a piece of the action on the
other”.

The real issue, once the
squabbling is cleared away is

simply this: Is their any advan-
tage of a trained helping person
over an untrained helping per-

son? The answer, says the BC
manual is “an unequivocal
yes”.

Dr A1 Connally, director of

staff training for the BC Al-
cohol and Drug Commission is

pleased about the reception
counsellors (non-academic as

well as degreed individuals)

have given to the credentialling

initiatives. Of course, they
didn’t really have as much
choice about enduring the cer-

tification process as they might
have. “I suppose there is a

veiled threat,” Connally
admits.

One of the ground rules for

program funding is that all

relevant staff go through the

accreditation process.

But many of the paraprofes-
sionals who have been working
effectively for some time, think
it perfectly appropriate that
they be given documented
credit for their level of

expertise.

Mr. Connally is quick to point
out that the process is not yet
inscribed in granite. It is in its

early stage of development and
experience will dictate its

evolution. But it is a start.

The grid consists of the fol-

lowing cateories: Trainee Level
I through III; Trained Worker;
Supervisor; Program Director.

Trainee Level I (minimum
age 25 except for youth-orient-

ed programs) demands a

“capacity for empathy, positive

regard for others, honesty, self

awareness, openness and enth-

usiasm, normal intelligence
and the ability to read and
write.”

In terms of life experience a
candidate for Trainee Level I

must have been free of drug
dependence for at least two
years prior to application and
must have a history of social
stability for two years.

The trainee’s first year in any
program is probationary. He
must be willing to take a 30-day
training course (now being
developed by the training divi-

sion of the commission) and he

must be willing to undertake
reading assignments and other
training functions.

As the trainee passes
through the three levels, the
demands and expectations na-

turally go up.

The trained worker category
demands successful completion
of the trainee program, or a

Bachelor of Social Work degree
'

with two years experience, or

a Master of Social Work de-

gree, or fjve years stable
recovery period and/or em-
ployed, full-time status as a

counsellor for at least three
years.

At the top of the pyramid is

the program director, who may
climb to this level via the “in-

side” trained worker route
(which doesn’t necessarily
demand academic credentials

such as B.S.W. or M.S.W.
though having the degrees does
cut down on the experiential

time required).

If someone seeks entry into

the system from outside, at the

program director level, he will

have to document 10 years of

stable recovery from depen-
dence, a history of personal and
social stability, a good supervi-

sory and administrative record,

and thorough knowledge of the
latest methods of treatment.
Individuals with an M.S.W.

and two years supervisory ex-

perience may apply at this

level.

The classification panel in
BC (still in a state of evolu-
tion) is to include two members
of the training division of the
commission, a representative
of the board of the employing
agency, one staff member
selected by the staff, and one
community agency representa-
tive. The task of this group is to

classify the personnel and as-

sess their experiential records.
The makeup of this panel is

similar to the one devised in the
State of Nevada in that it

represents the candidate’s
peers as well as the regulating
aeencv and the emnlover.
There are some variations

between the two jurisdictions
in respect to criteria used to

slot workers into certain ca-

tegories, as there are between
them and the Littlejohn study
group — commissioned by
NIAAA to recommend a system
of standards for the credential-

ling and training of alcohol
treatment counsellors.

But there are more similari-

ties than there are differences,

and the point is that the initial

steps are being taken . . . first

in individual jurisdictions,
then possibly on a wider scale.

If the credentialling process
is to have any lasting value it

will have to achieve some un-
iversal credibility. A succession
of parochial “diplomas” isn’t

going to do much for the recog-

nition of “the new profession”
as Littlejohn calls the emerg-
ing counsellor.

Because the jurisdiction for

credentialling ultimately lies

with states and provinces, it is

unlikely the field will ever
achieve one universal, national

credentialling grid in which
Trainee Level I in BC means
the same as say, in Ontario and
New York.
Perhaps national standards

can only refer to minimal, or
core competencies. If enough
states and provinces start using
similar mechanisms as well as

language, it may not be neces-

•sary to have Trainee III in Bri-

tish Columbia equate Trainee
III in Florida.

But at least a counsellor job

candidate could document his

level of competency and assure

a prospective employer that he

does have the capability of

delivering what his certificate

says he can deliver.

In the second of a series of Backgrounders, Milan
Korcok, Contributing Editor of The Journal ex-
amines the pros and cons of credentialling of al-

cohol and drug counsellors, a high priority item for

those involved in providing treatment.

I

!

I

The Homeostatisticans abided in

fine towns and cities and they seemed
a uniformly industrious lot, applying
themselves to their various tasks with
admirable vigor. That is not to say
asceticism was a way of life, for they
also pleasured themselves in the
traditional manners, partaking of the
joys of the groaning board, the flagon,
and the Virginian weed. But the most
striking thing to the casual observer
was the degree of moderation with
which they pursued the.se singular

endeavors. My natural curiosity
aroused, I made several inquiries of
my hosts to ascertain how this most
admirable state of affairs had come
about.

They most graciously consented to

answer such pertinent que.stions as I

should entertain and thus I discovered
that by Statute of Law, all Homeosta-
tisticians were free to self-destruct in

any manner of their choosing alth-
ough for all practical purpo.ses most
citizens who chose to self-destruct did

By

Wayne
Howell

Literary sleuths are forever discover-
ing lost fragments of major and minor
classics. I have it on good authority
. . . well relatively good authority
. . . . that what follows is an extract
from a chapter of Jonathan Swift’s
‘Gulliver’s Travels’, a chapter that
inexplicably did not appear in the
1726 version:

so in only three ways: By eating too
much. By drinking too much. By
smoking too much.
Each year, I learned, every citizen

was awarded as a matter of right 100
self-destruct coupons to be spent in

any manner he saw fit. One hundred
self-destruct coupons, for instance,
entitled a citizen to purchase 16.5 lbs.

of extra sucrose per year, giving him
the equivalent of 500 extra empty

(Continued on page 12)

Having departed from the Lillipu-
tian shores and the kingdom of the
Brobdingnags, I voyaged hence to the
land of the Homeostatisticians. I was
received with uniform civility by these
hospitable beings who. unlike my
previous hosts, were of a stature more
or less equivalent to man except they
tended to be short, not unlike the
pygmy races, and they possessed cran-
iums of truly remarkable dimensions;
these, I was informed, were a natural
evolutionary consequence of the con-
stant calibrating, computing, and
cost-accounting, that was so much a
part of Homeostatic culture.

GAIL GELTNER
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Alcoholism treatment fits addicts
LACHLAN MacQUARRIE

reports from
The Pan Pacific Rehabilitation conference, Singapore

ESTABLISHED METHODS of

treating alcoholism can be ta-

ken as models for the treatment
of drug dependents, according

to Dr Rudolph Mader of

Austria.

Dr Mader, Director of the
Anton Proksch Institute in

Vienna, described experiences

at his Institute which have
“demonstrated that a meth-
odically worked out treatment
model for alcoholics can also be
employed with few modifica-
tions in the case of drug depen-

dent patients”.

“The basic therapeutic prin-

ciples and methods in treating

alcoholics are generally valid as

well for drug dependents”. Dr
Mader said.

Among common factors in

treatment are understanding
of the influence of social fac-

tors and the importance of ab-

solute abstention, he noted.

Methods such as group treat-

ment, family involvement,
social work and psychological
services, and long term after

care are valid in treating both
alcohol and drug dependents.
In both cases too, the func-

tioning of a therapeutic com-
munity involving help and as-

sistance of former patients is

important, he said.

In his address. The European

Approach in the Treatment and
Rehabilitation of Alcoholics
and Drug Dependents, Dr
Mader said these conclusions

had important implications for

countries of Europe where, in

terms of numbers of patients

involved, alcoholism is by far

the more prominent problem.
He felt also that programs

related to treatment of alcohol

dependence offered more relia-

ble models.

“The most effective therapy
for dependency diseases, will be
a long term and ambulant one
where a patient can be helped
in a variety of ways to exist

under normal reality condi-
tions and correct his abnormal
dependency step by step”.

Dr Mader suggested another
feature common to both alcohol

and drug rehabilitation was the
Umited success of classic ther-

apy methods.

Volunteers: They’re a direct stimulus

to local participation and involvement
Education trust needed
in nationai campaigns

INTENSIVE CAMPAIGNS to control illegal traffic, to
regulate the availability of dangerous drugs, and to impose
severe penalties on traffickers, are not enough in national
programs to eliminate drug abuse.
Such programs will likely fail unless they are supplemented

by an integrated approach to education and prevention, ac-
cording to a Philippines expert.

Aurora S. Cudal told the conference the initial response in
most countries of the world, when faced by a growing drug
abuse situation, was to focus narrowly on drugs as the problem.
Mrs Cudal is chief. Preventive Education and Information

Division of the Dangerous Drugs Board of the Philippines.
These efforts sometimes succeeded in achieving control of

heroin, morphine and other opium derivatives, Mrs. Cudal said,
but there was usually a change in the pattern of drug abuse
with people turning to tranquillizers, analgesics, stimulants
and depressants.

In addition, there were growing problems of alcoholism,
criminality and other anti-social behavior.
Thus the Philippines has planned “an intensive program

which seeks to promote inter-disciplinary cooperation and
multi-agency coordination of efforts directed towards youth
development as well as community development”.
This program, Mrs. Cudal said, is not narrowly confined to

the dissemination of drug abuse prevention information, but
“is more broadly directed towards the development of social
consciousness and a sense of responsibility among the youth,
the promotion of parental recognition and acceptance of their
role in maintaining a wholesome family environment, and the
development and implementation of social action programs in
the community”.

Synanon’s message travels East

A PRIVATE foundation in the
Philippines has harnessed
traditional forms of volunteer-

ism, dating back to pre-Spanish
times, in the prevention and
control of present day problems
of drug abuse.

Mrs. Concepcion Martelino,
coordinator and treasurer of

the Narcotics Foundation of

the Philippines, stressed the
importance of utilizing in-

digenous cultural patterns and

LACHLAN MacQuarrie,The
Journal’s Hong Kong corre-
spondent, whose reports from
the Pan Pacific Rehabilita-

tion Congress in Singapore ap-

pear on this page, was himself
an invited speaker at the

congress.

Hong Kong society, which Mr
MacQuarrie knows well, is one
in which drug abuse and drug
trafficking are a familiar part

of the environment and thus,

one in which young people grow
up at particular risk.

In his address, Mr MacQuar-
rie described his experiences
as chairman of a six-month
campaign, ‘Keep Hong Kong
Drug Free’.

The campaign which Mr.
MacQuarrie led was aimed at

mobilizing the outreach capaci-

ty of social service agencies and
neighborhood organizations in

a community-wide program of

education and prevention.

To The Journal, Mr. Mac-
Quarrie writes: “The campaign
was an attempt to penetrate
more deeply into the communi-
ty than had previously been
possible, and to supplement ex-

i.sting programs of treatment,
rehabilitation and control by a

vigorous community develop-
ment approach to make
memt)ers of the piil)lie, and
especially the young, better in-

formed and less a|)alhetie

Lachlan MacQuarrie

familiar social institutions —
in this case the “bayanihan”, a

traditional group of people in

the Philippine community— to

help one another to achieve a
common cause.

Organized and coordinated
volunteerism in the Philip-
pines, she said, has been used to

augment and support govern-
ment efforts. And volunteers
may find themselves involved
in one of five major areas of

about Hong Kong’s drug prob-

lem and more aware of the
things they could do to help.

“It had been recognized this

kind of approach was par-
ticularly needed in a society
like Hong Kong where young
people grow up at risk.

‘“rhe campaign was divided

into three stages with the first

stage concentrating on the par-

ticipating community organ-
izations themselves. In this

part of the campaign, seminars
and workshops were held to

familiarize members of these
agencies with the Hong Kong
drug situation and to plan with
them for the activities of stage
two.

“The second stage was the
main outreach portion of the
campaign. Activities were or-

ganized and coordinated on a

district or neighborhood basis.

“The third stage took the
form of large public meetings
held towards the end of the
campaign.
“More than 70 community

organizations participated, and
made the campaign a major
theme of their work during the

six month period. Most popular
among the approximately 300
various outreach activities held
wore open forums, seminars for

youth groups, visits to treat-

ment and rehabilitation
centres, film shows, poster
competitions, quiz competi-
tions, carnivals, play.s, variety
shows, mobile exhibitions and
radio and television program-
mes.
“'rherc was a high level of

community involvenu'iit and
public mti'i'csl was achieved on
a budget of only 1 1 K$()5), ()()()

(about $14,()()()). This favora-
ble cost /benefit ratio was made
possible by the local district

particiiiation which resulti'd

from the conimniitty develop-
ment approach iitili/ed.

“Another uiiiipie character
istic of the campaign was the
most im|iortant part made by a

hard working group of fornu'r

addicts whose practical and
down-to-earth cont riliutions
ensured that the lampaign
came across to tin* pulilic in a

vital and imiiortant way.”

activity — control and law en-
forcement; preventive and
community education; treat-
ment and rehabilitation; direct

professional services; and fund
raising.

Mrs. Martelino acknow-
ledged that to some extent the
use of volunteers in drug pro-
grams has been necessary
because of shortages of doctors,
nurses, social workers,
teachers and other profes-
sionals.

But she claimed this has also

been beneficial in that it has
been a direct stimulus to local

participation and involvement.
Moreover, she said, because of

manpower shortages, volun-
teers know they are needed and
perform valuable roles.

Mrs. Martelino said a sig-

nificant factor in the program
is the general policy of the

,

Philippine Government to

create an atmosphere con-
ducive to participation by
volunteers in a variety of

developmental activities as an
integral part of nation
building.

SYNANON CONTAINS a

wealth of features invaluable
in establishing treatment en-
vironments for alcohol and
drug dependents, according to

Dr M Mahadevan of Ipoh,
Malaysia.

Dr Mahadevan, founder and
consultant psychiatrist at the
Pusat Pertolongan (Help
Centre) in Ipoh, told the con-

ference that many hospitals,

clinics and community projects

in South East Asia have adopt-

ed variations of the Synanon
therapeutic community ap-

roach.

He said his own therapeutic
community project is one of

several in Asia which has
received both direct and indir-

ect benefit fron Synanon.
The Help Centre was started

in 15)70 in response to a growing
problem of drug aluise in

Malaysia. In the last national
survey of drug abuse incidence,

ill 15)73, there were more than
1 2, ()()() pi'oph' (h'pi'iident most ly

on Ih'I'oIii, morphiiu', opium
and cannabis.

TIh' language and cniliiral

divi'isity of Malaysia has pn'-

sented interesting challenges
for the cenlh’‘s treatment and
rehabilital ion staff

of a Malaysian population of

12 million, 47'',, are Malays,
3-1

'V) are Chinese and about 5)%

are Indian This diviMsity is

r('fl('cled III the 400 residmits of

the Help Ci'iitre 2.')0 are
Chiin'se, H4 are Malay, f)! are

Indian, and 1.') Eurasian,

Main languages used in

Malaysia are Malay, various
Chinese dialects, ami English.

Dr Mahadevan described the
religious diversity in the Help
Centre and said religion —
Muslim, Hindu and Buddhist
— plays a centrally important
part. The basic philosophy, he
said, is “the restoration of faith

in the drug dependents them-
selves and in religion”.

“It is not material values and

THE SOf'lAL and economic
effects of drug abuse are now
discernable and causing “con-

siderabie alarm" in Asian
countries, according to Pio
Abarro, Drug Adviser to (he
Colombo Plan Hiireau.

He said many developing
countries of (be Colombo Plan
Region have (raditionally
believed drug abuse was a

problem peculiar to Western
society and were therefore not

greatly concerned about it.

Now, however, (he trend in

.Asian countries is away from
opim use and towards use of

heroin, synthetic drugs and, in

some countries, alcohol, he
said in an address. The {'/kiiic;

nig I’liflcni of Drug Abuse ni

South East Asia

This, he said, is leading to

(he development of "many na-

tional programs to eliminate
'the causes and emellorate (he
effects of drug abuse".
Describing some of the

medications which will help our
patients. They must have spiri-

tual uplift to encourage them to

seek the right path of life.”

In giving credit to Synanon
for assistance to the Help
Centre, Dr Mahadevan sug-
gested other .-Asian countries
and agencies might explore
similar benefits.

characteri.stics those national
programs have in common, Mr
Abarn) said the trend in .-Vsian

countries is to setting up a

central administration to

provide overall direction and
coordination at a high level for

addiction programs.
Also, most Aslan countries

are enacting Increasingly
stringent enforcement pro-
grams with severe penalties
for offenders. The death pen-
alty for trafficking Is becom-
ing a common characteristic of

these programs, he said.

There is also a trend to set-

ting up compulsory treatment
and rehahilitation programs.
The Colombo Plan, which

includes 24 countries of South
East .Asia, as well as Canada.
Rritain, and (he I'nited States,

began Its Drug .Advisory Pro-
gram in 15)73 to assist coun-
tries in developing treatment,
rehahilitation, and control
plans.

High risk environment

Hong Kong drug plan

mobilizes community

Coiumbo Pian countries

tightening drug iaws



Cars and bars in Brussels
Alcohol caused 8.8% of fatal road accidents in Belgium in 1972. The
sameyear, 10,372 blood tests were administered with 90% ofdrivers

showing a BAL above 0.08%. Driving drivers were involved in 8,980

accidents with a casualty list of 65 drivers, 49 passengers and 24
pedestrians killed. Seriously injured numbered 1,593, of whom 303
died within a month of the accident.

Teachers
scolded
FIJI — Teacher arriving at

school with hangovers, red eyes

and shaky legs are worrying the

Fiji Teachers’ Union. The un-

ion president, Krishna Datt,

says pupils and colleagues are

quick to notice signs of a han-
gover, and a small number of

teachers need cautioning about
their drinking habits.

Writing in the Teachers’
Journal, Mr Datt says teachers

work under great strain and
often have job frustrations.

But they can release their ten-

sions through sport and discuss

their problems with other
teachers over coffee or tea in-

stead of liquor, he suggests.

Smoking habits

Doctors and spouses disagree on tobacco

By P. F. McCarthy
AUCKLAND, NZ — New
Zealand doctors are steadily

kicking the tobacco habit, but

the general population — in-

cluding doctors’ wives — seems
less impressed by evidence of

smoking hazards.

In a country where 40% of

men and 33% of women smoke
cigarettes, almost 70% of doc-

tors are non-smokers.
The proportion of cigarette-

smoking doctors has dropped in

nine years from 39% to 21%.
Among women doctors,
smokers dwindled from 30%to
13% — but half of the
remainder are in the “high-

risk” group using more than 20

cigarettes a day.

Interestingly, 30% of doc-

tors’ wives still smoke, many
heavily. But smoking is a habit

among only 18% of the wives of

non-smoking doctors, whereas
50% of the wives of cigarette-

smoking doctors are them-
selves smokers.
A 1968 study placed New

Zealand fifth in tobacco con-

sumption (behind Canada, the

United States, Holland and
Denmark). Women of the
Maori race. New Zealand’s na-

tive population, have the
world’s highest female lung-

cancer rate — a distinction at-

tributed to their history of

heavy smoking.
The Health Department es-

timated smoking-induced dis-

eases in 1970 killed more than
8,000 New Zealanders — more
than one death in three. Lung
cancer caused nearly 10% of

these deaths.

Since 1974, cigarette packets
have carried a warning and

cigarette companies have
voluntarily scaled down adver-

tising. (Television and radio

advertising was stopped in

1964.)

But the effect on consump-
tion has been hardly noticeable.

In 1974, the first year of the
warning notice on cigarette
packets, the three million New
Zealanders smoked an average
of 2.3 kilograms of tobacco per
person, only slightly less than
in the previous year.

The Cancer Society has es-

timated 60% of children begin
experimenting with cigarettes

by the age of seven years and up
to 70% are smoking by the time
they are 12 — but the propor-
tion drops remarkably to a

hard-core 10% - 15% in the
years between 14 and 16 (the

minimum legal age for buying
cigarettes).
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Saki anyone?

Forty million Japanese drink
alcohol, 6,500,000 drink too
much, and one million need ur-

gent medial treatment, accord-

ing to an official estimate.
Public drunkenness is not an
offence in Japan.

France slows down
Though France is still near the

top as far as per capita alcohol

consumption is concerned, the

amount of absolute alcohol

each French person drank
went down from 27 litres in

1969 to 23 litres in 1970, ac-

cording to the British Journal

of Addiction.

Record breaker

West Germans drank 588
glasses of beer, 34 bottles of
wine and 11 bottles of brandy
each in 1973. These were the
highest alcohol consumption
figures since records were first

kept in 1888.

Popular pubs
Pub crawling and restaurant
skipping are the most popular
leisure activities in South
Yorkshire, England, a survby
has revealed. A report on
recreational past-times showed
that more people went to public

houses for an evening’s enter-

tainment than took part in any
other type of leisure activity.

Drunks driving

A record 80,000 drunk driving

offences were committed in

England and Wales in 1975,

according to estimates of the
Christian Economic and Social

Research Foundation. The
Foundation attributed the
relatively low figure of 65,000

drunk driving offences in 1974

to a gasoline shortage. Of-

fences were also low in 1955

and 1956 when the Suez crisis

severely reduced energy
supplies.

. . . Aud the beat goes
on
South Korea’s most popular
disc jockey Lee Jang Hi and
singer Kim Chu Ja were among
700 arrested in December on
marijuana charges. South Ko-
rea’s latest campaign against
marijuana users has also re-

sulted in warrants against
seven other celebrities. Under
law, possession of marijuana is

punishable by up to 15 years in

prison. Selling can also draw a

stiff sentence.

Drug education

A new drug education program
in the Philippines has sparked
interest throughout Asia. The
program, known as the Inte-

grated Plan of Action is de-
signed to develop a sense of

social consciousness and re-

sponsibility among youth and
to integreate drug abuse
prevention concepts into the
educational system.

Family habits

The average British family
spent 8.4% of its budget on
smoking and drinking in 1974'

— more than is spent on fuel,

light and power combined.
While spending on alcohol in-

creased that year, money spent
on smoking decreased.

Donh Miss It!

CONFERENCE THEME:
The application of expert knowledge and practical

experience in the effective management of alcohol

and drug dependence in Canadian society.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
CANADIAN FOUNDATION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES

Toronto, June 20-25, 1976

Plenary Session Presentations

1 Epidemiology of Alcohol Use and Its Consequences,
including discussion of changes in the law, particularly

with respect to age.

2 Epidemiology of Drug Use and Its Consequences.

3 Alcohol Control Measures with particular reference
to the law.

4 A Study of the Alcohol Safety Action Projects in the
United States.

5 Political Systems — Public Policy and relationships

to public health and the treatment of alcohol and drug
dependency.

6 Alcohol and Drugs in the Workplace.

7 Drug Education

8 Treatment of Organic Consequences of Drug Depend-
encies.

9 Drug Therapies for Dependency

1 0 Behavioural Therapies as Distinct from Behavioural

Modification Techniques in Treatment.

11 The Role of the Pare-professional in the Treatment of

Aicoholism.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
WRITE OR PHONE:
Conference Manager
Informaction

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1
Tel: 416-595-6259

Conference hosted by ADDICTION RESEARCH
FOUNDATION OF ONTARIO
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' Howell’s Homeostatistician travels
(continued from page 9)

calories per day, an amount sufficient

to maintain his body weight at 30 lbs.

over his recommended weight, an
amount sufficient to shorten his life-

span by a factor of 25% — their sta-

tistics in these matters being roughly
equivalent to ours.

Alternatively, 100 self-destruct

coupons entitled a citizen to purchase
22.8 gallons of absolute alcohol per
annum, an amount sufficient to main-

tain a daily consumption of at least six

ozs, an amount sufficient significantly

to increase morbidity and mortality

from causes too various to mention.
Alternatively, 100 self-destruct
coupons entitled a citizen to purchase
20.5 lbs. of tobacco per annum, an
amount sufficient to allow the con-

sumption of 30 cigarettes per day, an
amount sufficient to decrease the
average age of death by 19 years.

This system of regulated self-indul-

gence was as flexible as it was ingen-

ious. Some Homeostatisticians chose

to expend all self-destruct points on
one excess alone — they ate too much.
Others chose to eat and drink too

much. Others chose to drink and
smoke too much. Still others chose to

smoke and eat too much. Indeed, many
ate, drank, and smoked too much but,

of course, only having 100 total points

to squander, their excesses within
each delineated area were somewhat
limited although the total effect

remained the same.
Now although this was all most in-

genious, it did not in itself account for

the admirable state of moderation I

had observed in the citizenry and I was
therefore disposed to make further
inquiries of my hosts.

It was thus I learned that while all

citizens were entitled to treatment at

state expense for illness, they were not
entitled to treatment for illness
brought about by self-destructive
behavior — unless they had acquired
self-destruct credit points which they
earned over the years by not comple-
tely squandering their yearly allot-

ment.
What a wonderful balance thus en-

sued! Citizens who did not choose to

self-destruct at all had treatment en-

titlement for any and all illnesses,

including of course illnesses usually
brought about by self-destructive
behavior but known to occur in per-

sons of the most abstemious life-style

from time to time. Contrariwise, min-
or self-destructors usually had enough
credit points to see them through a

minor crisis such as an alcohol in-

duced stomach ailment or a tobacco-
induced bronchial ailment.

But persons who squandered their

100 points each year had no treatment
rights whatsoever for self-destructive

diseases although like everyone else

they were entitled to free treatment
for non self-destruct diseases that
were no fault of their own.
They could, of course, obtain treat-

ment for self-destruct diseases — but
they had to pay what the treatment
was actually worth out of their own
pockets. This system, my hosts ex-

plained, had a most salutory effect

upon the manners, morals, and habits
of the community at large.

You can imagine, dear reader, how
much I was appalled by this heartless
scheme — not because of its efficacy
which I had to admire — but because
of the philosophy underlying it. What
seemed most reprehensible was that
the system implied that the individual
should be in some manner responsible
for his own behavior and accountable

for his own actions and that this ap-
proach was contrary to all modern
sociological and psychological theory
and a good deal of political theory as
well.

“Suppose,” I said to the Homeosta-
tisticians, “a man spends all his self-

destruct points on alcohol or some
other noxious substance; he could be
doing this because of socio-psy-
chological factors — parental models
or peer group pressures; because of
socio-economic factors — physical
isolation, hopeless economic circum-
stances; or because of socio-political
factors — the anomie or weltschmerz
of his age and times.” This they failed
to comprehend and so I continued.
“A man,” I said, “might spend all his

self-destruct points on extra sucrose
because of physiological factors —
excess body fat cells acquired as a
neonate for instance — in addition to
the factors heretofore enunciated.”
This seemed to puzzle them even more
and so I continued.
“A man,” I said, “might spend all his

self-destruct points on tobacco
because of inadequate oral stimula-
tion as a suckling babe, in addition to
all the aforementioned factors. Would
it be fair to deny such persons free aid
and succor for the results of their
excesses when the excesses were no
fault of their own?”
“Then how do you handle these per-

sons when they come to grief as they
invariably must?” they responded.
“Why we tell them they must cease

and desist for their own good; we tell

them to curb their excesses by an act of
personal will,” I said.

There followed, dear reader, a most
disagreeable scene. My hosts shrieked,
they roared, they could not contain
their mirth. “Paradox! Paradox!”,

they cried, falling into each other’s

arms and carrying on in a most undig-
nified manner, not unlike the despica-

ble Yahoos I had encountered in the
land of the Houyhnhnms.
“But you just finished explaining

how your science says they lack all

free will,” they said. “If they don’t
have free will when they start self-

destructing, why do they suddenly
have free will when it comes time to

stop?”

“Well some of them do and some of

them don’t,” I started to explain, only
to be interrupted by another outburst
of uncontrolled levity.

“What do you do with the ones that
don’t?”, they asked. “In your society

does the public pay for a new liver for a

self-destructor whose old one has bro-

ken down? It is a very expensive
procedure you know.”

I had to confess that we had not the
means nor the wherewithal to perform
such a trick at present although we
did, on occasion, put new hearts — at

great expense— into persons who had
destroyed their originals by self-des-

tructive behavior.
This seemed to amuse them and so I

hastened to explain. I informed them
that in our society, believing as we did
in egalitarianism, a poor man had just
as much right to self-destruct as a rich
man. That was why, for instance, we
put an extra tax on champagne but
kept the price of beer within the reach
of the working man. This seemed to

amuse them even more and there was
much giggling, nudging of ribs, and
rolling of eyes. It was most discom-
forting; I despaired of meaningful
discourse with these strange folk and
took my leave of them forthwith.

(Wayne Howell is an Ottawa phy-
sician and freelance writer.)

(continued from page 8)

concern in light of the excep-

tional record of the phar-
maceutical industry in main-
taining absolute and unbroken
security in the manufacture of

narcotic preparations in the
past. Anyone currently want-
ing to cultivate Papaver brae-

teatum can do so now, with the
seeds being readily available

from Iran. The idea that
domestic commercial cultiva-

tion would lead to diversion is

absurd when the plant is so

readily available from other
.sources.

Similarly it is suggested
thebaine extracted from
Papaver bracteaturn might be
diverted .so that it could be con-

verted into a variety of power-
ful new addicting substances.

In fact this option already ex-

ists for anyone who has the so-

phisticated chemical know-
ledge necessary to make these
conversions. Thebaine can be
readily obtained in the Middle
East and could be converted
overseas or here in the United
States right now if it was felt by
traffickers that it offered them
any real advantages. Whether
or not Papaver bracteaturn is

grown in the United States for

pharmaceutical purposes is ab-

solutely irrelevant to whether
thebaine is available to the il-

licit market.
While it is true that thebaine

can be converted into series of

highly potent and addictive
substances, the process is far

from simple, being a quantum
leap from the crude knowledge
required to convert morphine

base into heroin. A sophisticat-

ed pharmaceutical chemist
could carry out these conver-
sions, but someone of this de-

gree of knowledge and skill

could also make innumerable
other abusable drugs including
the nearly 4,000 meperidine
related compounds which could
be made starting with basic in-

gredients that can be pur-
chased legally from any
chemical supply company. It is

almost inconceivable that such
a person would then bother
with an illegal organic sub-

stance such as thebaine. In ad-

dition there is very little

evidence that unless there was
suddenly a dra.stic reduction in

the availability of heroin in this

country which seem almost in-

conceivable at the present time,
any new illicitly manufac-
lured substances would be of

much appeal on the street.

In light of the facts the con-
cern about the creation of a

“new drug abuse problem”
growing out of the domestic
cultivation of I'apavcr bractea
lata seem illogical, and reflects

a basic ignorance about the
facts that seems to exist in

many p(>oplc’s minds. I am only
sorry that your article by
repeating the same familiar
miseonei'pt ions has added to

till' prohlem. and I hope you
will make an (>fforl to st'l the
record straight and provide in

th(' future a mort' factual pri'-

sentalion of the issutv

I’eter 11. Itoiirne, !>l.l>.

(’onsiiltant. Drug Abuse ('ouu-

eil, Inc.

l•'orlnerly. .Vssistant Director
While House Special .\rti<»u

Office for Drug .Vluise

l’r<*veu(lon

Washington, D.('.

DWI laws
Sir:

I read the calls for more en-

forcement of DWI laws and
harsher punishment for
drunks with interest.

(December).
First, it should be noted that

what little research has been
done on the effectiveness of

penalties in the United States

and Europe indicates that
harsh penalties are no more
effective — and probably less

effective — than lesser penal-

ties. I will be happy to send you
the bibliographic references
for that statement.

As a matter of fact, the State
of New Jersey has the harshest
penalties in the United States;

i.e., two-year mandatory
revocation and $200 fine for the
first offence and mandatory 90
days in jail and 10 years for the
second offence, and also one of

the lowest DWI enforcement
rales in the United States. It

can be expected that if the pen-

alties are made stiffer in Can-
ada, the enforcement rate will

go down and those who are ar-

rested will be more likely to

plead 'not guilty’, thereby in-

creasing the burden on the

courts.

Kieliard Zylmau
.Associate llesearch Professor

('cuter of .Alrohol Studies
Hutgers University
New Kruiiswirk, N.J. 08903

‘Misquote’

.sir:

I was mis(| noted in your
Di'cemlu'r 1 article on the preg-

nant alcoholic (pg 7) I never
pn'seribe .Antabuse for preg-
nant women I have no evidence
that it harms the fetus, how-
ever the potential seems great

since the drug works by in-

hibiting enzymes needed to me-
tabolize acetaldehyde and
norepinephrine.

My experience at the Boston
City Hospital Prenatal Clinic is

that most pregnant heavy
drinkers are strongly motivat-
ed by their concern for the un-
born child and respond well
without medication to suppor-
tive psychotherapy. The fetus

is at least risk when no drugs
are prescribed. Librium
(chlordiazepoxide) may possi-

bly present hazards to the fetus,

however “given the choice
between Librium and al-

coholism I’ll choose Librium”,
in the lowest effective dose. Of
12 pregnant heavy drinkers
treated to date, only one
required Librium.

Pregnancy is a period in a

woman's life when she usually

maintains contact with the
health delivery .system. It is an
ideal time for identification
and treatment of alcohol and
drug problems. Both mother
and offspring should benefit.

Henry L. Ro.sett, M.D.

.As.sociate Professor of

Psychiatry

Career Teacher In

.Addictions

Boston Ihilverslty Medical
Center
Boston MA 02118

Our error
The November issue of The
Journal contained a typo-
graphical error in a story on
a report on long-term ganja
smoking in Jamaica (page
HD.
Each marijuana cigarette

used in the study contained
0.9 grams of marijuana
rather than .09 grams as

printed.

We regret this error as did
the readers who brought it to

our attention.

nequireeJ listening!

Find out why Father Joseph C Marlin Is one ol the most

sought-altor speakers In the entire Hold ol alcohol abuse.

Four Intor rolalod audio cassettes deal with attitudes, idenli-

llcatlon, counsolinc] K rolorral, and Irealmonl

The sol ol lour cassettes and permanent binder are $36 50.

Including postage and handling Payment must accompany
all orders except those on olllcial Institutional order lorms

BankAmerlcard and Master Charge available. Calllornia re

sidonts add 6% sales lax. Senri check or purchase order to

Faces West Productions

Faces Wost Productions

I /O Ninth St. San Francisco Ca. 94103
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Manitoba high school students

Alcohol use reaches epidemic level
By Manfred Jager

WINNIPEG— If alcohol abuse

is considered an epidemic in

modern Canada, then it should

also be considered epidemic in

its proportion in Winnipeg
high schools, says a provincial

government investigator for

Manitoba.

Linda Phillips, research as-

sistant in the department of

corrective and rehabilitative

services, said in an interview

this month she surveyed 944

Grade 9 students in 11 Win-
nipeg high schools late last

summer and found that 75% of

them had had experience with

various drugs. The drugs in-

cluded alcohol, nicotine, mar-
ijuana and glue.

One of the most surprising

outcomes of the survey, said

Mrs. Phillips, “was that about
85% of the people who were
involved in this did not con-
sider alcohol a drug.

'

“Kids would actually argue
with us on this, saying, ‘Come
on now, I know better than
that. Liquor is not a drug,
neither are cigarettes’,” said

Mrs. Phillips.

“The other things which sur-

prised us was the relatively

large number of people who
had used solvents — 6.1%. We
had thought there was more
fear about the dangers of glue
sniffing.”

Forty-four per cent of the
boys completing the anon-
ymous questionnaires said they
had used or were using alcohol,

cigarettes, marijuana or sol-

vents. Among girls, the level

was 56%, but Mrs. Phillips said

this could be because more girls

than boys returned ques-

tionnaires.

Answers indicated that
67.2% of those with experience
in drugs used alcohol, while
53% used tobacco. Almost 76%
of the children had either ex-
perienced or were experiment-
ing with marijuana, the survey
revealed.
Mrs. Phillips said exposure to

marijuana in many cases was
on a one-time basis.

Most of the young people said

they tried or used drugs “for
kicks”. The second-most
frequent reason given was in-

fluence of peers or parents,
that is children felt all right

about liquor or cigarettes
because their parents used
them.
Those who said they don’t use

any drugs often reported fear
of harm to health and fear of
addiction as the main reasons
for non-use, followed by peer
and parent pressure against
use and examples of parents
not using the drug for fear of
ill health consequences.
There is good evidence use of

amphetamines and narcotics
such as cocaine and morphine
is practically absent in Win-
nipeg schools, said Mrs. Phil-
lips. She said one boy reported
he had had a one-time exper-
ience with heroin.

Students of parochial schools
proved to be “far more innocent
and much less experienced”
than the other students sur-
veyed, said Mrs. Phillips. “It
could have something to do
with peer pressure, the teach-
ing in those schools, or with

Florida documents serious problem
as ranks of young alcoholics swell
By Thomas Hill

ORLANDO, Fla. — A survey of

high school age youths, con-

ducted here by the Mid-Florida
Center for alcoholism, found
that 23% are drinking at least

once a week, 55% had been
drunk on at least one occasion,

and 23% had had a loss of
memory due to drinking.

According to Betty Jo
McLeod, executive director, the
centre is treating an increasing
number of young alcoholics.

“Our purpose in releasing
this information is to identify

-the existence of a serious prob-
lem' and to encourage preven-
tative education of teen-agers

as well as adults,” Miss McLeod
pointed out. “We are not sug-

gesting that addiction is by any
means epidemic.”
The survey was carried out by

a mature graduate student with
the assistance of classmates
who questioned a sample group
of 194 youths in the 15-18 age
bracket. Some other figures
disclosed by the survery were:

• 94% had tasted liquor;

• 86% had their first “real

drink” before they were 16;

• 10% had driven when too
drunk to do so;

• 28% had been to school
functions while drinking.

The relationship of teen-age
drinking to the attitude of par-

ents was reflected in the

following:
• 60% had their first drink

with their parents;
• 64% said their parents

drank;
• 7% said one or both par-

ents had a drinking problem;
• 22% said they were not

drinking because of parents’

wishes.

Two findings pertained to

peer pressure. They were:
• 64% said they drank just

to be a part of the crowd.
• 56%, on the other hand,

said they had been out with a

drinking crowd but “did not
always drink with them”.
Putting these findings in

context, the director said
drinking is so widely accepted
today that many parents are
relieved when their children
are using alcoholic beverages
rather than other drugs.
“They fail to realize,” she

added, “that excessive drinking
can lead to addiction, with con-
sequences at least as damaging
as those from heroin addiction.

And there is evidence that the
teen-ager can progress to al-

coholic addiction much faster
than persons who begin their
drinking when older.”

discipline,” she said.

Liquor appears to be a more
serious problem in Winnipeg
high schools than nicotine, said

the researcher.

“Knowing the over-all situa-

tion from the figures the Al-

coholism Foundation of Mani-
toba has put out, and relating

them to this. I’d say al-

cohol misuse is epidemic in

school kids.”

It is hard to say how many
future alcoholics are going to

high school in Winnipeg now,
Mrs. Phillips said in reply to a

question, “but there’s bound to

be quite a number.
“LSD, speed and other hard

drugs seem to be a thing of the

past. Their use has declined
tremendously from about 10

years ago,” Mrs. Phillips said.

She said alcohol education
should be focused increasingly

on the young to prevent in-

creasing abuse and addiction in

the future.

“Also, we should perhaps do
more to find out why kids use
drugs such as alcohol for kicks
— what it is they need the kicks

for in their lives.

“We should also try to find

some straight answers on drugs
and point out that alcohol
definitely is a drug you can get

addicted to and sick from, such
as in cirrhosis of the liver.”

Motivational research could

uncover reasons why young
people “feel lousy and are more
apt to turn to such things as

kicks from alcohol,” Mrs. Phil-

lips said.

The survey — Mrs. Phillips

referred to it as a “sign-post

study” — is to be forwarded to

the Alcoholism Foundation for

the agency’s consideration in

future educational programs.

Twenty

Hours i

.Four

Twenty-Four Hours A Day

One of the most popular

self-help books in the en-

tire field of chemical
dependency— over a mil-

ion copies of this book are

now in use throughout the

world. Originally published

by Hazelden for members
of Alcoholics Anonymous
as a help in their daily

living, this book is now
used by self-help groups of

every kind and description

Price $2.95

Day By Day
Hazelden's newest book
designed to aid alcoholics,

addicts and others in their

daily living Already in its

third printing, Day By "Day

has gained rapid accep-

tance by members of Alco-

holics Anonymous and
other self-help groups
throughout the U S and
Canada as well as abroad

Price $2.95

The Caring Community Series

A series of ten guidebooks and

video cassettes, or films, on under-

standing, identifying and interven-

ing in alcoholism and chemical

dependency. Especially designed

for education and training of pro-

fessionals now in the field as well

as lay personnel, in industry, hospi-

tals, rehabilitation centers, govern-

ment, and other agencies actively

engaged in dealing with alcoholism

and chemical dependency. Titles of

the ten components are set forth

below:

1 . The New Awareness

2. Identification

3 Implementation

4 The Crisis

5. Emergency Care

6. Dealing With Denial

7 The New Understanding

8. Winning By Losing/The Decision

9 Personal Inventory and Planned

Re-Entry

10. Challenges to the New Way of

Life

NOTE: The guidebooks are avail-

able for $1 00 each or the complete

set for $9 00 Discounts are avail-

able for quantity purchases

NOW ALL YOUR LITERATURE NEEDS CAN BE SATISFIED IN ONE PLACE

Hazelden offers the widest range of literature and audio/visual materials avail-

able for use in education, training, counseling, therapy and individual growth

and self-help throughout the chemical dependency field

Send for our free 48-page illustrated catalog.

For further information, call or write:

Director - Consultation and Education

Hazelden Foundation

Box 176

Center City, Minnesota 55012

Phone 800-328-9288 (Continental U S only)

or 61 2-257-2905 (Minnesota and outside Continental U.S.)

ror runner in
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Operational Definitions In
Socio-Behavioral Drug Use
Research 1975

. . . edited by Jack Elinson

and David Nurco

National Institute on Drug
Abuse (11400 Rockville Pike,

Rockville, Maryland 20852),

1975. 66p. $6.75

Concern about the lack of com-
parability in definitions used
in drug abuse research is given

as the reason for the produc-
tion of this volume which is

a collaborative effort of behav-
ioral scientists to provide a

guide to definitions and con-
cepts that have found wide use
in research.

Addictions Can Be
Cured: The Treatment
Of Drug Addiction By
Neuro-Electric
Stimulation

... by Margaret A. Patterson

Lion Publishing, (121 High
Street Berhamsted Herts HP4
2DJ ENGLAND), 1975 95p. 1

2.95

In this interim report on her

work, the author outlines the

background to treatment and

A NEW PUBLICATION
Developments in the Field of Drug Abuse:

Proceedings of the

National Drug Abuse Conference—1974

This publication of the Proceedings of the National Drug Abuse Confer-
ence which was held in Chicago, March 30— April 1, 1974, represents
one of the most comprehensive collections of work in this critical field of

treatment and rehabilitation of the drug abuser in America. The collection

incorporates a wide range of interests and points of view in this still

controversial field. Containing over 1 80 articles prepared by 400 special-

ists in all major areas of consideration in drug abuse, this publication

incorporates the most recent reports of findings for chemotherapy,
therapeutic communities, and a variety of other treatment and rehabili-

tation approaches.

1100 PAGES PRICE: $15.00
HARDCOVER

CHARTS AND TABLES

TABLE OF CONTENTS

• POSITION PAPERS
—Conference Task Forces
—Government Agencies and National Groups

• EVALUATION OF TREATMENT EFFORTS
—Methadone Maintenance Programs
—Therapeutic Communities

• EPIDEMIOLOGY
—Polydrug Abuse
—Heroin Use

• STUDIES FROM THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES

• STUDIES FROM MULTI-MODALITY PROGRAMS

• THE ADDICTED WOMAN

• TREATMENT OF THE YOUTHFUL DRUG ABUSER

• COMMUNITY, CITY, AND STATE PERSPECTIVE

• PREVENTION, EDUCATION AND ALTERNATIVES

• STUDIES OF ANTAGONISTS, PROPRANOLOL, PROPOSYPHENE,
METHADONE, METHADYL ACETATE

• DRUG ABUSE AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

• CRITICAL ISSUES
—Client Rights

—Special Groups
—National Policy

-Advertising on drug abuse

• DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS IN THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTORS

• STAFF ISSUES IN DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS

• PROGRAMS COMBINING TREATMENT FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSERS

I

I ORDER FORM
|

I Nnpan Book Department |

I
The National Aasoclatlon lor the Prevention of Addiction to Narcotlca

*
1 75 Filth Avenue

I
New York, New York 10010 •

Please send copies ol Devolotimenls in the Field ol Drug Abuse *

I Proceedings ol the National Drug Abuse Conlerencrr— 1 974 at a price ol
|

j
$ I 5 DO (Including postage and handling)

^

I
Name

^

I Address
|

I
PtiymonI must accompany order

^

the development of her own
electro-acupuncture method. A
summary of the findings is

presented and some spiritual
aspects in rehabilitation are
discussed.

Vagrant Alcoholics

... by Tim Cook

General Publishing Group,
(30 Lesmill Road, Don Mills,

Ontario M3B 2T6), 1975. 199p.
$13.45

The problems of the homeless
alcoholic and the way in which
the Alcoholics Recovery
Project in South London re-

sponded are detailed. The
Project is traced from its ex-

perimental stage in 1966 to the
employment of a team of
recovered alcoholics in 1974
and in this development, the
author discusses social respon-
sibility and the failure of
governments to take positive

action. An assessment and
evaluation of the Project is

presented.

What Is Alcohol And
Why Do People Drink?

... by Gail Gleason Milgram

Center of Alcohol Studies,

Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey
08903) 1975 25 p. $0.75

In this illustrated pamphlet
designed to present alcohol in-

formation in a form suitable
for parents, teachers, and
students, the author deals with
key issues in a concise manner.
The topics range from the rea-
sons for drinking to the effects
of alcohol in the body.

Other Books
The Politics of Drugs: Lang,
Ronald, W. Lexington Books,
Lexington, 1974. “A compara-
tive pressure-group study of
the (Canadian Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association
and the Association of the Bri-
tish Pharmaceutical Industry,
1930-1970.” 330 p. $18.50.

Drugs and Minority Oppres-
sion: Helmer, John. Seabury
Press, New York, 1975. Chinese
opium: blacks and cocaine;
Mexicans and marijuana; Viet-
nam. 192 p: $11.50
The Coca Leaf and Cocaine
Papers: Andrews, George and
Solomon, David. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, New York,
1975, Uses and abuses, history,

religion, effects. 372 p. $16.50.

Reviews of Volume 1

:

"...a series of papers which are

without exception important

contributions to the synthesis of

understanding...unusual

excellence and authority

— BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL

"...high quolity...a good reference

volume for anyone searching for

the lotest material..."

— THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHIAI RY

THIS BOOK FOCUSES ON
DRUG ADDICTION.

RESEARCH
AOUANCES IN

ALCOHOL
&DRUG
PROBLEMS
Volume I

Edited by Robert J, Gibbins.>fedy Israel,

Harold Kalant, Robert E. Fbptiam,

Wolfgang Schmidt, and Reginald G. Smart

P-249, Volume 1

,

P-250, Volume 2,

*23.10

*25.25

Order by catalogue number from:

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada MSS 2Sl
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Coining Events

In order to provide our
readers with adequate
notice of forthcoming
meetings, please send an-
nouncements as early as
possible to: The Journal,
33 Russell Street, Toron-
to, Ontario MSS 2S1.

Second Caribbean Confer-
ence on Strategies of Drug
Abuse in Developing Coun-
tries — February 1976, San
Juan, Puerto Rico. Infor-
mation: ICAA. Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Swit-

zerland.

The First National Confer-
ence on Drug and Alcohol
Abuse Among the Elderly
— Feb. 6, 1976, Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania. Infor-

mation: Linda Burkholder
(215) 667-7972.

Conference on Interactions

of Drugs of Abuse — March
9-12, 1976, New York, New
York. Information: Ms E.

Marks, New York Academy
of Science.

American Society for Clin-

ical Pharmacology and
Therapeutics — March
18-19, 1976, Seattle, Wa-
shington. Information: Mrs.
Elaine Galasso ASCPT.

Texas State Conference on
Issues in Alcoholism —

March 21-23, 1976, Arling-
ton, Texas. Information:
Alcoholism Council of Tex-
as, 510 South Congress,
Suite 406, Austin, Texas,
78704.

Third National Drug Abuse
Conference — March 25-29,

1976, New York, New York.
Information: Joyce H.
Lowinson, MD, Chairper-
son, National Drug Abuse
Conference, 1500 Waters
Place, Bronx, New York,
10461.

International Conference
on Alcoholism and Drug
Dependence — April 4-9,

1976, Liverpool, England.
Information: ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Seventh Annual Medical
Scientific Conference of

the National Council on Al-

coholism-American Medi-
cal Society on Alcoholism
— April 9-10, 1976, Wa-
shington, DC Information:

National Council on Al-

coholism, Inc., 2 Park Ave.,

New York, New York, 10016.

Attention: Medical-Scien-
tific Conference.

The Committee on Prob-
lems of Drug' Dependence— June 7-9, 1976, Rich
mond, Virginia. Informa-

tion: Committee on Prob-
lems of Drug Dependence,
NAS-NRC, 2101 Constitu-
tion Ave., N.W., Washing-
ton, DC 20418.

Eleventh Annual Confer-
ence of the Canadian Foun-
dation on Alcohol and Drug-
Dependencies — June
20-25, 1976, Toronto, Ontar-
io. Information: W. J. Gil-
liland, Conference Man-
ager, Addiction Research
Foundation, 33 Russell St.,

Toronto, Ontario. M5S 2S1.

Sixth International Insti-
tute on the Prevention and
Treatment of Drug Depen-
dence — June 28 - July 2,

1976, Hamburg, Germany.
Information: ICAA, Case
Postale, 140, 1001 Lau-
sanne, Switzerland.

Eleventh International
Conference on Medical and
Biological Engineering —
Aug. 2-6, 1976, Ottawa, On-
tario. Information: Confer-
ence Office, National Re-
search Council, Ottawa, On-
tario, KIA 0R6.

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Journal ofPsychedelic Drugs

A Multidisciplinary Forum for the Study of the Drug Culture

118 South Bedford Street

Madison, Wisconsin 5 3703

(608) 251-4200

Subscriptions for the Journal of Psychedelic Drugs are

$20.00 for individuals

$30.00 for institutions and

$40.00 for foreign subscriptions

Back Issues are Available for $5.00 Each

Volume 4 Number 1

"The Contemporary Heroin Scene
Part 1 : The Problem"

Introduction to the Problem of Heroin

Addiction in America by J.C. Kramer,
M.D.: Psychologicai Aspects of Heroin

and Other Drug Dependence by S.M.

Pittel, Ph.D.; Racial Perspectives on the

Heroin Problem by J.H. McMearn;
Patterns of Heroin Distribution in a

White Middle-Class College Community
by D. Bearman, M.O. & M. Sheridan

Volume 4 Number 2

“The Contemporary Heroin Scene
Part II: Treatment Perspectives”

Acute Treatment of Heroin Addiction
with Special Reference to Mixed Ad-
dictions by S.R. Gay. M.O.; The
Sociology of a Multimodality Strategy in

the Treatment of Narcotics Addicts by
A.J. Mandei, M.D.; A Rational Therapy
of O nate Dependence: Narcotic Antago-
nists by M. Fink, M.D.: Methadone:
Some Myths and Hypotheses by E.C.

Senay, M.D.

Volume 6 Number 1

Untitled

Perception, Psychedeiics and Soda]

Change by C. Kaiser, Ph.D. & R. Gold;

Methadone and Pregnancy: An Annotat-

ed Guide to the Literature by STASH
Library, Methylenedioxamphetamine
(MDA)- Subjective Effects by I.S.

Turek, M.D. et a\.; Consciousness, Power

and Drug Effects by H.S. Becker, Ph.D.

Volume 6 Number 2

"Community Approaches to Drug

Abuse Treatment & Rehabilitation"

Consumer Acceptance of Drug Abuse
Programs: A Provider's View by A.

Schecter, M.D.; Addicts in Wonderland:

Sketches for a Map of a Vocational

Frontier by S.M. Pittel, Ph.D.; Ap-
proaches to Drug Abuse Prevention and
Treatment in Rural Areas by P.G.

Bourne, M.D.; A Conceptual Approach
to Detoxification by D.R. wesson, M.D.

& D.E. Smith, M.D.

Volume 5 Number 1 Volume 6 Number 3

‘Drug Abuse 1972" Untitled

Nitrous Oxide: It's a Gas by E.J. Lynn,
M.D. et al.: Phencyclidine (PCP): A-
nother Illicit Psychedelic Drug by A.

Reed, M.D. & A.W. Kane. Ph.D.;

Psychotomimetic and Related Higher

Plants by N.R. Farnsworth. Ph.D.;

Withdrawal Syndrome with Metha-
qualone by S.H. Schnoll, M.D. & R.

Fishkin, D.O.

Volume S Number 2

"The Politics of Uppers & Downers"

Emergency Treatment of Acute- Reac-

tions To CNS Stimulants by E.H.

Eiiinwood, M.D.: Current Perspectives

on Cocaine Use in America by n.a.

Eiswirth et al.; Barbiturate Toxicity and
the Treatment of Barbiturate Depend-
ence by D.R. Wesson, M.D. & D.E.

Smith, M.D.; An Analysis of Ampheta-
mine Toxicity and Patterns of Use by
J.F.E. Shick. M.D. et al.

Chicanoizing the Therapeutic Com-
munity by W.S. Aron et al.; interviews

with Hallucinogenic Drug Discontinuers

by C. Saizman, M.D. & J. Lieff, M.D.
Diversion in Drug Related Cases- A View
from the Defense by R.D. Atkins; /.c/fer

from Andrew Wei! by A. Weil, M.D.

Volume 6 Number 4

Untitled

Women <S Drug User An Annotated
Bibliography Compiled by S.J. Christen-

son & Written by A.Q. Swanson;
Proiegomena to an Analysis of Victim-

iess Crime by R. Baker; Doxepin: A
Useful Adjunct in the Treatment of
Heroin Addicts by J. Spensley; The Role
and Resources of the Family During the

Drug Rehabilitation Process by A.E. Dell

Orto, Ph.D.
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- The American University announces...

THE THIRD INSTITUTE ON DRUGS, CRIME AND JUSTICE
IN ENGLAND

July 6 - 28, 1 976 Christ's College, Cambridge University

This special seminar, offered for the third year by the
American University of Washington, D.C., is designed for

professionals and students from America and other countries
in the fields of criminal justice, law, medicine, drug abuse
treatment, and social work. The seminar covers heroin ad-
diction in Britain and America, drug abuse treatment
programs, and the handling of drug offenders by the police,

the courts, and the medical profession; the nature and extent
of crime in Britain, especially in regard to drug abuse; and the
organization and operation of the police, the courts, correc-
tions, probation and parole. The faculty from England will in-

clude distinguished lawyers, physicians, judges,
criminologists, heads of drug dependence clinics, and other
experts on British methods. Field visits will be made to Lon-
don drug dependence clinics, criminal justice agencies, and
other organizations that deal with drugs and criminal justice
matters The institute will be based at historic Cambridge
University, approximately fifty miles north of London.

The institute may be taken for credit toward a bachelor or
master's degree or on an audit basis. Transfer credit could be
accepted by other universities and law schools at the
student's request. Participants should make their own tran-

sportation arrangements to Cambridge. The cost of this travel
is not included in the Institute fee.

There will be time for the participants to make individual

arrangements for meeting with British professional
colleagues and for tours to English cultural sites. The weather
during this period in England is often ideal, sunny, and with

temperatures in the seventies or low eighties Fahrenheit.

Total cost; $745, including private room at Christ's

College, Cambridge, three meals per day in the college dining
room, tuition for six graduate credits or two undergraduate
courses, and seminar social events.

For further information, contact Dr. Arnold S. Trebach,
Director, Institute on Drugs, Crime and Justice in England,
Center for the Administration of Justice, The American
University, Washington, D.C. 2001 6; or call Ms. Cathy Sacks,
202-686-2532.

STUDIESOF

/tIDHOL
The Journal of Studies on Alcohol

(formerly the Quarterly Journal)
is a repository for the reports of new research

on all aspects of alcohol and alcohol
problems, including alcoholism.

The Journal is published monthly,
with over 1500 pages per volume.

The contents of the Journal alternate monthly.

Original Articles

Bimonthly issues contain reports of

experimental, clinical and field research
from disciplines and professions as diverse

as medicine, physiology, biochemistry,

psychiatry, psychology, sociology,

economics, statistics, education and law.

Documentation
The six Current Literature issues contain

informative abstracts of reports on alcohol
studies in all fields, as published in other

scientific journals and books in all

languages throughout the world.
Each issue also contains a list of all current

references under subject headings and
Subject and Author Indexes.

The Journal’s readers are thus kept informed
on important developments in

alcohol research.

Journal Subscription:

Individual subscribers;

1 year, $25; 2 years, $45; 3 years, $60.
Libraries and other institutions:

1 year, $35; 2.years, $63; 3 years, $84.
(Outside U.S.A. add $2 per year.)

Other Publications
In addition to the

Journal of Studies on Alcohol
and occasional supplements, the Publications

Division of the Rutgers Center of Alcohol
Studies publishes a variety of books,

monographs and pamphlets, scientific,

and popular.
A Publications catalog will be sent on request.

Order from:
Publications Division,

Center of Alcohol Studies,
Rutgers University,

New Brunswick, NJ 08903, U.S.A.
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Saskatchewan goes
totough guy role...

By
Karin Sobota

REGINA, Sask. — There’s a

popular cliche that describes

^perfectly this province’s al-

cohol education program
known as Aware.
The “iron fist in the velvet

glove” method Aware is now
using is attempting to change
the public’s collective lifestyle

towards alcohol and its abuse.

It’s a tough job for a relative-

ly new operation. (The Jour-
nal, May, 1975). And it has al-

ready had its share of growing
pains, aggravated by public
reaction to some of its earlier

efforts in alcohol education
campaigns.

One year ago, some provin-
cial politicians thought Aware
campaigns, though slick, were
soft on information and were
actually pushing liquor into the
public’s lap, according to Jean
Johnson, Aware’s Creative
Director.

As a result of this criticism.

Aware changed its tactics and
assumed a hard-line approach
towards alcohol abuse. Aware’s
tag-line campaign slogan was
changed from “a program for

the responsible use of alcohol

to “a program for responsible
attitudes to alcohol”.

Aware wanted the final ef-

fect of preventing non-drinkers
/-from becoming social drinkers
through peer pressure, social

drinkers from becoming prob-

lem drinkers, and so on, into

outright alcoholism. In other
words, the project seeks to

change lifestyles in order to

prevent a disintegrating public.

To understand the ongoing
philosophy of the campaign,
one has to consider Sas-
katchewan’s drinking habits
which, according to Dr Paul
Whitehead, are unique.

The province, which ranks
sixth in Canada for per capita

consumption of alcohol (ba.sed

on the provincial population

over the age of 15), has the
lowest per capita increase for
wine and beer, according to Dr
Whitehead, a consultant to

both Aware and the Alcoholism
Commission of Saskatchewan.
He is also a scientist with the
Lake Erie Region of the Addic-
tion Research Foundation of

Ontario.

Beer consumption, according
to Dr Whitehead’s five-year
study, has climbed less than 1%
per year in the past few years
and the popularity of wine also

lags far behind national
averages.

“Saskatchewan,” he said,

“with a relatively low level of

consumption to the rest of the
country is in an enviable
position.”

And Aware wants to make
sure public education further
enhances Saskatchewan’s sta-

tus.

Early in 1974, Aware’s cam-
paign began with basic

information.

As Mrs. Johnson explained:

“We started by looking at the
situation as it was. People
didn’t think alcohol was harm-
ful and our first aim was to tell

them it was a drug.”

Still, a credibility gap existed.

Saskatchewaners didn’t think
of the social drinker as a driv-

ing hazard and thought only of

the hard-nosed alcoholic as a

potential enemy.

Today, Aware’s television
commercials depict middle-
class cocktail parties which
show the end results of those
misconceptions, with a stagger-

ing “victim” winding up
around a telephone poll.

All strata

Aware attempts to focus on
all strata of drinking
behavior in the province —
from the youth stumbling out
of a washroom at a pub; to the
beer-bellied pseudo-athlete in

front of a TV set; to the guy
having a few drinks after work
and the housewife sneaking a

morning drink in full view of

husband and child.

The newest target group in

Aware’s program, however, is

indu.stry.

Factory accidents caused by
workers who’ve been drinking
have, in the past, “been swept
under the rug,” Mrs. Johnson
said.

Hard-hitting adverti.serncnts,

endorsed by union and industry

leaders, are now appearing in

factories around the province
as a reminder. The night shift

is the primary focus.

Reads one poster: “The peo-
ple in emergency are waiting
for the night shift. Who will it

be tonight? Some nice guy like-

ly .. . who just dropped in for a
beer or two before punching in
for the night shift. And now
he’s about to injure himself on
the job . . .

”

Picture another scene of a
stumbling factory worker try-

ing to punch in after a few
drinks.

“Sure, you cover for Bob
when he goes on shift tonight.
He’s your brother isn’t he? He’s
had a few beers. And he’s in no
shape to work a machine that

involves the safety of others.
Persuade him to book off sick.

Or if that fails, report him . .

.”

Nor js the executive
forgotten.

“The liquid lunch . . . The
trouble with a lot of business
lunches, they make it hard to

act all that businesslike when
you’re finished.”

Young people

Aware is now being asked to

establish groups in companies
for employees who want to do
something about their drinking
problems. Indeed, said Mrs.
Johnson, the Alcoholism Com-
mission has more requests than
it can handle for industrial al-

cohol recovery programs.

Attempts to reach young
people centre on commercials
aired over rock radio stations

and featuring famous disc

jockey “Wolfman Jack”.

Finally, Aware has the ul-

timate ad for those who don’t
want to drink — The Declara-
tion of Independence— or, how
to say no to those who insist

that drink be consumed.

Early in the 1974-75 cam-
paign, the Federal Government
paid a 50% share ($140,000)
towards the advertising costs of
the Aware program. In 1975-76,

its 50-50 share with the Provin-
cial Government amounts to

$250,000 each.

Within the next few months,
the results of Aware’s intensive
campaign will be unveiled in a

study. Only then will the Sas-

katchewan Department of
Health know the results of its

“get-tough” approach to

alcohol.

. . .Ontario stays moderate
'I’ORON'rO — H(*hin(l glossy

’ advertising campaigns, the On-
tario Ministry of Ilealth’s at-

temi)ts to curtail <>xcessive
drinking habits in the I*rovinc('

could !)(' summed up in the

«^phrase, "everything in moder-
ation”.

Or, as till' majority of

pamphlets puldislu'd hy the
Ministry suggest t<i the pul)lic:

"W(>'re not against drinking. If

IX’ople want to drink, it's up to

them. Mut we think they should
he aware of: (how much it's

costing them: tlie dangers in-

V(d\ed; the health hazards)."

'Pile Ministry began a com-
prclK'iisive luogram of alcohol

education two years ago. Other

factors which enter into the
drinking picture will he added
later, accordit\g to Marion
Demp.sc'y, project co-ordinator
of th(‘ Ministry’s Alcohol
Education I’rogram.

These inclmUf drinking and
driving, youth and alcohol, and
allernaliv«‘s to alcohol.

"The program," st.'ilesoneex-

platialory brochure, “is (h*-

sigtied to inform and motivate',

rather than i)n'ach." ,Scare tac

tics and threats an* not |)art of

the campaign
(’onte'iits of the Ministry's

program now |>romot('d

throughout the' I’reivince' in-

cluele':

• Eight pamphh'ts with the'

theme Here's To Your Ileallh,

distributed to the pul)lic via

health informatiein centres,
mailings and other means;

• Three films available' for

cla.ssreiemi anel groiq) use;

• A .se'i ie's of 1 1 radie) and five

televisiein ceimmercials with
the* the'me', You ore' gour oieu

Ittfuor eoulrol hoard',

• Seve'ii pejste'rs anel erne

pamphlet elesigned feer elis-

trihutieu) te) liusine'ss anel in-

elustry, using the' theme, Mm ei

little tliiukituj u'ith gour drttik

mg', anel

• .Se'ven peisters anel twe)

pamphlets with the message.
It's u'orth a lot more to driuk a

hit less, elirected at youth.

What
are you telling

your kids about drinlung?

QWQf0
A PROGRAM FOR RESPONSIBLE ATTITUDES TO ALCOH(

The Soskofehewon Deportment of Health.

let them know you have
these things, too.’’

a\A/ar(
A P(\X X ;k-AM I i I SR )N:;iBli ATT'TUDLS to alcohol



Pot decriminalization

It’s inevitable
say experts

“My own feeling about the
social change with respect to

marijuana is that change is in-

evitable. It’s a question of time.

“When California went,
(decriminalized) 10% of the
population of the United States
went with it . . . The reality is

you’re going to see another
state go and another state . . .

The federal law will change
when we’ve got about 30 or 35
states.

“People have to be aware of

the fact we are in transition

and I don’t think there’s any
question about it. The transi-

tion is occurring. The degree of

transition and the speed of
transition can be held up by a

variety of factors. But, I don’t

think it’s going to stop.

“I think the momentum is

there and it’s going to carry —
whether cannabis use carries
civil fines and everybody for-

(See — 29 million — page 5)

Dr DuPont
plays down
cannabis
threat
WASHINGTON — In his first

public comparison of mar-
ijuana with alcohol and tobac-

co, the head of the National
Institute on Drug Abu.se main-

tains the two popular “recrea-

tional” drugs cause far greater

health problems than does

marijuana.
Marijuana, said Dr Robert

DuPont, lacks the lethal effects

of either alcohol or tobacco.

At a press conference where
he issued the fifth annual mar-

ijuana and health report. Dr
DuPont held that civil i)enal-

ties should be sub.stituted for

criminal prosecution for pos-

.session of marijuana.
“Personally, my view is that

we do not have to threaten
young people with imprison-

ment to discourage the u.se of

marijuana,” he declared. (In

recent months, several states

(See — Ford — Page 3)
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A ‘
aallopina consumption'

Canadians wolfing down pills
By Milan Korcok

HAMILTON — A McMaster
University study has revealed a
“galloping consumption” of
medical drug use among Ca-
nadians, and has warned that
physician-induced drug abuse
may be emerging as “a socially

significant phenomenon ”.

The study, prepared by the
university’s department of
clinical epidemiology and bio-

VANCOUVER, BC — The
Journal learned at press time
that Herbert Hoskin, former
director of the British Colum-
bia Narcotics Addiction Foun-
dation, has been appointed
acting head of the Alcohol and
Drug Commission here.
He replaces Peter Stein who,

along with the five other com-
missioners, was fired in Jan-
uary by the new Social Credit
government.

statistics, under the direction of

Dr Abraham Chaiton and Dr
Walter 0. Spitzer, notes that

60% of the people studied had
taken at least one medicine in

the 48 hours prior to interview,
and 30% had taken at least one
drug prescribed or suggested
by a doctor.

The McMaster study, pub-
lished in the Canadian Medical
Association Journal, (January

The commission will be
reorganized, with three com-
missioners instead of six, and

an Advisory Committee com-
prising civil seiwice represen-

tatives from the departments

of health, education, finance,

human resources, and the At-

torney General, and from
professionals involved in drug

treatment. The commission
offices have been moved from

Victoria to Vancouver.

10), was based on interview

surveys of 20% of the house-

holds in Smithville, a rural

south-central Ontario mun-
icipality; and a random sample

of families receiving their

primary medical care from a

suburban family practice in

Burlington, Ontario.

To minimize the chance of

error in subject recall, ques-

tions concerning drug u.se were

limited to use within the

previous 48 hours.

The questions related to pain

relievers, cough and cold

remedies, laxatives and .stom-

ach remedies, vitamins and
tonics, sleeping pilKs, tranquil-

lizers and sedatives, oral con-

traceptives, antibiotics, and
medicine for the heart and
blood pressure.

Data revealed approximately
.58% of the people interviewed
had taken at lea.st one non-pre-

scription drug in the previous
48 hours, 25% had taken two,

and 20% three or more.
In terms of prescribed med-

icines, 36% of the re.spon-

dents in the Smithville com-
munity survey had taken at

least one drug in the past 48

hours, as had 29% of tho.se in

the family practice survey.

The most frequently-used
prescribed drugs were tran-

quillizers and sedatives.
Among people 20 years and
more, 8.8% of those in the
community survey, and 10.5%)

in the practice survey, reported

using tranquillizers in the 48

hours prior to que.stioning.

U.se of the.se drugs was twice

as prevalent among females as

males, and more than 50% of

.sedative and tranquillizer u.ser.s

were .50 years and older.

The report notes that oral

contraceptives were used by
clo.se to 1.5%) of the respondents
in the .Smithville survey, and
17% in the practice survey.

Antibiotics accounted for on-

ly 1.7%) of pre.scribed drug u.se

in the community survey and
2.4%) in the practice surv'ey.

(See — Canadians — Page 2)

BC chief named

By Anne MacLennan
NEW YORK CITY— Cannabis
will be decriminalized through
the United States and sold —
perhaps through government
outlets — within the next four
or five years.

The predictions came at the
end of what some people called

“the last of the big cannabis
meetings”. And when they
came, they seemed both the in-

evitable result of the three-day
scientific meeting and yet
something quite apart from it.

Inevitable because scientist

after scientist, many of them
researchers on one of the three
major series of studies of
chronic cannabis users — in

Jamaica, in Greece and in Cos-

ta Rica — acquitted cannabis
of causing dramatically dele-

terious effects.

Apart from it because al-

ready, and conceivably neither
despite science nor because of

it, the move towards decrimin-

alization has gathered enough
momentum to take it at least

across the United States.

Michael Sonnenreich, a Wa-
shington lawyer who has been
involved in critical review of

much of the US cannabis legis-

lation and who was director of

the National Commission on
Marijuana and Drug Abuse,
was one of the .speakers at the

final session of the meeting —
Social Policy and Marijuana
Use.

“Whether marijuana is more
harmful than we at present
surmise, or less harmful, is a

question of degree not a ques-

tion of new revelation.

Is it fairto force your baby to smoke cigarettes?

Britain 's Health Education Council is continuing its campaign against tobacco with multi-media

publicity that shows smoking not only as a health hazard but also antisocial, ugly and expensive.

Complete story on page 2.

Smoking can restrict your
baby's normal growth inside the

womb.

It can make him under-
developed and underweight at

birth.

Which, in turn, can make him
vulnerable to illness in the first

delicate weeks of his life.

It can even kill him.

In just one year, in Britain

alone, over 1,500 babies might

not have died if their mothers

had given up smoking when they

were pregnant.

If you give up smoking when
you’re pregnant your baby will

be as healthy as if you’d never

smoked.

This is what happens if you
smoke when you’re pregnant.

Every time you inhale you fill

your lungs with nicotine and
carbon monoxide.

Your blood carries these im-

purities through the unbilical

cord and into your baby’s

bloodstream.
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Canadians using more pills to treat ill^

(continued from page 1)

The amount of self medica-
tion with over-the-counter
drugs caused some concern
among the report’s authors.
Between 25% and 28% of re-

spondents had used vitamins or

tonics in the 48-hour period
prior to the interview, yet such
use was suggested by the phy-
sician in only 40% of the cases.

For pain relievers (including

ASA) self-medication was 2.6

times more frequent than was
physician-prescribed use. The
data also shows that at least

twice as many persons treated

their own colds as went to phy-
sicians for treatment.

Use of laxatives and stomach
medicines was instituted just

about equally by physicians and
consumers.
One of the factors built into

this study was an evaluation of

the effect of nurse practi-

tioners on patterns of drug use.

New assay

measures

pot level

in body fluid

LOS ANGELES — A new
radioimmune assay technique
developed by a California
group provides a relatively
simple, rapid and inexpensive
method to measure marijuana
in body fluid.

The new assay, using a

special goat antiserum, has
demonstrated a high degree of

accuracy and specificity for

detection and quantitation of

delta 9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) and its metabolites in

blood and urine, according to

Dr Stanley Gross, professor of

anatomy at University of
California School of Medicine
here.

Illustrating the sensitivity of

the procedure. Dr Gross said

Delta 9-THC can be quantitat-

ed in body fluid 15 minutes
after a person has smoked a

single marijuana cigarette.

The studies by Dr Gross and
his co-workers are supported
in part by a grant from the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse.

As part of the Burlington
study, families were randomly
assigned to a physician or nurse
practitioner at the start of the.

trial.

Among those assigned to a

physicians over a one-year per-

iod there was no change in

frequency of use of tranquil-

lizers and sedatives.

Among those assigned to a

nurse practitioner, there was a

“significant decrease” in use of

LONDON, Ont. — Two Can-
adian scientists claim control

group research, the major re-

search technique in psychother-

apy, should be replaced by
studies of individuals.

Professor Bradley Bucher
says control group research has
been costly and limited. Both
he and Dr Robert Brook claim
descriptions in publications are

so short on detail that exper-

iments cannot be repeated.

Prof Bucher, of the Univer-
sity of Western Ontario’s
department of psychology,
takes a behaviourist’s approach
to psychotherapy.
Although Dr Brook’s ap-

proach to counselling differs

from Prof Bucher’s, the two
men reach similar conclusions
about control group research.

Dr Brook, director of the
Lake Erie Region of the Addic-
tion Research Foundation, says

his aim in psycho-social coun-
selling is to help the client

recognize his personal respon-

sibilities, start behaving in

ways to fulfil these, and dis-

cover “what it is he believes or

trusts”.

In a recent paper. Prof
Bucher says it is difficult in a

classic experimental design to

control all variables associated

with the technique, the client,

and the therapist, that are not

central to what the researcher
is measuring.
A better research method,

according to Prof Bucher, is a

“within-subject design” in

which the experimenter man-
ipulates each subject’s depen-
dencies by giving rewards when
the subject produces behavi-

ours the researcher wants.

Becau.se clients respond only

the drugs. The nurse was
allowed to recommend medi-
cines, but all prescriptions were
confirmed or countersigned by
the physican.
The authors believe the most

likely explanation for the
reduced use of tranquillizers
and sedatives among patients
of nurse practitioners was the
probability that nursing train-

ing had emphasized man-
agement of psychosocial prob-

to reinforcers related to their

own environments and be-

haviours, past experiences

seem certain to be important
factors in treatment outcome.
Prof Bucher writes.

Treatment procedure is flex-

ible because the clinician con-

tinuously observes his patient’s

responses to stimuli, he says.

In another paper. Dr Brook
says: “The utilization of suf-

ficient control in human en-
deavours (to fulfil the criteria

scientists say are necessary to

do an experiment), given our
current political and social fa-

bric, would violate community

By Thomas Land

LONDON — Britain’s national
Health Education council has
launched a unique new multi-
media publicity campaign de-

signed to counter traditional
teenage beliefs about smoking.

Television, cinema, press and
radio advertisements are tel-

ling teenagers throughout
the country that smoking is not

only dangerous to their health
— but also anti-social, ugly and
expensive.

In a typical television adver-

tisement, a boy tells his girl-

friend: “Your breath stinks of

tobacco”.

And in a cinema advertise-

ment, a girl refuses to kiss

her boyfriend because (as she

tells her friend): “He’s very
nice, but his breath smells like

you’d get lung cancer just kiss-

ing him”.
A holiday romance ends in a

radio commercial with an ox-

lems with minimal use of

medications.

“Confirmations of our find-

ings in other settings is impor-
tant,” the authors emphasize.
“This analysis exposes Can-

adian society’s considerable
dependence on drugs in every-

day life.

“Pharmacological support
for prophylactic, symptomatic,
or curative purposes is appar-
ently accepted by 60% of Can-

norms.”
He says researchers and clin-

icians often attribute to each
other uncomplimentary per-
sonality traits and are still ar-

guingwhether psychotherapy is

an art or a science.

If it is viewed as an art, a

dynamic relationship that is

seldom repeated exactly, it can-

not be studied in experimental
control groups. Dr Brook says.

The way for therapists to

combine the artistic and scien-

tific part of counselling is to

observe, note, and monitor the
responses of single subjects, he
says.

clamation by the girl: “Phew,
what a letdown. His breath
reeked of stale tobacco and his

mouth tasted like an old fag
end”.

Boys are advised in a news-
paper advertisement that many
potential girlfriends are likely

to turned off by the “filthy
habit” of smoking.

This campaign is the first of

its kind in Britain to be direct-

ed specifically at a teenage
audience. It is to run three
months, at an estimated budget
of $200,000. Its underlining
message is that personal rela-

tionships as well as health can

be harmed by smoking.
The advertisements are an

attempt to counter the estab-

lished images of smoking as a

sophisticated and mature habit,

explains Alastair Mackie, Di-

rector General of the Health

Education council.

Much cigarette advertising is

aimed at convincing young

adians at any one time.

“The extent of medical use of

drugs is of sufficient magni-
tude to warrant monitoring on
a periodic or continuous basis.”

The authors add: “The pat-

tern and appropriateness of

physicians’ prescribing prac-
tices justify concern that ia-

trongenic (doctor-induced)
drug abuse may be emerging as

a socially significant pheno-
menon.”

Dr Brook learned as leader of

the 414 project, a residential

therapeutic community to as-

sist poly-drug using adoles-

cents, that role conflict can lead

people giving treatment “to

compromise design in favour of

clinical responsibilities”.

For example, clinicians in the

project sometimes felt reluc-

tant to “sacrifice” subjects to

the control group because they

felt the experimental ther-

apeutic community offered
better treatment. Patients of-

ten did not want to be told

where they would have to go for

treatment.

people “that smoking is a

grownup habit which puts a

man or woman-of-the-world
gloss on the smoker,” he says.

“We are putting the true facts

across — that smoking is a dir-

ty habit which can cause of-

fence to others and even make
smokers less attractive sexual-

ly than non-smokers.
“This campaign is a coordin-

ated attempt to rid youngsters
of what more and more people

are recognizing as one of their

most evil predators.”

Although smoking appears to

decline among young people in

most social classes, the Health
Education Council says that

“those in the unskilled and un-

employed groups as well as
those who do worst in school

seem the least able to resist the

lure of cigai'ette advertise-

ments.
“We are also concerned that

children are taking up smoking
at an increasingly early age."

Two scientists maintain

Control group research is limited

‘Filthy, ugly, smelly’ habit under UK fire



Ford ‘ clearly wants

to open discussion

on marijuana’
(continued from page 1)

in the US have moved to

“decriminalize marijuana pos-

session.)

While Dr DuPont has made
similar remarks at professional

meetings over the past year,

the press conference marked
the first time he declared his

current views in a public

forum.
While his comments do not

represent a major shift in Ad-
ministration thinking, ob-

servers were quick to point out

that the Ford Administration

clearly wishes to open up dis-

cussions around marijuana.

“If there is a difference
between the Nixon and Ford,
Administrations,” NIDA Dep-

uty Director Karst J. Beste-

man told The Journal, “it’s in

the fact the Ford Administra-

tion is much more willing to

have staff professionals and
scientists discuss these (mar-
ijuana) issues in an open and
intellectually clear fashion.

“Previous policy did con-
strain these discussions.”

Dr Besteman said his boss
did not draw the comparisons
of marijuana with alcohol and
tobacco to indicate that “can-

nabis is innocuous”.

He said, alcohol and tobacco

were simply used as examples
of a “real horror chamber to

reflect the devastation these
drugs have had all over the

land”.

“If we had as many pot users
as (tobacco) smokers. Dr Bes-
teman added, “we’d be in a hell

of a mess.”
The latest marijuana and

health report shows marijuana
smoking in the United States
has significantly increased
over the last two years, es-

pecially among the younger age
groups — those aged 18 to 25.

In this age group, more than
half have smoked marijuana at

least once.

Recent studies, says the
report, also indicate, that
“whereas some five years ago
smoking pot was the symbol of

counter-culture movements,
today it has lost some of this

anti-establishment symbolism”
The report also deals with

the long-term effects of mar-
ijuana on health and behavior,
and reviews some recent re-
search findings indicating the

Dr DuPont says the “recreation-
al” drugs tobacco and alcohol
cause greater health problems
than marijuana. Head of the US
National Institute on Drug Abuse,
he adds that marijuana lacks the
lethal effects of the other two
drugs.

drug may be useful in manag-
ing disorders such as asthma;
the eye disease, glaucoma; and
for the .relief of secondary
problems associated with the
drug treatment of cancer.
The new report reveals fi-

gures from a recent national

survey which show that 53% of
people aged 18 to 25 years have
tried marijuana at least once. A
survey in 1972 indicated 48%
of this age group had tried
marijuana. The latest survey
was made in the latter part of
1974 and the early months of

1975. One in four of those sam-
pled in this survey indicated
they had used marijuana with-
in the last month.
The report cites a gallup poll

in 1967 among college students
which found that only one in 20
had used the drug. By 1974,
more than half — 55% — said

they had used marijuana.
“In seven years, what was

once clearly statistically de-

viant behavior has become
the norm for this age group,”
the report states.

“While in previous years, use
of marijuana was corelated
with education, (the better-
educated tended to use the
drug), the percentage now
reporting marijuana use is vir-

tually identical for high-school

drop-outs, high-school grad-

uates, and college graduates in

similar age ranges.”

The report notes the rela-

tively recent addition to the
illicit drug market of hashish
oil, a substance having a Te-
trahydrocannabinol (THC)
concentration of 40% to 50%
as compared with the l%-2%
THC content of marijuana or-

dinarily available in the US.
Increasing availability of

such potent preparations may
have quite new implications
the report observed: Stronger
preparations may be more dif-

hcult to control and may result

in marked impairment in driv-

ing and other similar skills.

One distributing trend noted
in the report is in the increas-

ing tendency for marijuana
use to go hand-in-hand with
that of alcohol. Previously,
marijuana use often involved
actual opposition to the more
traditional use of alcohol.

“Now those who use mar-
ijuana are also very likely to

use alcohol — frequently
simultaneously,” the report

states.

The report weighs this

development in considering
what it describes as “sig-
nificant hazards” of marijuana
smoking — the impairment of

psychomotor performance
among automobile drivers,
pilots, and people who work
with machinery. The simultan-
eous use of alcohol and mar-
ijuana by drivers “poses a

threat that may well exceed
that of either substance alone”.

In this connection, the report
notes there may .soon be a sim-

ple “roadside test” available

for detecting tho.se under he
influence of marihuana, paral-

leling that of the breath test

for aicohol.

While marijuana use has ris-

en among the younger age
groups, it has not become
correspondingly popular
among people in the older age
groups. Among those aged 26
to 34 years, less than one-third

have ever used marijuana. In

Oder age groups, use is even
less
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Wilfred J. Totten

Anticipating problems

should be goal

says new Alta chief

“If you're right only 50%
than no plan at all.”

Wilfred Totten

EDMONTON — Society
should “pre-act, not react” to

the potential harm of intox-

icant use, declares the new
head of Alberta’s Al-
coholism and Drug Abuse
Commission.

But, quickly adds Wilfred
J. Totten, that does not mean
more public education pro-
grams.

“I hope ‘education’ is a

word that soon comes out of

our vocabulary. I think it

stereotypes our thinking.

“It’s probably helpful —
and I think it has to be part
of our comprehensive pre-

ventive approach — but
there are limits to what you
can do with education alone.

“Everybody is educating
everybody else now about
something. The amount of

stimulus! It’s just normal
that people can’t react to all

those things, so I think we
have to try something else.”

That is the basic appraisal

of an AADAC commission
chairman and executive dir-

ector, appointed late in 1975.

He sees his new role as more
that of a delegating manager
and consolidator of previous
gains than an instigator of

remarkable new policies.

Beyond that, Mr Totten’s

philosophy appears to have
its roots in a personal skep-

ticism that any development,
however innovative, will

suddenly resolve problems
of intoxicant use that are as

old as mankind itself.

He praises groups like the

Addiction Research Founda-
tion of Ontario, which has
advocated manipulation of
beverage licences, and rais-

ing of liquor prices, as a way
of reducing consumption.
But he stops short of ad-
vocating a return to the
21-year minimum age limit

for legal drinking.

He concedes ARF studies

show raising the age limit

might help reduce rates of

teen-age alcoholism traffic

accidents and convictions
for impaired driving.

“So there’s a tendency to

jump to the conclusion that

it (a lower age limit) was a

bad thing, and therefore we
must reverse it and send it

back to 21. I’m not convinced
that is a very viable type of

position.

“But I think if govern-
ments were to legislate that,

it might convince the public

there was a commitment to

do something about the
phenomenon. Whether that

would be doing it right, or

not, is something else again.

“That might be the ben-
efit, but beyond that, I just

don’t know at the moment.”
In Alberta, at least, he sug-

gests a preventive approach
may be the most realistic

answer to alcoholism and

drug abuse.

“I don’t think tokenism is

^oing to do us much good.

“If we are not prepared to

make a commitment like

that, we’d just better forget

it, and get on with picking up
the debris after the fact.”

of the time, it's better

Instead, he proposes that

agencies try harder to an-

ticipate problems and solve

them before the issues
become critical.

“If you’re right only 50%
of the time, that’s better
than having no plan at all.

That’s part of the whole
process of management —
looking ahead. Government
agencies haven’t tended to

do this as much as I think
they should.”

“It’s extremely difficult.

Agencies like ours have been
trying for years, with little

improvement in the suc-
cess-failure ratio.” Mr. Tot-
ten, in fact, hopes terms like

“success” and “cure” will
disappear from the addic-
tions field.

“We can’t measure what
we do in those terms,” unlike
the more traditional health
disciplines.

Meanwhile, if society does
not develop and support ef-

fective techniques to help
people avoid the traps of
chemical abuse in the first

place, the most tangible re-

sult of programs like

AADAC “will be to provide
me and a number of other
people with jobs until retire-

ment,” the chairman em-
phasizes.

“I’d like to have a job, but

I’d also like to think we
could take seriously a rea-

sonable goal of some day
dealing with the problem, so

they wouldn’t need us
around here.”

CPA recomendations

Members want a larger role

in tackling drug problems
By Dorothy Trainor

MONTREAL — The 2000-

member Canadian Psychiatric
Association will play a much
more active role in curbing the
hazards and prevalence of
non-medical use of drugs, in-

cluding alcohol — if present
recommendations are imple-

mented.

The recommendations, now
approved by the Board of Di-

rectors, indicate alcoholism is a

prime concern. For instance,
one recommendation is that the
CPA exert “its .somewhat neg-
lected responsibility” in this

area by initiating and co-spon-

soring with other organizations
a national conference on al-

coholism.

Dr John Unwin, a McGill
University as.sociate professor
of psychiatry, prepared the
recommendations after consul-

tation with such experts as Drs
Lionel Solursh of Toronto and
Philip Katz of Winnipeg.

In an interview with The
Journal, Dr Unwin admitted
there has been little direct CPA
action in the past concerning
drug and alcohol problems.

“In the general field of

prevention of the non-medical
use of drugs, the CPA has not

given the leadership and exper-

tise that Canadian communi-
ties have a right to expect.

“Instead, there has been a

tendency to react to the policies

of other medical groups rather

than initiate and stimulate
original programs,” he .said.

If put into practice, the new
recommendations may change
this.

A special thrust of guidelines
set up will concern the teaching
of medical students about the
misuse of drugs and “frequent
iatrogenesis”, (doctor-caused
disease). This reflects CPA
awarene.s.s that imprudent pre-

•scribing has been a .serious

problem.

In-training teaching of

students, it is proposed, will be
followed by continuing post-

graduate education.

Other policies recommended
refer to instructive measures
for the psychiatrists them-
selves and the need for Ca-

nadian psychiatrists to “take

every opportunity to inform
and advise their non-p.sychia-

tric colleagues”.

With respect to cannabis
control, the recommendation is

that the CPA continue to sup-

port the Canadian Medical As-
sociation’s brief to the Senate
Committee on this matter.

Although this brief suggests
smoking marijuana or hashish
creates definite health hazards,

it disagrees with the retention

of criminalization which may
result from simple po.ssession.

Jail sentences and criminal
records, it says, may result in

“far more serious, deleterious

effects than the u.se of the

drug”.
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Conference on Chronic Cai
LePain Commission member warns

To legalize pot would be a mistake
IT WOULD be a serious er-

ror for Canada to legalize

marijuana, according to Dr
Ian Campbell, a member of

Canada’s LeDain Commis-
sion.

In an interview with The
Journal, Dr Campbell said

he is still not prepared to say
it is not a dangerous drug.

“Reducing the criminal
penalties is one thing, but to

legalize would be a serious

error,’’ said Dr Campbell,
Dean of Sir George Williams
Faculty of Arts and profes-

sor of sociology, Concordia
University,Montreal.

“I think we’ve gone so

much too far in the so-called

liberalizing of the alcohol

laws. The reduction of the
drinking age was a

profoundly stupid thing. If

we hadn’t done it, I don’t

think we’d do it today, at

least not knowing what we
know now and unless we
were more than usually

crazy.’’

He said intoxicants in gen-
eral are harmful. “Especial-

ly with reference to can-
nabis, the balance of the
evidence I think suggests
that for mature people —
people in their 30s and 40s—
there are a lot fewer serious

consequences of cannabis
use than of alcohol use.
“The one reservation I

have here, and I think it’s

important, hinges on the
ease of use. This has' always

terrified me about cannabis
in any population.

“It’s so easy in a traffic

jam to light a joint. It’s much
easier to do than to reach in

the glove compartment and
get out the gin and the
shaker and make the mar-
tini. On top of which, the
policeman is much more li-

kely to see the martini.’’

However, for young peo-
ple, “I think cannabis has
very real dangers, along with
any intoxicant perhaps. For
those between 12 and 18
ybars of age there are en-i

ough problems of matura-
tion that the use of intox-

icants just doesn’t help. I’m
not sure that even tranquil-
lizers aren’t prescribed
much too much in this

period.

“So, I am as worried now
as I was when we reported,

about young adolescents’ use
of cannabis. I think it’s a
highly dangerous drug there
along with any other intox-

icant, any other drug, at that

time.

“What the politicians will

do (with it), however, is an-

other matter,’’ he said.

One of the few Canadian
speakers at the meeting, Dr
Campbell discussed the amo-
tivational syndrome and
cannabis use with emphasis
on the Canadian scene.

He said since 1973, about

the time the last LeDain
Report was submitted, inter-

est in Canada in the amo-
tivational syndrome had
waned both among scholars
and “that diminishing part
of the public involved in
debates concerning drugs
and their effects’’.

“More than the other
members of the commission,
I was, and remain, con-
cerned that a significant
drop in motivation is a con-

sequence that may, in some
individuals, be associated
with the continued use of a

number of psychoactive
drugs, including cannabis.

“I stress that I do not find
it as a unique consequence of

cannabis use for I have seen
the same symptoms in a

large number of chronic and
heavy users of alcohol.’’

He said his concern stems
largely from observations of

275 university students who
had smoked cannabis. In ad-

dition to observing the
students he held interviews
with 127 of them.
“A year by year analysis of

final examination averages

.

. . showed that the greater
their use of cannabis, the
greater the tendency for
there to be a drop in final

averages. Final averages
dropped in 77% of the
heaviest users and 32% of
those who were lightest
users. The heavy users also

had a higher failure rate and
lower averages than the
light users.”

methods equip him to do, he
eannot do u good seientifie joh,

cannot have watertight scien-

tific validity.

“There are two agendas —
one is the vaiiie agenda and the

other is the scientific one."
On the scientific agenda,

what shoiiid get priority?

“Science has a funny way of

engendering its own priority

in accidental fact-finding. The
testosterone findings, equi-

vocal as they arc, may he of

Interest to endocrinologists for

quite different reasons.
"It conid he a g«M»se chase of

great academic interest to

scientists. Yon never know
when a finding hecomes a truly

scientific finding.

“There’s no danger to im-
munitv (hat I can see. Itnt tlu n

there’s no immunity to danger.
If you want a guarantee of no
surprises, (he thing to do is

hick up your .scientists and let

He said this could be at-

tributed to many sources,
including their heavy can-
nabis use; participation in a

sub-culture which did not
tend to stress academic suc-

cess or the acceptance of
such values as planning,
punctuality, concern with
the future, and rationality,

which tend to be associated
with academic success. Or, it

might be attributed to a gen-
eral decline in motivation.
“My interviews with and

observations of these stu-

dents certainly suggested
apathy increased and vitality

diminished as frequency of

cannabis intoxication in-

creased.

“It seemed very clear that
after periods in which they
smoked cannabis four, five
or more times a week for a
month or six weeks, there
was a lessening in the quali-
ty of abstracting and synthe-
sizing. However, the quality
returned following the sum-
mer vacation when the
students were free or largely

free of cannabis use for up to

four months.
“It seems to me not unrea-

sonable to hypothesize that a

loss of synthesizing and ab-

stracting capacity could
yield a change in motivation
and, at least in part, account
for the apathy and other
behavior that would be de-

scribed as the amotivational
syndrome.”

your kids and society go their

own way. .Scientists are a men-
ace because they may eoine up
with unexpected findings."

He questioned (he “frenetie

energy” being devoted to pot

“at a time of vast social change
and institutional shifts. I’ve

said hef«»re use of a drug will he
arrived at hy eonsensus. I'hat

means praetlees.

“When those praetlees earrv

with (hem any kind of change
between generations — any
promise of change — then it Is

(he concern of parents as to

what (hey want (heir children
exposed to.

“The world might little note
or long remember what we do
about <»r don't do about pot.

There are so many issues.

’’At the bottom of it yon
know is who will capture (he
mind of (he child. Nations hav e

gone to war over that. W hat do
you (ell the kids?"

He said a better way of de-

scribing the impairment
might be to say there was a

lessening of “the capacity to

perceive relationships of

appropriateness”. !

“Such impairment w'ould
|

surely influence the use
these students made of their

potential and could well af-

fect motivation”.

Alcohol

may
have
to go

I
IF CANNABIS smoking
becomes widely accepted,
something, probably alcohol,

is going to have to go, ac-
,

cording to Dr Nancy Rubin. ^ |

“People are becoming
more and more aware of the ^
real risks inherent in al-

cohol. In Jamaica, psychia-
trists on our project made
the remark — specific

remarks based on our
studies — that ganja is a

benevolent alternative to al-

cohol and there is nothing
that turns up in the mental
hospitals (as a result of can-

nabis use) which shows any
of the sequellae that you get

from alcohol." Dr Rubin told

The Journal.

Dr Rubin, who was chief

investigator in the Ganja in

Jamaica study (The Journal
September 1975), is director

in New York of the Research
Institute for the Study of

Man.
’‘Smoking cannabis is bad

for you as we determined in

our Jamaica study. Even
though it wasn't a very sig-

nificant finding, the trend
was there. Whether this can
be controlled in relation to

tlie paper or elimination of

tars or whatever, witliin the
smoke itself, is a tech-
nological problem. It may or

may not be solved

"However, lots of people
are apparently still willing

to take risks with cigarette

smoking, my.self included.
.And we re beginning to

learn mon' .iml more about
the long ti'rni effects of

chronic n.se
"

She said despite some of

the criticisms of the .lamaica

study I focusing on the fact

that .laniaican peasant
workers h.ive little in com-
mon with cduc.ited people

in so|)hisIicated societies)

"physiological processes art'

I lit' same universally"

"If cannabis t fft'cls are

not lethal in one society,

tliev art' not going (ti be in

another

”

t'annabis efft'cts art' "def-

initt'lv not lethal and they're

not pat holtigical .A great

ni.mv of tilt' lurid diamatic
t'laiiiis that wert' iiiatlt' about

It havt' sini|)ly bet'i) dis-

provi'ii

".So. peoplt' havt' to make a

choice"

‘it was cheaper than a movie’

Small turn-out called healthy sign
SCIENTISTS MAY have stopped playing to the gallery and
started to focus seriously on the next scientific steps in the
cannabis question, according to Dr Daniel X Freedman.
Dr Freedman, professor of psghiatry at University of

Chicago, and editor of the Archives of General Psychiatry, was
commenting on the relatively sparse attendance

For, de.spitea listof speakers which included .some of the most
prominent cannabis researchers and debaters in North Amer-
ican and abroad, the turn-out, to put it kindly, was sparse.
Organizers at the New York Academy of Sciences reserved

space for about 700: Only about 225 registered.
Public Relations Director Ann Collins is still trying to figure

il out. It was widely advertised — even in Canada, she said.

And it couldn’t have been the price — $35 for regular

observers and $2 for students. “At $2 it was cheaper than a

movie,” said Ms Collins.

It was food for conversation at the meeting however. Cor-

ridor jokes had it that there were more speakers and media
people than observers.

Some said cannabis was a dead issue anyway. Others that it

was a big mistake to get involved in a political issue in the first

place and people were beginning to realize it.

Dr Freedman, however, was mo.st positive: He thought it was
“a healthy sign”. “We have a conference of distinguished
scientists and .some intere.sting data on hashish and it’s rela-

tively uncrowded. ’’

The gallery having left?

We’ve no immunitytodangeriFreedman
THE LURKING agenda
behind society’s interest in

cannabis studies Is whether
marijuana should be one’s
recreational drug of choice.

/ KinioJ^Frr.Bdman

Rut that should not be the
scientist’s agenda, according
to Dr Daniel X Freedman,
professor of psychiatry.
University of Chicago, and edi-

tor of the Archives of General
Psychiatry.

“The real concern In our
W'estern society Is, can (he
scientist come up with
something that will allow us to

avoid making a value Judge-
ment on how we want to

iitill/.e chemical.s? And (hat's a

value Judgement.
“The scientist’s Joh Is to have

a variety of interests In a

molecule (hat somehow or

other makes (he brain func-

tion differently. Ills Job Is to

assess whether or not (here are

specific health ha/.ards that it

would he useful to know about.

“If the scientist takes a

scientific challenge and works
at it, if he tries to answer
uiie.stions lieyond what the
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mbis Use:
Anne MacLennan, associate editor of The Journal, reports from a meeting held by
the New York Academy of Sciences and sponsored jointly by the National In-

stitute of Drug Abuse and the New York Medical College. It was held in New York.

January 26 to 28.

Chronic heavy use studies

reveai few pot dangers
A SERIES of studies of

long-term cannabis users in

Costa Rica essentially sup-

ports and extends the find-

ings of a similar set of

studies among Jamaican
users (The Journal, Sep-
tember 1975).

In the Costa Rica studies,

investigators found there

was no permanent or ir-

reversible impairment in

higher brain function or in-

telligence in users; cast

“serious doubt” on the

theory that chronic use

lowers blood levels of testos-

terone (the male sex hor-

mone); and found no
evidence of impairment in

the body’s natural defence

mechanisms.

The brain function study

also unearthed no evidence

to support the theory that

heavycannabis use provokes

an’amotivational syndrome’.

Reporting on the study of

neuropsychological, intel-

lectual and personality cor-

relates, Dr Paul Satz of the
University of Florida said:

“The final word concerning
the question of brain damage
in humans cannot yet be
given.” (The study was done
in conjunction with Univer-
sity of Victoria, B.C.

)

'

"But, present results do
not favor hypotheses pos-

tulating brain damage as a

consequence of marijuana
intake. Nor is there any
strong evidence in the
human literature to warrant
such an hyothesis” he said.

As for the personality
area, the study was “essen-

, tially similar to previous lar-

'*;gcscale controlled studies
\riikh have likewise failed to

demonstrate any significant

, personality disturbance in

dironic marijuana users
No abnormal or deviant per-

stBiality traits emerged”.

He said findings lent “no
support at all to the rather
absurd speculations con-
cerning an amotivational
syndrome or organic brain
defect following chronic
marijuana usage”.

Dr Satz did say, however,

that the results should not

be taken to mean that mar-
ijuana use is an insig-

nificant social or personal
event with no influence on
individual behavior.

Anthropological data
revealed at least three dif-

ferent marijuana life styles

in Costa Rica, he said.

In the study, 41 long-term

users and 41 matched con-

trols were examined. Users
in the final sample smoked
about nine cigarettes each
day for an average of 17
days.

Dr Satz said: “It is hoped
that the additional meth-
odological controls em-
ployed in the present study,

by investigators with no
vested interest in the re-

sults, will buttress what is

clearly becoming a majority
finding — namely that
chronic marijuana use does
not irreversibly damage the
brain or personality.”

He suggested future
studies should consider the
use of prospective and retro-

spective longitudinal de-
signs . . . “There is no substi-

tute for having repeat obser-
vations on the same subjects
over time, preferably before
and after exposure to

marijuana.

“This type of design would
settle, once and for all, the
delicate issue concerning
precursor variables in per-

sonality and subtle brain
changes, if any, following
chronic marijuana usage.”

In another University of

Florida study of the health

status of chronic heav>' can-

nabis users, people who had
used cannabis three or more
times a week for at least 10

years were examined.
Dr W. J. Coggins reported

users were not different
from the matched control
group. Although their
medical histories showed
more symptoms of gastro-in-

testinal discomfort and their

body weights were lower,
none was markedly under-
weight.

Users more often had po-

sitive serological tests for

syphillis than controls but
none was found to have ac-

tive infection with syphillis.

There was no other
evidence of an increased in-

cidence of past or present
infections in the users sug-

gestive of impaired immun-
ological responsiveness.
Abnormal chest x-rays

were as frequent in controls

as in users and testosterone

levels were no different in

users than in matched con-

trols. “There was no rela-

tionship between levels of

marijuana use and levels of

testosterone,” said Dr. Cog-
gins.

In a third University of

Florida study, researchers
found marijuana use did
not result in behavior
which impaired the indivi -

duals’ ability to func-

tion as regular members of

society.

Significant differences
between users and non-users

tended to antedate mar-
ijuana use and continue to

be reflected in later life,

reported Dr William E.

Carter.
“Marijuana use as found

among working class men in

San Jose functions largely as

a device which they feel aids

them to cope with their daily

routines and problems.”

Alcohol for courage

- pot for tranquility
ALCOHOL WAS sig-

nificantly more socially dis-

ruptive than cannabis in a

group of delinquent adoles-

cents studied at Stanford
University.

This was despite the fact

the two drugs were used with
about the same frequency,
Dr Jared R Tinklenberg
reported.

He said alcohol use had
been involved in more fights,

more difficulties with police

and other authorities, more
trouble with family or
friends, and more au-
tomobile accidents than
cannabis.

While the youths said they
used alcohol to “bolster
courage”, they used mar-
ijuana as a tranquillizer and
to avoid difficulties.

“On a variety of measures
designed to identify drug ef-

fects on assaultive behavior,

the findings of this study
were consistent — cannabis
usually reduced assaultive-

ness and alcohol often en-

hanced assaultiveness,” said

Dr Tinklenberg.
The study was done by re-

searchers at Standord
University School of

Medicine and Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, Palo
Alto, California.

“Among young people in

the United States, an in-

creased consumption of can-

nabis over the past 10 years

has occurred contemporan-
eously with an increase in

assaultive crimes and other

forms of social behavior,”
said Dr Tinklenberg.
To test whether cannabis

directly contributes to as-

saultive behavior, the team
investigated drug use pat-

terns among 248 males im-

prisoned in a moderate
security facility during June
1963 to July 1975.

The youths ranged in age
from 13 to 21 years and had
used many different types of

psychoactive drugs. They
were representative of the

most serious youthful of-

fenders in California.

In one part of the study,

59% of 220 subjects reported

one or more fights while
under the influence of al-

cohol. Twenty-five per cent

reported one or more fights

under the influence of

cannabis.

Of 229, 39% identified

secobarbital as the single

drug most likely to enhance
assaultiveness.

Alcohol was in second
place with 28%. Neither

Jared Tinklenberg

cannabis nor any other sin-

gle drug was chosen by more
than 5% of the subjects.

“Cannabis and alcohol
again differed significantly.

Conversely, cannabis was
cited as the single drug most
likely to decrease assaultive-

ness. No other drug was
selected by more than 7% of

the subjects. Cannabis and
alcohol were significantly

different.”

Of the 84 who said they
used drugs specifically “to

bolster courage”. 42% used
alcohol. 20% used secobar-

bital and 16% used cannabis.
Asked to recall each fight

they had had in the year
prior to incarceration, 29%
said fights had involved only-

alcohol and 2% involved on-

ly cannabis.

29 miiiion Americans have tried pot: Bryant
(cooiioued from page 1

)

gets about it, whether it carries
decriminalization, it’s a ques-
tion <rf degree.”
Dr Thomas Bryant, president

of the Washington-based Drug
Abuse Council, and both a
medical doctor and a lawyer,
was also one of the final

^)eakers.

He agreed with Mr Sonnen-
reich “most fervently when he
said it’s going to happen. Ma-
rijuana is going to be

Thomas Bryant

decriminalized de facto and by
law.”

He said it was a “terribly sad

fact” that in so many states

“we’ve got a law that is not
supported or preserved”.

He .said a national survey by
the Drug Abuse Council on
marijuana use indicates 29
million Americans have tried

marijuana at least once and
more than 12 million of them
use it regularly.

“If I had to make a predic-

tion, I would think that within

the next two or three years,

more than half the states in

this country will have moved
legislatively to decriminalize
marijuana. And I’m hopeful,

because I think it’s a move in

the right direction, that the

federal law will also bo

changed.”
If the drug is decriminalized,

it will also have to be distribut-

ed — possibly through govern-

ment channels, suggested Dr
Nancy Rubin in an interview

with The Journal.

Dr Rubin was principal in-

vestigator on the Ganja in

Jamaica study, an anth-

ropological study of chronic
marijuana use, (The Journal,

September 1975), and is direc-

tor of the Research Institute

for the Study of Man, in New
York.
“Once cannabis is decrimin-

alized, the que.stion is where do
you buy, how do you buy? How
do you have pos.session if there

is no means of distribution?

“The whole thing is strad-

dling the fence really. Allowing
pos.session without providing
for regulatory mechanisms of

the content, the quality and
amount that can be sold, and
the price, is a chimera. And
we’re deluding ourselves if we
think that one can be done
without the other.

“This has to be done by
government regulation as al-

cohol has been regulated and as

tobacco is regulated. This could

provide tax money for the
government. The question of

who should get the profits is a

kind of loaded policy qu<'Stion;

It’s a capitalist .society, a free-

enterprise society.

“But, there has to be control

of the content, of the purity, of

the amount and, particularly,

of the age below which the sale

should be prohibited.”

Distribution and control was
a que.stion also touched on by

Dr Bryant.

“These are the kinds of

questions that I think now have
to be moved immediately to the

agenda,” he said.

In his address, Mr Sonnen-
reich suggested there has been
“a .sort of sigh of relief” on the

cannabis que.stion and is now
“a sense that we’re going to

resolve this issue . . . not
becau.se marijuana is harmle.ss,

not because the u.se of the drug
is good or bad but mainly
because, from a policy point of

view, we overstated thv relative

importance of this issue com-
pared to other health issues”.

Looking at it from a scien-

tific point of view, he said, it is

a “tremendous object hisson

for all of us on how not to get

embroiled by using scientific-

research to prove political

points”. He said this has had a

“devastating effect on the
credibility of the academic-

community”.

It should be recognized
“there will be other ‘drug

problems’ and perhaps this is

the time to .sit down and reflect

upon what it is we should be

doing with the other sub-

.stances .so that we can at least

present government officials

and policy makers with deci-

sions that are informed before

the fact rather than after the

fact.”

A reiteration is also needed,

he .said, on “what is this role of

law when you’re talking about

the use and non-use of a drug

or drugs.

“The problem we had and
have with marijuana, and with
many of thc.se other issues, in-

cluding alcohol, including
tobacco, is that realistically a

lot, or a significant percentage,
of the population did not abide
by the law. And when they
don’t, it is impo.ssible to

enforce.”
The meeting, called bv th^'

New York A-'

Sciences, was jn; ,

by the Nationa
Drug Abu.se an^-

Medical College
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From ‘helpee to helper’

SPAN closes the gap
Jed Nissen

By Saul Abel

POMONA, Cal. — A reha-

bilitation program for ex-

convicts and ex-addicts, dir-

ected by a man who does
beautiful needlepoint?

Difficult to believe, but it’s

true.

The man is Ted Nissen, a

50-year-old Scots-American
dynamo. The program is

SPAN — Special Project Al-

cohol and Narcotics — a

joint venture of the Califor-

nia Department of Correc-
tions and California State
Polytechnic University (Cal

Poly).

“To my knowledge, SPAN
is the only program of its

kind in the nation; the role

of the State Corrections
Department, particularly, is

unique,” Mr Nissen told The
Journal.
Located on the Cal Poly

campus here, about 30 miles

from Los Angeles, SPAN is

designed to bridge the gap
between prison and univer-

sity, between the correction-

al world of delinquent
behavior and the academic
world of preparation for bet-

ter citizenship.

From 1971 to 1975, SPAN
was shaped as a demonstra-
tion-training project. Its

goal was to train correction-

al inmate-addicts to work as

paraprofessional “change
agents” or catalysts in com-
munity service, helping to

blend effectively the differ-

ing perspectives of ethnic
groups, social agencies, and
political and economic insti-

tutions in the community.
Mr Nissen believed SPAN

trainees could improve ser-

vices-delivery systems for
special culture groups, the
aged, the poor, and the
former prison inmate, with
special emphasis on al-

coholics and drug addicts.

Officials of the Depart-
ment of Corrections, where
he was a unit supervisor and
is now a district administra-
tor, and of Cal Poly, where
he was a part-time instruc-

tor, agreed with him.
So did the National In.sti-

tute on Alcohol Abu.se and
Alcoholism, which support-
ed SPAN with grants of al-

most $70(),()00 for the first

four years of operation.

The basic approach at

SPAN, Mr Ni.ss<m .says, was
to try to show the trainees

"how the world really

works”.
Self-responsibility was

expected; if a trairuH* nv

lapsed into alcoholism or
drug addiction, it was up to

him or her to correct the si-

tuation or leave the pro-
gram. Positive reinfor-
cement, not negative, was
preferred.

“We tried to impress the
trainee that he was a pretty
nice guy,” Mr Nissen ex-

plains.

In the long run, the ap-

proach was effective, but in

the early stages, SPAN had a

stormy course. The project

was first housed inside the

prison, in Barracks 4 at the
California Institution for
Men at Chino.
The 10 men and five

women in the first class en-

joyed a startling degree of

freedom — to argue and
challenge, to learn, to as-

sociate with the opposite sex,

and even to communicate
with the outside world by
way of a special telephone.

"Trainees also received a

stipend, in graduated a-

mounts, of $1,100 each over
the two quarters (six

months) duration of the

program.
As Mr Nissen puts it, Bar-

racks 4 must have seemed a

kind of “gingerbread house
in a forest of hunger”.
Though the trainees made

progress in their group dis-

cussions, behavior modifica-

tion, interviewing skills,

community organization and
social change, writing skills

and group dynamics, the
tensions built up.

The co-ed nature of the
group was one disturbing
factor. Another was the lack

of genuine interest in SPAN
goals by many trainees who
were really playing a “get-

out” game. Another was the

presence of parole agents,

which was expected to curb
antisocial behavior, but
turned out to have the oppo-

site effect.

Finally it was decided to

eliminate the prison phase of

SPAN and shift the entire

operation to the Cal Poly
campus. The trainee selec-

tion process and the cur-
riculum also were over-
hauled. Previously, trainee

selection had placed much
emphasis on leadership
qualities. This produced an
unmanageable roomful of

prima donnas. Now the focus

shifted to p.sychological tests

and oral interviews.

To produce a more inter-

esting and relevant cur-
riculum, 21 “mini-courses”
were developed, including

the multi-determinant na-
ture of alcohol abuse and the
multi-model treatment of al-

coholism; detoxification and
rehabilitation, and stan-
dards for the recovery home;
early, middle and late signs

and symptoms of alcoholism
and/or polydrug abuse;
family dysfunction; poli-

tical, social and economic
forces acting upon the com-
munity-based program;
emergency intake proce-

dures, crisis intervention
suicide prevention and
medical emergencies, treat-

ment models, techniques
and personality theories.

Instructors were phy-
sicians, psychologists, law
enforcement officers, jud-

ges, attorneys, researchers
and other professionals. The
SPAN setting was Kellogg
Hall on the Cal Poly campus.
Former home of William K.

Kellogg of breakfast cereal

fame, the rambling, tile-

roofed mansion was sur-
rounded by beautiful wood-
ed hills.

The dramatic contrast
between the stark steel and
concrete prison environ-
ment and these newly decor-

ated rooms, bright with
colorful curtains, drapes and
bedspreads — these made a

difference in the way train-

ees chose to deal with their

problems.
Gradually, a therapeutic

community evolved, utiliz-

ing group therapy and con-

frontation. At first, staff

conducted these sessions,

but in time a group of

stronger trainees emerged
who began to assume re-

sponsibility for confronta-
tion of their fellow trainees.

This gave trainees a method
of dealing with behavior
problems without breaking
the prison code or “snitch-

ing.”

In all its activities,

SPAN’S approach was
broadly eclectic. Mr Nissen
and his staff did not hesi-

tate to employ any tech-
nique, from systems analy-
sis to psychological testing.

They used “gimmicks’’
like a mood record with
which the trainee took his

“emotional temperature’’
three times a day, and a

“value wheel” adapted from
a University of California,

Irvine, concept and the
Las.swell value .scale dev-

eloped by the Orange Coun-
ty, California, Drug Abuse
Prevention Center.
Mr Nissen felt that addicts

tend to lose their time sense,

so activities were structured
on a fairly rigid time frame.
Videotape recordings and
playback were freely util-

ized. An internship pro-

gram sent selected trainees

out to community agencies
for practical experience.

In 1975, SPAN completed
its first phase as a demon-
stration project with the
primary goal of training
correctional inmates, in-

volved with alcoholism and
narcotics addiction, who
upon release would under-
take new careers in com-
munity service.

A comprehensive report
on the project entitled “A
Span of Four Years” con-
cludes that ex-felon ex-ad-
dicts can be trained as para-

profeSsionals in an academic
setting without a high
reversion to drug usage, and
such trainees can be placed
as effective workers in the
mental health field.

SPAN statistics support
these conclusions. Almost
90% of SPAN graduates
have been employed by a

social service agency, help-

ing people with alcohol or

drug problems. Among them
are the American Indian
Free Clinic, Martin Luther
King Hospital, Orange
County Mental Health De-
partment, Bridge Back Drug
Rehabilitation Project and
Boy’s Republic.

SPAN’S retention rate in-

creased from 20% for the

first class to 87% for the
sixth class. The recidivism

rate among graduates was
about one in nine, compared
to a rate of one in two for the

California prison population

as a whole. Trainees were
approximately 70% males
and 30% females, ranging
from 20 to 55 years of age.

The dollar-and-cents im-
pact of the project was sig-

nificant. One SPAN trainee

and his wife were criminal

addicts for many years, but
both were employed in com-
munity service agencies
after training. Costs of

maintaining this couple
during their prison terms, of

supporting their children on
public welfare, and of money
and merchandise they .stole

to maintain their drug habit,

totalled an estimated
$856,000. This was more
than the entire sum of

grants to SPAN for its first

four years of operation.

The start of SPAN'S pha.se

two was signaled by a one-
year grant of $471,600 from
the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alco-
holism and the National

Institute of Mental Health.
As an experimental training

program sponsored solely by
Cal Poly, entitled “New Ca-
reers in Community Ser-
vice,” the project offers 30
units of university under-
graduate credit for the
6-month program of on-cam-
pus and in-community train-

ing.

Trainees are given 15
hours of classroom exper-
ience and 16 hours of direct-

ed internship involvement
each week in addition to

regularly scheduled home-
work assignments. A stip-

end, books and student fees

are provided.

One salient change is

removal of the residential

feature. Trainees now reside

in the community, commute
to the imiversity, and utilize

all the other support systems
that have been tested.

Another change is the
composition of the trainee
group. About half of the
trainees are ex-felons. The
other half are clients of the
California Rehabilitation
Department who have been
involved with drugs or al-

cohol.

A control group of approx-
imately the same number of

ex-felons “out on the street”

will be observed before, dur-
ing and after the training
period. These will not re-

ceive training, and will be
compared for drug use,
criminal offences and other
pertinent parameters. Com-
parisons also will be made
with the results of the for-

mer residential program.

The stated purpose of
SPAN now is the training of

ex-addicts, including ex-
felons, in the prevention, in-

tervention, treatment and
rehabilitation of alcohol and
drug abuse, in order to

prepare them for jobs in

human service. Or as Mr
Nissen paraphrases it. “to

turn helpEES into help-

ERS”.

lxH)king back on SPAN’S
past, Mr Nissen says: “1

think we have not only
trained change agents, but
we’ve produced an offt'ctivo

treatment model and de-

monstrated the tremen-
dous potential economic
savings to .society.”

SpirallinQ trend continues

Ontario alcohol sales rose in 1975
Ity Karin S4ib»la

TORONTO N<'w ndail .stores

and increa.sed revenue from
liquor .sales are the highlights
of the 49th report of the Liquor
Control Board of Ontario
(LCBO).
The report, which covers the

fi.seat year ending March 31.
197l». stati's that sales of spirits,

wini's, and heers during the
t2-uionth period amounted to

.$6K3,2l»8,4r)4. compared to t974
sah‘s of $.5514,438,726.

Taxi'S (tilh'cfed on the sale of

alcoholic products through
government stores was $.'1512.5

million, an increase of $88.8

million (15%) over tlu' 1971

fiscal year.

In addition to the.5.'15 regular

L('BO oiitlels in opi'ration, 61

agency .stores were operating in

the i.solati'ii ari'as of nortlu'rn

Ontario. The.se include 2t .self

.servi' ston's and the thri'e addi

tional agency stores opened
during the year

“In keeping with the hoard’s

policy to have new outlets,

relocations, and renovated
premises designed as .self-serve

stori's wherever possible, six

stores were relocated and 19

stores were converti'd at their

present locations to self si'rve,”

llu' hoard's chief commis
sinner. General George Kiteh
ing .states m the report.

Twelve new hrewers retail

stores were al.so opened during
the year in addition to the 416
.stores already I'xisting.

Although sales increased

overall, revenue from brewery
gallonage fees and Ontario
wineries deerea.sed during the

year heeause of new regula-
tions under the Lupior Gontrol

Act

In the past, brewery gallon-

age fei's have been eolleeted on
the date of production. "But in

order to conform with mea-
sures being taken by the fi'der-

al government to exercise more
economical control over the
collections of taxes from the

breweries, the gallonage fees

air now collect imI on the date of

.shipment.” the irport slates.

Reduced revenue from win-

eries was caused by removal of

the 1()V5,% fee previously col-

lected through winery retail

ston's and later eliminated to

etuxuirage the Canadian wine

industry.

Forty-two countries, includ-

ing Canada, were represented

in the LCBO’s listing of 2,047

.spirits, wines and importiHl

iMH'rs.
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BETTY LOU LEE reports from the joint annual meeting of the Royal College of Physicians andj

Surgeons of Canada and the Canadian Society for Clinical Investigation, held in Quebec Cj^^

In wake of teenage alcohol use

Increased pancreatitis predicted
INCREASED TEENAGED
drinking in Canada may lead to

a higher incidence of alcoholic

pancreatitis in future years, a

University of Ottawa gastroen-

terologist warns.

Dr Richard R. Gilles, as-

sociate professor of medicine,

said teenagers account for

much of the 80% increase in

alcohol consumption in Canada
since 1968, and alcoholic pan-

creatitis is age-related.

While cirrhosis of the liver

develops at the average age of

53 among those who started

drinking after the age of 30,

pancreatitis begins at an aver-

age age of 38 among people who
began drinking about 20.

Dr Gillies was part of a panel

en alcohol and the gastro-intes-

tinal tract at the meeting of the

Royal College.

Dr Henri Sarles, professor of

gastroenterology, Faculty of

Medicine, Marseilles, France,

and a specialist in pancreatitis,

said the death rate from the

disease in Marseilles is four per

thousand, and 80% to 90% of

this is due to alcoholism.

Drinking patterns also have
an effect on the type of pan-
creatitis one develops. Those
who drink the same amount of

alcohol every day are more
prone to the chronic type of the
d^ase.Those who go on week-
.end benders are more prone to

the acute variety, which can
oUen be fatal. “It’s one of the

first causes of sudden death in

hl^inray,’’ said Dr Sarles.

-He noted that throughout the

world, consumption of meat
and fat was higher among
patients who developed pan-

creatitis.

He described the toxic limit

hH’hoth the liver and pancreas
HS more than four drinks a day
for men, and half that for
women. In Europe, where
women drink less than men,
when they do develop pancrea-
titis it’s after 11 years of drink-
ing, rather than 18 for men.

To Dr Sarles, alcoholism is a

political, not a medical prob-
lem, and his solution is to shut
flown the big international
firms that produce alcoholic

beverages.

*Tt has been proved that con-
sumption is proportional to

production, and the only solu-

tion is to reduce production
Price doesn’t modify consump-
tion In some African coun-
tries, as soon as the whiskey
factories are built, consump-
tion goes up immediately.”

Dr Ivan T. Beck, professor of

medicine at Queen’s Universi-
ty, Kingston, said it is “aston-
ishing how much is known on
the effect of alcohol on the
liver, and how little is known

about its effect on the small
intestine”.

It appears that acute intake
of alcohol interferes with ab-
sorption of glucose and amino
acids, but increases fat absorp-
tion. On the other hand, chron-
ic intake depresses absorption
of fat, glucose, thiamine, folate,

vitamin B12 and possibly cal-

cium.

“It’s just as harmful to the

small bowel as it is to other
organs, but people don’t die

from small intestine disease,”

said Dr Beck. “In chronic al-

coholics, we see changes in
small bowel cell structure like

those in the liver.” They appear
to be reversible after long per-

iods of abstention.

In the stomach, there are
acute cellular changes after in-

gestion “but whether there are
chronic changes is still to be
settled”. Alcohol damages the
cellular barrier that prevents
digestive juices from acting on
the stomach lining.

“This barrier has an amazing,
ability to renew itself, and it

does so quickly, but in many

cases (with alcohol) it loses
this ability, and then you get
erosion of the lining.”

Dr Beck said 30% of the pa-

tients in his 18-bed gastro-in-

testinal unit are there because
of alcohol-related disease: gas-

tritis. malabsorption, hemhor-
rages, cirrhosis and pan-

creatitis.

“Some of them are in terrible

shape, and they are the most
expensive patients on the unit

to treat. Some of them are on
hyperalimentation that costs

$50 a day in itself.”

If alcohol consumption can’t

be cut, and he admitted this

couldn’t be done easily, he
thought research might con-
centrate in a few areas of
preventing its damage. One
would be to establish the limits
on how much can be drunk
without major damage. An-
other would be to determine
whether it is ethanol itself or
other constituents of alcoholic

beverages that cause damage.
A third could be the possibility

of adding something to al-

coholic beverages that would
prevent damage.

Pot and penicillin G do not mix
PENICILLIN G should not be
given to marijuana users, a

Laval University group has
concluded after experiments in

which the combination caused
epileptic seizures in dogs.

Dr Pierre Morin, head of the

research centre at Hdpital
Laval, says pot-smoking ap-

pears to interfere with the
blood-brain barrier that nor-

mally prevents penicillin from
getting to the brain.

In an interview with The
Journal during the CSCI
meeting, he said there was no
reason to believe this barrier

was any different in humans
than it is in dogs. In both
species, when meningitis
breaks down the barrier, ad-

ministration of penicillin can

ROUTINE TOXICOLOGIC an-

alysis in cases of acute drug
overdoses in adults doesn’t
yield much in the way of useful
information, and is adding un-
necessarily to health care
costs, says a group that studied

1,749 cases in a three-month
period in 21 Metro Toronto
hospitals.

“There is no evidence that

costly toxicologic analysis is

efficiently requested by treat-

ing physicians, or that it con-

tributes significantly to a

decrease in morbidity and mor-
tality,” Dr S. M. MacLeod told

participants of the Royal Col-

lege meeting. He is assistant

professor of medicine and
pharmacology at the Universi-

ty of Toronto.
Seventy per cent of the 1,749

cases had at least one analysis,

with 5,380 te.sts of blood, urine
or gastric contents. But only

25% of the samples provided
any positive or interpretable

result.

“When there is a history of

cause convulsions.

Even one marijuana cigar-

ette resulted in jerky move-
ments and an epileptic pattern

on the electroencephalogram
after the dog received pen-

icillin.

“It’s the first time this door
has been opened, the first in-

dication that the barrier
becomes permeable,” Dr Morin
said, adding that the results

lead to more questions than
answers.
The convulsive reaction ap-

pears to be dose-related, but
there is no indication how long

the barrier permeability lasts,

or if it at some point becomes
irreversible. All the test dogs
were killed so their tissues
could be examined.

alleged drug overdosage or
acute drug ingestion, approx-
imately 10% of the samples will

contain all of the drug allegedly

taken. We contend this pattern

of sample submission reflects

relative nonselectivity on the
part of the treating physician,

and constitutes a major waste
of physical and human re-

sources,” Dr MacLeod said.

The study, done in the first

quarter of 1975, is part of a

larger, continuing project un-
dertaken by the joint Division

of Clinical Pharmacology of the
Addiction ResearchFoundation
Clinical Institute and Toronto
Western Hospital.

About 80% of the patients in

the study took intentional
overdoses, and benzodiaze-

pines topped the list of sub-

stances. They were involved in

574 cases, and alcohol in 547,

although cases of simple al-

cohol abuse were excluded from
the study.

“Barbiturates, which for

many years were the prime

It is not known if other drugs,

such as LSD, could have the

same effect, but Dr Morin’s
warning about penicillin use
was extended to all users of

illicit drugs. He also urged cau-

tion in the use of other medica-
tions known to be epileptogenic

in this group.
Dr Morin said he was par-

ticularly concerned that chron-

ic drug abusers who attended
venereal disease clinics would
be treated with penicillin G, the

drug of choice in VD infections.

The research also brings up
the possibility that other nor-

mally therapeutic drugs might
be potentially harmful if given

to pot smokers.
The smoking dogs were of

two groups. Chronic smokers

agent of overdosage, have fal-

len to the point where they are
seen in only 13% of our pa-
tients (230 cases). This reflects

their decreased popularity as
therapeutic agents,” said Dr
MacLeod.
Almost half the patients had

taken two or more drugs, “with
ethanol being the commonest
fellow traveller”. About one-
third combined the ben-
zodiazepines with alcohol.

Dr MacLeod noted that many
of the drugs taken appear in

blood in very low concentra-
tions, yet serum accounted for

69% of the tests. In ben-
zodiazepine analysis, only 0.5%
were positive, and confirmed
the clinical diagnosis in only

7% of cases.

Co-authors were Dr E. M.
Sellers, head of clinical phar-
macology at Toronto Western
Hospital; Howard Kaplan of

the ARF data processing sec-

tion, and Cheryl S. Stapleton,

head nur.sc monitor at the ARF
and Toronto We.stern.

received four cigarettes daily

for 10 weeks through a tra-

cheostomy tube. On the day of
the tests, they smoked eight
cigarettes. The acute smokers
got cigarettes only on the day of

the tests. A group of control
animals was also tracheos-
tomized and hooked up to

electrocorticograms.

Two doses of 375,000 lU/kg
sodium penicillin G were ad-

ministered intravenously at a
20-minute interval in all an-
imals. One of five control an-
imals showed occasional jerks
in the limbs, but the autop-
sy showqd no pathological

changes.

Four of the five acute
smokers showed muscle jerks,

and the fifth clonic move-
ments. The electrocortioco-
grams showed none of the
smoking dogs was unaffected.

“Ninety minutes after the
last injection of penicillin,
epileptiform waves appeared
spontaneously and formed
spindles lasting five to six

seconds. These complexes were
still present spontaneously at

120 minutes, although their

duration was becoming shorter
— three .seconds instead of six,”

said biology student Sylvie
Halle who presented the paper.

“It should also be noted that

immediately before or after the

epileptiform waves, the tracing

was desynchronized. This ob-

servation holds for all the an-

imals that smoked marijuana,
either acutely or chronically,”

she added.

The smallest animal in the

chronic smoking group suf-

fered 13 grand mal type con-

vul.sions in 2*/^ hours. Typical

grand mal seizures in the dogs
started 88 minutes after the
last injection of penicillin, and
lasted 112 seconds.

Dr Morin noted that routine

EEG tracings will not give any
warning of a change in the

blood-brain barrier, and cannot

be relied on for this purpo.se.

Time an6 resources are wasted

on toxicologic analysis of ODs

Caffeine tried in newborn babies
QUEBEC CITY — Caffeine,

the universal eye-opener, is

now being tried to keep
.some premature babies

breathing.

Preliminary results are
promising, after tests on 17

babies at Montreal Chil-

dren’s Hospital who had per-

iods of apnea when they
seem to forget to breathe.

Dr Jacob Aranda of McGill
University, director of the
neonatal research unit at the

hospital, says caffeine has
been used only when all

other methods fail, because
its possible effects aren’t
known. Standard techniques
are flicking the babies’
heels, increasing the oxygen
supply, or negative-pressure
re.spirators.

"Apnea was reduced in all

17 babies, and eliminated in

some,” Dr Aranda ‘-aid.

' The babies were a little

more awake, they breathed
better, and their respirator%

rate increased significa-

ntly.”

'The group found in

premature newborns, the
half-life of caffeine can
range from 36 to 144 hours,
compared to four hours in

the adult, so care must be
taken not to clause excessive

stimulation to the central
nervous system. The babies
were given the caffeine
equivalent of one-fifth a cup
of eofiei- once l•verv two to

thrcf either orally, in-

travenously or intramu.s-

cularly.

Because 98% of babies
have significant levels of

caffeine in their cord blood

at birth, there is a tempta-
tion to speculate that caf-

feine withdrawal may be a

factor in apnea, but there is

no data to suj s' l ' : i ;

Aranda said.

Apnea usual
three to four '

birth, and .stop <'

to six weeks.
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Decriminalization . .

.

a matter of time
IT’S A QUESTION of time. Not, shall we decriminalize

marijuana, but to what degree do we decriminalize?
Already, several jurisdictions in the United States have

reduced penalties for pot use to traffic citation status — as in

the Oregon model. This is still one step removed from legal use,

but the taking of that step clearly shows a trend in public

sentiment.

Despite evidence that cannabis use involves some medical
risks, the laws are changing. They are changing because society

is forcing a change. As in so many cases, first the practice, then
the politics.

Are we going to prepare for the consequences?
Are we prepared to consider state and provincial boards to

control and regulate concentration, purity, and distribution of

this drug as we have with alcohol?

Can we afford not to do so?

Will we remain content to divert the individual user into

clandestine, unregulated, potentially dangerous supply
sources?
Wouldn’t it be easier to guard against distributors selling to

children by regulating the distributors?

Can we expect governments, seeing the drug sold anyway, to

withstand the temptation of laying their hands on potentially

large revenues? Everything else is taxed, why not pot?

Such questions will have to be considered before long. It

would be irresponsible to approach them casually. And it would
be tragic if we allowed ourselves to get bogged down in the same
diversions and distortions that have characterized so much of

the 20th century marijuana debate.

In the past, many scientists have opted for the battering ram
approach to decision-making about pot. They have allowed
themselves to be split into “pro” and “anti” marijuana camps.
Advocates of one or the other political hue have jumped upon
each small piece of scientific data to claim it as final and
conclusive evidence that marijuana is either harmful or not
harmful and should be opposed or approved.

There has been much damage done to the credibility of the
academic community as a consequence of this polarity, as

Michael Sonnenreich points out (Page 1). Too many value
judgements have been passed off as .science.

Let’s learn from that.

In considering some of the forthcoming issues we would do
well to realize the limitations of science in a debate that
involves life styles and social values.

As the Kalants put it in their book Drugs, Society and
Personal Choice: “Science can discover facts concerning the
acute actions of drugs . . . the consequences of prolonged or
heavy use . . . the extent of use, the factors which determine
this extent, and the probable consequences of change in the.se

factors.

“However, decisions as to whether these effects or con-
sequences are to be considered good or bad and how society

should react toward them fall not in the area of scientific fact

hut rather in the fields of personal and .social values, ethics, and
political feasibility.”

Of course, the social .scientist can give us clues about the
expected pnwalence of u.se should we decriminalize, or about
the kinds of control measures that would work best; and the
biologist, pharmacologist, or |).sychiatri.st can tell us what has
hecm observed so far in terms of the extent to which marijuana
causes physical or p.sychic damage. But we ought not expect
more*.

In terms of making decisions about the role of drugs in our
lives, .seientisls can’t hail us out. Nor can doctors.

Whether we want (o regulate marijuana, whether we want
our children to use it, whether we want its (juality, eoiieentra-
tion, and distribution eontrollc’d, are political and .social

decisions.

The fact is that, in the US at Ic'asl, marijuana is lieing

dc'criminalizcHl. Despiti' .some pretty .sound evidenee that the
drug can’t be good for anyone’s health (just as tohaeeo and
alcohol can't) and that it might, in fact, he* harmful, decrimin-
alization is taking place.

This isn't irrational, it just shows that medical criteria aren’t
the (»nly ones that matter iti a society that puts a high premium
on personal frc'ccloms and .self indulgence.

Six .stales have moved on I heir own. ('anadian l(>gi.slation now
pcuiditig siiggc'sls that this country will move* in a similar
(lin'ction, Peilia|).s tint to (he same' extc'id, hul in (In' same
direction.

Apparc'iilly, large* niimix'rs of people feel more I lirealened by
existing laws I ban I hey do by tlic* medical risks.

Dc'eision made*.

The ((ueslion now: How mtieli imagitealion and initiative can
we show in selling n|) control .systems I hat will kec’p llit'sc' risks
to a minimnm?

— Milan Kctrrnk

“Trouble is, when cannabis eventually gets decriminalized — we won't"

^ettefs to the ^ditof
More

letters — page 12

Alcoholism
in the family

Sir:

“Researchers have ignored
women” is the heading of the

article in the November i.ssue

of The Journal. It deals with

the alcohol and drug abuse
problems of women.
This is not the most basic

area of neglect by researchers
as related to women. Far more
women are injured by marriage
to an alcoholic hu.shand than by
alcohol abuse themselves.

Margaret Cork’s excellent
hook The Toiyotlen ('hildren,

indicates the very real damage
to children who have an al-

coholic parent or parents. At
least half of these children are

girls who carry this hurl into

their adult life.

There are al.so mothers of al-

coholics and sisters of al-

coholics.
S('venl('en years of proles-

sional work iti alcoholism and
an additional 2:i years as a cler-

gyman indicates to me that the

most neglecti'd area of research
is the family of lh«' alcoholic,

espt'cially I lie spouse of llie

alcoholic.

Alcoholism has roots in (he

family of oiigin and feed.s on
the nuclear family .system. Yet

I find no basic research on how
the family becomes the coun-
terpart of the illness, or what
the family needs in protecting

itself from damage and in

promoting recovery of the

alcoholic.

There are two key persons
who can inter\’ene and turn the

alcoholic in the direction of

recovery: the spouse and the

boss. Industry is learning how
to motivate recovery witli ben-

efits to itself as well as to the

alcoholic.

Is it not time we did some
basic research on the wife of

the alcoholic, how she fits into

the syndrome of alcoliolism,

what her needs are and the mu-
tual benefits to herself and her
alcoholic husband when she is

given adequate understanding
and help with her problems as

related to alcoholism?

Joseph I,. Kellerniann
Alcoholism Inforination ('Ir.

(’hurloltc ('oiinril

on .'VIroholisin Inc.

(’harlolte. North ('arolina

Alcohol costs

sir:

There can he little doubt that

lowering the drinking age to IS

years has not only created
mimerous social problems and

inci'cased insurance rates, but

has also added to Ontario’s al-

ready skyrocketing health aists

of $3 billion. Nutrition Can-
ada’s $2.5 million health sinTe.v

revealed that ONE THIRD of

our medical costs go to cover

malnutrition, a large percen-

tage related to the effiH'ts of

alcohol.

While highway accidents
have more than doubled for

drivers between the ages of 16

and 19 since the lowering of tho

drinking age, the real pnihlem

yet to be faced is the mon-
umental one of alcohol-relatcd

disease.

While parents, sociologists,

psychiatrists and politicians

ponder the government’s deci-

sion in lowering the drinking

age. the real and unseen
damage is being done to the

brains and bodies of teenage

drinkers. The tragic death of a

14-year-old Toronto .schoolboy

after drinking 13 oz of whiskey

is only one visible sign of the

damage being done.

/Mcohol is a poison to the

body. A recent Uallup poll in

tlie US found the majority of

people believe students have
“too many” rights. Prime Min-

ister Trudeau has been assailed

for his permi.ssive .society. Pa-

rents have been blamed for the

action of their children because

(continued on page 12)
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RENO, Nevada — In the care

and handling of drug abuse pa-

tients, physicians have often

been criticized for their nega-

tive attitudes, or their pes-

simism about the outcome of

treatment.

Dr Morris Chafetz, former
head of the National Institute

for Alcohol Abuse and Al-

coholism once reported that

physicians in a teaching hospi-

tal avoided the early diagnosis

of alcoholism and tended to

wait until the patient fit a der-

elict stereotype.

Others have noted that both

psychiatrists and psychol-

ogists considered treatment
benefits for alcoholics to be
very limited, and were reluc-

tant to become too personally

involved in providing treat-

y

I
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i

I

\
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f

ment.
In response to such concerns,

the American Medical Associa-

tion called in 1972 for “high
priority to be given to ped-

agological methods which will

encourage the medical stud-

ents to sort out their personal

experiences and subjective

feelings, and attain the goal of

personal objectivity.”

Changing such attitudes,

particularly via the classroom,

has remained an elusive goal.

But recent experiences of 48

second-year medical students

at the University of Nevada
in Reno show a well-struc-

tured course in drug abuse can

do more than just pass on bits

of information: It can change
the way a physician regards his

patient, and in turn strengthen

the chances for better quality

care.

The course, supported by the

NIAAA and the National Insti-

tute for Drug Abuse (NIDA)
career teacher program, was
developed by Dr John Chappel,

professor of psychiatry at

Nevada. It consists of 28 hours

— one full week of instruct-

ional time at the “end of the

central nervous system block”,

in the second half of the so-

phomore year.

The course involves each
student, in an experiential way,

with different aspects of drug
abuse. It uses videotape patient

interviews, clinical problem-
solving, and small group dis-

cussions. Each student is also

assigned an Alcoholics Anon-
ymous sponsor who takes him
to an evening meeting prior to

field trips to other treatment
programs.
The course also covers the

history and epidemiology of

drug abuse; management of

overdose and withdrawal;
medical complications; psy-
chological, cultural and legal

aspects of drug abuse; treat-

ment methods; detection tech-

nology; the role of the phy-
sician in treatment; physician

susceptibility; and prevention
mechanisms, and includes in-

terviews with basic and be-

havioral scientists.

The allocation of so much
time to alcohol and drug abuse
education within the “requir-

ed” portion of the curriculum is

rare.

“So far as I know,” says Dr
Chappel, “I have more required
— not elective — time for un-‘

dergraduate medical students
than any other school in this

country or Canada.
“Many places have a lot of

elective time, but I have that

one solid week,” he says.

If pre-and-post-test evalua-

tions of the course are any in-

dication, that week is doing a

lot in terms of helping students
develop more positive attitudes

toward their drug abuse pa-

tients.

Evaluations have shown,
overall, that students feel far

less hesitant about encounter-
ing drug abusers after the
course than they did before.

The most pronounced atti-

tudinal shift among the stu-

dents was in respect to users of

hard drugs (heroin, cocaine).

In effect, students were far

more willing to become in-

volved in the treatment of hard
drug users, and were more en-

couraged about the treatment
prospects.

Although this postive atti-

tudinal shift was most pron-
ounced in respect to hard drug
users, it was clearly discernible

in respect to alcoholics and
users of soft drugs (barbi-
turates, amphetamines, mar-
ijuana). The shift was very
slight in respect to compulsive
smokers and obese overeaters.

Following the course, the
students felt the greatest treat-

ment potential lay with self-

help groups such as AA, Syn-
anon, and Weight Watchers.
Even before the course, these

treatment modes were ranked
highly by the students, but the
course clearly accelerated their

support.

The potential value of job

counselling as a rehabilitative

mechanism rose considerably
in their esteem as they pro-

gressed through the course.

Students also seemed more op-

timistic about the role of family
involvement in treatment,
about individual counselling,
and about chemotherapy.
Following the course, stu-

dents saw the physician’s
role as being more critical to

treatment of drug abusers or
alcoholics than they had first

perceived. They also ranked
their own professional roles as
physicians higher than those of
the profession generally. In ef-

Changing physicians’ atti-

tudes to drug abuse pa-
tients remains an elusive

goal. But the University of

Nevada appears to be
making some important
gains, as The Journal’s
Contributing Editor, Milan

Korcok, recently learned.

feet, they had become more op-

timistic about what they had to

offer the drug abuse patient.

Pre - and - post - test mechan-
isms were also used to define
relationships between the drug
use experience of the students
themselves and their own atti-

tudes toward their drug-using
patients.

Dr Chappel points to some
provocative findings in this re-

spect. For example, students
who used drugs frequently (at

least two to four times a week)
appeared to become more
receptive to the prospect of

working with drug abusers, and

more optimistic about the phy-

sician’s role in treating al-

coholics, hard drug abusers,
soft drug abusers, and obese

overeaters.

Among the 89% of students

who reported using some al-

cohol, frequency of drinking
did not seem to have much ef-

fect on attitudinal change.
But, among students who

used no alcohol, there appeared
to be a “negative” attitudinal

shift: After the course, they
felt the physician should have
less responsibility in treatment
of the drug abuser.

This was a “puzzling and
disturbing” finding, says Dr
Chappel.
They may have felt that they

would refer patients to treat-

ment programs rather than at-

tempt to treat the drug depen-
dence themselves.

“I was disappointed in this

response. What I had hoped
would come about and what I

emphasized in the course was
that the physician has a re-

sponsibility and he can play a

significant role. Simply refer-

ring a person into a treatment
program does not mean the end
of that responsibility because
most treatment programs. do
not provide the necessary
medical care,” says Dr Chappel.
However, only 11% of the 48

students claimed to be non-
drinkers. The majority indicat-

ed they were willing to accept

more responsibility for their

own involvement in the treat-

ment process.

Bolstering the student’s
enthusiasm for treating the al-

cohol and drug abuser within
the academic environment is

important, says Dr Chappel.
“My experience indicates

students’ attitudes toward al-

coholics become increasingly
negative as they progress
through medical school.”

i
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By Ruth Segal, PhD
METHADONE IS currently the most
extensively-funded and widely-used
approach to the problem of narcotic

dependence.
Although it has aided many in-

dividuals to lead more stable lives and
eliminated their need to resort to

crime to maintain their addiction,
methadone substitution has been an
over-simplified and inadequate sol-

ution.

The recent development of potent
and safe narcotic antagonists has
provided the basis for a different and
effective model for the treatment and
prevention of opiate dependence.
Since narcotic addicts are a heter-
ogeneous group, they require differ-

ential diagnosis, treatment, and cri-

teria, to determine the most appro-
priate treatment modality for each
patient.

Narcotic antagonists are com-
pounds that block the euphoric and
physiologic effects of narcotics; they
are not addicting or habit forming and
have no abuse potential or blackmar-
ket Value. After narcotic antagonists
were found to block the euphoric ef-

fects of narcotics and prevent the
development of phy.sical dependence,
Wikler in 1965 and Martin in 1966
suggested that they could be useful in

the ambulatory management of abs-

tinent narcotic addicts.
For this purpose, an antagonist had

to be found that was effective when
taken orally and could block the eu-
phoria and dependence-producing ef-

fects of heroin or other narcotics
for a sufficiently long period between

THIS MONTH The Journal in-

troduces a new column.
Inside Science will be written by

scientists and researchers who will

describe particular aspects of,

theories on, or approaches to, var-

ious areas in the field of addictions.

To begin this monthly series, Dr

Ruth Segal of Toronto discusses
treatment of narcotic dependence
with antagonists.

doses, preferably for 24 hours or more.
Following these early suggestions

by Martin and Wikler, clinical trials

were pioneered by Jaffe at the Albert

Einstein College of Medicine; Freed-

man, Fink and Resnick at New York
Medical College; and Kleber at Yale
University.

At present, the narcotic antagonist,

naltrexone, appears to show the most
promise. It can block the effects of a

narcotic up to 72 hours, can be taken

orally, and blocks the euphoric and
dependence producing effects of nar-

cotics.

The individual who receives a nar-

cotic antagonist is protected against

narcotic addiction. Even if he uses a

narcotic, there will be no euphoria and
dependence will not develop. With this

protection, the patient can remain in

the community where rehabilitation

can take place despite the endemic
presence of heroin and other nar-

cotics.

Antagonists can be discontinued ea-

sily and without physiologic difficulty

whenever rehabilitation reaches a

point where medication is no longer

necessary. Should the patient be
tempted to use opiates again, as dur-

ing times of stress, he can be put back

on the antagonist and thus be protect-

ed against another failure. They are

not appropriate for all narcotic users

but they offer unique benefits to .some

of tho.se being treated and can be u.sed

in a variety of ways.

When a narcotic antagonist is given

to a subject who is physically depen-

dent on narcotics, the antagonist will

precipitate signs and symptoms of

narcotic withdrawal (abstinence syn-

drome) and when used in this way can
be a useful tool in the diagnosis of

physical dependence to narcotics. If

the person is not narcotic dependent,
the narcotic antagonist will cause no
reaction.
There are several other potentially

valuable applications of narcotic an-

tagonists in the treatment of narcotic

dependence. One is a transitional
treatment for individuals detoxifying

from methadone treatment programs.
This use stems from recent recogni-

tion that a secondary abstinence syn-

drome (protracted abstinence) may
emerge after detoxification from
methadone and contribute to relapse.

Early reports from patients who have
been treated for this purpose indicate

that naltrexone relieves symptoms oc-

curring during this period. These
reports are being investigated. The
antagonist can be discontinued easily

when it is no longer needed. The phy-

sical discomfort anticipated by pa-

tients planning to detoxify from
methadone often interferes with their

being able to take this step or to deal

with the significant emotional factors

associated with being drug-free.

Another advantage of antagonist
treatment is the ease with which
patients can resume taking medication
whenever this additional support is

needed, as in respon.se to acute stress.

A patient who feels he may not be
able to resist using narcotics or who
has begun to use them again after

being medication-free for a time, can
thus avoid re-addiction and failure.

The knowledge of the easy availability

of this protection is reassuring to the

patient.

Antagonists are also particularly

valuable because they can be used for

prophylaxis. They can be given to

sporadic opiate u.sers who have not yet

developed a physical or p.sychological

dependence to prevent occasional use
from being reinforced and ultimately

conditioned.
They can also be u.sed for people

with a hi.story of narcotic dependence
who are being released from correc-

tional institutions. The antagonist
may be a useful tool to be used during
transition from institution to com-

munity when susceptibility to relapse

is high.

The antagonist may also prove to be
of benefit to people attempting to

remain narcotic-free who are not
users of heroin or other illicit narco-

tics. This group may include depen-
dence-prone professionals such as

nurses or doctors and community peo-

ple who obtain t hei r narcot ics t h rough
licit channels.

Clinical .studies designed to identify

criteria or t.\q)ologies that can be ap-

plied in selecting the mo.st appropriate

treatment modality for an individual

patient are nece.ssary. At this point it

appears the most important element

for succe.ssful treatment with narcotic

antagonists is motivation. Further
re.search will provide more informa-

tion about what types of dependent
persons will beneUt mo.st from this

treatment.

It should be emphasized that narco-

tic antagonists should not be .seen as

replacement for methadone. Meth-
adone will continue to be a useful tool

for a person who is physically depen-

dent and for whom abstinence is not a

realistic goal at that time; whereas the

antagonist is appropriate for the ab-

stinent narcotic addict who is trying to

maintain a narcotic-free state.

Ruth Segal is acting joint pro-

gram head, Narcotics Depen-
dence Program, Clinical Institute

of the Addiction Research Foun-
dation of Ontario
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Drug fears haunt Mexicans
Bv Thomas Land

^tduiid th
GENEVA — Improved coor-

dination of law enforcement
throughout Mexico and Latin

America have failed to reduce

the volume of narcotics smug-
gled to the lucrative black mar-
kets of the North.

South America is also the
source of all cocaine entering

the illicit international chan-
nels, and of some of the can-

nabis (particularly from Col-

ombia) destined for the North
American markets. And it

remains a staging point in the

illegal traffic of drugs between
Europe and North America.

A report by the United Na-
tions’ International Narcotics

Control Board, issued in Gen-
eva, reviews the current efforts

of the Mexican Government to

eradicate the opium poppy and
the cannabis plant. Enforce-

ment services there have re-

cently dismantled several clan-

destine laboratories manufac-
turing heroin and have also

scored several spectacular suc-

cesses in the arrest of major
international traffickers carry-

ing more than 150kg of cocaine
— almost the equivalent of the

total quantity seized in 1973.

The board reports the Mex-
ican authorities are planning to

strengthen drug control laws
and have already developed im-

proved cooperation with en-

forcement services and cus-
toms departments of neigh-
bouring countries.

“All these methods are very
positive,” the board comments.
“Nevertheless, drug abuse
would appear to be spreading,

particularly along the frontier

with the United States.

“Since experience shows that

in the countries where illicit

production exists it often leads

sooner or later to a contamina-
tion of the (local) population,

the board is sure the Mexican
authorities are giving this mat-
ter the most serious attention.

wide problem in Latin America.
Apart from the exclusively An-
dean phenomenon of coca-leaf

chewing, the use of cannabis is

particularly widespread and
the use of psychotropic sub-
stances is on the increase,
specially in Argentina and Bra-
zil.

“Furthermore”, the UN
report politely emphasizes, “in

view of the large quantities of

heroine, cocaine and cannabis,

of Mexican origin or transiting

through Mexico, which are
supplying the vast illicit mar-
ket in the United States, it is

essential that the authorities

should increase their efforts

still more.”

Over-production of coca-leaf

persists in Bolivia and, while

chewing absorbs a large pro-

portion, the remainder is con-

verted illegally into crude co-

caine near the production areas.

Drug abuse is a continent-

The authorities are currently
studying the feasibility of crop
substitution schemes in order
to reduce the cultivation of the
coca-bush. But this would be an
ambitious undertaking requir-

ing a sustained effort on the
part of the governmental auth-
orities, the board observes, as

well as considerable and con-
tinuing foreign assistance.

Six Latin American coun-
tries — Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Pe-
ru — have come together in a

search for a regional solution to

their common drug abuse prob-
lem. They recently held a con-
ference which, the board com-
ments, “should help to improve
narcotic drug control in the
region as soon as the resolu-

tions adopted are implement-
ed”.

Discussing the annual disap-

pearance of a high proportion
of the coca-leaf production in

Peru, the board urges a thor-

ough examination of the entire

system of production and con-

trol “so that the national auth-
orities themselves may have a

clear picture of the situation. It

is . . . difficult to see how there
can be any appreciable im-
provement as long as the cul-

tivation of the coca-bush is still

practised on so vast a scale.”

Foreign happiness
Zambia’s Department of Cul-
tural Services wants to end the
foreign habit local beer
drinkers have adopted of clink-

ing their glasses and saying
“cheers”. A program aimed at

reviving the country’s customs
encourages its officials to
“take measures to stop Zam-
bians from using foreign ways
of showing happiness when
drinking in bars”.

Cancer agents
A Mexican conference recently
heard that marijuana contains
a higher concentration of pos-

sible cancer-causing sub-
stances than does smoke from
normal cigarette tobacco.

Nosy reporter
Ecuador’s junta rulers have
ordered a United Press Inter-
national reporter to leave the

Sociology of drug abuse

UN appeals for worldwide effort
GENEVA — The United Na-
tions’ International Narcotics
Control Board has made a

worldwide appeal for inten-
sified support of informed dis-

cussion and research into the
causes and sociology of drug
abuse.

In its annual report issued in

Geneva, the board declares: “It

is now universally recognized
that the main obstacles in the
campaign to eliminate drug
abuse are the supply of drugs— in other words illicit produc-
tion and manufacture — illicit

demand, and the traffic which
meets that demand. It is the
demand, however, which raises
the most complex problems.

’ \

PUBLISHED
PROCEEDINGS

Now—the most comprehensive

volume covering this subject area
Contains 91 papers from the 5 sections of the conference;

Section

Section

I The Epidemiology of Alcohol and Drug Related Traffic Accidents

II Pharmacological, Phyysiological, and Psychological Aspects

Relevant to Driving Impairment

Section

Section

Section

I I I Analytical Aspects

IV Control and Preventinn

V Public Education and Information

Clothbound, 940 pages $30.00

(Library Discount 20%, Bookseller Discount 30%)

Order by catalogue number P-240 from

Marketing Services,

Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario,

33 Russell Street, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

since its causes are the most
difficult to identify and the
remedies for it have not yet all

been found.
“It is therefore more import-

ant (now) than ever to contin-

ue research on the aeteiology
and sociology of drug abuse. It

is true that some progress has
been achieved and that certain

causes of drug addiction have
been identified; but they inevi-

tably vary from one region to

another and even from one
social group to another within
the same society. They also

differ from individual to in-

dividual, and for each of the
substances which lends itself to

abuse.

“Measures to be taken in the
field of treatment, prevention
and rehabilitation must there-

fore take account of specific

situations, and it is for each
country to determine which of

these measures are most ap-

propriate to its own situation.

Internatioaal exchanges of in-

formation on the experiences

gained and techniques devel-

oped would permit all countries

to benefit from the research

results achieved by each.”

The board emphasizes, how-
ever, that attempts to acquire a

better understanding of the
problems related to demand are

UK hospitals

get scorchecJ

by cigarette

vendors
LONDON — Aiitl-smokliig

rainpaignors have found that

stopping the sale of cigarettes

to patients in British hospitals

can he an uphill fight.

It has even led to one strike.

In a hospital in Scotland
cigarettes were hanned from
the trolleys hroiight In hy
private traders who go around
the wards selling eandy and
reading matter. Within two
weeks, the sellers said their

profits had fallen so drastically

that unless they could return

to selling cigarettes they would
refuse to enter the hospital.

Hospital officials had to give

in.

Delegates reported more
success in dealing with volun-

tary organizations which oper-

ate small shops in many other
hospitals.

not sufficient to mitigate its

most devastating effects. The
campaign against the illicit

traffic also calls for sustained
practical action.

“Staff must be reinforced,”

the board urges, “and the re-

sources devoted to enforcement
must be increased; and it is also

necessary to display greater de-

termination and to develop na-

tional, regional and interna-
tional cooperation.

“Moreover, in the regions
which produce the agricultural

raw materials used for the il-

licit manufacture of narcotic
drugs, it is only by a stronger
national will and greater inter-

national solidarity that these
problems will be lessened and,

in time, gradually eliminated.”

After the wave of drug addic-

tion in the 1960’s, many gov-

ernments have considerably in-

creased their efforts to tackle

the problem. But the board
fears the world has grown ac-

customed to living with the
drug problem and many coun-
tries may be tempted to relax

their vigilance.

Indeed, the report makes a

pointed reference to several
unnamed countries said to be
contemplating the legalization

of poppy cultivation if only’ to

avoid embarrassment to gov-

ernments which must admit
they are unable to prevent it.

"Such an initiative would ag-

gravate the situation." says the

board, "both at the national

level, because of the risks of an
increa.se in addiction, and also

at the level of the international

community, because of the
risks of an increase in the in-

ternational illicit traffic.

“The board therefore strong-

ly urges the governments of

the.se countries to abandon any
such plans for economic, social

as well as legal reasons . .

.

"Effective control of the
production of opium calls

for .spiH'ial techniques and
procedures which the prt'sent

producing count rios aut horized

to produce for licit export have
taken a long time to develop;

and even in these countries
there art' still cases of diversion

to the illicit market. The im-

po.ssibility of exercising effec-

tive control would be bound to

operate to the advantage of il-

licit traffickers and the action

required to deal with the result-

ant increase in the illicit traf-

fic would also place a heavy
burden on the national police

forces and customs authorities,

and would raise international

protest."



country as an “undesirable”
tenant. The reporter’s abrupt

withdrawal from the country

came after he asked about a

reported intervention by Vice
Administrator Alfredo Povedo
to protect a narcotics dealer

from arrest.

Help, not hurt
Chronic alcoholics need help,

not imprisonment, says the
Police Superintendents’ As-
sociation of England and
Wales. The association states:

“These people need help more
than most and the thing they

need most is a roof over their

heads.” Unfortunately, say the

superintendents, resources
available for chronic alcoholic

are “totally inadequate”.

! Love that vino

THE JOURIMAI

Although thirsty Russians have a penchant for soda water, which sells in Moscow street vending machines,
their continued preoccupation with alcohol has officials worried. Soviet officials have Intensified efforts in

educating the public about alcohol abuse, and enacted a series ofpenalties and fines for those who disobey
increasingly stringent liquor laws.

New USSR alcohol data

Teenage use abounds

Italy is once again the interna-

tional frontrunner in wine
consumption, having con-

sumed 29.2 gallons per capita

in 1974. Italian drinking
habits, however, reached a

peak in 1968 with per capita

consumption recorded at 30.6

gallons. The French are not far

behind Italy’s number one po-

sition, having quaffed 27.21

gallons each in 1974.

Drink/drive
A new law on drinking and
driving in the Netherlands sets

a revised legal limit for drink-

ing drivers of 50 milligrams of

alcohol per 100 millilitres of

blood. Police may now stop

Dutch motorists at random and
on suspicion of drinking call

for a breath test. The law also

allows a policeman to prevent a

motorist from driving on, and
even to stop someone about to

^ve if he seems to have been
: drinking.

It’s elementary
Australia’s alcohol educators
are taking little comfort in the

results of a recent survey of

more than 3,000 students in

grades six through 12. While
one-third of grade-six pupils
believe alcohol is a potential

danger to their health, only
2.7% of grade 12 students
think along the same lines.

Finland slows down
The state alcohol monopoly of

Finland, known as ALKO, is

starting a new drive to encour-
age the use of milder alcoholic

beverages and restrain over-all

indulgence.

I
By Macabee Dean

;

TEL AVIV — The drug prob-

I

lem, which seemed gradually to

I

be dying down in the early
1970’s, has emerged again with
renewed vigor.

Strangely, it was Israel’s la-

test two wars which brought
about both upsurges.

The 1967 Six-Day War
brought in its wake a consider-
able number of volunteers who
inculcated in local youth the
idea that smoking hashish was
“modern and fashionable”.
When these volunteer young
people, mainly American, went
home, the hashish problem
diminished.

The causes following the
Yom Kippur War of October,
1973, were totally different.
The considerable losses in
manpower and sudden political

isolation caused the country to
go into a trauma. When this
ended, in the months following
the war, the population went
into a state of bitter self-crit-

icism and reform.

By John Domberg
MUNICH — For the second
time in the past three years the

Supreme Court of the Soviet

Union has held a “plenary ses-

sion” devoted exclusively to

“intensifying the struggle
against alcoholism and alcohol

abuse”.

Top jurists from all over the
country and supreme court
judges from each of the USSR’s
15 republics attended the meet-
ing in Moscow to listen to

reports and participate in dis-

cussions about the Soviet
Union’s current anti-alcohol

drive.

The meeting, publicized at

length in Sovietmedia, provided

unusual insight and divulged
rarely available information
about the scope and extent of
alcohol abuse in the USSR and
measures being taken against

it.

Thus, S. I. Gusev, deputy
prosecutor general of the
USSR, told the group that in

1974 more than 600,000 motor-
ists were brought up on various
charges of operating a vehicle

while intoxicated.

The figure refers not only to

accidents with property dam-
age, personal injuries or loss of

life but to simple violations of

the traffic rules. Mr Gusev in-

dicated those caught repre-
sented only a fraction of the

Faith in the country’s leaders
collapsed, and many of them,
including Golda Meir, were
ousted. A series of financial
scandals rocked (and is rocking
today) the country. The crime
rate soared, especially crimes
of violence, “protection”, and
extortion.

A certain moral rootlessness
and disregard for the wisdom of

the elders set in, and drugs
again became popular — this

time as a sort of “escape” from
reality, rather than a way of
showing-off.

According to a recent report
by the Attorney-General,
Professor Aharon Barak, the
estimated number of people us-

ing drugs of all kinds in Israel

is about 100,000. (Several years
ago the estimated figure was
40,000).

Most of these, it is frankly
admitted, are young people who
uses hashish, more or less as an
“experiment” in growing up.

Most will not become addicts,

but those who go on to try pep
drugs and heroin may.

motorists who drive while
under the influence of alcohol.

(The USSR currently has
about three million privately
registered cars, about two mil-

lion registered by firms and
government agencies, and
some three million trucks in

operation.)

R. A. Simson, chief justice of

the Estonian Republic Su-
preme court, reported since
implementation of the 1972 law
restricting the outlets and
hours of sale for hard liquor,

there had been a 16% reduction
in the number of “package”
stores as well as restaurants
selling spirits in Estonia. Gross
sales of alcoholic beverages had
dropped by 12%.
On the other hand, according

to E. A. Babayan, of the Soviet

ministry of health, there has
been a nation-wide increase not

only in production of samogon
— moonshine— but also in the

output of what he called “local-

ly made cheap alcoholic bever-

ages that do not meet even the

lowest standards”.

He said: “These beverages
which, in contrast to samogon
are produced legally and sold in

stores, lead more quickly to

various psychotic phenomena
than licensed vodka does.

Although we have adopted im-

portant rules restricting the
sale of alcoholic beverages, we

However, Professor Barak
said there are at least 1,600
hard drug (mainly heroin) ad-

dicts in Israel, and the number
is increasing at the rate of 150 a

year. Some estimates, put the

number of hard drug addicts as

high as 3,000.

The authorities have tackled
the hashish problem by educa-
tional methods and the Min-
istry of Health is planning to

open “weaning” stations for

hard drug addicts.

At present, the only possible

way to wean the hard drug ad-

dict is to send him to one of 16

beds set aside in psychiatric

wards.

The ministry has refused
permission to several doctors to

write prescriptions for drugs
for addicts, to force the addicts

to seek official government
help. The only result so far has
been that several pharmacies
have been broken into and
robbed of their drugs, and the
black market price of heroin
has soared.

have done nothing to control
their production.”

Babayan also disclosed infor-

mation about the drinking
habits of Soviet juveniles. He
read out a letter from a teacher
in Kiev who had been told by a

number of her grade six girl

pupils how they had gotten
drunk on champagne at the
birthday party of one of their
classmates.

“Where were your parents?”
the teacher asked.

“They were pouring the
drinks,” the girls replied.

The deputy-chief justice of
the Soviet Supreme Court, S. G.
Bannikov, reported on a recent
poll according to which 75% of

all eighth grade, 80% of all

ninth and 95% of all grade 10
boys in the USSR use alcoholic

beverages regularly.

(Compulsory education
starting somewhat later in the

USSR, eighth, ninth and 10th

graders are 15, 16 and 17-

year-old respectively).

A. F. Demyanenko, a justice

of the USSR Supreme Court,
reminded lower court judges
that Soviet law allows courts to

prohibit alcoholics from being
paid their wages directly and
that there are provisions for

transmitting an alcoholic’s pay
to a court-appointed member of

his or her family or to a legal

guardian.

“This law,” said Mr Demyan-
enko, “is not being used fully

and all too often lower courts

display a tolerant, compassion-
ate attitude toward those who
abuse alcohol.

“Good naturedness toward
the drunkard is an impediment
to combatting drunkenness,”
he said.

“Judges do not always take
this into consideration when
.setting penalties,” said the res-

olution.

According to the re.solution

the element of aggravation is

obligatory and binding on all

lower courts and may be cir-

cumvented by sentencing
judges “only if they give writ-

ten reasons for their dec-

isions”.

The resolution, which in the
Soviet context has as much
authority as a decree by the
Communist Party Central
Committee, also .stre.s.sed the
necessity of comprehensive and
thorough investigation by local

court and prosecution officials

into cases involving the in-

ducement of juveniles or the
illicit manufacture of vodka
and other homemade spirits.
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Drunken tars

put UK fleet

in danger
By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — “What shall we
do with a drunken sailor?”

This question from the old

sea shanty is today drama-
tically relevant to the crews
of Britain’s fishing fleets.

A large number of fishing

boats put to sea these days
with so many crewmen in-

capacitated by drink that the
ability of the ship to survive

any emergency in the first

day or two after leaving port
is seriously open to doubt,

says the report of an expert

committee to the govern-

ment.
The study, by a committee

set up by the Department of

Trade and which included
ship owners and crew union
members, found a number
of serious faults. These in-

clude:

• Heavy drinking ashore,

leading to missed sailings;

• Refusal to sail, either by
the drunken fisherman him-
self or by his colleagues;

• The prevalent and in-

creasing practice of holding
parties, known by crews as

“cheer parties”, aboard the
vessel before and after
sailing and with drinking
going on sometimes for
three days after sailing;

• The ease with which
large amounts of liquor can
be illegally placed aboard
fishing vessels.

The experts admit in the

report that they are unable
to reach “firm conclusions
about the reasons for the
very heavy drinking which
seems endemic to fishing in-

dustries, beyond the obvious
explanation that despite the

many improvements in

working conditions, the fi-

sherman’s life at sea is still

so harsh that some of them
are psychologically incapa-

ble of facing the prospects of

a new trip without first

dulling the senses by over-

indulging in alcohol.”

It adds: “Although we
were told not more than
about 15% of fishermen
were immoderate drinkers,

we were disturbed at the
amount of evidence which
showed the hardcore con-

sisted of younger men be-

tween 18 and 35.”

The supreme irony is that

the experts agreed that “ex-

cept for drink, we were una-

ble to identify any single

cause of poor discipline in

the fishing industry”. They
also concluded there is “no

single solution to the prob-

lem.”

“We believe the true solu-

tion lies in a combination of

effective statutory measures
and industry-agreed arran-

gements associated with im-

proved recruitment and
training techniques.”

The report recommends a

tightening up of the law
concerning a crewman’s go-

ing aboard bis ship while
under the influence of al-

cohol or other drugs, as well

as his taking alcohol aboard.

Tom Neilsen, secretary of

the Federation of Trawler
Skippers’ Guild, said after

the report: “Frankly, most
indiscipline is caused by
drink.
“We want skippers to have

powers to discipline men, I

and rules to stop owner.s i

putting aboard illicit sup-

plies of drink as an in- I

ducement to get men to sea.”
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of too little guidance and affec-

tion in the home.
Too little attention has been

focused on the physical damage
to mind and body by alcohol.

When one hears that 40% of all

hospital beds in France are
filled with alcoholics and that

in the state-controlled Soviet
Union, alcohol is becoming a

major problem, we must take a

closer look at what alcohol does
to the body.

Alcohol acts as a diuretic in-

creasing urinary losses of 35
out of 40 nutrients needed daily

for bodily functions and good
health as all but five of the vital

nutrients (Vitamins A, D, E, K,

and linoleic acid) are water
soluble and readily lost in the
urine. The excretion of magne-
sium, used by the body’s ner-

vous system and vital to muscle
action and the brain, is in-

creased FIVEFOLD by alcohol
— inducing a deficiency in cal-

cium that can cause nervous-
ness, tension, stress, hostility

and anger. The result may be
violent behavior. Alcohol des-

troys many of the vital B com-
plex vitamins with the result

• • •

that damage to the nervous
system can bring on violent an-

ti-social behavior. Faulty nu-
trition can upset the normal
mental process.

The more deficient our diets

become, the greater the craving
for alcohol and sugar. The lar-

gest organ in the body — the
liver — can suffer permanent
damage, with death the final

result. The first step in remov-
ing the craving for alcohol is a
well-balanced diet high in pro-

tein. “Sugarholics” often turn
into alcoholics. The rela^^ion-

ship between the craving for
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sugar and alcohol is close, often
triggered by poor eating habits
of highly-refined “junk foods’’

that supply only carbohydrates.
With $1 billion a year in

Ontario going to repair the
damages of malnutrition, isn’t

it time we look at the destruc-
tion it causes to the minds of
our young people, with its re-

sultant rebellious anti-social
behavior? It’s costing more
than money!

Dean J. Kelly, Author
“Overfed and Undernourished”
Port Perry, Ontario

Hypocrisy

Si^:

It was recently reported that
each adult in Ontario drinks an

’Slavs boost

average of 300 bottles of beer,
six bottles of wine, and 12 bot-

tles of liquor every year.
However, I believe a majority

of residents would favor rais-

ing the present drinking age of
18 back to 21.

Surely, these adults who con-
sume that much alcohol are be-

ing hypocritical when they
recommend such a policy.

It is so easy to demand
leadership from politicians
when we are not willing to
demand leadership from our-
selves.

William E. Rae
Scarborough, Ontario

r >

The Journal welcomes
Letters to the Editor

consumption
MUNICH — Alcohol consump-
tion has increased by 66% dur-

ing the past decade in Yugo-
slavia.

According to Nin, the Bel-
grade weekly news magazine,
per capita consumption of pure

alcohol has jumped from 9 to 15
liters annually since 1966.
The magazine, which is

semi-official, reports there are
700,000 alcoholics in Yugos-
lavia — about 3% of the total

population of 21 million.

J.M. Khanna, Ph, D.

Editors: Y. Israel, Ph, D.

H. Kalant, AA.D. Ph. D.

The primary objective of this publication is to

present recent work aimed at the un-
derstanding of the pathogenic mechanisms of

alcoholic liver disease and possible ap-
proaches to prevention or intervention in its

treatment.

The book covers a wide range of topics on the

epidemiological, circulatory, biochemical,
and clinical aspects of alcoholic hepatitis and
liver cirrhosis. A full section is also devoted
to the Pyrazole-induced modifications of

hepatic pathology.

The contributing authors of this volume are
well recognized authorities in the field of liver

pathology and alcohol research. The book
should prove very useful for anyone in-

terested in the field of alcoholism and liver

pathology particularly researchers and
clinicians dealing with organic complications
of alcoholism.
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Early clues in alcohol score-board.

.

By Thomas Hill

BOCA RATON, Fla. — Diag-

nosing an alcohol problem after

it has ruined a person’s health,

drastically depleted his re-

sources, and perhaps left him
down-and-out, is not good en-

ough, says Dr Ronald J. Catan-

zaro of Florida.

Dr Catanzaro is director of

the Palm Beach Institute, a

private facility for the treat-

ment of people with drug, al-

cohol, personality and inter-

personal problems.

He revealed some of his own
techniques for early identifica-

tion of alcohol-dependence at

the second annual Palm Beach
County Alcoholism Education

Seminar. It was held here at

Florida Atlantic University
under the joint sponsorship of

10 regional and state organiza-

tions concerned with alcohol-

ism.

The Palm Beach psychia-

trist, who is internationally

known for his development of

“familization therapy” (The
Journal, July 1, 1972), has two

lists of alcoholism symptoms
which he has found helpful —
an early stage and a late stage

list.

He concedes that dividing

this complex, multi-faceted dis-

ease into only two stages is an
oversimplification

.

“But it’s an oversimplifica-

tion that has some practical

value,” he told the seminar.
“It’s accurate enough for.r<)ur

purposes.”

His list of early stage symp-

toms contains nine questions.

The individual who gives affir-

mative answers to three or

more of these questions has “an
early alcohol problem”.

Of the nine questions on ear-

ly stage symptoms. Dr Catan-

zaro stressed one that he con-

siders especially important; It

is ‘have I ever forced myself to

go without drinking for a long
period of time “to prove I really

could take it or leave it alone”?
“I always say that I have one

diagnostic question that will

tell me whether someone has a

drinking problem or not,” Dr
Catanzaro noted.

“When that person walks in-

to my office I simply ask him
one question. I say, ‘Do you
drink?’ If the visitor uses one
particular phrase I know he has
a problem. That phrase is, ‘I

can take it or leave it alone’.

“What that person thinks
he’s saying is that he doesn’t

need it. But what he’s really

telling you is that he has just

two choices— to take it or leave

it alone. With only those two

choices he can’t be a so-called

social drinker, although he may
tell you that’s what he is.

“Going without drinking for

some time to prove he doesn’t

need it is real self-recognition

that he has lost control. If I

don’t have loss of control over
eating hot dogs I don’t have to

go without eating hot dogs for

three months to prove some-
thing.

“What the man with the
problem has proved to himself
with his little experiment is

that the only control he has is

100% abstinence.”

Another question which Dr
Catanzaro considers one of the
keys to early diagnosis of an
alcoholism problem is number
one on his list: ‘Do I frequently
use alcohol as a drug to treat

my nerves (or to help me relax,

to put myself to sleep) ?’

Discussion of this issue with
the person who thinks he or she
may have an alcohol problem,
or with his or her spouse, will

almost always give the ther-
apist an insight into whether or
not the individual really has a

problem. Dr Catanzaro main-
tained.

Alcoholism has a long his-

tory, he said. Drawings in

Egyptian tombs show it has
been around for at least 6,000

years. But it’s only in the last

40 years that a body of know-
ledge has been developed “to

help people to help people”.

“Within the last decade the
field of alcoholism has changed
radically. We began listening to

what we’d been saying all these
years. We’d been saying that
only 5% - 10% of persons with
alcohol problems cannot pay
their own way. The other 90%
or so are middle class

individuals.”

It’s in this 90% — usually
people with significant respon-

sibilities at work, at home and
/or in the community — that
early diagnosis of an alcohol
problem is important, so the
disease can be treated before
the individual’s ability to han-
dle his responsibilities is ser-

iously impaired.

“This group is now finally

getting the attention,” Dr Ca-
tanzaro said, “hopefully with-
out the other 5%-10% being
forgotten.”

. . . What is your alcohol LQl?
(Intake Quotient)^

EARLY-STAGE SYMPTOMS

1. Do I frequently use alcohol as a drug to treat

my nerves (or to help me relax, to put myself
to sleep.)?

2. Do I frequently drink more than I intend?

3. Am I drinking more in recent years?

4. Do I spend more money for drinking than I

should at times?

5. Has anyone close to me become concerned
about my drinking, particularly my spouse?

6. Do I tend to minimize my drinking?

7. Am I harder to get along with since I began
drinking more?

8. Have I ever forced myself to go without
drinking for a long period of time “to prove
I really could take it or leave it alone”?

9. Have I ever had a blackout or loss of memory
while drinking?

yes no

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

LATE-STAGE SYMPTOMS
1. Do I lose time from work due to drinking?

2. Is drinking endangering my health?

3. Do I require a drink the next morning?

4. Have I ever had the “shakes” after a drink-
ing spell?

5. Have I ever been on a “bender” (had D.T.s,

etc.)?

6. Have I ever quit a job or been fired because
of drinking?

7. Has my spouse ever threatened to divorce
me because of my drinking?

WHAT’S YOUR ALCOHOL I.Q. SCORE?
EARLY-STAGE I.Q. If your I.Q. is three or more (one point

for each positive answer), then you have an early alcohol

problem.
LATE-STAGE I.Q. If your I.Q. is two or more (one point for

each positive answer) you have an advanced alcohol problem.

*Dr. Catanzaro’s breakdown of pointers to early-stage and
late-stage alcohol problems.

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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Living Sober

. . .by Alcoholics Anonymous
World Services,

(459 Grand Central Station,
New York, NY 10017), 1975.

95p. $1.50

Although it does not offer a

plan for recovery from al-

coholism, this booklet presents

a collection of some of the tech-

niques that AA members have
perfected for avoiding drink.

Breathalyzer??? Or
Breathaliar???

. . .by Ame B. Hansen
Ame B. Hansen,

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

(PO Box 10638, Glendale, CA
91209), 1975.

42p. $1.00

The author feels that too many
drivers are not aware of the
procedures and laws governing
the utilization of the breath-
alyzer, and he stresses the
danger involved when a motor-
ist is subjected to a breath test

after the use of an alcohol
based mouthwash.

Aminergic Hypotheses Of
Behavior: Reality Or Cliche?

. . .edited by Bruce Kenneth
Bernard
National Institute on Drug
Abuse,
(11400 Rockville Pike, Rock-
ville, Maryland 20852), 1975.

155p. $6.25

Views on the relationship
between the function of the
brain monoamines and their
effect on behavior are present-
ed in the 10 papers which com-
prise this monograph. Pro-
gressing along a continuum of

behaviors from those which are
well-defined as causally related

to the brain amines to others

No. 6 of the published

proceedings of the

International Symposia

on Alcohol and

Drug Problems

BIOLOOICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL
APPROACHES TO
DRUG DEPENDENCE
Edited by: H.D. Cappell and

A.E. LeBlanc

It is generally agreed that progress toward ameliorating

the social costs of excessive drug use cannot be made by

a single discipline or approach. In this volume, some of

the most fruitful lines of attack available to biological and

behavioral sciences are presented and a wide range of

conceptual issues is addressed. Any scientist or practi-

tioner working in the area of drug dependence and abuse

will find the contents of this volume instructive.
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which have a speculative rela-

tionship, the papers deal with
parkinsonism, steep, agression,

and the relationship between
monoaminergic systems and
the behavioral effects of drugs.

Other Books

Drug Interactions. The Effects
of Alcohol and Meprobamate
Applied Singly and Jointly in

Human Subjects — Carpent,
J.A. (editor. Journal of Studies
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Biochemical Pharmacology of
Ethanol — Majchrowicz, Ed-
ward (editor). Plenum Press,
New York, 1975. Proceedings of
the American Chemical Society
Symposium held in Chicago,
August, 1973. 367p.
An Assessment of the Diffu-
sion of Heroin Abuse to
Medium-Sized American Ci-
ties — Greene, M. H., Kozel, N.
J., Hunt, L. G., and Appletree,
R. L. Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention, Wash-
ington; 1974. 106p.

Drug Abuse and Drug Policy—
Bejerot, Nils. Acta Psychia-
trica Scandinavica Supple-
mentum 256, 1975. “An
epidemological and meth-
odological study of drug abuse
of intravenous type in the
Stockholm police arrest pop-
ulation 1965-1970 in relation to

change in drug policy.” 277 p.

The Vietnam Drug User Re-
turns — Robins, Lee N. US
Government Printing Office,
Washington, 1975. 95 p.

Involving the Physician
Through Alcohol Education
and Training — Eastern Area
Alcohol Education and Train-
ing Program Inc., Bloomfield,
1975. 81p.

DIA/FDA/NLM Symposium
on Unusual and Under-Utilized
Drug Information Resources— Drug Information Journal,
conference held October, 1974.
30th International Congress on
Alcoholism and Drug Depen-
dence — Tongue, Archer and
Tongue, Eva (editors) . Interna-
tional Council on Alcohol and
Addiction, Lausanne, 1975,
99p.

Experimentation in Controlled
Environment: Its implications
for Economic Behavior and
Social Policy Making — Miles,
C. G. (editor) Addiction Re-
search Foundation, Toronto,
1975. Papers presented at the
International Symposia on Al-
cohol and Drug Research. 170p.
5th International Institute on
the Prevention and Treatment
of Drug Dependence — Inter-
national Council on Alcohol
and Addictions, Lausanne,
1975. 156p.

QUAD Review 4 — Drug quali-

ty assessment program. Infor-

mation Canada, Ottawa 1975.

215p.
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Documentation
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references under sublect headings and

Subject and Author Indexes.
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on important developments in

alcohol research.
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1 year, $25; 2 years, $45; 3 years, $60.
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1 year, $35; 2 years, $63; 3 years. $84.

(Outside U S A. add $2 per year.)
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Coining Events
w

In order to provide our
readers with adequate
notice of forthcoming
meetings, please send an-
nouncements as eariy as
possible to: The Journal,
33 Russell Street, Toron-
to, Ontario MSS 2S1.

American Orthopsychiatric
Association 53rd annual meet-

ing— March 3-6, 1976, Atlanta,

Georgia. Information: AOA of-

fice, 1775 Broadway, New York,

New York, 10019.

Conference on Interactions of

Drugs of Abuse — March 9-12,

1976, New York, New York. In-

formation. Ms E. Marks, New
York Academy of Sciences.

American Society for Clinical

Pharmacology and Therapeu-
tics — March 18-19, 1976, Seat-

tle, Washington. Information:
Mrs. Elaine Galasso, ASCPT.
Texas State Conference on Is-

sues in Alcoholism — March
21-23, 1976, Arlington, Tex-

as. Information: Alcoholism
Council of Texas, 510 South
Congress, Suite 406, Austin,
Texas, 78704.

Third National Drug Abuse
Conference — March 25-29,

1976, New York, New York. In-

formation: Joyce H. Lowinson,
MD, Chairperson, National

Drug Abuse Conference, 1500

Waters Place, Bronx, New
York, 10461.

Pediatric Pharmacology —
April 1, 1976, Toronto. For in-

formation: Dr Robert Imrie,
Etobicoke General Hospital,
Rexdale, Ontario.

International Conference on
Alcoholism and Drug Depen-
dence — April 4-9, 1976, Liver-

pool, England. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

National Alcoholism Forum —
April 9-13, 1976, Washington,
DC. Information: ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Work in Progress in Al-
coholism 1976— May 6-8, 1976,

Washington, DC. Information:
National Council on Alco-

holism, 2 Park Ave., New York,
New York, 10016.

22nd International Institute
on the Prevention and Treat-

ment of Alcoholism — June
7-12, 1976, Vigo, Spain. Infor-

mation: ICAA, Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzer-

land.

The Committee on Problems of

Drug Dependence — June 7-9,

1976, Richmond, Virginia. In-

formation: Committee on
Problems of Drug Dependence,
NAS-NRC, 2102 Constitution

ARF BOOKS PROGRAM REPORT SERIES No. 3.

Drug Education;
Current Issues,

Future Directions
by R.G. Smart and Dianne Fejer

This book, in an information-processing

approach, argues that drug education should be
viewed in the light of basic studies of commun-
ication and persuasion. The best method to date

has been to define drug education as an

influence process in which one has to consider

which sources of persuasion are most effective

for what receivers and through which channels

or media. The book summarizes the relevant

research on the information processing

approach and shows how that approach can best

be used in drug education development. The
problems and reasons for failure of drug

education programs are outlined.

The final chapter discusses ideal approaches
to drug education programs and outlines further

areas of investigation and study.

Educators and communications and socio-

psychological researchers as well as profession-

als working in the field of addictions will find

this book useful.

1 1 2 PAGES, SOFT COVER *3.95

Order by Catalogue No. P-242 from

Addiction Research
Foundation

33 Russell Street, Toronto, Canada MSS 2S1

Attn: Marketing Services

THE JOURNAL, March 1, 1976— Page 15
Ave., NW, Washington, DC,
20418.

Utah School on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies —
June 13-18, 1976, Salt Lake Ci-

ty, Utah. Information: Univer-
sity of Utah School on Al-
coholism and Other Drug
Dependencies, PO Box 2604,
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84110.

Eleventh Annual Conference
of the Canadian Foundation on
Alcohol and Drug Dependen-
cies — INFORMACTION 1976
— June 20-25, 1976, Toronto,
Ont. Information: W. J. Gil-

liland, Conference Manager,
Addiction Research Founda-
tion, 33 Russell St., Toronto,
Ont, M5S 2S1.

Sixth International Institute
on the Prevention and Treat-
ment of Drug Dependencies—

June 28-July 2, 1976, Hamburg,
Germany. Information: ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lau-
sanne, Switzerland.
The Third Institute on Drugs,
Crime and Justice in England
— July 6-28, 1976, Christ’s Col-

lege, Cambridge University.
Information: Dr Arnold S.

Trebach, Director, Institute on
Drugs, Crime and Justice in

England, Centre for the Ad-
ministration of Justice, The
American University, Wa-
shington, DC, 20016.

Eleventh International Con-
ference on Medical and Bio-

logical Engineering — Aug.
2-6, 1976, Ottawa, Ontario. In-

formation: Conference Office,

National Research Council, Ot-

tawa, Ontario, KIA 0R6.
Ninth International Confer-

ence on Health Education —
Aug. 29-Sept. 3, 1976, Ottawa,
Ontario. Information: Can-
ada’s Organizing Committee,
Ninth International Confer-
ence on Health Education, c/o
Canadian Health Education
Specialists Society, PO Box
2305, Station D, Ottawa, Ont.

27th Annual Meeting of Al-
cohol and Drug Problems As-
sociation of North America —
Sept. 12-16, 1976, New Orleans,
Louisiana. Information: AD-
PA, 1101 Fifteenth St. NW,
Washington, DC, 20005.

First World Conference <m
Therapeutic Communities —
Sept. 20-25, 1976, Katrineholm,
Sweden. Information: ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lau-
sanne, Switzerland.
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Dealcoholized drinks

Are we going to swallow them ?
ALTERNATIVE DRINKS for alcohol

abstainers have been readily availa-

ble in Europe for many years. But the

gradual introduction of dealcoholized

beverages to the sophisticated North
American market has met with some
obstacles.

For the moment, Ontario is being

used as the primary test market in

North America for dealcoholized
wines. The fate of such wines, in

terms of the rest of Canada and the

United States, may well rest with On-
tario’s consumers and its Liquor Con-
trol Board.

By Karin Sobota

THE EMERGENCE of non-alcoholic
alternative drinks in Europe has been
called Teetotal Lib by abstainers
weary of substituting sweet soda pop
for more pleasant tasting, but al-

coholic, drinks.

The advantages of dealcoholized
beverages to a wide segment of society

may, therefore, be captured in a few
brief scenarios:

• Non-drinking couples are finally

able to enjoy the dry, flavorful taste of

wine at a party without having the
mood-changing effects of the alcohol

they are trying to avoid. After as

many drinks as they please, they are

able to drive home safely.

• Teenagers under the legal drink-
ing age can indulge in the “grown-up”
taste of dealcoholized beer — without
side-effects — and with parental
approval.

• And finally, a person on a self-

imposed diet can enjoy a glass of
dealcoholized wine without guilt as it

contains about half the calories of

“regular” wine.

The advantages of dealcholized
products to teetotallers, situation-

al abstainers, and alcoholics, are
numerous. The trouble is, those who
want to purchase these drinks may not
be able to find a store that sells them.

In Ontario and Hull, Quebec, deal-

coholized wines are being market-
tested in delicatessens by Carl Jung
Wines Canada Limited, the sole dis-

tributors of non-alcoholic wines in

North America. Sales are not high
and the company is blaming the sit-

uation on the obstinacy of the Liquor
Control Hoard (LCB) in Ontario.
Public acceptance of any deal-

coholized product depends upon the
successful marketing of the Carl Jung
"lest ca.se”, say its producers. The
dealcoholized wines the comi)any
produces have to be sold through L(]H
retail outlets to be both accessible to

and accei)led by the pul)li<', the ('arl

Jung (Company maintains.
Unfortunately, the Hoard, which

decides what to sell Ihrougli its out-

lets, as w('ll as what not to sell, does

Biubiiia Cowat)

"Doiticoholizod wines won't succeed
without government liquor store

exposuie.

"

rr.

fey «-

not seem eager to list Carl Jung deal-

coholized wines.

Why not?
Only the Board knows for sure and

it’s adamant in its refusal to discuss

the matter.

Even the Carl Jung people are not
sure why their product is not being
accepted by the Board.
“After all,” says Barbara Cowan

whose title is health director and
public relations appointee for the
company, “the Liquor Control Board
of Ontario should be concerned with
the ‘control’ part of its name and
selling a good-tasting alternative
beverage in their stores would be the
first positive step.”

In a written brief to General George
Kitching, chief commissioner of the
LCBO, and with whom the decision

ultimately rests, Mrs Cowan writes:

“The concept of providing an alter-

native beverage to alcohol is accepted
by the Addiction Research Founda-
tion of Ontario as a small answer to

the problem of alcoholism.”
The product of the Carl Jung com-

pany, she tells everyone, is an answer
to all people, for whatever reason, who
do not want to drink alcohol — an
estimated 20% of Ontario’s popula-
tion over the age of 15.

Mrs Cowan backs up her statements
about the potential widespread accep-

tance of dealcoholized beverages in

North America, by quoting statistics

from Europe where sales of such
products by government-controlled
liquor outlets and private food stores

are increasing each year.

The Finnish State Alcohol Monopo-

ly, known as ALKO, carries three
dealcoholized products. In 1969, more
than 12,000 cases were sold and, by
1973, the figure climbed to more than
17,000.

Sweden, which carries 12 varieties

of non-alcoholic wines, sold 48,250
cases in 1970. That figure rose to

92,092 cases in 1974, and since then,

sales have increa.sed 20% per year.

“As proven by the Scandinavian
countries’ experience, the sales of
dealcoholized wines have increased by
100% since 1970 when they became
available in government liquor
.stores,” Mrs Cowan states. Simply put,

she says, dealcoholized wines won’t
succeed without government liquor
store exposure.
Why not?

Because, she explains, people are
not prepared to spend an extra $3 of

grocery money to |)ureha.se wine.

Dealcoholized wines should be as

available' to the public as are retail

lieiuor outh'ts, she says. And, the'

I,('HO should he conce'rned with

George Kitching

The Gonei.il won't explain why ho
doesn't want to see non alcoholic
heveiages in liquor stores

providing a sophisticated alternative
to alcohol.

Recently-amended legislation does
allow LCBO outlets to stock non-al-
coholic beverages in addition to their
regular supplies, but dealcoholized
wines will not necessarily appear on
the shelves.

To prepare itself to meet the criteria

for possible listing, the Carl Jung
Company is prepared to produce a
drier wine. It now bottles a semi-dry
white, a semi-sweet red, and a white
sparkling product for Canadian con-
sumption.

Originally, the dealcoholized wines
produced by the Carl Jung vineyard in

.

Rudesheim, West Germany, were bot-

tled under the “Counterweight” label

as a diet wine. Its failure to sell on
grocery shelves was blamed on non-
existent promotion, a mistake that
won’t happen again, according to Mrs
Cowan.
While it’s difficult to obtain the

approval of the LCBO, it may prove
even more difficult to gain public ac-

ceptance of this alternative.

Like decaffeinated coffee, deal-
coholized wines lose some flavor
through the process which eliminates
all but y2 of 1% of the alcohol. (In
Europe dealcoholized wines contain as

much as 2i^% alcohol).

The wine produced by the Carl Jung
company is derived from the com-
pany’s major industry — the produc-
tion of brandy.
The brandy is made by distilling

wine to produce a higher alcohol con-
centration. The company uses a

vacuum distillation process and the

residue becomes the dealcoholized
wine.

And that’s the only way of making
the dealcoholized wine industry a

profitable venture, Mrs Cowan ad-

mits.

According to Dr Joan Marshman,
head of Pharmacological Sciences at

the ARF, it’s technically impossible to

become intoxicated by drinking wine
containing so little alcohol.

She estimates it would be necessary
to consume 25 times the amount of the
dealcoholized product as regular wine
containing 12% alcohol by volume, to

have the same effect.

While dealcoholized beverages may
not produce a pharmacological reac-

tion, a psychological response may
occur to tho.se who drink them while
on Antabu.se treatment.

“It is not outside the realm of po.s-

sibility that these people may exper-
ience a pseudo-reaction. Dr Marsh-
man says.

Nevertheless, the product has the
growing support of a number of peo-

Wolfgang Schmidt

"Dealcoholized wines are a pleasant-

tasting substitute (or alcohol
"

pie in the alcoholism field, including
Dr Wolf Schmidt, ARF Associate Re-
search Director.
He believes non-alcoholic wines to

be a pleasant-tasting substitute for
alcohol and one that can be used by
both alcoholics and young children
and as an accompaniment to meals.
The Carl Jung company’s optimism

about seeing their product marketed
through retail liquor outlets rests
with the new membership of the LCB,
who will take their seats in the near
future.

If the new board in Ontario doesn’t
accept the concept of non-alcoholic
beverages in its stores, the province of
Newfoundland will be approached, as

government officials there have in-

dicated an interest in selling deal-
coholized wines through their liquor
stores.

While the “battle” continues, a
reverse marketing procedure is being
established for the potential sale of
dealcoholized beer.

Again, Carl Jung wines has initiat-

ed steps to produce such a beer for the
Ontario market and is now negotiat-
ing with an Ontario brewery to buy
fermented beer and remove the al-

cohol from it. From there the beer
would be bottled and sold to the public
and/or to restaurants as draft beer.
Cardinal Moussy a dealcoholized

Swiss beer product now sells for about
60c a can in Ontario. The Carl Jung
company hopes to undersell Moussy
by about half, and plans to do so by
regaining excise taxes paid to the
federal government through the
original purchase of beer from the
brewery before the dealcoholization

process takes place.

Metbrau, an American-produced
malt beverage has been sold in Canada
for three years. Although the Me-
tropolis Brewery which produces this

beverage is not saying by how much,
they do indicate its sales are increa.s-

ing.

Metbrau, however, and BirrcU, a

Swiss malt beverage, never had any
alcoholic content to begin with; do not

go through the traditional beer brew-

ing process and, as a result, cannot bo

classified as a beer. Several other
American-produced malt beverages
fall into this category, but there are

only a few brands.

As sketchy as the variety of deal-

coholized beverages is information
about non-alcoholic drinks. Both the

US National Clearinghouse on Al-

cohol Information, and the .ARF's Re-

.source Library have little on file.

And since the subject is tvlatively

new here, public reaction remains to

be seen.
Will other wineries enter the scene

and create a competitive market?
Chateau Cartier, an Gntario winery,

has developed a "wait-and-see" philo-

sophy. depending upon the success of

the Carl Jung experiment. Other win-

eries will likely follow the same pat-

tern.

Hut. for the future and probably for

this continent, price, taste, and above
all public acceptance of the deal-
coholized products in Ontario. Mull
Quebec and even Newfoundland, will

decide the fate of this alternative for

North .America.

Joan Marshman

"It's technically impossible to become
intoxicated by dunking dealcoholized
wine

"
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New data expose
By Milan Korcok

WASHINGTON-The problem
of heroin use in the United
'States is getting worse and it

was wrong to be so optimistic

about an apparent reduction of

use in 1973: This encouraged
claims that the war on drugs
had “turned the comer”.

Announcing a new series of

reports on heroin use indica-

tors, Dr Robert DuPont, direc-

tor of the National Institute
on Drug Abuse (NIDA), ad-

mitted he had been wrong both
in suggesting the drug epi-

demic which flared in the 60s
had receded in 1973, and in

generalizing for the nation as

a whole, drug use data derived

primarily from New York City
and Washington, DC.

“What was at that time de-

scribed by me as well as others
as a secure national trend (of

reduced heroin use) turned
out to be regional and tempo-
rary,” said Dr DuPont.
“We know from a number

of sources that 1973 was a low

heroin use
point in terms of the last five

or six years in the heroin prob-
lem. But we now have clear ev-

idence that since 1973 the her-

oin use problem in the United
States has deteriorated.”

Though the country may
not be experiencing the same
high peaks of usage that char-
acterized the epidemic in the

60s, there is a steady, progres-
sive increase, a “very worri-
some kind of trend".

The report released by Dr
DuPont was the first in a se-

ries that will monitor use
trends over time. The mea-
surement model being used re-

lies on medical examiner re-

(See— Heroin — Page 12)

GM plan

reveals

alcoholic

workers
By Karin Sobota

OSHAWA-One of the largest

companies in Canada reckons
it has identified 30% of its em-
ployees who have a problem
with alcohol since the intro-

duction in 1972 of an alcohol-

ism recovery program.
General Motors of Canada

bases its figure on estimates by
the Addiction Research Foun-
dation of Ontario that 7% of

.
employees in industry have an
alcohol problem.

Statistics just released to

The Journal by the company
show that to date 640 of GM’s
34,000 employees across the
country have been found to be
problem drinkers. According
to the ARF theory, GM may
have as many as 2,400 problem
drinkers.

Other statistics released by
GM indicate costs to the com-
pany resulting from sickness

and accidents benefits, work-
men’s compensation claims,

and grievance procedures filed

by employees, have decreased
considerably from employees
who have had treatment for

their alcoholism.

Ray Lunn, co-ordinator of

GM’s Alcohol Recovery Pro-

gram, outlined the statistical

study which began in 1972.

“At the Oshawa plant,
(where approximately 15,000

people are employed), we did a

study on 152 hourly rate em-
ployees who had been referred

to our medical department. Of
152, 104 went for treatment
(for alcoholism), while 48 re-

fu.sed.”

Study results were well re-

ceived:

• One year before treat-

ment, 182 sickness and acci-

(See — GM — Page 12)

More ammo for the anti-smokers
By David Milne

ALBUQUERQUE-An enzyme
defect associated with the de-

velopment of emphysema may
give anti-smoking campaigners
much-needed ammunition. Dr
Kenneth M. Moser said during
an interview at a meeting here
of the American College of

Physicians.

Since finding that people
deficient in the proteinase in-

hibitor alpha-l-antitrypsin
(A-I-A.T.) are destined to

develop chronic obstructive

lung disease, investigators
have correlated carrier pheno-

types with pulmonary function,

structure, and clinical be-
havior, said Dr Moser,
Dr Moser is director, pul-

monary division. University
Hospital of the University of

California, San Diego.

It is now known that more
than 90% of the population
have normal levels of A-I-A.T.

or MM phenotype.

About 5% are MZ phenotype
and have intermediate levels

of A-I-A.T., although the level

fluctuates.

And one out of every 1,000

people is homozygous ZZ and
has extraordinarily low levels

of the inhibitor.

The chances of people with
ZZ phenotype developing em-
physema are close to 100%,
and they begin to get symp-
toms when they are 28 instead

of 48 years old, depending on
how much they smoke.

“I think this is a thoroughly
compelling reason for getting

people not to start smoking
and for smokers to stop,” he
said.

“One of the problems in per-

suading people not to smoke is

that we cannot .say it is defi-

nitely going to harm them.
“Now we can .say that they

are going to get emphysema
(See— Emphysema — Page 2)

Agency
tightens

its grip

in BC
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER - British Co-

lumbia’s streamlined Alcohol
and Drug Commission is ex-

pected to adopt a hard line ap-

proach to the chronic drug
abuser.

The commission's new chair-

man, Bert Hoskin, former
head of the Narcotics Addic-
tion Foundation (now called

the Narcotics Addiction Ser-

vice), is well known for his

outspoken criticism of the
“permissive” approach of the
commission.
He has already given notice

he intends to tighten the reins,

both on the agencies the com-
mission supports and on the
drug abusers themselves.

In his first public appear-
ance since his appointment by
the new Social Credit govern-
ment, he said the commission
will de-emphasize methadone
maintenance programs for
heroin addicts and work on
plans for compulsory treat-

ment of addicts who come be-
fore the courts and of alcohol-

ics in detoxification units.

(See-You-Page 7)

The ambience of the English-style pub is being recreated in British Columbia where neighborhood pubs

are fast gaining popularity. See Page 3 for the story.

• "The reason whey teenage
drug prevention programs
haven't worked is that they

reached the kids too late,"

according to Kerry Stowell, the

inventor of an unusual
health-oriented teaching pro-

gram aimed at children. See
Page 4 for story.

• "Le Patriarche, " a self-

styled megalomaniac, poses
with his family outside their

chateau-therapeutic com-
munity, La Boere. Life here is

a constant psychotherapy
session See The Back Page.

More Inside

• ARP’S new president

• Detox centres

• Inside Science
• Around the World
• Coming Events
• New Books
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Drug abuse in the elderly — there are more questions than answers.

Drug use by aged will increase

and needs more study now...
By Jean McCann

BOSTON-The elderly of the
future may be much more
likely to abuse drugs than old

people of today, according to

Dr Richard V. Phillipson of
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse.
At the annual meeting of the

American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Dr
Phillipson predicted: “With
•the present younger genera-
tion more prone to self-

medication, and using greater
amounts of ps'ychoactive
drugs, it is more than probable
that as this group ages there
will be an increase in the prob-

lem of misuse of drugs by the
elderly.”

He also predicted that in fu-

ture, as many as one of every
three elderly people will be
using psychoactive drugs, with
their abuse potential.

What is of particular con-
cern in all this, he said, is that
at present there are too few
studies and too few recom-
mendations about how drugs
should be used by the elderly.

Studies that do exist show
drugs are metabolized differ-

ently in older than younger
people. Clearance of a drug may

be greatly delayed in the
older group.
This fact is being greatly

neglected in the elderly as are
questions relating to alcohol
and caffeine consumption, cig-

arette smoking, and the con-
comitant taking of other medi-
cations, said Dr Phillipson.

He said it is not uncommon,
for instance, for a patient to

enter a nursing home for long
term care and to “have three
or more new drugs prescribed,

with no effort made to review
the drugs already ordered by
the physician outside.

“It is not unknown for pa-

tients to receive four or five

drugs regularly, with twice as
many more ordered to be ad-

ministered ‘when required’.”

Psychological factors as well

as physical factors must also

be studied further. Dr Phillip-

son said. When is the patient

with mental symptoms suffer-

ing from organic brain syn-
drome, a functional disorder,
or cerebral arteriosclerosis?
How do psychoactive drugs act

in the aged?
This last question is espe-

cially important, he said, as
the drugs most frequently

used in the aged include thora-

zine, chlorpromazine, diaze-

pam, chlordiazepoxide and
amitryptaline. These are in ad-

dition to “the three most com-
mon ‘recreational’ drugs—caf-
feine, nicotine, and beverage
alcohol”.

Dr Phillipson believes physi-
cians prescribing drugs, espe-

cially to elderly nursing home
patients, should be required to

certify that they have reviewed
the drug histories, and elimi-

nated all unnecessary medica-
tions, before prescribing new
ones.

He was also critical of the
Food and Drug Administration
for not taking into account the
needs of the elderly when ap-

proving new drugs for use.

“FDA regulations do not
make it obligatory that aging
be considered a factor when
new drugs are tested for psy-

choactivity or for abuse poten-

tial”, he said.

“Surely there is a case to be
made to require that all

studies of drug metabolism,
pharmacokinetics and efficacy

include a reasonable sample of

elderly as well as younger sub-

jects.”

Sleeping pills are unnecessary in the elderly
By Harvey McConnell

EDINBURGH — Sleeping pills

for the elderly are not neces-

sary because the majority will

suffer naturally from broken
sleep, believes Dr Ian Oswald,
of the department of psychiatry

(Continued from page 1)

much earlier if they are in the
high risk group.

“It is very clear that persons
who are ZZ homozygous for

the enzyme defect have a com-
pelling reason not to smoke.

“In their ca.se the risk is

100%.

at the University of Edinburgh.
Dr Oswald is a committee

member of CURB (Campaign
on the Use and Restriction of

Barbiturates) organized by
physicians to advise colleagues
on the prescribing of barbitur-

“Now if MZ carriers have an
increased incidence of lung
disease-and this is currently
under debate-it would mean
that 5% of the population are
at increased risk by smoking.”
The large number of people

at risk would give a strong
thrust to anti-smoking cam-
paigns, he said.

ates. The group is government
financed, as it is deemed to be
in the public interest, but is

completely free and indepen-
dent.

Dr Oswald told a conference
organized by CURB that
studies have shown that with
advancing age, sleep is more
broken in the majority of men
and women. At the same time,

surveys find it is the older peo-

ple who take the majority of

sleeping pills.

“But as broken sleep is a nor-

mal phenomenon it should rar-

ely be necessary to prescribe

any sleeping pills, barbiturate

or otherwise,” he said.

Benzodiazepines are said to

promote normal sleep “but
electrical brainwaves show that

this is untrue”.

Research has found that the
withdrawal of both barbitur-

ates and benzodiazepines can
induce anxiety by rebound
“although both are prescribed
to relieve anxiety”.

Both of the drugs can inter-

fere with skills needed the fol-

lowing day. They can also im-
pair judgment to the extent
that an overdose can occur.

Dr Oswald said that phenoth-
iazines do not have the disad-

vantage of dependence or abuse
but tend to leave the patient
dull the next day.

He added: “It is important
that a full history is taken by
the doctor from depressed pa-

tients. If the depression is a

reaction to social or emotional
situations, anti-depressants
will not help and may be taken
in overdose.”
Dr B.R. Ballinger, consul-

tant psychiatrist with the Royal
Dundee Hospitals, said from
the psychiatric point of view

barbiturates are not as serious
a problem as alcohol. How-
ever, their prescription does
present many difficulties.

He told the conference:
“Although withdrawal of the
drug is often successful, the
results of long-term followup
have not always been very
encouraging.”
Mild dependence on psycho-

tropic drugs “is found in up to

one quarter of psychiatric hos-
pitals admissions if a broad
definition of dependence is

made, and barbiturates and
methaqualone are particularly

liable to cause this”.

Another problem with psy-
chiatric patients is they do not
take drugs as they are pre-
scribed. “It has been found that

47% were not taking the drugs
as prescribed, according to the
results of urine tests,” Dr Bal-

linger added.

Emphysema warning

for some smokers

Pot may not wash in Gotham City
By

Wayne
Howell
OREGON, AEA.SKA, Cali-

fornia . . . the states are
dropping like dominoes,
Eaost causes in the struggle
agaitist the (l(‘eriminaii'/.a

tion of mari juana.

It lias been predicted at

l(‘ast one half of tlu* remain-
ing stales will make e<|uiva

lent legislative' change's
within the' ne'xt fe'w ye'ars.

Ame'iie'a, it appe'ars, is fi

nally geiing lei ge'l ‘gre'e'ne'el’.

But IS It?

Ame'iie'a ee'rlainly has mil

e|uile' gre'e'ne'el the' way
Charh's Re'ieh e'xpe'ele'el it

weiulel whe'ti he' wreile' 7/ir'

(irirnniii ei/ Aincnat in

liiVd, the' lieieik that gave' the'

va.ipu' phileiseiphie'al mus-
ings eif the' flowe'r e'liilelre'ii a

lii!iii;i eif inle'lle'e'l u;il re'-

spe'e laliihly and gave' e anna-

bis credit for helping to lib-

erate young minds from the
drudgery eif Conscieiusness I

and (^on.scieiusness II into

the enlightened state of

mind kneiwn as Cein.scieius-

ne.ss III.

For America has not geit

greener sine'c 1970, it has
got greyer. It ajipears the
he'aely heijie's eif the late

lOOOs — fri'e'deim, leive, and
fleiwer peiwe'r, a chicken in

e've'ty peit anel a little' peit in

e've'ry chiek have' he'en

elaslu'el by the' eceineimic

re'alilies eif the* 197()s.

Neil surprisingly, e'eilh'gi'

preite'sts anel raelie'al peilitics

are' Out Hitting the' lieieiks is

In, inle'rrupte'el ein eie'casiein

by a geieiel eilel fashieine'el lie'e'r

bust at the' frat heiiise'.

'I'lie'se' seie ial e hange's li.ive'

lie'e'ii eleie iinie'iile'el liy seie ieilei-

gists (llie'ie' is iie've'r a sheirl

;ige' eif seicieiliigist s peip

anel neil-sei peip whe'ii it

eeime'S lei sluelying the' meiiiel

of the' e anipus’ ) anel are' alsei

ceiiifirme'el liv meire' re'lialile'

sources, the comic strip

Doonsbury for instanc'e.

So it appears that if the
sociologists have indeed de-

scribed the tides in the af-

fairs of young men cor-

rectly, then we are in for a

flooel of 195().s-style High Se-

rieiu.sness. For it was a fine

thing tei make a preitest

against the rat-race by elrop-

ping out and turning on—as

ieing as yeiu kne'w that the'y

were' heilding a plae'e for yeiu

on the treadmill. But neiw

. . . well eve'iyeine agrees, it

would he nice to get into

medical school. Those ar-

('lu'lypal .le'wish molhe'rs
we'ie' right all along.

IMiarmae'ologual miplica

lions’ It may turn out that

pot is a pastoral ph'asiire'

. 111(1 pastime', unsuile'd for

the' ('la of the' l!>7()s. I’rior

to the' 19ti()s will'll the' post

industrial age' was de'clare'd,

sonu'whal pre'tnaliire'ly ;is it

luriu'd out, by Reich and
ollie'i's marijii.'ina had
never made' signific.inl in

roads into modern indus-
trial western cultures. It

was a third world wei'd.

In Vietnam, before the
Americans arrived, canna-
bis was a drug u.sed by old

men who couldn't afford
steady visits to the local

opium emporium; young
men who went to Saigon to

‘get ahead’ (Cein.sciousness

II types) would have no-

thing to do with it. And al-

though the'y gniw good grass

in Bolivia, it is not by ac-

cident that tho.se who have
the fortune (or the misfor-

tune) to be caught up in the

industrial state -the tin

miners—prefer to che'W coca

leaves.

Marijuana, in short, may
he' a kind of Katmandu cock-

tail, a sort of Marrakech
martini, that just doesn't

mix with compelilive capi

lalism and Gotham go-

gelling

All this is not to suggest
that pot will lie'e'ome a jiar-

lah among mind-he'iiding

drugs: there will always be
tho.se who for various rea-

sons take it as their own. It

is to sugge'st that the decri-

minalization of marijuana
will perhaps not have the

dire consequeiuH's prt'dicted

by tho.se who ft'ar its le'gali-

zation or quasi-legalization

will lead to fundamental .sev

cial changes. For there have
been, and there are occur-

ring now, fundamental so-

cial changes as a result of

eH'onomic circumstances and
it may Ih' that these changes
are inimical to the wide-

spread u.se of marijuana.
I’erhaps it is not coinci-

dence then, that students
have lurne'd to alcohol with

a vengeance; Ripple's the

thing ;ind Boone Farm's the

fling. There's one thing

about booze, the next morn-
ing when you get up - if you

gel up you're ready to

stomp all over the first guy
that dares ge't in your way.

This is not a bad attitude to

have if you want to gi't into

graduate school.
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{Now the BBC evening news

but first here ’s a word

against smoking ’

A
child's

query
Michael

Barratt

By Harvey McConnell
LONDON— A concerted effort
to give up cigarettes by team
members before and behind
camera on the British Broad-
casting Corporation’s nightly
news and feature television
program, Nationwide, has
turned, literally, into a nation-
wide anti-smoking campaign.

Viewer reaction to the Give-

Up-Smoking-With- Nationwide
idea has surprised the pro-

ducers: More than 1,000
people have troubled to write in

to say they have given up
smoking along with members
of the program team.

Thousands more have sent

letters and cards of encour-
agement for anchorman Mi-

chael Barratt and his fellow

newspeople up and down the

country. Many have sent snip-

pets of advice on how to suffer

through the pangs of giving up.

The campaign, which started

on New Year’s Day, has also

had a profound impact on
many young people, who are

obviously worried about a par-

ent who smokes.

Two examples of the many
cards from children: “Dear Na-
tionwide: My mother will not

stop smoking and I wonder if

you could help me.’’ And: “Dear
Nationwide. I love my daddy
and I don’t want him to die

from cancer. How can he stop

smoking?”

The campaign has made a big

impression on Dr David Owen,
Minister of State for Health
and Social Security. He told Mr
Barratt during a recent ques-
tion and answer session with
viewers: “I think it is one of the
best things-that has happened.

“What you are doing is to

identify yourselves with the
problem. In your very real way
you are adopting an addiction

clinic approach. I think it is

very successful because it is

going out nationwide.”

Mr Barratt, a smoker for
years, said the campaign owes
its origin to the decision by
Jane Smith, a production assis-

tant, to stop smoking just
before Christmas. Several
other production people joined

her.

When the team started to

think about the New Year and
resolutions, the idea of a na-

tional campaign involving the

broadcasters themselves was
born.

Mr Barratt said he felt he
knew what would not work.

Past scare campaigns about
dangers from lung cancer
“have shocked people but tend-
edto make them switch off.”

He knew from his own exper-
ience doing four commercials
for television and movie houses
— “and I was accused of
hypocrisy at the time because I

smoked” — along lines of “look
how much money you save” did
not work either.

“It has got to be a team effort,

and that is what it is for our-
selves on the program. We hope
that the viewers will join in

with us,” he explained.

Weekly practical advice is

given by Dr Charles Fletcher, a

consultant physician and chest
specialist who is also a founder
member of ASH (Action on
Smoking and Health).

Reporter Bob Wellings, an-

other heavy smoker, said: “It is

a very supportive thing and
everyone is suffering. We ar-

rive at the studio in the morn-
ing and the talk is ‘how did you
get on last night’ and ‘how are

you feeling.’ All of this gives a

sense of help.”

Regional reporters have
joined in the campaign and give

weekly accounts on how they
are faring. Nobody pretends it

is easy and ways of discour-
agement have ranged from eat-

ing ridiculously hot curries to

sucking vile-tast in g throat
lozenges.

Mr Wellings said even on
days off, team members are in

contact. Mr Barratt, who spent
a recent week in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, was on the
phone every morning offering
solace and words of advice.

The only person in the pro-
gram team who stopped and
then starting smoking again is

Valerie Singleton. She did ad-

mit, however, she was not 100%
dedicated to the idea of giving
up when the plan started.

In his appearance on the pro-

gram, Dr Owen told ques-
tioners the idea of a massive
drop in tax revenue if everyone
were to stop smoking is often

voiced, but in reality is a red

herring.

“Nobody expects it even if

they want to — and nobody
wants people to give up smok-
ing more than I. But I know
perfectly well they are not go-

ing to suddenly stop.

“The best we can hope for is a

slow process in which people
give up smoking.”

In this way new ways could be

found gradually of replacing
the billions of dollars collected

annually in tobacco tax.

Dr Owen added: “I think it is

hard to give up smoking and I

think we have to be under-
standing of the difficulties. The
biggest problem is to decide
what is the role of government.
“We live in a free society. To

what extent does the govern-
ment tell you you will do the
following?

“I have done my best to per-
suade and to educate and to do
the very best I can with disin-

centives to people to give up
smoking, especially the young.
But there is a limit to what
government can do.”
Dr Owen said a differential

tax between cigarettes and pipe
tobacco — at present the tax is

put on the leaf as it enters the
country — “is worth looking at

as a serious proposition”.

“However, there is always the
problem that many cigarette

smokers who switch to pipe
tobacco still inhale and this
would be even worse for them
than cigarettes.”

Dr Owen said: “We also need
to know a great deal more about
the scientific component of
smoke and what it is that makes
people, I would say, addicted.”

Vancouver’s answer to ye olde Englishe pub
w

By Tim Padmore

“And it’s no, nay, never;

“No, nay, never, no more,
“Will 1 play the wild rover,

“No never, no more!”

VANCOUVER — Shoulder
to shoulder, glasses held high,

a hundred happy voices reson-

ate in the simulated oak rafters

of British Columbia’s first

genuine neighborhood pub.

It’s Friday night, standing
room only, and the only clear

space is in the no man’s land
between the dart boards and
the dart players.

Outside the Dover Arms, a

queue that started forming at

7:30 pm stretches around the
corner; inside, beer and wine,
Cornish pasties, and meat pies

are served by waitresses or
from the bar; piano player

John Ainsworth leads the
sing-along; and between dit-

ties, conversation burbles and
fellowship ripens.

For decades, BC beer drink-

ers have had to do their quaff-

ing- in vast, unsavory hotel
beer parlors. These are places

where an almost palpable at-

mosphere of smoke and stale

beer screens prostitutes and
drug addicts trying to score,

where studiously bored busi-

nessmen watch a genuinely
bored stripper, where pound-
ing rock music swallows up the
possibility of conversation.

No, nay, never, no more.

Two years ago, as part of a

legislative package liberalizing

BC liquor laws, the former
NDP government okayed the
neighborhood pub.

“We hope the new pubs will

introduce a kind of facility

with style and class and ele-

gance, that will be smaller and
promote moderation and com-
panionship,” said then attor-

ney-general Alex Macdonald.

A year ago, the Dover Arms
opened in the midst of the

apartment towers of Vancou-
ver’s West End. It was mo-
delled as a sort of Hollywood
image of a British pub, and it

has been bursting at the seams
ever since.

Says ex-Briton Barry Ste-

phenson, a salesman for a local

steamship company who drops

in at the Dover Arms nearly

every evening:

“It’s one of the closest

things I’ve come upon to an
English pub. It’s nothing to do

with the decor; it’s principally

the clientele it’s one of the

easiest places where you can
talk to someone without the

suggestion you’re trying to

pick them up.”

But despite their obvious

popularity, neighborhood pubs
have been slow in coming. Tbe
liquor administration branch
lists just seven pubs on the

Lower Mainland, and 38
throughout BC.

One problem for pro.spective

pub owners is that local munic-

ipalities must still approve the

opening of any pub, as must
residents living in its vicinity.

And, understandably, many
municipalities have been op-

posed.

Although the pub size is lim-

ited to 75 seated and 25 .stan-

dees, and closing is 11:30 pm
(last round at 11:00), a neigh-

borhood pub can have a dis-

tinct neighborhood impact.

One West Ender, a non-
drinker whose apartment
overlooks the Dover Arms, de-

scribes the nightly scene:

“It’s perfectly quiet until

11:30, and then all those
drunks spill out onto the street

singing their beery songs.”

He concedes he made only a

small modification in his bed-

time to accommodate the dis-

turbance, but pointed out
there may be early risers for

whom the noisy nightly exodus
would be a more serious prob-

lem.

The Rose and Crown pub in

the Vancouver bedroom sub-

urb of Tsawwassen is one of

these. Less determinedly old

country than the Dover Arms,
it nevertheless features a pair

of well-used dart boards.
Drapes unsuccessfully disguise

the pub’s storefront origin,

and the organ player, whose
instrument is alongside the
dart range, sometimes has to

retreat when the Canadian-
trained dart throwers get a lit-

tle wild.

But the small crowd on a re-

cent week night was cheerful,

if not roistering, the help,

friendly, and the Guinness was
available at room temperature
or chilled.

Maybe just maybe it will

be the model for a new style of

drinking in BC.

Though the few that exist are popular, neighborhood pubs are not

emerging quickly in British Columbia. The Dover Arms (above) is

located in the midst of apartment towers in Vancouver's West End.

Dr Robert J. Gibbins
KINGSTON Dr Robert J.

Gibbins, of the Kingston
branch of the Addiction Re-

search Foundation of On-
tario, died suddenly on
March 17 as this issue of

The Journal was going to

press.

Dr Gibbins was one of the

original members of the

foundation's research divi-

.sion.

In 1952, he carried out its

first major ca.se-finding epi-

demiological study of alco-

holism, the Frontcnac
County Survey, which was a

landmark in its field. Ten
years later, he directed a

re-survey of the same
county, in what must be one
of the largest follow-up
studies ever undertaken.

He was the author of the

foundation’s first book.
Chronic Alcoholism and Al-

cohol Addiction, published
as Brookside Monograph No.
1 in 1953.

Dr Gibbons established
the ARF psychological
laboratory which he headed
for 20 years. He also estab-

lished the analytical labora-

tory for street drugs and
carried out valuable field

studies of the “speed cul-

ture” in Toronto.

His premature death
comes as a shock to his many
friends in Toronto, Kingston,

and other parts of Ontario
who valued him a.-) a p' n

a colleague, and a p onc‘ i n

alcoholism re.sean li
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7 have a healthy body ’

By Thomas Hill

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.-
Drug prevention efforts aimed
at teenagers have been a total

waste, claims Kerry Hart Stow-

ell, who developed the view-

point the hard way-through
working in teenage drug pro-

grams in New York City.

Now the head of a company
here named School Days, Inc,

which produces and distributes

unique health-oriented teach-

ing material for young chil-

dren, Ms Stowell is putting

into practice her personal con-

viction that the prevention of

juvenile drug abuse has to be

started early in life.

“The reason why teenage
drug prevention programs ha-

ven’t worked,” she says, “is

that they reached the kids too

late. The youngsters who were
into drugs had a poor image

of themselves, a poor self-con-

cept. They couldn’t say no to

peers.”

The principal objectives of

Ms Stowell’s I Have a Healthy
Body program for young chil-

dren are to help them develop

a strong sense of self-concept

and an appreciation and un-
derstanding of their physical
selves. Her program consists

of a series of kits, each con-

taining a tape cassette, 30 co-

pies of a related coloring work-
book, and a teacher’s guide.

The tape recording contains
catchy tunes and clever lyrics

designed to lead youngsters
from three to eight years of

age in a series of exercises and
teach them that it’s fun to

have good health “and feel

good all day long”.

Besides helping the children

to develop physical coordina-
tion, the lyrics, music, and ex-

ercises teach them on several

levels: They learn new words,
number.? and, above all, an
awareness of the importance
and joy of keeping their bodies
healthy.

The lyrics often contain
words and phrases that
youngsters think are funny,
like “my yummy tummy” or,

as it’s rendered on tapes trans-

lated into Spanish, “una barri-

guita exquisita”.

Says Ms Stowell “Our feel-

ing is very strong that we have
to start each kit with a com-
mercial-a self-commercial:

‘7 have a healthy body
My body belongs to me

And I can do most anything
Just you wait and see!’ -

“We implant the idea that
‘I’ve got a wonderful body. I’m
terrific. I’m marvellous. I’m
going to take care of my body
and this is how I’m going to ex-

ercise it-exercise it every
day’.”

Different kits cover muscles
and bones; nutrition; diges-
tion; respiration; growth; the
senses; and other health-re-

lated topics.

The program contains no
mention of drug abuse, not
even a subtle one.

“This is important,” Ms
Stowell told The Journal.
“You can’t tell a young child to

do one thing and not do an-
other because you don’t know
what message he’ll take home
with him. We felt our ap-

proach had to be a positive one
-‘You’re wonderful. You’re
marvellous.’ When the teacher
gets into discussion with the
children later, that’s some-
thing else.”

Ms Stowell contends that if a

child develops a good self-

image early in life, and be-

comes aware of his entire body
and strives to keep it healthy,

he or she will maintain a posi-

tive outlook on health
throughout his life.

“I’m not saying he’ll never

Children are the focus of School Days Inc., a company established to produce health-oriented teaching

materials for schools across the US and Canada. Drug prevention efforts are incorporated into the

program by encouraging the children to keep their bodies healthy through an understanding of their

physical selves.

Tight money/ more alcohol use

Drinking fluctuates with economy
By Joseph Urimm

DICritOIT I’er capita alco-

hol consumption and cir-

rhosis mortality rales are a

runelion of long-term afflu-

etiee or short-term stress

caused by economic rec(‘s-

sion according to a Johns
Hopkins University re-

searcher. Dr M. Harvey
Brenner, I'hl), reported his

lindmgJ^ recently at the Uni-
V(‘rsily of Michigan's Men-
tal Heallli Research liisli-

liile.

Dr Brenner believes long-

term increases in real per-

sonal income in the Uiiiled

Slates are related lo in

creasing per caiiila alcohol

coiisiimpt ion. Short term
I liicl nal ions in the economy,
on I he ot her hand, are in

verscly related lo alcohol

coiisniii|il ion and cirrliosis

iiiorlahly rales.

He says the ndal ionshi|is

are clear Inil a causal hnk-
iii" if the stale of economy

f to ili oliol iisi- lias not been

I

e :,l .dill lii-d

AiiLuidio". to Dr Breinier,

!_

relation.ships can be seen

most clearly in the u.se of

distilled spirits, which has

increased steadily as per-

sonal affluence has in-

creased, hut which fluc-

tuates inversely to the im-

mediate stall' of I hi' econ-

omy. Beer and wine use also

rises over long periods of

rising affluence, hut lends

lo rise and fall with the

economy. Dr Brenner
found.

'I’lie rea.soii for the u.se of

dislilli'd spirits in this way
is that Americans have
leariied about the aiiesthetic

i|ualitii'.s of alcohol and use

it as a stress ri'lievnig drug,
said Dr Brenner
When lliere is short term

economic stress, as null

call'd by drops in employ
iiicnt or real personal in

come, per eapila use of alco

hoi III general iiiereases.

When lliis stress is relieved

by eeoiiomie advaiiees, per
capita alcohol com-.iimpt ion

decreases.

Cirrhosis mortality rales

do not have such nnniediale

relationships to short-term
changes in the economy, but

follow the fluctuations in

about two years. Dr Bren-
ner rejiorted that even dur-

ing prohibition, economic
recession was followed by
these increases in cirrhosis

mortality rates.

Using three-year time

lags between economic re-

cessions and fluctuations in

cirrhosis mortality rales. Dr
Brenner said he was able to

account for ‘>f the vari-

ance in these trends.

He noted cirrhosis does
not normally develop in just

two or three years and said

increased cirrhosis mortal
ity rales were prohahly the

result of increased alcohol

consumpi 11)11 by people with

already developed cirrhosis

Thus, cirrhosis i.s seen lo di'

velop more (|Uickl.\ dtirin.!',

reci'ssion linu's than during
si rc'ss free pi'iiods.

Dr BreiiiK'i al.‘-o found re

lalionships helwi't'ii ^.horl

term ehan.e.es in Hie I'eon

omy and olln'r indicators ol

alcohol use

He said first admissions
to state mental hospitals in

the US for alcohol p.sychosis

and for all alcohol-related
mental disorders increase
two years after employment
or personal income reces-

sions about the same lime

lag he reported for in-

crea.ses in cirrhosis mortal-

ity rates.

Dr Bri'iiner said the diver

gent ('ffecis of long and
short term economics and
the differi'iit ust' paltf'ins

for disi 1 lied spirits and
beer and wine sug.gest
Ihi'ie are at h'ast two dif

fc'reni populations lo bt'

considert'd.

He also said llu' popula
tion that increast's its drink
ing diirnig n'cessions is the

group whose iiieinhi'r.s come
into contact wiih the crimi-

nal .Hist ice .system and who
(he of cirrhosis during lliosi'

IlIlK'S.

Dr Hn'iiiii'i' s work has
been published ni I hr
Xiih vicaii Journal o» I'liblv

llrullh

experiment with drugs but he
will be easier to pull out if he
does, because of a good self-

image.”
In the approximately two

years since she put her kits on
the market, Ms Stowell has
seen their use grow rapidly.

They are now used in schools
in 40 of the 50 states and have
been adopted by state educa-
tion authorities in five states,

including California.

One school in Canada has re-

cently adopted the Healthy
Body program— the Haw-
thorne Bilingual School in To-
ronto. There have also been
some private trials of the pro-

gram in other parts of Canada,
although it is not widely used
north of the border.

Although Ms Stowell has
produced the materials in

Spanish she hasn’t yet made
French language tapes and
books.

“We haven’t found out yet
whether they’re going to take
in Canada,” she says. “There’ll

be time to do them in French
when we know there’s a de-

mand in that language.”
The Healthy Body materials

are, however, being used in

Frankfurt, Germany. This re-

sults from a US government
order for children of American
military personnel.

Ms Stowell says when the
programs are used in classes

with approximately equal num-
bers from Spanish- and Eng-
lish-speaking families, a fur-

ther valuable learning experi-

ence is gained. In such cases

the teacher can play half of a

tape in one language and half

in the other and all thecbildren
begin to understand words and
sentences in the less familiar

tongue.

Ms Stowell stresses the pro-

gram was not developed cas-

ually. From 1969 to 1972 she
studied health programs in

the US, Europe, and the UK,
and decided none was reaching

children in the crucial first few
years of life, when 80% of

learned habits and self-con-

cepts are formed. Nor were the

programs reaching children at

their level, using words they

could understand and relate to

their own bodies.

With the aid of advisers in

such fields as child psychology,
health, and nutrition, she de-

veloped the I Hare a Healthy
Body program concept. In 1972
the program was born. Then it

was tested for two years by
150,000 children in Li states.

“ follow-up study showed
teachers and parents were gen-

erally enthusiastic and we
began to introduce the pro-

gram el.sewhere. It was clear

. . . the children were grasping
the concejit that good health
habits are fun. We believe

these good health habits can
replace the ‘need’ for drugs, al-

cohol. and indi.scriminate .self-

medication upon which so

many adults depend.”

Kerry Stowell



Macdonald to lead
Ontario’s ARF
into next phase

John B. Macdonald
AN ADMINISTRATOR with a scientific
background will lead the Addiction Re-
search Foundation of Ontario into its sec-
ond quarter century.

Dr John B. Macdonald will become the
provincial agency’s first president and chief
executive officer, effective Sept. 1. At the
same time, H. David Archibald, executive
director of the ARF since its inception in

1949, will become executive vice-chairman
of the foundation’s 12-member board of
directors with responsibilities for external
activities.

The announcement, issued by ARF board
chairman Larry C. Bonnycastle as 1975
drew to a close, followed two years of inten-

sive internal and external criticism, review,

analysis and reorganization.

An overhaul of the ARF was recom-
mended in February 1975 after a 21 -month
study by Horace Krever, a University of To-

ronto law professor, concluded that a “des-

perate state of morale” plagued the agency.
CSeeThe Journal, March, 1975).

(The ARF employs 741 staff throughout
Ontario at an annual budget of approxi'
mately $16 million).

Dr Macdonald, who comes to the ARF
from the Council of Ontario Universities
where he has been executive director since

1968, joined the ARF’s board of directors al-

most two years ago.

Since his graduation from the University

of Toronto in 1942, he has had an outstand-
ing academic and administrative career.

He received his PhD from Columbia Uni-
versity in 1953 and went on to hold such ap-
pointments as professor of bacteriology.
University of Toronto; professor of micro-
biology and director of postdoctoral studies.

Harvard School of Dental Medicine; and
chairman of the board of the Banff School
for Advanced Management.

Dr Macdonald’s research career in the
field of microbiology took a major turn in

1962 when he took on the job of president of
the University of British Columbia. He held
this position until 1967 when he conducted a

major study for the Science Council of Can-
ada and the Canada Council dealing with
the role of the federal government in sup-
port of research in Canadian universities.

While Dr Macdonald claims no expertise
in the alcohol and drug dependence field,

his interest in addictions goes back 30 years
through a friendship with Dr Gordon Bell,

founder of the Donwood Institute. He has
served on the Donwood board of directors

for nine years and was its chairman for
three years.

He was a consultant to the ARF for a
number of years and was active in the plan-
ning and development of the foundation’s
Clinical Institute.

In a recent interview with The Journal,
the foundation’s president-elect made it

clear his number one priority involves the
development of an institutional sense of
purpose about the ways in which the ARF
uses its resources most effectively.

‘The practical problem is that ARF
is going to have to limit its resources’

By Gary Seidler
TORONTO-The most important issue fac-

ing the Addiction Research Foundation of
Ontario is the need to develop a common
sense of purpose, according to the govern-
ment agency’s president-elect.

Dr John'B. Macdonald spoke pragmati-
cally about the need to develop priorities
and bring a sharper focus to the work of the
internationally-acclaimed foundation.

While he acknowledges problems of drug
abuse are related to the whole question of
lifestyle. Dr Macdonald does not visualize
the ARF broadening its mandate.

“As a backdrop to immediate problems
created by alcohol and drug misuse, we have
to be conscious of the total context of what
constitutes a healthy life ... for the individ-
ual and society.

“Looked at that way, the ARF’s mandate
is universal.

. . . “But the practical problem is that the
ARF, like any other organization, is going to
have limits to its resources and if it dis-
perses its efforts to dabble in a whole range
of activities, it won’t be very effective.”

Dr Macdonald said it is clear govern-
ments have gotten into a position of overex-
tension.

“Because ours is an important health
area, we will continue to get government
support,” he said. “But it would be unrealis-
tic to expect unlimited resources.”

Dr Macdonald observed that one of the
difficulties within the organization he will
head is “a strong commitment of individuals
to do their own thing”.

At the same time, he said he was im-
pressed with the quality of people at ARF
and does not want to make firm judgements
until he has had ample opportunity to dis-

cuss issues with staff who have the knowl-
edge and expertise to assist in the develop-
ment of a clear sense of purpose.

Scientific research. Dr Macdonald made
clear, will continue to play an important
part in the organization’s future.

Encouraged by recent external audits of
the foundation’s research efforts, Dr Mac-
donald said the need is to identify programs
of biological, behavioral, and social sciences
research which will be most likely to be pro-
ductive in terms of providing solutions.

As far as the foundation’s regional pro-

grams are concerned, he is convinced the

basic purpose of the organization’s commun-
ity effort should be catalytic. (The ARF op-

erates 35 centres throughout Ontario).
“We need to develop in the community

adequate resources to deal with the prob-
lems and then help make those resources in-

dependent as quickly and as effectively as

possible.

“We must assist communities to develop
their own services, under their own aus-
pices. Once that is done, there are many new
fields to conquer, many areas that have no
resources at all.”

Dr Macdonald said he suspects there is

sufficient knowledge within the ARF to de-

velop patterns which describe the kinds of

resources most likely to be effective.

He indicated the time has come to provide
standardized profiles of resources in com-
munities.

“I appreciate the value of diversity in the

absence of knowledge, but would wonder if,

after 25 years, the ARF hasn’t learned
enough to promote standardization,” he
said.

In the area of professional education. Dr
Macdonald visualizes a similarly catalytic

role for the foundation.

“It is the foundation’s responsibility to

provide training opportunities for profes-

sionals who work in allied fields . . . physi-

cians, nurses, social workers, psychologists,

psychiatrists . . . people whose education
experiences have paid little attention to

problems of addictions.”

With respect to public education. Dr Mac-
donald said primary prevention program-
ming with the object of modifying behav-
ioral patterns is crucial to counterbalance
the bombardment of messages which en-
courage people to consume increasing
quantities of alcohol.

“If we’re going to be successful in pri-

mary prevention, we’re going to have to give

the general public a much better under-
standing of what’s involved in the use of al-

cohol.

“I feel this starts in the .schools. We have
an opportunity to provide good information
to .schools, to assist teachers, school boards,
and the ministry of education in seeing that
health is taught more effectively.”

In effect, he said, the foundation should
be in the business of “wholesaling educa-
tion”.
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Cocktails make fat

-and heart disease
By Jean McCann

TUCSON, Ariz. — Alcohol
abuse plays both a direct and
indirect role in raising choles-

terol in the blood, which in turn
results in cardiovascular
disease.

However, the direct effect of

alcohol -in making people too
fat-is probably the most im-
portant, Dr William Connor,
professor of medicine, Univer-
sity of Oregon Health Sciences
Center, said here.

“The average person who
takes two drinks a day, and
consumes on the order of 250
to 300 calories this way, is add-
ing enough calories over a

10-year period to make him
very fat indeed”, Dr Connor
told The Journal at a science
writers’ seminar sponsored by
the American Heart Associa-
tion.

“As a cqntributor to the
total caloric intake of Ameri-
cans, alcohol is important, be-

cause so many are overweight,
and alcohol is a contributor to

that.

“We also know that in some
individuals, alcohol does cause
a rise in the blood fat concen-
tration but, over the long haul
this may not be too important
in itself.

“Of course liver metabolism
is very important, and alcohol-
ism does produce a fatty liver.

I also think that with liver
damage there may be impaired
clearance of fat particles from
the blood.”

On the other hand, while the
liver may overproduce choles-
terol during some phases of al-

coholism, for instance during
the phase of alcoholic fatty
liver, this is not true later on.
As the liver becomes very dis-

eased with cirrhosis, it proba-
bly underproduces cholesterol
so, in the late stages, alcoholics

probably have lower levels of
the bloo^ fats.

“At this point this doesn’t
mean much, of course, because
they’re at a stage where
they’re going to succumb, ulti-

mately, from the cirrhosis.”

In another talk at the meet-
ing, Mr Mary Allen Engle, pro-

fessor of pediatrics at Cornell
University Medical College,
and director of pediatric car-

diology at New York Hospital,

stressed heart disease preven-
tion in childhood.

“Excess intake of calories

and of salt, and the promotion
of exercise and reasonable
diet” are important, he said.

While advocating the promo-
tion of lower blood fats by suit-

able diets. Dr Engle did not
urge drastic changes in diet,

except perhaps for those indi-

viduals with genetically high
levels of blood fats.

This was in disagreement
with Dr Connor, who advo-
cated considerable change in

the American diet to keep
blood fats low. In addition to

avoidance of alcohol, he sug-
gested the use of polyunsatur-
ated fats, elimination of most
dairy products except for skim
milk, and eating only a small
amount of meat.
A typical breakfast, he sug-

gested, could include cooked
cereal, citrus fruit, and whole
wheat or rye toast. Lunch
could be a sandwich of peanut
butter, olives, tunafish, or to-

matoes and lettuce, plus a

non-meat soup. Dinner would
be fish or chicken, with vegeta-
bles, or in a casserole dish.

And no cocktails before
dinner.

Time,

gentlemen— Time!
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — A British
Columbia provincial judge
armed with a stopwatch
recently threatened to take ac-

tion against anyone delaying
proceedings in a prosecution
of 19 people charged with con-
spiracy to traffic in heroin.
Judge John Davies was in-

formed that the drug prosecu-
tion, estimated to be costing
taxpayers $10,000 a day, could
run as long as a year. So, he
threatened to have defence
lawyers replaced and to revoke
defendents’ bail if they do not
arrive on time.
The court’s declaration came

after one lawyer and one of the
accused failed to arrive in time
for the 10 am opening of a

preliminary hearing.
Judge Davies uses a stop-

watch to time adjournment
periods.

Only two of the accused have
retained lawyers. The other 17

have qualified for legal aid
lawyers, costing the provincial

and federal governments an
estimated $100 to $200 per day
per lawyer.

Former attorney-general
Alex Macdonald said last fall

that the success of the Co-or-

dinated Law Enforcement
Unit in snaring drug traf-

fickers is causing dramatic in-

creases in court costs.

Heroin couriers, who used to

carry large amounts of money,
are now being found without
funds when arrested and are
applying for legal aid, he said.

Drugs exploit poor
PONTIAC, Mich.-A new
study by the National Council
on Drug Abuse shows over-

the-counter drugs tend to ex-

ploit those people least able to

cope with the drugs’ effects

and complications.

Jordan Scher, executive
director of the NCDA, said the

poor, the elderly, the divorced,

and the emotionally disturbed

the alienated in .society are

the ones who are suffering the

mo.st from OTC drugs.
“Since these persons often

do not have ready access to

medical care, they try to self-

medicate. They compound and
complicate already-existing
medical or emotional problems
in this way.
“The OTC drugs stimulate a

sense of physical health in

these individuals and they
thus put off getting prompt

medical attention,’ he said in a

.speech to the Michigan Center
for Continuing Education Con-
ference on Substance and Al-

cohol Abuse.
Dr Scher added: “The OTC

drugs mask the real illnesse.s,

whether physical or emotional,

and prevent accurate diag-

noses by physicians when
these people finally do seek

out medical care.”

“The almo.st certain compli-
cation of OTC drug use is

something not to be minimized
or overlooked by physicians.
Of course, the financial bur-
den of purchasing largely use-

less and merely harmful OTC
drugs is the final blow to tho.se

who can least afford it, and its

exploitative factors should not
be ignored by the concerned
physician,” he said.
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Halfway houses right on target
Feature stories by Betty Lou Lee

! AFTER AN initial halting

and a frustrating two years,

the province’s network of

half-way houses to back up
non-medical detoxification

centres is right on target. -

“By the end of March, 17

houses were being funded,

and by June, we’ll have an-

other five,’’ says David Pitt,

coordinator of adult group
homes and half-way houses
for the rehabilitation
branch of the ministry of

community and social ser-

vices.

“In the initial stages, we
were well behind the eight

ball. Now we’ve caught up
with and passed the detox
centre program. It’s been a

helluva struggle and there’s

been a lot of flack. At a cou-

ple of points we were ready

to scupper the program.
When the money is there

you have to use it, or you
lose it.”

The provincial govern-
ment pledged $4.5 million

over three years in July,

1971, to set up a system of

detox centres and half-way
houses in each judicial dis-

trict where there were more
than 1,000 arrests a year for

public drunkenness.
The program was a pi-

oneering one, based on a

pilot project set up by the
Addiction Research Founda-
tion that showed detox
centres didn’t need medical-

ly-trained staffs and sophis-

ticated equipment.
The program called for 16

detox centres, each with
half-way houses or other re-

habilitation facilities, to be
established by 1975.

Fourteen detox centres

are now operating, says Dr
Jean Moore of the ministry

of health, but the other two
won’t open this year. One
was to be affiliated with To-

ronto General Hospital, and
the other located in Pem-
broke. “Hopefully, we can
get them next year.”

Different funding ap-

proaches taken by the two
ministries were in part re-

sponsible for the slow start

in the half-way houses. The
health ministry finances the

detox centres with the

money administered by the

hospital that serves as the

centre’s medical backup.

The community and social

services ministry provides
only 80% of the financing
for half-way houses that

meet its charitable institu-

tions requirements. All of

HAMILTON Hetty Lou
Le(‘. one of The Journal’s

(.’anadian correspondents
has received the $1,000

Ortho Medical Journalism
Award for M>75.

'I’tie award is presented

annually to the person or

persons considered to have

made an outstanding contri

the houses now being
funded were in operation
under other auspices before

being part of the program,
and there were delays be-

fore they could meet physi-

cal requirements like fire

regulations, and get ad-

equate staff.

“Since we only funded for

80%, we needed a non-profit

organization to raise the
other 20% in the commun-
ity,” says Mr Pitt. “If you
start planning now, it takes

15 months before the thing

gets off the ground.”
By June, half-way houses

will provide 359 beds. That
part of the program cost the

ministry $1,061,400 in the

fiscal year that ends April
30.

The health ministry’s

budget for the 14 detox
centres with about 300 beds

is $2,386,200 for the same
fiscal year.

Both Mr Pitt and Dr
Moore express a lot of satis-

faction with the way the
programs are going, and

HAMILTON-“We feel if

we help get 15 men a year
sober, this place pays for it-

self. We’ve got 148 men with
a year’s sobriety and 37
with two years or more,
after being open three
years.

”

The speaker is Bob Mel-
way, director of the Hamil-
ton detoxification centre,

and he reels off success' sto-

ries with the enthusiasm of

a man in love with his work.

“We’re just the starting
point,” he’s quick to point

out of the centre’s role in

getting a Skid Row drunk
back on the rails.

“But the savings to the
community are fantastic.

Someone estimated that it

saves society $10,000 a year
when a drunk gets sober
and back to work.”
Mr Melway’s real gauge of

success of the centre isn’t in

dollars and cents, however.
It’s in individual stories like

that of the record-holder for

return visits. That man
came back 14 times in the

first six months of opera-
tion. After years on Skid

bution to medical journal-
ism in ('anada through an
article or series of articles

in print. It was pre.sented to

Ms Lee at the annual me(>t

ing here of the Canadian
.Science Writers’ Associa-

tion.

Sin* reciMvc’d tlu' award
for an article on the diwel

opmeiit at the University of

Toronto ot an artificial pan
crease for diahetics The ar

tide was publislu'd m Feb
rnary, 1975, in Tlig llaniil

ton Spectator

Ms 1

,

1 ‘e, medic.il reporter

on the .Spectator, has also

been eleited president ot

the Science Writers' Asso
ciation. She has been ;i cor

respoiKicnt for The .loiirnal

since this newspaper’s in

ci'ptioii.

The award is jirovided by
Ortho Ph a r niaciMi t ic.i 1

(Canada) Ltd.

both are looking forward to

an independent assessment
by the ARF which is doing a
three-year follow-up of

results.

“Our primary concern
was would we get the staff

of the calibre we needed,
and would they stay,” says

Dr Moore. “We were fortun-

ate to get people with the in-

terests of the man at heart.

“The original concept was
that we would give people a

safe, comfortable place to

detoxify, and motivate them
to seek ongoing help. The
original set-up was to enable
the police to bring alcohol-

ics in, but the centres are
gradually becoming more
community-oriented so that

the percentage of beds re-

served for those brought by
the police may vary from
25% to 100%. Many come
back on their own, others
are brought by Alcoholics
Anonymous members or
sent by hospitals. It has be-

come much more a com-
munity program than origi-

Row, he’s now one of Mr
Melway’s most valued staff

members.
Or there was the guy from

Nova Scotia, 3i/^ years a

derelict. Mr Melway took

him from drunk court as an
alternative to a 30-day jail

sentence. He opted to go to a

half-way house from the

centre, and stayed sober for

a year until the director lost

track of him. Recently he

learned the man was back in

Nova Scotia, a painting con-

tractor with 35 men work-

ing for him, and with 19

months of sobriety under
his belt.

“It was fabulous,” says

Mr Melway.
The centre has had 4,990

admissions involving 1,723

men in its three years, and
only 1.6% of them have re-

quired admission to Hamil-
ton General Hospital which
administers the centre but
is blocks away from it.

“Most of them were cases

of pneumonia or blood poi-

.soning.”

The daily cost per man in

the 20-bcd centre is about

$15, compared to more than
$100 at the General and $32
in jail. Total budget last

year was $140,000 which in-

cluded rent, food, and wages
for the nine paid .staff.

Mr Melway attributes the

high rate of sobriety among
the. centr(‘’.s users to the

community back-up ser
vices. "We’ve got the finest

back-up in Ontario here.

We’re very fortunati'”
There arc llin'i' half way

houses, plus other missions

and rehahihlatioii services

There is also a ‘J1 day hospi

tal t reat ment progr.ini for

alcoholism.

Most of the larger employ
ers in the imiusirial .StiM'l

City use lh(' centre, and
many havt' rehah programs
for alcoholic employees .A.A

plays a hig part, and a piihlie

lieallli nurse holds discus

Sion groii|).s three times a

wi'i'k at the centre and
eoiiiisels families of alco

holies.

nally intended, and I think
that’s a good thing.

“We’ve been very lucky
with staff members. Some
units started with 50% of
the staff recovered alcohol-
ics, and some are up to
75%.

”

In 1975, the detox centres
had 25,677 admissions, al-

most half of them brought
by police. They stayed any-
where from four hours to 10
days, and 5,995 individuals
accepted referrals to a wide
range of services— half-way
houses, AA, hospital reha-
bilitation programs, Canada
Manpower, vocational train-

ing, and social services.

“All the centres have at
least 100 to 200 men who
are staying sober, depend-
ing on how long they’ve
been open,” says Dr Moore.

Costs are running from
$18 to $25 a day, depending
on the size and location of

the centre.

Of the 140 to 150 men who
go through the centre each
month, only about 10 go to

half-way houses.

Hamilton is not alone in

its success with the men on
the bottom of the drinking
totem-pole.

Ron Brown, director of

the West Central Detoxifi-

cation Unit of Toronto
Western Hospital, says that

close to 4% of the men
who’ve been to his centre in

the last four years have
been sober for at least 12

months. That represents
280 lives.

Raymond Duncan, direc-

tor of the Waterloo Re-
gional Centre, knows of 92

men who’ve been sober for a

year among the 646 who
used the centre in its first

year of operation. Those
men accounted for 1,614 ad-

missions.

While 3% of the men are

professionals, the average
one is a 45-year-old. white,

high-school dropout who
works about half the year at

laboring or unskilled jobs,

and has been on welfare for

six months.

He’s the father of two
children, but is separated or

divorced, and has little con-

tact with his family. Booze
is his only drug ami he uses

it daily, hut has had little

treatment tor alcoholism.

Mr Melways says al

though alcohol is the major
problem, “we're seeing a lot

of eross-addiction in tlu’

oldi-r men ami it all started

m a doctor's office with Val

iuiii, l.ihruim and .Seconal

We’ re just (h'alli

against it W'l' don't
blame doctors, hut wi* wish
they had more knowledgi'
about alcoholism Drugs are

just aiiotlu'r drink if tlie\

are mood or mi ml
ehaiigiiig

doctor wouldn't givi-

him a bottle of h(|uor. hut

lu''ll give him a hotth' of

pills Most of tilt' tleatlis wi'

see art' frtmi a comhinalitin

t)f th ugs ami pills
'

based on the pilot study was
that only 5% of people in a

detox centre would need
medical care. That has
proven pessimistic.

“Most units are finding
that it’s 1% or 2%,” says Dr
Moore. But there is careful
selection of who is admitted.
The centre will not accept a

drunk who is unconscious,
is having DTs, or is known
to have pneumonia or diabe-

tes, for example.

She says it’s surprising
what a difference it makes
to take drunks out of a hos-

pital setting.

“They aren’t told to do
this or do that—they don’t

like to be ordered about. I

heard of one man who
started to shake when he
sobered up at the centre.

Someone next to him said

‘You don’t have to do that,

they’ll keep you anyway,’

and he immediately stopped,

sat up; and had a coffee.

We’ve also had fewer epilep-

tic seizures than we ex-

pected.”

Most of the centres have
been established in older
houses. The only one being
built specifically for the
program is a 40-bed centre
in Kenora for both men and
women that is expected to

open in May at an estimated
cost of $420,000.

It will not meet the total

need in this community
where Indian drinking is a

major social problem, but
Dr Moore notes that Indians
are more active in 'setting

up programs within the re-

serves.

“This will be a tremenr
dous help and take the pres-

sure off the Kenora facili-

ties.”

Ask Mr Pitt where his big

problem area is, and he an-

swers without hesitetinn:

“Toronto- where all the re-

sources should be.

“Toronto is so big that

when you get into fund*
raising you’re lost unless
you’re tied into a church or

some other organization.

There are now four
half-way houses in Toronto
in the program, including
one for women, and the ulti-

mate goal is six.

“In a community with
23,000 arrests for public
drunkenness a year, we’re
gro.ssly underserved.’’

Kenora is another prob-
lem area for half-way
houses, and the ministry
waived its 20% community
funding rule there. An
18-bed house opened last

June. “It's not large enough
but it's a start, and we're
going cautiously . We don't

want il to he a flophoust'.*'

Speaking .generally of his

satisfaction with the pro-

gram so far. Mr Pitt .says:

“It's so elenu'iilarv (hat for

years it eluded tht' sophisti-

cated iiiinds that wanted
fancy treatment centres.

"It’s low cost. It's to

the eomiminity. and it simu-

lates (he conditions these

peoide will return to. It is

directi'd at tin' Skid Row
population with the lea.st

chaiici' of rehabilitation, hut

a lot more than the .Skid

Row types are now using it.

"It lias a lot of desirable

fi'.itiires, and one of (hem is

(hat the lay person .sees the

drunk as someone who lives

in a hou.se. not a jail, a ho.s-

|)ital or a psvchiatric ho.spi-

tal.”

Writer wins award

The original estimate

Hamilton’s detoxification centre
is ‘reeling off success stories’
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In desire to cure

Caring component neglected

Frederick Glaser

"There is an endless proliferation

of individual and entrepreneurial
programs operating in splendid
isolation from one another" . .

.

. . . "There is a general belief on
the part of legislators that if we
have to make cutbacks, addic-
4ions is an area to cut back in" ..

.

. . . "Programs are not intercon-

nected in any way and in many
instances neither know nor care

about the existence of other

programs."

(Continued from page 1)

(In January health minister
Bob McClelland fired the
six-man commission appointed
by the New Democratic Party.

The minister recently named
Narcotics Addiction Service
executive director, John Rus-

UK guide

leads

non-smokers
to good food
LONDON-For the first time,

one of the major British food

guides has listed restaurants

where efforts are made to dis-

courage smoking by diners.

The list is contained in the

1976 issue of The Good Food
Guide, which is published by

the Consumers’ Association.

Editor Christopher Driver

said he felt many other res-

taurants would like to be on

the list- if they dared.

He said a major difficulty is

that very few of the 1,200 res-

taurants in the guide are able

to separate their smoking and
non-smoking areas. Nor can

many afford to install air con-

ditioning equipment to miti-

gate the problem of smoke.
Mr Driver said he favors a

smoking ban in all public eat-

ing places. He felt there would
be no significant loss of cus-

tomers if smoking were not al-

lowed before 2 pm for lunch

or 9 pm for dinner.

By Toby Barrett
TORONTO—An internation-
ally known researcher now on
staff at the Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario has
charged that the field of addic-
tions lacks any effective treat-

ment system.

“There is an endless prolif-

eration of individual and en-
trepreneurial programs” oper-
ating in “splendid isolation

from one another,” Dr Freder-
ick B. Glaser told The Journal.

(Dr Glaser is head of psy-
chiatry in the ARF’s Clinical

Institute.)

Before joining the ARF, Dr
Glaser was professor of psy-
chiatry at the Medical College
of Pennsylvania and, before
that, at Temple University,
Philadelphia.

In the early days of the drug
scare. Dr Glaser joined the US
Public Health Service Hospital
in Lexington, Ky.

‘KY’, as it came popularly to

be known, opened 40 years
ago as the US Narcotics Farm
and was once described by
LIFE magazine as the “world’s
largest, oldest, most presti-

gious centre for treating drug
addicts”.

Today, Dr Glaser believes

that in their often unrealistic

desire to “cure” people, health

care systems, particularly in

the addictions field, have neg-

lected to “care” for people.

And what most people need,

he says, is care.

He believes the overem-
phasis on cure has dominated
medical thinking up to the pre-

sent time because of advances
in surgery and treatment with
antibiotics. But to deal with
problems like alcoholism and
narcotics addiction in “as sud-

den and as dramatic a way is

simply untenable,” Dr Glaser
said.

sell, and John Haig, a specialist

in alcoholism with the health
department, to complete the
new three-man commission.)
Mr Hoskin told businessmen .

attending a fund-raising din-

ner for the Richmond Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Team that
programs to help the prov-
ince’s 80,000 alcoholics and
12,000 heroin addicts will be
developed in two phases.

In the first phase, which will

last about a year, changes will

include:

• Giving intensive help to

users who seriously want to

quit;

• Carrying out a trial, low-

cost methadone program for
addicts with “no measurable”
motivation to be drug free;

• Supporting innovative ad-

diction treatment programs,
particularly ones that don’t re-

ly on drugs of any kind;

• Setting up separate pro-

grams for beginning users and
hardened addicts;

• Consulting with the attor-

ney-general on possibilities for

compulsory treatment of ad-

dicts and alcoholics in detox
units.

Regarding the latter, Mr
Hoskin said: “If we are to re-

lieve the police of a responsi-

bility which is not rightly

theirs, we can do little to help

them and the alcoholic if it’s a

case of in the front door and
out the back.”

He did not explain what
would happen in the second

phase, saying only that a plan

would be developed with the

help of a committee including

situation, and for the Addiction
Research Foundation and
health care in general. Dr
Glaser has developed what he
terms the Core-Shell Model.
The model has two basic

components-the core program
and the shell program. Pri-

mary care, including assess-

ment and research, is per-

formed in the core while sec-

ondary care, in the shell pro-

gram, is oriented towards cure.

Dr Glaser describes care as

the “maintenance and control

of a given problem at a more
or less satisfactory functional
level over a prolonged period
of time”. Cure, he says, is a

“concerted attempt to elimi-

nate completely a given prob-
lem in a relatively brief period
of time”.

Dr Glaser calls on govern-
ment to provide a “supportive
ecology” for the development
of a systematic approach to

treatment.

For the moment, however,
he describes the existing ap-

proach as non-planned and ev-

olutionary— an “entrepreneur-
ial” or “proprietary” one that

is the health services analogy
of classic capitalistic econo-
mics.

“If you allow people to be-
have in terms of their own en-

lightened self-interest, the
market situation is such that it

will create an efficient system.

representatives of the depart-

ments of health, education,
human resources, and the at-

torney-general, and of the
medical profession, and imple-
mented, possibly next year.

But, asked in an interview to

spell out his views on what
shape that plan should take, he
offered a copy of an unpub-
lished proposal he wrote in

1974, and distributed at his

own expense to people involved

in addiction treatment.

“Some of the things I say in

there may sound pretty strong,

stronger than I might put
them today,” he cautioned,

“but you have to make people

react.”
In the paper, Mr Hoskin pro-

poses registration of narcotics

and cocaine users; compulsory
laboratory testing for abuse;

and compulsory treatment and
imprisonment or isolation of

addicts.

Acknowledging this will of-

fend people sensitive to inva-

sion of human rights, he
argues that “current methods
of control and proof of posses-

.sion are far more punitive, and
current voluntary and cus-

todial treatment programs far

less effective than what is pro-

posed.”

He holds little hope for the

“older, habitual” user, saying

therapy should be offered only

if an addict co-operates fully

with the program selected for

him. A “history of repeated

abuse” or refusal to co-operate

would bring imprisonment for

an indefinite period, with

yearly review or isolation in a

“I am not an economist,”
said Dr Glaser, “and I don’t
know whether or not this is

true or was ever true in eco-

nomics, but my experience is

that it is not true in terms of

health care delivery.”

He also stressed the necess-
ity at times, of financial strin-

gency, for people in the addic-

tions field to demonstrate
“that what we’re doing works.
The alternative is, we won’t be
allowed to do it anymore.
“There is a very general be-

lief on the part of legislators

that if we have to make cut-

backs, and it seems we do, ad-

dictions is an area to cut back
in.” The reasoning in this, he
said, is that “people get them-
selves into these problems and,

if worse comes to worse, they
can jolly well get themselves
out”.

Describing the present ap-

proach as fragmented. Dr
Glaser said: “Programs are
not interconnected in any way
and in many instances neither
know nor care about the exist-

ence of other programs in the
same community.
“They try to be all things to

all persons with problems re-

lating to alcohol and do not
succeed, and it would not be
reasonable to expect them to

succeed.”

Hence, the critical function
of the Core-Shell Model is ap-

propriate treatment referral.

remote user commune.
He recommends the user-

trafficker be given a similar,

but somewhat harsher option

-

treatment, or life imprison-
ment with no parole.

Mr Hoskin calls for a mas-
sive effort to cut off supplies

of marijuana and proposes
stiff prison terms for pot traf-

fickers. Users would get off

with a warning the first time,

but a second offence would
mean compulsory treatment or

imprisonment.
Mr Hoskin acknowledged

that full implementation of

the program he proposes
would involve changes in the
Criminal Code of Canada, and
expressed the hope that a

federal provincial conference
will be called to discuss drug
issues.

He said that as the province
moves into “phase two” the
commission may be dis.solved,

and the programs taken over by
the health de[)artment.

“I figure this is my year. If 1

can get to the end of the year
and accomplish something. I'll

be satisfied.”

Mr Hoskin also said the com-

mission is reversing the policy

pursued under the NDP gov-

ernment, of supporting pro-

grams initiated by the com-
munity, and will itself try to

determine what kinds of pro-

grams should be set up.

Evidence of the changed pol-

icy is the fact that 10 agencies

have been cut from the list of

.52 supported by the commis-
sion last year and no new agen-

cies will be funded.

“There is virtually no
cross-referral in our present
system,” said Dr Glaser, citing

a study by E. Mansell Pattison

of 600 patients where not one
treatment facility referred the

alcoholic to another more ap-

propriate program.
“It is inconceivable that in

600 instances there wouldn’t
have been at least one or two
where somehow people got to

the wrong program. As a mat-

ter of fact. I’m inclined to think
that happens in about 90% to

95% of the cases,” he said.

The Core-Shell Model incor-

porates an on-going restruc-

turing of the assignment pro-

cess. “Certain kinds of people

do particularly well in certain

kinds of programs. A good cli-

nician knows this almost intui-

tively and all we are going to

do is systematize that,” Dr
Glaser said.

“Through separation of the
evaluative function from the
treatment function it will be
possible to alter the path of the

cross-referral instantaneously.

This is necessary because flexi-

bility is essential-programs
change and the population of

people entering treatment
changes.”

Treatment is a complex task,

and thus Dr Glaser’s model in-

corporates the division of

labor as its essential character-

istic. Referring to general
practitioners, he said they are

expected to do everything— pri-

mary care, treatment, assess-

ment and research.

“Generally speaking they do
very well in providing defini-

tive intervention because very
largely that’s what they’re
trained to do.

“But, they don’t do very well

providing primary care or as-

sessing people. By and large,

practitioners are not trained to

do research and they don’t like

research-research is not con-

genial to treatment.

“Even if treatment people do
research, it tends to be biased

because they tend not to do the

kind of research which chal-

lenges their own basic assump-
tions.

“It’s a very human sort of

thing. The treatment research

literature is chock full of

studies which have the ‘Aha’
quality like ‘I knew it all the

time and now I’ve proved it’.

Whenever you see that you
have to be suspicious.”

Tlie Core-Shell Model re-

quires research to be done
from a central vantage point

and not to be subject to such

biases.

H stresses research-oriented

follow-up studies, not on a

one-shot basis as is now the

case, but done “continually

and longitudinally”.

“These are not merely to be
published in an esoteric jour-

nal for the delectation of other

academics and the professional

advancement of researchers.”

A self-correcting, dynamic
model is proposed that pro-

vides treatment possibilities

“complex enough to match the

complexities of the problem”.
Only by breaking down the

functional components and
putting them in their proper

order “as in the assembly
line”, can a system be created

that will fulfill the task.

“People find industrial com-
pari.sons odious but the fact is

they are extremely useful,” Dr
Glaser .said.

“We don’t mean to dehu-
manize it — systems do have
their problems but if you an-

going to do a complex ta.sk at a

high level of output that’

what you need to do.”

-Photos by Toby Barrett In an effort to improve the

Dr Glaser's Core Shell Treat-

ment System proposes all

functions of primary care. He
feels there has been too little

emphasis on care in health

systems and an over-empha-
sis on cure. The model
stresses appropriate treat-

ment and referral.

‘You have to make people reacV
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It’s back to
square one

The current upheaval in British Columbia (see Page 1) is

a perfect example of just how vulnerable drug programming
is to the whims of politicians.

Out goes one government (the left wing New Democratic
Party), in comes another (the right wing Social Credit),

and with that transfer, the whole approach to drug abuse

does an about-face.

The six-man commission appointed by the previous gov-

ernment is mercilessly swept away, and with it go many of

the policies and programs that had been devised.

Recent statements attributed to BCs new drug chief

Bert Hoskin clearly show that here is one province that has
had enough of ‘permissive’ drug programming, and that

the big stick is once again coming out of mothballs.

By advocating compulsory treatment of addicts coming
before the courts, registration of addicts, and compulsory
testing of abusers. Mr Hoskin reveals a hard-line approach
that is a radical departure from trends being developed in

many other jurisdictions. It also differs markedly from
trends refined by the previous administration.

Just because this new approach differs, does not mean it

is inappropriate — only the people of BC can ultimately

judge the appropriateness and effectiveness of drug pro-

gramming in their province.

But what is so disturbing is the erratic nature of the link

between drug programming and policies.

Was BCs drug programming initiative of the early 70s
scuttled because it had no merit, or because it was born of a

government out of office and out of favor?
If the latter, then what’s the purpose of trying to develop

long term social policies in respect to drug and alcohol
abuse? If every change in government means we go back to

square one in terms of delineating our priorities and staff-

ing our institutions, then all we succeed in doing is recy-

cling our mistakes.

In the early seventies, US street crime was raging, vet-

erans were returning from Vietnam with stories of ramp-
ant drug use, and the administration of Richard Nixon saw
political gains to be made from the issue of drug-heroin —
abuse.

The effect was that millions of dollars were diverted to

the issue, and a whole bureaucratic superstructure was set

up to obliterate heroin use and its sequelae in the main-
stream of American life.

There is no question that without that instant priority,

drug abuse programming today would not be in nearly the
state of advancement it enjoys.

Without that federal commitment we would not have the
treatment, training, and research activities that have char-
acterized recent growth of organized drug abu.se responses.
The .Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention

(SAODAP) may have been set up largely for political
reasons, but the fact is that it left a legacy of considerable
substance.
But as political priorities ri.se, they can also fall precipi-

tously, and therein lies the danger of drug abuse program-
mers crawling into bed with with the pols.

When the Nixon administration began talking about hav-
ing turned the corner in its war on drugs, funding loo
turned the corner. The people and agencies across the
country who had been exhorted to more and greater activ-

ity were suddimly pulled hack into reality and told to wind
down some of their activities.

There was confusion, frustration, and a lot of sub.seijuent
mistrust.

Whatever momentum had lieen built, fell apart as politi-

eal priorities chang(>(l.

Now we simply earinot get around the faet that as govern-
ments eharige, priorities will change too. Hut must the
change always he .so eataeylsmie? Must opposing jiarties al-

ways try to wipe the slate clean? Is there nothing to learn
from experience?

If drug abuse programming is to be something more than
a band-aid, there has to l)e some assurance' of continuity,
some overall policy delineating the role that drugs are to

have in our lives.

W(' are not likely to deve'lop and artieulale a policy if we
eonlimially sec'k to wipe out the gains of a previous admin
istralion simply because political ideologii's don’t mesh.
We have* to ask oiirselve's if we are out to oblilc'iale drug

use, to lolerati' some use, or to learn to live with abuse?
Which functions should we leave to govei nmeni and which
to IIh' private sector? We have to consider how nmeli per
sonjil freedom and liberty we an* willing to trade away in
order (o devi'lop the means of ('iiforeing our laws.

If vve e;m artieulah' and enforce policies based on tlu'se

kinds of (pieslions, it si'cins we will all he less vulnerable to

the hanmiers and iongs of political warriors. |VI, K.

More
letters — page 12ijettefs to the Mitof

Sir:

The New York Conference on
Chronic Cannabis Use has evi-

dently impressed The Jour-
nal’s Milan Korcok. Of course,

even the most casual student
of the Addiction Research
Foundation and The Journal,

should not be too surprised at

the March editorial urging us

to show “imagination and ini-

tiative’’ as we progress with

haste toward the enlightened

inevitable— the total decrimin-

alization of pot. Not too sur-

prised, simply because the ARP'
in the past few years has man-
ifested an increasingly benign

disposition toward Cannabis to

the point where, if we are to

believe one who must he a

Journal guru — Dr Nancy
Rubin — “alcohol may have to

go."

A few nights ago I attended
a public meeting sponsored by
the Ontario governmeiit (rep-

re.sented by MI’I’ 'Perry Jones)
and till' AHP', I eliost' the oeea-
sion to point out that llieie

was a (list 11 riling ineonsisleney
h('lw(’en eoneern ovc'r tlie in-

creasing eonsumption of alco-

hol by adolescents and the
view that wi' po.ssihly “eannol
afford" not to “eonsider state

and provincial hoards" to con-
trol the distribution and sale

of Cannabis.

It is gem'ially acknowledged
in the pagt's of The Journal
that some (U'cades ago, had wt'

predicted the ravages caused
by tobacco and alcohol, these
substances would have been
subjected to the harshest re-

strictions. It is astonishing
that in spite of this incredibly

valuable experience, Mr Kor-
cok should still urge us to act

as if we knew all the facts and
all crucially important and
complex questions had been
fully answered.
Let us take only one contro-

versy over Cannabis the anio-

tivational syndrome. The mea-
•suremont of altitudinal change
(which is the essential task re-

quired in examining the amoti-

vational syndrome) is one of

almost baffling complexity and
the ability of the behavioral
sciences to do so with any de-

gree of precision lags very far

behind their ability to specu-

late. Still, there are clues that

the chronic use of Cannabis
leads to a lo.ss of motivation.

There was an amusing one in.

Mr Koreok’s St'ptemlx'r report
on th(' Jamaican study, where a

dozen workers were said to

‘‘work like demons" after
smoking. This, naturally, was
taken as evidence that ganga
did not mhihit the work ethic,

llowt'ver, after a mi'ie I.*! min-
utes, the workers reciuired
more ‘herbs" to g»'t going
again.

'Pile more recent US Army
study (reported in detail by Mr
Korcok) claims not to support
Kolansky and Moores’s observ-

ations that chronic users were
“apathetic and sluggish in

mental and physical respon-
ses". The observations were
corroborated by other clini-

cians such as Hardin B. Jones,
Reese Jones, M. I. Soueif. For-

est S. Tenant, Jr., and D. J.

Groesbeck. Studies which
do not demonstrate a loss of

motivation are usually (e.g.

Mendelson and Meyer) experi-

mental situations where sub-
jects are required to work,
such as pressing a button, in

order to obtain their reward a

joint of marijuana. They can-

not be taken to approximate
life situations and the very
fact that they require motiva-

tion on the part of the subjects
means that they measure moti-

vation and not the absence of

motivation this is a very im-

IMirtant difforeiux' to keep in

mind.
But, there are even more im-

|)i)itant rea.sons than the above
why the call for the decrinun-
ali/.ation of Cannabis is funda-

mentally irresponsilile. What
jiossible contribution can Can-
nabis make to our eultuir and
to our civilization? As a soeiol

ogist, 1 suggest our present
fa.seinalioi'i with mind-altering

substaiiees, and our starry-

eyed inclination to permit the

u.se of one of them, is a regres-

sive reaction to the radical

changes taking place in so-

ciety. The most powerful of

(roiitinuod on page L2)



By Milan Korcok

WASHINGTON - Back in

1973, when President Nixon
and some of his top bureau-
crats were touting victory in

the “war on drugs”, sceptics

were a dime-a-dozen . . . not
just professional nags out to

destroy administration credi-

bility for the fun (and poli-

tics) of it, but people who
ought to know.

The feds could pull out all

the indicators, all the evidence

that “the corner had been
turned.” They could show you
that in certain critical centres

such as the District of Colum-
bia and New York, drug-
related deaths, arrests, and
treatment admissions had
dropped.

The sceptics would just

shake their heads and say “I

know what I know”.
What they “knew” was that

a lot of people were hurting be-

cause of heroin, and that de-

spite all the evidence being
dragged out to substantiate
“the end of the epidemic”, a lot

more people were going to get

hurt in the future.

It turns out the sceptics

were right, and the feds, who
had all the evidence, were
wrong.
When Dr Robert DuPont,

chief of the National Institute

for Drug Abuse (NIDA), went
before a press conference in

mid-March and admitted he
had been wrong in generaliz-

ing too freely, he was affirm-

ing one incontestable fact
about drug use in America
today; It is endemic and be-

coming more widespread.

There may be periods of re-

cession, there may be political

or economic conditions that

temporarily suppress use of

heroin in some parts of the

country at certain times. But
heroin use has permeated so

many segments of society, has

broken through so many re-

gional barriers, that to gauge
its ebb and flow according to

price, purity, and trading pat-

terns in New York City and
Washington, DC alone is foob
hardy.

“I’ve learned my lesson . .

.

trends can change very
quickly. They are much more
volatile than I thought in
1973.”

What Dr DuPont, and many
other administrators and re-

searchers saw in 1973 was a

sharp reduction of heroin-
related arrests, drug overdoses
and emergencies in Washing-
ton, DC, then the “crime capi-

tal” of the US.

They also saw numbers of

addict registrations in New
York City treatment programs
dropping, empty treatment
slots, and quality of street her-

oin dropping and price rising-
evidence that supply interven-

tion was working.
It was encouraging but mis-

leading.

New York City and Wash-
ington are not THE United
States, and the kinds of inter-

vention efforts going on in

these cities were not taking
place in other metropolitan
areas. No holds were to be
barred in cleaning up the na-

tion’s capital.

So while some politicians

were taking sustenance from
claims the country had turned
the corner in its fight against

heroin use, the signals were
starting to accumulate that the

heroin trade had just taken on

a different shape, and what ap-

peared to be a lull in use was
only temporary.

Any hiatus caused by inter-

ruption of heroin through the
French connection was soon to

be terminated by entrepre-
neurs working out of Mexico.

While there were encourag-
ing signs in New York and
Washington, cities in the
Southwest, such as Pheonix,
were experiencing a surge of

high-quality heroin trade.

By mid-1974, San Francisco,
a trend-setter for the nation

was once again seeing in-

creases in heroin-related
deaths, and in admissions to

treatment programs, and was
bracing for a return to addict

waiting lines.

At this same time. Dr Mark
Greene, a public health physi-

cian working on a NIDA com-
mission was compiling star-

tling data showing the spread
of heroin use in Middle Amer-
ica.

He was documenting the ex-

istence of peaks of heroin use
in cities such as Eugene, Ore-
gon; Jackson, Mississippi; Aus-
tin, Texas; Greensboro, North
Carolina; Racine, Wisconsin;
Pensacola, Florida; Omaha,
Nebraska and Boulder, Colo-

rado.
Consequently, it took little

time for Dr DuPont himself to

become restive about the way
some of his political bosses
tried to capitalize on what was
incomplete data. He surely
would have given away his last

pin-striped shirt to anyone who

would forget he ever had any-

thing to do with that fateful

phrase “turning the corner”.

The year 1973 does appear
to have been a recessive period
in terms of heroin use patterns

during the past decade. From
all indications, it was a low
point. But the mistake was in

thinking the recession was
anything but temporary.

The data revealed by Dr
DuPont, based on the Heroin
Indicators Trend Report,
shows that since 1973, the her-

oin use problem in the United
States “has gotten progres-
sively worse”.

Whether it is worse than
peaks prior to the 1973 reces-

sion is difficult to say as the
data base at that time was
sparse and unrealiable.

But the projection now is

for a “worsening situation”.

The trend may not exhibit the
same sharp, eruptive peaks
that characterized heroin use
in the 60s, but if it could be
called epidemic use then, it can
certainly be called epidemic
use now.

“Yes,” says Dr DuPont, “I

would say the epidemic is con-

tinuing, and I would say it has
never ended.”

Dr DuPont’s recent com-
ments on heroin are considera-

bly more substantive than his

1973 proclamations because
there is a sounder data base. It

relates to trends in the nation

as a whole, not just trends in

New York and Washington.
Washington-based newspeo-

ple are not a particularly gen-
tle lot. So when one of them

asked Dr DuPont what made
this announcement any differ-

ent from other “scare re-

ports”, he could justifiably

claim more solid ground.
The model developed for

measuring trends is clearly
outlined in the Heroin Indica-

tors Trend Report. It is a com-
posite of data about drug-
related deaths, emergency
rooms, hepatitis, heroin price
and purity, arrests, treatment
admissions, and self-report

surveys.

Each of these indicators,
looked at separately, has loop-

holes and deficiencies.

But, NIDA hopes that when
all these separate indicators
are blended into one grid, they
provide a responsible mecha-
nism to track the relative mea-
sures of change.

Largely because of presiden-
tial intervention in the early
70s, heroin has become a politi-

cal issue. It became a high
priority item attractive to talk

about.

It is still a political issue, ex-

cept now it has to take its place
in a long line of political is-

sues. Resources are limited,

people have become concerned
about a great variety of drugs
— not the least of which is alco-

hol. Now there are many more
drug-oriented constituencies
fighting hard for fewer dol-

lars.

Drug treatment programs,
which in 1972 and 1973 were
proliferating, have now slowed
to a crawl. The training of per-

sonnel for the drug abuse field

is already suffering sharp cut-

backs, and some segments of

the highly-touted national
training system are facing ex-

tinction.

Unless there are some
pretty dramatic changes in pol-

itical priorities and funding,
the future does not look pleas-

ant.

§n§ide Scieiice
Dr Gilbert is a scientist with the

ARF. This article is based in part on a

chapter to appear in volume 3 of Re-

search Advances in Alcohol and Drug
Problems (Y. Israel et al, Eds) to Re
published by John Wiley Sons.

By Richard Gilbert

CAFFEINE IS the most widely used
psychotropic drug in North America.
It is used regularly by more than
90% of adults. Caffeine appears in

coffee (30-180 milligrams per cup),
tea (10-100 mg/cup), colas (20-45

mg/ 10-ounce can), chocolate bars (20
mg/ounce), wake-up pills (100-150
mg/pill), and some headache pills

(30-65 mg/pill).

There is little evidence that harm is

caused by regular consumption of

moderate amounts of caffeine, i.e.,

about 250 mg/day for an adult of nor-

mal weight, especially if consumption
is spread out over a number of hours
and does not occur in the evening.
There is more evidence that regu-

lar consumption of amounts in the
order of 350 mg/day can produce
physical dependence on caffeine.

Physical dependence on a drug is evi-

dent when regular use of the drug is

interrupted and a characteristic with-

drawal syndrome appears. In the ca.se

of caffeine, the predominant with-
drawal symptoms consist of a head-

ache and a feeling of irritable tired-

ness. They can be quickly alleviated

by recourse to caffeine, including the
caffeine that occurs in headache pills.

About 25% of the adult population
of North America is physically de-

pendent on caffeine. Physical depend-
ence on a drug is not harmful in itself

as long as the drug can be obtained.

Harm can occur because of the disa-

bling effect of withdrawal. The mood
changes resulting from inadvertent
caffeine withdrawal, for example,
could be a contributing factor to traf-

fic accidents. Harm can also occur be-

cause physical dependence involves
the use of toxic quantities of a drug.
In the case of caffeine it appears that
physical dependence can exist with-
out much danger to health. (There is

little evidence that physical depend-
ence is a cause of drug use. Where
such dependence occurs, it often ap-

pears to be a by-product of drug use
that continues for other reasons.)

Caffeine use probably begins to

contribute significantly to the health
problems of an average adult only
when regular consumption exceeds
600 mg/day. Consumption above this

level has been associated with sleep

disturbance, chronic anxiety, is-

chemic heart disease, gastrointestinal

ulceration, bladder cancer, and repro-

ductive disorders. Most of the associa-
• tions are controversial. The balance of

evidence, however, suggests to me
that consumption at or above this

level should be avoided.

More than 3% of North American
adults consume in excess of 600 mg
caffeine each day, i.e. more than

500,000 adults in Canada and more
than 5,000,000 adults in the USA. Be-

cause drug abuse is most usefully de-

fined as use to the extent that health

is affected, I have little hesitation in

regarding consumption above this

level as dbuse. Caffeine, by this rea-

soning, is a widely-abused drug.

Consumption of 600 mg caffeine

can be achieved in a number of ways.

In North America, most caffeine is

consumed in coffee, averaging about

80 mg/cup. Thus u.se of eight average

cups a day will cause the 600 mg level

to be exceeded. Cups of coffee vary
enormously in caffeine content,

depending on the kind of coffee used,

the method of preparation, and the
size of the cup. Cups made from in-

stant coffee generally contain less

caffeine than cups made from the
ground bean. Percolation generally
produces less caffeine per cup than
drip and filter methods.
The enormous variation means that

it may take as many as 20 and as few
as four cups to exceed the 600 mg
level. The variation in the caffeine

content of cups of tea is even greater

than for coffee and although the
average value is lower — about 30
mg/cup in North America — there is

considerable overlap. In the British

Isles, where most caffeine is con-
sumed in tea, it seems that the
proportion of adults who abuse the

drug is similar to that in North
America.
In some countries, notably Bel-

gium, Holland, and the four Scandi-

navian countries, caffeine use is

much greater than in North America.

The Swedes are the heaviest users.

Their coffee consumption per head is

more than twice that of people in the

USA and more than three times that

of Canadians. A majority of Swedish

adults are probably dependent on caf-

feine.

There are three exceptions to the

rule that health may not be in danger

until daily use exceeds 600 mg caf-

feine. One exception concerns chil-

dren and other light people. The ef-

fects of a given amount of a drug are

usually greater atnong younger and
among lighter people. There is no
reason to believe that caffeine is an

exception. A 9-year-old child who con-

sumes three cans of cola and three

small chocolate bars each day is prob-

ably using caffeine at a level equiva-

lent to more than 600 mg/day for an

average adult.

The second exception concerns
pregnant women. Birth defects have
resulted from caffeine administration

to animals during pregnancy to the

extent that, if a company were pro-

posing caffi'ine as a new additive, it

would not be approved. The risk is

such that, according to the US Center

for Science in the Public Interest,

women in the first three months of

pregnancy should use no more than
the caffeine equivalent of one-tenth

of a cup of coffee a day. (Use prior to

conception might also be advised
against. Caffeine is chemically very
close to the constituents of the ge-

netic code, close enough to interfere

with reproduction. Animal studies

have shown that feeding moderate
amounts of caffeine to males for a

month before mating can markedly
increase the proportion of females in

the resulting offspring. The Univer-

sity of Illinois has patented this pro-

cedure, which could be of great inter-

est to stockbreeders. Whether men
who drink a lot of coffee have more
daughters than usual is not known.)
The third exception arises where

other drugs are used. Caffeine has
been shown to interact with many
drugs, including alcohol, barbitur-

ates, opiates, aspirin, paracetamol,
isoniazid, L-dopa, and anti-anxiety

drugs.

Thus effective dose levels of these

drugs may vary with caffeine use. In

some cases the toxicity of a drug may
be potentiated by caffeine. Caffeine

counteracts certain of the effects of

insulin and may play a role in the reg-

ulation of this hormone, especially

when consumed by diabetics.

Apart from the.se three exceptions,

it should be stre.ssed that use of mod-
erate amounts of caffeine provides

little cause for concern.

Richard Gilbert
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Europeans face growing drug abuse...
By Thomas Land

GENEVA — West Europeans
are facing a disturbing increase

in drug abuse. Heroin addiction

and cannabis abuse still persist

while multiple abuse of psycho-

tropic substances (barbitur-

ates, LSD and amphetamines)
is growing and involving users

in ever younger age groups.

In Britain and West Ger-
many, seizures of LSD are on
the increase again. And in West
Germany and France, burglar-

ies of pharmacies are becoming
frequent.

The United Nations’ Inter-

national Narcotics Control
Board identifies Holland as the

unchallenged centre of illicit

supply and distribution of

drugs in Western Europe, at-

tracting large numbers of for-

eign consumers — mainly
youth from North America and
other parts of Europe. The
board’s report, issued in Gen-
eva, shows traffickers supply-

ing that market have changed
some of their routes and meth-
ods of smuggling.
Before arriving in the Neth-

erlands, cannabis of Moroccan
origin tends now to come via

France rather than Spain, and
cannabis from the Middle East
via Italy rather than the Bal-

kans.

Heroin from south East Asia
is arriving in increasing quan-
tities in Holland, the board
says. Carried by air, particular-

ly from the Malaysian penin-
sula, it is transported to Am-
sterdam by car or train from a

neighboring country in which
couriers have landed.

“These individuals some-
times travel in groups in an
attempt to evade the control
measures,” the report relates.

“This method enables the traf-

fickers to minimize the risks of

interception, since customs
controls have been reduced
between the Benelux countries;

also, the volume of road and
rail traffic between the Neth-
erlands and its neighbors
makes it difficult to exercise

systematic control — although
control measures have been
tightened up. It appears that

heroin introduced into the
Netherlands is, for the time
being, mainly destined for the

Western European market.”
The government in Holland

has taken various adminis-
trative measures aimed at
strengthening the campaign
against the illicit traffic. It has
also asked Parliament to in-

crease the penalties for traf-

fickers while reducing those
applicable to drug users. The

board comments that regional
action to help Holland is essen-

tial since the traffic increas-
ingly affects several European
countries.

Illicit suppliers, meanwhile,
have taken to converting opium
into morphine (hr heroin close

to the areas of illegal or uncon-

GENEVA—A convention soon
to be concluded is to bind the

police forces of the nine Euro-
pean Common Market coun-
tries into a single cooperative

structure to combat interna-

tional crime.

It is certain to affect drug
trafficking in Europe, where
drug abuse is on the increase,

as well as to provide a lead for

law enforcement authorities of

other countries.

Ministers of the Interior rep-

resenting the nine countries

are expected to meet in Lon-
don late this spring to approve

the convention. Britain, West
Germany and France, the

chief supporters of the
scheme, consider the Euro-
pean Community is ready for

cooperation against interna-

tional crime on a scale beyond
the bounds of Interpol.

Politically, the convention
will answer the claim, made by
many developing countries at a

recent conference of the
United Nations Commission
on Narcotics, in Geneva, that

the industrialized nations are

paying insufficient attention

to the world trade in illicit

drugs. It will provide a flexi-

ble framework for coordinated

police activities and an imme-
diate exchange of information
and experience as well as per-

AUCKLAND, N.Z.-More than

90% of New Zealanders be-

lieve that driving after drink-

ing too much alcohol is com-
mon among this country’s mo-
torists, according to a Ministry
of Transport survey of public

attitudes.

Of the survey sample of 1,800
people, .56% claimed some or

all of their friends drive after

drinking too much; 25%
admitted driving themselves
after drinking to excess; and

trolled cultivation. It is possi-

ble, the board suggests, that
traffickers are endeavouring
not only to diminish the risks of

interception by reducing the
volume of goods to be trans-

ported, but. also to diversify

their sources of supply. In-
creasingly substantial seizures

sonnel within the Community.

In the long term, it may well

lead to the establishment of a

federal European authority
competent to deal with inter-

national crime involving serv-

eral countries simultaneously.

Ministers attending the
spring conference here will be
essentially concerned with a

different kind of international

crime—terrorism, which was
indeed financed from drug
smuggling in many cases until

the recent past. But narcotics

specialists in the nine coun-
tries welcome the impending
convention as a fine opportu-

nity to bring their individual
enforcement programs closer

in accord.

Discussions leading to the
convention have gone on for

some time. The central figure

to emerge in this latest stage

of the negotiations is Roy Jen-
kins, the British Home Secre-

tary, who has just visited M
Poniatowski, his French oppos-

ite number in Paris, and who
received a visit earlier this

year in London from Herr
Maihofer, his colleague in

West Germany. The other In-

terior Ministers of the Nine are

likely to lend unhesitant sup-

port.

Sources close to the British

planners of the scheme explain

70% said they did not mind
having as a close friend some-
one who habitually drinks and
drives.

Initial results of the survey
appeared in a New Zealand
Medical Journal article which
observed that “in this country
the social pressures to curb
drinking and driving are not

strong”.

The authors. Dr A. G. Poyn-
ter and Mary Anderson, who
run an alcoholism treatment

of brown heroin in Western
Europe have thus clearly iden-

tified the use by the trafhckers
of an air route originating in

Malaysia.
Large seizures of illicit can-

nabis consignments also sup-
port theories of a changing
pattern in the trade.

the need to bypass Interpol in

a continentwide search for per-
manent remedy to interna-
tional crime in terms of the na-
ture of that organization. It is

well suited for the dissemina-
tion of information but not
equipped to coordinate simul-
taneous international action.

They point to a bilateral arran-

gement between the United
States and France, bypassing
Interpol, which has brought
about spectacular success in

the smashing of French smug-
gling organizations.

Western Europe established
a full-time organization con-
cerned with drug trafficking
in a Ministerial meeting in

Paris last year. The organiza-
tion, involving permanent na-
tional representatives, is in-

tended to promote a quick ex-

change of information while
the new convention is to pro-
vide for centrally coordinated
action.

In addition, the convention
would enable the European
Community to speak on inter-

national crime with a single
voice and, perhaps more signif-

icantly, to link trade relations

with good conduct in this in-

creasingly sensitive sphere. If

the scheme works, other
groups of countries may well
establish similar regional
structures.

unit, suggested persistent

drunken driving offenders
should be permanently de-

prived of their right to drive,

no matter what hardship this

causes.

For other offenders able to

respond to treatment, they
sai(l restoration of a driving li-

cence could be used as a

method of constructive coer-

cion to help motivate the of-

fender to deal successfully
with a drinking problem.

^rduiid

. . .And not a drop to

drink
Scotch could be rationed in
Britain by the early 1980s ac-

cording to a leading whisky
producer. He is blaming
“government ineptitude and
greed which is starving the in-

dustry of the cash it needs in
order to process enough
liquor.” The whisky industry in
Britain produced about 200
million bottles less in the first

10 months of 1975 than in the
same period in 1974.

Tough campaign
The British government has
launched a tough anti-smoking
campaign with strict licensing

controls on the new synthetic

tobaccos along with proposals
for voluntary curbs on strong
cigarettes. Nineteen million
Britons — about half the adult

population — smoke.

Liquor restraint
,

New Guinea recently celebrat- i

ed Independence Day by ban-
ning all liquor sales for a week
preceeding the holiday. Only

i

tourists were exempt from the
i

regulations which banned al-
j

cohol from taverns and made it
|

an offence to consume alcohol
'

in a public place.

Twist to open
The British Department of
Health is planning to introduce
regulations.requiring phar-
maceutical manufacturers and
suppliers to package children’s

aspirin in child-resistant con-

tainers.

Mexican connection
The majority of heroin coming
into the United States has been
traced to Mexico where a study

indicates that 90% of heroin
confiscated in the US was
processed in Mexico. In 1972,

only 40% of street heroin was
the “Mexican brown” variety,

so called because of its impuri-

ties. For 1973 and 1974, the

figures rose to 63% and 76%.

Affluence to blame
Rising affluence is to blame for

the growing numbers of al-

coholics in the world, according

to the moral welfare committee

of the Church of Scotland. In a

report, the committee refers to

alcoholism as “an unhappy
dilemma which a prosperous

society seems unable to face

and unable to resolve". Other
"unresolved dilemmas" the

Driving after excessive drinking is common
New Zealanders state in recent survey

...Common Market countries combine forces

to combat iiiicit drug market and crime

Bulgaria renews efforts against alcohol abuse
By John Dornberg

MUNICH — Bulgaria has
launched a major new anti-

alcohol and anti-tobacco
drive.

A Joint decree by the Bul-

garian State Council and the

Bulgarian Communist party

central committee in Jan-
uary, calls for “intensifying

the struggle” against al-

cohol and tobacco abuse. It

Is the first such joint decree
since I9.'B.

'I'lie document, which
calls primarily for prop-
aganda, links the drive
against alcohol abuse and
smoking to the Ideological
struggle. It alleges the prac-

i'

tlc<‘s 4»f smoking and drink-
ing “have their roots In the

r ^ ' distant (I.e. the pre-Com-

i

niunist) past" and are

“remnants of the bourgeois
era”.

Despite drastic Increases
in the price of alcoholic
beverages three years ago,

alcohol consumption in Bul-
garia has continued to In-

cn*as(* and according to the
latest statistics Is now al-

most twice as high as III.IS

when the party and govern-
ment last gave official at-

lention to the problem.
According to (he current

Bulgarian Statistical Year-
book, whicb contains data
through 1973. per capita al-

cohol consumption has in-

creased from 7.6 to 1 3. .I

liters annually since I960.

'Fhe number of people sub-
jected to compulsory treat-

ment in Sofia's sobering up
stations increased from

8,000, when these were first

established in 1961, to

26,200 last year.

Bulgarian media have
stressed "a considerable
proportion" of them were
“young people".

A//(i(/( - /), the monthly of

the Bulgarian Komsomol,
the young communist
league, ascribes tbe higb
alcohol consumption rate

among Bulgarian youth to

"mass advertising, the
monotoiuMis life of a great

number of youngsters, dis-

illusionment, and tbe imi-

tation of Western fashions

and life styles".

The new decree has more
propagandistic than prac-
tical value. Paradoxically, it

recommends measures (bat

were introduced several

years ago, such as a ban on
advertising alcoholic bever-

ages and tobacco products
which was actually enacted
by law in 1973.

It also urges the estab-
lishment of lion-smoking
and non-drinking rooms in

certain cafes, restaurants,

theatres and offices, (hough
such rooms already exist. It

demands an increase in tbe

production of non-alcoholic

beverages, (hough various
goveriiinent measures last

year already dealt with tbe

shortage of such drinks.

Two aspects of (be latest

dec ire. however, are new.
One recommends literary

works on the subject be
commissioned and drinking
and smoking scenes not be
shown on television and

cinema screens.

Secondly, on (he practical

level, the document urges
“severe public measures”
(without specifying (heir

nature) be taken against
(hose who introduce minors
to alcohol and toba(‘co. It

also bans the sale of al-

coholic beverages until

after 12 noon daily. I'p to

now alcohol has been
available in shops, cafes and
restaurants from 9 am.

Finally, the new decree
recommends “a more flexi-

ble price policy to curb al-

cohol and tobacco con-
sumption". Sources here
predict this presages an-

other price increase — 50%
in 1973 — which in prac-

tice. however, seems to have
had little effect.
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committee listed were euthana-
sia, abortion, population con-
trol and public lotteries.

Sober February
The Finnish firm, Yhtyneet
Paperiehtaat, has initiated

“Sober February” where its

employees pledge not to in-

dulge in alcohol for the entire

month. The scheme, which
began last year in an attempt to

curtail absenteeism and on-
the-job accidents has expanded
to other Finnish firms which
are engaging in friendly com-
petition with each other. Dur-
ing the first Sober February
last year, accidents at Yhytneet
Paperiehtaat fell by 28% but
absenteeism remained about
the same.

Luck O’ the Irish
The cost of spirits in Ireland is

rising as a result of a govern-

ment attempt to gain increased

revenue. Nevertheless con-

sumption isn’t decreasing as

expected. Those who still in-

dulge are now paying 10 cents

more for a shot of whisky and

(
a pint of beer.

!

;
Liver ails

i France is at the top of the liver

! cirrhosis death league accord-

! ing to a recent survey which

fi
shows that country’s rate of

cirrhosis ailments at 40.4 cases

!

per 100.000 of the population.

Swiss smokers
The 50-50 sharing of seats on

the Swiss National Railway
between smokers and non-
smokers is to be altered in favor

of passengers who don’t use
' tobacco. The management says

i non-smokers will be allotted

^ two-thirds of the space in all the

^ new passenger cars on its long

distance domestic line. The
decision was made after 10,000

I
people were polled and 55%

I said they were non-smokers,
compared with 30% who said

! they smoke and 15% who made
i no comment.

C ' t ! 1 1
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Britons may get longer pub hours if a proposed private member’s bill passes third reading in the House of Commons. In addition to

keeping pubs open between 10 am and 12 midnight each day, the bill would allow children in pubs before 8 pm — an attempt, says the

bill’s author, to introduce alcohol to young people in a family setting.

Longer pub hours?

Proposed bill would relax rules in UK
By Harvey McConnell

LONDON—A private mem-
ber’s bill that would loosen up
the hours public houses may
stay open in Britain has been
given a second reading in the
House of Commons despite
strong reservations expressed
by a Labour Government
spokesman.

Conservative Kenneth
Clarke’s bill, which he de-

scribes as a “modest measure,”

would allow a pub manager to

apply to the local magistrates to

open outside the present pre-

scribed hours, but within the
limit of 10 am to midnight.

At present, pubs throughout
the country cannot open before
11.30 am and must close by 3 pm
at the latest and then open
again from 5.30 pm to 11 pm
depending on the area.

Mr Clarke’s bill would also

provide for the admission of

children to pubs before 8 pm
although the sale of any al-

coholic beverage to them would
be banned.
He told the House that any

person with a drinking problem
could obtain alcohol and abuse
it without being inconven-
ienced by the present pub
hours. The inconvenience of

the present system was to social

drinkers, tourists, and trav-

ellers.

Allowing children in would
introduce them to alcohol in a

family setting in restrained
surroundings and stop it from
being considered a secret adult

thing.

Dr Shirley Summerskill, for

the government, said the
government would not actively

oppose or support the measure.
But, she said, it was crucial

for MPs to consider, in the pre-

sent climate of increasing al-

coholism, especially among the

young, and of drunkenness and
drunken driving offences,
whether it was now appropriate

to relax the present law on
opening hours.
Opposition also came from

Conservative Sir Bernard
Braine, chairman of the Na-
tional Council on Alcoholism.
He said drinking was a plea-

sant pastime for the majority.
However, for a minority, it is a
destroyer of health and happi-
ness, a major factor in the
breakdown of family life, and a
potent cause of death and in-

jury, he said.

Mr Clarke’s bill still has
many hurdles to overcome, in-

cluding a third reading and
then consideration by the
House of Lords.

British anti-smoking iobbyists gain support
;

By Alan Massam
LONDON- Although Britons
are still smoking 132,000 mil-

lion cigarettes annually, there

is a definite note of optimism
creeping into the pronounce-
ments of the anti-smoking lob-
by.

“One can go to parties these
days and talk about anti-smok-

New Zealand

blood-alcohol

AUCKLAND, NZ — New
Zealand’s blood-sample legisla-

tion for drinking drivers, cri-

ticized by doctors on ethical

grounds when it was in-

troduced three years ago, is

under fire again — this time
because it is not efficient

enough.

(

Hospitals are required to

take blood-alcohol samples
from all drivers examined or
treated after traffic accidents.

But doctors and technicians
complain they are wasting their

time on the complicated sam-
pling procedure because legal

loopholes make conviction dif-

ficult to obtain.

At least eight millilitres of

blood must be taken, without
the use of an alcohol swab. The
sample is divided into two por-

tions, each of which must be
sealed, labelled and signed.

ing without offending people,”

said dynamic Mike Daube, dir-

ector of the Royal College of

Physicians-sponsored ginger
group. Action on Smoking and
Health (ASH).
“In fact I find that talking

about the dangers of smoking
and the prospect the individual

has for giving it up has become

then held under refrigeration
for 14 days while law enfor-
cement authorities decide
whether to prosecute.
Only a small proportion of

samples is eventually used in

evidence and Courts are dis-

missing an increasing number
of cases on technicalities. After
dissatisfied doctors at two of

the country’s largest ho.spitals

decided to discontinue sam-
pling, the government said it

would convene an advisory
committee to consider simpler
procedures.

The blood-sampling legisla-

tion was enacted after studies

showed excess consumption of

alcohol was a factor in more
than 50% of serious accidents
on New Zealand roads. The
legal maximum is 100 milli-

grams of alcohol per 100 mil-

lilitres of blood.

very definitely trendy.”

Mr Daube was speaking
after publication of the figures

for tobacco sales during 1975
which showed that cigarette

sales had declined by 3% in

number and by 6% in weight
(of tobacco).

The British budget for 1975
was declared on April 15 and
cigarettes were still on sale at

the old prices for some weeks
afterwards. So the fall in sales

due to price occurred in just

over half the year.

Mr Daube believes the in-

creased price of tobacco prod-

ucts has the effect of confirm-

ing the individual smoker’s
conviction that he should kick

the habit. And, of course, the

conviction itself builds up be-

cause the smoker is exposed to

health propaganda.

The high point of cigarette

tobacco consumption in the

UK was 1960 when 239.2 mil-

lion lbs weight was consumed.
In 1970 the figure had dropped

to 215.4; in 1971 it zoomed
down to 204.1 (after the 2nd
Royal College of Physicians re-

port Smoking and Health
Now)-, in 1972, 216.2; in 1973,

228.9; in 1974, 225.6; and in

1975, 212.6.

Mr Daube, who learned his

campaigning techniques with
the very energetic and success-

ful housing ginger group,
Shelter, believes this last sig-

nificant drop in cigarette sales

is particularly encouraging as

it shows a number of factors

are now positively influencing
the smoker to give up the
habit.'

Among these he includes the

efforts of Dr David Owen, Min-
ister of State at the depart-

ment of health and social secu-

rity. Dr Owen is a non-smoker,
committed to anti-smoking,
and a shrewd politician.

“We are also very lucky in

the officers we have working
with ASH. They are all very

competent and dedicated,” said

Mr Daube.

Recently, ASH set up an all

party committee of Members of

Parliament who support its

aims and looks set to achieve a

great deal in 1976.

British cigarette manufac-
turers agreed early in P^ebru-

ary to record on packets which
tar group brand falls into. The
tar groups are Low Tar; Low to

Middle Tar; Middle Tar; Middle
to High Tar; and High Tar,
depending on how much tar

and nicotine per cigarette is

yielded in milligrams.

A statement from the de-

partment of health and social

.security .said its objective was
“to persuade those who cannot
give uf) smoking to change to a

brand of a lower tar group".
The department also pub-

lished detailed information on
the tar yields of 110 brands so

that smokers could choo.se an
alternative brand.
“There is evidence that prog-

ress is being made in reducing
the tar yields of cigarettes

smoked. The average tar yield

per cigarette of all cigarettes

smoked in July 1972 is esti-

mated at 21.0 mgs. The corre-

sponding estimate for June
1975 is 19.0 mgs,” said a de-

partment spokesman.

Fiji considers

alcohol

permits

to cut crime
vSUVA, FIJI-Per.sonal per-

mits to buy or drink alcohol

have been recommended by a

Royal Commission as a means
of cutting the crime rate in

Fiji.

Anyone found buying or

drinking liquor without a per-

mit would face imprisonment
or a fine if the proposals of

the Royal Commission on
Crime are implemented.
Those convicted for drunken-
ness would also lose their

drinking permits for up to a

year.

The commissioner, Chief
Justice Clifford Grant, re-

ported that the Fiji crime rate

rose by 96% between 970 and
1974. He said about 60% of

prison inmates interviewed
for his inquiry blamed alcohol
for causing their crimes.

doctors claim

tests futile
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(continued from page 8)

these changes is modern tech-

nology, particularly in commu-
nications, with its apparent ef-

fect of depersonalization. It is

understandable that many de-

sire to escape into a romantic
version of the past, or to dwell

in the realms of the subcon-

scious. But to do so is danger-

ous. I am profoundly dis-

tressed that the Addiction Re-

search Foundation is choosing

to encourage this foolish path.

Andr6 McNicoll
Ottawa
(Editor’s note: The views of

The Journal’s editorial staff do
not necessarily reflect the
views of The Addiction Re-
search Foundation.)

Musicians
Sir:

I was recently surprised to

note in The Journal, (January)
a rather detailed article by
Harvey McConnell dealing with

my relationship with various
jazz musicians and the problem
of excessive alcohol use. Alth-

ough there are some inaccur-

acies, it is in general an inter-

esting distillate of a talk I gave
at the Annual Meeting of the

National Council on Al-

coholism, in Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, last year.

Throughout the article there
are a number of quotes which
appear to have been taken ei-

ther from a tape recording or
from extremely detailed notes.

I do not myself have a tape of

this talk and I do not utilize

notes. I am planning to repeat

this topic this year in Wash-
ington, DC, and if you have ac-

cess to an existing tape, I

would be most interested in

hearing it. Also, since the for-

mat of “The Back Page” of

The Journal is so striking, I

would like two or three copies

for my personal use.

Again I must tell you of my
appreciation for the interest
you have shown in my work,
and would like only to correct

the erroneous concept that my
long friendship with Edward
Kennedy Ellington had any-
thing to do with his drinking
habits.

Thank you for whatever help

you may be able to supply in

my quest for an accurate and
intelligible record of my own
words which often come back

to haunt me.

Luther A. Cloud, MD
Associate Vice President,

and Associate Medical
Director
Bureau of Employees’ Health,
The Equitable Life Assurance

Society of the US
New York, N.Y.

LCBO
Sir:

The description of the 49th

Annual Report of Liquor Con-
trol Board of Ontario in The
Journal (March) was mislead-

ing and unhelpful.

The article was headlined
“Ontario alcohol sales rose in

1975” and “Spiralling trend
continues”.

The intention behind this

combination could have been
no other than to suggest that

Ontario residents are in the
grip of an alcohol-beverage
buying binge. The only infor-

mation about sales given in the

article, written by a member of

your editorial staff, consisted

of the statement that the dol-

lar value of beverage sales was
$683,258,454 during the year
ending March 31, 1975, com-
pared with $594,438,726 dur-

ing the preceeding year. This
suggestion of an annual rate

of increase in sales of just

under 11.5% would, by itself,

indeed indicate a “spiralling

trend”.

The implication that alcohol

consumption is rising at an
alarming rate is quite wrong.

The price of alcoholic bever-
ages rose by an average of
close to 7.5% between the two
years. Moreover, the adult pop-
ulation of the province proba-
bly rose by close to 2.6% dur-
ing the same period. Together
these two increases mean that
the dollar value of total sales
could have risen by 10.3%
without there being any in-

crease in per capita alcohol
consumption, leaving just
1.2% of the increase in the
sales to be accounted for by in-

creased use of alcohol.

The LCBO report itself gives

some indication of how actual

sales of alcohol changed be-

tween the two years; It can be
found on the page following
the presentation of dollar val-

ues. The increase in consump-
tion, when corrected for the al-

cohol concentrations of the dif-

ferent beverages (40% for
spirits, an average of 16% for

wines and fortified wines, and
5% for beers), was 3.01%.

When the population in-

crease is also allowed for, the
true annual increase in per
capita consumption is revealed
to be 0.42%. This is a low rate

of increase that certainly does
not justify the scaremongering
and alarmist headline that was
used to highlight the article.

The rate of increase of

0.42% is unusually low when
compared with the previous
year’s increase of 4.22% and
the annual average for the pre-

vious five years of 3.60%. If

Heroin use-‘a national phenomenon'
(Continued from page 1)

ports on drug-related deaths,
emergency room reports, hepa-
titis data, reports on price and
purity levels of heroin, state
and local law enforcement in-

formation, and drug abuse
treatment admissions.

According to the indicators
report, heroin-related deaths
reported to the Drug Abuse
Warning Network (DAWN),
have gradually increased to

512 in the second quarter of
1975 from 363 in the three-
month period from July to

September 1973.

The data are based on re-

ports from approximately 100
medical examiners in 24 major
metropolitan areas and cover-
ing about one-third of the US
population.

Heroin-related emergency
room episodes reported to
DAWN have shown a steady
increa.se to 6,546 in the second
quarter of 1975 from 4,248 in

the last quarter of 1973.

These DAWN data are

drawn from reports by more
than 800 emergency rooms
throughout the country.

Drug-related hepatitis cases

have shown a dramatic in-

crease from 1,436 in 1966 to a

peak of 29,432 in 1972, level-

ling off at 22,775 in 1973 and
remaining fairly constant
since then.

The hepatitis data used in

this report were based on Cen-
ter for Disease Control re-

ports. They relate primarily
to serum hepatitis and those
cases of infectious or unspeci-
fied hepatitis that may have
been misclassified.

The national average retail

price per milligram of heroin
showed a relatively steady
price increase from .95 cents
in the second quarter of 1972,

to a peak of $2.71 in the fourth
quarter of 1974. Since then
there have been two successive

declines in the price, levelling

out at $2.34 in the second quar-
ter of 1975.

Over the same period, the
purity of heroin has ranged
from 9.8% in the second quar-
ter of 1972, to a low of 6% in

1973, to a high of 12.3% in the
second quarter of 1975. This
involves unweighted national
averages of both white heroin
from Europe and Southeast
Asia, and brown heroin from
Mexico.

This is significant if one ac-

cepts the hypothesis that as
heroin becomes more accessi-

ble its purity increases and
price decreases.

The rate of arrests for her-

oin and cocaine made by local

and state officials reached its

peak in 1971 (74,000), dropped
to 44,000 (pre-1969 levels) in

1973, and has since continued
to rise (54,000) in 1974.

In terms of clients entering
treatment, NIDA-funded pro-

grams show a relatively con-
stant number between the sec-

ond quarter of 1973 and the
third quarter of 1974. There is

then a 42% increase during
the fourth quarter of 1974,
with that new level maintained
through to the end of 1975.
This is roughly similar both in

terms of new admissions and
readmissions.

In commenting on the 18-

month interruption in the “ep-

idemic” in 1972 and 1973, Dr
DuPont suggested the opium
cultivation ban in Turkey, and
the disruption of the French
and European connections,
were instrumental factors.

Since that time, however,
the Mexican heroin trade has
developed to the point it now
accounts for almost 90% of

the heroin entering the coun-
try.

“The point is heroin use has
become a national phenome-
non. It is no longer located
only in large cities and particu-

larly not in east coast cities,”

said Dr DuPont.

GM’s absentee rate drops by half
(Continued from page 1)

d(!nt claims had been filed by
the 104 employees. One year
afl(!r treatment, 99 claims
were filed a decrea.se of 46%.

• Absenteeism totalled
3,440 days one year before
treatment for the .same group
of employ«‘es, but dropped to

1,779 days one year after treat-

ment, a decrease of 48%.
• Sickness and accident

benefits paid to employees also

decreased by 48% one year
after treatment, (to $48,691
from $93,554).

• Workmen’s Compensa-
tion claims also decrea.sed by

27% and the amount paid in

benefits dropped to $3,981
from $11,078, a 64% decrea.se.

The story differed considera-

bly for the 48 employees who
refused treatment, said Mr.
Lunn.
Sickness and accident bene-

fit claims increased by 19%
one year after they were re-

ferred to the medical depart-

ment by their supervisors.
Days lost jumped to 1,521 from
688, an increa.se of 121% mid
the amount paid in sickness
and acciilent benefits climbed
to $43,413 from $19,102 one
year before referral, an in-

crea.se of 128%.
Some tragic incidents oc-

curred in till' lives of tho.si' 48
mnployei's, Mr Lunn went on
to say.

"We lost four through sui

cide; four more through cir-

rhosis of the liver at a very
young age; and three in auto-

mobile acciileiits. We retired
six or .seven at an early age lie-

cause they well' no longer able

to continue on their jobs, and
six were fired,"

Those remaining, Mr Lunn
.said, have since been referred

again to the (IM medical de-

partment and have gone for

treatment.

Although treatment is not
mandatory, those who refuse it

and continue to deteriorate
on the job are di.sciplined.

Tho.se who seek treatment are

paid full insurance benefits.

However, they too are disci-

plined if, after an appropriate
period, efforts at rehabilita-

tion have not worked, said Mr
Lunn.
"Because we look at job per-

formance, we feel it's the em-
ployee's responsibility to per-

form when he's at work. If his

job performance starts to dete-

riorate, we feel then that it be-

comes our business to do some-
thing about whatever his prob-

lem is.

"We have the program, we
have the policy, we feel we
have good facilities In the
Ireatmt'iit of alcoholism in this

area, and we should use them,"
Mr Lunn conebided.

this 5-year average rate of in-

crease were to continue for 20
years, per capita alcohol con-
sumption in Ontario would
then be more than twice the
current level and similar to
what presently obtains in
France, where half of all ho-
spital beds are said to be oc-
cupied by sufferers from al-

cohol-related disease.

The very small increase in

the most recent year may be a
direct result of the general
economic hardship. During the
period 1930-1933, when there
was an even greater decline in

material well-being, per capita

alcohol consumption fell by
40%.
Another unfortunate thing

about the article is that it

failed to note an important
trend in beverage use that is

featured in the Liquor Board’s
data. Per capita consumption
of spirits was 5.68% higher
during the year ending March
1975 than during the previous
year. Wine consumption was
2.62% higher. Per capita beer
consumption actually fell

between the two years, by
3.74%. Beer continued to be
the way in which most alcohol

was sold.

But, if these trends continue
into the current year, the resi-

dents of Ontario will be buying
most of their alcohol in forms
other than beer for the first

time since 1933, the year be-

fore the legislation that
opened hotel beverage rooms
for the sale of beer and al-

lowed the purchase of beer
without a permit. (Because of

the extraordinary amount of

wine that is being made in On-
tario homes, it is possible that

most alcohol began again to be
consumed in forms other than
beer two or three years ago.

)

The trend away from beer
and, in particular, toward liq-

uor is a trend that deserves far

more attention than it has so

far received. Although alcohol

is alcohol however consumed,
drinking patterns are the es-

sence of alcohol abuse, and a

fundamental change in pat-

tern cannot but have implica-

tions for our understanding of

the future direction of alcohol

abuse in this province and else-

where.
Richard Gilbert

Scientist

Addiction Research Founda-
tion of Ontario
Toronto

Cannabis
Dr Eugene Le Blanc’s

speculations about the possible

risks to society from cannabis
use are indeed unfortunate
because of their absence of

substance and their genesis in

extrapolative naivete.

The pharmacologist has
failed to review adequately the

wealth of historical epidemiol-

ogical data extant in studies

beginning with the 1893-94 In-

dian Hemp Drugs Commission
or the vast amounts of clinical

data in njedical literature

prior to the removal of this

nuHlicinal agent from the for-

mulary.
Unfortunately, Dr Lt'Blanc's

failure to do his basic hi.stori-

cal research before uttering

his statements render him a

victim of bibliographic amne-
sia which then results in these

prattlings that are devoid of

.scientific or .social substance.

Besides reviewing the major
studies such as the IHDC and
the LaGuardia report. The
Opium Ih-oblem by Terry and
Pellens in 1929 should help to

correct this defect in his

jH'r.spective.

Tod II. Mikuriya, MD

The Journal welcomes
Letters to the Editor
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^ ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE CANADIAN FOUNDATION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES

Plan to attend

LE ONZIEME CONGRES ANNUEL DE LA FONDATION CANADIENNE SUR L’ALCOOL ET LA DEPENDANCE AUX DROGUES

JUNE 20-25, 1976 ROYAL YORK HOTEL, TORONTO

Up-to-date expert knowledge and practical experience in

the effective management of alcohol and drug dependencies

SPECIAL GUEST
SPEAKERS

The Honourable William G.

Davis Q.C.

Premier of Ontario

The Honourable Marc

Lalonde

Minister of National

Health and Welfare

Commissioner Arnold Brown

Territorial Commander,
Salvation Army in

Canada

PLENARY

SESSIONS
EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DRUG USE
AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Dr. Irving Rootman, Health and
Welfare Canada
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF
ALCOHOLICS AND DRUG DE-
PENDENT INDIVIDUALS
Dr. Albert Nantel, University of

Laval, Quebec
PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC AP-
PROACHES IN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE
Dr. Carl Pinsky, University of

Manitoba
ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER
DRUG DEPENDENCIES; A PRI-
VATE ILLNESS
Dr. George Strachan, Gillain

Foundation, Victoria, B.C.

BEHAVIOURAL THERAPIES-
OR PERSUADING PEOPLE TO
BE DIFFERENT
Dr. Charles Aharan, The Victoria

Life Enrichment Society, B.C.

SOME MODELS FOR THE PRE-
VENTION OF ALCOHOLIC
PROBLEMS
Dr. Wolfgang Schmidt, Addiction
Research Foundation
CURRENT PROGRESS AND RE-
SEARCH IN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG EDUCATION
Dr. Michael Goodstadt, Addic-
tion Research Foundation
DETOXICATION: ALTERNA-
TIVES TO THE HANDLING OF
PUBLIC INEBRIATES
Dr. Helen Annis, Addiction Re-
search Foundation
INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF
DRUG PROBLEMS
H. David Archibald, Executive
Director, A.R.F.

SOME PERSPECTIVES ON
DRINKING AND DRIVING
Ernie Pass, N.S. Registry of
Motor Vehicles, Halifax, N.S.

IMPROVING THE REFERRAL
SYSTEM: HOW TO GET THE
CLIENT TO THE AGENCY
Dr. Peggy-Anne Brown, Univer-
sity of Alberta

SPECIAL

INTEREST

SESSIOt^
Over 100 papers w/ill be pre-

sented including;

PRINCIPLES -OF TREATMENT
FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS
Doreen Brown, Donwood Insti-

tute, Toronto
PROFILE OF THE SPOUSE OF
THE ALCOHOLIC
Manfred Winter and Edith Larson
Calder Rehabilitation Center,

Saskatoon
THE EXTENT OF THE ALCOHOL
PROBLEM IN LABRADOR
Richard A. Boczkowski, Govern-
ment of Newfoundation and La-

brador
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC
PARENTS
Margaret H. Hindman, NCAI,
Rockville, Md.
THE CHILD. ALCOHOL AND
ABUSE
D. Frank Worrell, Alberta Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Commission
COMMUNITY DETOXIFICATION
SYSTEM-A SELF HELP
MODEL
Bill Cline, Govt, of the Yukon
Territory

DEVELOPMENT OF A TREAT-
MENT MODEL FOR ALCOHOL-
ICS

Dr. Z. Amit, Sir George Williams

Faculty of Arts, Montreal
DISULFIRAM IMPLANTS FOR
ALCOHOLISM
Dr. Allan Wilson, University of

Manitoba

EVALUATION DU TOXICO-
MAINE EN CABINET DE PRA-
TIQUE GENERALE
Dr. Michelle Cousineau, Medecin
Conseil—Toxicomanies, Mon-
treal

THE THOUGHT DISORDER OF
THE CANNABIS SYNDROME
Dr. Alfred V. Milliman, Maryland
Drug Abuse Research & Treat-

ment Foundation

DEMONSTRATIONS
In lieu of field trips, representa-

tives from treatment facilities in

the province will demonstrate
their methods at the conference.

A NETWORK OF COMMUNITY
SERVICES FOR THE ALCO-
HOLIC
John Egan, Smith Centre, Thun-
der Bay
Bob Smith, Lawkin Centre,

Thunder Bay
PINEWOOD CENTRE ALCO-
HOLISM PROGRAM
Dr. George Blake, Oshawa
OBJECTIVE SETTING AND
COMMITMENT MONITORING
WITH SKID ROW INEBRIATES:
BON ACCORD’S BEHAVIOUR
REVIEW GROUPS
Rev. D. F. Collier, Bon Accord,

Flora

TEACHING COPING STRATE-
GIES TO PROBLEM DRINKERS:
THE APPLICATION OF SELF-
HELP STRATEGIES IN AN AL-
COHOLIC HALFWAY HOUSE
Keith Walker, Spadina Project,

Toronto

MAY STREET TREATMENT
PROGRAM
Dr. E. Freedberg, A.R.F. ,

Toronto

ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUN-
DATION CLINICAL INSTITUTE
TREATMENT MODEL
Dr. Fred Glaser, Head of Psy-

chiatry, A.R.F., Toronto

SYMPOSIA
FORMATIVE EVALUATION FOR
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Dr. Stephen L. Milstein

Institut National de la Recherche
Scientifique-Sante Universite du
Quebec, Montreal

BROAD SPECTRUM BEHAV-
IOURAL STRATEGIES WITH AL-
COHOLICS
Dr. George Blake

Pinewood Centre of Qshawa
General Hospital

Oshawa, Ontario

NARCOTICS AND ALCOHOL
TREATMENT PROGRAMS IN

MONTREAL AND VANCOUVER
Raymond D. Cohen
Director, Alternatives Program
for Alcohol and Drug Dependen-
cies

Vancouver, B.C.

ALCOHOL/DRUG ISSUES AF-
FECTING YOUTH
Gail Swainston
Toe Alpha
Alcohol and Drug Concerns
Toronto

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION FACILITIES will be provided at all

plenary sessions and at selected afternoon sessions.

AUDIOTAPES of all plenary sessions will be available at the confer-

ence.

PLENARY PAPERS will also be reproduced in the conference program
book.

REGISTER
TODA Y. . .

Conference Host:

Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario

Send to: Conference Manager, Informaction, Addiction Research Foundation,

33 Russeii Street, Toronto, CANADA, MSS 2S1

Name:

Affiliation:.

Title:

Address:

City: Province. _Code_

Country:

Conference fee: $60.00 if received prior to May 1, 1976
$75.00 if received after May 1, 1976

Please invoice meCheque enclosed

Date:

CanceMation In Ihe event of cancellation of the com-
pleted regiatration. Ihe Organization Committee will

deduct 10% of the amount peid ar>d will refund Ihe
balance

.Signature:

Your signature on this form indicates that you accept the conditions for Registration

and the cancellation clause.
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Coniing li/eitts

International Conference on
Alcoholism and Drug Depen-
dence — April 4-9, 1976, Liver-

pool, England. Information:
International Council on Al-

Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,

cohol and Addictions, Case

Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

National Alcoholism Forum —
April 9-13, 1976, Washington,
D.C. Information: ICAA, Case

Switzerland.

Treatable Aspects of Al-

coholism — May 5-7, 1976,
Thunder Bay, Sault Ste. Marie
and Sudbury, Ontario. Informa-
tion: Dr Hector Orrego, Addic-
tion Research Foundation, 33
Russell Street, Toronto, Ontar-
io, M5S 2S1.

National Nurses Society on Al-

coholism Second Annual Meet-
ing — May 6-7, 1976, Washing-
ton D.C. Information: Juanita
Palmer, Chairwoman, Program
Operations Committee, 2 Park

Ave., Suite 1720, New York,
New York, 10016.

Work in Progress in Al-

coholism — 1976 — May 6-8,

1976, Washington, D.C. Infor-

mation: National Council on
Alcoholism,_2 Park Ave., New
York, New York, 10016.

Alcohol and the Liver — May
14, 1976, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: The Canadian
Hepatic Foundation, Suite
1010, 65 Queen St. E., Toronto,
Ontario, M5H 2M5.
22nd International Institute

on the Prevention and Treat-
ment of Alcoholism — June
7-12, 1976, Vigo, Spain. Infor-

mation: ICAA, Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Switz-

erland.

The Committee on Problems of

Drug Dependence — June 7-9,

1976, Richmond, Virginia. In-

formation Committee on Prob-

lems of Drug Dependence,
NAS-NRC, 2101 Constitution
Ave., NW, Washington, D.C.

20418.

Ninth Annual Eagleville Con-
ference on Alcoholism and
Drug Addiction — June 10-11,

1976, Eagleville, Pennsylvania.
Information: Patricia Moretti,

Conference Registrar, Eag-
leville, Pennsylvania, 19408.

Eleventh Annual Conference
of the Canadian Foundation on
Alcohol and Drug Dependen-
cies, INFORMACTION —
June 20-25, 1976, Toronto, On-
tario. Information: William
Gilliland, Conference Man-
ager, Addiction Research
Foundation, 33 Russell St., To-
ronto, Ontario. M5S 2S1.

Rap Round-up 1976 — June
25-27, 1976, Swan Lake, New
York. Meeting of recovered al-

coholics who are working in the
profession. Information: RAP,
Box 95, Staten Island, New
York, 10305.

In order to provide our
readers with adequate
notice of forthcoming
meetings, please send an-
nouncements as early as

possible to: The Journal,
33 Russell Street, Toron-
to, Ontario MSS 2S1.

Announcing the publication of

Ombudsman: A Classroom Community

The Ombudsman program documented in this book was developed over a period of several

years for the purpose of moving individuals in a positive direction from “high-risk” psycho-

logical states which we have found to be correlated to frequent drug use.

These psychological states include: low self-esteem, poor parent-child relationships, lack of

attachment to school and negative social attitudes.

We believe that these states, and therefore the Ombudsman model, have impact on a wide

range of potentially self-destructive behaviors.

This publication has been written to provide educators with a manual for organizing and carry-

ing out similar courses, designed to bring people in touch with themselves and in touch with

each other.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENTS:

Section I
— Introduction outlines the course
and gives suggestions in group
leadership.

Section II
— Group Techniques has a num-

ber of exercises such as brain-

storming, fish-bowl, role-play,

as background for the leader.

Section III — Self Exploration has 25 exer-

cises in areas such as self-es-

teem, values clarification and
feedback skills.

Charlotte Drug Education Center
1416 East Morehead Street
Charlotte, N. C. 28204

of copies of Ombudsman at $6.00 per copy

Please add $.75 postage for 1st copy,
$ .15 for each additional copy

North Carolina Residents please add.
3% in State tax

Mecklenburg Co. Residents please add
1% County Tax

Total Cost

Section IV — Communication and Group
Skills has 49 exercises on listen-

ing, confrontation, decision
making, problem-solving, sexu-

ality, sensory and body aware-
ness and others

Section V — Outreach has examples of com-
munity projects that can be done
by high school students.

Section VI — Bibliography lists some useful

books, films and filmstrips.

ORDER FORM FOR
OMBUDSMAN: A CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

(Price of Copies)

(Postage & Handling)

(N. C. Slate Tax)

(Mecklenburg Co. Tax)

$

(name of organization or individual)

(address)

(city, state and zip code)

ARF BOOKS BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIES ARF BOOKS BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIES

Series No. 9

The Benzodiazepines

— Patterns of Use

AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Compiled by C. E. Weise and S. F. Price

A comprehensive bibliography of the English language
literature which has appeared during the past 15
years. Included are epidemiological surveys, prescrip-

tion data studies, literature reviews, and commentar-
ies.

• complete citations of 248 papers

• annotations of 203 papers

• 37 keyword indicators

• lull indexing

P-212 Paperbound 210 pp.

Microfiche: 176 articles

Order by Catalogue No. from

$7.00

$60.00

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell St., Toronto. Canada MSS 2S1

Series No. 10

Behaviour Modification

for the Treatment

of Alcohoiism

AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

A comprehensive bibliography of the English and for-

eign language literature, containing general articles

and clinical studies dealing with classical and operant
behaviour modification therapies in the treatment of

alcoholism and illicit drug addiction These therapies

include: chemical aversion, electrical aversion, hyp
notic aversion, contingency management, relaxation,

systematic desensitization, visual-verbal procedures,

and combinations of these.

• 348 papers • 8 1 keyword indicators • full indexing

P-208 Paperbound 287 pp.

Microfiche: 325 articles

Order by Catalogue No from

$8.00

$110.00

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell St.. Toronto. Canada MSS 2S1
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The Seattle Public Inebriate
Program:

A One-year Foilow-up Study
Of Client Outcomes

. . .by David L. Stallings and
Gerald R. Oncken
Skid Road Community Coun-
cil,

(107 Cherry Street, Seattle,
WA 98104), 1975.

57p.

Using the “relative im-
provement index,” the findings

of this study reveal that treat-

ment through different modes
can bring about significant
changes in alcohol addiction
behavior and attitudes in Skid
Row alcoholics.

Problems Of Drug
Dependence 1975

. . .by the Committee on Prob-

lems of Drug Dependence.
National Academy of Sciences,

(2101 Constitution Avenue,
N.W., Washington, DC 20418),
1975.

1219p. $22.50

This volume contains the
papers presented at the 37th

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and

Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Annual Scientific Meeting of

the Committee on Problems of

Drug Dependence. The 85 pre-

sentations are grouped under
major headings including; so-

ciology and epidemiology,
clinical studies, clinical phar-
macology, opiate receptors,
treatment and rehabilitation,

animal studies, and animal
pharmacology; and range in

content from reports of specific

research projects in progress

to the future of drug abuse re-

search.

Behavior Modification for

the Treatment of Alcoholism:
An Annotated Bibliography

. . . compiled by C. E. Weise,

S. Busse, H. Reed, and S. Price

Addiction Research Founda-
tion,

(33 Russell Street, Toronto,
Ontario. M5S 2S1), 1975.

287p.: $8.00

This fully indexed compre-
hensive bibliography contains

WANT CURRENT
DRUG & ALCOHOL
INFORMATION?

- FREE CATALOG -

Write or Call:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON DRUG ABUSE

8 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 321-1230

microfiche
• Save storage space
• Replace missing issues
• Exceiient for Libraries

Back issues of these two periodicals are now available

on 16 mm. 4"x6” microfiche.

The Jaurnal
1972-1975

Vols. 1 -4 - $40.00

Single issues $1 .00

Order from:

Marketing Services
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell St., Toronto,
Canada MSS 2S1

SiildiDiHiDEI

1953-1975

Vols. 7-22 - $100.00

Single issues - $1,.50
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citations and abstracts of 347
items dealing with classical
and operant therapies used in

the treatment of alcoholism
and illicit drug addiction.

Other Books

Alcohol Intoxication and
Withdrawal: Experimental

Studies 11 — Gross, Milton M.
(ed). Plenum Press, New York,
1975. Symposium held June
24-28, 1974 in Manchester,
England. 667p. $43.15
Are You Driving Your Chil-
dren To Drink — Moses, Don-
ald A., and Burger, Robert E.

Van Nostrand Reinhold Com-
pany, Toronto, 1975. 235p.

^ositiotis Available

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGIST
The Clinical Institute of the Addiction Research Foundation
requires a Clinical Pharmacologist. The applicant should
have a major interest and experience applicable to clinical

research with psychoactive drugs. Opportunity for teaching

and consultation available. The Clinical Institute is a research

and teaching hospital affiliated with the University of

Toronto. University cross appointments arranged. Must be
eligible for specialist practice in Canada.
Apply to:

E. M. Sellers, M.D., Ph.D., F.R.C.P.(C),
Head, Clinical Pharmacology Program

,

Clinical Institute,

Addiction Research Foundation,
33 Russell Street,

Toronto, Ont., Canada
MSS 2S1

RESEARCH SCIENTIST

The Department of Social and Epidemiological Studies has
an opening for a researcher with Social Science back-
ground. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in Sociology, know-
ledge of epidemiological methods in the study of social

problems and psychiatric disorders and publications in the
field of alcohol and drug dependence or a related area.

Applications with curriculum vitae attached are to be directed to:

Or. W. Schmidt,
Associate Director of Research,
Addiction Research Foundation,
33 Russell Street,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
MSS 2S1

JUST
PUBLISHED!
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How many young people drink?

How much do they drink?

How can parents and teachers respond?

What is government's role?

by Reginald G. Smart

THE NEW DRINKERS summarizes what is known about

youthful drinking and drinking problems as they are

emerging in Ontario, other parts of Canada and in the

United States, and examines ways in which parents,

schools and governments could profitably respond to

the increasing number of drinking problems among
youth.

It will be of primary interest to parents, educators, social

workers, physicians, researchers, and other profession-

als whose work relates to young people.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Reginald Smart is associate

research director of the Addiction Research Foundation

of Ontario. Dr. Smart is an internationally known re-

searcher in the alcohol and drug field and has special-

ized in studying trends of alcohol and drug use.

P-256 Paperbound 166 pp. $3.95

Order by Catalogue No. P-256 from

Marketing Services. Addiction Research Foundation, 33 Russell St.. Toronto. Canada. MSS 2S1
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Le Patriarche:
audience took up the challenge.

Engelmajer is not a psychiatrist.
His interest in working with addicts

seems to have evolved out of his in-

terest in the counter-culture but his

impatience with its freeloading ways.
When he met his second wife,

Rena, more than 10 years ago, they
decided to “live differently” as she
puts it, and rented La Bo^re, an old

farm.

Soon, the Engelmajers, with their

interest in living off the land, in

weaving, and in other arts and crafts,

became a sort of nucleus that drew in

young people interested in the same
things.

Most of the young people, however,
were interested in working only when
they felt like it, and Engelmajer had
no patience with them. Gradually, he
began taking a larger role in dictat-

ing what was and what was not al-

lowed his guests: Work was obliga-

tory, drug use was outlawed. Little by
little. La Bofere began the transforma-
tion into a therapeutic community.
Work remains the basis of therapy

at La Bofere, although Engelmajer
says it is “not just any work, but.work
that the addicts themselves want to

do”.

Although it is doubtful community
members want to do all of the work
they do at La Bo6re, most of the tasks

are fairly routine ones such as farm-
ing and gardening. Members also

help to repair and restore the old

farm that forms the basis of La Bo6re
and a “half-way chateau” several
miles away, and are given relatively

free rein as to how they do this. As a

result, the community and the cha-

teau are veritable exhibitions of

original art and architecture.

There are weavings, copper work,
stained-bottle windows (in the chapel)

and a home-made central heating

system.

Besides the economic importance of

the farm and gardenwork in making
La Boere at least partly self-sup-

porting, all work there has both a

short- and a long-term therapeutic

purpose.
In the long-term, it helps to provide

community members with a vocation
in life. Many of the residents who
have left La Bofere as “cures” have
found employment either as artisans

or as farm hands. At least two com-
munity residents with whom this re-

porter spoke claimed their stay at La
Bofere had shown them what they
wanted to do in life.

Christophe and Thierry joined La
Botre voluntarily- Christophe when
he decided to stop taking drugs, and
Thierry because a friend had con-
vinced him it was paradise.

Christophe said the sophrology ses-

sions (sophrology is a form of con-
trolled relaxation, similar to yoga)
convinced him he wanted to become a

sophrologisl: Thierry wanted to re-

turn to Paris and open an artist’s stu-

dio, a desire, he said, that had only
crystalized during his stay at the com-
munity.
The short-term purpose of work at

La Bot're is to keep addicts occupied

during withdrawal. Most ex-addicts at

La Bot-re who have previously under-

gone detoxification in French hospi-

tals confirm the thoughts of Engel-

majer on this matter: Addicts traffic

drugs in hospitals becau.se then' is not

much else for them to do.

“In g(‘neral, too much attention is

paid to th<‘ physiologic withdrawal,
and not (uioiigh to the psychologic
withdrawal," Engelmaj('r explains.

The community's schedule is tlnue-

fore drawn up to leave little tune for

boredom. Everyone rises at 7 am for

one hour of otdigatory yoga, followed

by one hour of garden work.

Breakfast at ft am is followed by
work restoring the old buildings and
or caring for the amiuals. Afternoons
:ue free for ri'st or cie.itivity

Tasks such as cooking and dish

washing are rotated.

As for th(' pliysiologK' withdrawal,
addicts an- given lu'rh teas and aru
puncture, and taken on long walks

A Santa Claus figure

who helps addicts
through the forest. Engelmajer rec-
ognizes that these are probably also
for the psychologic withdrawal, with
perhaps the exception of the long
walks which are intended to tire the
addicts so that they wil sleep well at

night.

Once addicts arrive at La Bobre,
they receive no drugs and are givbn
48 hours to give up whatever drugs
they may have with them. “After
that, they risk their life,” says the Pa-
triarch darkly.

He is almost as intolerant of drugs
prescribed by doctors to help the ad-

dicts through withdrawal: These are
burned in the fireplace.

Two somewhat contradictory rea-
sons are given for the “cold turkey”
approach. On the one hand, Engelma-
jer claims suffering during with-
drawal is a powerful conditioning
that will make ex-addicts think twice
before resuming drug abuse. On the
other, he admits: “We tried using
tranquillizers and other drugs and
found they didn’t ease withdrawal at

all.”

Engelmajer insists, in fact, that he
prefers to take addicts who have not
already undergone detoxification in a

hospital— “It’s easier.”

Cigarettes are allowed and are
quite common at La Bobre, although
Engelmajer himself has recently
stopped smoking. Coffee drinking is

allowed but discouraged: Every com-
munity member received as one of
several Christmas presents a jar of
decaffeinated coffee. “It was -partly a

joke and partly because most of them
drink too much coffee and then can’t
sleep,” explains Le Patriarche.

Marijuana, on the other hand, is

strictly prohibited, the difference in

policy between cigarettes and mari-
juana apparently being based on the
fact tobacco is legal and marijuana is

not. While Engelmajer feels rebellion

against society is acceptable if it is

creative, he does not feel that smok-
ing a joint is creative rebellion.

However, he will go only so far in

satisfying society’s demands. The
community is coed, and Le Patriarche
believes forming a bond with a person
of the opposite sex (or of the same
sex, although he considers this less

natural) is an important element in

the therapy of an addict. Community
members are therefore free to room
with whomever they wish, regardless
of sex, or alone if they wish. The prac-

tice has apparently shocked certain
authorities. Engelmajer says he has
been told: “ Yes, we know, but can’t

you at least label the rooms ‘girl’ and
‘boy’?” This he refused to do. “That
would be the type of hypocrisy my
guys and girls are trying to get away
from,” he says.

Perhaps the most striking feature

of La BoCre is the personality and
availability of the Patriarch.

He lives with his wife and four
young children in one of the build-

ings and residents freely enter and
leave their living room. This trust

plays a role in the therapy.

Marie-Elena, a 22-year-old with a

10-year history of heavy drinking and
amphetamine abuse, tells how im-
pre.ssed she was when, on the night of

her arrival, she was put to bed in the

same room as the Engelmajer chil-

dren because there was no other place

for her.

Therapy is not limited to words: Le
Patriarche tells, rather proudly, of

the time he hit one of the female ri'si-

dents with enough force to break her
tooth, lie IS insistent, howevc'r, that

anyone who coiiu's to visit La BoCre
ought to slay for several days “so that

if you s('(' me slap or kick someone,
you’ll understand the reason behind
if.

Mellowing st'ems also lo he charac-

terislic of Le I’.itriarclu'. (’ommunily
nu'inhers don't refer lo him .is "Le

Pal riarchi'. " but simiily as Lucieii.

And. as my visit was ,il Christmas-
lime. I witnessed hllle of the com
muiiily’s formidabli' work .schedule,

Tln' dishes did gel done and the cows
got milked But. Christmas Eve was

By Lynn Payer
SAINT PAUL-SUR-SAVE, France-
To call Lucien Engelmajer the direc-

tor of the therapeutic community of

La BoCre is insufficient: His own des-

ignation as “Patriarch” is more de-

scriptive.

For Engelmajer, a self-admitted

megalomaniac who bears a striking

physical resemblance to Santa Claus,

not only directs La Bofere, but
founded it, supports it at least in part

with his own money, and lives with

his family in it.

It is Engelmajer’s therapeutic con-

cepts that are practised at La Bo6re;

and it is his personality that makes
life here a constant psychotherapy
session. Engelmajer demands abso-

lute cooperation from his profes-

sional, mostly part-time staff, and
outlaws their keeping professional se-

crets pertaining to the community
from him.

“If there were a priest at La Bofere,

he would tell the Patriarch what he
heard in confession,” explains Engel-

majer.
While there may be theoretical or

ideological objections to such an ap-

Extraordinary architecture right

down to the trash receptacle.

proach, Engelmajer mu.st be taken se-

riously on pragmatic grounds. He
gets, and keeps, addicts off drugs and
most re-enter society doing some
form of useful work.
Engelmajer claims he has been able

to do this for 70% of all the addicts

who come or are sent to him: Of tho-se

who .stay at lea.st one month, the suc-

cess rate is 80%. While there is no
way to verify these figures* short of

hunting down ex-residents one by
one, there is outside evidence that
“Le Patriarche” has, in fact, been
very succe.ssful.

Dr Claude Olievenstein of Paris’s

Marmotton Centre, and a World
Health Organization consultant on
addiction, says while he is uncertain
of Engelmajer’s figures, “he has had
very good — extraordinary — results

with very difficult cases. Ilis results

are [lerhaps belter than elsewhere,
and with very recalcitrant ca.ses.”

And when Le Patriarche, chal-
lenged at a ri'cenl addiction symiio.s-

iiim in Paris about some of his meth-
ods, responded by counter-chal-

lenging anyone in the audience to

name any of his “guys” or “girls” who
had gone back lo dings after leaving

till' community, no one in thi*

celebrated with a dinner that included
patfede foie gras, smoked salmon and
oysters (donated by parents), and
even a small amount of champagne.
There were several presents for
everyone, and dancing after the pre-
sents had been opened. Everyone slept

late the next day.
As with most encounter groups, the

people who stay tend to be enthusias-
tic about the place. Although one new
arrival, a 17-year-old girl who had
chosen La Bo6fe rather than a psychi-

atric hospital, wasn’t certain she could
take it, other comments ranged from
“I’ve learned a lot of things from Lu-
cien,” to “I came here thinking this

would be like all the other treatment
centres, but it isn’t-you even begin
to feel love here (from a young man
with a seven-year history of heroin
and amphetamine abuse).
La Bofere is financed with money

earned by Rena Engelmajer as an ele-

mentary school teacher, by Lucien’s
pension, and by contributions.

In a country where almost every-
thing is state financed. La Bofere re-

ceives a total of 53 francs (about $12)
a day from the state because it is clas-

sified only as a lodging and not as a

treatment centre. Engelmajer is

trying to change this, but his unorth-
odox approach and lack of “creden-
tials” are probably an even greater
handicap in France than they would
be in North America.

In fact, Engelmajer readily reels

off a list of people who oppose him.
(According to another addiction
worker, Engelmajer tends to exagger-

ate his list of enemies.)

His outspoken views that doctors
know practically nothing about drug
addiction, and his disregard for the
prescriptions that addicts bring with
them to La Bo^re, have not made him
popular with the medical profession.

The local community is not happy
about having a therapeutic commun-
ity nearby; the communists and so-

cialists, says Engelmajer, are un-
happy with him for having re-created

the role of the father; and psychia-

trists tell him that fixation on the Pa-

triarch is just as bad as fixation on
drugs.

“That’s nonsense,” he re.sponds,

“anything is better than fixation on
drugs."

Probably the .ost fundamental
criticism is that a therapy that so re-

volves around the personality of one
man will have a hard time outlasting
his personal dedication. The Patri-

arch admits he has no therapeutic
tricks that can be easily transplanted.

When, for example, he was asked
by the director of a less siiccessfuJ

treatment eentre just what was his

gimmick, he answered: "’Vou’re look-

ing for shortcuts. My wife, family,

and 1 live in the eommunity 24 hours
a day. and 1 haven’t taken a vacation
for 10 years. That’s part of the gim-
miek”

The welcome sign



Happier after their two-day battle and one small victory at the National Drug Abuse
Conference, Martha Davis (centre) and her United Harlem Drug Fighters pose for The
Journal. More from the conference on pages 4 and 5.

Harlem drug Davids
take on NY Goliath

By Anne MacLennan
NEW YORK — A big, black and
tough woman from Harlem put fire

into the National Drug Abuse
Conference.
Martha Davis came with her

group, the United Harlem Drug
Fighters, deploying them along
meeting room walls of session after

session to interrupt scheduled
speakers.

The language was raw. The mes-
sage: What’s happening to people in

the streets because of drugs.
By the second day of the confer-

ence there was talk, probably forgot-
ten later, that the meeting would
have to be stopped because of the in-

terruptions.

The Davis tactics were to assault—
not bodies but minds-with frighten-
ing reminders of an ugly, chaotic
reality that might easily have been

forgotten in the controlled confer-
ence atmosphere.

“People tell me I’m not sophisti-

cated. You’re damn right I’m not so-

phisticated. I haven’t got time. So-
phistication doesn’t pay my bills. So-
phistication doesn’t service my peo-

ple. I’m not dealing with sophisti-
cated people. I’m dealing with so-

cially deprived people.

“You’re having a conference here
and it’s like a feast. You come to

New York to see what it’s all about
but you not goin’ to come close to no
addict.

“But we’ve helped 15,000 people.
We’ve detoxed people in 72 hours.
We stay open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
“You just learnin’ a little about

things we learned about a long time
ago.

(See— Harlem — Page 4)
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Ontario grappling with teenage drinkers
By Gary Seidler

TORONTO — The Province of

Ontario is looking squarely at

its teenage drinking problem
in the wake of a government
report cornmis.sioncd by Pre-
mier William Davis.

The Youth and Alcohol Re-
port, prepared over three
months by Mississauga MPP
Terry Jones on behalf of the
Ontario Youth Secretariat,
contains 32 recommendations
to deal with what Mr Jones de-

scribes as a problem of “almost
epidemic” proportions.

Gov’t plans

3-way hit

on alcohol
HARRISON HOT SPRINGS,
BC -A national information
program aimed at combatting
alcohol abuse will begin this
fall, says Health Minister Marc
Lalonde.

The program is part of a
three-pronged attack against
alcoholism being launched by
the federal government, Mr
Lalonde told the 21st annual
scientific meeting here of the
British Columbia College of

(See— Canada — Page 7)

By Gary Seidler
LIVERPOOL, England-On-
tario’s multi-million dollar de-

toxification system is having
little impact on the “revolving
door” it was designed to re-

place, according to the first

major evaluation of the
much-heralded program
adopted in 1971.

Moreover, the system which
has created 13 detoxification

The wide-ranging report
calls for some tough action, in-

cluding raising the legal drink-

ing age to 19 from 18, manda-

centres (265 beds) and 17

halfway houses across the
province, does not appear to af-

fect drunkenness arrests in

large cities, Dr Reginald
Smart, associate research
director of the Addiction Re-
search Foundation of Ontario,
told the Third International

Conference on Alcohol and
Drug Dependence here.

Dr Smart reported on sev-

eral studies that he and Dr

tory use of picture-identity

cards for all those 25 years and
under and stiffer penalties for

drinking-driving offences.

Helen Annis, ARF evaluation

studies department, designed
to determine the effects of the

system on drunkenness ar-

rests, the nature of the popula-

tion served by the system, and
the extent of rehabilitation

provided for the .systems’

clients.

Prior to 1969, the typical re-

volving door .situation (i.e. the

cycle of intoxication, arrest,

trial, short-term jail term, re-

Among other key recommen-
dations are:-

• Liquor and beer producers
should spend up to 20% of

ARF study
newed intoxication) existed in

Ontario.

Following a two-year trial

with a medically-managed de-

toxification unit run by the
ARF, the Ontario government
committed $4.5 million over
three years to develop a system
of noy-medical detoxification
facilities and halfway houses
which would operate as satel-

lites of local hospitals. (The
(See— It appears— Page 7)

their advertising budgets
pointing out the dangers of

their products;

•Young people, adults, and
operators of licensed premises
who violate the age limit,

should be handed substantial
penalties;

•The government should
raise the prices of alcoholic
drinks to reduce abuse and
help meet the escalating
health and .social costs of alco-

hol use and alcoholism;

•Young people between ages
16 and 18 should be given only
probationary driving licences

and face the immediate loss of

driving privileges for one year
for a first drinking-driving off-

ence and two years for a sec-

ond.

Most significantly, the gov-

ernment is urged to implement
a “well-coordinated and clearly

articulated beverage alcohol

(control) policy”.

Mr Jones pointed out liberal-

ization of liquor laws in recent

years has contributed to a sig-

nificant increase in per capita

consumption of alcohol, partic-

ularly among the 16-25 age
group since lowering of the

legal drinking age (to 18 from
21) in 1971.

“The situation has now de-

veloped to the extent where
the ‘real cost' of alcohol-

related problems is of alarm-
(Sce — Report— Page 2)
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Ontario teenagers favor the raising of the legal age limit and the requirement to carry a picture

identification card, says MPP Terry Jones in his Youth and Alcohol Report. Above is a scene from

Collision Course, a new ARF film on drinking and driving.

Detox system has little impact:

Heroin: Catastrophic globai impiications
See page 5
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fteport tackles pricing, age limit

(continued from Page 1)

ing proportions,” the report

notes.

“The rise in the aggregate
social costs has made it evident

that in Ontario, as in most
other jurisdictions, there is no
clear policy to give direction to

the overall beverage alcohol

system.”

Further, the report recom-
mends no further changes

Mr Jones said he is con-

vinced this move would vir-

tually remove legal drinking
from the high schools.

He said only about 3% of

secondary school students
would be able to drinking le-

gally if the age was raised to

19. This, Mr Jones contended,
would result in less social pres-

sure among students to use al-

cohol.

“There is little evidence to

suggest this step would en-

courage under-age persons to

use other drugs,” Mr Jones
added.

The freshman MPP, who
spoke with about 25,000 young
people, mostly in groups,
around the province, found
teenagers unanimously fa-

vored the raising of the legal

age limit and the requirement
to carry a picture-identity

card.

Terry Jones

(which may be perceived as

liberalization ) be made as they

relate to young people until

and unless the consequences of

these changes are known.

Premier Davis said he would
not comment on the report
until each ministry affected by
the recommendations had an
opportunity to study the report

in detail.

Mr Jones noted that Ontar-

io’s average per capita con-

sumption has risen 30% since

1970 and this must be taken
into account in assessing the

increase in teenage drinking.

But he conceded that lower-

ing of the drinking age in 1971

was a “big factor” in increased

drinking among young people.

At the same time, Attorney
General Roy McMurtry, who
initiated much of the concern
respecting mounting traffic ac-

cidents involving young peo-
ples’ drinking habits, indicated

there should be full debate of

the report and its recommen-
dations in the Ontario Legisla-

ture.

The report recommends gov-

ernment separate the legal

drinking age from the 1971
age of majority package and
raise it to 19 for a “signifi-

cant” length of time to deter-

mine its effects.

The report tackles the con-

troversial area of pricing as an
effective means of control.

Convinced by research indi-

cating that price is the single

most significant factor in the
average decision to buy or not
to buy alcohol, the report

recommends government ser-

iously consider increasing the
price of alcohol to a level that

would significantly reduce
abuse.

The price of alcoholic bever-

ages should be pegged to the

average disposable income, the

report says.

Without even mentioning
the “delicate” topic of exact
price level, the report notes
there is little consistency in

the pricing of different varie-

ties of alcoholic beverages and
the price of pure alcohol in

beer and wine is often nearly

half that in liquor.

To counter the inconsis-

tency, the report recommends
price of alcoholic beverages be
based on the concentration of

alcohol present in those bever-

ages.

In his travels, Mr Jones also

found that people are con-

cerned about the high cost of

non-alcoholic beverages in li-

censed establishments.

Consequently, the report rec-

ommends the price of non-
alcoholic beverages in licensed

premises be no greater than
one-third of the average price

of a mixed drink. In addition,

non-alcoholic beverages should
be mandatory and their availa-

bility should be promoted.
The report falls short of rec-

ommending a ban on liquor
and beer advertising, at least

partly because Mr Jones is far

from convinced there is sub-
stantial evidence to establish a

relationship between alcohol
advertising and the consump-
tion and abuse of alcohol.

Mr Jones also s^ys an out-

right ban on alcohol advertis-

ing would eliminate about
100,000 jobs.

However, the report does

recommend that alcohol prod-
ucers allocate sizeable por-
tions, perhaps 20%, of their
advertising budgets to portray
the personally and socially
harmful, costly, and undesira-
ble aspects of alcohol consump-
tion. 'They should include men-
tion of the individual’s respon-
sibility and the positive alter-

natives to alcohol consumption
and abuse.

The report also recommends
that warnings of the possibly
harmful effects be placed on
each bottle of alcohol.

Rather than recommending
a batch of new laws, the report

simply urges that existing laws
be more strictly enforced.

The report devotes compara-
tively little attention to prob-

lems associated with young
peoples’ drinking and driving
habits although it does say;

“Perhaps the most distress-

ing result attributed to the
change in the legal drinking
age is the phenomenal in-

crease in the percentage of

those between 16 and 19 in-

volved in traffic collisions who
were involved as drinking driv-

ers.”
"

The percentage of young
drinking drivers rose from
6.9% in 1970 to 15.4% in 1973,

a greater increase than for any
other age group.

The report says a “major
change of thinking” is re-

quired by all concerning the
right of an individual to drive.

Subsequently, it suggests in-

troduction of probationary
rather than full licences for
those between the legal drink-
ing and driving ages (16-18 in-

clusive).

“Any offence committed
against the drinking-driving
laws should mean the immedi-

ate loss of driving privileges in

addition to the sentences pre-

scribed by the courts.”

The report is critical of the .
:

education system for attaching i

a low priority to health educa-
1

tion which “seems indicative
of the social indifference to

health problems, in general,
and alcohol abuse, in particu-

lar, in spite of the immense
cost incurred by the province
each years as a result of such
apathy”.

Roy McMurtry

The report recommends the
Ontario Ministry of Education
place greater emphasis on alco-

hol education.

,r

The ministry (education)
should provide more extensive

and adequate teacher training

regarding both the content
and processes of alcohol educa-
tion and there should be a bet-

ter developed and tested series

of alcohol curriculum guide-
hnes, the report continues.

Mr Jones, who acknowledges
the assistance of the Addiction
Research Foundation of On-
tario with the development of

various parts of the report,

recommends the ARF be given
the mandate to conduct re-

search in several areas should

his recommendations be adop-

ted.

/T
Of allegories and alligators and dead worms
By

Wayne
Howell

NOW MANY years ago there lived a

chairman of a board of education
who was especially vain about his

anti-drug program upon which he
lavished his personal care and atten-

tion.

He had sent away for fancy
multi-colored posters saying “great

oafs from little drinkers grow” and
“a bad trip is no picnic”.

lie had sent away for plastic repli-

cas of liquor bottles that said ‘(Cir-

rhosis’ and ‘I’ancreatitis’ on the la-

bels, And he personally s<'lect(‘d dy-

namic speakers that cursed the

d(‘tnon rum and maligned the male-

volent we(‘d. It was. thought the
chairman, the finest drug program
m th(‘ land.

But one day then* arrived in the

country two gentlemen who Ix'gan

to spread the story they had mas-
tered the art of creating the most ef-

ficacious anti-drug program you
could imagiinv Wlum the chairman
heard this, he nalurally granted
IIkmii an audi(<nc(v

"IVIr Emperor,” they said, address

ing him directly, “perhaps you do
not realize it hut your program is

too gross. Not subtle tmougli. Down
right counterproductive.”

'I’he chairman, who took great
pride in his program, was shocked.

But he listened attentively because
he wanted to have the txsst i)rogram
m the land :m<i if his were not the

best, then there was always room for

ini|)rovement.

“But this program is not about
drugs ... it is about carrots and rad-

ishes and beets ... it is about vege-

tables,” he said, after having
examined the proffered materials.

“Only those who don’t know an al-

legory from an alligator would say
that,” said the two gentlemen know-
ingly. “Only they would fail to see

the subtle censoring of Mr Mush-
room and his magical solutions.”

“Oh . .
.

,” said the chairman, who
did not wish to be known as one who
didn’t know an allegory from an alli-

gator. And so he presented the new
improved educational package to the

board of education with the proviso,

of course, that only those who didn’t

know an allegory from an alligator

would fail to see that this was an im-

provement on the primitive scare
tactics of the past.

All the board members looked at

the new program. And all could see

the message. It was sublimitial to he
sure but they could see it. Which
was very fortunate, becau.se no one
wanted to be known as a person who
didn't know an allegory from an alii

gator.

And .so the new program was in-

troduced into tin* .school system. The
posters were junki'd and the dead
worm in the gin bottle was put away.
Thi' chairman was very proud of his

new program. Occasionally, only oc-

casionally, a paretit would come and
(piery the chairman on the program
hut aft(<r till' chairman I'xplained

how only lho.s(> who couldn't tidl an
allegory from an alligator eoiild fail

to see this was a major step forward,

all till' parents without exci'ption

shook Mr Emperor's hand ami said

they did not .see how thi'y could ever
repay him for his diligeiiee and per-

spicuity.

But then one day there arrived
two gentlemen from afar. They
spread the story that they had mas-
tered the art of creating the most
effective anti-drug program ever.

When the rumors reached the
chairman, he naturally granted
them an audience.

“Mr. Emperor,” they said, “any
vestige of negativism is counter-
productive. You cannot inculcate
positive values — the only defence
against the scourge— with materials

that even subtly hint at the old 'No!

No!’, an absolutely antediluvian

concept.”
They then showed the chairman

their new improved educational ma-
terials.

“1 have a healthy body, my body
belongs to me,” read the chairman,
“and 1 can do just anything, just you
wait and .see.” There were games and
records, tapes and dances, kits and
packages, all for a price.

"But this program contains no
mention of drugs at all not even a

sublimated one!" exclaimed the
chairman.
“Only the naive and the unsophis-

ticated would say that,” said the two
gentlemen knowingly. "Only they
would fail to .see that even an alle-

gorical allusion to drugs is the com-
plete antithesis of what a modern
'positive' drug education iirogram
should he"
"Oh . . .

," said the chairman, who
did not wish to appi'ar naivi' and un-

sophisticated, And so he ini'sented

till' iM'w package to the hoard with
the proviso, of coiir.si', that only the

naive and the un.sophisticated would
fail to .see that this was an improve-
ment on the allegorical atiproach.
All the hoard members looked at the

new program. They looked and

looked. They looked and looked.

"It’s an absolutely superb con-
cept,” they said at last, secure in

their knowledge that although they
as board members might have their

faults, naivity was not one of them.
And so the chairman inaugurated

his new program with great fanfare,

convening a grand PTA meeting
with board members, teachers, par-

ents, and primary pupils in attend-

ance. In honor of the occasion

Chairman Emperor marchtMi up the
aisle, followed by the vice-chairman
and the secretary of the board, sing-

ing "I have a healthy body, my body
belongs to me. ...” Everyone in the

assembly cheered and applauded.

“My, my. will you look at the
chairman’s new drug program."
they said as they examined the new
teaching materials.

"Isn’t it wonderful.” some said.

“An absolutely positive step in pe-

dagogy.” said others.

No one dared let anyone else know
he couldn’t perceive anything at all

for if he did the others would have
thought him naive and unsophisti-

cated or worse a real dummy.
"But daddy," piped up a small

child. “Mr Emperor has no drug
program at all!"

This caused a brief commotion
and people within earshot started to

mutter among themselves; whi.s-

IH'ied conversations ensued.
“Don’t mind him,” said the boy’s

father apologetically. "He sniffs too

much airplane glue.”

The looks turned from ones of

con.stcrnation to compa.ssion. And a

great cIumm' went up as Mr Emperor
walked proudly to the podium.

(Wayne Howell Is an Ottawa physi-

cian and freelance writer.)
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New stick-on wafer pill
"

delivers right drug dose

Best
site for

wafer is

behind ear

In drug addiction treatment

Hypnosis ‘rekindles self-respecV
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER-To the junkie,

the pressures of life are like al-

ligators-snapping at him from
every side, dragging him down,
drowing him. Confused and
frightened, he strikes out for

his familiar haven- a fix.

The alligator simile pleases

Steve Dawydiak, hypnotist and
passionate ‘alligator hunter’

for the Narcotics Addiction

Service (NAS).
Gesturing, he drives off a

phantom herd of the animals

and explains how hypnotism
can help a drug addict where
other approaches have failed.

“What we are doing here,

using hypnosis as a tool, is al-

lowing human beings in stress

to breathe freely, to collect

their wits and take stock, with-

out the alligators snapping at

them.”
Hypnosis, he says, allows

him to rekindle a flame of

self-respect in the addict.

“I hate this word ‘junkie’.

There never was such a thing
as human junk and never will

be, but these kids have begun
to believe that they are junk,”
he said in a recent interview.

“Fundamentally they are
beautiful people. Sometimes
they are very stupid, very help-

less, but they are also very sen-

sitive, very talented.

“We try to show them that

within themselves are all these

magnificent qualities. We help

the addict to see himself, not

as he sees himself when he is

in the midst of the alligators

trying to stay alive, but as he
really is.”

Mr Dawydiak, assisted by
psychologist Andrew Brott-

vick, has been treating addicts

with hypnosis for the past

seven months, and while the
follow-up on the 37 clients

treated so far is incomplete,
there has been only one known
relapse, which lasted only four

days.

'The hypnotist’s presence
dominates a room. A big, thea-

trical man with long, silver-

streaked hair and a booming
voice, Mr Dawydiak enters

dressed in red-trimmed jeans
and an embroidered and berib-

boned shirt from his native

Ukraine.
He speaks at least six Euro-

pean languages and colorful

English. Metaphor is his natu-

ral idiom;

“Madame Heroin is a very
jealous whore; She gives you
comfort, but eventually she’s

going to drop you—you need
more and more of her and she
does you less and less good.

“Methadone is changing one

swine for another. You’re just

By David Milne

PALO ALTO, Cal. -Scientists
are developing a new system of

administering drugs by means
of wafers attached to the skin.

The stick-on wafers, now in

the final stage of advanced
clinical trials, are composed of

four thin plastic membranes.

Under the top protective
cover is the reservoir mem-

changing a whore for a pimp.
You’re paying with the same
currency, not just money, but
your freedom. You’re in jail,

your own personal jail, and the
alligators are jumping on your
back and drowning you.”
Mr Dawydiak who, merci-

fully, insists on being called

Steve, and who insists on call-

ing his clients “friends”, dem-
onstrated his therapeutic tech-

nique with a 21-year-old addict

whose drug career started at

age 12 with speed (metham-
phetamine).

“I had a morning paper
route, so speed seemed like a

logical choice,” said the addict

during a pre-hypnosis inter-

view.

To induce hypnosis the hyp-
notist used no gadgets^ only a
stream of poetic sleep images.
Once the subject was in a

deep trance, Mr Dawydiak
reinforced the idea that the ad-

dict was gaining control of his

life.

“You know how to tackle the
hassles . .

.
you are finding that

the people who hassled you
have beauty too . .

.
you are

winning the battles and soon
you are winning the war ... we
march beside you and some-
times you will get tired and we
will help you and you will

march on again.”

brane which is impregnated
with the drug.

Beneath that is thfe release
membrane, a porous plastic

through which the drug per-

fuses at a known steady rate.

The last membrane is an ad-

hesive layer which sticks to the
skin.

Although stick-on wafers
that deliver scopolamine are
currently being tested, other

Mr Dawydiak, whose formal
training is as a psychiatric

nurse, said he sometimes uses

special hypnotic techniques,

such as regression and mem-
ory recall, but added;

“We are not going to try to

pump out something our
friend doesn’t want to tell us.

Who are we to march with our
dirty boots into that place?”

The demonstration session,

the addict’s third, lasted an
hour, but some have lasted five

hours or more. Typically, eight

sessions, spread over two
months, are scheduled at the

client’s convenience, even
when that means working late

at night, said Mr Brottvick.

Mr Dawydiak said hypnotism
has been little used in treating

drug addiction and described
his own approach as unique.

He complained about the
limited support given his pro-

gram by the NAS, which is

facing the possibility of budget
cuts this year.

Mr Dawydiak, who has a

couch (it was donated by NAS
executive director John Rus-
sell), said he needs a bigger of-

fice and would like support for

a research study which would
be headed by two Vancouver
psychologists who have been
working informally with the
program.

wafers are being developed to

treat a variety of ailments, in-

cluding high blood pressure,
migraine headaches, asthma,
and the menopause.
“The stick-on wafer is a far

more efficient way of adminis-
tering a drug than by the oral

route,” says Dr Jane Shaw,
chief scientist at ALZA Corpo-
ration, developers of the con-
trolled transdermal therapeu-
tic system (TTS).

“It is very precise because it

controls exactly the rate at

which the drug enters the
body.”

It thus eliminates the initial

overdose and later underdose
of oral medications and avoids
side effects.

Stick-on wafers produce a

steady output of drug for 72
hours.

In tests, ALZA scientists

found that the skin behind the
ear is the best place to attach

the wafers.

Dr Shaw believes the new
system will replace many con-

ventional pills because of its

advantages and convenience.
Swallowing pills will become

outdate(J, she says.

Dr Arnold Beckett, one of

the world’s leading pharma-
ceutical experts, acted as a con-

sultant to ALZA during devel-

opment of the stick-on wafer.

Said Dr Beckett, head of the

department of pharmacy at

London University; “With the
stick-on wafer, you can pro-

duce the desired effect with a

lower concentration of the
drug, compared to a conven-
tional pill.

. “You can reach the site of

the body where the drug is

needed with less chemical
change and side effects be-

cause it goes straight into the
bloodstream.
“The stick-on wafer will be

great for old people and chil-

dren who might forget to take

pills.

“It will also be good for peo-

ple who can’t-or don’t like to

-swallow pills.”

r \

Decriminalize heroin : U S official
J

By Saul Abel

LOS ANGELES-A top Cali-
fornia State official believes
the use of heroin should be de-
criminalized nation-wide.
Dr Jerome Lackner, director

of the California department
of health, told a state assembly
subcommittee he favors re-

moval of penalties only for use
of heroin, not its sale.

Under a bill enacted six
months ago, one of the most
severe in the nation, prison
terms are mandatory for con-
victed heroin sellers.

Prior to passage of the law,

judges had discretionary
power to sentence sellers to
prison or to place them on pro-

bation or in drug rehabilita-
tion programs.
Now, anyone convicted of

selling or offering to sell a

half-ounce or more of a sub-
stance containing heroin must
be sentenced to a prison term
ranging from five years to life,

depending on the individual’s

previous record.

Decriminalization of heroin
use is necessary to take the

profit out of heroin dealing.

Dr Lackner said. He prefers
government heroin clinics to

government methadone clinics

because methadone may be
more permanently addictive,

he said.

Pro-methadone groups in

California have felt the posi-

tion of the state is to limit, if

not eliminate, methadone as a

treatment method.
In an interview with The

Journal, N. T. Schramm, presi-

dent of the California Confer-

ence of Methadone Programs,
said his group “does not advo-

cate methadone maintenance
as a panacea, but believes it is

a viable treatment modality
and in some cases the treat-

ment of choice”.

California regulations on
dispensing methadone are

much more stringent than fed-

eral regulations in regard to

patient selection criteria, staff-

ing, take-home requirements,
and operating hours, and may
be “counterproductive to treat-

ment,” Mr Schramm noted.

The California Conference
of Methadone Programs has
recommended the state set up
a special panel to review and
modify these regulations.

Dr Richard Koch, deputy

director of the community
services division in the de-

partment of health, told The
Journal the number of state-

approved methadone mainte-

nance programs in California

has remained fairly stable at

about 60 over the past year.

The level of state funding
also has been relatively con-

stant, he said, accounting for

about one-third of the more
than $15 million for support of

methadone treatment.

“We see long-term metha-
done maintenance as a viable

addiction treatment for some
patients but certainly not all,”

Dr Koch said. “We expect the

number of approved metha-
done maintenance slots to re-

main at approximately 8,500,

and the number of filled slots

to remain at about 6,500.

“We anticipate increased

emphasis on outpatient metha-
done detoxification, with sub-

stantial expansion of the pre-

sent number of 365 approved
slots.”

Short-term detoxification

has a fiscal advantage in that

it has the capacity to treat

about 36 addicts per funded
slot per year, he explained, and
detoxification is available to

all addicts 18 years of age or

more, while maintenance re-

quires more restrictive patient

selection criteria.

Dr Lackner emphasized his

views on decriminalization of

heroin use were strictly his

own, and not necessarily those

of the governor or the state.

Later, Governor Brown said he
favored retaining criminal
sanctions against the use or

possession of heroin.

A recent report by Dr For-

rest S. Tennant, professor of

public health at the University

of California at Los Angeles,
placed the number of heroin
addicts in Los Angeles County
at between 30,000 and 60,000.

Heroin abuse in the county
is 10 to 15 times greater than
it was 15 years ago, he esti-

mated. Though heroin abuse
appears to have stabilized re-

cently, such periods in the past

have always been followed by
upward trends, he pointed out.

Another pertinent report, by
the General Accounting Office

in the nation’s capital, has in-

dicated that diversion and
abuse of methadone was re-

sponsible for more than 1,600

deaths throughout the country
in 1974 and 1975, reflecting a

need for stricter enforcement
of regulations. 7^

The decriminalization of heroin, and the establishment of
government-run heroin clinics, has begn suggested by a Cali-
fornia State official as one way to take the profit out of heroin
dealing in the US.
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National Drug Abuse
Harlem fighters win a minor victory
(continued from page 1)

“We have to focus attention -on

the problem we got now. We got no
money.
“Grass roots programs cannot get

their money. They have no political

force. You ask us why we rise up.

What do we do? Hit the streets? The
cops would bust our heads.

“We gonna raise more hell and
somebody gonna listen.”

Somebody did listen to Martha but
it was the third day of the confer-

ence before any but a few knew it.

In the meantime, other voices often

from worlds very different from
Martha’s talked, in their way, about
what lack of money for treatment
could do to the quality of life—not

just in Harlem or New York City

but in the nation, perhaps nations.

With a battery of facts and fig-

ures and statistics to back them up,

they projected, in New York alone, a

$74 million loss in rev^ue for local

drug treatment progranTs.

The projections were based on
New York State cutbacks of $18.6
million, proposed city budget cuts,

and a direct loss of federal matching
funds.

About 25 or 30 methadone mainte-

nance clinics and 60 to 70 drug free

agencies will be forced to close their

doors, said Dr Bernard Bihari, direc-

tor of the city’s Methadone Mainte-
nance Treatment Program and as-

sistant commissioner of health.

That will force about 16,000 pa-

tients out of treatment and almost
all of them, he said, will return to

heroin use.

There will be incalculable social

consequences-an increase in bur-

glary, muggings, armed robberies
and other drug-related crimes in the
city.

It will have an immediate impact
on the quality of life in New York
City and consequently the nation.
Dr Bihari said.

Dr Joyce Lowinson, conference
chairperson, psychiatrist, and chief':,

of drug abuse programs at Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, spent
much Of the conference time ward-
ing off trouble, breaking up argu-
ments, putting meetings back to-

gether again after they had been
torn apart by demonstrators.
Now, she said; “A fast and recent

national increase of heroin availa-

bility and use is over-widening the
spread between committed federal
dollars and the number of people in

need of drug treatment programs.”
In New York City, four ambula-

tory detoxification clinics have had
a 21% increase in admissions in the
past year to 401 a month in January
and February of 1976 from 329 a

month in the first two months of

1975, she said.

At the same time, the Drug En-

forcement Administration of the US
justice department has reported a
sharp increase in the amount of yel-

low-brown heroin smuggled across
the Mexican-American border.
“The sharp resurgence of heroin

use will increase the pressure on
treatment facilities at a time when
they are being closed on a massive
scale.”

Martha Davis and her fighters
weren’t alone in their dissatisfac-

tion with the relatively restrained
tone of these official speakers^
Other black and Puerto Rican grass

I roots workers with years of experi-
ence “getting our hands dirty” also
shouted their desperations.

They didn’t want establishment
politicians—outsiders—telling them
how to deal with their own people.

They needed money and, inciden-
tally, jobs. They did not need more
training. They knew the pain. They
knew the streets. They knew what to

do or felt they did.

No one had answers for any of
them but the conference survived.

Andfor Martha Davis at least, there
was a partial answer.

On Sunday, the third day. Dr
Beny Primm, executive director of

the also-threatened Addiction Re-
search and Treatment Corporation
of New York, “the largest black-
directed non-profit methadone
maintenance corporation in Amer-
ica,” turned his own speaking time
over to Mrs. Davis.

She explained that her program at

Harlem Hospital is funded by the
National Institute of Drug Abuse
and that last autumn the funds had

got clogged somewhere in the long
bureaucratic pipeline that leads
down from one of the richest agen-
cies in the land into the dirty, trou-

bled streets of Harlem. Her program
had been unable to pay its bills since

:J

October and was desperate.
^

“Now,” she said, “we’ve got our
mdney*$160,000.” In the hour&.j
since Friday morning, the Unite4|
Harlem Drug Fighters had won
small victory. They had got some oft
the money owed them.
In some strange schizophrenic/^

shift of loyalties, the formerly jem^;*^
ing crowd now stood and applaudf
Mrs Davis. /

“Many of you that’s clapping no#'
are the people that was calling us/i

hoodlums on Friday,” Mrs. Davis r%yl

minded thena. //t

'The money—and only the bi^er
would call it blackmail money—will /

,

only pay for the past and not even
aU of the past . . . only until Febru-
ary. For the rest of the time and for

the future, Mrs. Davis, like many
other treatment workers, will simply
have to hope the money will come.
Outside the room where Mrs

Davis was speaking, in the plastic

and cavernous lobbies of the large

hotel which is testimony to society’s

hunger for vast conferences qn
human problems, were small roving
groups of children talking to anyone
who would stop and listen.

They too were black, white,
Puerto Rican -and from an area of

the city which, some would say, has
already doomed them. They nei^ed
money for youth programs—sum-
mer camps, playgrounds, crafts.

They are not addicts yet.

Hiring climate may be improving for ex-addicts
HELPING THE ex-addict
get a permanent job has
often been one of the most
frustrating aspects of
rehabilitation.

But a recent study of busi-

ness and industry in New
York State gives some indi-

cation that attitudes to hir-

ing ex-addicts may be chang-
ing for the better.

Dr Louis Lieberman of

the City University of New
York emphasized that the
larger the corporation, the
more likely it is to have
ex-addicts on staff, and the

more likely it is ^o hire ex-

addicts in the future.

He also revealed that if a

firm has a medical officer

actively involved in the hir-

ing process or readily avail-

able to management, the

III Rnherl DuPont. NIDA chint, presents Di Joycn
I ,

,. ’tr-.dfi chairperson of tini contorencn. with a plaque
. •ninii'nunating tlw went

chances increase that a

qualified ex-addict will be
hired.

The study, which involved

interviews with executives,

management, and medical
officers in 113 New York
State corporations, was part

of a larger survey of drug
abuse within industry in the

state. The study was spon-
sored by the National Insti-

tute on Drug Abuse.

The on-site work force of

firms in the sample a-

mounted to almost 280,000
employees.

Dr Lieberman said hospi-

tals, banks, and the utilities

were most likely to hire

ex-addicts, while mass-
media, insurance, construc-

tion, securities, airlines,

trucking, garment, and mar-
itime firms were the least

likely.

lie reported that 45% of

the firms sampled employed
ex-addicts, and an additional

35% said tht'.v would if the

right person applied. Only
13% stated they would not

hire such a person. Seven
percent would not answer
the question.

Of the 23 firms sampled
with more than 5,000 work-
ers on the payroll. 91%
clainu'd to employ ex-

addicts. while 19%) of the
firms with fewer than 500
workers employed ex-

addicts.

Large firms tend to have
company physicians, and
this appcar.s to be a critical

factor in changing the atti-

tudes of management, said

Dr Lieberman.

Even where there is a

part-time physician present

there is a greater likelihood

of employment of ex-

addicts.

The report reveals that al-

most three quarters of the
firms with a physician on
duty employ ex-addicts,

while only 21% of those
without medical officers em-
ploy ex-addicts.

In some cases these physi-

cians have been in.strumen-

tal in changing the minds of

management to look upon
ex-addicts more favorably,
according to Dr Lieberman.
In still other cases, manage-
ment felt more confident
about the prospects for an
ex-addict after he had gone
through a pre-employment
examination.

Tin' New York survey also

showed that resistance to

hiring an ex-addict was
ofli'ti influenced by a com-
ph'X set of dis« riininatory

attitudes.

For examide, those who
were, reluctant to employ
blacks, Hispames, and wo
men, wi-re also more re

luctant to hire ex addicts. Of
the firms with small iH'icen-

lagcs of blacks and llispaii-

ics (less than 10%), only

17% clainuHl employment of

ex-addicts. At the same
lime, 69% of firms with a

majority of workers drawn
from these minority groups

claimed they currently em-
ployed ex-addicts.

Similarly, a quarter of the

firms with 10% or fewer
women in the work force
employed ex-addicts, while

63% of the companies with
a majority of female work-
ers have ex-addicts on their

staff.

“It appears that reluct-

ance to hire the ex-addi<i
may form part of a largQir'

pattern of ^scrimination
which the addict is stereo^

typically seen as black or
Hispanic," said Dr Lieb«^'
man.

“C'ertainly, the links be-
tween racist and .sexist atti-

tudes should not surprise'
us,"

In general, management
personnel who have hired
ox-addicts seem satisfl*,,,

with their job performance

Among the firms where
management t'ould offer an
assessment of the ex-

addict's capability, two
thirds said ex-addicts were
good workers, possibly bet-

ter than others on the pay-

roll.

Similarly, two thirds of

management personnel said

the turnover rate of ex-

addiels was the same or
lower than of non-addlcted
workt'is. >

Dr Lieberman, who is

with the Graduate School
ami University Center of
CUNY, is also adjunct asso-

ciate professor. John Jay
College of Criminal Justice.
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Heroin: Catastrophic implications

All nations are threatened

Drug Abuse Council consult-

ant Dr Peter Bourne says the

relentless spread of heroin

addiction poses a serious

threat to all countries.

Doctors
shy
of own
problem
THE PHYSICIAN with al-

coholism may not know
enough about the disease to

know he’s got the problem,
says Dr Kenneth Williams,
University of Pittsburg
school of medicine.

This is despite the fact

that Judies suggest doctors
are a very high risk popula-
tion and that the incidence
of alcoholism among physi-

cians is estimated to be 12 to

20 times greater than in the
general population.

One study, said Dr Wil-
liams, suggests half of all

the time physicians spend in

hospitals as patients is the
result of self-medication
with afcohol and other
drugs.

They know the treatment
of consequences and of
withdrawal but not how to

diagnose or how to treat the
problem, he said.

“I had absolutely no train-

ing on how to diagnose alco-

holism and what to do"about
it.

“There is also a feeling of

why make a diagnosis if

there is nothing you can do
about it anyway. I feel

' there’s a lot a doctor can
do.’’

He referred to studies
suggesting the way physi-
cians are selected for medi-
cal school may encourage
development of alcoholism
becau.se it leads to “tremen-
dous problems” of role
strain. Doctors are supposed
to have an all-together fa-

cade, he said. This presents
treatment problems.
Another factor is that it is

difficult to reach the presti-

gious position of physician

I

and once it is reached, there
are few people who have any
authority over a physician’s
personal and professional
habits.

Additionally, physicians
i

handle their own cases by

I

prescribing for themselves,
he said.

There is also a tremen-
dous reluctance to associate

I

alcoholism with physicians
' —

- this is true not only of the

jj

general public but of physi-

1 cians themselves, he said.

By Milan Korcok

THE RELENTLESS spread
of heroin addiction into La-

tin America, Africa, Europe,
and Asia, poses a serious
threat to the future of many
small as well as established

nations, says Dr Peter
Bourne, consultant to the
Drug Abuse Council.

Speaking to the third an-

nual National Drug Abuse
Conference, Dr Bourne em-
phasized such trends hold
“catastrophic implications”
for the world as a whole.

“We need in the United
States, to begin to see the
problem as one which must
be dealt with on a worldwide
basis—not merely as an ef-

fort to keep heroin out of

this country.”

There is a certain futility

in trying to deal with heroin
on a purely national basis

said Dr Bourne, who sug-

gested such unilateral
efforts often make a bad
situation worse.

For example, there is ev-

idence international efforts

THE ELDERLY have
“some remarkably inaccur-

ate and distorted informa-
tion” about drug use, says
Dr Milton Burglass of the
Drug Problems Resource
Center, Cambridge, Mass.

It is not that old people
are being told lies. Dr Bur-
glass told a session on sub-

stance use in high risk pop-

ulations.

Rather it is that they hear
what they want to hear at a

time of life when they are

particularly concerned with
their bodies and drugs are a

very common topic of con-

versation.

“It’s amazing to me what
they don’t know about the

substances they are taking,”

said Dr Burglass.

He suggested physicians
especially should consider
much more seriously the im-

portance of careful drug
histories of patients. They
should not simply note the

types of psychoactive drugs
patients are taking but also

explore the dynamics.

“Much of what we glibly

attribute to getting old is at

least in part a function of

p.sychological attitude,” he
said. He suggested, on the
basis of his study, that drug
abuse in the elderly is adap-

tive behaviour an attempt
to try to cope with some-
thing in a new way not re-

gressive.

Physicians, however, do
not have to bear total re-

sponsibility for the situa-

tion. In his study of 23 eld-

erly drug abusers, 15 had
got the idea of taking the

drug from a friend or mem-
ber of the family.

V

to interdict the flow of her-

oin to the US have contrib-

uted substantially to a

“worldwide heroin epi-

demic” simply by the pro-
cess of their deflection, sug-
gested Dr Bourne.
When US troops pulled

out of Southeast Asia, a

very lucrative market evap-

orated. But it was not long
before traffickers, looking
for alternative buyers,
turned to the indigenous
populations of young, ur-

ban, often alienated males.
The result? Thailand now
has an estimated 600,000
heroin addicts, up from
300,000 only three or four
years ago.

In Burma, a similar prob-

lem exists. One physician in

Mandalay estimates 3% of

college students in that city

are heroin addicts.

In Malaysia and Indonesia
heroin use has also climbed
dramatically in the last

three years.

There is a belief among
some authorities, said Dr
Bourne, that the intensive

Seven had been given the
idea by their doctors but
only in one case was the
suggestion inappropriate.

The drugs were supplied
in 10 of 23 cases by friends,

in eight cases by pharmacies
without prescriptions, and
in five cases by physicians.

Dr Burglass’s study in-

volved 23 elderly drug abu-

sers found among 483 geria-

tric patients- 130 consecu-
tive admissions to chronic
care hospital; 300 consecu-
tive admissions to geriatric

outpatient clinics; and 53
psychiatric consultations.
The 23 represented 4.8% of

a total of 483-13 were fe-

male and 10 niale, about the

same ratio sex ratio as in

the total number of 483.

The most frequently used
group of substances, not
surprisingly, was the minor
tranquillizers. Three
patients were using anal-

gesics, three or four were
using stimulants; one, anti-

depressants; two, sedatives;

and two, major tranquil-
lizers. Three were using
other drugs. None of the 23

was involved in drug ex-

perimentation.

Individual problems sur-

faced in three main ways.

Eight people presented with

clearcut withdrawal: eight

with symptoms of advanced
intoxication; and four with

side effects. The rest were
self-referrals.

In 18 of 23 cases there

was a clear precipitant in

the environment which im-

mediately preceded drug
use. Five of the 23 had
“fuzzy” historie-s.

US efforts to get Thailand
and Laos to pass laws sup-

pressing traditional opium
use have simply encouraged
a shift to heroin, which is

colorless and more easily

concealed. This in turn has
triggered widespread use of

this drug not only among
the older opium users, but
among young people who
did not previously use
drugs.

There also appears to be a

serious situation developing
in Afghanistan and Paki-
stan which might prove of

great significance in terms
of future international traf-

ficking trends.

This area has long pro-

duced large quantities of

opium said Dr Bourne, but
most of this has been con-

sumed locally or in neigh-
boring Iran. However, this

appears to be changing and
last year, for the first time,

a heroin processing labora-

tory was found in Pakistan.

Nationals of both Afghan-
istan and Pakistan are sud-

denly becoming aware of

the immense potential

source of wealth in their

otherwise poverty-stricken
countries.

This may pose a threat
not only as a new source for

markets in the United
States and Europe, but also

for the largely unexploited
potential in Africa and cer-

tain parts of the Middle
East.

In Iran, long an opium-
consuming country, large

quantities of heroin have
begun to appear, particu-

larly among young people in

urban areas. There is little

evidence, said Dr Bourne,
that the Iranian govern-
ment is taking steps to con-

trol this use, and at present

it is estimated that there are

300,000 opium and heroin
addicts in that country.

In Europe, there appears

to have been a significant

increase in heroin use, par-

ticularly in Germany, Italy,

Denmark, and the Nether-
lands, said Dr Bourne.

He suggested that should

the renewal of Turkish
opium cultivation lead to a

resurgence of heroin trade

from that quarter, Euro-
pean countries would pro-

vide a prime and affluent

market that would be far

easier and less risky to ser-

vice than the United States.

In re.spect to United
States heroin traffic, the

Mexican connection is

clearly taking on new di-

mensions. In 1972, heroin

coming from Mexico repre-

sented only 20% of all her-

oin consumed in the US. By
1975 it amounted to more
than 90%.
Dr Bourne estimates that

in the last 12 months, seven

tons of heroin produced in

Mexico (with a border value

of $315 million) have come
into the United States.

At these levels, the heroin

trade amounts to 6% of the

gross national product of

Mexico, and is the number
y two foreign currency ear-

ner, next only to tourism.

So far, few Mexicans have
become addicts. But should
the United States be suc-

cessful in interrupting the
flow of heroin into this

country, traffickers would
simply divert their energies
to setting up markets in

Mexico and Latin America.

He says when a heroin
market dries up, either
through interdiction pro-

cesses or various diplomatic
pressure devices, growers do
not stop growing opium,
they just look more aggres-
sively for new markets. Ap-
parently, they are not hard
to find.

There still remain large
areas of the world which are

highly vulnerable to the
spread of addiction, said Dr
Bourne. In Africa and South
America, social change, urb-

anization, and growing
alienation of young people

has created an ideal situ-

ation for spread of this pro-

blem;.

The immense financial

profits that are part of the

heroin trade also offer a

persistent lure to a great

many people. This not only

corrupts, but builds into na-

tional institutions a vested
interest for not interfering

with the cultivation or traf-

ficking of drugs. In poor
countries, this could lead to

serious undermining of the

national economy, he said.

In seeking to restrain the

spread of addiction, Dr
Bourne recommended the

United States deal with the

problem on a global basis. It

is not enough just to keep
heroin out of this country,

he said.

“We must help other na-

tions develop the expertise

to deal with their own addic-

tion problems with a far

greater level of commitment
than we are making at pre-

sent.”

He suggested development
of a well-funded assistance

program to help various
countries confront the pro-

blems of drug addiction. And
he further suggested such
programs be linked to eco-

nomic development in those

countries so that heroin is no

longer seen as a major
source of national income.

Addiction is now a global,

not exclusively an American
problem, said Dr Bourne.

“We can no longer afford to

blame other nations for the

drug problems that have de-

veloped in the United
States.”

Drug histories

crucial in aged
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cc Profile of David Pittman

His work is part of the addictions language
By Harvey McConnell

ST. LOUIS, Mo. — The
value of the huckster ap-

proach has never been lost

on Dr David Pittman, PhD.
He has resorted to it often

with remarkable success;

Two of his efforts in the ad-

dictions field are now part of

the language.

The first came from
his study of treatment, or
lack of it, for the chronic
drunkenness offender. He
thought long and hard about
a snappy title for his mono-
graph before settling on The
Revolving Door.

A decade or so later, fol-

lowing a visit to Poland and
a close look at sobering-up

centres in Warsaw, Dr Pitt-

man returned to St Louis
and persuaded the city to

set up North America’s first

(his words again) detoxifi-

cation centre.

“It is gramatically incor-

rect; It should be detoxica-

tion,” Dr Pittman agrees;

“But to give it a little more
punch we decided to use de-

toxification.

“Anyway, I don’t give a

damn if it is gramatically in-

correct, because language
only lives if it creates new
words.”
Dr Pittman is no stranger

to old words either and uses

them with telling effect. A
leader in the campaign to

get the public drunkenness
offence decriminalized, he is

equally outspoken in lash-

ing Congressional parsi-

mony in providing funds for

alcoholism research.

Nor is he afraid to take on
fellow academics, as is illus-

trated in his frank criticism

of those who think they
have developed a program
of controlled drinking for

alcoholics.

Dr Pittman ‘Combines his

work as director of the So-

cial Science Institute at

Washington University, St.

Louis, with travel and re-

search. This has varied
from trying to find the elu-

sive “stabilized” heroin ad-

dicts said to exist in Britain

during the 60s (if they are
about he didn’t hnd them),
to observing recently the
drinking patterns of Ger-
mans who have lived for

several generations in

South America.
Alcohol and its associated

problems are more than just

a research interest for Dr
Pittman.

“It would be easy to say I

got interested in alcoholism

because my father was an
alcoholic and my brother is

an alcoholic, although that

is not strictly true,” he said.

A native of Rocky Mount,
North Carolina, where to-

bacco is king. Dr Pittman
eschewed a family prefer-

ence for law or medicine
when he entered the Uni-
versity of North Carolina.

He opted for sociology and
the budding study of South-

ern “social problems” which
translated to “race prob-
lems”.

A three-year spell in the

Air Force at the end of

World War II was followed

by graduate work at Colum-
bia University and then the

University of Rochester,
New York where he first

studied the problems of the

alcoholics in jails and peni-

tentiaries.

Work on a doctorate at

the University of Chicago
produced The Revolving
Door! “It is a term I do not

get tired of hearing. Every-

one has an ego.”

In 1958, Dr Pittman
moved to Washington Uni-
versity. Although not medi-
cally qualified, he is well

versed in the science of

medicine and teaches both
medical students and psy-

chiatric residents.

In the early 1960s Dr Pitt-

man was appointed a sociol-

ogist attached to the St
Louis police department. He
found the lawmen there “as

appalled as most police offi-

cers are as to what to do
with the chronic drunk of-

fender”.

His visit to Poland in 1962
to attend an international
conference on alcoholism
provided the eventual an-

swer.

Dr Pittman recalls his

first sight of Warsaw’s sob-

ering-up stations; “They
were old army barracks
along the shores of the Vis-

tula River. There the pub-
lic drunkenness case was
brought in from the streets,

given a medical examina-
tion, a vitamin shot, and
then put to bed and detoxi-

fied.”

Dr Pittman returned
home determined that St
Louis should do something ,

along the same lines. When
he had started at the univer-

sity there were six public
beds available but patients

diagnosed as alcoholics
could stay only 48 hours.
Then they had to leave.

The community has rais-

ed some money and with the
aid of a federal grant, the
first public alcoholic facility

in Missouri was opened. But
it was not enough.

By 1966 and with the as-

sistance of Washington Uni-
versity, the police depart-
ment, and a Catholic nurs-

ing order. North America’s
first detoxification centre
was opened. .

Quite apart from its pun-
chy title, Dr Pittman points

out that detoxification

means something special.

“It means the centre for the
diagnosis, care, evaluation,

and referral of alcoholic pa-

tients. At the same time it

does not bring up the image

of a place to treat a hopeless
drunk.”
In the beginning, there

was a lot of opposition from
local physicians who
thought the centre smacked
of “a night of debauchery
on the town followed by
breakfast in bed”.

Looking back on the past

10 yea.rs. Dr Pittman ob-

serves; “If you have got the
police and law enforcement
agents on your side, they
carry 10 times more weight
than psychiatrists, or any-
one else does, in handling
what is traditionally called a

‘police problem’.
The 45-bed pilot centre in

St. Louis still functions well
and is equipped for patients

walking in on their own as

well as those being brought
in. The problems with the
centre did not come immedi-
ately “because of an almost
patriotic fervor which led

the way to its opening.
“It is only after federal

funding runs out and you
need permanent sources of

funds that problems can
arise.

‘‘The idea that a physician can
do anything with an alcoholic

is a long time coming" . .

.

. . . ‘‘The American Medical
Society on Alcoholism has
only 700 members out of

200,000 physicians" . .

.

... "It is a hell of a lot better

than it used to be, but there is

still a hell of a long way to go.

"

Dr Pittman said the ini-

tial aim was, “and still is, to

have patients come back for

a continuity of care that is

successful. And emphasis
should be put on ‘success’

because sometimes the prob-
lem with the medical profes-

sion in a public facility is

that they never see cases
that they have had success
with.”

Dr Pittman has also cam-
paigned to get restrictions

lifted on recovering alcohol-

ics in public services.

“You cannot use the phi-

losophy that alcoholism is a

treatable illness without, in

turn, removing the restric-

tions on recovering alcohol-

ics.”

Dr Pittman is irked by
people “who always talk

about the re-admission rate

of patients.

“I don’t think that ques-

tion is ever posed in terms
of the cancer patient or the
diabetic patient— how many
times has this patient been
back into hospital?

“It is relevant informa-
tion but it is not used as a

justification for the denial

of a service. If you accept

the premise of the medical
profession that alcoholism
is a chronic illness then

you can expect relapses in a

number of cases.

After all, if any one of us

gets lung cancer, we would

not be chastized after the
fact about the smoking of
cigarettes.”

Dr Pittman points out
that in America the volun-
tary movement did not ba-
sically grow out of the ranks
of the caring professions. It

came from the victims
themselves, their families,

and informed citizens.

“The idea that a physician
can do anything with an al-

coholic is a long time com-
ing. The Americanr Medical
Society on Alcoholism has
only 700 members, I believe,

out of 200,000 physicians.

“It is a hell of a lot better

than it used to be, but there
is still a hell of a long way to

go.

“The attitude of the
medical profession as a

whole has been one of just

benign indifference towards
the problem. The alcoholic

has been assigned to the
psychiatrist by default. The
psychiatrist has tried to

make the alcoholic comfor-
table with his drinking in-

stead of trying to get him to

abstain.”
With some 1,000 detoxifi-

cation centres now in opera-

tion in North America," Dr
Pittman has no time for
those who like to bill them
as “non-medical”. “If they
have medical backup and
they are providing routine
medical examination, it is

sub-acute.”

Calling them “non-
medical” he feels, is selling

a false bill of goods to the

public. “If you want to try

and sell cheap medical care
you are still defeating the
whole purpose that alcohol-

ism is an illness that is de-

serving of adequate care.”

Dr Pittman is also scorn-

ful of legislators and “the

hypocrisy in statements of

policy makers in Washing-
ton that alcohol is the num-
ber one drug problem-and
then you look at the paltry

appropriations that are
being given.”

But, “the thing I am more
interested in now in terms
of the purely social policy

aspect of moving out of an
academic environment and
of trying to implement
change in the community,
in the state, and in the na-

tion is the decriminalization

of almost victimless crimes,

in particular public drun-
kenness.

“It is coming but much
slower than I over antici-

pated.”

Alcohol Induces a protein loss

Dietary

deficiency

theory

challenged

By David Milne
I.AS VEGAS Drinking 40%
alcohol results in increased
protein loss from the stomach,
Dr Vincente 1’. Dinoso, .Ir. told

the 4()th annual convention of

the American ('ollege of Gas-

t roenterology.

The proteiti-losing gastropa-

thy is especially noticeable in

patients with atrophic gastn
tis, said Dr Dinoso of the de-

partment of medicine. Il.ihne-

mann Medical College and
Hospital, Phil:i(l(‘lplua, Pa.

He reported on nim< mab' and
SIX fi'inale alcoholics ranging in

age from 40 to 68 years.

Five had normal gastric imi

cosa, fiv(' had superficial gas-

tritis, and five had chronic
atropliic gastritis hasinl on .se-

cretory tests and gastric biop-

sies.

All ab.stained from drinking
for one week, then received
100 uci of ''Cr labelled albu-

min intravenously.

During the control period
the subjects drank 200 ml of

orange juice at the rate of .50

ml every half hour for two
hours.

During the test period they
drank the same amount of

40% (‘tlianol in orange juice at

the same intervals.

During each period, plasma
and stool samiiles were taken
for four days and .uialyzed.

The results showed an in-

crea.sed loss of plasma in the
fi'ces while drinking, com-
pared with the contnd group
for all three types of subjects.

with the loss being twice as

much in those with chronic
atrophic gastritis.

Additional studies in three
patients sliowed that the in-

creased ''('r-lalielled albumin
pivsent in the feces originated

mainly from the .stomach.

In all three the plasma loss

into the gastric lumen was
greater after drinking.

“There appears to be a

greater incidence of chronic
atrophic and superficial gastri-

tis in chronic alcoholics,” said

Dr Dinoso.

“All hough hypoalbumiiu
iiiia in noncirrliolic subjects
with alcoholism is generally at

tribuled to deficiency of die

tary jirotein intake and diiiiin

ished hepatocellular function
our observations suggest an

other mechanism namely, a

pnitein losing gastropathy in-

duced by chronic ethanol
ingestion, especially in sub-
jects with atrophic gastritis.”

Vincente Dinoso

J
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Lung ills are on increase

in Quebec women and men
By Dorothy Trainor

MONTREAL. Lung ail-

ments among Quebec
women are on the increase,

according to a Mount Sinai

Hospital research team.

Cigarette smoking, air

pollution, and the increased
number of women in the
labor force— perhaps work-
ing in polluted downtown
areas-are cited as possible

contributing factors.

“Things are worse than
we anticipated compared to

similar studies in England
and the United States, espe-

cially with respect to the
Montreal female popula-
tion,” Dr Michael Grosz-
man, project coordinator
and the hospital’s medical
director, told The Journal.

Mount Sinai Hospital, in

Ste. Agathe, specializes in

respiratory and chest di-

seases. This research team
headed by Drs. Groszman
and Michael Aronovitch,
used mobile clinics to con-
duct breathing efficiency

tests throughout Montreal,
including polluted areas.

They found respiratory
problems in both nien and
women surprisingly high-
with women almost as likely

as men to be affected. Be-
tween 20,000 and 25,000 of

the 125,000 tested showed
abnormalities. About 4%
were abnormal and an addi-

tional 8% borderline.

The study showed links
between chest disorders, cig-

arette smoking, age, and oc-

cupation. Lack of exercise
was a factor as well as the
number of cigarettes
smoked.
“An individual who

smokes a few cigarettes per
day and quits may get rid of

his lung abnormality, while
those who smoke a lot may
be stuck with theirs,” Dr
Groszman said.

“We tell people to stop
smoking and they will be all

right. But does this mean
they will have clinical

well-being or just that their

chance of further deteriora-

tion will decrease?

“People say that living

downtown is as bad as smok-
ing, but where’s the proof?”

In any event, the mobile
clinic work has given the re-

searchers a pyramid of sta-

tistics to evaluate. This will

be done in an attempt to

find some answers, and per-

haps a common denomina-
tor in respiratory disease in

the different target areas.

Ontario detox system

It appears to be failing in several ways
(continued from Page 1)

ARF’s pilot project had shown
that less than 5% of clients re-

quired medical care).

The objectives of the new
system were to provide care

and rehabilitation for the

chronic drunkenness of-

fender - those individuals,

mostly on skid row, who were
arrested more than three
times a year for common
drunkenness.
The principle aim was to re-

move the public inebriate from
the criminal justice system to

the health and social care sys-

tem.

The ARF’s analysis of 3,652

males and 504 females at six

provincial detox units shows
that the new system appears to

be failing ih several critical

areas.

The major limitations out-

lined by Dr Smart include:

• The system does not seem
to affect drunk arrests in large

cities- it does not replace the
revolving door. To do so. Dr
Smart suggested, the system
would have to be twice as large

and limit itself to police refer-

rals;

• The system does not pro-

vide enough impetus for

long-term referrals. Only
about 10% of those admitted
take any kind of long-term
care;

• The system does not ap-

pear to have effective treat-

ment agencies for the detox
population. Even among those

who are referred, failure rates

are high and the rate is not
better for those who arrive

than for those who don’t;

• The detox-halfway house
system may deteriorate into a

new revolving-door. Perhaps,
said Dr Smart, it would turn
more quickly than the former
jail door but have fewer people
passing through it.

Drs Annis and Smart
studied arrest figures for the
six years prior to 1971 and for
three post-detox years
(1972-74). They found that
over the six pre-detox years,
arrests were decreasing
slightly (e.g. 24,039 in 1966 to

22,094 in 1971).

However, with the opening
of three detox units in Toronto
(125 beds) this trend merely
continued and there was no ev-

idence the decrease was any
greater after the opening of

the new units.

The researchers also exam-
ined the arrest statistics for a

large Toronto police division
which included the skid row
community.
They found only 9% of peo-

ple arrrested for drunkenness
actually went to a detox facil-

ity. Approximately 70% were
refused at detoxes, most be-

cause they were full.

“It is not surprising that de-

toxes were not having muCh ef-

fect on arrests,” Dr Smart re-

ported.

“The difficulty is that ex-

tremely large numbers of beds
are required for large North
American cities.”

The average length of stay is

3.9 days. To process 22,000 ar-

rests a year, about 210 beds
would be needed, just for po-

lice arrests. (Police have guar-

anteed access to only one-third

of detox beds. Referrals from

various other agencies and
hospitals make up the remain-
der of referral sources).

Another 1975 study by Drs
Annis and Smart concluded
that the system was not having
an appreciable impact on
long-term rehabilitation.

A follow-up of 522 first ad-

missions to three Toronto detox
units showed 53% had one or
more arrests within six

months, mostly for alcohol-
related offences. The average
number of drunkenness
charges was 4.3 per person.
Less than half had no readmis-
sion to a detox during the fol-

low-up period and only 9.6% of

the detox admissions resulted in

a referral to a health agency.
Many detoxes claim referral

rates of 40% to 50% but only
about a quarter of those ac-

tually arrive, the researchers
reported.

A later follow-up of 115 men
in 1975, two years after their

admission, showed that only 23
were known to be sober or to

have periods of sobriety.

“That would mean that

about 5% of original detox ad-

missions retained some sobri-

ety over the longer follow-up
period, although an additional

10% could not be found,” Dr
Smart reported.

“The picture obtained from
this study is that detoxes are
having a very limited effect

on the lifestyles of their

clientele. Few are going to de-

toxes when they are arrested.

Only about 10% are taking
confirmed referrals but most
who do so have such short peri-

ods of treatment that recovery
cannot be expected.

“We also found that read-
missions do not result in more
referrals, i.e. further contact
with detoxes may not create
much improvement.”
Dr Smart said much more

needs to be done to understand
the functioning and effective-

ness of the detox system, espe-

cially that involving the devel-

opment of halfway houses.

In the meantime, he sug-

gested that other options be
considered.

These (options) could in-

clude:-

• long stays at detoxes for

public inebriates and contracts

for them to engage in treat-

ment;Canada plans anti-alcohol drive...
(continued from Page 1)
Family Physicians.

He said the policy is based
on “persuasion and influence”.

“I am not a prohibitionist I

am not even a teetotaller-but
I believe strongly that alcohol

must play a lesser role in our
society.

“Advertising messages

which consistently equate alco-

hol consumption with success,

romance, and good times do
not help to create the kind of

environment in which we want

Lalonide upbraicis family (doctors
By Tim Padmore

HARRISON HOT SPRINGS,
BC Health minister Marc Lal-

onde told a British Columbia
family physicians meeting
here last month that they
often let down their patients
by failing to diagnose alcohol-

ism.

Marc Lalonde

“Many Canadians- millions

-go through your offices in a

year. In many cases, the oppor-

tunity to make a simple in-

quiry about drinking or smok-
ing habits is missed,” he said

during a luncheon address to

the GPs’ 21st annual scientific

meeting.
Referring to the new empha-

sis of the College of Family
Physicians of Canada on pre-

ventive medicine,. he said:

“May I suggest that, espe-

cially in relation to alcohol

problems, you, as family doc-

tors, accept your roles as com-
forters and friends of your pa-

tients.

“Yes, it is highly desirable to

prevent alcoholism, but it is

also important to help people

with alcohol problems, and the

family physician can do both.”

Earlier, Dr A. K. Connolly,

director of treatment and
training for the BC Alcohol

and Drug Commission, made
the same appeal.

He said there is “a host of

signs” which should tip the

physician off — for example,
presence of a peptic ulcer or

gastritis, evidence of family

disharmony, or an aggressive

personality.

Gastric symptoms imply a

50% probability of early alco-

holism and family discord a

25% chance, he said.

“Once your suspicions are

raised, you should ask direct

questions amount consumed,
how often, etc.”

He said physicians con-

cerned about how much they

drink themselves are some-
times reluctant to inquire

about their patients’ habits.

to live,” he said.

He described the three-part

plan including:

• The national information
program aimed at specific-

groups, such as schools and as-

sociations, and designed to in-

crease social acceptability of

abstinence and moderation;

• An effort to increa.se the

effectiveness of current educa-

tion and welfare program.s, of

industrial alcohol programs,
and of professional groups in-

volved in alcoholism treatment.

Included in this effort, he said,

is the storybook for children

“The Hole in the P'ence” and
financial support for an educa-

tion program for leaders in the

alcoholism field, and

• Measures to control the
manufacture, distribution and
advertising of alcoholic bev-

erages.

Lalonde said his department
is trying to persuade provincial

liquor control boards to take
account of health questions in

setting distribution regula-
tions. He said a federal an-
nouncement on liquor adver-
tising may be made “in the next
few weeks”.

• a restriction of admissions
to police referrals or public in-

ebriates only;

• a mandatory period of

stay, e.g. until a referral had
been arranged and accepted.

Dr Smart concluded:

“All of this, of course, pre-

supposes that we know how to

treat public inebriates succes.s-

fully and ail that is needed is

more opportunity to do .so.

“However, this is almost cer-

tainly not the case and what is

needed are more effective

treatments, more efficaciously

applied.”

. More next month
;|
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England.
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Objectivity

iost in

pot debate
THE MARCH issue of The Journal included an editorial con-

cerning the decriminalization of marijuana.
It did not urge decriminalization, it did not say decriminali-

zation was better or worse than the state of limbo which exists

in many jurisdictions today.

It simply stated a fact— that decriminalization was occur-

ring in many places. And in light of that fact, it urged society

to make adequate preparation to keep the potentially harmful
health and social effects of marijuana use to a minimum.
The editorial espoused no view that should have been found

objectionable by either the hawks or the doves.

But reaction there was, and some of it (as exemplified by
one letter to the editor published in the April issue) proves
once again that when it comes to discussion of this drug, emo-
tion too often takes precedence over dispassion and objectiv-

ity.

In effect, we were attacked for urging a hasty progression
toward a state of total decriminalization; for moving ahead
Defore all the facts were known; for neglecting the massive
weight of evidence showing marijuana use may be physically

harmful.
But hold on. We said or implied no such thing. We proposed

nothing more than that society earnestly, and thoroughly,
study the best possible means of controlling the distribution

of this drug, if and when it is decriminalized.

We took no sides, we did not proselytize, we simply asked
for an objective appraisal of options. And perhaps there lies

our fault, in the word “objective”.

It seems more and more difficult to talk about any aspect of

marijuana use without being pulled into a polemic, withqut
being perceived as a mouthpiece for one side or the other.

When it comes to marijuana, polarity still continues to par-

alyze our reasoning.

If this i.ssue of polarity was not such a critical factor in this

marijuana debate, and if it was not such a prominent barrier
to our coping with contemporary drug abuse, we would not
use an editiorial to answer one letter.

Our ability to interpret, to reason, and most of all to listen,

is vital to the development of appropriate responses for the
chemical age.

Yet with marijuana, we suspend that ability and take up our
adversary roles. We put on our team sweaters and try to

bludgeon the opposition.

The adversary system is fine on the playing field, or in the
courtroom where the goal is to win- for your side. But it is

this preoccupation with “winning”, and with battering the op-

position, that continues to confuse the very individuals whose
right it is to decide what role they want drugs to play in their
lives.

These intellectual search-and-destroy tactics are destruc-
tive.

Every lime a proponent of “free”marijuana stakes a claim
his counterpart demands equal time not to provide informa-
tion that may help the person in the middle, hut to discredit
his opponent.

In the course of this exchange, .scientific data is often ma-
nipulated totally out of shape. Objectivity, which is pretty
hard to achieve under the best of conditions, doesn’t have a

chance.

Wi; are now in the process of considering various legislative

options in re.speet to cannabis. It is our position lliat we can
make more rational choices if wi* know what the various op-

tions entail. To do that means eulling llirough the rhetoric
and political unilerhnish to isolate the issues and to n'fine
(luestions that need r(‘S()luti()n.

'That d(“man(ls we lake a look at things such as (lislril)ulion

models, control ri'giilations, and educational iirograms not

just "eduealion” to frighten a child out of ('vi'r wauling to try
pot, hut to give him the kinds of information he m>e(ls to mak('
mature deeisioiis ahoul drug u.se.

Di.scussing marijuana hou(<stly, and looking at thi- social

ramifications of its ns(', is not tantamount to (mdorsing it.

Utiforlimately, llu'ie are still a lot of "expmis" around who
helieve that to talk ahont marijuana in iinylhing hut sinistcM',

derogatory terms, is to aid and aliet ttie forces wlio would wish
this "poisonous intoxicant unleashed on an nnsn.spt*eting pnh-
lie”.

Thi'n there are th(' o|)posing forces to whom any suggestion
that marijuana may he harmful is liiiit of a fa.seist plot to

erode civil Illici t ii's.

The tragedy is tlial the pnlilie, ami llio.sc wlio can iiifineiice

.social policy, arc caught in the middle.

“Success! Says he’s sick and tired of listening to me complain about the
high cost of food.”

betters to the ^ditof
More
letters— page 12

Thebaine
Sir.

I have read Dr. P.R.

Bourne’s comments on “con-
cern over poppies” which ap-

peared in The Journal (Febru-
ary).

He states: “Thobaino can he
readily obtained in the Middle
East”. I wonder from where in

the Middle East and how could
we get a few grams of thehaine
for our researeh work?

SUkrh Ka.vmak<;alan, Ml)
Professor and ('hairman
Department of Pliarmacology
Medleal School, Sihhiye
Ankara, 'Turkey

Dealcoholization
sir:

'There is an aspect of the pro-

motion of "dealeoholi/.ed”

drinks which ean.ses me eonsid-
erahle eoiieerii and 1 am sur-

prised that it was not noted or
mimtioiu'd in the "Baek Page”
article in The .loiirnal

(March). 1 refer to the danger
of haliit nation to lieverage use

patterns that blur the distinc-

tion between drinking alco-

holic beverages and drinking
non-alcoholic beverages.

Has anyone studied the ef-

fect of the u.se of “de-

alcoholized” drinks on the

non-alcohol drinkers to deter-

mine whether or not there is

an increase in tlie number who
become alcohol drinkers? Isn’t

the “aping” of alcohol drink-

ing conducive to easy transi-

tion to alcohol drinking?

Why does the alternative to

alcoholic beverages have to

look, taste, and smell like

those lieverages? There are
eoiinlless pleasant, refreshing,

and relaxing drinks with no al-

cohol. It would appear that the

real reason for wanting a do-

alcoholized drink lliat simu-
lates the alcoholized drink is to

keep the non-alcohol drinker
from appearing "different”.

And when the non-drinker is

no longer distinguishahle from
tlie drinker, one more liarrier

to everyone drinking will lie

gone.

It is not surprising that the

aleoliolic lieverage industry is

promoting lliis altornalive. II

will provide them with one
more weapon in the efforts to

get everybody drinking their
wares. What better seed-bed
for future alcohol drinkers
could they find than "de-
alcoholized” beer and wine,
even for the kiddies? It will

pre-condition those remaining
non-alcohol drinkers for their

ultimate capitulation.

It is very tempting to try tix

lessen the ravages of alcohol
u.se by cutting down on the al-

cohol content of the beverages

u.sed. What this “dealco-

holized drinking" .scheme looks

susiiiciously like is a training

school for future drinkers of

alcoholic hovoragos, rather
than a way to got drinkers to

drink less alcohol. The non-
drinkers are already drinking
less alcohol than the "dealco-

holized" drinks will give them.
> tleneral Hitching and the

lATU) may well be wi.sor than

they have boon given credit for

being.

Harry \V. Beardsley
Public Relations Manager
Iheferrod Risk Mutual
Insurance Co.

West Des Moines, Iowa
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This is the first of a series of Backgrounders on the US National Training
System, and on federal-state relationships in the training of drug program
workers.

US National Training System
— Part One —

By Milan Korcok
AS CRITICAL as manpower training

may be to the strength of drug abuse
programming, it is not what one
would consider a “hot” political prop-

erty.

Oh, they know it’s there, and that

training is part of the national effort,

but politicians aren’t as hkely to play

it to the balcony as they might treat-

ment, or intervention, or law enforce-

ment. That is, those few who want to

talk about drugs at all.

And so, when President Ford rec-

ommended cutting the National Insti-

tute of Drug Abuse’s manpower and
training branch budget back from
$14.7 million in fiscal year 1975 to $3
million in fiscal 1976, trainers across

the country could do little but grin

and bear it, and advise their employ-
ees not to take out any long-term
mortgages.
Coming at a time when responsibili-

ties for drug programming were so
uneasily balanced between the states

and the feds, and when the National
Training System developed by NIDA
was in such an embryonic stage, a

cutback to $3 million would have
been disastrous.

The National Training System is

not the only mechanism available to

provide training for .drug abuse pro-

gram counsellors, administrators,

and managers. But there is no ques-

tion it is the biggest show in town.

The National Training System is

NIDA’s chief effort to coordinate var-

ious training initiatives, to harness
the resources and expertise only the

feds can afford, and to move it out

through a regional network to var-

ious training centres across the coun-

try.

The national system today (and it

is necessary to note that what we ^ire

talking about now is going to be

changed somewhat as of July 1, but
more about that later) has at its hub
the National Drug Abuse Center.

One of the chief functions of this

centre is to develop and package
courses to be used in the field. These
courses cover such areas as working
with youth; training of trainers; third

party payments; women’s concerns;
and short term counselling. These
are usually covered in one-week ses-

sions.

Materials from the NDAC, in Ar-
lington, Virginia, flow (at least the-

matically) to three Regional Re-
source Centers (Arlington, Chicago,

and Berkeley) which in effect are field

offices of the NDAC.
From here the materials and re-

sources flow out to the five Regional
Training Centers, which operate as

conduits between the national re-

source, and the personnel and teach-

ing facilities in the specific geo-
graphic regions.

Also operating out of DC, is the
Career Development Center, which
grew out of an earlier program which
originally concentrated on the train-

ing of ex-addicts serving as program
managers and administrators. The
CDC is a successor to the National In-

stitute for Drug Programs, which de-

livered a two-year AA degree pro-
gram in human services.

The CDC has broadened its man-
date to develop training links be-
tween people in the field (not just
ex-addicts) and the various schools in

their regions. It is concentrating
heavily on non-traditional forms of
study, off-campus learning, and as-

sessing life -experience in terms of ed-

ucational credits.

Through a combination of badger-
ing, persuading, and cajoling, the
CDC has developed liaison with more
than 300 universities and colleges, to

harness some of their facilities and
personnel for the training of drug
abuse workers—ex-addicts as well as

degreed people.

The National Training System is

also responsible for development of

physician education programs (for
physicians in private practice as well

as those working directly in drug pro-

grams), and it continues to support
the career teacher program which al-

lows for support grants to medical
school teaching staffs for the develop-

ment of curricula and drug abuse
training modules in undergraduate
medical education.

As the National Training System
has developed over the past five

years, manpower training strategies
have been changing rapidly. So have
jurisdictions. And the shift from fed-

eral to state responsibilities has con-

fronted NIDA planners with certain

dilemmas.
Just how much should the feds be

doing at a time when the states are

being told they are going to have to

absorb many of the front line activi-

ties-training among them? The issue

is loaded with pitfalls and vested in-

terests.

Dr Stuart L. Nightingale, formerly
director. Division of Resource Devel-

opment of NIDA (now assistant direc-

tor for medical and professional
affairs), sees a continuing federal
and technical presence, not a front
line function, he says.

“Our overall approach is to build
up the states, but how do you do it?

Do you give them more money, or
more specific guidance? I’m not
sure,” says Dr Nightingale.
What he seems to suggest is: If we

give the states more money, how do
we know they will spend it the way we
think they should? And if we attach
too many strings, will they even take
it?

The fact is, most states have al-

ready shown they want money for di-

rect services— for treatment, not
training.

Almost seven years ago, the first of

the Single State Agencies got under-
way. In effect they were supposed to

provide a major cohesive and organi-

zational function in each state. To
help them cultivate the manpower
training activities, NIDA primed the
pump by granting $50,000 to each of

the states if they would designate one
training officer whose function it

would be to serve as the focal point
for bringing training capacity up to

par.

This was called the STSP (State
Training Support Program). There
may be some exceptions, but gener-
ally this program has not lived up to

expectations. The state training offi-

cers usually rank low on the state bu-

reaucracy. Normally they are low
paid, low priority people. The turn-

over has been prodigious. In the past
three years, Florida has had five
training directors.

Many states simply have not used
their NIDA training grant money.
This is frustrating not only for NIDA
but for some state training sources
who could use the money.
Some people at NIDA believe some

states are squirrelling away training

funds in anticipation of the STSP de-

mise, so they might subsequently use

that money for direct services.

In a recent evaluation of the Na-
tional Training System, the National

Association of State Drug Abuse Pro-
gram Coordinators charged the sys-

tem with failing to meet the needs of

state and local training programs.
Most states want actual training

courses delivered right to the pro-
gram site. They want the feds to be
more responsive to the individual
needs of specific states, and they
don’t want to be force-fed courses
pre-packaged by NDAC.
The majority of states want the

NDAC, the Regional Resource
Centres, and the Regional Training
Centres either abolished, or changed.
The bottom line appears to be:

“Give us the money, we can do it bet-

ter.”

Given this kind of response from
the states, plus the prospect of im-
pending budget cuts, NIDA took a

pretty hard look at its system and con-
cluded changes were in order. Of
course, if President Ford’s request
for $3 million held up there would be
little left of the system anyway.
Luckily, Congress restored a $10

million budget. And though this is

still a 50% reduction from the pre-

vious year, it would allow a reasonably
solid reformation of the national
training system, with not too much
being dropped in the process.

(Most of the $5 million reduction is

to be accounted for by various pro-

gram grants that were running out.)

Under the new budget, and within
the revised training system, the Car-
eer Development Center will con-
tinue, says Dr Lonnie Mitchell, Chief,

Manpower and Training Branch of
NIDA. The state programs and con-

tracts will continue as will the physi-

cian education program, and the car-

eer teacher program. The training
functions at the NDAC will continue
although in a “somewhat scaled
down” version, he says.

The most significant change in the
National Training System will be the
consolidation of the five Regional
Training Centers and the three Re-
^onal Resource Centers to make up
five Regional Support Centers. Each
of the five will continue to serve the
regional areas now designated, al-

though the headquarters might
change.

In effect, this gives more backup
resource to the RTCs and brings the

NDAC, through its field offices, into

closer communion with the states:

Thus the major recommendation
made by NASDAPC in its recent eval-

uation is met.
The changes are to take place by

July 1, 1976. What remains to be
done between now and then is to set-

tle on the locations of the Regional

Support Centers. At least 70 requests

have already been filed by various in-

stitutions and programs in pursuit of

the five contract slots.

§n§ide Scietice
Alan Ogborne is a research scientist

with the Addiction Research Foun-
dation of Ontario

By Alan Ogborne, PhD

IN RECENT years the government of

Ontario has actively encouraged the
development of non-custodial facili-

ties for public inebriates.

The provincial ministry of health
currently funds 13 detoxification
centres which admit people found
drunk in public, and the ministry of

community and social services funds
17 halfway houses (or recovery
homes) which aim to facilitate the re-

habilitation of alcoholics after detoxi-

fication.

The Addiction Research Founda-
tion of Ontario, which was influential

in the province’s decision to fund de-

toxes and halfway houses, currently
runs two experimental residential
programs for public inebriates- Bon
Accord Farm and 142 Spadina. The
Clinical Institute is also active in this

field and is responsible for a detox
centre on Dundas Street in Toronto.
Foundation scientists have under-

taken the monitoring of the provin-
cially funded detoxes and halfway
houses and the foundation’s own pro-

grams are participating in the moni-

toring systems. Directors and staff of

both types of facilities have co-

operated with ARF staff by keeping
appropriate records.

The aims of the halfway house
monitoring study parallel those of

the monitoring study being con-

ducted in the detoxes by Dr Helen
Annis and her team.

Briefly, the halfway house study
aims to learn about the characteris-

tics of the men and women who go to

halfway houses and to determine the

extent to which such hou.ses are at-

tracting the public inebriates who
have traditionally been caught in the

revolving door of the drunk tank.

Further, the study of halfway houses
aims to monitor residents’ length of

stay, and mode of discharge from
houses.

Follow-up studies will be conducted
to determine the extent to which for-

mer residents of the houses achieve

sobriety, social integration, and sta-

bility. A particular concern of fol-

low-up will be to examine the pros-

pect that halfway houses (and de-

toxes) become further stations on the

skid row circuit rather than act as re-

habilitation agencies.

The houses taking part in the moni-
toring study offer a wide range of

programs to their residents. Staff of

some houses aim primarily to provide

a homelike environment which can be

a base from which residents operate

to re-establish themselves in the out-

side world with the help of appropri-

ate community resources.

Other houses are more structured

and therapy oriented and hold reg-

ular groups or individual coun.selling

sessions which aim to bring about
changes in their residents.

Some houses make more u.se of Al-

coholics Anonymous than do others;

some prefer residents to have had
treatment in hospital prior to admis-

sion while others take residents liter-

ally off the streets. Some houses
make more use of profe.ssional reha-

bilitation counsellors.

The use of the multi-variable sta-

tistical analy.ses will enable re.search-

ers to consider the likelihood that

some houses are more suitable for

certain types of residents than for

others. “Natural” experiments caused
by staff changes may approximate ex-

perimental manipulation of program
elements and thus allow a testing of

the value of the.se elements. In gen-

eral, however, such possibilities are

expected to be limited and it is to the

foundation’s own program Bon Ac-
cord and 142 Spadina that one must
look for the rigorous testing of poten-

tially valuable features of residential

programs for the public inebriate.

Research staff are trying to make
the exercise as valuable to house staff

as possible and have been providing

regular feedback on resident

characteristics.

A preliminary report on results

from a dozen houses has been
prepared and two colleagues, Sarah
Weber and Virginia Ittig, and I have

presented these results to the house
staff at the annual conference of the

Recovery Homes Association of

Ontario.

The re.search will be continuing for

.some years to come, by which time we
should have some clearer understand-
ing of the true role of halfway hou.ses

in the rehabilitation of alcoholics.
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OLLISIONCOURSE

Content and Purpose

"Collision Course" is a dramatic essay which explores

the potentially tragic consequences of mixing even mod-
«?rate amounts of alcohol with the complex task of driving.

It is designed to impress upon the viewer that one is at

risk even when generally socially-acceptable drinking

behavior is practised.

The viewer is introduced to a young middle-class

couple and their parents. The film follows the young
couple's activities throughout the evening; taking in a

movie and having a few beers with friends. At the same
time, their parents are discussing some known facts

relating to problems contributing to the carnage on the

roads. Also introduced is a blue collar worker who, after

a tiring day on the job and a couple of after-work drinks,

takes to the highway.

The film dramatically analyzes the behavior of the

indviduals involved and their subsequent actions.

As the audience is geared to suspect from the first, the

young couple and the blue collar worker eventually

meet ... in the middle of the night on a lonely road.

Audience and Use

Collision Course is an action film which is ideal for

use with a variety of audiences (e.g. driver education

programs, driver training courses, home and school

associations, student groups, community action groups).

Community workers in the alcohol and drug dependency

field will find this film a valuable teaching aid in the

exploration of legal, social and behavioral aspects of

drinking-driving issues.

® Order Form:

J
Forward order to:

_ Addiction Research Foundation,
_ % Marketing Services

I
33 Russell Street,

I
Toronto, Ontario

M5S 2S1

This film will not be available until May 7, 1976

f1 More Information I I Purchase. . .$325.00

n Payment enclosed

Name:

Organization:

Address:

........
I

Preview . . . $35.00 I

Bill me ?

y
16mm, color film

, 17 minutes
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^rduiid the ^ortd
Scots are ahead
The percentage of alcoholics is

four times greater in Scotland

than in England, and in the
Highlands and Scottish islands

the problem is 12 times
greater. Official statistics

show two per cent of Scot-

land’s adults are alcoholics

with unofficial estimates much
higher.

Pricey Iceland
A bottle of vodka in Iceland

now costs $21 and a pack of

cigarettes $1.20 after the gov-

ernment announced price in-

creases that will also affect

costs of public transportation,

water, and state licences for

television sets.

A vicious cycle

Russian doctors confirm that a

combination of poor educa-

tional opportunities, crowded
living conditions, and a low

standard of living in early

stages of life will lead to a vi-

cious self-perpetrating cycle of

alcohol abuse, to be repeated
generation after generation. A
contributing factor to alcohol

abuse, they say, is the Rus-
sians’ belief that a vast capac-

ity for alcohol is held to be an
indispensable characteristic of

a sociable nature.

Cocaine traffic

Colombian officials have met
with US Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger to discuss ef-

forts to suppress the illegal

smuggling of cocaine into the

US. The drug is often sarcasti-

cally referred to as Colombia’s
second leading export after

coffee. As much as $500 mil-

lion worth of Colombian co-

caine ended up in the US last

year.

Drug exports zoom
Elxports of pharmaceuticals in

1975 increased by nearly 25%
in Britain over the previous
record-breaking figure of

£301.6 million achieved in 1974
to £373 million. Those coun-
tries that increased their pur-
chases significantly were the
US, West Germany, and Japan.

Receptionists

‘prescribing’

too often
LONDON-Too many recep-

tionists in the offices of

family physicians in Brit-

ain are writing prescrip-

tions for drugs and their

power to do so should be se-.

vereiy limited.

This is the conclusion of

Pharmacist Arthur Wells
who says that at the end of

the month when he exam-
ines prescriptions handed
in to his drugstore in Maid-
stone, Kent, he finds that

more than 50% have been
written by receptionists.

“Many of them appear to

call for excessive quantities

of drugs and 90% had no
dose or instruction of any
sort,” he said.

Mr Wells said reception-

ists themselves are not at

fault: They are doing a

thankless job and their po-

sition has never been clari-

fied.

He added: “I do not be-

lieve any prescription
should be written by any-
one other than the doctor
who signs it.”

Mr Wells made his ob-

servations in the Pharma-
ceutical Journal.

Hashish habits

With about 30 tons of hashish
smuggled into Egypt each
year, officials there estimate
between 100,000 and 200,000
people are regularly using the
drug despite the harsh sen-
tences imposed on those
caught by police. Possession
and dealing can mean the death
penalty or hard labor for life.

Possession of hashish for per-

sonal use can lead to imprison-
ment for between three and 15

years.

Poisonous wines

Wine laced with methyl alco-

hol is being tracked down after

14 people died in Hong Kong
after drinking it. Police
cracked down on two major
manufacturing centres of the
poisonous wine, discovered a

wine shop believed to be a prin-

cipal supplier of fake Chinese
wine labels, and raided a print-

ing factory, seizing more than
20 boxes of fake wine labels.

‘Your breath stinks of stale tobacco'
Britain's Health Education Council will soon end an intensive four-month anti-smoking campaign
which is aimed specifically at teenagers. The campaign, with an estimated cost of $400,000,

attempted to achieve the most impact by focusing on short, blunt messages on posters and television

commercials, (above).

Doubt cast on prevention efforts
By Lachlan MacQuarrie

MANILA — A study commis-
sioned by the Narcotics Foun-
dation of the Philippines and
carried out under the direction

of Dr Ricardo M. Zarco of the
University of the Philippines

has raised doubts here about
the effectiveness of programs
of drug and alcohol preven-
tion.

This study, called Project
.Serendipity, focused on 20
male clients—the total inmate
population of a drug rehabili-

tation centre.

The purpose of the study
was to gain information about
how much drug abusers knew
about the adverse effects of

drug, taking before they
started to use drugs.

“It was commonly assumed,”
states Dr Zarco, “that drug
taking is primarily due to the
inability of the family, school,

or other institution to warn
the youth against the improper
use of dangerous drugs.

“For this reason the pro-
grams to counteract drug abuse
are governed by the infor-
mation principles — by the use
of direct information or by
threat or fear.”

In this connection, a concen-
trated educational program
was launched in the Philip-

pines in 1970 which included
the dissemination of anti-drug
material in comic books, pos-
ters, radio-TV plugs, pam-
phlets and books, films, and
school-sponsored seminars or
lectures on drugs.

The campaign was main-
tained through 1973, and the
period corresponded generally
with the time when the 20 res-

pondents were using drugs.

The principal method used
in Project Serendipity was a

series of interviews beginning
with a pre-test of a semi-
structured schedule and pro-

gressing to subsequent inter-

views where the final refined
and more structured schedule
could be used.

Each respondent was inter-

viewed at least twice by differ-

ent interviewers in order to

test data reliability. The aver-

age age of the 20 respondents
was 19.5 years, and the aver-

age age of starting to use
drugs was 14.3 years.

The study found that the
majority of respondents had,
before beginning to use drugs,

gained considerable informa-
tion about drug abuse from in-

formal sources such as the
home, family, and friends.

Of the group, 65% had prior

knowledge from these infor-

mal sources about the health
consequences of drug abuse;

65% realized that schooling
would be affected; 60% were
aware of the legal conse-

quences; and 60% had re-

ceived direct warnings from
relatives and friends about
drugs.

From the more formal
sources of information such as

the school and the mass media,

a somewhat lower percentage
of recalled exposure is re-

ported with 45% recalling ex-

posure to comic books, posters

and radio/TV plugs; 30% hav-

ing read pamphlets and books;

and 10% having attended sem-
inars or lectures at school.

None of the respondents re-

called seeing an anti-drug film.

The study concludes: “The
commonly held belief that
youths turn to drugs because
of their ignorance of the dan-
gers, nature, and conse-
quences, as well as their not
being directly warned by their

family and associates, is not
reasonably supported by the
findings.

“This study shows that drug
abusing youths had a high
level of awareness of the drug
danger before they used drugs.
Knowledge came mostly from
informal sources and secondly
from mass media (formal)
anti-drug messages.”
Even more respondents re-

called exposure to anti-drug in-

formation after they had
started to use drugs. Warn-
ings, lectures, and other infor-

mation from family and
friends were received by 95%
of the group at this later stage;

and more than 80% said that

while they were using drugs
they had seen and heard such
anti-drug material as posters,

pamphlets, comic books, and ra-

dio/TV plugs.

Dr Zarco’s report describes
the epidemiological element
involving the spread of drug

taking from one young person
to another.

“What is very clear is the
contamination, seduction, or
influence of drug abusing
youths who ‘turn on’ others to

take drugs too. This seems to

be the critical variable. Mem-
bership in a drug abusing
group gives feelings of secu-
rity to abuse drugs because
others do the same. They learn

the methods of drug enjoy-
ment suggested by the group,
and become immune or imper-
vious to anti-drug informa-
tion.”

Dr Zarco acknowledges that

the study may be somewhat
limited by the fact the investi-

gation did not use a control

group, and by the small num-
ber of cases.

Nevertheless he says the
study indicates that prevention

programs are futile if the main
strategy is based on the
assumption that knowledge is

sufficient deterrent to be-

havior.

“In our search for a quick
and easy means of preventing
drug abuse”, he concludes, “we
have adopted, possibly, the

most ineffective.”

UK women and youths
alcohol useincreasing

New Zealancj study

Alcohol, murder linked
AUCKLAND, NZ — Alcohol
was associated with one third

of the cases of psychiatrical-

ly-disturbed individuals
charged with murder or at-

tempted murder over a 35-year

period, a New Zealand psychia-

trist has reported.

The study by Professor R.

W. Medlicott, director of Ash-
burn Hall, a psychiatric hospi-

tal in Dunedin, covered 28 peo-

ple charged with murder and
10 charged with attempted
murder.

“It is well known that alco-

hol releases aggressive impul-

ses and chronic heavy drinking

disorganizes the life pattern of

the individual and his family,”

he reported in the New Zea-

land Medical Journal.

“Drunkenness was a major
factor in five of those charged

with murder, and a lesser fac-

tor in three others. In an even

higher proportion (half) of

those charged with attempted

murder, the u.se of alcohol re-

leased hostile acting-out which

would probably have been con-

tained if the individual had not

been drinking.”

Ages in the group ranged
from 14 to 62 years. The
male-female ratio was 5:3.

LONDON-Trends in Britain’s

drinking habits indicate the

number of alcoholics may
reach a million and a half by

the end of this decade, accord-

ing to the Health Education
Council here. And this could

well be only the tip of the ice-

berg, with millions more indi-

rectly affected by alcoholism.

The council has sent a .set of

disturbing new statistics to-

gether with expert background
commentary and re.source and
publicity advice to health edu-

cation officers throughout the

country.

The council hopes that the re-

source pack— one in a series

covering a number of major
health problems will help to

stimulate local awareness of

the problem to aid educational

campaigns.
“As a nation, we are drink-

ing more and more and there

is a disturbing increase in alco-

hol abuse among the young,”

comments a spokesman for the

council.

Offences of drunkenness in

the 14-17 age group jumped by

32% in 1974. There is a seri-

ous increa.se also in the num-
ber of female alcoholics. Ten
years ago, the proportion of

male-to-female alcoholics was
approximately eight-to-one. By

1973, the proportion had drop-

ped to four-to-one.

The council estimates there

are about 300.000 alcoholics in

employment throughout the

United Kingdom. Assuming
each of them loses in exce.ss of

three working weeks each year

through alcohol-related illness,

the loss of production costs

employers close to $100m an-

nually.

A similar calculation for ex-

cess amount paid out in sick-

ness benefit results in an an-

nual figure of nearly $.50m. Al-

cohol consumption generally

increased by 37% in the pa .'

four years and annual con-

sumption in 1974 alone wa.s

three times greater than in the

previous three years.
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(continued from Page 8)

Qualifications
Sir:

With regard to the Backgroun-
der (Feb 1, 1976) w.hich
quoted the British Columbia
manual for staff accreditiation
as saying: “It is also true, how-
ever, that inestimable damage
has been done by concerned
people whose only qualifica-

tion has been good intentions

and a sentimental need to

help.”

Is it not also true, however,
that inestimable damage has
been done by concerned and
unconcerned_ people whose
only qualification for helping
others is a wall lined with aca-

demic degrees and credential-

ing certificates? And the
question of whether a trained,

helping person is an advantage
over an untrained one hardly
merits an “unequivocal yes”.

Such a response seems to ig-

nore the research suggesting
that in the very process of

completing some training pro-

grams, the characteristics
most essential to helping oth-

ers are effectively trained out.

We are hardly to the point of

unequivocalness on this ques-
tion.

It is hoped that such unequi-
vocalness combined with ea-

gerness to credential does not
lead to an over-emphasis on ac-

ademic degrees and, in turn,
the basing of the reward struc-

ture (salary allowances and or-

ganizational prestige) on those
degrees. If it does not, it will

be a unique exception to the
professionalism process which
once initiated proceeds rather
rapidly. Certifying and/or re-

warding counsellors for their
ability to suffer through the
initiation rites of degree accu-

mulation, rather than the re-

sults of their reaching out to

help those in need of help, is

not necessarily an advantage

By Saul Abel

LOS ANGELES — Three
months after a liberalized mar-
ijuana law went into effect in

California, reports op its ef-

fects in the state’s largest met-
ropolitan area indicate a mix-
ture of “good news and bad
news”.
The “good” news i-s there

has been a sharp drop in mari-
juana arrests in Los Angeles.
The “bad” news is there has

been a sharp rise in marijuana
seizures in Los Angeles.
Some authorities are frank

to state they cannot explain
this apparent inconsistency,
while others suggest a variety

of possible causes.

Commander Peter F. Hagan
of the Los Angeles Police De-
partment (LAPD) told The
Journal seizures of marijuana
shipments coming into the
area thus far this year are vir-

tually double the level one
year ago.

The new marijuana law, re-

ducing penalties for simple
possession, is a factor in the in-

creased importation of the
drug, Hagan contends, because
it confers a kind of “passive
blessing” on marijuana use.

for the alcoholics of the na-
tion.

Credentialing should be com-
mensurate with respect to the
knowledge of treatment effec-

tiveness. Given the low level of

effectiveness of all treatments.

Why, then, hasn’t this also

brought an increase in mari-
juana arrests?

Before passage of the new
law, anti-reform spokesmen is-

sued dire warnings of mush-
rooming use of the drug. In-

stead, there were less than 500
marijuana arrests in January
and February of this year,

compared to more than 1,100
such arrests in the correspond-
ing period of 1975.

One reason for the decreaser
Hagan suggested, may be that

discovery of marijuana gener-
ally occurs in connection with
the investigation of apother
crime, such as burglary or as-

sault. In such cases, the sus-

pect is charged only with the
more serious offence.

Another view of the drop in

marijuana arrests is that it re-

flects greater attention by po-

lice to major suppliers and less

attention to the small user.

LAPD Chief Edward M.
Davis has offered another ex-

planation: “Perhaps our offi-

cers are saying that no one
gives a damn, that it just isn’t

worth the time,” he said re-

cently.

Asserting that in today’s po-

credentialing should probably
not be a priority item of con-
cern. More important concerns
for those involved in treat-
ment would be: reaching the
target population; and having
reached the target population,
how is it effected by the ac-
tions of the helpers?
The answers to these ques-

tions may then lead to a re-

sponsible credentialing process
based on minimal require-

lydrug culture the marijuana
cigarette is frequently the in-

troductory device leading to

heroin use, Davis predicts the
number of heroin addicts in

Los Angeles county will double
within a year, reaching approx-
imately 97,000.

He also foresees a doubling
of overdose deaths, totalling

about 500 in Los Angeles and
about 1,000 throughout Cali-

fornia this year.

Some confusion has resulted
from other aspects of the new
legislation. Several incidents
have been reported of people
wha mistakenly believed the
new regulations legalized use
or possession of marijuana.
Police officers have been visit-

ing schools to combat such
misunderstanding, and to ad-

vise school officials of the
exact changes in the law, ac-

cording to LAPD Commander
Barry Wade.
A legal question which may

create problems was cited by
Gerald F. Uelman, professor of

law at Loyola University in

Los Angeles. The statutory
definition of marijuana in-

cludes all parts of the cannabis
plant except the mature stalks

ments of effectiveness that can
be acquired with training.
Until that time, credentialing
should continue to play a very
limited role in the functioning
of treatment centres, and espe-
cially in its reward allocations.

Assigning it a premature high
priority status may weU inhibit
any real progress in helping al-

coholics.

Jerry Fitzgerald
Iowa City, Iowa

(excluded because -they are
i

used in making hemp rope)
j

and the sterilized seeds (ex-
cluded because they are used
for canary food), according to

Prof. Uelman.
- It is practically impossible to

say how much of a given quan-
tity of processed marijuana
came from the stalk and how
much from the stem or leaf, he :

said. Similarly, unless the mar- !

ijuana seed is planted and wa-
tered, it cannot be determined
which seed is sterilized and

|

which is capable of germinal-
;

ing. Marijuana is also often '

mixed with tobacco or parsley,

he noted.

All these factors compound
the legal difficulties in decid-

ing whether a defendant
charged with possession of a ;

quantity not much more than :

an ounce is subject to only a
;

fine for possession of less than .

one ounce, or subject to im-
prisonment for possession of

more than one ounce.
This problem was avoided in

the new heroin law. Prof Uel-

man pointed out, by specifying

the offence to be possession of

“a substance containing her-

oin”.

Four months into liberalized pot laws

‘Good’ and ‘bad’ news from California

JUST
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• How many young people drink?

• How much do they drink?

• How can parents and teachers respond?

• What is government's role?

THE NEW DRINKERS summarizes what is known about

youthful drinking and drinking problems as they are

emerging in Ontario, other parts of Canada and in the

United States, and examines ways in which parents,

schools and governments could profitably respond to

the increasing number of drinking problems among
youth.

It will be of primary interest to parents, educators, social

workers, physicians, researchers, and other profession-

als whose work relates to young people.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Reginald Smart is associate

research director of the Addiction Research Foundation

of Ontario. Dr. Smart is an internationally known re-

searcher in the alcohol and drug field and has special-

ized in studying trends of alcohol and drug use.
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§iew Moolis by RON HALL

Alcohol Control Policies In
Public Health Perspective

... by Kettil Bruun, Griffith

Edwards, Martti Lumio, Klaus
Makela, Lynn Pan, Robert E.

Popham, Robin Room, Wolf-
gang Schmidt, Ole-Jorgen
Skog, Pekka Sulkunen, and Esa
Osterberg.

Addiction Research Foun-
dation,

(33 Russell Street, Toronto,
Ontario. MSS 2S1), 1975.

106p. $8.

This collaborative report is

presented as a position papei

which is intended to stimulat

debate and renew interest i i

the importance of contrt 1

policy in the prevention )f

alcohol problems. Consump-
tion of alcohol is related to

physical health problems and
mortality; and statistics, as well

as trends in consumption and
production are presented. A
chapter on alcohol control

policies investigates various

measures including: price con-

trol, hours of sale, and alcohol

content.

drinking behavior and prac-
tices, etiology, criminal
aspects, treatment and coun-
seling; and he offers recom-
mendations which might be
useful to Black alcoholics, their

families, and alcohol pro-

fessionals.

Young Men And Drugs — A
Nationwide Survey

... by John A. O’Donnell, Har-
win L. Voss, Richard R.
Clayton, Gerald T. Slatin, and
Robin G. W. Room.

National Technical Infor-
mation Service,

(US Department of Com-
merce, Springfield, VA 22161),
1976.

158p. $6.75.

The results of a survey of the

nonmedical use of psychoactive

drugs among young men in the

United States are presented in

this report. The best estimates

of use indicate that during
their lifetime 97% of those
responding have used alcohol,

70% have used cigarettes, and

55% have used marijuana; but

that currently the use rates are

92%, 60%, and 38% respec-
tively. Rates for use of other
drugs are presented, and other
topics including: attitudes,
motivation, crime, multiple
drug use, treatment, and
regional variations in use, are

discussed.
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York, 1975. “Community
homes and the Treatment of

Delinquency.” 226p.

WANT CURRENT
DRUG & ALCOHOL
INFORMATION?

- FREE CATALOG -

l/Vrite or Call:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON DRUG ABUSE

8 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 321-1230

; Narcotic Antagonists: The
: Search For Long-Acting Pre-

:
parations

. . . . edited by Robert Willette

j
National Technical Infor-

; mation Service,

(US Department of Com-
' merce,Springfield,VA 22161),

1976.

i 51p.$4.

: This monograph reviews cur-

j

rent work in developing either

a mechanical or chemical phar-
maceutical preparation which

,
is capable of providing a sus-

I tained or long-acting effect. In

1
this case, the “delivery system”
using naltrexone was inves-

j
tigated.

[

I Cannabis And Culture

;
. . . edited by Vera Rubin

r Mouton Publishers,
(Aldine Publishing Company,
529 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60605), 1975.

612p. $24.95.

This volume draws together the
information to enable an
understanding of the wide
range of uses of cannabis in a

variety of countries. The bot-
any and pharmacology, the his-

tory of diffusion and use, and
the effects of use in social and
cultural contexts are pre-

sented; and legal, medical, and
psychiatric aspects are also
examined.

I Alcohol and Blacks: An Over-
1 view

1
—

!
... by Frederick D. Harper

; Douglass Publishers,
(Box 3270, Alexandria, VA
22302), 1976.

21 p. $1.25.

In response to a need for infor-

mation on alcohol and its

effects in the Black com-
munity, the author discusses

ii

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

. Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Their U/e of Plcohol

and Ol’her Leqol Drug/
A PROVINCIAL CONSULTATION - 1975

Edited by: Anne MacLennan

Compiled by; Lavada Pinder

Softcover 144 pp. . . $5.00

This book is essentially a report of the proceedings of a meeting in

September 1975 at which 27 women from across Ontario spent

two-and-a-half days discussing women’s special problems in relation to

alcohol and legal drugs and the societal content in which their problems

exist.

It contains five papers prepared for the consultation and which cover;

• the status of women in society and one woman’s view of obstacles

to their full participation in society;

• women as providers and consumers of health and social services;

• the literature, or lack of it, on women and alcoholism in Canada;

• attitudes and perceptions of alcoholic women and of society towards

them;

• and women’s use of psychotropic drugs.

It also summarizes discussions and lists 1 2 recommendations formulated

at the meeting and distributed to various health, social service, and edu-

cational bodies in Ontario and Canada.

It could be termed “ 100-odd pages of consciousness raising” for people

in the addictions field in particular and in health and social services in gen-

eral.

ORDER FROM:

Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Department
33 Russell Street

Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2S1
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Treatable Aspects of Alcohol-

ism-May 5-7, 1976, Thunder
Bay, Sault Ste. Marie and Sud-
bury Ontario. Information; Dr
Hector Orrego, Addiction Re-
search Foundation, 33 Russell

St., Toronto, Ontario, MSS
2S1.

National Nurses Society on Al-

coholism Second Annual
Meeting-May 6-7, 1976, Wash-
ington, DC. Information;
Juanita Palmer, Chairwoman,

Program Operations Commit-
tee, 2 Park Ave., Suite 1720,
New York, New York, 10016.'

Work in Progress In Alcohol-

ism-May 6-8, 1976, Washing-
ton, DC. Information; Na-
tional Council on Alcoholism,
2 Park Ave., New York, New
York, 10016.

New Concepts 111 “The New
Woman and Alcoholism”—
May 7-8, 1976, Lincoln, Ne-
braska. Information; Connie

Clark, Community Awareness
Coordinator, Lincoln Council
on Alcoholism and Drugs Inc.,

Room 212, 215 Centennial
Mall, Lincoln, Nebraska,
68508.

Annual Meeting of the Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association—
May 10-14, Miami Beach, Flor-

ida, Information; Mr R. L. Rob-
inson, APA, 1700 18th Street,

NW, Washington, DC 20009.

Alcohol and the Liver—May
14, 1976, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation; The Canadian
Hepatic Foundation, Suite
1010, 65 Queen St. E., Toronto,
Ontario, M5H 2M5.

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse:
1976-May 22-23, 1976, UC-San
Francisco. Information; Alco-

holism and Drug Abuse; 1976,

731 Market St., 5th Floor, San
Francisco, California, 94103.

The High Cost of Alcoholism—
May 26-27, 1976, Louisville,

Kentucky. Information; Joe
Trabue, Department of HPER,
University of Louisville, Louis-

ville, Kentucky, 40208.

The Annual Conference of the
National Coordinating Coun-
cil on Drug Education—June
2-5, 1976—Minneapolis, Minne-
sota. Information; National
Coordinating Council on Drug
Education, 1526 18th St., NW,
Washington, DC, 20036.
Annual Meeting of the Half-
way Houses of North America
— June 6-10, 1976, Edmonton,
Alta. Information; ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

22nd International Institute
on the Prevention and Treat-
ment of Alcoholism—June
7-12, 1976, Vigo, Spain. Infor-

mation; ICAA, Case Postale
140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzer-
land.

The Committee on Problems
of Drug Dependence- June
7-9, 1976, Richmond, Virginia.

Information; Committee on

Problems of Drug Dependence,
NAS-NRC, 2101 Constitution
Ave., NW, Washington, DC,
20418.

Ninth Annual Eagleville Con-
ference on Alcoholism and
Drug Addiction—June 10-11,

1976, Eagleville, Pennsylvania.
Information; Patricia Moretti,
Conference Registrar, Eagle-
ville, Pennsylvania, 19408.

Eleventh Annual Conference
of the Canadian Foundation
on Alcohol and Drug Depen-
dencies, INFORMACTION

-

June 20-25, 1976, Toronto, On-
tario. Information; William
Gilliland, Conference Man-
ager, Addiction Research
Foundation, 33 Russell St., To-
ronto, Ontario, M5S 2S1.

Rap Round-up 1976—June
25-27, 1976, Swan Lake, New
York. Meeting of recoverea al-

coholics who are working in

the professions. Information;
RAP, Box 95, Staten Island,
New York, 10305.

Sixth International Institute
on the Prevention and Treat-
ment of Drug Dependencies—
June 28-July 2, 1976, Ham-
burg, Germany. Information;
ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

Potsdam Institute on Alcohol
Problems- July 12-23, 1976,
Potsdam NY. Information: Dr
Louis LaGrand, Institute
Director, State University Col-

lege, Maxcy Hall, Potsdam,
NY.
Eleventh International Con-
ference on Medical and Bio-
logical Engineering— Aug. 2-6,

1976, Ottawa, Ontario. Infor-
mation; Conference Office,

National Research Council, Ot-

tawa, Ontario, KIA 0R6.
17th Institute on Addiction
Studies-Aug. 15-20, 1976-
McMaster University, Hamil-
ton, Ontario. Information;
David E. Reeve, 15 Gervais
Dr., Suite 603, Don Mills, On-
tario.

Symposium on Drug Depen-
dence, Alcoholism and
Criminality — Aug. 16-20,
1976, Sao Paulo, Brazil. Infor-
mation; ICAA, Case Postale
140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzer-
land.

Ninth International Confer-
ence on Health Education—
Aug. 29-Sept. 3, 1976, Ottawa,
Ontario. Information; Cana-
da’s Organizing Committee,
Ninth International Confer-
ence on Health Education, c/o
Canadian Health Education
Specialists Society, PO Box
2305, Station D, Ottawa, On-
tario, KIP 5K0.
Second International Sympos-
ium on Victimology — Sept.
5-11, 1976, Boston, Massachu-
setts. Information; 156 Federal
St., Boston.
27th Annual Meeting of Alco-
hol and Drug Problems Asso-
ciation of North America-
Sept. 12-16, 1976, New Orleans,
Louisiana. Information;
ADPA, 1101 Fifteenth St. NW,
Washington, DC, 2005.

First World Conference on
Therapeutic Commimities-
Sept. 27-Oct. 1, Katrineholm,
Sweden. Information; ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lau-
sanne, Switzerland.

Annual Meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consult-
ants on Alcoholism— Oct.

20-23, 1976, San Diego, Califor-

nia. Information; Pamela
Maroe, ALMACA, Suite 410,

Reston International Centre,
11800 Sunrise Valley Dr., Res-

ton, VA, 22091.

In order to provide our
readers with adequate
notice of forthcoming
meetings, please send an-
nouncements as early as
possible to: The Journal,
33 Russell Street, Toron-
to, Ontario MSS 2S1.

SPECIAL
OFFER TO
READERS OF
THE JOURNAL

ARE YOU IN A BIND?
Trying to store The Journal? Pictured is a specially

designed storage binder which holds up to 12 issues

of The Journal.

Binder is featured in navy blue vinyl with a clear

acetate front cover. Copies are secured by 1 2 metal

rods. Holds 1
2” x 1 8” copy.

/

Protect your copies of The Journal

• BUY A BINDER $5.00 EA.
— OR — 12 ISSUES OF THE JOURNAL

• A BINDER CONTAINING (Jan. to Dec. 1975). $25.00

ORDER FROM: Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Services
33 Russeil St.

Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1
Canada.

r ' \

ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION

NEW RELEASE

AUDIO CASSETTE PRESENTATIONS

AT-001 PREGNANCY AND DRUGS
30 minutes by Barbara Tucker

Barbara Tucker, information counsellor at the
Addiction Research Foundation, discusses the
adverse effects of drug taking during pregnancy.
Heroin, methadone, barbiturates, minor tran-

quillizers, L.S.D., marihuana, alcohol, and tobacco
— these drugs are looked at individually with

regard to their effect on the pregnant (and in some
cases addicted) woman, the fetus, and the

newborn

V /

^ N

AT-002 FAMILY THERAPY

22 minutes by Reesa Kassirer

What is the purpose of family therapy as opposed
to helping only the individual? Reesa Kassirer. a
family therapist, talks about her understanding of

the family as a system and her goals when she
sees a family. Examples are given of cases she

has counselled at the Addiction Research
Foundation.

V y

AT-003 WOMEN AND PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
28 minutes by Ruth Cooperstock

More and more women are returning from their

doctors' offices with prescriptions for psychotropic
drugs. Indeed, twice as many women as men are

receiving these drugs. A look at the relationship of

women to their physicians and at how physicians
traditionally view women helps to explain this fact.

Bui what other reasons are there for this growing
problem? What solutions or alternatives are there
for social, emotional problems other than prescrib-

ing more and more psychotropics? Ruth Cooper-
stock, social scientist at the Addiction Research
Foundation, gives some suggestions.

AT-004 COUNSELLING THE CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS

26 minutes by Kathleen Michael

Children of alcoholics are often fhe Injured victims
For this reason the Addiction Research Foundation
has developed the youth counsollino service lor

those young people. Kathleen Michael, youth and
(nmlly consultant, gives an Illustration of a family

with an alcoholic parent and we are shown the
stresses pul on the children In this situation. How
do the children react? To what extent do they
blame themselves? How does the therapist deal
with the young person? This audio tape gives a
vivid portrayal of the experience ol dealing with
"the forgotten children"

/ \

AT-005 DETOX CENTRES — THE ALTERNATIVE

1 4 minutes by Diane Hobbs
There Is growing respect (or detoxification centres
as the alternative to jails tor chronic drunkenness
oflendors Dianne Hobbs, co-ordlt>alor of
detoxication and rehabilitation centres lor the
Addiction Research Foundation discusses the
rationale tor detox centres and Winnie Fraser
describes some of her views as acting head ol a
Toronto-bused A R.F detox unit

V /

AT-006 COCAINE
23 minutes by Oriana J. Kalant

The champagne ol drugs, the most misunderstood
drug In the literature, the most benign of illicit

drugs currently in widespread use — these

descriptions are being applied to cocaine Each
.
new drug fad in the last decade or so has been
accompanied by lll-lnlormed claims and counter

claims Dr Oriana Kalant. senior scientist at the

Addiction Research Foundation, has been studying

the literature on cocaine lor the past two years

For this program she objectively stales what is

known about cocaine and puts the drug In its

proper historical perspective

V y

ORDER:
— Unit Price $9, order by Tape No.
— Purchase all six titles and receive FREE the Special Vinyl Binder $48

WRITE:
— Addiction Research Foundation

c. o Marketing Services
33 Russell St.

Toronto. Ontario M5S 2S1
Canada.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE CANADIAN FOUNDATION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES

Plan to attend

LE ONZIEME CONGRES ANNUEL DE LA FONDATION CANADIENNE SUR L’ALCOOL ET LA DEPENDANCE AUX DROGUES

JUNE 20-25, 1976 ROYAL YORK HOTEL, TORONTO

Up-to-date expert knowledge and practical experience in

the effective management of alcohol and drug dependencies

SPECIAL GUEST
SPEAKERS

The Honourable Marc
Lalonde

Minister of National

Health and Welfare

Commissioner Arnold Brown

Territorial Commander,
Salvation Army in

Canada

PLENARY

SESSIONS
EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DRUG USE
AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Dr. Irving Rootman, Health and
Welfare Canada
MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF
ALCOHOLICS AND DRUG DE-
PENDENT INDIVIDUALS
Dr. Albert Nantel, University of

Laval, Quebec
PHARMACOTHERAPEUTIC AP-
PROACHES IN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE
Dr. Carl Pinsky, University of

Manitoba
ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER
DRUG DEPENDENCIES: A PRI-
VATE ILLNESS
Dr. George Strachan, Gillain

Foundation, Victoria, B.C.

BEHAVIOURAL THERAPIES-
OR PERSUADING PEOPLE TO
BE DIFFERENT
Dr. Charles Aharan, The Victoria

Life Enrichment Society, B.C.

SOME MODELS FOR THE PRE-
VENTION OF ALCOHOLIC
PROBLEMS
Dr. Wolfgang Schmidt, Addiction
Research Foundation
CURRENT PROGRESS AND RE-
SEARCH IN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG EDUCATION
Dr. Michael Goodstadt, Addic-
tion Research Foundation
DETOXICATION; ALTERNA-
TIVES TO THE HANDLING OF
PUBLIC INEBRIATES
Dr. Helen Annis, Addiction Re-
search Foundation
INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF
drug PROBLEMS
H. David Archibald, Executive
Director, Addiction Research
Foundation

SOME PERSPECTIVES ON
DRINKING AND DRIVING
Ernie Pass, N.S. Registry of
Motor Vehicles, Halifax, N.S.
IMPROVING THE REFERRAL
SYSTEM: HOW TO GET THE
CLIENT TO THE AGENCY
Dr. Peggy-Anne Brown, Univer-
sity of Alberta

SPECIAL

INTEREST

SESSIONS

Over 100 papers will be pre-

sented including;

PRINCIPLES OF TREATMENT
FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS
Doreen Birchmore, Donwood In-

stitute, Toronto

PROFILE OF THE SPOUSE OF
THE ALCOHOLIC
Manfred Winterand Edith Larson,

Calder Rehabilitation Center,

Saskatoon
THE EXTENT OF THE ALCOHOL
PROBLEM IN LABRADOR
Richard A. Boczkowski, Govern-
ment of Newfoundland and
Labrador
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC
PARENTS
Margaret H. Hindman, NCAI,
Rockville, Md.
THE CHILD,, ALCOHOL AND
ABUSE
D. Frank Worrell, Alberta Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Commission
COMMUNITY DETOXIFICATION
SYSTEM-A SELF HELP
MODEL
Bill Cline, Govt, of the Yukon
Territory

DEVELOPMENT OF A TREAT-
MENT MODEL FOR ALCOHOL-
ICS
Dr. Z. Amit, Sir George Williams

Faculty of Arts, Montreal
DISULFIRAM IMPLANTS FOR
ALCOHOLISM
Dr. Allan Wilson, University of

Manitoba
EVALUATION DU TOXICO-
MAINE EN CABINET DE PRA-
TIQUE GENERALE
Dr. Michelle Cousineau, Medecin
Conseil—Toxicomanies, Mon-
treal

THE THOUGHT DISORDER OF
THE CANNABIS SYNDROME
Dr. Alfred V. Milliman, Maryland
Drug Abuse Research & Treat-

ment Foundation

DB/IONSTRATIONS

In lieu of field trips, representa-

tives from treatment facilities in

the province will demonstrate
their methods at the conference.

A NETWORK OF COMMUNITY
SERVICES FOR THE ALCO-
HOLIC
John Egan, Smith Centre, Thun-
der Bay
Bob Smith, Lawkin Centre,

Thunder Bay
PINEWOOD CENTRE ALCO-
HOLISM PROGRAM
Dr. George Blake, Oshawa
OBJECTIVE SETTING AND
COMMITMENT MONITORING
WITH SKID ROW INEBRIATES;
BON ACCORD’S BEHAVIOUR
REVIEW GROUPS
Rev. D. F. Collier, Bon Accord,

Flora

TEACHING COPING STRATE-
GIES TO PROBLEM DRINKERS:
THE APPLICATION OF SELF-
HELP STRATEGIES IN AN AL-
COHOLIC HALFWAY HOUSE
Dr. Martha Sanchez-Craig and
Keith Walker, Spadina Project,

Toronto

MAY STREET TREATMENT
PROGRAM
Dr. E. Freedberg, Addiction
Research Foundation

ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUN-
DATION CLINICAL INSTITUTE
TREATMENT MODEL
Dr. Fred Glaser, Head of Psy-

chiatry, Addiction Research
,

Foundation

SYMPOSIA
FORMATIVE EVALUATION FOR
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Dr. Stephen L. Milstein

Institut National de la Recherche
Scientifique-Sante Universite du
Quebec, Montreal
BROAD SPECTRUM BEHAV-
IOURAL STRATEGIES WITH AL-
COHOLICS
Dr. George Blake
Pinewood Centre of Oshawa
General Hospital

Oshawa, Ontario

NARCOTICS AND ALCOHOL
TREATMENT PROGRAMS IN

MONTREAL AND VANCOUVER
Raymond D. Cohen
Director, Alternatives Program
for Alcohol and Drug Dependen-
cies

Vancouver, B.C.

ALCOHOL/DRUG ISSUES AF-
FECTING YOUTH
Gail Swainston
Toe Alpha
Alcohol and Drug Concerns
Toronto

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION FACILITIES will be provided at all -

plenary sessions and at selected afternoon sessions.

AUDIOTAPES of all plenary sessions will be available at the confer-

ence.

PLENARY PAPERS will also be reproduced in the conference program
book.

REGISTER
TODAY. . .

Conference Host:

Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario

Send to: Conference Manager, Informactlon, Addiction Research Foundation,

33 Russeil Street, Toronto, CANADA, MSS 2S1

Name:

Affiliation:

Title:

Address: .

City: Province Code

Country:

Conference fee: $60.00 if received prior to May 1, 1976
$75.00 if received after May 1, 1976

Cheque enclosed Please invoice me

Cancellation In Ihe event of cancellation of ttie com-
pteted registration. Ihe Organization Committee will

deduct 10% ol Ihe amount paid and wilt refund Ihe
balance

Date: Signature:

Your signature on this form indicates that you accept the conditions for Registration
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Inflation, terrorism, unemployment
and British keep on drinking

HE’S THERE every night. Just inside

the entrance to Henekey’s, a large

pub on the corner of Leicester Square
in London.
The uniform is close enough in

color and cut to that worn by the fa-

miliar “bobby” for you to know he
means what he says.

“Excuse me, sir. Can I check your
bag please?” . . . and coat and trousers

and pocketbook.

The security check is carried out on
customers entering most pubs, res-

taurants, and movie houses in the
West End of London these days. And
it’s just one more manifestation, al-

beit the only sinister one, of the crisis

in Britain’s once booming drinking
and dining businesses.

From a medium-sized pub run by
an expatriate Canadian at Brighton
on the English Channel, to a cavern-

ous pub in Edinburgh, the refrain is

the same: Business is bad and we are

just holding our own.
Sales of Scotch and other liquors

are down markedly. Major breweries

have seen their profits slip nearly

10% over the past year.

Rampant inflation and rising un-
employment started to take a toll 18

months ago. But it was the staggering

increase in taxes on wine and liquor

brought in by the Labor Party gov-

ernment in April, 1975, that rocketed

overnight the cost of having a drink

in Britain, be it in a pub or at home.
Direct price comparisons for the

North American do not seem, on the

surface, too onerous: Liquor costs be-

tween .55 and .60 cents a drink (al-

though the measure equals only half

a jigger), and a pint of beer is a few
cents cheaper. All liquor costs around
$7 a bottle in stores.

However, when the average earning
ratio is considered-salaries here are

roughly half their North American
counterparts-then a visit to the pub
ousts a dollar a drink for liquor or a

pint, and a bottle of Scotch or gin

works out to $14.

Smokers suffer as well-on the
same scale, king size cigarettes work
out at $1.80 a pack.

Even drug users are having a

rough time. Scotland Yard’s drug
.squad recently made its biggest haul
ever of cannabis 1,700 pounds and
worth nearly $1.5M on the streets. In-

tense police activity has for several
years kept cannabis at $30 plus an
ounce.

Restaurants, like pubs, feel the eco-

nomic pinch. A survey of 150 top res-

taurants around the country by one
of the good food guide organizations
has found diners now choose less ex-

pcmsive wines with their meals. And
few of them now end with an after-

dinner brandy and cigar.

P(‘ople are eating out less often as

well. In their turn, restaurants,
which claim running costs have ri.sen

an average 30% in 1975, now present
l(?.ss exp('nsiv(* menus.

All is not gloom and doom, how-
ev(T. I’ubs ar<> still the convivial place

to meet and Britons are .still drinking
although more oftiui tiow at home.
More and more people, especially the

young, an* plunking for “plonk,” the

slang for inexpensive hh'ndi'd wines.

Plonk has become so popular
that Allied Breweries is selling off at

auction soon, a large selection of fine

wines. It claims it needs the money to

buy more plonk, mainly from
Spain, Italy, Eastern Europe, and
more and more from West Germany. '

There is a booming sale of equip-

ment for home brewing of beer and
even more of concentrates for mak-
ing wine.

Now, instead of offering guests
Scotch or gin, hosts turn to Sherry,

vermouth and other fortified wines,

and these are all up in sales.

The hardest economic blow has
been to Scotch distillers. Even in Lon-
don, where tourists replace some of

the buying power, pubs report a drop
in sales. Outside the capital, the slide

is even steeper.

Scotch distillers never reveal sales

figures but an expert observer of the

trade told The Journal: “There is no
question sales are down here and
abroad. With the exception of the
West German market, exports to

other parts of the world, including
Canada and America, have slumped.

“It is pure economics. Scotch is a

luxury and in an economically trying

time people push back luxuries.

“The truth is that distillers are
businessmen and for years they have
had it rather nicely. Price has been
pretty stable for a decade and it came
as a blow to them last year when the

Chancellor of the Exchequer slapped
on his heavy tax increases.”

settled down to run a pub with his
English wife Valerie after ending a

long career in hockey. His experience
at Th6 Sussex Yeoman, Brighton,
Sussex, is typical:

“I have been 10 years in this busi-
ness and this is the worst January,
February, and March that I have
experienced.

“I know my trade and instead of a

regular coming in three times a week
he may now come in only once this

week and twice the next. Even the
workmen who come into the public

bar don’t spend as much money on
beer as they used to because they
don’t have it.

“This pattern is general among my
friends in the business. They all com-
plain about the same things.”

Mr Trottier and his customers are

lucky in one major respect at the mo-
ment-they do not have the constant

fear of a bomb exploding nearby with-

out warning. This added dimension
has emptied pubs and restaurants in

London more than might have been
expected.

Capture of four Irish terrorists just

before Christmas brought a lull over
the holidays but in February the cam-
paign of mindless violence began
again.

Alan Burns is science correspond-

ent of the Sunday Mirror and has also

had first hand experience in covering
bomb explosions. He lives in central

London and feels the constant threat.

He also sees the results.

In

the

West
End of

London,
the sight

of security

guards frisking

patrons outside

pubs and restaurants

is relatively common now.

Britons, fearing terrorists,

and with less and less money
to spend, are turning to home

brew and ‘ plonk’’— inexpensive

wines. However, pubs remain a way
of life that will never die. writes Harvey

McConnell from the United Kingdom.

Scotland’s largest cooperage firm
has decided to close a major factory

in Paisley and concentrate barrel-

making in a more modern factory.

“But this would never have happened
unless business was down,” the ob-

server added.

More bonded warehouses are under
construction, indicating distillers

plan a long storage period for mil-

lions of gallons of Scotch. They do
not pay tax until it is bottled.

The observer said: “While the pic-

ture seems grim it looks as though
the slump may hot tom out by the end
of tin* year. Ci'rtainly, many firms
seem to he anticipating an upswing
and I think you have to he careful not

to paint too gloomy a picture."

'i'o the Scot, who drinks more and
smokes more than anyone in Britain,

Scotch is not just a drink hut (Ujiia

mUi, a part of his heritage. Even the

measures are larger in Scotland. But
even tin* Scots have* cut down.
The manag('r of a puh in the centre

of Edinhurgh said: “Iti midwt'ck we
arc half ('iiipty. Business is still good
on Friday and Saturday nights hut.

overall, husiness is not what it was
two years ago."
Lome Trottier. a native of Ottawa.

“I went to the theatre recentl.v, and
although it was a popular show it was
three-quarters empty. Tragic. After-

wards, as it was a lovely evening and
as 1 never bring my car into the West
End, we decided to walk down to Re-

gent Street and look in the shops.

"You notice how empty the restaur-

ants are and that nobody sits near a

window. But it was not until we
reached Piccadilly that 1 thought sud-

denly: 'My God! What are we doing
here? If there is a prime area for

homhs this is it.’

"The streets were empty, some-
thing 1 had never seen before and
most of the people one did see did not

speak English. 1 thought tlris is

enough and we caught a cab straight

home”
Mr Burns adds: "There is no doubt

about it people just don't have the
money and they are also scared."

The .security man at llenekey’s in

Leicester Square is friendly and effi-

cient. A former prison guard now
working for a private .security firm,

he has .serveil in Northern Ireland.

Ills job is to inspect hags, parcels,

pockethooks, jackets, coats, trouser
legs “anything that could possibly
hold a concealed weapon or bomb.

And in this area we have a very bad
incidence of drugs so we are trying to

cut down on drug takers coming into
the pub.”
Most people submit to search will-

ingly. For those who are obstinate “as i

far as I am concerned they leave the
premises”. Henekey staff are ready to

back him up.

The security officer points out:
“You can get blas6 and that is when^
people can get hurt. I don’t think peo-4
pie will try to bring bombs through®;
this door because they realize now wei|^ *

have a check. Instead they try to
'

throw it through a window (the pub
has shatterproof glass) or leave it in
a car. i

'‘When a bomb does go off in Lon-
don then trade goes way down here '

for three or four days before it starts '

to come up again.” On a recent week-
end, however, “by nine o’clock this ^

place was dead”. . 1

Although there is no security man - '

on the door of the Marquis of Angle- ' *

sea opposite the Royal Opera House
in Covent Garden, the staff are very
security-conscious.

The feeling is contagious. My black
shoulder bag holding tape recorder,
camera, flash and other equipment is

always kept in full view when visiting -r

pubs or restaurants.

Assistant manager Ralph Johnson
said: “We will keep an eye on your )

bag, not on you. But if you were to /

walk away from your bag we would
ask you to pick it up and take it with
you.”

What is saving many liquor stores
from crashing is the boom in wine
sales which topped 500 million bottles

in 1975, although overall consump-
tion went down 7%, according to :

Peter Noble of the Wine Develop-
*

ment Board, which is geared to >

greater public education about wine.

Tax on wine last April rose by more
than 50 cents a bottle and even the '

cheapest plonk costs close to $2 a

bottle. The rise "was the biggest sin-

gle increase in the recorded history of

our centuries-old wine trade,” Mr !

Noble adds.

However, "the habit of drinking
wine is now firmly entrenched. Wine
is part of the way of life for all sec- ^
tions of society in Britain". •

Mike Dowd, manager of a branch of

Peter Dominic’s, a major chain store, i

has plonk to thank for most of his 1
sales. All liquor sales are down "but ^
our wine sales are up about 20%, in- tj

eluding the fortified wines". y

What has suffered for Mr Dowd are 1
sales of fine wines. "They are almost 1
negligible. In fact, we keep them on the J
top shelf here now. Two years ago we f
sold a lot more." 2

Lovers of fine wine need not worrv', ^
however, even if they have to go ouI_

of their way to find the classics. Mfif-

ehants like Tommy Atkins have ilk- I

creased sales by more than 40% in I

the teeth of the crisis. f

His firm of F. & J. Turnbull in

Hove, Su.ssex (100 years old in 1977)

is a nuH’ca for wine lovers and writ-

ers. The unpretentious, small counter
with shelves of bottles belies the fact

that in the cellars below are tens of

thousands of bottles of fine wine.

Mr .Atkins, a partner there for 51

years, said: "The potential for the,

wine trade in this country is. 1 am
sorry to say. in blonk. There will al-

ways be a demand for fine wine but I

can’t see it growing.
"Our type of business is getting

scarcer and scarcer. People have to

travel to find someone like us."

Although the picture in Britain is

gloomy, not even the most pe.ssimistic

observer thinks that drinking pat-

terns will he revolutionized.

As Mr Trottier ob.serves: “Pubs are ,

a way of life in Britain. They will

never die."
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‘I’m an alcoholic’
Celebrities ‘stole the show’ at the National Council on Al-

coholism conference held in Washington DC. More than 50
noted men and women, all of them recovered alcoholics, faced

reporters’ questions. Story on Page 6. Photos by Toby Barrett

Saskatchewan takes lead
drinking age goes up...

By Gary Seidler

REGINA, Sask. — Sas-
katchewan has maintained its

reputation as an innovator in

the area of health legislation by
becoming the first jurisdiction

in North America to raise the
legal drinking age after lower-

ing it previously.

The Saskatchewan Legisla-

ture voted last month to raise

the province’s legal drinking
age to 19, effective September

1. (Saskatchewan lowered the

drinking age, from 21 to 19, in

May 1970 and again, from 19 to

18, in June 1972).

A private member’s bill,

proposed by Aubrey Pepper
(NDP-Weyburn) passed re-

markably quickly following a

“free vote’’ in which opposition

Liberals and Conservatives
provided substantial support.

Like most other Canadian
provinces, Saskatchewan has

Ontario limit

‘being considered’
TORONTO — Ontario’s young
drinkers will continue to bend
elbows in taverns for awhile,
but for how long is anybody’s
guess.

Although the provincial
government’s Youth and Al-
cohol Report was tabled April

20, no tangible results of its

many recommendations — in-

cluding raising the legal drink-
ing age to 19 and issuing man-
datory identification cards for

all those 25 years of age and
under— are yet evident.

Caroline McCracken, special

assistant to MPP Terry Jones
who prepared the report on
behalf of the Youth Secretar-
iat, said various aspects of the

report are now being con-
sidered by cabinet. “But noth-
ing tangible has happened, and
we just don’t know when any-

thing is going to happen.”
She said, however, that the

recent action of the Sas-
katchewan government in rais-

ing the drinking age in the
province, coupled with growing
concern in other parts of Can-
ada and the US to raise legal

ages for consuming alcohol,
will lend support to the Ontario
situation.

Paraphrasing Ontario’s
Premier Bill Davis, Ms
McCracken said: “It does in-

deed warrant very speedy
action.”

Canadian psychiatrist charges

Government manipulates health care
By Milan Korcok

MIAMI BEACH-The future
of alcoholism treatment and
research is more likely to be
influenced by political and eco-
nomic factors than by any ra-

tional appraisal of what is

most appropriate for the grea-
test numbers. Dr Lionel
Solursh of Toronto told the an-
nual meeting of the American
Psychiatric Association.

Citing Canada’s experience

with medicare. Dr Solursh
painted a grim picture of gov-

ernment intervention and ma-
nipulation of health care— al-

cohol and drug treatment ser-

vices included.

“Several years ago, the three

political parties in Ontario

agreed in committee to the

production of a central data

hie of complete medical histo-

ries on the entire population of

the province,” charged Dr So-

iursh, associate professor of

psychiatry at the University of

Toronto.
“Think of the ramifications

(of this kind of documenta-
tion) on alcoholism and drug
treatment programs.”
Computerization and storage

of medical information on pri-

vate citizens is very much a

part of Canada’s national

health insurance system. This

is something to be watched
with the utmost vigilance by

Full coverage of the annual
meeting of the American
Psychiatric Association,

held in Miami Beach, will

appear in The Journal next

month.

New treatment cures addicts’ cravings
BARCELONA, Spain — Ten
long-term drug abusers have
apparently been completely
relieved of their craving for
drugs by combination therapy
with two narcotic antagonists
— alpha methyl tara tyrocine
and 5 butylticolinic, also called
fusaric acid.

Disclosure was made here by
Dr Jose Pozuelo, a Spanish-

born Cleveland Clinic psychia-

trist who has been treating the

addicts at the University of

Barcelona Hospital since

March.
The treatment not only

cured the addicts of their crav-

ing within 10 to 15 days, but

eliminated withdrawal symp-
toms, he said.

The addicts had documented

records for abusing cocaine,

morphine, heroin, and amphe-
tamines for from three to 17

years.

Cleveland Clinic physicians

now hope to get permission to

test the double drug therapy In

the United States. They are ap-

plying to the National Center

for Drug Abuse in Washington
DC for that purpose.

people in drug abuse treat-

ment concerned with main-
taining confidentiality of pa-

tient data, he said.

He also warned the confer-

ence of the delicacy of the

link between government
priorities and the funding of

specific health programs.

Current cutbacks in health

spending, dictated by govern-

ments, cannot help but influ-

(Sce — Political — page .3)

• The Journal presents a pull-out
section devoted to conferences
this month. Reports from the In-

ternational Conference on Al-
coholism and Drug Dependence
in Liverpool, the National Drug
Abuse Conference in New York
City, and the Federation of Amer-
ican Societies for Experimental
Biology in San Francisco begin
on Page 7.

V

Liverpool

experienced growing teenage
alcohol problems since lower-
ing the age limit.

Traffic accidents and crime
rates involving young people
have increased and high school
officials were reportedly anx-
ious to keep alcohol out of the
hands of students.

So this province at least, is

prepared to live with a fun-
damental inconsistency ... al-

lowing 18-year-olds to marry,
enter into contracts, or fight

for their country but not to

drink until they reach 19 years.

“This is an emotional and
moralistic issue and it was
treated that way,” Doug Shat-
tuck, acting director of Sas-
katchewan’s AWARE program
told The Journal.

“Obviously, our legislators

are prepared to live with this

inconsistency” (breaking the
drinking age away from the
Age of Majority).

Mr Shattuck said 54% of a

350 random household sample
reported to an AWARE ques-
tionnaire that they favored
raising the legal drinking age.

“This (the new law) is one of

many things that can and
should be done to reduce al-

cohol problems.
“Traditionally, there has

been no input by health auth-

orities in the liquor policies of

this province,” said Mr Shat-

tuck, indicating a new op-

timism for the future.

In the legislature, Mr Pepper
said there is no guarantee the

new bill will solve the problem
of excessive drinking by those

18 and below, but he argued it

would be a useful step that
would reflect concern about the

problem and set an example.

Mr Pepper agreed with ear-

lier critics who said respon-
sibility cannot be legislated;

“There are 15-year-olds who
can use alcohol more responsi-

bly than some 18-year-olds, just

like there are .some 18-year-olds

who can handle this respon-
sibility better than some
40-year-olds.

“I do not think we can say

that because we cannot legi.s-

late responsibility, that gets us

off the hook and we should just

leave well enough alone.”

Mr Pepper said the legisla-

ture should admit a mistake
was made in 1972 when the

drinking age was lowered to 18.

To support his argument that

the reduction to 18 was a bad
move, he said since 1972 the

sale of liquor in the province

(See — Sask. — page 6)
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Pilot project helps elderly drinkers
By Anne MacLennan

TORONTO-At least six per
cent of the residents of old

peoples’ homes are probably
problem drinkers, says Dr
Sarah Saunders of the Addic-

tion Research Foundation of

Ontario.

Dr Saunders is the developer

of a Toronto program believed

to be the only one of its kind

anywhere. Now in its third

TORONTO — Cirrhosis of the

liver is killing more Canadians
at a younger age than it did 25

years ago, according to Dr
Wolfgang Schmidt of the Ad-
diction Research Foundation.
Dr Schmidt, speaking here to

an International Symposium
on Alcohol and the Liver, spon-

sored by the Canadian Hepatic
Foundation, also said that by
1985 liver cirrhosis will jump
from the fifth to the third lead-

ing cause of death in men aged
25 to 64 (following heart dis-

ease and cancer).

The biggest jump in the in-

cidence of deaths caused by the

disease was among men
between the ages of 35 to 49
during the years between 1950
and 1972. Consequently, said

Dr Schmidt, the mean age of

death decreased to 57 from over
60.

In 1974, he said, there were

year, the program is aimed at

reducing problem drinking
and helping problem drinkers
in a senior citizens’ home.

In the first year of the pro-

gram, of a total population of

480 residents, 29 (6.2%) were
identified as problem drinkers
— 23 males and six females.
The figure has remained
constant.

Dr Saunders says while prob-

fewer than five cirrhosis deaths
for every 1,000 deaths from all

causes in Ontario’s male adult

population. By 1973, this figure

had risen to 22.

In 1945, among men between
40 and 49 years of age, there
was one cirrhosis death for
every 115 deaths from other
causes. In 1972, one out of 18

deaths had been attributed to

cirrhosis, said Dr Schmidt.
In Canada in recent years,

cirrhosis has been the most
rapidly increasing cause of
death among those over 25
years of age, followed by cancer
of the lung and suicide.

Among women, the increase

of cirrhosis deaths has been
slightly less — from 3.34 to

13.05 in every 1,000 deaths
from all causes between 1944
and 1973.

Dr Schmidt said the two
causes of death which have ri-

lem drinking among the eld-

erly is increasingly discussed,

little research has yet been
done and she has found no ev-

idence of programs similar to

hers. However, she speculates

that between 6% and 20% of

residents in homes for the eld-

erly have problems with alco-

hol.

Although she claims her pro-

gram is “still experimental”.

sen most rapidly— lung cancer
and cirrhosis — are potentially

the most preventable since they

are linked with behavior, which
Dr Schmidt termed “self-

indulgent”.

The increase in general mor-
tality among middle-aged men,
in contrast to improving mor-
tality rates among other seg-

ments of the population, is

linked with the rapid increase

in diseases related to alcohol

and tobacco “which have af-

fected men of this age range
more than any other group,” he
said.

Reduction in over-all con-

sumption (as during the two
world wars), is followed by a

drop, in cirrhosis deaths.

Drinking trends. Dr Schmidt
outlined, can be related to per-

sonal disposable income; cost of

alcohol relative to income; and
trends in beverage preference.

indications are that if staff
treat problem drinkers with in-

terest and encouragement, and
if a wide variety of activities is

available, the elderly problem
drinker will become happier,
more active, and less abusive
and may also, almost inciden-

tally, decrease alcohol con-
sumption.
To those who might suggest

it is cruel to remove what an
elderly person may see as one
of his or her last remaining
pleasures. Dr Saunders has a

two-fold reply:

Firstly, one assumption of

the program is that alcohol
represents something positive

and should not be removed en-

tirely. Rather, the aim is to help
the problem drinker to improve
the quality of his or her life and
relationships to the point
where alcohol is not seen as the
ONLY form of pleasure.

Secondly, she says: “I have
yet to see an alcoholic in a

home who is happy. They look
frightened. . . terribly uncom-
fortable. All you have to do is

spend some time with them and
you see they are very unhappy
people.”

When they get drunk?
“They sometimes get angry or

they sometimes just go to

sleep. Sometimes they talk a

little more but often when
they do it’s violent language
that is coming out ... or dis-

ruptive behavior.”

Dr Saunders began the pro-

gram after she was called in by
the director of nurses at the
home-then Lambert Lodge
but now on new premises with
a new name, Castleview-
Wychwood Towers— to help
sort out alcohol-related prob-
lems among residents.

“The most obvious difficulty

was violent acting out, disrup-

tive physical and verbal behav-
ior. You could stand on the
first floor and hear them on
the fourth floor and wonder
how anybody could cope,” says

Dr Saunders.

Common to all, were prob-
lems of loneliness and boredom
and great difficulty forming
relationships with fellow-re-

sidents. They tended to spend
their time drinking, alone, or

watching television — “in
other words, almost totally

isolated except for the inter-

personal contact that occurred
during the violence accompan-
ying the drinking”.
The program aimed to in-

crease activity among problem
drinkers but to mix them with
others having difficulty adapt- .

ing but not having problems
;

with alcohol. It was felt, says
jDr Saun^ders, that if alcoholics

were singled out for treat-

ment, they might have ex-
treme difficulty integrating
back into the residents’ com-
munity after treatment.
Even now, there is no “alco-

holism treatment program” as

such. Weekly group meetings
and other activities include
both problem drinkers and
other residents.

Early on, says Dr Saunders,
it also became “blatantly
clear” that a full time staff
member was needed to coordi-
nate the program; to provide
the personal contact and en-
couragement necessary; and to

help those involved develop an
interest in increasing their ac-

tivity.

That role was filled by Ms
Anna Gushue, an “invaluable

asset” whose absence on holi-

days is always immediately re-

flected in increased drinking
and behavioral problems.

Ms Gushue admits life was
sometimes “more exciting" be-

fore the progam began -“you
never knew when you were
going to get hit on the head by
a flying ashtray” -but en-
thuses over the effects of the
program on residents.

Of 21 alcoholics monitored
on a daily basis in the pro-
gram’s second year, 12 showed
varying degrees of improve-
ment. Of those, 10 increased
activity and involvement and
decreased drinking and as-

sociated abnormal behavior:
one showed increased activity

and involvement and behavior
although no decrease in alcohol

consumption: and one showed
no increase in activity but a

decrease in drinking.

Says Dr Saunders: “The key

to the potential effectiveness

of this progam is intensive in-

terpersonal staff resident in-

volvement. Without this, the

program fails. The maximum
staff /resident ratio would
seem to be in the area of 1 15

to 1/20.”

Elderly problem drinkers need more attention

Soon to be No. 3 killer

Cirrhosis is striking earlier

( Prophets play catch-up while critics confer

By

Wayne
Howell

IN THE BIOLOGICAL .sciences, the
I)r()phcl always has the upt)cr hand.
First hea.sscrts that his panacea will

work and offeis hisstatistics to prov('

it. Immediately, research institu-
tions start to test the findings and in

due time they |)n)duce a n'port say-
ing they are unable to duplicate the
findings. 'I’he prophet can now play
his first ace— the inst it ut ions didn't
us(‘ a high enough do.se: tlie proplu't
is getting wonderful results with
douhl(‘ the original dose and no side
effects recorded.
The institutions start again, shak-

ing their lunids and feeding their
test suhjc'cts the higher doses Still

no di.scernihle effc'ct. Well what can
you ex|)ecl. .says the prophet, laying
down another card the test doses
were too small, if they would only

!

usi' the same do,si- as the prophet is

now using (luadriqile the original

then they too could get statistically

significant data.

And so it goes. So it has gone with
vitamin C for colds and vitamin B
for schizophrenia and mental ills

various. And by the time side effects

from massive doses start to rear
their ugly head.s, the fad has pretty

well worn it.self down anyway the
combined weight of schizophrenics
being re-admitted to hospitals aji-

(iroaches the combined weight of B
complex vitamins being dispensed
allegedly to keep them out. And
enough iiersons eating daily the

vitamin C equivalent of Anita
Bryant’s widglit in oranges have
come down with enough mid-winter
sniffles to soim'what dampen their

enthusiasm.
But in the ‘social’ sciences it is the

critics, not the prophets, who have
the upp(>r hand because they can
assail an innovation at any point in

tune by introducing any nunilu'r of

new (or old) concepts which, by
tlii'ir definitions, are critii’al.

Mi’thadone maintenance pro-
gr.inis, for instanci', have In'cn at-

tacked by a gidu)) of doctors from
New York’s Hockefidler Univiusity
writing in the The .lournal of the

American Medical Association be-

cause the programs have failed to

give the clients ‘self-respect ' along
with their methadone. (That’s right

they clean forgot about that ol’

self-respect. Whidi everybody gotta

have. They clean forgot to dish that

out too.)

It matters little that self-respect

cannot be ladled out like metha-
done, that it cannot be engendered
instantaneously in the heart of a

jierson who has lived his whole life

without it because his mother ig-

nored him and his father beat Iiini,

his teacher resented him and his

peers disiiaraged him, and society

dumiied on him whenever it got the

chance.

It matters litth' that perhaps the

only way one could achieve that goal

would he to arrange for everyone to

he horn into a genetically sound, sta-

hle, middle class family that would
provide the requisite ;miounts of jia-

rental love and affection, under-
standing ami ('iicouragement. as

wi'll as the maximum number of ed-

ucational, cultural, and social ad-

vantages. (That would iiretty well

wipe out heroin addiction but it is a

hard trick to pull off.)

It matters little that if one can in

fact inculcate self-respect as late as

the second or third decade of life, it

is a little easier to do in someone
who is spatvd on methadone but not

as far out as if he were on heroin.

And it matters little that metha-
done maintainers might respond
that they were doing the best that

they could in the self-respect line,

given their budgets and the de-

mands on their time. Because the

critics will just play another card

ego-strength, for in.stance. (Yup.
that ol' ego-strength that everybody
gotta have. Them dummies down in

the methadone dispensary clean for-

got to dish that out too). Dr self-

awareness. Or inner resources. Or
.some such thing.

And .so. unlike our previous exam-
ple, it IS the jirophets who are al-

ways playing catch-up ball. The
most they can hope for is a .seventh

inning .stretch while the critics take

time out for a ixinference or two or

three or more, to decide just which
critical forgotten factor is the most
critical of all.

(Wayne Howell Is an Ottawa physi-

cian and freelance writer.)
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Deposed chief

is criticiai of

BC’s new tack

By Tim Padmore
VICTORIA, BC — Peter Stein, deposed head of

the British Columbia Alcohol and Drug Com-
mission, laughed and said: “Well, I guess I had
something to say about them after all.”

Mr Stein, who took a job here as a school
counsellor following his Dring in January by
BC’s new Social Credit government, had begun
the interview with reservations (“I’m not used
to thinking in broad, important terms these
days . . .”) but ended with sharp criticism of the
new commission’s move away from community
involvement in initiating programs, its pre-oc-

cupation with heroin as opposed to alcohol, and
its leaning toward compulsory treatment.

At the same time, he conceded many of his

positions have a philosophical rather than a

scientific basis.

In its three years under Mr Stein, the com-
mission encouraged programs developed by
local groups and tried to involve a variety of
health professionals in drug dependency
problems.
A new three-man commission under Bert

Hoskin, former director of the Narcotics Addic-
tion Foundation, plans to develop its own pro-

grams, ones reflecting Mr Hoskin’s and health
minister Bob McClelland’s conservative ap-
proach to drug problems.

“I think a lot of good work leading to further-
ing understanding in the broader community
may be going down the tube,” said Mr Stein.

The centralized approach, he said, is likely to

run into problems in getting its programs ac-

cepted in the community, in broadening profes-

sional willingness to deal with addiction, and in

gaining the trust of drug addicts and alcoholics.

“However, most of the community is vastly

apathetic about drug dependency. There won’t
be any difficulty in abandoning the notion of

inviting a broad spectrum of the community.
“And I suppose it’s a matter of conjecture

whether this is really a bad thing.”

What about Mr Hoskin’s recent proposal that
drug addicts who come before the courts and
alcoholics in detox centres be subjected to com-
pulsory treatment? And about the new chair-

man’s advocacy, before his appointment, of

registration, isolation, and compulsory treat-

ment of “unco-operative” addicts?

Said Mr Stein: “I turn red about community
involvement, but I turn purple over compulsory
treatment.”

He challenged the idea with a series of

questions:

“If there’s going to be compulsory treatment,

the first question is, which drug? Alcohol is far

out in front in terms of number of users and
harm caused.

“Who would be the target? The chances are it

would be the young and the poor. But it’s the

middle-class 30- to 50-year-old alcoholic who is

doing the most damage.
“What will the treatment be in quarantine,

beyond drying people out? They refer constant-

ly to Japan, where apparently all they did was
hold people for six months and let them out.”

(In a recent interview Mr Hoskin cited a

Japanese compulsory treatment program which
allegedly reduced the number of addicts in that

country from 40,000 to around 40. However, said

Mr Stein, there was no individual follow-up,

and, he suggested, some addicts might simply

have changed dependency. Japan, he said, has a

“horrendous” alcohol problem.)
He said New York has abandoned a compul-

sory system, moving to a criminal model, and
recalled the failure of an experiment at the

federal prison at Matsqui, BC.

Studies showed that graduates of the Matsqui
compulosry treatment program later used more
drugs and committed more crimes than control

prisoners although they were judged to be
“more together”.

“And finally,” he asked, “who is going to pick

them up? The police are very unhappy about
being in the picture now. And who is going to

work in the treatment centres? Social workers,
doctors, and nurses hardly want to work in a

voluntary setting; I don’t see them flocking to a

compulsory one.”

He also warned that building special facilities

for addicts would be very expensive, noting one
estimate that a facility for 1,000 addicts would
cost $25 million.

Mr Stein, 39, was a member of the Le Dain
Commission for five years from 1969 to 1974 and
before coming to the BC commission, was assis-

tant director of the Alberta commission, worked
with the Montreal Council of Social Agencies
and the Company of Young Canadians, taught
social work at the University of BC, was assis-

tant director of the John Howard Society here,

and served as a juvenile probation officer in

Seattle.

‘Political decisions shape health care system’
(continued from page 1)

ence the shape of alcoholism

treatment. Already, almost all

federal grants for health re-

search (including alcoholism)

have dried up . . . and a number
of medical researchers have
definite plans to leave the

country. Dr Solursh warned.
This is not to say govern-

ments should not be involved

in the financing of health care

and the coordination of basic

standards. But individuals and
groups contemplating national

health insurance ought to be
aware that “you only get what
you pay for, and burgeoning
bureaucracies carry their own
risks”.

When control becomes so ab-

solute, the shape of the health

system is dictated by political

decisions. This is particularly

risky given government’s tend-

ency to cut back wherever
there is least resistance.

What does this strengthen-
ing government control pres-

age?

Solursh predicts a lessening

of support for identification,

detoxification, and treatment
programs in favor of more pu-

nitive and legalistic initiatives.

“Over the medium range the

cost to industry (of alcohol-
ism) is sufficiently great that
programs may evolve support-
ing early recognition, confron-
tation, support, and treatment.
But much of this will be burea-
cratically determined on a the-

oretically cost efficient basis
by the growing control of pro-

grams by governments.
“He who pays the piper calls

the tune,” said Solursh.

“Overall, I would expect the

community’s approach to re-

main essentially legalistic for

some time. This would involve

civil law responsibilities, puni-

tive jail terms, higher taxa-

tion, and more restrictions on
drinking (via age and availa-

bility control), rather than
therapeutic, educational, or re-

habilitative initiatives.”

Mississippi treatment program

Aicohoiics patients given two treatment goais
By Thomas Hill

JACKSON, Miss. A new alco-

holism treatment program
here gives the patient a choice
of two goals: He may learn
how to stop drinking alto-

gether or aim for “controlled
drinking”.

It’s a cooperative program
between the Veterans Admin-
istration Hospital in Jackson
and the University of Missis-
sippi Medical Center and is su-

pervi.sed by Dr David Foy,
director of the VA alcohol
treatment programs, and Dr

Peter Miller, UMC associate

professor of psychiatry.

“What’s wrong with some
treatment programs,” says Dr
Foy, “is that abstinence is so

often the only goal. Just be-

cause a person hasn’t had a

drink in years doesn’t mean
the quality of his life has im-

proved.”

Dr Miller puts it this way:
“Only about 60% of people
with drinking problems have
much success in abstinence
programs. Obviously, tradi-

tional ways of treating alcohol-

ism have little to offer the
other 40%.

”

The idea of teaching alcohol

abusers how to control their

drinking is gaining acceptance
across the nation because peo-

ple are revising their views
concerning the nature of alco-

holism, the Mississippi psy-

chologists contend.
The truth of the statement

“once an alcoholic, always an
alcoholic” is being challenged
today, they say, because recent

re.search has shown .some alco-

holics can, in fact, learn to con-

trol their drinking behavior.

“We don’t teach social drink-

ing,” Dr Foy points out. “Many
social drinkers mi.su.se alcohol,

although they may not drink
often enough to create a major
problem.”
Counsellors in the program

give patients basic information

about alcohol use how much
liquor they may consume in an

hour and stay sober, or how to

refuse a drink when they know
or su.spect another will be “one
too many”.
Drinking skills aro mastered

in a series of 30-minute ses-

sions in which only the coun-

sellor and the patient partici-

pate. Role-playing sessions, vi-

deotaped so participants may
observe their own behavior,

help reinforce responses to so-

cial pressures they’ll meet
when they leave the program.

The counsellors also advise

patients to plan their drinking

activity before they go to a

party.

“We tell them to drink
slowly,” says Dr Foy, “and to

mix tall drinks so the amount
of mix is much greater than
the amount of liquor.”

If a patient decides he never

OTTAWA — Illicit drug use in

Canada is rising at an alarming

rate despite the millions of dol-

lars poured into law en-

forcement.
Solicitor General Warren

Allmand told the Commons
justice committee recently that

even more money will be spent

in an attempt to thwart the

spread of illicit drugs an-

ticipated after the Olympic
Games in Montreal in July.

Although the actual amount
spent by the RCMP on drug
enforcement is not clear, Mr
Allmand told the committee
the amount was substantial.

Police say drug-related crime
has also resulted in ballooning
costs for court cases and has
also neccessitated the growth
of municipal police forces

wants to drink again, the coun-
sellors encourage this and di-

rect their treatment accord-
ingly.

In defence of the two-goal

program, the psychologists

point out that they are prepar-

ing their patients for re-entry

into the social life of a nation

in which 70% of the adult pop-

ulation drink liquor with .some

regularity.

throughout the country.

One estimate has put the cost

of a major drug ca.se to the tax-

payer at more than $1,000 a day
once it goes to court. At one
point last year, there were 600

major ca.ses in Vancouver
alone.

In 1964, Canada recorded 564

drug offences. Ten years later,

more than 59,000 people were
in court on drug charges.

“The problem of abuse and
trafficking continues to in-

crease in alarming dimen-
sions,” Mr Allmand said. “It is

no longer confined to illicit

heroin or even marijuana.”
Mr Allmand said the drug

problem represented a major
social concern, relating to

thefts, physical violence, and
murders.

Canada’s drug use alarming
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Integration an answer

WHEN ADAMHA was being set up, there was some hope
that drug abuse and alcohol activities could finally achieve

some sort of integration.

Alcohol would be seen as one of a number of drugs of

abuse, and response to the sequellae of abuse could be
broadened to reflect a “human services” base rather than a

drug-specific one.

This has not happened, and there are no encouraging

signs it will happen.

Already, many single state agencies have shifted into the

“substance abuse” model. They see the rationale for

Integrating some of their alcohol and drug initiatives into

more cohesive form. A good number have been pressing for

the appropriate federal agencies to allow them to submit

joint alcohol and drug abuse plans in respect to receiving

state formula grants.

Municipalities as well as states across the country are

recognizing more and more of an abuse cross-over with

secondary alcohol use compounding an already difficult

narcotic treatment regimen, and opiates or barbiturate^

adding to an alcoholic’s agony.

Consequently there is good reason to look favorably at

Rayburn Hesse’s promotion of a Behavioural Health Ser-

vices Administration (see page 9) to replace the existing

ADAMHA structure.

His recommendation is to merge alcohol and drug ac-

tivities (preventive as well as therapeutic) into a broader
field which would also encompass mental health and
dysfunctional behavior.

Perhaps the model he presents is not the ideal one, and
further scrutiny may show it to have major deficiencies not

at first apparent, but if it does nothing more than move the

field toward some form of integration, it will have served its

purpose.

In another speech to the National Drug Abuse Confer-

ence, Dr Marc Hertzman, formerly with NIAAA and now with

HEW’s National Center for Health Services Research,
emphasized that workers in the field of alcohol and/or drug

abuse have managed to isolate themselves from the main
body of health specialists.

This kind of fragmentation at a time of intense financial

stress makes the entire field exceedingly vulnerable. There
are major issues to be confronted over the next few months
and years, not the least of which is the prospect of national

health insurance.

What will such insurance cover? What kind of exclusions
will it make? What kinds of stipulations will it demand of the

people providing service?

As Dr Hertzman said in his speech. If alcohol and drug
abuse services are covered only in very restricted categor-

ies, treatment could be drastically curtailed.

It seems reasonable to hope that a cohesion of alcohol
and drug Interests, strengthened further by Integration into

a broader range of human services, would give the field a lot

more clout in lobbying for certain advantages. It would have
a lot more weight In pursuing consistent and stable financ-

ing policies out of Washington, and in Influencing priorities

to give prevention and training a better break.

Such cohesion might also allow a more rational approach
to the training and credentlalling of drug abuse personnel.

And perhaps most Important, such action might provide a
good deal more strength In combating those many societal

conditions which contribute to abuse and to various other
kinds of human dysfunction.

Report deserves action

AT TIME of writing. It has been six weeks since freshman
parliamentarian Terry Jones delivered his Youth and Al-

cohol report to the Government of Ontario .

So far, there Is little Indication of what the various
government ministries Intend doing with the 32 recommen-
dations which came forth.

Generally speaking, the repprt provides an excellent
summation of the Increasing problems created by youthful
drinking. More Importantly, It deals with several Important
issues not specifically concerned with teenage drinking but
with Increasing alcohol consumption as a whole.
The Youth and Alcohol report is deserving of Immediate

attention and action.

to the Editor
More
letters — page 12

‘Filthy, ugly...’
Sir;

Congratulations on your ar-

ticle (The Journal, March),
entitled "Filthy, ugly, smelling
habit under UK fire”, by
Thomas Land. We wish this

television material could reach
the teenagers in the United
Slates where the teenager who
smokes is really doing the “in"
thing.

My father died of emphy-
sema you can only imagine
the silffering, agony, and panic
he endured dcsporalely trying
to hreatlie, yet having his life

end by suffocating, gasping for

the air he could not get into

his ruined lungs. If only smok-
ers could view the end result.s

of smoking in the individuals

wlio are dying of lung eaneer,
asthma, ami empliy.sema, do
you think they would listtm to

llu> warnings?
I am extremely allergie to t«)-

haeeo smoke ami have reeeived

hypodt'iinie shots of tohaeeo
smok(' tliree limes a week in

an effort lo deerea.se my sensi-

tivity to it. I was also taught lo

administer my own shots of to-

haeeo smoke. 'I’liis 1 did for a

yt'ar. hut with very little effeet

as I was still in smoky sui-
roumiings. At that lime, I was
an employee of tlie Stale of

Wyoming ami even with a re-

quest for a medical transfer by-

two physicians and a recom-
mendation by the Governor of

the State, NO place could be
found by the personnel com-
mission in the state complex
for a secretary with 10 years of

experience.

Fortunately. I am now em-
ployed by the Mental Health
Center: I can post my Thank
You For Not Smoking sign in

my office and people honor it

and I can control the pollution

of the air in my office.

My husband had a massive
coronary and was given or-

ders: "Never smoko again"!

This lie could not and would
not do. lie still smokes his two
to tlireo packs of cigarettes a

day and has divorced me be-

cause of my allergy and his in-

ability to stop smoking. This
way, I am permitted to live by
hrealhiiig smokeless air. My
liiishand eaii now go ahead,
without killing me, witli liis

own self-destnielion. .Another

slatistie in the making.
Why won't peoph* believe

the statement on the paeks of

eigaretles: “WAHNING: THF
SUHGKON GKNKHAL HAS
DKTKHMINFDTHATCIGAK
KTTK SMOKING IS I)AN-
GKROUS TO YOUR
HFALTH"?
I.orraine Hicks
('heyeiine, Wyoming

Magic touch
Sir:

While you have solicited re-

sponse from your Ontario
readers. I too would like to ex-

press my opinion of The Jour-

nal. Of all the publications I

read daily on all reFaled sub-

jects. I find The Journal most
informative. 1 fail to find

tainted reporting but rather

find all issues on drug alcohol

problems presented squairly

so the readers might draw con-

elusions of pro and eon.

To say the least, myself and

my staff appreciate The Jour-

nal and find it ix'warding and
informative. The problems of

drug alcohol abuse do not van-

ish just Ix'eause a person is ar-

rested. jailed, tried, and incar-

cerated or probated. Unless wo
are able to deal with the prob-

lem, the product, C'RIMK, con-

tinues to result. Too fre-

quently. the professionals po-

lice, proseeulors, defence at-

tornies, judges, and correction

staff roly heavily on the judi-

cial pnK'oss a.s.a solution to the

problem when in reality it only

served to bring the individual

offender to the professional's

attention for treatment.

I am still in search of the

judge who has the magic fin-

ger that wlien pointed at the

(continued on page 12)
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This is the second in a series of Backgrounders on the US National Training
System and on federal-state relationships in the training of drug abuse
workers

By Milan Korcok

IN THE next few months, the “New
Federalism” is going to have a chance
to work its mystique on the people
and institutions involved in drug
abuse manpower training.

The shift is on ... as National Insti-

tute of Drug Abuse policy defines it:

“A maximum possible transfer of res-

ponsibilities and resources from the

federal government to the states.”

As of July 1, NIDA’s three Re-
gional Resource Centers and five Re-

gional Training Centers will be reorg-

anized so as to provide five regional

support training centres. The new
centres will then pick up on a man-
date to move their training programs
out of the tower and into the field,

where the states say they want them.

Actually the shift has been going

on for some time, but with the

RRC-RTC consolidation, it becomes
more tangible.

Just a little more than a year ago,

the National Institute for Drug Pro-

grams (NIDP) handed out the last of

its A.A. degrees to 92 graduates at

the Webster College campus in

Northwest Washington, DC. Until

then, the NIDP had been bringing
paraprofessional drug abuse workers
to Washington from across the coun-

try to be trained in management and
supervisory skills.

But NIDP was succeeded by the

Career Development Center, an inte-

gral part of the evolving National
Training System. And the CDC
changed the emphasis of paraprofes-

sional training by acting as a broker

in the development of appropriate
training facilities at existing univers-

ities and colleges-where the trainees

worked.
In essence this is what New Feder-

alism is all about — the decentraliza-

tion of authority.

Recently, the National Association

of State Drug Abuse Program Coordi-

nators took a run at NIDA’s national

training system, especially the re-

gional linkage that connects DC to

the states. NASDAPC canvassed its

members about the pros and cons of

the system.

Results showed the great majority
of states wanted drastic changes, ones
that would give the states a lot more
clout in determining training course
content and its application. They
wanted training to be more relevant
to changing regional needs. They
wanted more stress on individual state

priorities and less dependence on
pre-packaged, centrally-developed
training manuals.
Of the National Drug Abuse Center

(which serves as the hub of the na-

tional training system) the states
were wary. Only five wanted NDAC

training functions to stay as they
were. All the others wanted changes,

some of them abolition of the centre

itself.

Of the five Regional Training
Centers (New Haven, Miami, Chi-

cago, Berkeley, and Norman, Okla-

homa) only five states wanted them
to continue unchanged. Fourteen
states wanted them done away with,

10 wanted major modifications, and
eight wanted them merged with the

RRCs.
There was similar breakdown in re-

sponse to the Regional Resource Cen-
ters.

Fortunately, the survey results

didn’t come as a great surprise to

NIDA, particularly Dr Lonnie Mitch-^

ell, chief of the manpower training
branch.

“Many of the recommendations
made in the NASDAPC evaluation
were ones we had already developed.

In a sense it was good to see them
reinforced by the states,” says Dr
Mitchell.

In the transition from federal to

state training emphasis, the five Re-

gional Training Centers seemed to oc-

cupy the most vulnerable positions.

They knew funding was sinking, they
knew NIDA was moving certain func-

tions to the states and, being out in

the field, they were painfully aware
that state training personnel (as few
of them as there were) didn’t always

know what the RTCs or the training

system were all about.

How could they? State training of-

ficers could not be characterized by
their longevity on the job. Between
December 1974 and December ’75,

26% of state training officers (those

given specific training liaison respon-

sibilities) were turned over in their

jobs, and they could only boast an av-

erage time on the job of 10 months.
Funding for these individuals came

via the State Training Support Pro-

gram (STSP) bankrolled by NIDA.
But in the fiscal year ’75, only four

states-Arkansas, Idaho, Indiana, and
Maryland, had committed all their
STSP federal training money. Some
hadn’t spent a dollar of it.

Between the feds and the state
training people stood the RTCs, some-
times suffering identity crises.

Dr Thomas Cahill, director of the
RTC at the University of Miami,
grunts and growls when somebody
mistakenly refers to him as a NIDA
employee. He is certainly not a “fed,”
says Dr Cahill.

He works for the Applied Social
Sciences section of the University of

Miami and is an associate professor
of psychiatry. The RTC is a contract
program negotiated between NIDA
and the University.

The structure is similar at all five

RTCs. They each have a primarily
regional function although over the
years each has refined certain areas
of expertise. Thus, each continues to

draw large numbers of its students
from outside its own circumscribed
region.

Miami and Chicago centres have a

slightly higher percentage of trainees
with backgrounds in education.

Berkeley and Yale have slightly

higher populations of counsellors and
therapists. Oklahoma and Chicago
have serviced the greater proportions
of vocational rehabilitation trainees.

Berkeley and Oklahoma account
for the majority of native American
trainees, Chicago and Yale for the
majority of Black trainees, and
Miami services the majority of Span-
ish-speaking populations.

A couple of months ago, before
Congress restored NIDA’s manpower
and training budget to the $10 mil-

lion level, up from the $3 million re-

quested by the President, Dr Cahill

was somewhat downcast.
He knew the forecast was not good,

that the RTCs were under criticism,

and that his own staff (already
decimated by budget cuts over the past
couple of years) was anything but
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confident about the future.
As NIDA’s director of the division

of resource development at the time.
Dr Stuart Nightingale, had noted: If

the $3 million budget holds up, there
go the RTCs.
Did Dr Cahill feel there would be a

last minute reprieve?
“I really don’t know. I’ve got a staff

here, they’ve got houses, families,
mortgage payments, cars, kids and
schools. But what can I tell them? It’s

March, and June is just around the
corner (June 22 was the termination
date of existing RTC contracts) and I

can’t even say there will be a job.”

Well, the budget was restored, and
the RTCs were given another lease on
life, albeit in a different, though ex-

panded, form.
Dr Cahill is less anxious, not only

because his staff will have jobs, but
because the regional link in the train-

ing continuum takes on new strength.
“That is a good move,” says Dr Ca-

hill of the RRC, RTC consolidation.
“If you eliminate the regional link,

and the regional training centre,
what do you have left?

“Ask that question and nine times
out of 10 somebody will say— the
states.”

But Dr Cahill doesn’t believe the
states can do it, not right now, not
without drawing on each other’s ex-

pertise and experiences, not without a
lot of cross fertilization between the
states which have and those which
have not. And certainly not without a
pretty hefty federal presence in the
way of technical and support roles.

At NIDA they call the technical
and support effort “capability build-
ing”. This means getting the state
training mechanisms to the point
they can fend for themselves, given
the support of federally produced ma-
terials.

If they use federal support and
funding to get these mechanisms into
shape, then a continuing federal pres-

ence won’t always be necessary. At
least, that’s the way the conventional
logic runs.

Dr Stuart Nightingale, puts it this

way: “If I was in one of the states, I

would like to get a good in-house cap-
ability to do the training, and use
some of the state colleges for that
purpose.

“I would milk NIDA for what I

could get right now in order to build
up something good.

“I think the states are realizing
that the future of training may not be
all that good in terms of funding and
we want to encourage them to act

now-to build up their capacity now.”

Next month: Who are the trainees?
What are they being taught?

ingide Scietice
Reginald Smart is associate research
director (Evaluation Studies Depart-
ment) of the Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario

IT IS ALWAYS interesting to know
whether psychological or physical
problems will get better without any
treatment. Usually, we feel that they
will not.

Large and expensive treatment fa-

cilities are built with the expectation
that such psychological problems as
neurosis, alcoholism, and drug addic-
tion will not often cure themselves.
Although it used to be claimed that
70% or more of neurotics got better
without any treatment, lately more
careful studies have shown this fig-

ure is too high.

Recently, I made a review of studies
of spontaneous recovery in alcoholics,
including some seen at detoxification
centres in Ontario. By “spontaneous”
recovery I mean the recovery of an al-

coholic to sobriety or controlled
drinking without professional or
trained therapists. I do not mean the
recovery happened “mysteriously” or
for no reason at all.

Spontaneous recovery might occur
because alcoholics get help from
friends or relatives or because some-
thing else in their lives led them to
stop drinking. A serious illness or a
friend’s or relative's death might also

somehow lead them to stop drinking.
There has been a number of studies

showing alcoholism and other drug
use problems disappear with age. The
concept of “maturing out” has been
recognized for a long time. There are
very few old drug addicts-that is, ad-
dicts in their 60s and 70s. Some of
them die, of course, but a number
just seem to stop using drugs.
The same phenomenon has been

noticed with alcoholics and problem
drinkers. Studies of problem drinkers
in the general population show most
of them are young. In the American
drinking practices study, 15% of
males and 4% of females had high
scores on a problem drinking scale.

About 25% of males aged 21 to 29,
but only 13% of those aged 50 to 59,
and 1% of those aged 70 and over had
problem drinking .scores.

Many studies have been made of
spontaneous recovery in alcoholics
who have come to treatment centres.
Some of these were not offered treat-

ment or were offered it but did not
accept. When followed up later, .some
were found to be abstinent but with-

out any treatment.
For example, a six-month follow-up

study by Dr Helen Annis (also of the
ARF) and I of people admitted to de-
toxification centres showed 21% had
no detox admissions or public drunk-
eness records and received no
treatment for alcoholism beyond
their detoxification.

One of the most interesting studies
on spontaneous recovery is by Ken-
dall and Staton (1965). They did
their study at the Maudsley Hospital
in London. It included 62 alcoholics

referred for treatment but not receiv-

ing it. The alcoholics were fol-

lowed-up for a period of from two to

13 years, with 6.7 years being the av-

erage period. Of the 57 actually
found, nine were abstinent for at

least 12 months, only one without
treatment elsewhere. An additional
14 continued drinking with social sta-

bility all without treatment. We
could look at it another way: Of the
32 receiving no treatment at all, ex-

actly half were abstinent.

When Kendall and Staton com-
pared their results with a treated
group at the same ho.spital there was
not much difference. They concluded
that treatment of alcoholics, includ-

ing treatment with p.sychotherapy
and drugs, enabled a small number of
patients (not more than 10%) who
would not otherwise have done so to

achieve abstinence.

Some other studies of spontaneous
recovery have indicated the rea.son.s

why alcoholics might recover without
treatment.

Most of those who do, .seem to have

had some major change in health
especially a deterioration requiring
sobriety. Others have had improve-
ments in jobs, new marriages, or
changes of residence.

Of course, these might be the very
rea.sons (except for a deterioration in

health) why alcoholics in treatment
also recover. Those who get better as

a result of treatment usually also
have an improvement in their .social

stability.

There are many questions still to be
answered about spontaneous recov-
ery. We have very few studies with
closely matched treated and un-
treated groups. ALSO, we are still not
sure to what extent “untreated” pa-

tients get informal help or advice
from their friends or relatives or
from places like Alcoholics Anony-
;nous.

At pre.scnt, it .seems .spontaneous
recovery could account for almost,
but not quite as many improvements
among alcoholics as does treatment.

Reginald Smart
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Celebrities ‘upstage ’ conference
By Gary Seidler

WASHINGTON — “I’M AN
ALCOHOLIC.”
With that succinct opening

remark, they stood up one by
one to declare to the nation

their personal struggle with the

disease of alcoholism.

Among them were an astron-

aut, acclaimed actors and ac-

tresses, prominent politicians,

an Indian chief, and a surgeon.

It was an extraordinary gath-

ering of recovered alcoholics.

They highlighted (and at the

same time, upstaged) the Na-
tional Council on Alcoholism
Conference held here last

month.

Sask. has
(continued from page 1)

has increased, the estimated
cost of alcoholism in the
province in 1973 rose to close to

$28 million, and statistics in-

dicate a high percentage of ac-

cidents are alcohol-related.

He called on the government

NEW JERSEY — At least one
jurisdiction in North America
appears relatively unconcerned
about its teenage drinking

problem.
When this state lowered its

legal drinking age, from 21 to

18, in January 1973, opponents
warned drunken driving by
youths would create major
hazards.

But, according to state police.

According to the organizers

of “Operation Understanding”,
the event will do more to

reduce the alcoholism stigma
than anything ever attempted
before.

Certainly, it made for a un-
ique news conference.

Fifty-three noted men and
women, arranged in alphabe-
tical order and arrayed in three
elevated tiers of seats, were in

good humor as they faced
reporters in the zoo-like staging
of the huge hotel ballroom.
Astronaut Edwin E. (Buzz)

Aldrin Jr., the second man to

set foot on the moon, talked

to set aside money to study the

seriousness of the problem and
he suggested anti-alcohol
education should be part of the

school curriculum.
Don Faris, an outspoken

government critic of alcohol
policies in the province, gave

statistics show that 18-to
20-year-otd drivers account for

just over 10% of all drunken-
driving arrests in the state —
3,027 of 22,393 arrests last year.

“Nobody’s concerned over
that 10%,” according to Lieut.

Gordon Hector, public infor-
mation director for the state

police. “It’s not the problem
that might have been projected
earlier.”

about his postflight period of

alcoholism and depression.

Republican Wilbur Mills,
who achieved notoriety in the
scandal involving one Fanny
Fox, briefly remarked on his
bout with the bottle.

Indian chief, Sylvester J.

Tinker, chief of the Osage na-
tion, traced his own alcoholism
partly to a divorce and costly

alimony settlement.

Dr William W. Daniel, a New
Jersey surgeon, quipped: “I’ve

had fingers pointing at me for ^

15 years— either because I was
drunk or because I was sober.”

From the world of entertain-

several reasons for the govern-
ment’s decision:

• Growing public concern
based on observation of in-

creasing problems in homes
and communities;
• Mass media exposure of re-

search results from Ontario on
the effects of lowering the
drinking age in that province;

• A small group of commit-
ted politicians in all three par-
ties who would not let the issue
drop;

• The focus on public con-
cern through the AWARE
program;

• The effectiveness of an
inter-denomination letter-writ-

ing campaign. Mr Faris quoted:
one cabinet minister as sasdng:
“I expected letters from the
United Church, but then I

received them from Catholics
and Anglicans too!”

ment, Dick Van Dyke, Mer-
cedes McCambridge, Dana An-
drews, Garry Moore, Guy Mit-
chell and others took their
turns at the podium for a few
moments.
Many of the 53 luminaries

were declaring their recovery
from alcoholism for the first

time.

Though a publicity stunt, the
gathering of celebrities had
what organizers viewed as a

deeply serious aim.

In a prepared statement,
NCA president John Maciver
sjaid: “Tonight, for the first

time, (these notables) are
standing together as recovered
alcoholics to demonstrate that
alcoholism is a treatable illness

and presenting a united front
to eliminate the stigma which is

killing people needlessly.”

Maciver said the NCA organ-
ized the function “to dispel
once and for all the myth that

alcoholism is something which
does not happen to ‘nice’

people”.

“This disease affects people

from all walks of life,” Maciver
said. “There are an estimated
10 million alcoholics in the
United States, less than 3% of

whom are in a skid row situa-

tion. The balance comes from
all walks of life.”

Many walks of life were
represented at the event.

From the world of sports, ba-

seball stars Don Newcombe and
Ryne Duren, and basketball
hall of fame winner, Edward
“Moose” Krause, declared their
alcoholism.

From political circles were
former US Senator Harold

Hughes and, from England,
The Earl of Kimberley, a

member of Britain’s House of

Lords.

Also, there were clergymen,
labor leaders, journalists,
authors, movie producers, phy-
sicians, military men, and busi-

ness leaders.

On a couple of questions, the
eminent group appeared unan-
imous.

They agreed they hate to be
called “reformed” alcoholics.

The term, said Dr Luther
Cloud, NCA vice-chairman, im-
plies erroneously that al-

coholism is a moral straying
rather than an illness.

And they agreed, through
laughter and a quick vote, that
alcoholism cannot be success-
fully Created through con-
trolled drinking.

Only complete abstinence
will stem the chronic disease’s

progressively damaging med-
ical effects, officials said.

Marty Mann, who founded
the NCA, rose to remind the
audience that for women,
alcoholism poses special prob-

lems.

She argued that society views
women alcoholics twice as
harshly as it does their male
counterparts. “The stigma (for

women) is still twice as great,”
she said.

When all was said and done,
one was inclined to go along
with John Maciver’s con-

viction:

“We view this as a turning
point in NCA’s 30-year cam-
paign to remove the stigma at-

tached to alcoholism. It is an
historic occasion for us.”

One state is unconcerned

lower age not a problem

several reasons

San Francisco gears up for next NDAC
By Milan Korcok

TORONTO — Considering
the agony and stress that
goes with the staging of a

national conference — par-
ticularly in the multivariate
drug abuse field — it’s a
wonder anyone would accept
the job of organizing such a

“thing”.

Even more bewildering is

the fact there are volun-
teers standing in line. Not
48 hours after demonstra-
tors disrupted sessions of
the National Drug Abuse
Conference in New York
in March, representatives
from Seattle, Portland, De-
troit, San I'rancisco, Phoe-
nix, and other spots, were
nudging and shoving for the
“honor” of doing it their
way in their city in 1977.

The no*d went to San
Franci.sco, and to a commit-
tee headed by Dr David
Smith, medical director of

the Haight Ashbury Free
Medical (’linic, |)re.sident of

Youth Projects Inc., Chair-
p«:r.s()n of t he board of direc-

tors of the National Free
(,’linic Inc. — a man who
doesn't need the recognition
and surely doesn’t need the
workload.

David Smith

'We need a forum so we can
bring ^jjnfliidmg viewpoints
into the sam^ontext '

But Smith is delighted to

have the chance ... to prove
that national conferences,
even in this day of sophisti-

cated information process-
ing, have a function of their

own.

“In the drug abuse field

we are all very emotional.
We believe strongly in our
respective positions. The
scientist, for example, be-

lieves he is totally objective,

yet he has a certain belief

and value system that im-
pacts on his own views.
Everyone has his own par-

ticular view of the drug
problem and everyone
seems to think his view is

the right view.

“We need a forum so we
can bring these conflicting

viewpoints into the same
context.”

Tran.smitting information
from one specialist to an-

other in the same field

doesn’t always reciuire a

national conference. But
where “cross-fertilization”

is a goal, and where it be-

comes critical to get individ-

uals in OIK' field to listen to

others in another field, the

national conference has
some distinct advantages
over monographs and audio
tapes, says Dr Smith.

“The |)roces.s u.s(*d in pull-

ing togi'ther a conference is

critical," he says. "You can't

do away with the profes-

sional or disciplinary com
partments. Hut the people
in these compartments have
to he aware of each other
and have to sei* they are all

working at the* sanu’ prob-
lem"
TIk' San I'l ancisco confm -

ence committe*' got off tlu'

mark (|uickly in defining a

structure for the ’77 meet-
ing. The theme, a multicul-
tural view of drug abuse, is

going to demand integration
of many diverse elements.
Dr Smith gives full credit

to organizers of the New
York conference for the
substance and breadth of

the presentations and pan-
els. “The New York confer-
ence was tremendously di-

verse. I learned a lot about
what is going on in many-
different parts of the coun-
try.”

But he clearly does not
want a rerun of demonstra-
tions that deflect attention

from the primary purposes
of the sessions.

Many national confer-
ences have become purely
irrelevant or purely politi-

cal, justified primarily by
what goes on in the back
rooms, says Dr Smith.
“The national conference

has a special function and
purpose that state or local

conferences can not have.
Hut. if it is not designed to

allow that global view, or to

integrate the diverse ele-

ments, then it is in danger
of becoming irrelevant.”

Dr Smith has already
moved to reduce the risks of

demonstrations by involving
as many local inograms as

|H)s.sihle in the planning of

tlu' evcMil. In effect, there
shouldn't he enough groups
left on tin* outside to mount
any real disruption.

'I'll!' multicultural theme
of till' confi'i'cnce is in-

tended to open discussion
on a wide range of suhjc'cts:

Task forees rt'presi'iit mg
the many different const it u-

tencK's have .ilri’ady been
set up tlu'iapeiitic com-
munities. hionu'dic.'il re

search, minority and cul-

tural groups, women, meth-
adone maintenance, state
activities, and others.

Dr Smith has seen a re-

newed interest by state
agencies in developing spe-

cialized presentations cover-

ing their concerns. As well,

a task force has been set up
to look at the problems of
cities in drug abuse pro-
gramming.
From a planning point of

view it’s an ambitious pro-
ject. and Dr Smith is deter-

mined to lift it cleanly off

the blueprint. But in doing
so he will have to placate
forces in other communities
who felt snubbed by the site

selection.

When San Francisco got
the NDAC blessing to stage
the '77 event, joy was not
universal.

Immediately after the
New York conference. Jim
Fausel, chief of Arizona’s
Drug Ahu.se Program, circu-

lated a memo to the NI).\(’'’s

advi.sory and planning com-
mittee blasting the ehoiee of

San Franci.sco as a site.

"Many of those who at-

tended New York's, Ghica-
go's, and New Urleans' ex-

travaganzas are tired of
eonen'te and tall buildings,

super-security measures,
and $3 hamburgm s.

“Those caught uj) in the
work of the drug ahu.se in

dustry need the wide open
span's to pre.si'ive .some of
tile sanity which, in many
inslanees, was missing in

New York.

“Hesidi's." and here Fau-
sel fires his best shot “it is a

iK'ck of a lot cheaper (in the
wide open spaces like Phoe
nix) I hope future choice
si'lections will he based on

economic considerations,
not how powerful or strong
the lobby is."

Mr Fausel has some good
points in his memo. but.
says Smith: “You don’t sell

a conference on cheap ham-
burgers and open spaces.
You do it on your ability to

hold a conference.”
Dr Smith intends to hold

a one-day session following
the ’77 conference to burn
away any static that usually

accompanies site selection.

“All the cities that want
to host the NDAC confer-
ence should be prepared to

make their case at this ses-

sion,” says Dr Smith.
“They should present

their theme, their goals, de-

scribe their capacities in re-

spect to hotels, meeting
rooms, staffing. Putting on
a conference is a very com-
plicated thing. Tho.se cities

who still want to do it after

looking at all the.se compli-
cations then ought to sub-
mit formal conferena' bids

which would he openly
voted on.

"I want Phoenix to sup-
port San Francisco, just as I

will support Phoenix if it

gets a bid in the future.”

'The national conference has

a special function and pur-

pose that a state or local-

conference cannot have.

'
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International Conference on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependence

Gary Seidler reports from Liverpool, England

Next move—tighter alcohol laws?
THE TREND of the past few years

towards a relaxation of alcohol con-

trol policies may have reached rock

bottom, according to an epidemiolo-

gist at the Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario.

Several recent surveys indicate a

surprisingly large segment of the
North American public would sup-

port legal restraints on alcohol
availability, Jan de Lint told the
conference.

“If there is indeed such a change
in public sentiment, we need to be
all the more concerned with the
quality of the argument favoring
legal restraints on alcohol availabil-

ity,” Mr De Lint said.

Since the relaxation of alcohol

control policies has undoubtedly fa-

cilitated the proliferation of alcohol

use and related problems, Mr De
Lint said it would seem reasonable,

in the context of public health, to at-

tempt to stabilize trends and to con-

trol alcohol availability.

At the same time, he acknowl-
edged a number of conditions exist

which may impede implementation

, of such a control program. In other
words, the quality of the argument

UK drug laws:
BRITAIN’S DRUG control laws, de-

signed to minimize human misery,

are having the opposite effect, says

a prominent Scottish sociologist.

“We are using a sledge hammer to

crack a nut,” Dr Martin A. Plant,

Royal Edinburgh Hospital, told the

conference.

Rather than penalize a large num-
ber of people “who are not really a

problern,” Dr Plant suggested Brit-

ain review its drug situation and
alter course.

“Would it not be more construc-

tive to help the minority of drugtak-

ers who need it than to waste police

time and public money and to alien-

ate thousands of young citizens by
continuing with a witch hunt?” Dr.

Plant asked.

In his paper. Is Illegal Drug Tak-
ing A Problem?, Dr Plant said pen-

alties attached to many trivial drug
offences are out of all proportion to

the offences concerned.
The great majority are convicted

of possessing small amounts of can-

nabis and are not drug addicts or
large scale traffickers, said Dr Plant.

He added:

for control policies can be much im-

proved, according to Mr De Lint.

No matter how much evidence
may be marshalled in support of

legal restraints on alcohol availabil-

ity, many studies have methodologi-
cal shortcomings, he said.

He reminded his audience that
many deaths and diseases in sam-
ples of excessive drinkers are
largely attributable to their deviant

lifestyle, smoking habits, neglect of

proper nutrition, and unhappy
states of mind, and not to their ex-

cessive use of alcohol.

“Therefore, it is difficult to pre-

dict whether the incidence of these

deaths and diseases will at all be af-

fected by restrictive control policies.

“On the other hand, if trends in

consumption are not stabilized,

rates of deaths from cirrhosis of the

liver and from several other alco-

hol-sensitive causes will most cer-

tainly continue to climb.”

A second impediment to the im-
plementing of reactivating controls,

said Mr De Lint, is the existence of

popular notions about alcoholism
which deny the etiological relevance

of alcohol availability.

As an example, Mr De Lint

“I believe our present drug laws

were introduced in order to ward
off an epidemic which never ar-

rived.”

Dr Plant suggested the so-called

“British System” of managing drug
addiction as a medical issue is now
dead.

The system was established by the

Rolleston Committee in 1933 at a

time when there were relatively few
addicts and drug abuse was not

viewed as a social threat.

But since the Second World War,

things have changed and, according

to Dr Plant, Britain has built an

elaborate system of drug controls

covering a wide range of behaviors.

“Today, far more people are con-

victed of drug offences than are re-

corded as drug dependent.”

Dr Plant claimed only a small

number of those who use illegal

drugs ever inject drugs or become
dependent on them.

Most surveys, he said, show the

great majority of those who use can-

nabis-type drugs are hostile to the

use of opiates and other injected

drugs.

pointed to the suggestion that heavy
alcohol consumption by alcoholics is

symptomatic of some particular dis-

order peculiar to them. The “alco-

holism is a disease” theory is partic-

ularly favored by the alcohol bever-
age industry and is endorsed by
many members of Alcoholics Anon-
ymous.-

“I have no doubt there are indeed
significant individual differences in

the likelihood of becoming an alco-

holic, but it is well known that in ex-

ceedingly wet environments, where
alcohol is readily available and fre-

quently consumed, excessive drink-
ing is a much more prevalent behav-
ior.

“Restricting alcohol availability
cannot prevent a very vulnerable
person from becoming a heavy
drinker but it can prevent less vul-

nerable persons from indulging.”
Another example, Mr De Lint

noted, is the suggestion that alcohol
problems are rooted in the mysti-
cism associated with alcohol use, in

the ambivalent attitudes towards
drinking.

Consequently, it is argued, young
people should be introduced to alco-

hol at an early age so they may

“There is no inevitable escalation

from cannabis to heroin any more
than there is from the discovery of A
Smirnov to meths’ drinking,” Dr
Plant added. I
While he conceded there are prob- I

lems associated with illegal drug I
taking—any psychoactive drug, legal I
or illegal, can be abused and most I
are-Dr Plant said that for the ma- I
jority, cannabis and other drugs I
provide “an enjoyable facet of their ^
leisure”.

“Most young people are not un-

duly preoccupied with drugs, since

they have other more pressing con-

cerns and tend to be, at most, week-
end hippies.”

Those who do become drug casual-

ties, either as offenders or patients,

are very different from the majority

of drug users, he said.

“Those whose drug taking is ex-

treme and causes problems are in-

variably disturbed in many other
ways. The drug scene provides a life-

style which is free and easy, a haven
for the eccentric, unhappy, or dis-

turbed young person who cannot or

will not conform to the demands of

the mainstream of society.

Denial’s not the prerogative of alcoholics
THE BRITISH have an in-

ternational reputation for
being the masters of under-
statement.

Nowhere is this more evi-

dent than in the govern-
ment’s official estimate of
the number of alcoholics in

the country, according to

one of Britain’s most experi-

enced alcohol workers.

William Kenyon, execu-
tive director of the Mersey-
side Council on Alcoholism,
suggested the denial aspect
of alcoholism is not the sole

prerogative of the alcoholic.

“The government, health
authorities, and society in

general deny the extent of

the problem as it exists

today and, moreover, it is

reasonable to assume that
few of any of these who
have a responsibility for

planning services to treat al-

coholics have yet awakened
to the stark reality of the

situation as it is likely to be
by 1980.”

Official estimates put
Britain’s alcoholic popula-
tion at 400,000. Mr Kenyon
suggested the true figure is

probably more than double
this estimate.

Further, he predicted if

the trend of the last decade
is maintained, there could

be one-and-a-half million al-

coholics in the country by
1980.

Mr Kenyon berated na-

tional, regional, and local

authorities for gro.ssly inad-

equate action to deal with
what he considers the
“greatest single community
problem that we as a nation

face”.

He compared Britain's
meagre expenditures in the

field of alcoholism (approxi-

mately .SOOO.OOO per year) to

the $3,000 million spent to

alleviate alcohol problems
in the United States.

A study of trends over 10

years (1964-1974) showed
alcohol consumption in

Britain increased from 47.6

million gallons of absolute
alcohol in 1964 to 70.2 mil-

lion gallons in 1974.

Approximately two-thirds

of Britain’s alcohol intake is

in the form of beer. Wine
intake has more than dou-
bled over the last 10 years.

The 10-year study also

shows:

• a 34% increa.se in con-

victions for drunkenness;

• a 368% increase in con-

victions for drunken driv-

ing;

• a 107% increase in al-

cohol-related admissions to

p.sychiatric hospitals;

• a 49% increa.se in alco-

hol-related admissions to

non-p.sychiatric hospitals.

a sledgehammer effect

learn to drink moderately. Restric-
tive control measures are seen as
reinforcers of an unhealthy ambi-
valence towards drinking and as im-
pediments to the adoption of so-
called healthy drinking styles.

In fact, Mr De Lint reminded the
conference, the US Cooperative
Commission on the Study of Alco-
holism recommended several years
ago that “drinking should become
more ‘civilized’, e.g. the convivial
use of beverage alcohol and drink-
ing with meals should be encour-
aged, the so-called ‘beverage of mod-
eration’ (beer) should be stressed,
and drinking should become an inci-

dental part of routine activities.”

Mr De Lint commented:
“The rather naive idea behind this

recommendation was that these so-

called desirable drinking patterns
would eventually replace so-called
undesirable drinking patterns.

“Besides the logical flaws in the
argument-why would vastly differ-

ent consumption behaviors serving
quite different purposes replace one
another- there exists no evidence in

the alcohol literature to substanti-
ate this theory.”

A third impediment to the imple-
menting of alcohol controls is that
such programs are perceived by
many as a radical departure from
existing preventive strategies, ac-

cording to Mr De Lint.

Ml-out
Section

Alcoholism
a new

definition
WHAT IS alcoholism? A
new definition has sur-

faced-this time from Dr
D. L. Davies, medical dir-

ector of the Alcohol
Education Centre, London.

“Alcoholism can be de-

fined as the intermittent
or continual ingestion of

alcohol leading to depend-
ence or harm.”
Dr Davies points out

this definition cuts out
drunkenness which is

acute intoxication. It com-
prehends urge, compul-
sion, and craving and the

alternative-actual with-
drawal symptoms such as

tremor-and harm. The
harm may be physical,

mental, or social in (he
broadest terms, that is to

the individual or to oth-

ers.

According to William
Kenyon, executive direc-

tor of the Merseyside
Council on Alcoholism,
the definition describes
the least that all sufferers

from alcoholism have in

common.
Any one of the three

features described, two of

dependence and one of

harm, is enough if it is a

consequence of chronic
ingestion.
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National Drug Abuse
Funding problems persist

‘We want local help’: Feds
AGAINST a backdrop of

funding crises, relationships

between federal, state, and
local drug programming
authorities grew increas-
ingly tense as the conference
wore on.

Though the wholesale
slashing of New York
State’s budget held centre

stage, participants from out

of town could take little

pleasure from their

voyeurism.
As was stated over and

over again at one blue rib-

bon panel presentation held

in a jammed, hushed ball-

room: “We’ve got prob-
lems.’’

“When New York cuts its

services budget from $135
million to $78 million, we’ve
got problems,’’ said panel
moderator Rayburn Hesse,
executive director of the Na-
tional Association of State
Drug Abuse Program Coor-

dinators (NASDAPC).
“When the state of Cali-

fornia considers slashing its

$70 million service budget
by no less than 30% . .

.

we’ve got problems.’’

And if the existing federal

budget goes down as

planned, 29 states will have
less money to operate on
than was planned for them
at the .start of the fiscal

year, he said.

When NIDA chief Dr
Robert DuPont spoke, he
could do little to dispel the
sense of gloom. Though fed-

eral treatment capacity for

fiscal 1977 was being

bumped up by 7,000 slots to

102.000 (from the 95,000

level at which it was main-

tained for a couple of

years). Dr DuPont was not

about to be cheered as a
hero.

Many felt that even if the
7.000 slots were fully real-

ized, they probably wouldn't
be activated for some
months, and by then the re-

surging heroin epidemic
might wipe out all the gains.

(NASDAPC projected
there are already 8,600 ad-

dicts waiting to get into
treatment. And a report is-

sued by the Drug Abuse
Council concurrent to the
meeting said treatment
enrolment had already

reached 98% of capacity on
a national basis.

(The report also noted
that if the use of Mexican
heroin is as widespread as

projections suggest, demand
for treatment slots in the
next two or three years
could be sharply acceler-

ated. It usually takes be-

tween two and three years
before an individual who be-

gins regular heroin use
seeks treatment.)
Dr DuPont pulled no

punches when he spoke of
the changing responsibili-

ties in funding of drug
abuse services.

He assured the confer-
ence the federal govern-
ment did not intend to get

out of drug abuse treatment
and prevention funding, but
warned that states and com-

munities would have to dig
more deeply into their own
pockete in the future.

“I urge you not to rely
overly on the federal gov-
ernment in terms of your
support.

“There is no possibility of
the federal government as-

suming a great share of the
responsibility that it already
has,’’ he said. And what that
means is that if local pro-
grams are to grow there will

have to be a much broader
base of community support.

Dr DuPont said restraints

in drug abuse programming
do not differ from the re-

straints affecting many
other kinds of social pro-
grams.
At the same time, how-

ever, he admitted to clear

and growing evidence of
very dramatic changes in

the rates of drug use and
drug problems.
He said that “between

1966 and 1975 there was a

10-fold increase in the
United States in intrave-
nous drug-related hepatitis.

In 1967, 5% of college stu-

dents reported they had
used marijuana: last year

it was up to 55%.
“Last year’s senior high

school class reported that

6.2% reported daily use of

marijuana, and 6% re-

ported daily use of alcohol.

“Marijuana is for the first

time, passing alcohol in

terms of high levels of con-

sumption as recorded in a

national sample.’’

Psychiatrists have fiuffed their roie

in subtance abuse: medicai students
PSYCHIATRIC TREAT-
MENT for substance abu.se

is a joke.

That “message’’ comes
from a group of medical
students at Georgetown
University school of
medicine in Washington, ac-

cording to one of their

professors. Dr Donald
Davies, a psychiatrist.

“There is a long build-up

of resentment about the

role psychiatrists have been
asked to play and haven’t
veiy well,’’ Dr Davies .said.

And students aren’t buying
the concept of psychiatry

PKEVENTING SUBS-
TANCE abuse in IIh; eld-

erly is a social issue more
Ilian a psychiatric one, ac-

cording to Dr Leon Sal/.man

of Georgetown University
medical .school, Washington.

“'I’he psychiatric treat-

ment of addiction, limited to

the treatment of the cri.sis

and those psychological fac

tors intrinsic to tin* aging
process, is valuable and nec-

essary.

“But, the solution will

come from better social

planning for the aging." he
told a session on .substanci*

use in high risk populations.

Dr Salzman who has in

vestigated substance abuse
among middle ageil women,
said that today the retire-

ment years, instead of years
III l aso and uuiet enjoy
fie-ni. lj!-eomP a crisis pe
nod

'

I iTic iium, n*lirei»ent

e !i, / ueuLlv too early and

he iK'corne.s a burden to his

wife who finds him around
a.s a constant nuisance.

In the “highly Inflamma-
ble group called the middle
class", he said, the drinking
which has been moderate
"now moves into abu.se".

Me said while he does not

believe there is a sjiecial al-

coholic predisposition, there
is “certainly a kind of de-

pendent personality the
I'ompulsivL* individual who
easily becomes addiclc'd.

In the psychological sense,

addict ion i.s a compulsion
"The middle aged wuiiiun

who bernmes alcoholic is

STinieotu* who has a predis-

position in the sense of
having bi*i*n compulsive
throughout her life partle

ularly the spin.ster because
of her dein.iiid for perfec
tion .She easily hrrome.s thi*

addict because of the pres
enee of compulsive proh
leiiis throughout her life-

time," he said

for treatment of alcoholism.

In a panel discussion on
alcoholism among physi-

cians, Dr Davies and Dr
William Flynn of George-
town University Hospital,

Washington, discussed spe-

cial lectures they had held

for medical students on the

subject of alcoholism among
doctors. Both reported great

interest on the part of stu-

dents.

Dr Flynn s students said

a |ginel discussion in which
five addicted doctors talked
about their expern’iices, was
"the best they'd had in

medical .school ”.

"I've have ni'vi'r seen stu-

dents so involvi’d by a inmel
in all my years. .And you
just don't get medical stu-

dents to sit still for thrrr
hours."

He said now wln-n he dis

cusses patients with stu

deiit.s, he uses phy.sirian pa-

tients as examples "What
we're beginning to get to is

that our «*dueulion has to be
not only ahuut patients but

about ourselves.

"In the wind, there is a

sense of optuni.sni and also a

sense of responxihlUty. l‘’or

.so long, there wasn't a sensi*

of resporndbilfly"

Alcohulisui is a disease,
it's killing pinple and if you
aren't doing something
about it, Ux’n you're not be-

ing a good physician
"

Non-degreed stai

need job options
THE PEOPLE who have
contributed most to drug
abuse treatment program-
ing in minority communities
face the most acute risks to

their jobs and careers as the

field becomes more sophis-

ticated, political, and “profes-

sional”.

Consequently, says Wil-
liam T. Marshall, head of a

substance abuse training
program in Los .Angeles, a

mechanism must be devel-

oped to allow non-degreed
treatment staff to receive an
appropriate credit for their

skills and to have that cn'dit

universally recognized.

Many so-called “non-
professionals" have in fact

been functioning at a

professional level, said Mr
Marshall. These are peiiple

from a wide variety of back-

grounds who have made
their drug abuse treatment
programs work.
They may not be credmi-

tialled, but they hinT goori

track records, especially
with minority clients.

Mr Marshall said: "Many
treatment program staff

members do not hold
academic degrees. .\ largo

luimhrr came to theii' jobs

with years of street exper-
ience witli drugs, and
111 roll gJi their own treat-

ment historie.s haxe hiH'ome

well acquainted with the
treatmc'iil process,

"Many haye workc'cl m the
field for yeas and have per-

foniu'd a wide* varuMy of

jobs
"

The pinhlem facing immy
of these workers, he said, is

the reality tliat academic de-

grees often increase the li

kelihund of being hired in

mast nerupatioii .sellings

.\iid though he suggest chI

then* ts a lot of emphasis
now on the process of

c redentialluig drug abuse
workers, such a credential
does not carry the impact of

a In eiicc to practise or a cXil'

lege degiS'C

I'onseiiucMilly, it is impor-

tant to develop a plan whii

makes it possible for
non-degreed treatment^'
worker to receive a college

degree and to buttd tjbo

ibility into that training
process to allow him to move
into other fields.

Funding cutbacks- i

treatment are providing k
threat to the field, he said.

And people in this field
should be made aware of
their options in terms iit

career devei(H>ntent.

"This is a critical issue
since we must provide tr,

ing for substance a^,.,.

professionals, but cannic
ethically train them^xcli
sively fur jobs which may not
exist in the future due
funding cutbacks.”

He urged that fun
sources for training de
opment provide treat

staff with as ‘many tools

pos.sible for movement out
the drug area '’as well as u|

ward mobility within it

In the course of II

development some ra
clii uH'ut with the aca<

comimmilv .st'oms ine'

able

The concept of a "univdT^
sity without walls" or a da^i

give which i.s awarded foi

iHluivalency cn'dit based
life experience are both
novations within this arol,'^

he said.

"Working closely with
local eollegi's and iinivei^si'

ties IS another viable alter*

native to assuiv that credit'

can he iva'ivi*d for training j

in know ledge and skill areas \-

necessary to function a$ B
;

.siihstimce abuse profes*
sional.

Marshall claimed it is tt

responsibility of the funt
agencies to make sure
a(U'(]iiale attention is paid i

developing the creative anH
professional potential of"
many de-ilicated and talented

individuals who work in the
t ri'a tmen t of dependency
disorder.s.

f } M M
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onference 1976:
More reports from

New York by Milan Korcok

and Anne MacLennan

M

Federal alcohol/drug activity

changes urged by Hesse

inate

1,^ PROPOSAL to restruc-

l^ure radically the federal
I^government’s alcohol and
^Cdrug abuse activities by in-

'^^^ating them into a com-
prehensive behavioral and

iai health services ad-

iHiistration, was revealed

i-the conference.

? Urging the sweeping
s, Rayburn Hesse, ex-

ive director of the Na-
Association of State

Drug Abuse Program
dinators (NASDAPC),
the existing system was
r^idly oriented along
edical and physical

,th lines to allow ad-

response to a

range of dysfunc-
V tional problems.

> ‘*Our drug abuse and alco-

^ holisiD, and mental health

services, systems

X oot designed to con-
* struct a stable, non-dysfunc-

ttonal society. They are

Signed to salvage a

^ residue from the

heap of our social

Hesse, who empha-
Tie was speaking as an

lual and not necessar-

behalf of NASDAPC,
s proposal which is

be submitted to cor-

onal leaders,

for the creation of

commission that

would study existing roles

and relationships of organi-
zations in the field.

This task force, modelled
in part on the Marijuana
Commission, would be
charged with recommend-
ing new policies to federal,

state, and local govern-
ments, and to components
of the health and social ser-

vices fields, concerning a be-

havioral approach to the
problems of drug abuse, al-

coholism, mental health and
dysfunctional behavior, and
related social problems.
Such recommendations,

said Mr Hesse, should lead

to the creation of a new be-

havioral and social health
administration with HEW.
It would assume the func-
tions of National Institute

on Drug Abuse, National In-

stitute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, National
Institute on Mental Health,

as well as those of the
Health Resources Adminis-
tration, Health Services Ad-
ministration, the Social and
Rehabilitative Services Ad-
ministration, the Office for

Human Development, and
“other HEW components
which impact upon behav-
ioral and social health prob-

lepis”.

In underscoring the need
for this reorganization, he

reflected on a federal bu-
reaucracy which he said has
been playing a defensive
game in respect to drug
abuse. Too high a propor-
tion of the effort has been
going to reduce the dysfunc-
tional pool of narcotic ad-

dicts and too little to the
prevention of addiction.

Federal bureacuracies
have been virtually monopo-
lized by a concern with nar-

Raybum Hesse

cotics trafficking, and treat-

ment of narcotics addicts,
he said. “Yet the majority
of drug abusers in this
country are non-narcotic
drug abusers. Our treat-

ment programming and our
prevention programming to

not reflect that knowledge.
“We need to commit our-

selves to a policy of total,

comprehensive, multiphasic
programming. We must op-

pose the concept of pro-
gramming which spurs com-
petition between treatment
and prevention and which
isolates them as independent
disciplines.”

Mr Hesse emphasized
merger of all service units
is not a condition of his pro-

posal. Nor is it essential
that single state agencies
merge alcohol and drug ac-

tivities, although many have
already done so.

Retention of a multi-
modality model is manda-
tory, he said.

“There must be intensive
care units for the mentally
ill. There should be thera-
peutic centres for heroin ad-

dicts, especially units that
relate effectively to minor-
ity and cultural differences
. . . TC’s should (try) to pro-

vide services other than
counselling and treatment
per se, but is is important to

ensure that programs re-

ceive those clients with
whom they have the highest
potential for success.

It is not intended every
program replicate the total

range of social and health
services, he said.

He hoped his proposal for

creation of the behavioral
and social health commis-
sion will bet a broad range
of support not only from the

states that form NASDAPC.
but from program practi-

tioners throughout the alco-

holism, drug abuse, mental
health, and social health
fields.

There are critical issues
to be resolved in these areas
in coming months and
years, he said -the necessity

for stable, tong term fund-
ing; program accreditation

and licensing; personnel
certification and creden-
tialling; third party pay-

ments and national health
insurance.

Important too is the estab-

lishment of a truly compre-
hensive primary prevention
system.

“For too long, drug abuse
prevention has been a step

child. Prevention has too
often been interpreted to

me as education and infor-

mation, with a consequent
focus upon the schools as

the primary deterrents, to

the frequent exclusion of
other aids and resources.

Resolution of such issues
will be much more effective,

he said, if they are placed
within the context of a more
unified behavioral health
approach-“one that has the
capacity to contain the mul-
tiple behavioral problems
that confront this country”.

Drug programs save city money~i
_ ^ TREATMENT and
reii|i^{Hation is usually
[.dwiicterized as an expen-
se -process, a steady drain
40 fe^ral and state dollars.

a released to the
by Charles A.

rector of the Met-
alitaiTDade County Com-
hensive Drug Program
P) shows cities have far

more lo gain, in terms of
dollars and cents, by insti-

tuting a good service net-

work than not.

“The (Dade county drug
treatment) service delivery

system employs approxi-
mately 500 highly-trained
individuals,” says Lincoln.
“And this represents ap-

proximately $3.8 million in

earnings to be spent within
the county.”

Without the CDP (a coor-

More studies are needed

on female drug abusers
FEMALE DRUG abusers
are significantly more
neurotic, less confident, and
more guilty about sex than
their maie counterparts.
This is one conclusion fol-

lowing psychological assess-

ment of 80 female and 246
male applicants for treat-
ment of drug dependence at
the Connecticut Mental
Health Centre in New
Haven. The research team
was headed by Dr James C
Ungerer of the Yale Univer-
sity school of medicine.
The researchers found

female clients more malad-
justed than normal groups
in the general population;
substantially more neurotic
than so-called “normal”
samples of females andv_

males in the Eysenck Per-
sonality Inventory; and
even more neurotic than
Eysenck’s “abnormal” sam-
ples.

With respect to achie-

vement aspiration, women
in treatment were substan-
tially more cautious than
previously reported col-

legiate samples.
As for guilt about sex,

women in the study were
more guilty than recent
female and maie college
student samples. Male
clients, however, closely re-

sembled “normative”
groups along all three psy-
chological dimensions.
“The etiology of these dif-

ferences is still a matter for

speculation,” says the team.

dinative umbrella organiza-

tion for 23 programs which
lease 47 facilities) there
would be a sharp increase in

the cost of crime in the
county, he says.

He estimates the average
daily cost for a hard drug
user to maintain his habit
in Dade is $45. The CDP
cares for just over 1,000
narcotic drug users per day.

This treatment prevents ap-

proximately $47,250 in

thefts and other illegal ac-

tivities per day, and this

amounts to $17 million per
year in the county, says Mr.
Lincoln.

The Dade County CDP is

one of the nation’s largest

single, coordinated metro-
politan treatment systems
for drug users. Dade county
is home to 1.5 million people

in and around Miami.
All direct service treat-

ment programs in Dade are

encompassed by the CDP,
except for the federally-

operated Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital. The CDP
includes a central intake

.service, emergency care and
detox services, methadone
maintenance programs , res-

idential and outpatient

treatment services, training

and legal services, and a

program evaluation mecha-
nism. The 2,200 average
daily client census accounts

for almost 40% of all clients

in treatment in licensed pro-

grams in Florida.

All drug treatment ser-

vice dollars, whether they
are federal, state, or county,

are coordinated at the

CDP level. Currently this

amounts to $5.5 million.

Mr Lincoln says approxi-

mately 500 clients now need
residential treatment ser-

vices each day. If they were
placed in hospital beds
(which run at an average
annual cost of $40,000) the

cost to Dade would be
roughly $20 million a year.

Good drug programming
aLso offers economically
sound options to existing

penal institutions, says Mr
Lincoln. The CDP annually

offers 700 people charged
with felonies and misde-
meanours, options to jail.

This saves the community
money, says Mr Lincoln, as

it costs $4,500 to keep an in-

dividual in jail for one year

and only $2,800 to provide
“positive client .services".

The CDP also eases the
overload in already-strained

parole and probation depart-

ments and mental health
centres.

Of the 8,000 drug abu.sers

seen in the CDP yearly,

most are arrested an aver-

age 1.4 times per year be-

fore treatment. Once in

treatment, the arrest rate

drops to 0.3% on average.
This means a decrease of

some 8,000 arrests per year,

.says Mr Lincoln.

CDP data drawn from
Februa^ 1976 show 2,198
clients in treatment on any

average day. Of the.se. 759
are in drug-free outpatient

programs, 404 in drug-free
resident programs, and 674
in outpatient maintenance
programs. The rest are in

various detoxification and
day care programs.

In November, 1975. there
were just over 2,000 clients

in the sy.stem, and demand
on the system continues to

increase. Heroin addiction

in Dade has increased ap-

proximately 16% in the past

three months, says Mr Lin-

coln, and there is al.so a sub-

stantial ri.se in middle class

addiction as it is rejmrted in

county emergency rooms.

In F'ebruary, 1976, de-

mand had outstripped nor-

mal capacity in many of

Dade County's treatment
programs. Hospital detoxifi-

cation facilities were over-

loaded and working at 108%
capacity. Outpatient detoxi-

fication .slots were function-

ing at 243% capacity (an av-

erage daily load of 73 pa-

tients where normal capac-

ity is 30 )

.

Drug free resident pro-

grams were operating at

104% capacity, outpatient
maintenance at 98%, and
drug-free outpatient pro-

grams at 91%.
Without the CDP’s coordi-

native function, and with-
out having all the se rvTcc.

tied into one multi-moda it

.system, clients would g-

waiting, Mr Lincoln en. .1 ;

sizes.
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Tim Padmore reports from San Francisco

Beagles unharmed by pot-smoking
TWELVE BEAGLE dogs
smoked up to 13 marijuana
cigarettes a day for a year-

and-a-half without develop-

ing detectable ill effects, ac-

cording to a report to the
meeting.
Maurice Sullivan, staff

scientist at Batelle, Pacific

Northwestern Laboratories,

who presented the results,

said the animals were
trained to inhale through a

special mask designed to

mimic human smoking.
Some of the dogs smoked

cigarettes made from mari-

juana stems and free of the

active drug, tetrahydrocan-
nabinol, or THC.

“Our study was one of the

few that have been done in

which a normal smoking
procedure was used and in

which it was known for sure

what the subjects were get-

ting,” he said in an inter-

view.

Microscopic examination
of autopsied tissues showed
no pathological effects. Mr
Sullivan said there was a

“hint” of chromosomal ab-

normalities but there were
too few animals to verify

this.

He said a five- or 10-year

study with a large number
of dogs would be required to

analyze properly long term

effects, adding that the Na-
tional Institute of Mental
Health, which funded his

project, is planning to sup-

port such a study using
monkey smokers.
The beagles, which have

been used in earlier studies

on the long-term effects of

cigarette smoking, “stag-

gered about like drunks” at

the end of a smoking day, he
said. But, they appeared
completely recovered each
morning.
Other workers at the

meeting, however, reported
evidence that marijuana
may cause subtle damage to

humans.

Columbia University re-

searcher G. G. Nahas re-

ported further results in his
studies of the effect of THC
on cell growth. He finds
that in high concentrations
(.0001 molar) the drug pre-
vents DNA synthesis in cell

cultures.

Professor Nahas said sim-
ilar doses of diazepam, a
tranquillizer, and LSD had
the same effect.

In experiments by Henry
Esber, Harris Rosenkrantz,
and Arthur Bogden at the
Mason Research Institute in

Worcester, Mass., rats given
heavy does of THC, either
orally or by inhalation.

experienced decreased lev-

els of testicular and thyroid
hormones.
The results, they say, are

further support for observa- -

tions that marijuana can ;

precipitate endocrine disor-

ders.

THC has been proposed as

a possibly useful drug for

the treatment of high blood - '

pressure and epilepsy. -

However, pharmacologist -

Gerald Weiss of the Univer-
sity of New Mexico reported
that the drug seemed to pre-

cipitate epileptic seizures

when it was given to a col-

ony of naturally epileptic

dogs.

Sociai drinkers forget; aicohoiics biack out
THE FRIGHTENING blackouts
suffered by many chronic alcoholics

are just an exaggerated form of

memory deficits experienced by
every social drinker, says pharma-
cologist Jonathan Cowan.
Dr Cowan reached this conclusion

after recent experiments testing the

recall capabilities of volunteer
drinkers.

Alcohol, he found, disrupts the or-

ganization of memory storage.

“Trying to retrieve something
stored while you are sober is

roughly analogous to trying to find

a place, given an address but no
map, in a city with a rectangular
grid of streets. The grid and the

street numbers help you out.

“In contrast, drinking alcohol
during storage conyerts the mental
landscape to something like the map
of a hilly subdivision-many dead
ends and streets running in every
direction,” he said in an interview.

In the experiment, 16 volunteer
subjects at the University of Califor-

nia Medical Center in San Francisco
consumed five Bloody Marys at two
sessions. An equal number of con-

trols drank tomato juice (“Virgin

Marys”).
Dr Cowan said the drinkers’ im-

mediate recall of a list of 20 men’s
first names was unaffected, but that

at three minutes and 4S hours after

learning, memory was decrea.sed, in-

dicating a l)locking of “memory con-

solidation,” the organization of re-

m(>mbered information in a retriev-

able form.

A .second handicap of the drinkers
was the occurence of “state-

fleiKTident learning”.

"Experiences which occur while
we are in one slate of consciousness,
such as when we are drunk, are re-

HK'iuhered hesi when we return to

that stale,” explained Dr Cowan,
who manned a “posic'r sc'ssion” dis-

play of his work during the confer-

ence.

"'I’his . , . heljis the drinker to for-

jQiinthnu Cowan

get his sober troubles, and the sober
person to regret his drunken behav-
ior less.”

The pharmacologist said th^ men-
tal and physical context of the
experience reinforces this effect.

Thus, providing retrieval cues re-

stored the performance of the drink-
ers and incidentally verified that
the information had not been irre-

trievably lost, merely misfiled.

The pattern of memory deficits.

Dr Cowan said, is the same as for

blackouts, suggesting an intimate
connection. Immediate recall is un-
affected, allowing the alcoholifc to

carry on a conversation while
drunk, for example, and recall is

aided by subsequent drinking, or by
provision of clues. (In the experi-
ment the clue was the name itself,

presented as one item in a multiple
choice list.)

He said these ideas can be used in

treating problem drinkers.

“There are two extreme patterns

for alcoholics. There’s the binge
drinker, who takes one or two or

three drinks and loses control, and
there’s the continuous wine drinker,

like the Italian or Frenchman.”

Because the continuous drinker’s

“normal” memories and thought
processes are associated with the
drinking state, the correct therapy

is gradually to decrease the dose of

alcohol so those memories are not
disrupted by a change of state, he
said.

The binge drinker should, in prin-

cipal, be switched off abruptly, but
presents a tougher problem because
something must be done also to re-

lieve the build up of tension which
leads to the triggering drink, said
Dr Cowan.
He said study of the effect of alco-

hol on memory should improve the
understanding of memory processes
and perhaps will lead to therapy for

the alcohol blackout and other metn-;

ory problems of chronic alcohol abu-
sers.

A few more pieces for drug puzzle
IT HAS been known for

thousands of years that

some drugs are harmful but
the reasons why are only be-

ginning to emerge.
Answers to some of these

puzzles were offered by sev-

eral researchers at the
meeting.

Carl Becker and Theodore
Dubin, pathologists at Cor-

nell University Medical Col-

lege, and Herbert Wiede-
mann, a Cornell medical
student, told the meeting
they have i.solated and puri-

fied a chemical from to-

bacco leaves that they be-

lieve may be responsible for

atherosclerosis and its re-

lated heart disease.

The substance is a small

glycoprotein and the Cor-

nell researchers found that

when it was applied to the

skin of volunteer subjects it

often provoked an immedi-
at(‘ allergic r(>aclion.

'I’liey theorized that this

tobacco antigen, since it is

relatively small in sizt', pas-

ses easily from the lungs to

the bloodstream where, ri'-

acting with :inl ihodit's, it

causes localizi'd in juries to

blood vessels,

I’latelels, cells involved in

clotting, clump at the sites

of the iiijiirH's, which leads

to further changes ciilnii

iialing III the fatty deposits

characleri/ing at heroscle

rosis, they suggested.

.lane Chin, Stanford Cni
versily School of Medicine,

described a novel lechnuiue
for measiiriiig changes in

the ' flindily" of the walls of

red lilood cells m response
to alcohol.

Special fatty acid mole-
cules were used as probes of

the twin layers of fatty

acids making up the cell

membrane. By analyzing
the response of the mole-
cules to a fluctuating mag-
netic field, she found that
membrane molecules be-

came more mobile in re-

sponse to alcohol.

The phenomenon, she
said, may be “the first step

in alcohol intoxication”.

Mihai Dometrescu, a neu-

rophysiologist at the Uni-
versity of California at Ir-

vine, told the meeting that

the experience of hallucina-

tions appears to be related

to a failure in a mechanism
which inhibits the repeated

firing of brain neurons.
In his experiments, elec-

trodes were inserted into

the brains of cats drugged
with ketamine, an anaesthe-
tic which causes hallucina-

tions in humans recovering
from surgery.

Neurons in the visual cor-

tex could bo made to fire re-

peatedly under the influ-

ence of ketamine, whereas
in the undrugged state the

cells would not fire again

without a “rest” of about
one tenth of a second, he
said. A similar disinhibiting

effect has previously been
observed during dreaming.
"In the brain there are

basically two processes, exci-

tation and inhibition, and
there is a continuous bal-

ance,” he said in an inter-

view.

“This is the first physio-

logical evidence that both
dreams and hallucinations
occur when the barriers in

our brain are down and in-

formation can jump over
them."

New methadone warning
METHADONE retards tis-

sue growth and inhibits cell

division, according to a re-

port presented to the meet-

ing,

Ferdinand lliii, a pharma-
cologist at New ^’ork Mc'di

cal ('ollege, said his findings

cast doubt on the safely of

nu'lhadone as a long-term
narcotic siilistiluti' for her

oin addicts, particularly for

pri'giianl women.
Dr Hill studied tissue re-

generation in lb(' salaniaii

del', an animal which has

the capability to ri'grow an

ampiilaled liinti .Some of

the amputaled salamandms
were mjecli'd with metha-

done; treatment reduc<'d lis

sue n'growlh liy 2l>'\i ovi'r a--

four wei'k period, he said

He said he also injected

radioactivi'ly labelled Ihymi
dull' and undine into the

salamaiuU'is, excisi'd tissue

samples a day later and

measured the uptake of ra-

dioactivity due to DN,-\ and
HN.\ .synthesis.

DN.V synthesis was re-

diued liy 40*V, ,
and HNA

synthesis by tMv2% com-
pareil to the controls, he
said.

Dr Hui suggested in an in-

terview that methadone
should only be u.sed for two
or three months an "ad-
equate" tunc to wean an ad-

dict from narcotics

He said he suspects that

heroin has the same
growth-inhiliiting character-

istics as methadone.

Mom and dad were right,

drugs up/grades down
and were more likely to

graduate than users.

The five-year longitudi-

nal study revealed that
users of hard drugs (opi-

ates, hallurinogens, ain-

phetainines, harhitu rates)

had the worst records,
while students who used
marijuana only were in-

termediate hetween the I

ahstainers and hard drug I

users on all four criteria. I

,\ BOSTON stud.\ of L.'iOO

high school students has
confirmed parents' intui-

tion that when drug use
goes up, grades go down.
Gene Smith and Charles

Fogg of the Massachusetts
General Hospital in Bos-
ton reported that drug
ahstainers had signifi-

cantly higher grade point

averages, lower ahsen-
teelsm, fewer suspensions.
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Content and Purpose

"Collision Course" is a dramatic essay which explores

the potentially tragic consequences of mixing even mod-
<?rate amounts of alcohol with the complex task of driving.

It is designed to impress upon the viewer that one is at

risk even when generally socially-acceptable drinking

behavior is practised.

The viewer is introduced to a young middle-class

couple and their parents. The film follows the young
couple's activities throughout the evening: taking in a

movie and having a few beers with friends. At the same
time, their parents are discussing some known facts

relating to problems contributing to the carnage on the

roads. Also introduced is a blue collar worker who, after

a tiring day on the job and a couple of after-work drinks,

takes to the highway.

The film dramatically analyzes the behavior of the

indviduals involved and their subsequent actions.

As the audience is geared to suspect from the first, the

young couple and the blue collar worker eventually

meet ... in the middle of the night on a lonely road.

Audience and Use

Collision Course is an action film which is ideal for

use with a variety of audiences (e.g. driver education

programs, driver training courses, home and school

associations, student groups, community action groups).

Community workers in the alcohol and drug dependency

field will find this film a valuable teaching aid in the

exploration of legal, social and behavioral aspects of

drinking-driving issues.

e*-

^ Order Form:
I

Forward order to:

Addiction Research Foundation,
% Marketing Services

33 Russell Street,

Toronto, Ontario

MSS 2S1

This film will not be avoiloble until May 7, 1976 |

More Information Purchase . . , $325.00 Preview . . . $35.00

Payment enclosed Bill me

Name:

Organization:

Address:

16mm, color film
, 17 minutes
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Societies ‘deserve what they get ’

(continued from page 16)

traordinary variety of anth-
ropological and historical

evidence that at other times,

and in other cultures at the
present time, “disinhibition”

and “social disruption” are by
no means the inevitable result

of intoxication. MacAndrew
maintains that each society

teaches the kinds of drunken
comportment it will allow and
that in Western societies,

because intoxication is con-
sidered a “time out” period
when a person is understood
not to be responsible for his

behavior, almost anything

goes. He notes that this does
not have to be so; even in our
own culture there are in-

dividuals who do not behave
deviantly no matter how intox-

icated they become (“he can
really hold his liquor”) and
many intoxicates often “sober
up” remarkably fast in the face

of stressful situations. He con-

cludes with a warning that may
be prophetic: “Since societies,

like individuals, get the sorts of

drunken comportment that
they allow, they deserve what
they get.”

Given the arguments of cri-

tics such as Fingarette and

MacAndrew and the potential
consequences of a change in the
law, the absence of any con-
troversy over the revision of
Section 523 is surprising.

Hum’s assurance that there
would be “no dislocations”
seems questionable. Already
the American Civil Liberties
Union has testified for the
change. And from Kansas City
has come the report that legal

aide attorneys secured a pardon
for a man who had spent nearly
half of his 42 years in prison for
“crimes resulting from alco-

holism”.

It is generally accepted that a

(continued from page 4)

accused during disposition and
issuance of restraining condi-

tions, the accused will no
longer have the problem which
led him/her to crime. Regret-
fully, most judicial disposi-

tions are still carried out with
this supernatural philosophy.

Thanks for The Journal.

Robert (Bob) W. Turner
Chief Probation Officer

San Angelo, Texas 76901

‘Radical chic’

Sir:

As a concerned professional

in the drug abuse field I must
take exception to Ms Mac-
Lennan’s report through
rose-colored glasses on the dis-

ruption of the NDAC by the
United Harlem Drug Fighters
(Harlem Drug Davids take on
New York Goliath, The Jour-
nal, May).

Ms MacLennan’s coverage is

straight out of the ’60s “radi-

cal chic” adulation of violence

in the service of social reform.

Seems that to Ms MacLennan
extremism in the defence of so-

cial reform is no vice.

The fact that the disrupters
pushed, shoved, and verbally
abused the conferees was
glossed over by her. Perhaps
this whole scene was titillating

to her (what’s a nice middle-
class girl from Toronto doing
in dirty - crime - ridden - New
York anj^ay?) but to those of

us who contend with the prob-

lems of this city on a daily

basis it was just a dreary repe-

tition of a by now familiar
scenario of demonstrations,
threats of violence, and token
governmental capitulation,

If Martha Davis and her
foul-mouthed entourage of

self-styled storm troopers
stand for anything it’s the
gangster/fanatic mentality

that condones violence and
threats of violence as legiti-

mate grantsmanship tactics.

What is amusing and harmless
to Ms MacLennan in New
York would be something else

again if the mob went for the
Addiction Research Founda-
tion’s funding.
Then it would be scary, not

funny. But then, the rule of

the club always is to the Club-
ee.

Phillip E. Jacobs, PhD
Director, Drug Abuse Treat-
ment Programs
Long Island Jewish-Hillside
Medical Center
New York 11040

r
The Journal welcomes Let-

ters to the Editor. Letters
may be sent in care of The
Journal to 33 Russell, To-
ronto, Ontario, MSS 2S1.

v .

ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELLORS

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FOR THREE POSITIONS. ONE POSITION
WILL BE BASED IN ROSS RIVER AND WILL PROVIDE SERVICES TO
SMALL NORTHERN COMMUNITIES. WITH AN EMPHASIS ON COM-
MUNITY DEVELOPMENT. THE SECOND POSITION WILL SERVICE THE
ALASKA HIGHWAY COMMUNITIES FROM A WHITEHORSE BASE AND
WILL HAVE SPECIAL EMPHASIS IN PLANNING AND CO-ORDINATING
TRAINING PROGRAMS. THE THIRD POSITION IS BASED IN WHITE-
HORSE WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS BEING ON ALCOHOL COUNSELLING
AND TREATMENT. OTHER DUTIES COMMON TO THESE POSITIONS
MAY INCLUDE INSTRUCTING OTHER PROFESSIONALS AND ORGANI-
ZATIONS INTERESTED IN ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE IN THE NATURE
AND TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM; CO-OPERATING WITH MEDICAL
AND SOCIAL SERVICES AND LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL IN THE
REHABILITATIVE PROCESS; INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELLING
CLIENTS AND/OR EMPLOYEES REFERRED ON EMPLOYEE ALCOHOL-
ISM PROGRAMS: PROVIDING REFERRALS TO OTHER APPROPRIATE
AGENCIES: PREPARING AND MAINTAINING CLIENT CASE RECORDS;
ASSISTING IN COMPILING DATA FOR RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS AND
OTHER RELATED DUTIES.

A DEGREE IN THE BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES PLUS A MINIMUM OF TWO
YEARS DIRECTLY RELATED EXPERIENCE IN COUNSELLING/TREAT-
MENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROBLEMS, IN THE FIELD OF
HEALTH, SOCIAL SERVICE OR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. PREFER-
ABLY IN NORTHERN CANADA. OR AN EQUIVALENT COMBINATION OF
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE ARE REQUIRED.

SALARY; $ 1 6,064 TO $ 1 9, 1 1 6 PER ANNUM

Competition No. 76-41 1 5-1

Send applications to: Personnel Department

Government of the Yukon Territory

P.O. Box 2703
Whitehorse, Y.T.

considerable proportion of
criminal activity is alcohol-
related and it seems a reasona-
ble expectation that intoxicates
charged with crimes — or their
attorneys — would avail them-
selves of a defence of al-

coholism. As Fingarette points
out, the difficulty is that the
definition and diagnosis of the
“disease” is anything but
precise. If the law is changed,
would we then see the develop-
ment of a new class of expert
witnesses, forensic al-

cohologists, who would battle
through the courtrooms of the
land in an attempt to convince
bewildered juries that defen-
dants are or are not “al-
coholic”? And what of the
crimes that could be excused
because they were the result of

involuntary intoxication?

In light of judicial extensions
of the Powell decision, the
hypothetical case offered to the
Advisory Council by Hutt, of an
alcoholic who burgles a liquor

store for alcohol to relieve his

craving, seems disingenuous.
What about the “alcoholic”
who, when intoxicated, in the
words of the ACLU “can’t ap-

preciate the wrongfulness of
his conduct” and annihilates a

family on the highway? Or who
rapes or murders because he
“lacks substantial capacity to

conform to the law”?
If MacAndrew is correct in

his assertion that even the pre-

sent law, which permits intox-

ication as a defence when in-

tent or knowledge must be
proved, is based on false data,

then would a change in the
Federal Code extending the
same defence to recklessness
and negligence represent a

humane liberalization, as its

supporters contend? Or. would
it represent the codification of
a dangerous cultural m>-th?
For the present, such ques-

tions go unanswered as liberals

and conservatives continue to

debate other controversial sec-

tions of S.l. Liberals are
especially exercised over other
provisions in the law concern-
ing government secrets and the
death penalty and. according to

Jay Lewis, editor of The Al-

coholism Report, the bill “ap-

pears to be all balled up and
going nowhere this session
barring an unexpected break-

through”.
At this point, no one is debat-

ing Section 423. and what it will

look like when the Senate fin-

ally reaches a compromLse on
the law is a matter of conjec-

ture. Morris Chafetz. director

of NIAAA when the Advisory
Council sent its resolution to

Weinberger, writes that the
proposed revision is still under
“active consideration" an^d

believes the prospects for its

passage “excellent". Like Peter
Hutt. he considers the revision

"crucial”. It will provide the
imjH'tus to further remove such
IM'ople from the judicial system
into a humane, hopefully,
health system". But John
McClellan, the conservative
Senator from .Arkansas whose
committee still has jurisdic-

tion. .seems neither .so sanguine
nor approving of the proposed
change. He writt's; “S.l has
never had a provision that
would permit alcoholism to be

used as a legal defence in

criminal cases. Intoxication
may he a dt'fencc under current

case law under certain circum-
stances and S.l carries this ca.se

law forward in Section 523."

For now. that's the bottom
line. What will hapiH'ii in the

future remains to the seen. All

anyone c.in preilict is the
truism that whatever its final

form. Section 523 will have a

profound effect for years to

come on alcoholic criminals —
and their victims.

t
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Laborers burn thousands of tons and millions of dollars worth of green dagga in the Triangle, traffickers are taking bigger risks than ever before and fresh sources of supply
marijuana fields of South Africa. Despite intensified police efforts in the Golden are constantly being opened up — particularly in the Far East. Africa and Latin America.

Police efforts to intensify in Golden Triangle
By Thomas Land

GENEVA-North American
law enforcement authorities

concerned with the illicit traf-

fic of drugs from the notorious

Golden Triangle via Hong-
Kong across the Pacific are

likely to intensify their vigi-

lance.

Several criminal organiza-

tions specializing in the drug
traffic in the British colony

were recently rendered in-

operative there, but they have
re-established their supply

links.

Delegates from some 30

countries attending a meeting
here of the United Nations
Commission on Narcotics have
been told recent large seizures

of illicit drug consignments
have driven prices on the black

markets of the industrialized

world to such high levels that

the supplier gangs are now
- taking far greater chances
than ever before in their war

By Harvey McConnell

LONDON -Most people hold
the female alcoholic in lower
esteem than her male counter-

part and this may in turn in-

fluence the way they are
helped professionally, suggests
a study by researchers at the

Institute of Psychiatry here.

Dr Gloria Litman and col-

leagues analyzed the opinions
of more than 200 people, half

drawn from non-psychological

staff and students at the Insti-

tute, and half from two small

businesses — a publishing
house and a chartered survey-
ing company.
None of those questioned

about various female attrib-

utes were aware of the object

of the inquiry.

Dr Litman said the results

“clearly confirm the possibility

that people in general hold the

against each other and the au-

thorities for a financial share.

In Malaysia, for example,
traffickers are now liable to

life imprisonment—but the

penalty has failed to produce a

deterrent effect. Fresh sources

of supply are thus constantly

being opened up, especially in

the Far East, Africa, and Latin

America.
Several clandestine laborato-

ries manufacturing heroin in

Hong Kong were recently de-

stroyed and large quantities of

opium seized by the local au-

thorities, says the UN’s Inter-

national Narcotics Control
Board.
In addition, Thai authorities

prevented for some time the

smuggling of opium and mor-
phine base to the colony by
fishing trawlers. As a result,

the traffic was disrupted and
there were shortages on the
local illicit market. This led

many Hong Kong addicts to

female alcoholic in low es-

teem”. In some cases they are

regarded as devoid of personal-

ity.

The findings suggest wom-
en’s recovery and return to

normal social functioning
must be markedly impaired
and retarded.

Dr Litman emphasized: “A
positive finding in this case
cannot prove that profession-

als in alcoholism have implici-

tily adopted the cultural evalu-

ation of the alcoholic female,

but that has become a tenable,

and testable, proposition.”

“It may, in some ways,
mimic the double-standard—
that it is more acceptable for

men to be unstable than it is

for women, in this case imply-

ing that the stability of home
and culture is dependent upon
women but not men.”

apply for proper treatment.
But, there is evidence the

territory is being supplied
again as there is no longer any
shortage of heroin on the mar-
ket. “Drug abuse control will

therefore call for extreme vigi-

lance on the part of the au-
thorities,” a UN specialist ad-

vises.

Efforts are being made by
Thailand, Laos, and Burma,
parts of which comprise the
Golden Triangle, to eliminate

opium production-but with
little hope of success in the

foreseeable future. There is,

in fact, evidence increasing
quantities of heroin are being
manufactured near the opium
producing areas.

Nevertheless, a promising
crop substitution project un-
dertaken in Thailand by the
administration and the Divi-

sion of Narcotics Drugs have
demonstrated that poppy grow-
ers are willing to turn to alter-

As the study showed that fe-

male alcoholics were perceived

in a relatively unsympathetic
manner by laymen, it may also

imply that the illness concept

of alcoholism has not over-

taken other explanations, such
as “lack of will power” or

“weak character”, she said.
,

“This outcome suggests that

official public policy in educat-

ing people with respect to al-

coholism has not been particu-

larly effective,” Dr Litman
added.

Lastly, their data suggests
strongly that the self-esteem of

female alcoholics may be very

low or impaired in other ways.

This is a factor that needs to

be considered more strongly in

therapeutic programs and indi-

vidual treatment.

Dr Litman continued: “It

native crops as long as they
are assured an adequate mar-
ket and fair prices. Yet opium
abuse persists and heroin ad-

diction is spreading in the
country. The Thai produce is

exported in increasing quanti-

ties to the Malaysian peninsula

as well as Hong Kong and
thence to the international
markets.
But the role of Laos as a sup-

ply route for illicit opium ap-

pears to have been diminished.

Most opium produced by the
hill tribes is consumed locally.

An internationally aided prep-

aratory study is currently
under way and aimed at a com-
prehensive, national program
of crop substitution and treat-

ment and rehabilitation for

addicts.

Drug addiction in Burma
has assumed disturbing pro-

portions even by local stan-

dards. Opium and opiates are
the principal substances used.

would also be interesting to

know if low self-esteem or

self-regard were of etiological

significance-suggesting that

women begin to drink exces-

sively when their self-esteem

approaches that level which is

regarded as consistent with, or

characteristic of, alcoholic

women in general.”

The New Guinea government
has launched a campaign to ed-

ucate the public about the dan-

gers of chewing betel nuts.

There are increasing signs of a

close relationship between
chewing the euphoria-pro-

ducing nut and the incidence of

mouth cancer.

Italian connection

Italian youths are reportedly
expanding their usage of drugs
and there is also a growing
tendency to begin drug trips

with heroin rather than a ‘soft-

er’ drug according to officials.

Stiffening penalties for Iftrd

drug pushers and a new net-

work of detoxification centres
are part of the country’s at-

tempts to deal with its drug
and alcohol users.

Smugglers

Pakistan is readying itself for
large-scale infiltration by or-

ganized syndicates into its

opium trade. Arrests of for-

eign smugglers have climbed
dramatically in the past sev-

but addiction to heroin (which

is smoked as well as injected)

has recently spread among
young people in the urban cen-

ters.

Under a new national law,

doctors and village headmen
are obliged to register drug ad-

dicts for treatment; but the ca-

pacity of treatment centres at

Rangoon, Myitkyma and Putao

is insufficient.

The illicit and uncontrolled

production of opium, particu-

larly in the Shan State, contin-

ues at a high level, despite in-

tensifying governmental ac-

tion against the traffickers

who provide an outlet for the

crop. Large seizures have been

made recently, and several

clandestine laboratories dis-

mantled. As a result, less

opium and opiates seem to be

reaching the frontier with

Thailand despite uninter-

rupted production. The traf-

fickers are being hunted down
in the cities to face recently in-

tensified penalties.

Burma, too, is preparing to

launch a crop substitution pro-

gram in order to provide
opium poppy growers with an
alternative source of income.
The operation will be long

and arduous, forecasts an offi-

cial of the Narcotics Control

Board, but it demonstrates the

authorities’ desire to tackle

the problem at its roots.

eral months and the govern-
ment has discovered illicit lab-

oratories producing opium
products.

Youth crimes

Czechoslovakia officials say
nearly 40% of all juvenile
crimes are committed under
the influence of alcohol. In-

creased juvenile drinking in

Czechoslovakia has been at-

tributed to price. Soft drinks
are more expensive than beer.

Young drinkers

About 10% of West Germany’s
alcoholics are under the age of

25. The government has allo-

cated approximately $9 million

to combat the disease among
its one million alcoholics.

Locked doors

The Roumanian government
has closed 2,000 bars and tav-

erns throughout the country
in a mass campaign against al-

cohol abuse. The establish-
ments have been converted
into restaurants, bakeries, and
pancake houses.

West Germans break their own record,

alcohol consumption triples since 1 950
By John Dornberg

MUNICH West Germans
are consuming more alcohol
today than at any time in
their history.

Moreover, only 10% of
West Germany’s male, and
30% of its female popula-
tion can be regarded as total

abstainers.

These are the conclusions
of a study conducted by the
Max Planck Institute of
Psychiatry here on behalf of
the German Anti-Addiction
Centre in Hamm.
According to the survey,

per capita consumption of
alcohol has increased to 11.6

liters in 1974 from 3.6 liters

in 1950. The most popular
beverages, in that order, are

beer, wine, and spirits.

Alcohol consumption and
abuse also appear to be in-

creasing more rapidly
among females and juve-
niles of both sexes than
among adult males.

Fifteen years ago, accord-

ing to the institute, only

10% of the known alcohol-

ics and problem drinkers in

West (iermany were wo-

men. Today they represent

20% of the total.

Eighteen percent of all

West Germans, the survey

revealed, feel they need to go
on drinking once they have
had some alcohol and a simi-

lar percentage have experi-

enced alcoholic blackouts on
at least one occasion.

The report revealed that

cigarette consumption in-

creased even more sharply
during the same 15-year

time period.

Per capita consumption of

cigarettes was 497 in 1950
and had risen to 2,065 in

1974.

Every fourth teenager be-

tween the ages of 14 and 16

is a “regular smoker”.

Stigma remains for female alcoholics

^rbutid the World

Betel nuts
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ew ®oo^s by RON HALL

Information and Feed-
back for Evaluation

. . . edited by Barry Wilier,
Garry H. Miller and Lucie Can-
trell

Selected papers from the An-
nual Information and Feed-
back Conference are pre-
sented. The topic of this 1974
conference was “Systems Ap-

proach to Program Evalua-
tion” and the papers are di-

vided into sections including:
program evaluation, clinical
evaluation, and information
systems. Issues concerned with
alcohol are raised in two pre-
sentations.

(York University, Communica-
tions Department, Toronto,
Ont, 1975. 117p.)

Other Books

Communication Research and
Drug Education -Ostman, R.

E. (ed). Sage Publications,
Beverly Hills, 1976: Mass
media, educational systems,

impact on audiences, evaluat-
ing drug-related messages,
problems and solutions. 325p.
Balancing Head and Heart:
Sensible Ideas for the Preven-
tion of Drug and Alcohol
Abuse. Book 1: Prevention in

Perspective— Schaps, Eric,

Cohen, Allen Y., and Resnick,
Henry S. Prevention Materials
Institute Press, Lafayette,
1975: Extent of the problem,
developmental model, chang-
ing the schools. 114p.

Balancing Head and Heart:
Sensible Ideas for the Preven-
tion of Drug and Alcohol
Abuse. Book 2: Eleven Strate-

gies-Schaps, Eric, and Slim-
mon, Lee R. Prevention Mate-
rials Institute Press, Lafay-
ette, 1975: Role playing, values
clarification, creative drug ed-

ucation, alternatives, peer
counselling, family life. 177p.

Drug Misuse and the Law: The
Regulations — Hotchen, J. S.

MacMillan Press, Ltd., Lon-
don, 1975: Supplementary
notes describing the Statutory

Instruments made under the

Misuse of Drugs Act 1971.

118p.
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AT-001 PREGNANCY AND DRUGS
30 minutes by Barbara Tucker

Barbara Tucker, information counsellor at the
Addiction Research Foundation, discusses the
adverse eftects of drug taking during pregnancy.
Heroin, methadone, barbiturates, minor tran-

quillizers, L.S.D,, marihuana, alcohol, and tobacco
— these drugs are looked at individually with

regard to their effect on the pregnant (and in some
cases addicted) woman, the fetus, and the
newborn,

V >
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AT-002 FAMILY THERAPY

22 minutes by Reesa Kassirer

What is the purpose of family therapy as opposed
to helping only the individual? Reesa Kassirer. a
family therapist, talks about her understanding of

the family as a system and her goals when she
sees a family. Examples are given of cases she

has counselled at the Addiction Research
Foundation.

V /

\
AT-003 WOMEN AND PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
28 minutes by Ruth Cooperstock

More and more women are returning from their

doctors’ offices with prescriptions for psychotropic
drugs. Indeed, twice as many women as men are
receiving these drugs. A look at the relationship ot

women to their physicians and at how physicians
traditionally view women helps to explain this tact.

But what other reasons are there for this growing
problem? What solutions or alternatives are there
for social, emotional problems other than prosoiib-

ing more and more psychotropics? Ruth Cooper
stock, social scientist at the Addiction Rosairch
Foundation, gives some suggestions

V y

AT-004 COUNSELLING THE CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS

26 minutes by Kathleen Michael

Children of alcoholics are often the injured victims.

For this reason the Addiction Research Foundation
hii'.i developed the youth counselling service lor

those young people. Kathleen Michael, youth and
family consultant, gives an llluslralion of a family

with an alcoholic parent and wo are shown the
Streasen pul on the children In this slluntlon How
do Ihe children road? To what extent do they
blame themselves? How does the therapist deal
wilt) Ihe young person? This audio tape gives a
vivid portrayal of the exporlonco of dealing with
"the forgotten children

"
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AT-005 DETOX CENTRES — THE ALTERNATIVE

1 4 minutes by Diane Hobbs
There is growing respect tor dotoxiticatlon centres
as Ihe allernniive to jails lor chronic drunkenness
offenders Dianne Hobbs, co-ordinator of
detoxication and rehabilitation centres lor the
Addiction Research Foundation discusses the
rationale lor detox centres and Winnie Fraser
describes some ol her views as acting tread ol a
Toronto based A R F detox unit
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AT-006 COCAINE
23 minutes by On.-vM J Kalant

The champagne ol drugs. Ihe most misunderstood
drug in the literature, the most benign ol illicit

drugs currently in widespread usi' these
descriptions are being applied t<> co. aine bae.h

new drug lad in the last decade or so has been
accompanied by ill-infonned claims and rountei
claims Dr Oriana Kalant, sonjot scientist .it the

Addiction Research Foundation, has been studying
Ihe literature on cocaine lor the past two ytsirs

For this program she objectively state's wh.il is

known about cocaine and puts the drug in It.s

proper historical perspective
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The Annual Conference of the

National Coordinating Council

on Drug EdTication—June 2-5,

1976, Minneapolis, Minn. In-

formation: National Coordi-
nating Council on Drug Educa-
tion, 1526 18th St., NW, Wash-
ington, DC, 20036.

Annual Meeting of the Half-

way Houses of North America
-June 6-10, 1976, Edmonton,
Alta. Information: Interna-

tional Council on Alcohol and
Addictions (ICAA), Case Post-

ale 140, 1001 Lausanne, Switz-

erland.

22nd International Institute

on the Prevention and Treat-

ment of Alcoholism- June
7-12, 1976, Vigo, Spain. Infor-

mation: ICAA, Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzer-

land.

3rd Biennial Symposium on
Biomedical Alcohol Research—
June 7-11, 1976, Lausanne
Switzerland. Information:

ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001

Lausanne, Switzerland.

The Committee on Problems of

Drug Dependence—June 7-9,

1976, Richmond, Virginia. In-

formation: NAS-NRC, 2101
Constitution Ave., NW, Wash-
ington, DC, 20418.

Primary Prevention Confer-
ence—June 9-11, 1976, Boiling
Springs, Pa. Information:
Phyllis Hirschfield, Coordina-
tor, South Central Regional
Addictions Prevention Labora-
tory, 3964 Jonestown Rd., Har-
risburg, Pa.

9th Annual Eagleville Confer-
ence on Alcoholism and Drug
Addiction—June 10-11, 1976,
Eagleville, Pa. Information:
Patricia Moretti, Conference
Registrar, Eagleville, Pa,
19408.

The Public Inebriate— June
17-18, 1976, Washington, DC.
Information: The Washington
Area Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse, 1330 New
Hampshire Ave., NW, Wash-
ington, DC, 20036.

11th Annual Conference of the
Canadian Foundation on Alco-

hol and Drug Dependencies,
INFORMACTION-June 20-25,

1976, Toronto, Ont. Informa-
tion: William Gilliland, Con-
ference Manager, Addiction
Research Foundation, 33 Rus-
sell St., Toronto, Ont., M5S
2S1.

Rap Round-up 1976—June
25-27, 1976, Swan Lake, New
York. Information: RAP, Box
95, Staten Island, New York,
10305.

6th International Institute on
the Prevention and Treatment
of Drug Dependence—June 28,

July 2, 1976, Hamburg, Ger-
many. Information: ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lau-
sanne, Switzerland.

July

Potsdam Institute on Alcohol
Problems— July 12-23, 1976,
Potsdam, New York. Informa-
tion: Dr Louis LaGrand, Insti-

tute Director, State University
College, Maxcy Hall, Potsdam,
New York.
Alcoholism and Other Drug
Dependencies 1976 — July 29-

30, 1976, Seattle Wash. Infor-

mation: The Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse Institute, Univer-
sity of Washington, Seattle,

98195.

August

nth International Conference
on Medical and Biological En-
gineering-Aug. 2-6, 1976, Ot-

tawa, Ont. Information: Con-
ference Office, National Re-
search Council, Ottawa, Ont.,
KIA 0R6.
17th Institute on Addiction

and Ol'her Legal Drug/
A PROVINCIAL CONSULTATION - 1975

Edited by: Anne MacLennan
Compiled by; Lavada Pinder

Softcover 1 44 pp. . . $5.00

This book is essentially a report of the proceedings of a meeting in

September 1975 at which 27 women from across Ontario spent
two-and-a-half days discussing women’s special problems in relation to

alcohol and legal drugs and the societal content in which their problems
exist.

It contains five papers prepared for the consultation and which cover:

• the status of women in society and one woman’s view of obstacles
to their full participation in society;

• women as providers and consumers of health and social services;

• the literature, or lack of it, on women and alcoholism in Canada;

• attitudes and perceptions of alcoholic women and of society towards
them;

• and women’s use of psychotropic drugs.

It also summarizes discussions and lists 1 2 recommendations formulated

at the meeting and distributed to various health, social service, and edu-
cational bodies in Ontario and Canada.

It could be termed “100-odd pages of consciousness raising’’ for people
in the addictions field in particular and in health and social services in gen-
eral.

ORDER FROM:

Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Department
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2S1
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Studies— Aug. 15-20, 1976,
McMaster University, Hamil-
ton, Ont. Information: David
E. Reeve, 15 Gervais Dr., Suite

603, Don Mills, Ont.

Symposium on Drug Depend-
ence, Alcoholism and Crimi-
nality —Aug. 16-20, 1976, Sao
Paul, Brazil. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale, 140, 1001

Lausanne, Switzerland.

9th International Conference
on Health Education — Aug.
29-Sept. 2, 1976, Ottawa, Ont.

Information: Canada’s Organ-
izing Committee, 9th Interna-

tional Conference on Health
Education, C/O Canadian
Health Education Specialists

Society, PO Box 2305, Station

D, Ottawa, Ont, KIP 5K0.

September

Second International Sympos-

ium on Victimology— Sept.
5-11, 1976, Boston, Mass. Infor-

mation: 156 Federal St., Bos-
ton, Mass.
In order to provide our read-

ers with adequate notice of

forthcoming meetings, please

send announcements as early

as possible to: The Journal, 33
Russell St., Toronto, Ont., M5S
2S1.

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, 111. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Positions Available

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCIES SPECIALIST

to manage a multi-disciplinary outpatient treatment program.

Advanced degree in a mental health field and treatment

services experience essential. To begin July 1

.

Contact: Dane County Mental Health Center,

31 South Henry Street,

Madison, Wisconsin 53703.

PARAPROFESSIONAL DRUG COUNSELOR

to work in multi-disciplinary outpatient treatment program.

Experience in chemical dependencies counseling preferred.

To begin June 1

.

Contact: Dane County Mental Health Center,

31 South Henry Street,

Madison, Wisconsin 53703.

DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM EVALUATION
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

in community mental health center serving population of

200,000 in central Illinois. The $1.5 million agency may
soon double in size if a recently submitted initial operations
grant is funded. The Director is responsible for planning,

coordination, and development of program evaluation and
quality assurance. Areas of responsibility include needs
assessment, outcome studies, program monitoring, utilization

and peer review, standards, and accreditation. Applicants

should have at least four years experience in program
evaluation, including two years in a key leadership capacity.

Advanced degree in psychology or similar field preferred,

but all individuals with appropriate experience will be
considered. Salary $15,000-20,000. Position open
immediately.

Send resume to:

Larry M. Grinwis, Acting Director,

Peoria Area Mental Health Center,

P.O. Box 2200, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.

309/694-4394.

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGIST

A psychologist interested in research relating to drinking

driving programs is required. Qualifications would include

Ph.D. or equivalent, research experience and preferably

some contact with the area of driving research.

Send application including curriculum vitae to:

Adrian J. Murphy
Personnel Department
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2S1
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Alcoholic criminals
~ ^

Are they sick or are they guilty?
By Phil Penningroth*

Section 523 of the US Federal Crimi-
nal Code reads:

Intoxication

(a) Defense.— It is a defense to a

prosecution under any federal statute

that the defendant, as a result of in-

toxication, lacked the state of mind
required to be proved as an element

of the offense charged if:

(1) intent or knowledge is the state

of mind required; or

(2) reckless or negligence is the

state of mind required and his intoxi-

cation was not self-induced.

Intoxication does not otherwise con-

stitute a defense.

(b) Definitions.—As used in this sec-

tion:

(1) “intoxication” means a disturb-

ance of a mental or physical capacity
resulting from the introduction of al-

cohol or a drug or other substance
into the body;

(2) “self-induced” intoxication
means intoxication caused by a sub-

stance that the actor knowingly intro-

duces into his body with knowledge
that it has, or with reckless disregard

of the risk that it may have, a tend-

ency to cause intoxication.

In September, 1974, the Advisory
Council to the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism unani-

mously passed a resolution recom-
mending that alcoholism be a defence
to prosecution “to the same extent
and under the same conditions as any
other illness”.

Other ‘diseases’

This resolution was forwarded to

then Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare, Caspar Weinberger,
with the retjuest that he forward it

with his endorsement to the Senate
Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and
Procedures which has for some time
been preparing a revision of the Fed-
eral Criminal Code (S.l). In July,

1975, Weinberger complied, and in a

letter to Senator John McClellan,
Chairman of the Subcommittee, de-

tailed the rationale for his support of

the Advisory Council’s Resolution:
“

. . . where a reckless or negligent
state of mind must be proved with re-

spect to an element of an offence, the

proposed code would deny a defend-
ant who lacked that state of mind be-

cause he was intoxicated as the con-

sequence of suffering from alcohol-
ism, a defence that would be avail-

able to a defendant who lacked that

state of mind because of some other
illness. We understand the Advisory
Council’s Resolution to be opposed to

this distinction between alcoholism
and other diseases ...”

To most alcohologists, the Advisory
Council’s Resolution and Weinber-
ger’s recommendation seem simple
justice grounded in common sense.
Alcoholism is a disea.se, the chief
.symptom of which is io.ss of control.

Isn’t it just as unjust to hold an alco-

holic responsible for behavior that is

the result of dritiking he could not

control as it is to hold a mental pa-

tient responsible for behavior that is

the result of his “mental defect”?
Moreover, the knowledgeable argue,
such a change in the code would
really do no more than bring the stat-

utes into line with federal legislation
and current case law. Such was
clearly Peter Hutt’s point of view
when he testified in favor of the revi-

sion of Section 523 before McClellan’s
committee in May, 1974.

Peter Hutt is one of the most
experienced attorneys in the United
States concerning alcoholism and
criminal responsibility. At the time
he testified (as a private citizen) and,
later, when he authored the Advisory
Council Resolution, Hutt was Chief
Counsel for the FDA. Before that,

however, in private practice he had
been involved in the three landmark
cases on the issue. In his testimony
Hutt briefly reviewed the relevant
law.

Ambiguities

In the case of Easter v. the District
of Columbia, a United States Court of

Appeals (which included now Chief
Justice Burger) held that an alco-

holic cannot be guilty of the crime of

drunkenness under standard common
law principles because he lacks the
requisite mental intent; his drinking
is an involuntary symptom of a dis-

ease.

In Driver v. Hinnant, another
Court of Appeals extended the Easter
decision: It-found that punishing an
alcoholic for drunkenness is a viola-

tion of the Eighth Amendment prohi-
bition against cruel and unusual pun-
ishment.

Hutt himself argued Powell v.

Texas before the Supreme Court and
although his client lost the appeal 5-4

on a technicality, the dissenting mi-
nority plus Justice White agreed that
an alcoholic cannot be jailed for man-
ifesting an “involuntary” symptom of

his disease-in Powell’s case not just

drunkenness, but appearing drunk in

public.

Hutt’s Senate testimony is worth
reviewing in some detail because it

represents the clearest statement of

the currently prevailing point of view
on the subject. As did Weinberger
some ten months later, he was careful

to distinguish between alcoholism
and simple intoxication as a defence:

“What would be required (he stated)

would be to establish the causality be-

tween that illness . . . and the crime
committed, and to show that except

for that illness (the alcoholic) would
have been able to prevent his action”.

Just what kind of “action” might
an alcoholic be unable to “prevent”?
Hutt mentioned with approval the
courts’ exten.sion of the Easter deci-

sion from “simple drunkenness to dis-

orderly conduct and other charges”
and, in the context of demonstrating
that public protection would in no
way be diminished by such judicial

largesse, al.so noted that the State of

New Hampshire has allowed alcohol-

ism as a defence even to murder for

105 years without “any dislocations”.

It is in llutt’s respon.se to (,’ommit-

tee questions, however, that the issue
comes into sharpest focus:

Senator Hruska: Is it your view, Mr
' Hutt, that intoxication itself should

constitute a disease or be considered
a disease in the meaning of an insan-
ity defence?
Mr Hutt: Clearly it would be my
point of view that it should not ... If

I were to go out and get drunk and
commit some crime, I should properly
be held accountable for my action be-

cause, as a nonalcoholic, I have every
capacity to refrain from drinking . .

.

The alcoholic . . . is under a form of
compulsion . . . to consume alcohol,
and thus under the cases I have men-
tioned he has been held not accounta-
ble for the subsequent inebriation.

Senator Hruska: How readily is it de-

termined that one is an alcoholic
rather than a nonalcoholic?
Mr Hutt: .. .It is no more easily de-

termined whether one is an alcoholic
or nonalcoholic than whether one is

mentally ill . . . As in many cases of
-criminal law, it is an issue that is ul-

timately left up to the jury . . . All
that I am suggesting is that, rather
than denying the possibility of the
issue being decided by the jury, it

should be put to the jury.

Although it is clear from the Advi-
sory Council’s support of Hutt’s posi-

tion that his is the establishment
point of view in alcoholbgy, there are
those who question the assumptions
upon which any defence of intoxica-

tion or alcoholism is based-the
“fact” that intoxication is an “invol-

untary” consequence of alcoholism
and the belief that intoxication
“causes” socially deviant behavior.
In The Perils of Powell: In Search

of a Factual Foundation for the Dis-

ease Concept of Alcoholism (Har-
vard Law Review, 1970), Herbert Fin-

garette examines the arguments of
the dissent in the Powell decision and
comes to the conclusion that in an at-

tempt to improve the lot of chronic al-

cholics, alcohologists and the courts

have followed an understandably
tempting but dangerous road to re-

form-” . . . the building of new consti-

tutional doctrine on the basis of pur-
ported medical knowledge of alcohol-

ism”.

Compulsiveness

The Powell dissent, Fingarette
argues, is based on a questionable
“finding in fact”, namely:
“1) That chronic alcoholism is a dis-

ease which destroys the afflicted

persons’ ivillpower to resist the

constant excessive consumption
of alcohol, and;

2) That the alcholic does not appear
in public by his own volition, but

under a compulsion symptomatic
of the disease of chronic alcohol-

ism.”

In a thorough rt'view of the rele-

vant literature Fingarette finds not

just disagreement about the defini-

tion of alcoholism, but also only am-
biguous and conflicting support for

the “di.sea.se concept" and the corol-

lary assumption that alcoholics can-

not control their drinking. Available

evidence, he asserts, in no way proves

the “medical fact” that an alcoholic is

“compelled” to drink; there is, he
notes, considerable disagreement
among alcohologists about the exist-

ence, not to mention the cause of this
“compulsion”. Even those who posit a
physical hypothesis for “loss of
control” do not claim there is no voli-
tion in the alcoholic’s excessive drink-
ing, but only that “partly because of a
physical abnormality, the alcoholic is

one who faces a choice which is (in-

creasingly) more difficult than for
most people”. Fingarette concludes:
“

. . . The widespread- (but by no
means universal) acceptance in the
medical and health professions of the
‘disease concept of alcoholism’ re-

flects a variety of considerations
which are legitimate and important
to the health professions, but . . . none
of these considerations have any ob-
vious bearing on the legal issue of
punishability under the Eighth
Amendment.”

PJIGE
In the book Drunken Comportment

(Aldine, 1969), Craig MacAndrew
takes exception to the concept im-
plicit in the second premise of Fin-
garette’s syllogism and explicit in

court extensions of the Powell deci-

sion — that alcohol causes people to

lose control of their behavior.
. As MacAndrew notes, the belief
that under the influence of alcohol
people become “uninhibited” is as
time honored as it is per\-asire. West-
ern literature-popular, political and
scientific— is replete with examples of

the power of alcohol to interfere with
judgement and “inflame the pas-

sions”.

It is MacAndrew’s argument that
while it may be possible to establish a

causal connection between intoxica-

tion and physical effects such as .

slowed reflexes, it is clearly impossi- I

ble to establish the same connection '

between intoxication and behavior.
He recognizes that when people be-

come intoxicated they behave in ways .

they do not when sober, but to assert

that alcohol causes the behavior ift.|

analogous to suggesting that eating
sugar causes a diabetic to break his

'*

diet — or into a candy .store. Unques-
tionably. he agrees, too much alcohol

can cause physical changes, some of

which may be quite severe, but the .

substance itself cannot make us do
anything. ^
To support his thesis that socia.1 Cx;s

ptH’tations rather than alcoluvtaretik^
“cau.se" of deviant drunken comport*
ment, Mac.\ndrew presents an ex-

(See — Societies— Page itr
Mr Penningroth is Alcohol ProgrxitH

Coordinator with the Department of
Mental Health Sendees. Kent Cotmfy,
California.

Who is guilty: The Alcoholic or the Alcohol?'



Pot still clouds drug scene
By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — Despite a slight

drop in drug convictions across

Canada, 1975 drug statistics

from the Bureau of Dangerous
Drugs reveal that marijuana
remains the major drug prob-
lem in the country, at least on
the basis of police and court

activity.

During 1975 there were

28,733 total drug convictions
under the Narcotic Control
Act, of which 27,367 (or 95%

)

involved marijuana and hash-
ish.

The dominance of marijuana
crimes was further reflected by
a noticeable increase in the
percentages of absolute and
conditional discharges given as

sentences for the “convic-
tions”. (Technically, persons

given the discharges are not
convicted, though they are
found guilty. But the federal
drug statistics lump them in

with true convictions, for com-
parison purposes )

.

At the same time, the police
policy of trying to go after
pushers and importers seemed
to pay off in 1975, with sig-

nificant increases in convic-
tions for trafficking, posses-

sion for the purpose of traf-

ficking. and, largest of all,

importing.

Heroin convictions, though,
were down sharply from 1974,
while cocaine convictions and
phencyclidine (PCP) convic-
tions were up, reflecting a shift
in popularity to cocaine and the
skull-popping veterinary tran-
quilizer, respectively.

More specifically, there were

511 heroin convictions, a

decrease of 35.9% from 1974;

467 phencyclidine convictions,
up more than 80%; and 289
cocaine convictions, up 22%.
Total convictions and mar-

ijuana convictions dropped by
almost 5.8% compared to 1974.

But while possession convic-
tions dropped 7.7% to 25,880
cases, trafficking convictions

(See— Marijuana — page 3)
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Smokers help pay for Olympic deficit
A new saying in Quebec is that every time 'someone lights a cigarette, part of the Olympic games
deficit goes up in smoke. A 10-cent-per pack tax on cigarettes, over and above present levies, has
recently been introduced and is expected to draw $90 million toward paying off the Olympic deficit.

Premier Robert Bourassa, a non-smoker himself, said complainers can just stop smoking and help

reduce health costs at the same time.
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*Dialogue on drinking^

planned by Ottawa
By Gary Seidler

TORONTO — A national in-

formation program labelled

“Dialogue on Drinking” — will

be launched by the Federal
government this fall. Health
Minister Marc Lalonde has
announced.
Mr Lalonde was expected to

provide a preview of the

planned media program at the

final session of INFORMAC-
TION, the 11th annual con-
ference of the Canadian Foun-
dation on Alcohol and Drug
Dependencies.
In a prepared text, Mr

Lalonde said the information
campaign would deal with five

major problem areas and would
be directed at “moderate” drin-

kers.

The problem areas to which
campaign messages are being
designed are: drinking-driving;

Human experimentation threatened

‘Subjects’ rights’ stunt research
By Milan Korcok

MIAMI BEACH — Civil liber-

ties attorneys and politically-

motivated power groups are
assuming increasing authority

over setting the groundrules
for human experimentation,
Roger E. Meyer, Harvard
psychiatrist told the American
Psychiatric Association.

This shift has seriously im-

peded many potentially-valu-

able research initiatives in the
field of addictions and has, un-

Roger Meyer

der the guise of “subjects’
rights”, thrown many scientists

in bio-medical and behavioral
studies back on the defensive,

he added.

Dr Meyer is director of the
Harvard-Boston University
Center for Biobehavioral
Studies in the Addictions. He
cited case examples whereby
community and or federally-

constituted “patient advocate”
groups have successfully
halted legitimate research
projects involving human ex-

perimentation.

The result has been to con-

struct a scientist/social advo-

cate confrontation which the

scientist with his resources is

ill-prepared to meet, said Dr
Meyer.

“Alcoholism and drug addic-

tion are major behavioral dis-

orders whose alteration will

require one or another form of

behavioral modification. In-

deed, methadone maintenance.

narcotic antagonist treatment,

and self-help residential pro-

grams all seek to modify be-

havior.”

Yet the foundation of be-

havioral experimentation is

coming under extreme stress,

said Dr Meyer, who cited Con-
gress’ intervention in Harris B.

Rubin’s research project on the

effects of marijuana upon
human .sexuality at Southern
Illinois University as but one
example of the trend. Dr Rubin
had already been granted sup-

port and approval for this

project by NIDA when a group
of congressmen, headed by
Senator William Proxmire,
managed to intervene, charac-

terizing it as a somewhat
capricious .sexual venture.

In his report to the APA, Dr
Meyer did not challenge the
need for supporting patients’

rights, for adhering to strict

codes regulating human ex-

perimentation, or for retaining

vigilance in respect to patients’

privacy and confidentiality. His

concerns are focused on what
he characterized as an ex-

ploitation of these rights for

political motivations.

“This is a dangerous trend
which may have moved beyond
its initial noble impulse.

“In some circles, science and
technology are viewed as arro-

gant, elitist, and too powerful

against the needs and desires of

individuals. In this context, our
political .system has .seemed to

be moving to .set up counter-
vailing forces and adversary
procedures designed to

equalize the interaction.

“When viewed from this per-

.spective, the practice of .science

and technology is (seen as)

equivalent to the practices of

the giants of industry in earlier

times.

“Objectivism, intellectual-

ism, and the pursuit of knowl-

(See — Research — page 9)

teenage drinking; alcohol
related violence; the serioui
health effects of heavy drink
ing; and the effects of drinking
on job performance.

Mr Lalonde indicated that
the impetus for the program
came from an April, 1975,
meeting of Canada’s health
ministers who agreed that alco-

hol abuse constitutes a major
area of national concern.
The health minister em-

phasized that “Dialogue on
Drinking” was not designed to

solve all alcohol-related pro-
blems. Like any other infor-

mation/publicity program, it

would be only a part of a total

program which must integrate

education, community action
and social policy change.
Mr Lalonde said his depart-

ment recognized that media is

not an effective way to reach
people who drink dangerously.
Consequently, the federal
messages will not attempt to

reach hazardous drinkers but
the majority of Canadians who
drink responsibly.

He said this did not con-
stitute preaching to the con-

verted, and there are good
reasons for addressing moder-
ate drinkers: —

• “We” want them (moder-
ate drinkers) to maintain their

responsible approach to drink-

ing. “We” want to reinforce the

attitudes which causes them to

keep their consumption within

.strict, .self-impo.sed limits;

• “We” want them to share
their convictions with immedi-

(See — Ottawa — page 6)
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Alcohol dbuse a ‘national crisis’
By John Carroll

FREDERICTON — A doctor
and surgeon who is a veteran
member of the New Brunswick
Legislature recently termed al-

coholism the major social prob-

lem in Canada today and took

critical aim at provincial
governments, including the

one of which he is a member,
for lowering the drinking age

and fostering teenage alco-

holism.

Everett Chalmers (PC —
Fredericton South) told the
Legislature adults have no
right to condemn young people

for drinking when they set the

example in a problem that has
become “a national crisis”.

The former chairman of the

Select Committee of the
Legislature which reported in

April, 1972, to the House on
alcoholism, maintained most of

the recommendations in that

report are still valid and it is

time for “some positive action”

on them.

The speech was a highlight of

debate on the estimates of the

department of health: The sub-

ject being debated during com-
mittee of supply was $1.8 mil-

lion allocated for the province’s

alcoholism program.

In New Brunswick, Dr
Chalmers said, 5,000 citizens

are in need of clinical treat-

ment for alcoholism, while an-

other 12,000 are using alcohol

“in dangerous quantities”.

The cost of alcoholism in New
Brunswick is an estimated $29
million in the current year, and
the disease ranks third as a

killer after heart disease and
cancer.

Referring to the concern ex-

pressed by some parents over
an unproven link between bud-
worm spraying and Reye’s Syn-
drome, a usually fatal chil-

dren’s disease. Dr Chalmers
asked “why do they not react to

the terrible destruction that is

taking place in the physical and
mental health of their children
and family because of the abuse
of alcohol by our students?”

He said children were learn-

ing to drink before they had
learned to live and the lowering
of the drinking age “has been a

terrible mistake”. This feeling
was now prevalent in all

provincial jurisdictions and
additional proof was available
from the “startling” statistics

gathered by the Addiction

Research Foundation of Ontar-
io, he said.

Governments were at fault

not only for lowering the
drinking age from 21 years to

19 or 18 but for pushing
alcohol.

“Governments provide most
of the liquor and alcoholic
beverages that are consumed.
There seems to be a greater
urgency to have an outlet of

some type on almost every
street corner, motel, hotel, res-

taurant, club, mall, shopping
centre, train, plane and boat,”

he said.

In the old days. Dr Chalmers
said, the under-age drinker was
18-, 19- or 20-years-old. “In the
bad new days, the under-age
drinkers are from 13 to 17. I

know one who started drinking
at nine and was a total alcoholic

at 13.”

He asked the House if the
province was going to recognize
the problem for what it is or
merely make a token effort. He

FDA acts
WASHINGTON — The US
Food and Drug Administration
will recommend to the Drug
Enforcement Agency that the
pain-relieving drug propoxy-
phene be controlled under
Schedule IV of the Controlled
Substances Act.

When the DEA takes action

on the recommendation, it will

mean that propoxyphene (Dar-
von) can only be renewed five

times on a single prescription,

or that a prescription cannot be
renewed after six months,
whichever comes first. In addi-

tion, the pharmacist dispensing
the drug will have to keep a

record of all sales.

The FDA’s proposed action
follows widespread reports that

overdoses of propoxyphene
had been implicated in an in-

creasing number of deaths in

recent years. A large number of

these deaths have been report-

ed as suicides.

The DEA estimated there
were 409 deaths from propoxy-
phene products during the first

half of 1974 compared with 389
deaths the first six months of

1973. Data for the first six

months of 1975 shows over 500
deaths from overdoses of

propoxyphene.

The DEA urged that propox-

said there was a need for a per-

manent rather than an interim
commission on alcoholism, but
as long as liquor is handled by
an agency of government “it

will always remain at the end of

the list”.

To combat the problem, he
suggested the provincial al-

coholism program “is entitled

to 5% to 10% of the gross
revenues of liquor sales for a

starter.” He said running
around the province passing
out pamphlets on alcoholism
“is not worth a damn” and it is

up to parents and teachers to

get involved. --

He said parents worry about
drugs and thank God when a
child comes home drunk but is

not on drugs.

“The real reform will have to

be achieved by parents and
their example and counsel to

their children. Are today’s par-
ents capable of disciplining
themselves to save their chil-

yphene be listed under the
Controlled Substances Act for
some time. However, the FDA
had not acted until now.
The DEA maintains that

propoxyphene caused depen-
dence along the lines of the
narcotic drugs. Although the
FDA is proposing to list the
drug as a controlled substance,
it is understood the agency does
not regard it as a narcotic.
Pharmacologists at the FDA
regard it as an opiate, an FDA
spokesman points out.

RESTONK, VA. — A low
eyeball pressure without a high
in the head is the aim of re-

searchers working with synth-
etic derivatives of THC, the
main psychoactive ingredient
in marijuana.

It has been known for five

years that marijuana smokers
experience a reduction in in-

traocular pressure of about
25% and this knowledge is be-

ing used to find a treatment for

glaucoma, an eye disease that is

a major cause of blindness
when elevated pressure des-
troys the optic nerve.

dren from alcoholism?” he
asked.

Dealing with the medical im-
pact of this “self-inflicted” dis-

ease, Dr Chalmers said al-

coholism could lead to death
from a diseased liver, diabetes,

heart attack, pancreatitis or
arteriosclerotic gangrene. The
unborn child of a drinking
mother could be damaged by
alcohol, while even sex activity

was impaired, studies showing
alcohol to be a secondary cause
of impotence.

He said alcoholism was cost-

ing Canadians $1 billion an-
nually and has reached the
point of being a national crisis.

The hard-hitting speech drew
thumping applause from both
the Conservative government
side and the Opposition
benches.

Health Minister G.W.N.
Cockburn said a permanent
commission on alcoholism
would be established in a couple

Much of the impetus for the
latest move has come from a
report by Arthur J. McBay,
PhD, and Page Hudson, MD, of
the Medical Elxaminer’s office

in Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association
last September.

The investigators reported
what they called “an alarming
increase” in deaths attributed
to propoxyphene in North
Carolina and suggested this

Keith Green, associate
professor of ophthalmology
and lecturer in physiology at

the Medical College of Georgia,
Augusta, says compounds have
been developed that work in

rabbits and monkeys. He was
outlining his group’s research
to a science writers’ seminar
held by Research to Prevent
Blindness, Inc.

“Current medical treatment
is restricted to about three or
four coimmonly used drugs, all

of which produce undesirable
side effects, and frequently

of months and $43,000 was bud-
geted for it this year.

Finance Minister Ediaon
Stairs told the House he shared
the concerns expressed and as
minister responsible for the
provincial Liquor Corporation
would “forcefully” bring to the
attention of the corporation

and the licensing board the
views expressed in the debate,

providing transcripts of the
various remarks made by
members.

was not limited to the state.

They said the medical ex-

aminer’s office in North
Carolina had reported 13
deaths in the first half of 1974;

17 in the last half of 1974; and
16 deaths in the first three
months of 1975. This compared
with an average of 39 deaths
annually from barbiturates in

the state in the years 1971 to

1974. They added that most of

the deaths from propoxyphene
were suicidal overdoses alth-

ough some were accidental.

surgery is the final outcome.”
Dr Green said.

The rabbit work shows that

eye drops are taken up and cir-

culated in the blood, and the
drugs work both in the brain
and in the eye. No tolerance has
been detected after four
months.
Dr Green said the search

continues for derivatives that

have no psychoactive effects, to

prevent abuse of the drops,
even though some of those now
available have no such action in

the doses prescribed to reduce
pressure.

Eve diseases

Cannabis may provide reiief

on propoxyphene deaths

‘Bonwiffle gradient’: teens work at looking older
By

Wayne
Howell
I’ROFESSOK E. It. Bollonisworl by,

the noted sociologist, is not too iin-

prc.sscd with ttie nssminiendat ion of

th(“ Ontario Youtli Secretariat that

ttie drinking age in the province l)e

raised to 19 years,

“In the first place,” he told me,

“the recommendation completely ig

norc's the Bonwiffle gradient"
“'I’he Bonwiffle gradn-nt . . .

.?”

“Yes — it's just another name for

the A-S P. As yon should recall, it

was Bonwiffle, in his classic exper
imiml in suburban IMiiladi'lphia, who
first classified teenagers according
to tiu'ir A-S 1*, their Age-.Spread I’o

Icntial ll(' found that tlii' vast
majority of leimagers were what he
termed '.ilpha' teim.igers, young
adults who exhibited a typi' of soeio-

ciiltiiral pleomorphism which gave
them an A-.S l’ of 3.5 vears.

“In other words, they could pass

for 18 at 14.5 years of age if they
really worked at it. Only a relatively

small minority were what he termed
‘beta’ teenagers who had a seriously

compromised A-S-1’ because of
delayed puberty. And an even
smaller minority wme 'gamma' and
‘delta’ type's which we won’t discuss
lu're since their A-S-l’ only seemed to

he manifest in other t'lideavors —
such as getting into dirty movie's.”
“But what is the' significance eif

this,”? 1 inte'irupte'el.

“Is It not obvious? The' high A-S-B
ol till' alplia ti'i'iiage'is — who e'om-
prise the' majority — me'ans that if

the'y e'an pass for IH the'.v will have'
hull' tronhli' passing for Ul. Only a
small proportion at the end of the
hell curve, the imiiure alphas what
Bonwillli' I'alleel the 'e'rypto-alphas'

and the I n//-cheeked, soprano
voie ed lietas would he affee ted by this
propo.sed e hange"
“But wonid not that he lietti'r than

not lung'’”

"Well It would lie if you ilidn'l lake
the A S () into aeeounl. .As you will

undoubteelly recall from my paper
‘Age-Set-Overlap and the Beta teen-

ager’, the percentage of 14-year-olds

who know .sonu'one who is 18 who will

buy them booze is very high — and
the percentage w'ho don’t know
someone who is 19 who will do them
the same favor is very low.

“Furthermore, llelmhollz picked
up where I left off and went on to

show that the percentage of

13-year-olds who know someone who
is 15 who knows, .someone who is IS

hut who don't know someone who is

15 who knows someone who is 19 is

very low."

"But still , it appears that there
IS a small advantage to he gained, "

1

said.

"1 only wish that things were that

simple,” sighed the luofessor, “for

when you add the .A S P to the A-S-O
and combine it with the K 1 of the

P.1, then you see I hi' folly of the
whole Youth Secri'lanat proposal.

"

“The K, I of the P I . what has
that island province got to do with
If.’"

"1 really wi.sh, " said the professor.

fixing me with a stern glare, “that

The Journal would pay me the
elementary courtesy of sending
someone who has done his

homework. The E.l. of the P.1, is ju.st

shorthand for the Ethical Index of

the Public Inebriate. My colleague

Stringbahl has done the definitive

study on this: he concluded that the

percentage of old winos who will

purchase on request — and for a

modest 24 oz. retainer — a bottle of

spirits for a ,voung person who is one

.vear below the drinking age but will

not. out of a spirit of civic duty and
public responsibility, seek to corrupt

the manners and morals of a young
person two .vears below the drinking

age who makes the same request, is

too small to he statistically sig-

nificant.”
”1 see, ' 1 said, "and of course

hecau.se of the age-spread-potential

111 ' prohahly couldn't tell the differ-

ence in age an.vway."

"Bight you are" said the professor.

Wayne Howell Is an Ottawa phy-

sician and freelunce writer.,
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Marijuana still dominates drug scene
(continued from page 1)

increased 28% to 889 cases;

possession for purpose of traf-

ficking jumped 15% to 1,811

cases; and importing convic-
tions jumped 44.8% to 42 cases.

Cultivation convictions,
usually restricted to marijuan-
a, dropped 20% to 105 cases.

In terms of sentences, fines

remained the leading choice of

judges, but dropped slightly
compared to 1974. There were
17,423 fines imposed as punish-
ment ( no mention of amounts )

,

representing 60% of cases. In

1974, fines represented 63% of

cases.

Discharges, both absolute
and conditional, totalled 5,826

and represented more than

20% of cases, with more than
half being conditional dis-

charges (with a form of prob-

ation). In 1974, only about 18%
of the cases involved dis-

charges, with a slightly higher
percentage being uncondition-

al discharges.

Sentences of one month or

less in jail were given in about

4.3% of cases, up from 3.3% in

1974. Sentences of one month
to six months were also up
slightly, being given in 3.3% of

cases. But generally speaking,

the more severe sentences were
slightly less frequent, except

those involving 12 years or

more in jail.

Dangerous Drug Bureau
keeps tabs on drug users
OTTAWA — In 1975, the
federal government’s Bureau
of Dangerous Drugs had
records on 133,639 known users

of marijuana in the country,

including the names of more
than 28,000 added to the files

during 1975.

Separate records -also con-

tains names of and information

on some 13,927 known narcotic

drug users, including 724
under the age of 20.

In addition, there are records

on more than-20,000 known
users in Canada of hallucin-

ogenic drugs, almost 3,000 of

them added in 1975.

Of the 3,000 added in 1975,

slightly more than one-third

were under 20 and most of the

rest were under 25 years of age.

Most were users of LSD
(2,252), with the next largest

group (538) being known users

of MDA.
But the sheer numbers of

known cannabis users
(133,639, or about 0.6% of the

total Canadian population),
most of them added to the files

within the past three years, has
got to be staggering.

Of the 28,767 known cannabis
users added to the files during
1975, 25,423 were male and
3,344 were female; 11,603 were
under 20 years of age and
11,268 were between 20 and 24,

with 3,528 between 25 and 29
and, at the other extreme, three
being between 60 and 69.

Of the 3,992 under 18, two
were 12 years of age, one was 11

years of age, 10 were 13 years of

age, and 77 were 14 years of age.

In addition to those added to

the bureau of dangerous drugs
records for the first time as

known cannabis users, there
were some 4,026 males and 158
females arrested in 1975 who
had previous cannabis records.

Some of the known cannabis
users were either found in pos-

session of or admitted using
other drugs as well: almost
1,000 involving LSD alone or
with other drugs; some 241 in-

volving MDA; 248 involving
heroin alone or with other
drugs; 246 involving cocaine;
and 310 involving PCP.
During 1975, some 577

previously known cannabis
and-or hallucinogenic drug
users were recorded as known
users of other drugs, including
108 recorded as heroin users,

116 as cocaine users, and 136 as

PCP (phencyclidine) users.

Of the 13,927 known users of

narcotic drugs in Canada dur-

ing 1975, some 10,792 were her-

oin users, 439 were opiate

users, 1,077 were cocaine users,

931 were phencyclidine users,

and 651 were users of synthetic

narcotics.

Most of the information of

users of narcotic drugs came
from the police (9,336 report-

ed), while 2,322 cases were

reported by specialized dtug
treatment centres, and 1,576

came as a result of pharmacy
sales records.

The number of known narc-

otic users has grown from 3,182

in 1966 to 10,250 in 1973, to

12,194 in 1974, to 13,927 in

1975.

By age groups, the bCTlk of

convictions continue to involve

persons in the 18 to 20 age
group first (almost 40%); in the

21 to 24 group second (30%);
in the 25 to 29 group (13%);
and in the under 18 age group
(10.6%). Compared to 1974,
there seems to have been a

slight shift into the 25 to 29 age
group and a slight drop in the
under 18 age group.
By sex, males continue to

outnumber females by more
than 10 to one.

By region of the country, On-
tario leads the nation with
10,605 of the 28,733 convic-
tions; British Columbia is next
with 5,974 convictions; Alberta
is third with 3,806; and Quebec
is fourth with 2,828.

In terms of marijuana con-

victions alone, 25,056 were for

possession out of 27,367. Only
34 were for importing, with 649
for trafficking and 1,523 for

possession for purposes of traf-

ficking. There were 105 convic-

tions for cultivation.

There was one conviction for

marijuana possession that
resulted in a sentence of two to

three years in jail and 14 for

one to two years in jail. Most

got fines or discharges.

Marijuana traffickers tended
to get jail sentences of one year
or less, with six involving jail of

three to four years.

Thirty of the 34 marijuana
importers got seven to eight
years in jail while two were
given probation or suspended
sentences.

For heroin, BC continued as

the leader, with 324 of the 511
convictions. Ontario and Al-

berta were next, with 65 and 67
respectively and Quebec was
fourth with 42 convictions.

For possession of heroin,
most sentences were under a

year in jail, a fine, or probation
or suspended sentence. Traf-
ficking in heroin resulted in

sentences averaging between
three and six years, with 10
cases involving more than eight

years in jail.

Ontario was the hotbed for

phencyclidine convictions,

claiming 307 of the 467. Quebec
was next with 64, followed by
Nova Scotia with 38 cases.

Cocaine was a problem in BC
(with 119 convictions), Ontario

(90), Quebec (with 33 cases)

and Manitoba (with 26).

Among the medical drugs.

methamphetamines caused the
most problems, with 131 con-
victions out of 183, followed by.

barbiturates(27), ampheta-
mine (12), and methaqualone
( 11 ).

Among the psychedelics,
LSD still leads the pack with
1,570 convictions out of 1,903,

with most of them in Ontario
and Quebec. MDA is the other
leading problem, with 318 con-

victions and almost half in BC.
Overall, cannabis convictions

in 1975 represented the second
highest number in more than a

decade, with only 1974 having
more. (Ilonvictions in 1975 were
1,000 times the number in 1964.

Heroin convictions contin-
ued to decline to 511 convic-
tions in 1975 from a high of

1,290 in 1973. Methadone seems
to have stabalized at levels only
one fourth the more than 80
convictions in 1971 and 1972.

But cocaine and LSD contin-

ue on the upsurge while MDA
shows a continued decline.
There were more than half as
many cocaine convictions
(289) as heroin (511) in 1975
as there were heroin convic-
tions and three times as many
LSD convictions (1,570).

Eleventh Canadian Cancer Research Conference

When it comes to tobacco.

‘Personal choice largely humbug’
By Betty Lou Lee

TORONTO — People don’t

have the personal choice
about cigarette smoking that
legislators talk about, and
politicians use this “choice”
as an excuse for inaction,

says an American cancer
expert.

Children start smoking
before they have balanced
judgment and, by the time
they mature, they are thor-

oughly hooked, says David B.

Clayson of the Eppley Insti-

tute for Research on Cancer
at the University of Nebras-
ka Medical School.

“The idea that people can
make a personal choice is

largely humbug. One of the

factors that leads to inaction

is that many of the popula-
tion and legislators are

addicted.”

He was one of 18 cancer
researchers from five coun-
tries who took part here in a

three-day symposium on en-

vironmental carcinogenesis
at the Eleventh Canadian
Cancer Research Confer-
ence.

Again, and again, speakers
pointed to smoking as a

known and preventable
cause of cancer that contin-

ues to take its toll.

Dr Clayson said perhaps
45% of all male cancers in

England and Wales are
caused by smoking.
“This area, however,

demontrates the general un-

willingness to embark on ef-

fective cancer control and
prevention programs. More
progress seems to have been
made in the control of car-

cinogens in food and drink,

and in industry,. . . Despite
its political unpopularity,
the control of the cigarette

smoking habit would make
the greatest difference to

the overall incidence of

cancer in Western Europe
and North America.”
Takashi Sugimura of the

National Cancer Centre Re-

ysearch Institute in Tokyo,

agreed with Dr Clayson’s
pessimistic outlook on ef-

forts to develop a safe

cigarette.

Asked if people were being
lulled into a false sense of

security about low tar in

cigarettes, he said the
amount of tar was not relat-

ed to tobacco’s ability to

cause mutations in cells.

Smoke condensates con-
tain many strong mutagens,
and there is a definite rela-

tionship between mutagens
and carcinogens: Evidence
mounts that if a substance is

the first, it is also the second.

Dr Sugimara said the
smoke condensate from one
cigarette contains 370,000
nanograms of the cancer-
causing hydrocarbon benzo
(a) pyrene, yet the cigarette

itself contains only 17

nanograms.
A. B. Miller, director of

the epidemiology unit of the

National Cancer Institute of

Canada, said new occupa-
tional substances linked
with lung cancer are being
identified all the time, but
occupational exposure ac-

counts for only a small frac-

tion of this type of tumor.
“And what is more, one that

is markedly influenced by
cigarette smoking”.

Dr Miller calculated that

four years ago smoking was
responsible for 80% of lung
cancer deaths in Canadian
men, and 22% in women.
Now, cigarettes account for

46% of lung cancer deaths in

women in this country, and
our Eskimo women have one
of the highest lung-cancer
death rates in the world.

In view of the publicity

about the dangers of smok-
ing, this increase “can be
regarded as one of the most
striking failures of epid-

emiological knowledge to

influence public policy to

a sufficient extent to result

in a reduction in one of the

most important causes of

premature mortality”.

He thought modification
of lifestyle was the key to

controlling the important
cancers in man.

Umberto Saffiotti of the

US National Cancer In-

stitute said it is politically

more expedient to promote
finding cures for cancer
than to control factors that

cause it. “It gives people
hope, rather than more pro-

blems.

“I consider cancer as a

social disease, largely caused
by external agents which are

derived from our tech-

nology, conditioned by our
societal lifestyle, and whose
control is dependent on
societal actions and pol-

icies,” said Dr Saffiotti.

Women risk oral cancer
by smoking and drinking

TORONTO — Women who
both smoke and drink al-

cohol develop oral cancer
about 15 years earlier than
women who don’t use either

drug.

Those who only smoke
show a less dramtic earlier

onset of mouth cancers, and
those who only drink show
no difference from ab-

stainers and non-smokers.
Study results from the

Roswell Park Memorial In-

stitute at Buffalo. NY, arc

claimed to be the first con-

clusive evidence in humans
that the combination of two
chemical substances can
produce cancer at an early

age.

They were pre.sented here
at the annual meeting of the

American Association for

Cancer Research by Irwin D.

J. Bross and Jean Coombs of

the biostatistics department.

They compile^! data on 145

white women with tongue or

mouth cancer between 1957

and 1966, and 1,973 controls.

“It can be shown that ex-

posure to both alcohol and
tobacco can lead to onset of

oral cancer 15 or more years

earlier than would occur in

women who do not use
either,” said Dr Bro.ss. “Here
is the first unequivocal
evidence in humans that
when two carcinogens act on
the same target cells the ef-

fects .seem to accelerate the

carcinogenic process.”

This could have important
implications for detection of

co-carginogens in the envir-

onment, Dr Bross said, for a

mandatory system of report-

ing to a central registry
could serve as an early
warning for changes in

cancer patterns, such as oc-

currence at an early age.

“When we add 500 new
chemicals each year to our
environment, it becomes in-

creasingly likely that even if

the separate chemicals do
not produce cancer, the
combination of two of them
will. But there is little

chance of discovering this

from the kind of laboratory

tests which are now
conducted.”

Irwin Bross
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Alcoholcampaign
too little, too late
CANADA’S FEDERAL government is finally fulfilling its

three-year promise to get involved with the country’s spiral-

ling alcohol problems.

But, based on Health Minister’s Marc Lalonde’s pro-

nouncements at the INFORMACTION conference (see

Page 1) there’s little to get excited about ... at least for the

moment.
Mr Lalonde provided the skeleton for a proposed media

campaign, to get underway this tall, which is apparently

designed to stimulate a national Dialogue on Drinking.

Mr Lalonde described the publicity program as a sincere

attempt to evoke two-way communication between govern-

ments and the people they represent.

This may well be one of the program’s objectives.

However, we’ll venture a guess that the prime objective of

the campaign is designed to catch votes. At this stage, the

campaign sounds as if it’ll be politically expedient, but little

else.

Surely, after three years of relative nothingness, the
Federal government, through its Non-Medical Use of Drugs
Directorate (Non-MUDD), could have come up with some-
thing a little more convincing.

Non-Mudd has had a rather dismal record in its six years of

life. With respect to the alcohol mandate it developed three

years ago, it has been batting zero.

The use of multi-media techniques to cut into growing
public consumption of alcohol has already become a highly

visible activity of health ministry communicators in Sas-
katchewan and Ontario and to a lesser extent, in Manitoba
and Alberta.

Of course, as Mr Lalonde noted in his address to the

CFADD meeting, media campaigns in themselves cannot be
expected to solve too many alcohol-related problems, in that

they do not significantly alter attitudes and resulting be-
havior.

But publicity campaigns, such as those now operating in

Saskatchewan and Ontario, can create a climate of

awareness in the general population that can be expected to

translate into legislative change.
At this moment, it is unclear what the specific objectives of

the Dialogue on Drinking campaign are designed to achieve

.

. . other than government identity with concern over alcohol
problems in Canadian society.

Mr Lalonde indicated that the provinces and territories

support the federal plan and have, to a certain extent, been
involved in its development.
To what extent the provinces actually support the program

will depend largely on whether or not the national campaign
blends with the provincial awareness programs.

Provinces that have little going for them because of money
shortage will not doubt welcome the federal initiative on the

grounds that something is better than nothing.

But some other provinces may well resent the feds’ attempt
to infiltrate what is largely a provincial jurisdiction. Further,

these provinces might wish to literally keep the federal pro-

gram out, realizing it would interfere with their own programs
by creating message and media clutter.

We cannot argue with the Federal government’s desire to

achieve federal-provincial coordination, Non-MUDD’s stated

goal for several years. We do, however, question the fashion
and the timing of this cooperative effort.

Hindsight is always a blessing.

Consider . . . had the Federal government developed a

national policy respecting alcohol when it was expected to

do so a few years back . . . had the Federal government
initiated meetings with provincial representatives with an
objective of designing a national information/ publicity pro-
gram before the provinces moved ahead on their own steam .

we may now have been much further down the road in

terms of moving the general population towards more
reasonable laws and drinking behavior.
With reality being what it is, all we can now hope for is that

Mr Lalonde and his staff have more, much more, in mind that

the Dialogue on Drinking program.
There can be little doubt that Canadian society as a whole

is more concerned than it has been for a considerable
number of years with growing alcohol abuse.
The Federal government would be foolhardy not to

demonstrate its interest with a variety of initiatives while the
momentum is gaining,

ro GS
r-

ftetterJ to the Vditof
Cannabis issues
Dear Sir:

I found the letter of Andre
McNicoll in your“ApriI issue

quite interesting, as well as the
disclaimer at the end by the
editor to the effect that the
views of the staff do not neces-
sarily R'flect the views of

the Addiction Research

F'oundation.

I too liad assumed that it was
official ARF policy to be anti-

every chemical in the tiook,

from heroin to alcohol and cof-

fee, with the exception of mar-
ijuana, which is praised, head-

lined. and prattled aliout favor-

alily in cvci7 arliclc.

I defy you to go liack through
the last several <lozcn issues of

'rile .lournal and to find one —
just one — arliclc which gives a

rather unfavoralilc view of

marijuana, will) ('ditorial «‘x-

prcs.sions of joy over some stale

voting against Icgali/ation
(mistakenly n'fi'ircd to as

dccriminali/.alion) of the stuff.

Sucti unanimity of si'nlimcnl, I

submit, can scarcely he ae-

eidenlal. Sundy it is eitlu'r of-

ficial policy or an article of

faitli among so many of your
staff that for all practical ef-

fects. i1 is dc facto official

policy.

And siicli a stance is not mer-
ely inconsistent, it is .schizoph-

renic. How on earth can you
favor such an obviously potent

drug about which so little is

reliably known. Here I must
point out to you that there is a

remarkable innocence on the
part of your staff, who are ob-

viously journalists devoid of

scientific training, with respect

to the research projects whicli

show favorable or unfavorable
effects of cannabis use. It is

pathetic to behold the joy with
which they fling themselves on
the ‘pro’ studies, and the help-

less scepticism and hostility

with which they greet the ’anti’

studies. Could it he that they
need some more personal form
of reassurance? And is this at-

titude notliing hut hypocrisy in

tho.se supposedly dedicated to a

dispassionate investigation of

drug addiction?

In trying to understand this

wierd split, I have been helped
l)y my knowledge of Canada —
some four years (here, for two
as chairman. Psychology Pro-

grams, Atkinson ('ollege, York
University — and my know-
ledge of addiction — three
years, Federal Narcotics Hos
pital, U'xinglon. Ky.

To he pro-marijuana is to

he an(i-L‘s(ahlishment and es-

pecially anti-American estab-

lishment. It has been, and is,

fashionable to he anti-Ainer

More
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ican; indeed, I left because I

could no longer tolerate Can-
adian provincialism and xeno-
phobia. I submit that a sizeable

number of your staff cling to

what can only be called 'can-

nabisism' because they were
members of (he Young Rebels
of the 1960‘s and early 1970‘s.

and have not yet matured to a

positive view of the world. They
apparently can perceive an
identity only when it is against
something, and marijuana is

the youtli cult’s 'anti-' .symbol.

Surely we can expect more
mature, sophisticated and
scientifically-minded thinking
from an institution supposedly
committed to sound under-
standing of a worldwide health
problem. Surely you can lake
the politics and juvenilism out

of what might he an intcivsting

paiH'r.

Stanley A. Kudin, PliD
Hot Springs
South Dakota

Kditor's note:

l)r Rudin’s contention (hat

The ,lournal staff .seizes with

glee upon any scrap of evidence

praising (he effects of mariju-
ana, and deliberately sup-
presses items focuing on the

drug’s ill-effeels is a gro.ss dis-

tortion.

(continued on page 12)
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BackgAOMt^
Who are the trainees?

Third and concluding part of a series on national training initiatives.

By Milan Korcok

FIVE YEARS ago, the act of treating
a drug user in trouble was at best an
imprecise craft.

There were precious few guidelines
about what to do and how to do it.

Training was a matter of serendipity
and seat of the pants.

Well, now look at it!

The National Institute on Drug
Abuse estimates that there are more
than 30,000 people working in the
current network of drug abuse treat-

ment/rehabilitation and prevention
services.

The federal budget for manpower
and training is up at the $10 million
level and considered parsimonious.
Across the country, ex-addicts, mas-

ters of social work, cops and clergy-

men are rubbing shoulders in class-

rooms, probing the mysteries of
“empathy understanding” and “pro-
blem solving” — among other things.

To thousands, drug abuse treatment
and counselling has become a career,

with all the jostling for status and
security that the world “career” im-

plies.

There are many who resent the way
these career imperatives have taken
shape, who look back longingly on the

days when instinct, intuition, and the

accident of “having been through it”

were the only prerequisites one
needed to work in the field. But it was
inevitable that as the treatment and
rehabilitation needs grew and diver-

sified, and as treatment programs had
to prove their dollar value, improv-
isation would give way to structure

and form.

First it was the NIMH to recognize

the need for building and maintaining
an adequately-trained manpower pool

for the growing numbers of programs
across the country. Then, with further

refinements of resources and needs,

NIDA 'set up the National Training

System, intended to provide the struc-

ture and mechanism for taking train-

ing materials and methods out to the

field. (See Backgrounders of The
Journal, May and June issues). The
scope of the system is broad.

Developmental grants provide
professionals and paraprofessionals
drug program training options in

either two or four year colleges.

Research Fellowships provide for

pre- and post-doctoral fellowships for

psychological and biomedical
students.

The Physician Education Program
seeks to improve medical student
training in the drug abuse field and
improve the teaching and curriculum
design at medical schools.

The Career Development Center
stimulates development of non-
traditional education models for para-

professional and ex-addict trainees.

The emphasis here being on com-
petency criteria rather than academic
experience.

Then, in July, the NTS undergoes
another refinement as the Regional
Resource Centers and Regional
Training Centers consolidate. The

point of this being, to strengthen the
regional link between the states and
the feds, giving the states more in-

fluence over what is taught to whom.
This regional training function of

the NTS is perhaps its most critical

component because here is where the
balance between state and fed
activities is most delicate, and where
the interface between professional
and “other” — sometimes called
“paraprofessional” is most apparent.
Back in 1971, when the idea of a

national system was picking up steam,
the various regions were putting
together their own individual training

programs, responding directly to the
needs expressed at the community
level. At this point, a typical group of

trainees might include high school
drop outs, ex-addicts, PhDs, and MDs.
Obviously it was not easy, using
traditional training techniques, to

deliver a course that would be
meaningful to all these groups at the

same time.

And so, shifts in training ideology

became necessary, with a growing
reliance on federally-produced train-

ing packages that could be applied

more broadly and that used innovative

methods to hold the attentions of the

audiences.

Role-playing, one-to-one confron-
tations, audio-visual tools became
standard training delivery mechan-
isms.

A recent NTS status reports says: In

1975-76, manpower training is no
longer a situation in which treatment
personnel are being taught by
research staff. Training has become
an art: identifying the learner and his

needs; strengthening the trainer and
improving his methodology; making
training widely available at many
delivery sites.

In 1974, the Regional Training Cen-
ters were developing up to 95% of

course materials, the National Drug
Abuse Center 5%. In fiscal year 1976
the RTC-produced materials were
down to 23%, NDAC up to 77%.
This is how that 77% breaks out in

terms of trainee participation. In

1976, 39% of trainees are taking the

short-term counselling course in

which they learn and practice the
elements of emphathetic understand-
ing and problem solving. This remains
the most popular of the courses.

Fundamental Facts and Insights ( a

general introduction to drug abuse for
a variety of general and professional
audiences) are being taken by 16% of

the participants.

Training of Trainers (designed to

increase trainers’ skills in systematic
course design and delivery) are taken
by 13%; Making A Difference With
Youth (for those working in primary
prevention) by 8%; and Methadone
Treatment Managers (administrators
with overall responsibility for metha-
done treatment clinics) by 1%

.

The other 23% are taking courses
prepared by the regional centres
themselves. These courses involve
such items as psychology of drug
abuse, program development, coun-
selling and transactional analysis,
clinical program administration,
sexuality issues in treatment, single
state agency courses, Spanish langu-
age counselling, and several others.
During 1973 and ’74, when training

budgets were at their peak, all of the
RTCs were able to use a lot more initi-

ative in meeting local needs.
Tom Cahill, director of the Miami

centre notes that two years ago, when
he had three times the budget as well
as three times the staff < 15 full-time in

1973 vs. five full-time now), his centre
was marshalling training resources of
many individuals throughout the
University of Miami — experts in law,

business administration, pharmaco-
logy, psychology. At one time he had a

resource pool of 100 individuals who
could be counted on to some degree to

help in preparation of specialized
courses.

But tightened federal budgets took
care of that local initiative.

“We still have a demand for such
training topics as funding, personnel
management, community organi-
zation, etc.,” says Dr Cahill. “But
lately we haven’t offered these, be-
cause we haven’t got the money.”
A particularly imaginative course to

fall by the wayside was one developed
for Spanish-speaking cultures, one
that could be used in the heavily
Spanish areas of South Florida as well

as for the many visiting drug agency
representatives from Latin American
countries.

This was not a translation of any
other existing course, but one con-
structed with the Latin lifestyles
clearly in'mind. For example, because
of the strong family ties that charac-
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terize Spanish communities, more
emphasis would have to be given to

dealing with the whole family, in a

therapy situation. This would involve
bringing in not just the individual
drug user, but the parents, the
brothers and sisters, even the grand-
parents.

Whether or not such local initiatives

will once again be revived under the
new regional emphasis is a point to be
watched.

But not only are courses changing,
so are the students.

In the fiscal year 1974, the regional
training centres worked with 3,010

individuals, each program averaging
753. In fiscal year 1976, more than
4,410 (average 883 per centre) will

have been trained.

Who are these trainees?

In the first half of 1976, 62% were
White, 23% Black, and 13% were
Mexican Americans, Cubans, Native
Americans, Puerto Ricans, Asian
Americans, and Latins. Actually, con-
sidering the national population dis-

tribution (White 86%, Black 11%,
and other groups 3%) the White
trainees were somewhat under-
represented.

The largest groups of trainees were
those involved with treatment func-
tions (counselling, therapy, social
work of various types). These
accounted for 39%.
The next largest occupation group,

one that has grown significantly, is

educational, which accounted for 26%
of trainees.

Among the rest, 9% of trainees were
people from other social services, 6%
were health and medical workers, 13%
from business and management cir-

cles (most from single state agencies),

4% from criminal justice and correc-

tions, and marginal numbers from the
clergy, research and evaluation, and
vocational rehabilitation.

One of the major concerns to train-

ing system planners is the shifting
proportional breakdown that sees
professionals taking over more and
more training slots and para-
professionals comparatively fewer: In

1975, 43% of trainees were
professionals and 35% para-
professionals (the rest were full-time

students). By 1976, this ratio had
shifted to 46% professionals and 29%
paraprofessionals.

Does this mean that the emphasis on
structure and academic training is

turning off some of the para-
professionals? Perhaps. It could also

mean that many paraprofessionals are

becoming professionals by ac-

quisition.

But then the question still remains:
In treating a drug user who has run
into trouble, who is the professional?

Is it the MSW from one of the Big Ten,
or is it the graduate of Daytop, trained

in group confrontation?

Until this is sorted out, it seems the

granting of credits will have but
limited impact on the career paths of

drug abuse program trainees.

§n§ide Sdetice
This month Dr Denis Lander, a psycho-
logist with the Addiction Research Foun-
dation of Ontario, discusses behavioral
modification in drinking.

ALCOHOL ABUSE may be viewed in

different ways. The behavioral view
eschews interest in the unob.served
and rather mysterious state labelled
“alcoholism” in favor of examining
what excessive users of alcohol ac-

tually do. Hence, this approach
focuses on the drinking behavior
itself. The promise of this approach
is that an understanding of the de-
terminants drinking will provide the
means to modify it. And it does not
seem unreasonable that having the
means to chan'ge drinking patterns
would be useful in helping those who
harm themselves and others with
their drinking.

However, we must be very careful
to distinguish between the promise
of this approach and its actual ac-

complishments to date. Too often its

proponents have left the impression
that the only question which remains

undecided is who gets the trip to

Stockholm. Some solid progress has
been made, but there is still an enor-
mous amount to be learned about
drinking and related behaviors; we
have barely scratched the surface. In

particular, we must face the fact that
drinking is not a simple, unitary,
independent response, something
like a knee jerk. It would be more
realistic to regard it as a complex set

of behavioral sequences that interact

with other responses and features of

the situations in which they occur.
One thing we have learned is that

the basic principles governing
drinking appear to be essentially the

same as those governing other
behaviors. For example, it is now well

established that the probability of

drinking is affected by its con-
sequences; favorable consequences
of drinking tend to increase its

probability while unfavorable con-
sequences have the opposite effect

under controlled conditions. It is also

clear that drinking depends upon
characteristics of a learned behavior
which is maintained and controlled

by events in the environment. This
has been known for quite some time
and is hardly surprising. But the
importance of these demonstrations
is that we already know a great deal

about the way the.se principles apply
to other behaviors. This means that

drinking is amenable to a powerful
and well-established form of exper-

imental analysis.

It follows from what we know
about the control of behavior that it

will be possible to manipulate an
individual’s environment in a way
that will produce and maintain a

decrea.se in the frequency of drink-

ing. In other words, it is theoretically

possible to train excessive drinkers
to become controlled moderate
drinkers.

But, here we must return to our
distinction between the promise and
the accomplishment ot the behavioral
approach. While we have good rea-

HUT: > ivir

son to think that training in moder-
ate drinking will one day be an effec-

tive treatment alternative, a satis-

factory .set of procedures for achiev-
ing this is simply not available today.
And, of course, there are no satisfac-

tory techniques for producing ab-
stinence. These must remain in the
realm of ‘promise’, where they may
remain for a good many years yet.

However, there is evidence that

these are not empty promises. First,

we know it is possible. Careful
documentation over the last 14 years
has shown that a small proi)orti()n of

‘gamma alcoholics’ achieve con-
trolled moderate drinking without
professional assistance. Second, a

number of exiJerimental studies in

closed clinical .settings have demon-
strated that moderate drinking can
be maintained while a particular .set

of contingencies is in effect. These
ob.servations are .seductive becau.se

they show the possibility of con-
trolled drinking .so clearly. But there
is a great deal of difference between
controlling events in a closed labora-

tory-like environment and in the
highly complex real world. This is

the challenge to which behavioral
.scientists are currently responding.
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ate social contacts — families,

friends and workmates, some of

whom may not be so firm in

their views or careful in their

habits:

• “We” want to address an
audience that will be suf-

By Charles Marwick
WASHINGTON — Improved
mechanisms for coordinating
research in alcohol and drug
abuse are called for in a report

of the President’s Biomedical
Research Panel handed to Con-
gress on the last day of April.

In an obvious effort to get

higher visibility for the Al-

cohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration
(ADAMHA), the report
recommends a presidentially

appointed three-member panel,

to supersede the present
ADAMHA panel members who
are appointed only at the
departmental level. Two
members of this panel should

be professionals with research
competence in mental illness or

substance abuse, the report

says.

The President’s Biomedical
Research Panel was established

by Congress almost two years
ago to review the government’s
effort in biomedical research.
Since January, this seven-
member panel, chaired by
Franklin P. Murphy— a doctor
and president of the Times-
Mirror Company of Los
Angeles and a former dean of

the school of medicine at the
University of Kansas, held al-

most monthly public hearings.

The resulting final report
points to weaknesses or
failures (as well as successes)

and in the light of these recom-
mends policy for the future.

The bulk of the huge report,

which has only become gener-

ally available this month
(July), deals with the
biomedical research effort in

the US in general and the way it

is organized.

One part of this review dis-

cu.sses substance abuse and is

therefore of particular interest

to readers of The Journal.

The panel asse.ssed the major
advances of the past five years

in the field of neurobiological

ficiently concerned to become
involved in devising solutions
to alcohol problems from a base
of sound knowledge at the com-
munity level;

• “We” want our infor-

mation campaign to provoke
the public to make govern-

science. Among those they cit-

ed were:
• The isolation of opiate

receptor sites ^nd the iden-
tification of a naturally occur-

ring morphone-like substance
in the brain;

• The development of an-
algesics with relatively low
abuse potential such as

pentazocine;
• The fact methadone is now

accepted as a major component
of the treatment of chronic
heroin addiction and the emer-
gence of the long acting form of

methadone — LAAM — which
seems to overcome some of the
problems with the use of

methadone;
• The development of narco-

tic antagonists for the treat-

ment of chronic opiate ad-

diction:

• The demonstration that al-

coholic cirrhosis may be in-

duced in animals;
• The elucidation of the ac-

tive principles of marijuana,
the tetrahydrocannabinols and
their synthesis, has allowed the
precise control of marijuana
dosage and so led to linking
accurately the effects of this

drug on behavior;
• In tobacco smoking, there

has now been found a gene-
tically mediated enzyme mech-
nism which plays a role in the
production of emphysema and
the activation of the carcin-
ogenic compounds of tobacco
among smokers. The finding
may explain why some heavy
smokers develop lung cancer or

clinically significant emphy-
sema more speedily than other,

equally heavy, smokers; and,

• A new class of barbitu-

rates known as the ben-

zodiazepines have been
developed which form a new
class of drugs for the treatment
of severe tension and anxiety
and which are not as subject to

abu.se as the older barbiturates.

These newer agents have also

been succe.ssful in treating

once-fatal delirium tremens.

ments aware of their views
about the most appropriate
solutions to alcohol problems.

In other words, Mr Lalonde
said, his department wanted
public policy to be truly reflec-

tive of the views of responsible

and thoughtful citizens.

The panel describes the
development of these agents as

a major advance in clinical

psychopharmacology.
The panel’s report also out-

lined some specihc areas that
would be particularly reward-
ing for further research into
the effects and control of sub-
stance abuse. Among these are:
• The correlating of opiate

dependence in humans with the
long-lasting changes in brain
and neural function that have
been. seen following chronic
opiate exposure in animals;

• Studies on the neuro-
chemical, behavioral, and me-
tabolic factors involved in the
development of tolerance to

marijuana and the hal-

lucinogens;

• Further study of the psy-

chological factors in substance
dependence should lead to
more effective treatments of

addiction;

• New therapeutic agents
based on the systematic evalua-

tion of the cannabinoid com-
pounds may be developed and
could provide new types of an-

algesics, psychotherapeutics,
antiemetics, anticonvulsants,
and specific immunosup-
pressants;

• The underlying mechan-
isms of the effects that mar-
ijuana produces on the heart,

the endocrine, the immune and
the behavioral systems is unk-
nown. Studies must be done to

evaluate the risks of marijuana
use over the long-term al-

though no apparent serious
health hazard from the casual

use of marijuana has emerged;

• Methods of predicting a

drug’s abuse potential might be
developed and coupled with
methods for assessing the
cost-to-benefit ratio of an agent
and this would permit a new
drug’s abuse liability to be
weighed against its possible
clinical benefits;

• Promising new treatments
for chronic alcoholism such as

the use of lithium carbonate
and newer ways of administer-

ing disulfiram are being
developed. In the next few
years, the full value of these

approaches could be clarified;

• In epidemiology, sophis-

ticated ca.se-finding and as.se.s.s-

ment of incidence and
prevalance of multiple drug
abuses are possible. Thus
recurrent changes in abu.se will

not iti the futuix' be labelled as

“epidemics” but be seen in

their proper j)er.spective in the

cont('xt of the total problem.
This, in turn, will lead to a more
valid assi'ssments of various

treatment i)rograms; and.

• Finally, the n'port noted,

there are new experinu'iital

methods in which normally
r('luclant animal ethanol
(Irinkms can he transformed
into voluntary chronic al-

coholics by pnii'ly environmen-
tal mampniation This carries

tin' clear implication that

human «'lhanol overiiKlulgcncc

may also he catalyzed by ehron
ic environmeiit.il sitnalions.

To implement such studies,

however, the report noted there
needs to he a high level of
scienci' administration at

AI).\M11.\ Tin' agi'iicy has

Three phases are planned for
the Dialogue on Drinking
program. The first will begin
this fall, the second next
spring, and the third in the fall

of 1977.

Mr Lalonde did not indicate
how much money was being

lacked this capacity and this

has impaired biomedical ad-

vances in, for example, the field

of alcoholism. A closer associa-

tion with the National Insti-

tutes of Health (NIH) will im-

prove the coordination of the

scientifically related functions

of ADAMHA, the panel main-
tained. .

The panel also called for
long-term funding of research.

Two or three-year funding pat-

terns are counterproductive,
the report stated. One way of

obtaining greater stability in

funding would be to commit
funds a year ahead instead of,

as at present, a year behind the

support of a particular re-

search study. Less time would
be spent by scientists in reap-

plying for funds to continue
their work and more time
would be spent actually getting
the work done, the panel report
said.

Whether the recommenda-
tions and avenues for further
study contained in this report
will be implemented is of
course another matter. While
the full impact of the report is

only now beginning to make it-

self felt, the initial reception in

Congress is negative.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Mass) has indicated he is

dissatisfied with it as being too

research-oriented. The report
has not gone deeply enough in-

to the relationship between re-

search and results, he says.

“The research community
and the public investment in it

have reached the point where a

careful examination of basic
principles is in order,” he
declares.

There is little question the
report is in fact research-
oriented. This could hardly be
otherwise. Five of the panel’s
seven members are research
scientists working in leading
medical institutions. However,
some members of Congress, at

least, expected the report to

bridge the gap between re-

search and the delivery of
health care services.

The report describes and. to a

large extent, critically but con-

structively examines the ad-
ministration of the overall
biomedical research effort that

the government underwrites. It

does not offer suggestions as to

where this effort fits into the

nation's health care system.

It could fairly be said this was
beyond the panel's scope.
Biomedical researchers en-
gaged in the acejuisit ion of

knowledge about the biological

world cannot be primarily con-

cerned with the ultimate use of

such knowledge. That, the
report says, in effect, is not
their department.

This may he true But the

funding of science in the U.S

(and rt'ally in any country) is

im'dicateil on results, not just

till' acquisition of knowehlge
even though the results depend
on knowli'dgi' .Sooner or latt'r

scientists conducting research

supporti'd by public funds will

have to come to grips with the

issiK's now hi'iiig raist'd in i'on-

gress in its diseussions of this

Biomedical Hi'scarch I’aners

report

allocated to the program.
The first phase of the pro-

gram will discuss facts related
to the five major problem areas
identified. The second phase
will elaborate on actions being
taken to deal with the problems
in the hope this will stimulate
dialogue between people and
involvement at the community
level. The final phase will deal
with policy alternatives and en-
courage reaction to possible
government response.

Mr Lalonde said the theme
Dialogue on Drinking would
thus be a sincere attempt to
evoke two-way communication
between governments and the
people they represent.
Such an approach, he added,

calls for governments to
provide "Instructive knowledge
through advertisements and
booklets and pamphlets, to
respond adequately to the
for information, and to

respond adequately to the
dialogue which results.

Mr Lalonde said his depart-
ment had made a deliberate
effort to consult with all

Marc Lalonde

Canadian provinces and ter-

ritories about Dialogue on
Drinking.
He reported that all support

the concept of two-way com-
munication with the public, but

some understandably want to

see the final messages that are

selected before deciding upon
their degree of participation.

Mr Lalonde said his depart-

ment will continue to offer the

program to the provinces and
will share with them the
knowledge gained from
response to the campaign in an
effort to secure a united front

in dealing with alcohol pro-

blems.

To determine how media can
best be u.sed as part of a long-

term — perhaps five years,

perhaps a generation — and
total approach to combat alco-

hol abuse. Mr Lalonde said his

department studied several
public information programs.
He said Alberta. Saskatche-

wan. Manitoba and Dntario. in

particular, provided know’ledgi'

about public programs they

have operated and the knowl-
edge gained has been used to

plan the federal campaign,

^ Next month^
The Journal will
present extensive
coverage of INFOR-
MACTION 1976, the
eleventh annual con-
ference of the
Canadian Founda-
tion on Alcohol and
Drug Dependencies,
held in Toronto, Ont.,

June 20-25, and hos-

ted by the Addictioh
Research Founda-
tion.v_ y

\
Editorial board member
attains government post
TORONTO — Eugene l.e-

Rlane, a member of The
Journal's Editorial Board,
has been appointed Oireetor

of the Ki'seareh Branch of

the Ontario Ministry of

Health.

Dr I.eBlane. who took up

his new position on June 7,

was formerly assistant head.

Research Division, and
scientist. Biological Studies.

of the Addiction Research
Foundation. In addition, he
holds an assistant profes-
sorship In the Department
of Pharmacology at the
University of Toronto.
Dr I.eltlanc received a

l*hD In pharmacology from
the University of Toronto in

197!l, having completed
studh's In biochemistry for
a BA at (lueen’s University
In libit.

Dr I.eBlanc's resi'arch In-

terests lie In the general
field of behavioral phar-
macology, with emphasis In

toxicology. Altboiigb the
majority of bis research has
been In the field of alcohol
and drug dependence,
recent Interests Include oc-

cupational and environ-
mental hazards. In addition,

has has wide interests in the

field of social policy deve-

lopment.

Biomedical research effort weighed
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Work in Progress in Alcoholism
Gary Seidler reports from the NCA meeting, Washington, D C -

Senator Hathaway charges

US gov’t perverts health priorities
WHILE THE US celebrates
its 200th birthday with plas-

tic liberty bells and red-
white-and-blue color coded
Fords, nine million alcoholic

Americans were not invited

to the party.

“I live in a country where,
sadly enough, the Federal
government has held great
hopes of overcoming al-

coholic dependencies while —
dashing those hopes through
impoundments, budget cuts

and fiscal and programmatic
strangulation,” Senator .

William Hathaway told the

opening session of the con-

ference.

. THE DAILY rights of al-

coholics need definition, ac-

cording to a ranking official

of the National Council on
Alcoholism.

Apart from the areas of

public intoxication and com-
mitment, there has been no
definition of the everyday
rights of the nation’s 10

million alcoholics and the 40

million family persons they

affect, Allan Luks, executive

director of the NCA’s New
York City affiliate, told the

conference.

“The pressures on law and
legislation to respond and
define the alcoholic’s rights

are increasing as alco-

holism’s stigma lessens.
”

In a blistering attack on
the Federal government’s
failure to combat al-

coholism, Sen Hathaway
took steady aim at the Ad-
ministration’s penny-wise
and pound foolish attitude.

(Sen Hathaway is Chair-
man of the US Senate Sub-
committee on alcoholism
and narcotics.)

“If importing or manufac-
turing alcohol was a crime,

and people committed that

crime — as they certainly

would — then alcoholics

would probably be as high a

In child custody cases, Mr
Luks pointed out that a

recovered alcoholic does
have the right to petition for

reopening of a custody
determination, but that
courts generally don’t want
to disturb a settled family.

“The question is whether
the recovered alcoholic’s

rights, as well as the chil-

dren’s, are being properly
protected,” he added.
On the issues of employing

recovered alcoholics, Mr
Luks said there are federal
regulations prohibiting disc-

iminatory practices in not
hiring recovered alcoholics,

but there is no legislation
mandating nondiscriminat-

priority for Ford (President,

Gerald) as drug abuse. Per-

haps even higher since there
are conceivably 20 times as

many alcoholics as there are
drug addicts.

“.
. . don’t misunderstand

my intentions. I do not for a

minute begrudge drug abuse
treatment its current level

of support from this Ad-
mini.stration.

‘‘Rather, I believe its

peculiarly selective support
must leave the White House
open to serious charges of

government by catchword
. . . of perverting health

ing practices at the state

- level.

Among areas needing at-

tention are domestic re-

lations, jobs, confidentiality,

criminal law, health and fire

insurance, public assistance,

licenses and commitment.
In the area of domestic

relations, Mr Luks said, “al-

coholism’s resulting be-

havior, not the illness it-

self, is grounds for divorce.

While the spouse doesn’t
have to forgive acts of men-
tal cruelty, adultery, etc.,”

he asked, “should some ex-

ception be made where the
offending mate was an active

alcoholic and is now re-

covering?”

policy priorities to the cause
of simple-minded political

expediency.”

Without the support of the
Administration, Sen Hath-
away said, it’s become dif-

ficult, if not impossible, to

generate a broad base of
support for programs to

satisfy all the research,
prevention and treatment
needs in this critical health
policy area.

“We bandy about numbers
of alcoholics and dollars of

lost productivity and ar-

guments about social ef-

fects, but too many of the
country’s top decision-
makers think of it as useful
in the next primary elec-
tion.”

Sen Hathaway accused the

government of indiscrimin-

ate budget cuts for some
health areas and blatantly

political over-emphasis on
others.

He said alcoholism treat-

ment, prevention and
rehabilitation have not
alone been subject to “slash
and burn” budget policies,

“but it’s a pretty good exam-
ple of their indiscriminate
style.

“Ever since we committed
ourselves to federal support
at the beginning of this

decade, the Federal govern-
ment has been squabbling
with itself over how this
program is going to run.

‘‘Meanwhile, under the
smokescreen of impound-

ments, recessions and hast-

ily contrived block grant
proposals, the key decisions

are made by low level func-

tionaries with red pencils
and pocket calculators.”

Research, Sen Hathaway
continued, is consigned to “a
sort of biomedical Siberia in

a falling-down hospital”.

Effective programs for
drunk drivers are red-lined

out of existence.

On a more positive note.
Sen Hathaway praised
recovered alcoholics who
continued or resumed their

former careers, and those
who turned to new careers as
“selfless soldiers in the war
against the disease.

“For them, I have nothing
but admiration, respect and
a touch of awe. They are
badly paid. They are often
forced to work in substan-
dard facilities. They are sub-

ject to the arbitrary whims
and fancies of those who
control the sources of their

funds . . . and yet they do
their work compassionately,

with warmth, with under-
standing.”

9ull-out

Section

Introduce legislation

Alcoholic’s rights need definition
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Teenage alcoholism is threateneid by complacency
COMPARISON OF public
opinion with actual levels of

teenage drinking provides a

disquieting insight into the

fact that drinking by young
people appears to be increas-

ingly acceptable to both
youth and adults generally.

This complacency in the

face of an imminent problem
could point toward a major
increase in alcoholism in the

future, not only for ado-

lescents but for persons of

all ages, a biostatistician told

the conference.

Lilian St Clair Blackford

arrives at this conclusion
from a series of nine annual
surveys of high school
students’ alcohol and drug
habits in San Mateo County,
an affluent suburb of San
Francisco.

The number of occassions

at which young people
(Grades 7-12) consume alco-

hol has increased steadily

and dramatically since 1968,
according to the studies.

‘‘This may have con-
ditioned the public to accept
the use of alcoholic bever-
ages by teenagers on a wide
variety of occasions as ap-

propriate.”

Ms St Clair Blackford
pointed to another problem,
probably more ominious
than the actual increase in

drinking by adolescents.

Beginning in 1973, she
said, there appears to be a

levelling off of alcohol use.

But the fact the situation
might be stabilizing could
lead to a dangerous com-
placency, “even at this very
high level.

“Perhaps the situation is

no longer epidemic or atypi-

cal and the possibility of just

accepting it and considering
it endemic is appalling.”

The San Mateo studies
show that alcohol con-

sumption by students in-

creased from 65% (on one
occasion) in 1968 to 86% (on
one occasion) in 1976.

The percentage of stu-

dents who reported use on at

least 10 occasions —
defined by the studies as

“significant use” — in-

VOLUNTARY GROUPS in

the alcohol field should not

develop too great a depen-
dency on federal financing
because this dependence
may threaten their very
existence and independence.

In a luncheon address, the

Hon. Paul G. Rogers, chair-

man, House of Represen-
tatives Sub-Committee on
Health and Environment,
also expre.s.sed concern over

the committment of large

creased from 25.4% in 1968

to 51.6% in 1976.

The pattern of alcohol use

is even more dramatically
illustrated by median use. A
student who uses alcohol on

the median number of

occasions can say that half

the “guys” drink more
frequently than he, and the

grants and contracts to

groups not engaged in

prevention and treatment.
At the same time, Mr

Rogers welcomed the in-

creasing wave of interest in

strengthening the research
capabilities of the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism.
Mr Rogers referred to the

recent authorization of $6
million per year for fiscal

years 1977, 1978 and 1979 for

other half less frequently.

The median for Grade 11

male students increased
from 3.7 occasions in 1968 to

25.9 occasions in 1976. Girls

drink on fewer occasions,
year for year, but the median
increased from 2.4 occasions

in 1968 to 18.7 occasions in

1976.

national alcohol research
centres as “a tremendous
breakthrough”.
He was also heartened by

the conclusion of the
President’s Biomedical
Research Panel which con-

cluded, after a 15-month
study, that the NIAAA must
receive increased research

funds since the percentage

of its budget now devoted to

re.search is the lowest of any
federal institute.

Research boost is ‘heartening’

Alcoholism treatment now a nursing specialty
THE EVOLUTION of the
nursing profession from the

obedient shyness of its early

days to the present “spirited

independence and specializ-

ation” has opened a new and
aggressive approach to the

treatment of alcoholism as a

nursing specialty that can
operate fairly inde-

pendently.

In fact, according to

Evelyn Cohelan, chairman
of the department of nurs-

ing at George Mason Un-

iversity, Fairfax County,
Virginia, nursing people
working in alcoholism
“represent a very relevant

and important speciality in

nursing”.

In the not too distant past.

Dr Cohelan reminded her
audience, alcoholics were
not recognized as patients

about whom nurses should
be concerned.
“Of course, we cared for

many people whose bodies

and minds were damaged by

alcohol consumption, but
when they entered hospital

they were labelled accord-
ing to what was damaged
and alcohol was given only
passing attention.”

While the situation today

is not all that different,
health professionals “are
trying to hasten the coming
of the day” when they have
the skills to deal with al-

cohol abuse so that damage
to minds and bodies can he
prevented.

“With the development of

public health systems,” Dr
Cohelan remarked, “nurses
acquired the skills neces-
sary for their participation.

“And many nurses began to

define their role as one of

leadership.

“Nurses have sustained
this view of themselves as

leaders, moving on to new
challenges as the old ones
are made manageable.”
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Contributing Editor Miian Korcok reports

knowledge of drugs ‘de
TRANQUILLIZERS AND
antidepressants may be the

psychiatrist’s chief phar-
maceutical aids, but a recent

survey done at Albert Ein-
stein College of Medicine at

Montefiore Hospital in the
Bronx, suggests psychia-

trists’ knowledge of these
psychoactive drugs is grossly

deficient.

Richard M. Gottlieb, clin-

ical instructor of psychiatry,

told the meeting the psy-
chiatrist is ill-prepared, psy-

chopharmacologically, to

function optimally in the
setting of the medically ill.

and is likewise ill-prepared

to be a teacher of his medical
colleagues.

The psychiatrist should be
a “model” for the use of psy-

chotropic drugs and a

teacher for his non-psychia-

tric medical colleagues, said

Dr Gottlieb. After all, psy-

choactives are “his” drugs.

Yet, results of a 29-item
questionnaire presented
spontaneously to three
medical groups were sober-

ing indeed. (The groups
were interns and residents

at the end of their training

year in medicine; post-re-

sidency fellows in consulta-

tion and liaison psychiatry
training programs and other
attending physicians at the

end of their training year in

psychiatry; and medical
students during their clin-

ical clerkships in psychiatry

and medicine.)

The survey covered clin-

ical indications for use, basic

pharmacology and phy-
siology, and toxicities and
side effects of the common-
ly-prescribed benzodiazepine,

“minor” tranquillizers, and
tricyclic antidepressant
drugs.

Material focused on when
to prescribe drugs, choice of

routes of administration, do-

sage schedules, drug inter-

actions, and reasons for the
exercise of caution in their

use.

Results of the survey
showed the general level of

knowledge of all three
groups in respect to phy-
siology, pharmacology, and
side effects of benzo-
diazepines was low. None of

the groups could achieve
better than 39% correct

answers.

When it came to depres-

sion and the tricyclic depres-

sants, psychiatric staff

scored considerably better
than either the medical
house staff or medical
students. The psychiatric
students scored in the 80s on
questions regarding clinical

diagnosis and indications for

use, physiology and phar-
macologj', and side effects.

The three groups scored
similarly for questions con-
cerning anxiety and the ben-
zodiazepines — 73% for
clinical indications. 35% for

physiology and phat-

A need for vigilance

Long-term use ofAntabuse has many dangers

macology,
effects.

Such resu
“serious se|

said Dr Gottlii

“Diazepam
azepine) is I

gra^isittijK
the docton^
no sense OUM

ed counh^sj^
be current .

THE POSSIBILITY that
long-term use of disulfiram

(Antabuse) may induce
neurological, gastrointestin-

al, or even cardiovascular
side effects emphasizes the

need for vigilance by phy-
sicans prescribing this drug,

says John Rainey, assistant

professor of psychiatry at

Wayne State University.

Such vigilance should in-

volve mental status and
neurological examinations.
Dr Rainey told the meeting.

Dr Rainey’s concern about
chronic disulfiram use
ari.ses from studies done on

the toxicity potential of car-

bon disulfide, one of the
major metabolites of di-

sulfiram.

Surveys of viscose rayon
workers, who in the course
of their jobs are normally
exposed to consistent levels

of carbon disulfide, showed
increased prevalence of psy-

chopathological, neurolog-
ical, cardiovascular, and
gastrointestinal disorders.

The exposed workers showed
at least three times the
prevalence of arteriosclero-

tic cardiovascular disease
when compared to controlled

groups of workers in the

same factory not exposed to

carbon disulfide.

The workers described in

these studies were exposed
to 30 to 60 mg of carbon dis-

ulfide as an average daily
dose. Dr Rainey calculates
that individuals taking
125-250mg of disulfiram per
day would presumably ab-
sorb approximately the same
levels (disulfiram is 50%
carbon disulfide by molecu-
lar weight) except that the
rayon workers are exposed
only eight hours a day, five

days a week. Disulfiram
users take this drug for
prolonged periods.

Dr Rainey says there are

differences in the absorn-
tion rates and patterns of

carbon disulfide in the at-

mosphere and in the form of

disulfiram.

Atmospheric carbon disul-

fide is rapidly absorbed by
the lungs — absorption and
exhalation reaching equili-

brium in five to six hours,
while the exhalation
produced by the rtietabolism

of disulfiram requires five to

six days.

Consequently, says Dr
Rainey, severe disulfiram
poisoning should more clo-

sely approximate chronic.

Reports of Antabuse depression debunked
DEPRESSION AND organ-

ic brain syndrome are the

two most-commonly report-

ed unwanted reactions to

disulfiram (Antabuse).
But recent tests reported

to the meeting indicate such
reactions could be more
readily attributable to cer-

tain vulnerabilities among
.some of the patients than to

the drug itself.

Martin H. Keller, of the

Medical University of South

I'l' I.S 'I'llVIE to Imry the
myth that disulfiram (An-
tabuse) is a deadly poison,
says Ruth I'ox, a New York
physician who has used the
drug in alxuit 1, (»()() patients

over (he past quarter
century.
”1 can attest to Its ali-

.solute safety if (lie giving of

it Is earefuilv monitored In

! til / OX

Carolina, said studies on 30

subjects (half of whom
received 250 mg disulfiram

daily and half of whom
received placebo) showed
disulfiram induced no sig-

nificant abnormality, and
precipitated no signs of de-

pression in patients not or-

dinarily prone to depression.

There are many reports
linking disulfiram to

behavioral reactions such as

depression, and there are

the first few weeks of ther-

apy and the patient is

cooperative."

'rhis is particularly so

since (he dose has univer-
sally been reduced to 500
mg dally for five days and
then 2.50 mg thereafter.
After two or three years,

many patients may stop
taking It, says I)r l''ox, alth-

ough she rcu'ommends pa-

tients keep it cm hand in

ease* they are (4‘nipt('d to

drink.

Dr I'ox (old tlie meeding;
"I do not bi'lleve Vntahnsc*
works siinplv liecansi* it en-
g<'iut«Ts a fear of drinking,
hut Im'cmusc It also cuts
down tln' o\erw hi'lining
eonfllel an aleoholle goes
throngh whi-n he is ti ving to

etmlrol his aleoliol intake
“If Ih‘ w<‘ii not on An

(abuse he might have (i» -.a\

surveys linking use of this

drug to organic dysfunction,
said Dr Keller. It is also true
that many alcoholics suffer
from depression.

But this does not mean it is

disulfiram that induces the

depression, h^ said.

“It is possible that disul-

firam might induce minimal
degrees of organic malfunc-

tion that cannot be delected

in a population that is al-

ready demonstrating

no to the Impulse to drink
s(‘v<*ral hundred times a day
when in the throes of a

drinking period. When he is

on .Vntahuse, there is no
such eon filet.”

Dr Fox emphasl/es (hat

careful and speeifie in-

structions hv physicians as

to the patient's use of the

drug are ahsolut^dy critical.

Warnings should h«‘ given
patii'iits about certain foods

and drugs wiiieh contain al-

cohol ~ crepe se/«>(tes.

fruits swimming In hrandv.

and French sahul dressing

(which has wine vinegar).

PatU'iits sliould also ht*

aware ot tin- lisks ot Indis-

eriminate use i»f shavi- lo

(ions and nndiM' arm ap
plications (which contain
alcohol) as widl as the manv
eotii'li sv nips.

greater degrees of organic
dysfunction.

“It is a rather unreasona-
ble criterion for attributing

an unwanted reaction to a

drug ... to subjects vulnera-

ble to the unwanted
reaction."

ronsequently. Dr Keeler
cho.se to te.st disulfiram’s de-

pression potential in sub-
jects free from evidence of

mania, schizophrenia, de-

pression, organic brain dys-

function. and paranoiil

phenomena.

The snb.iects, who reeeiv I'd

either disulfiram or jil.iiebo

over the cour.se of one week,
underwent a battery of le.sts

measuring mood, coonlin.i-

tion, organic dysfunction,
reaction time, lecent and
remote memory, and vcili.d

and perfoi iiiaiu c capacity

The' ri'sults showed “ab
solutelv no supiificant dit

feri'iici's" between tliosc

who ree't'Ui'd the dru:‘, and
tbo.si- who received the

placelio

Kurt hermoi'e*. tlu're was
lie evidi'iice that drow siio's.'

and fatieuc were rootlin'

events ot disulfiram tu-al

meiit. said Dr Ki'llci

“It Is our belief that it I lu'

milial dor.eweie one giinil Ot

.lisiilliiam. .iiul tills w.i-.

I edin ed I o .tlUl lOC. .1 tier

1 *1 1 ee d.iv S. t in- I'esllll S wollltl

be dll lei enl .
<.iid Di IsclU i

'
\1 ill'll o! I lie lei !• el disill

1 11 .on ci led CeOles It.nn Die

lllOi- vvbeli soeli .1 ilOM \\.|s

llllll ed
‘

4,600 patients treated over 25 years,

Antabuse is no poison, MD concludes

moderate-to-severe carbon
disulfide poisoning, “and the
effects are more likely to be
irreversible”.

Dr Rainey stresses that

the clinical, biochemical,
and pathological neurotoxic

effects of disulfiram are
strikingly similar to those of

carbon disulfide.

Both ingestion of disulfir-

am and exposure to carbon
disulfide are associated with
depression, lethargy, loss of
libido, psychosi^-,tW^|^ina,
fluctuating neurological
signs, ataxia, incoordina-
tion, and peripheral neur-

opathy.

If carbon disulfide is re-

.sponsible for the findings of

disulfiram neurotoxicity,

.says Dr Rainey, then treat-

ment with this drug could
result in some of the other

toxic effects. A disulfiram

overdose might result in

parkinsonism.'choreoathe-
tosis, thalamic .syndrome,

and endocrine abnormali-
ties. as well as increa.si'ii in-

cidence of arteriosclerotic

cardiovascular disease.

For the physician admin-
istering disulfiram. efforts

to delei t and prevent side

effects might be expanded
beyond the normal cliuical

sign.s and symptoms already
reeocni. t'd, savs Dr Hainey.

Two avldiUon.ll neuix)-

logual tests ea.sily adniinis-

.t'l'ed ituiilw' perinilu'al ex-

amination for corneal an
esthesia (often observed fol-

Uiwing direct contact witb

carbon vlisulfidt- vapors) ami
detection of aller.itions in

the sj/e of (he blnul spot

Hlnid spot enlargemt'iil is

almost iinanablv assoeiatv'd

with the prv seiicv' of a (leri-

tiheral neuropathy in

workers expusv'd to eachtni

disulfivte. and o|vIie neuritis

has bi'cn repvirted in I'.i

lu'iiis taking vhsulfiram

In future it mav he jio.ssi-

ble lo u.si' e.irbon disulfide

ixiiu-enl ration iiii'aMirv

menis ni exhalini air lo

predict disulfiram suit' ef

feels, aiui .iiiv pi edisjiosition

to a rienoselv'i otic car-
diov aseiil.ir disease may lie

pi edii tal'le b\ i out llle dv'tef-

min.ilions ot serum htuipro-

leills. I llolestei o|. and ti vg
Iveelliie lew'ls. s.ivs Dr
tk.onev
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graduatesj
volved wil^
stituUons.
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Internists too came in for

criticism as a consequence of

the study. Dr Gottlieb sug-

gested internists’ “poor
ability” to make the clinical

diagnosis of depressive syn-

drome, together with their

“alarming willingness to

prescribe massive doses of

tricyclic antidepressants
suggest medical staff should

not use antidepressant
medication without expert

assistance”.

Internists also revealed a

tendency to rely too heavily

on pharmaceutical man-
ufacturers’ advertising ma-
terial. In fact, 30% were so

ill-informed they were likely

to devise inappropriate
pharmacological dose
schedules, said Dr Gottlieb.

“If he (the psychia-

trist) is to function as a

teacher of medical students

and non-psychiatric col-

leagues. he must be know-
ledgeable and capable of

thinking on many levels: in-

trapsychic, interpersonal,

psychological, and phar-

macological.

“If he cannot,” said Dr
Gottlieb, “or if he chooses
not to function in these
ways, then he should aban-
don his claim to pre-emin-
aice in psychopharmacology
and his claim to working in

medical education especially

with the medically-ill.”

Individual freedom

Court-committed alcoholics

lag behind voluntary patients

in treatment success
Jehangir Bastani

COURT COMMITMENT of the al-

coholic to a course of involuntary
treatment is coming under increas-

ing scrutiny by advocates of civil

liberties.

There are many who believe that

only dangerousness to others jus-

tifies involuntary commitment, and
that no amount of concern for an
individual’s welfare is sufficient rea-

son to deprive him of his individual

freedom.

These are arguments that cannot
be taken lightly said Jehangir B.
Bastani, acting chief of the psychia-

tric and neurology service of the
Veterans Administration hospital in

Lincoln, Nebraska. But neither can
one negate the growing body of
evidence that court commitment
provides a positive form of interven-

tion and treatment of alcoholics who
might not otherwise come in for care,

he added.
Dr Bastani reported on a three-

year study of 75 alcoholics commit-
ted by the courts to the multidisci-

plinary Alcohol Treatment Unit of

the VA hospital. These veterans were
committed for their drinking prob-

lems by wives, family, or friends.

Results of their treatment course
were compared with those of volun-
tary, non-committed patients over
the same time period.

It appears that 6oth groups (com-
mitted and voluntary) did equally
well in terms of improvement ratings

during their three week in-patient

stay. And though over a three-year

follow up the voluntary patients did

better in terms of maintaining so-

briety, half of the court-committed
patients did not return to drinking.

This is considerably less than the

non-committed voluntary patients,

says Dr Bastani, but 50% sobriety

over a three-year period must be
considered a “satisfactory outcome
with alcoholics”.

Of the voluntary patients followed

up at three years, 27 were sober and
nine drinking, compared to 20 pa-

tients sober and 19 drinking in the

committed group. Drinking status of

the others at follow up was not

known.
In comparing the two groups it was

noted that psychological profiles
showed no consistent differences
between the two groups. There were
significant numbers within each
group (about 30%) who had no real

desire to achieve sobriety, and both
had almost equal numbers of pa-
tients who showed a desire to abstain
completely from alcohol as a result of
their in-patient program.

One of the most consistent differ-

ences showing up during the treat-

ment course was the much longer
time spent by staff with the court-

committed patients. Part of this was
due to the involvement of the pa-

tient’s family in the program as a

means of working through the pa-

tient’s resentment and anger at hav-

ing been committed.
Some of the staff also sensed more

individual responsibility in respect

to this group — as if the community
in general looked to them for suc-

cessful rehabilitation of the court-

committed patient.

Critics of court committment may
postulate that the alcoholics in this

group might well have sought treat-

ment in future even without the
courts, said Dr Bastani.

“However, the timely intervention
of court committment, the real pos-

sibility of the patient, his family and
environment undergoing irreversi-

ble damage by his continuing alcohol

abuse was avoided.”

jrch thwarted under guise of ‘subjects’ rights’
ge 1) ated as a consequence of

,, local political pressures,
sptically

ere con- reported that a locally-
;t,” said constituted community
-tivism, research review committee
ind the fgjt that the investigation
lity are could draw defamatory con-
iority.” elusions regarding the corn-

claims, potency of black mothers,
;ase of a and in order to effectively

rogram monitor the work, the com-
is in the mittee asked to receive 10%
coholic of the research budget as

termin- overhead and demanded the

right to censor reports
emanating from the
research.

The Committee had
previously been given rights

by NIAAA to review the
validity of the program.
The project was moved to

another community.

There is a recurring
notion, said Dr Meyer, that

research subjects must be
protected from researchers

by an adversary process

(consent committee versus

review committee versus
review committee, patient

advocates versus research
physicians.)

The conflict is a salient

one: do patients civil rights

have primary over their

rights to medical care?

Many self-help residential

houses have increasingly
restricted admission to

patients who are
court-referred because the

drop-out rate of volunteers

in these institutions is too

high.

“In the absence of some
system of control, the addict

is not able to modify his own
behavior,” said Dr Meyer.

This concept is particu-

larly important considering

the high recidivism rate of

heroin addicts discharged
from prison.

We have . . . moved into an

area where the ethics of

human experimentation are

increasingly being defined

on the basis of imperatives

that are more consistent
with the principles, prac-
tices, and beliefs of civil

liberties attorneys, .said Dr
Meyer.

“To .some, the scenario is hut

one more repetition of the

classic struggle between
scientists and those who
hold political power ... as to

whether science shall serve

or be independent of politi-

cal ideology.
’

ial drug index to monitor shifts in drug use
A NEW national index of psychoac-

tive drug related deaths has been
developed by a research team from
the University of California at

Irvine.

The index, keyed in to medical ex-

aminers’ and coroners’ offices in

major urban centres, is expected to

strengthen greatly existing means of

monitoring future shifts in drug u.se

in America.

Already, through its pilot te.sting

in three cities, and its subsequent
analyses of 2,000 drug deaths in nine
urban centres, the index is being
hailed as “the most extensive sur-
vey” of its kind ever done.

Jon F. Heiser, assistant adjunct
professor, department of psychiatry
and human behavior, told the meet-
ing that the data base resulting from
this index may allow a baseline
against which to measure various
treatment and intervention
measures, and criminal ju.stice

deterrents.

The key to the .system is a report-

ing form for drug-involved deaths
which con.si.sts of about 135 questions
concerning biographic and demogra-
phic variables; on-site toxicological

and post-mortem investigations;
treatment prior to death; psy-
chological and psychiatric back-
ground: and suicide.

The cities used in this reporting

network were Chicago, Cleveland,

Dallas, Los Angeles. Miami, New
York, Philadelphia, San Franci.sco,

and Washington. The samples repre-

sented all or nearly all drug-involved

deaths in 1973 in Dalla.s, Miami, San
Franci.sco, and Washington, and cer-

tain proportions of reported ca.ses in

the other cities.

This is what some of the prelimin-

ary- data showed:

• Of the 2,000 drug-relalt'd deaths,

approximately two thirds were
among male and were more often

associated with narcotics, homicide,

and other forms of violence. Female

deaths were often as.sociated with

barbiturates and suicides;

• Among drug-related deaths,

there were more Whites than Blacks,

about one-third of the victims were
unemployed, over half had been ar-

rested at least once (a third convict-

ed of felonies), many were heavy
drinkers and .smokers;

• Except for (Jeveland. Dallas,

and Miami, narcotics or barbiturates

were involved in the majority of

deaths;

• Narcotics related death victims

were generally poorer than were
u.sers of other drugs, were more in-

volved in strei't buys, and mo.st often

died accidentally from drug over-

dose:

• People whose deaths were barbi-

turate-related tended to be older,

more often they obtaim d their drugs
by legal prescript i'lns, and frequent-

ly they used the.se drugs to commit
suicide;

• Barbiturate us'-r.s were shown to

have less involvement with heavy
drinking than narcotic users and
fewer arrest records; and,
• Depre.ssion, divorce, and marital

.s(‘paration were the most frequently

not(‘d stressi's or inoblems. .Suicide

victims more often lived alone.

Dr Heiser empha.siz«'d the impor-

tanc(‘ of continuing this monitoring
effort and correlating the findings to

other data concerning drug-involved

deaths. The Uf'I team is currently

collecting data on an additional 1 ,000

cases of drug-involved deaths in the

.same nine cities.

It is also conducting proficiency

testing of toxicological laboratories

involved in the network. To date it

has found considerable variation in

the reliability of these labs due to

different preci dures used in differ-

ent cities.

The research teams index = i.oi

were- support(‘d hv NID.' e

SAODAP.
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Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse 1976:

Mary Hager reports from San Francisco

Cross-cultural studies highlight conference
“ENLIGHTENMENT IS
creeping in” to the drug
abuse and alcoholism treat-

ment fields, David Smith
said here.

Ten years ago at the first

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Conference sponsored by
the Haight Ashbury Free
Medical Clinic, presenta-
tions were made about the

cross-cultural uses of drugs
“but we were criticized for

encouraging drug use,” Dr
Smith recalled.

A full morning session at

this year’s conference .was

devoted to cross-cultural
comparisons and some his-

torical perspective on al-

coholism and drug use —
and the reactions were to-

tally different.

“It is really encouraging
that this type of presenta-
tion is now well received,”

Dr Smith observed. He is

director of the Haight Ash-
bury Clinic and conference
chairman.
One participant, Marlene

Dobkin de Rios of the
medical anthropology de-

partment at the Universi-

ty of California, San Fran-
ci.sco, noted that “abuse is

not a factor in the tradition-

al societies of the world”.

The biological, psy-
chological, social-interac-
tional and cultural variables

within a society interact
with the pharmacological
effects of given drugs. There
is a great deal of “stereo-

typical patterning of drug
experience.” Visionary ex-

periences, for instance, are

often culturally pro-
grammed and part of the
socialization process, Ms
Dobkin de Rios explained.

As in other societies, there
is a certain degree of drug
ritualization in American
society, she continued, cit-

ing the cocktail party, the
smoking ritual and rock
concerts as examples. Such
ritualistic use is considered
“destructive by much of
American society,” an atti-

tude which “has to do with
prohibitive patterns without
regards to harmful effects”.

Anthropological and
cross-cultural analyses sug-

gest that certain aspects of

society define what is use
and what is abuse, she noted.

For instance, in the pre-
Spanish new world, the use
of alcohol once led to a re-

primand, and after that the
offender was killed, a situa-

tion which changed when
the Spaniards arrived.

She said she would like to

see drug abuse defined as
when the substance serious-

ly interferes with the health
and functioning of an
individual.

She also suggested the
“generational components”
be considered. The psy-
choactive drugs of prefer-
ence in one group might
contrast with the hallucin-

ogens of another, she said.

John Kramer of the de-

partment of pharmacology
at the University of Califor-

nia, Irvine, debunked the
myth that heroin was intro-

duced as a treatment for
morphine.

Heroin, Dr Kramer said,

was introduced at the end of

the 19th century as a substi-

tute for codeine in cough su-

pressants, since in much
smaller doses it was much
more effective than codeine.
It did not have the side ef-

fects of codeine and seemed
ideal until one physician
noted that some patients
tended to become addicted
and others needed increas-

ingly higher doses.

pav/d Smith

The idea that heroin was
introduced as a treatment
for morphine and was widely
used was probably part of

the efforts in 1910 to get the
National Drug Control Act
passed. Dr Kramer sug-

gested.

CLEAN URINE should not
be the sole criterion for suc-

cess in the treatment of
drug addiction, in the opin-

ion of a California phy-
sician.

“Neither Congress nor the
public was very concerned
with addiction at that time
and the data was distorted to

sell the idea. People who
were victims became ‘drug
fiends’ ” and the demoniza-
tion idea was created, he
noted.

Such thinking. Dr Kramer
added, “created our atti-

tudes and many of our prob-
lems.” It also pinpoints the
difficulties society has com-
ing to terms with drug use
and the risks.

“We have got to look at

other societies and other
times to understand the
roles and risks and how to

handle drug use,” he said.

Barbara Myerhoff, as-

sociate professor of anth-
ropology at the University of

Southern California, de-
scribed the “peyote hunt”
experience of Mexico’s Hui-
chol Indians. Dr Myerhoff
defined as common elements
of their highly ritualized
drug use, a sense of unity,

peacefulness, eucharistic
brotherly love, a transcen-
dence of space and time, and
“upside-down, backwards
quality of life” and a loosen-
ing of social cognitive ca-

tegories, often leading to

creative expression.

To the Indians, peyote is a

drug of non-abuse, she said,

and all members of the tribe

have used it. Peyote, is thor-

oughly embedded in the
tribal customs.

Josette Escamilla-Mon-
danaro, medical director of
the Adolescent and Young
Adult Alcohol Program and
director of the Pregnant
Addict Program at Marin
Open House, suggested that
“a better indication is that
the individual has learned
to do something else”.

Methadone, she said, is

“not the answer,” since it

“perpetuates the bad par-
enting” by implying that
addicts are irresponsible
and failures.

. In addition, methadone is

a highly anesthetizing drug.
“If a patient is not feeling
psychic pain, you can’t do
therapy”.

“Methadone, is counter
productive. It won’t and
doesn’t work.”

She observed it is hard to

go against methadone,
because that is what gets the
funding, but she challenged
that “all of a sudden the
drug abuse field has lost

creativity. We need to go
back where the spirit was
when we got into the field”.

“Programs haven’t pro-

duced success and many are
moving into other fields
leaving behind those they
started to serve,” she said.

“I think we’ve lost our soul.”

The drug is not what
makes the difference, “it’s

something that comes .

before the bad choice”. She
noted that some “battered
individuals” turn to drug
abuse, some are sulpidad, J
some depressed and<some
workaholics.

They can be helped, but
they need a warm environ-
ment and a one-to-one rela-

tionship “with a closed door.

They need trust and
respect”.

Alcoholics need benefits

Expanded coverage among NIAAA goals; Noble
“TO BRING treatment into

the mainstream of the
health sy.stem and to provide
vastly expanded coverage,”
are primary goals of the
National Institute of Al-
coholism and Alcohol Abuse,
according to Director Plrnest

P. Noble.

Dr Noble told the meeting
that insurance carriers and
lhird-i)arty payers must be
convinced that alcoholics
need both resources and
treatment, as he spelled out

the priorities of th(> NIAAA.
It is important for al-

coholism to be covered as a

primary diagnosis, and for

coverage to be provided for

trealmenl away from a gen

Ernest Noble

eral hospital setting, he stat-

ed. Currently, Dr Noble ad-

ded, benefits are only availa-

ble to alcoholics who are al-

ready in a “sorry state”.

He also emphasized a need
for greater training in al-

coholism for all health
professionals. Another goal

is to establish courses in al-

coholism in all medical and
allied health .schools and to

ensure that physicians al-

ready in practice also have
access to such courses.

lie recalled his own lack of

exposure to alcoholism dur-

ing his training and the lack

of compassion shown for al-

coholic patients on tlu' ward.
"Alcoholics were an oh jt'ct

of scorn,” lu* said. "'I'he atli

tude was that they would
eil her die, or I hat they would
gel symptomatic relief. In'

dischargi'd, n'turn to drink
mg and die later

“This altitude iiersists,”

Dr Notile continued "The
stigma and bias n(‘(‘d to be
replaced by understanding

“Alcoholism,” is a be-

havioral, biological and
social probb'in. The answers
will not b«‘ found in a test

lube.”

lie notiMl that alcohol has
bei'ii embeddt'd in man's cul

ture for generations and
that alcohol does have the

properties of a drug, in addi-

tion to the p.sychological and
social aspects.

The health problems are

.severe, but .social activities

involved with alcoholism
“are heavily imbedded in the
culture.” Further, alcohol is

legal, he said.

"It is a complex issue.

.Society shrugs the warnings.
Statistics show accelerated

use, particularly among
woimm, the disadvantaged
and youth,” he said. “It’s dis-

heartening. I suspect the
statistics will continue to

mount.”

The answers "will need
the liesi minds we can find,"

Dr Noble stated. "We need
mon' than a partial .solution.

We need more than a Han-
daid. We must spend more
lime investigating areas
oulsKh'of the laboratory".

in anolber presmilalion,

.Stuart Nightingale, assis

lani director of the National
Insliluli' of Drug Abuse,
noted Ibal re.search is a

"high priority area" for
NIDA. The Inslilule has a

commilim'iil to epidmuio
logy, and to efforts to maki'

information as widely avail-

able as possible. Dr Night-
ingale said.

Provision of technical as-

.sistance to single state agen-

cies and to communities, as

well as direct delivery of ser-

vice to tho.se who need it. are

other priorities of NIDA. he
.said.

Dr Nightingale cited in-

ternational activities which
are "not a very visible activi-

ty.” but essential to the
overall control of drug
abuse. Such activity consists

mainly of technical assis-

tant' to countries that have
a significant drug abuse or

drug traffic problem, he
added.

NIDA has now achieved
"

1) u r (' a u c r a t i c maturity"
which will enable the insti-

tute to carry out functions
more effectively. NID.A has
become a leader in setting

standards and in reviewing
criteria involving drugs and
drug abuse for other agen-
cies, Dr Nightingale noted.

Loran .Archer, director of

the Office of Alcoholism in

(’alifornia, said that ('al-

ifornia receives liack only
1
‘V» of the federal alcohol

taxes paid hy the state in

terms of programs for alco-

holism.

"This is a poor form of

pro-paid health insurance."
lie said. .Alcohol taxes are an
easy source of tax revenue,
but the revenues are ran'ly

used for treatment and
rehabilitation, he charged.

"1 think it is important
that the alcohol taxes be
raised again, but the money
should be used for the treat-

ment and rehabilitation of

alcoholics. I feel the federal

goveriiinent has great re-

.sponsibility in the provision

of resources. Mr .Archer

.said.

Prevention is a major con-

cern of the State Gffice of

Narcotics and Drug Abuse,

Director Stuart Snyder told

the audience. Prevention is

tremendously iiiiporlant, he
noted, because treatment
programs offer only "finite

success".

He added that “we have to

slop the iiicrea.se in all kinds
of drug use".

He said it is es.sential to

bring all kinds of drug abu.se

programs, including al-

coholism together. Instead

of competing for money, "I

think the programs should
fight together."
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COLLISIONCOURSE

Content and Purpose

"Collision Course” is a dromotic essay which explores

the potentially tragic consequences of mixing even mod-
erate amounts of alcohol with the complex task of driving.

It is designed to impress upon the viewer that one is at

risk even when generally socially-acceptable drinking

behavior is practised.

The viewer is introduced to a young middle-class

couple and their parents. The film follows the young
couple's activities throughout the evening; taking in a

movie and having a few beers with friends. At the same
time, their parents are discussing some known facts

relating to problems contributing to the carnage on the

roads. Also introduced is a blue collar worker who, after

a tiring day on the job and a couple of after-work drinks,

takes to the highway.

The film dramatically analyzes the behavior of the

indviduals involved and their subsequent actions.

As the audience is geared to suspect from the first, the

young couple and the blue collar worker eventually

meet ... in the middle of the night on a lonely road.

Audience and Use

Collision Course is an action film which is ideal for

use with a variety of audiences (e.g. driver education

programs, driver training courses, home and school

associations, student groups, community action groups).

Community workers in the alcohol and drug dependency

field will find this film a valuable teaching aid in the

exploration of legal, social and behavioral aspects of

drinking-driving issues.

^ Order Form:
I Forward order to:

I Addiction Research Foundation,

I % Marketing Services

I 33 Russell Street,

I Toronto, Ontario

I MSS 2S1

V

This film will not be available until May 7, 1976

More Information Purchase . . . $325.00

n Payment enclosed

Name:

Organization:

Address:

n Preview . . . $35.00

Bill me

\
I

/
16mm, color film

, 17 minutes
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Canada’s alcohol programs are ‘stagnating’

WINNIPEG—There is grow-
ing indication that alcoholism
treatment and rehabilitation
programs in Canada are stag-

nating and less effective than
they could be because of a re-

luctance to try new ways, says
a University of Manitoba soci-

ologist.

Angus Reid, assistant
professor of sociology in the

university’s, department of

social and preventive medicine,

said in an interview part of this

reluctance in the alcoholism
treatment field could have to do
with funding difficulties.

Dr Reid is conducting a

$127,000 nation-wide study of

alcoholism treatment and re-

habilitation programs. The
project involves himself and
one research assistant, as well

as 14 so-called contractors,
who will interview therapists
and clients of between 500 and
700 alcoholism treatment pro-

grams from coast to coast this

year.

The team hopes to have most
of the research data by next
autumn. A report on findings

and interpretation is not ex-

pected until a year from now.

The research is supported by
the Non-Medical Use of Drugs
Directorate in the federal
health and welfare depart-
ment.

Preliminary indications sug-
gest “that research doesn’t
have the kind of effect one
might think it has on the treat-

ment of the alcoholic,’’ said Dr
Reid.

“It doesn’t seem to be a ques-
tion of one going out, doing re-

search, and then translating
the results into (treatment)
program policy.”

In some cases this means re-

search was a waste of money.
Dr Reid said.

“We often spend money on
research which tries to legiti-

mate decisions people already
intended to make before the
research got underway.”
Dr Reid added: “At the heart

of this study is the wish to find
out the extent to which alco-

holism treatment and rehabili-

tation programs across the
country are able to be creative

and innovative.

“I have yet to see a research
report on any phase of treat-

ment which is optimistic about
our ability to treat success-
fully.

“Most studies will say, in ef-

fect, yes, perhaps a number of

people can go through this or
that specific program and do
fine, but on the whole people
may as well just stay home and
not bother.”

In Dr Reid’s opinion, this in-

dicates “we have a pressing na-
tional health problem— alco-

holism-and are not able to be
as effective in dealing with it

as we might be.

“So, the question I ask is

how can we develop organiza-

tions and programs which will

be very sensitive to innovation
—programs which will be will-

ing to experiment and inno-
vate.”

Dr Reid conducted a similar,

limited study on the effective-

ness of alcoholism treatment
here in Manitoba last year.

“One thing that study
showed was that there are

(continued from page 4)
In the very editorialwhich Dr

Rudin uses as the launching
pad for his response, he seems
to have blacked out such key
phrases as: “Despite some
pretty sound evidence that the
drug can’t be good for anyone’s
health (just as tobacco and
alcohol can’t) and that it might
in fact be harmful, decriminali-
zation is taking place”.

He then “defies” The Jour-
nal to go back through its past
issues to “fine one — just one”
article which gives a rather un-
favorable view of marijuana,
and suggests that this can’t be
done.
Decriminilizgtion must not

imply endorsement Pot
harmful to heart disease
patients . . . Scientist sees long
term pot risks ... To legalize

pot would be a mistake . . . are
headlines that have appeared in
The Journal far more recently
than six months^ and that is

just for starters.

built-in constraints against
any kind of innovation and ex-

perimentation in the field in
this province.

“The one pattern of innova-
tion that seemed to be em-
ployed was actually to start
new agencies-and they are al-

ways started up on very preca-
rious funding. You never
really have a chance to try out
new models of treatment in

any significant way when you
go this route.”

The Journal has never urged
legalization of this drug, it has
never suggested this is a benign
chemical. It has sought, and
will continue to seek, a rational
discussion of the real issues
that surround use of this drug— one of the most critical
issues being the emotionalism
of extremists to whom objec-
tivity itself is anathema — be-
cause objectivity allows the
“other” guy to speak his piece.

To reiterate from our May,
1976 editorial, one that should
not have escaped Dr Rudin’s
scrutiny: “Decriminalization is

occuring in many places. And
in light of that fact (we) urge
society to make adequate pre-
paration to keep the potentially
harmful health and social
effects of marijuana use to a

minimum”.
We also suggest Dr Rudin

purchase a copy of The Jour-
nal’s anthology of cannabis
articles published between
1972 and 1975. This is the one
entitled: The other side speaks
out . . . cannabis a highly
dangerous drug.

As for Dr Rudin’s philo-
sophical non-sequitor: to be pro
marijuana is to be anti-esta-
blishment is to be anti-Ameri-
can . . . WHEW! For a staff that

spends so much time in the US
reporting on activities in the
drug field to be called
xenophobic is . . . well . . .

xenophobic.

Self-care
Dear Sir,

At a time of increasing public
concern with the costs of health
care ser\ices, Reginald Smart
is to be congratulated on his

statement questioning our
widely held assumptions about
the effectiveness of treatment
services for problem drinkers
and drug addicts (The Journal,
June).
Please permit me to add a

couple of additional comments.
It is quite true, based on the

evidence of the research litera-

ture to date, that in general
'“spontaneous recovery" ap-
pears to account for almost as

much improvement among
problem drinkers as invol-
vement in formal type treat-

ment. However, Dr Smart’s
other point tliat changes are
ol)serve(l to lake place among a

l)ercenlage of individuals in

iiolh groups is also highly sig-

nificant and not to he
overlooked.

WANT CURRENT
DRUG & ALCOHOL
INFORMATION?

hREE CATALOG

Write or Cell:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON DRUG ABUSE

8 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 321-1230

A result of this has been
that “the field is becoming in-

creasingly resistant to innova-
tion, and the uncertainty of
funding is one reason for
this,” said Dr Reid.

“Just look at the funding in
this field-it’s ridiculous.
There seem to have been more
than a hundred Local Initia-
tive Program projects around
the country regarding alcohol-
ism a few years ago. Now you
can’t find any of them.”

The fact that Dr Smart is on-
ly able to hint at possible rea-

sons for recovery in the two
groups suggests that im-
provement upon our current
efforts at rehabilitating prob-
lem drinkers and drug addicts
— regardless of whether or not
this involves treatment as Dr
Smart somewhat ambiguously
defines the term — will be very
much a function of the extent
to which refinement in iden-
tifying the specific factors as-

sociated with recovery contin-
ues as a research priority in the
chemical dependence field.

David Blackwell

Director,

Pilot Projects

Addiction Research Found-
ation

Restrict use
Sir:

Once again The Journal has
brought to its readers detailed
information regarding the al-

cohol problem in many parts
of the world.

The recent report from the
findings of Terry Jones MPP
in Ontario contains many
worthwhile suggestions and
recommendations; Roy Mc-
Alurtry. Attorney General for

Ontario offers wise counsel in

different fields of restriction:

Marc Lalonde. Ftnieral Health
Minister recommends revised
regulations on advertising in

that such never presents "the
truth" as to what "alcohol is

and does".

Millions of dollars have been
spent on establishing various
commissions to study the alco-

hol problem, and especially the

teenage drinking problem
which has been more preva-
lent since tlie lowering of the

legal drinking age.

Nothing is ever tione to elim-
inate or delete the one and
only cause of the problem
alcohol. While the so-called

epidemic of alcoholism con-
tinues to increase, and
ti'enagers become aleoholics at

an earlier age than ever before,

our controlling agencies con-

tinue to open more outlets,

issue more licences, and
remove legislation that is in

any way restrictive. Iluis en-

couraging more people to

drink, moderately of cour.se.

The whole program .seems to

be inconsistent, worthle.ss, and
ineffective. It provides no sol-

ution to the problem 1 com-
nieiul Harry W. Heardsley for

his comments on "liealcoholi-

/ation" III The Journal (May).
l''arnier.s are restricted as to

the amount of milk they can

produce. Gan the alcohol in-

dustry not be restricted as to

their amount of production?

Janet L. Armstrong, Editor,

Ontario W(TU News Bulletin

Spencervllle, Ontario

NEW PUBLICATION

No. 11

WOMEN AND PSYCHOACTIVE
DRUG USE

An Interim Annotated Bibliography

Published May 1976
Paperbound, 189 pp U.S.A. $7.00

Special Canadian Price $3.00

Offered as a result of a grant from the Non-

Medical Use of Drugs Directorate, Ottawa.

An interim bibliography of the English language literature in-

cluding research studies, clinical reports, review articles, and
letters to the editor, published between 1945 and Spring 1975.

The bibliography cites articles dealing with alcohol addiction,

licit and illicit drug use, cigarette smoking, the portrayal of

women in drug advertisements, implications of drug ingestion

during pregnancy, and methods of treating drug addiction in

women.

— complete citations and annotation of 364 papers
— 1 1 3 keyword indicators

— full indexing
— Microfiche: 330 articles available. . . $110.00

ORDER FROM : Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Services
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1
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Bootleg liquor

Three thousand people have
died in India each year since

1950 from drinking lethal
bootleg liquor. According to

the Illustrated Weekly of In-

dia, thousands of others have
been blinded or physically han-
dicapped by the corrosive in-

gredients in the home-made
hooch.

Leaders stop drinking

President Gaafar al-Nimeiry
of Sudan has warned his min-
isters and legislators to give up
alcoholic drinks or resign. In
an open letter, the President
said he “will find no excuse in

the ill-behavior of my aides”.

His letter, published in local

newspapers, gave the leaders
one week’s grace to declare
their intentions.

Teenage alcoholics

drinks was sherry, vodka,
brandy, white rum, gin and
dark rum. The under-25’s like

vodka best.

Czech drinkers

Only half of the 15-year-olds in

Czechoslovakia drink no al-

cohol. By the time they are 18,

only 17% do not drink, accord-

ing to a Czechoslovak news-
paper.

Cairo bill

The Egyptian People’s Assem-
bly has adopted a bill forbid-

ding Egyptians to drink an al-

coholic beverage in public.
Supporters said the bill would
curb violence and make society

conform to Islam the state

religion. The bill also bars sales

of liquor except in certain
shops, and advertisements of

alcoholic drinks in public
places.

Alcoholism in New Zealand
known as ‘Catholic disease’
AUCKLAND, NZ — Roman
Catholics in New Zealand have
an incidence of alcoholism
twice as high as that of the rest

of the community, according to

recently published figures.

Catholics, both nominal and
practising, comprise 15.8% of

the total population. But they
apparently make at least 30%
of the country’s estimated
100,000 alcoholics.

In Auckland, Henry Whittle,
who is in charge of the Car-
rington Hospital intensive
therapy unit for alcoholics,
speaks from 10 years’ exper-
ience in describing alcoholism
as “the Catholic disease”.

A recent spot-check on 200
consecutive admissions to his
unit revealed that 31% were
Catholics.

In Wellington, the superin-
tendent of the Salvation

Army’s treatment program.
Major Noel C. Manson, reports
a 37% ratio of Catholics among
total new admissions in 1975.

Dr Whittle believes the main
cause of the high incidence of

Catholic alcoholism is spiritual.

“Catholic alcoholics,’’ he
maintains, “are hounded by
their concept of a harsh, unfor-
giving God. With their burden
of guilt — some real, some
neurotic — they are completely
devoid- of hope. Catholic al-

coholics have absolutely no
concept of the Christ who loves

with an infinite love even while
we are sinners.”

The medical superintendent
of Carrington Hospital, Fraser
McDonald, who is also widely
experienced in treating al-

coholism, believes the Irish

cultural tradition among New
Zealand Catholics is a major

culprit, giving rise to a distort-

ed idea of hospitality and a false

concept of masculinity.

He says Catholics have am-
bivalent feelings about alcohol.

On the one hand, they tell their

children that drunkenness is a

terrible sin; but on the other-

hand Irish Catholic tradition
demands that ordinary hospi-

tality be shot through with
heavj' drinking behavior.

“Putting alcohol into people
like this is a very sure way of

manufacturing alcoholics,” he
says.

Dr. Whittle and Dr McDonald
— themselves both Catholics —
say the church in New Zealand
is not facing up to the problem
of alcoholism among its

members, either by educating
itself or by providing adequate
facilities for treatment and
rehabilitation.

UK barmen are under attack
Sweden has banned the
country’s most popular beer
because it was causing teenage
alcoholism. Parliament voted
to abolish the medium-strength
‘Two B’ beer which contains
3.6% alcohol, from July next
year. Only a weaker brew con-

taining 2.8% alcohol will be
available after that time in

grocery stores. A stronger beer
with 4.5% alcohol will still be
available in state-monopoly
shops which strictly enforce a

minimum age of 20 for

customers.

None for the road

To make the public more aware
of the alternatives to alcoholic

drinks, the New South Wales
Temperance Alliance of Aus-
tralia staged a ‘None for the
Road’ campaign recently. Free
samples of non-alcoholic drinks
were handed out to the public

on separate occassions, includ-

ing a Juice Julep, Cider Rickey,
and Tall Clove Purple.

Scots vodka

Scotch is enjoyed by half of

Scotland’s adults but vodka,
white rum, and sherry are
nevertheless gaining populari-
ty. A recent survey showed that
after whiskey the popularity of

LONDON — Bartenders who
are unwilling to tackle teenag-

ers on legal or crowd control

grounds are in part responsi-

ble for the alarming rise in vi-

olent crimes associated with al-

cohol and committed by young
people, says Anthony Arm-
strong, Chief Constable of Bed-
fordshire county, north of

London.
He made his attack on bar-

men in presenting a report on
Alcohol and Crime published
by the Christian Economic and
Social Research Foundation.
As part of the study, Mr Arms-

JERUSALEM-Thirty per
cent of the doctors in this city

have stopped smoking — as

compared with only 13% of the
general population, according
to a survey just completed by
the Ministry of Health.
The survey was among all

the city’s doctors, and 70% (or

600 doctors) answered the
questionnaire.

trong arranged for 1,220 court

cases in Bedfordshire to be
monitored by researchers.

The report said there were
nearly 100,000 proven cases of

drunkenness in England and
Wales in 1975. In addition, po-

lice initiated more than 66,000

proceedings for drinking and
driving offences.

“Probably two-thirds of a

million crimes and offences
might not have occurred if al-

cohol had not been consumed
at a critical time, and it is pos-

sible that the number touched

Of those answering, 45% said
they had never smoked; 30%
said they had stopped; 18%
smoked cigarettes and another
7% smoked pipes or cigars.

Surprisingly, of the 18% cig-

arette smokers, 27% smoked
five or fewer cigarettes a day
and 21% smoked between five

and ten cigarettes a day.

upon a million,” it adds.

Mr Armstrong, who said he
is a social drinker, declared:
“A great proportion of today’s

violent crimes are committed
by juveniles after drinking.

“The weakness of some bar-

men, ill-equipped to deal with
habitual drunkards and unable
or unwilling to refuse drinks
to juveniles, must contribute
to some extent to alcohol-

associated crimes.”

Many young lives had been
spoiled and a number of teen-

age boys killed after fights at

discotheques and dance halls.

Almost always there was in-

controvertible evidence of ex-

cessive drinking, Mr Arm-
strong claimed.

In many areas, teenage
toughs are so rowdy and rough
that they in fact dominate a

number of pubs and have
driven out older customers,
who prefer to drink in their

own homes instead of risking

an unprovoked attack.

Mr Armstrong said he
thought the ideal British bar-

man should be “a physically
imposing man, a man who is

fairly young who has a knowl-

edge of the licensing laws and
who is a responsible person”.

The Chief Constable said he
was in favor of an examination
for barmen coupled with a

training course similar to

those now carried out by the

large breweries before putting
people in charge of pubs in

their chains.

Mr Armstrong declared that

the present law, which permits
teenagers to drink at age 18 is

perfectly adequate. However,
this law must be enforced and
he would be against any drive

to have the legal age for drink-

ing lowered.

If barmen took their job se-

riously, and exercised their
strength and knowledge of the
laws, then many pubs could
lure back the lost older cus-

tomers.

Researchers said in their re-

port that nearly half the men
charged with offences concern-
ing theft had drunk before
they carried out the crimes.
More than 50% of those
charged with dangerous or of-

fensive behavior had had
something to drink before-
hand.

Health survey shows

Israeli MD’s quit smoking

Young

addicts

grouped

together

in British

treatment

program

LONDON — Britain’s first

specialized alcoholism treat-

ment program for young
people within the National
Health Service — estab-
lished in the city of Glasgow
— has produced some
promising results.

Jay Fischer, Charing
Cross Clinic for Drug and
Alcohol Problems, Glasgow,
and Brian Coyle of the
Douglas Inch Clinic for Fo-

rensic Psychiatry, Glasgow,
said the Young Persons Pro-

gram — known as the YPP
and restricted to patients
under 30 — had produced a

five-fold improvement in re-

spect of “continued treat-

ment contact” for that age
group.
The workers said the usual

practice in Britain is for

young patients to be includ-

ed in treatment where the

predominant age range is

35-50. Specialized treatment
for the under 30s within the

NHS was ‘non existent’, they

said.

Yet the practice of inter-

spersing younger with older

drinkers ignored the pos-

sibility they might have dif-

ferent or more severe emo-
tional problems, and that
these could best be dealt
with by separate treatment.

The practice might also un-

dermine a basic feature of

specialized treatment — the

fostering of group co-

hesiveness.

A closed group of eight
patients formed the first

YPP. Patients were con-
sidered unsuitable for treat-

ment if they demonstrated
psychotisism, low level of

motivation, self-injecting

drug abuse, or barbiturate

use.

Meetings lasting 75 min-
utes were held on Tuesdays
and Saturdays (it was
thought important to in-

clude a weekend meeting
because that is when drink-

ing is heaviest in Glasgow).
Within the group, patients

were encouraged to express

and explore feelings about
themselves and other group
members.

“Considerable emphasis is

given to exploring present

problems, as opposed to past

history,” the authors said.

“Such an approach offers

maximum possibility for
modifying present maladap-
tive behavior (Mintz 1971).

This is not to minimize the
importance of past exper-
ience — but rather it is our
clinical judgment that ur^-

due emphasis on the past is

often a means of avoiding
present interpersonal or in-

tra-p.sychic difficulties.”

Individual treatment
goals were .set at intake in-

terview. Early alcohol
abusers might be urged to

return to moderate drinking
while advanced alcohol
abu.sers would be given ab-

stinence as an objective.

Dr Fischer and Mr Coyle
.said the original intention to

admit new patients after in-

take interview and as space
became available, was
dropped because “prema-
ture terminations” (some
patients failed to attend
more than one session)
proved discouraging to other
group members.

Instead, the group sug-
ge.sted that following intake

interview, potential new pa-

tients should attend a basic

discussion group called the

“survival group”.

Patients are now required

to attend the Survival Group
for three weeks before ad-

mittance to the YPP itself.

Compari.son of 16 YPP pa-

tients with a group of 72 pa-

tients aged over 30, showed
that 37.5% of the first group
completed 15 se.ssions where-
as only 21.0% of the older

group did.

The success of the YPP
continuation rate was five

times as great as was
achieved with that age group
before the YPP was set up.

Dr Fi.scher and Mr Coyle
consider the results chal-
lenge the notion, suggested
in the literature, that
younger patients have a

poorer j)rognosis with re-

.spect to continued treatment
contact than do older
patients.

They also suggest
specialized treatment ser-

vices for young problem
drinkers should be further
explored. Cohesivene.ss and
continued treatment contact
are related, they stressed, to .

successful treatment.
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Hom to Prevent Tomorrow’s

Health Problems

TODAY (Prevention is better than cure)

Subscribe today to HEALTH, official publication of The Health League of Canada.

HEALTH is now in its 42nd year of publication in Canada. It appears quarterly - Spring, Sum-

mer, Autumn, Winter and each issue carries articles on personal and public health - written

in popular style by physicians, dentists and other specialists in health conservation.

Here, for example, are just a few of the many timely and authoritative features which appeared

in HEALTH during the past year:
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• After That Heart Attack
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Evaluation of Depend-
ence Liability ana De-

B
endence Potential of
rugs

. . . Report of a World Health
Organization Scientific Group

This report reviews the work
of the WHO on the evaluation
of dependence liability and po-

tential of drugs, and considers

the pre-clinical and clinical

methods of assessing their
physical dependence. Methods
of detecting the existence of

drug problems in society are
included, and research and
methodological issues concern-
ing the evaluation of depend-
ence liability and potential of

various categories of psychoac-
tive drugs are discussed. The
report concludes with several
recommendations for re-

search.

(World Health Organization
Technical Report Series, No.
577. Information Canada, 171

Slater St., Ottawa, Ont. 1975.

50p.)

Predicting Adolescent
Drug Abuse: A review
of Issues, Methods and
Correlates

. . . edited by Dan J. Lettieri

This book contains a collection

of recent work on aspects of
the prediction of drug-abusing
behavior with particular refer-

ence to youth. The topics dis-

cussed include; conceptual is-

sues, nosologicial and clinical

approaches, methodological is-

sues; intrapersonal, behavioral
and interpersonal factors, and
developmental studies.

(National Institute on Drug
Abuse, US Government Print-
ing Office, Washington. DC,
20402. 1975. 371p $4.90)

Other Books

The Persistent Poppy: A Com-
puter-Aided Search for Heroin
Policy-Levin, Gilbert, Rob-
erts, Edward B., and Hirsch.
Gary B. Ballinger Publishing
Co., Cambridge, 1975: Heroin
addiction, narcotic control, sys-

tem analysis. 232p.
Management of Adolescent
Drug Misuse: Clinical, Psycho-
logical, and Legal Perspectives
-Gamage, James R. (ed).
STASH Press, Beloit, 1973:
“Proceedings of the second an-

nual symposium of the Stu-
dent Association for the Study
of Hallucinogens.” 139p.

Drug Effects on the Fetus-
Techmann-Duplessis, H. ADIS
Press, Sydney, 1975. “A Sur-
vey of the mechanisms and ef-

fects of drugs on embryoge-
nenisis and fetogenesis.” 267p.

The Economics of Methadone
Maintenance—Hannan, Timo-
thy H. D. C. Heath and Co., To-
ronto, 1975. Addict behavior,
benefit of methadone, treat-

ment, program and problems
of evaluation, cost-benefit.

165p.

Marijuana and Health Hazard
-Tinklenberg, J. R. (ed). Aca-
demic Press, Inc., New York,
1975. 178p.

Drugs in Combination with
other Therapies-Greenblatt.
M. (ed). Grune and Stratton.
Inc., New York, 1975. 202p.

JUST
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lo^noga and abuaa ol alcohol

• How many young people drink?

• How much do they drink?

• How can parents and teachers respohd?

• What is government’s role?

by Reginald G. Smart

THE NEW DRINKERS summarizes what is known about

youthful drinking and drinking problems as they are

emerging in Ontario, other parts of Canada and in the

United States, and examines ways in which parents,

schools and governments could profitably respond to

the increasing number of drinking problems among
youth.

It will be of primary interest to parents, educators, social

workers, physicians, researchers, and other profession-

als whose work relates to young people.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Reginald Smart is associate

research director of the Addiction Research Foundation
of Ontario. Dr. Smart is an internationally known re-

searcher in the alcohol and drug field and has special-

ized in studying trends of alcohol and drug use.

P-256 Paperbound 166 pp. $3.95

Order by Catalogue No. P-256 from

Marketing Services, Addiction Research Foundation. 33 Russell St.. Toronto. Canada, MSS 2S1
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Coniing &vetits
JULY

Potsdam Institute on Alcohol
Problems — July 12-23, 1976,
Potsdam, New York. Informa-
tion: Dr Louis LaGrand, Insti-

tute Director, State University
College, Maxcy Hall, Potsdam,
New York.
Alcoholism and Other Drug
Dependencies 1976 — July
29-30, 1976 — Seattle, Wa'-
shington. Information: The
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Institute, University of Wa-
shington, Seattle, 98195.

AUGUST
The Problems and Promise of
University Based Employee
Assistance Programs, Aug. 1-3,

1976, Columbia, Missouri. In-

formation: Employee Assis-
tance Program, 215 Columbia
Professional Building, Colum-
bia, Miss., 65201.

11th International Conference
on Medical and Biological En-
gineering — Aug. 2-6, 1976,
Ottawa, Ont. Information:
Conference Office, National
Research Council, Ottawa,
Ont., KIA 0R6.

International Doctors in Al-

coholics Anonymous — Aug.

5-8, 1976, Los Angeles, Cal. In-

formation: Lewis K. Reed MD,
Secretary, IDAA, 1950 Volney
Rd., Youngstown, Ohio, 44511.
17th Institute on Addiction
Studies — Aug. 15-20, 1976,
McMaster University, Hamil-
ton, Ont. Information: David
E. Reeve, 15 Gervais Dr., Suite

603, Don Mills, Ont.
Symposium on Drug Depen-
dence, Alcoholism and Crimin-
ality — Aug. 16-20, 1976, Sao
Paulo, Brazil. Information: In-

ternational Council on Alcohol
and Addictions, Case Postale
140, 1001 Lausanne, Swit-
zerland.

Second World Congress of the
International Commission for
Prevention of Alcoholism —
Aug. 22-27, 1976, Acapulco,
Mex. Information: ICFPA,
6830 Laurel St., NW, Wa-
shington, DC, 20012.

9th International Conference
on Health Education — Aug.
29-Sept. 2, 1976, Ottawa, Ont.
Information: Canada’s Organ-
izing Committee, 9th Interna-
tional Conference on Health
Education, Canadian Health
Education Specialists Society,

PO Box 2305, Station D, Ot-
tawa, Ont, KIP 5K0.

SEPTEMBER
2nd International Symposium
on Victimology — Sept. 5-11,

1976, Boston, Mass. Informa-
tion: 156 Federal St., Boston,
Mass.
27th Annual Meeting of Al-
cohol and Drug Problems As-
sociation of North America —
Sept. 12-16, 1976, New Orleans,
Louis. Information: ADPA,
1101 15th St., NW, Washing-
ton, DC, 20005.

Alcoholism: Advances in
Medical and Psychiatric Un-
derstanding — Sept. 25-29,
1976, London, Eng. Informa-
tion: Alcohol Education Centre
Limited, The Maudsley Hospi-
tal, 99, Denmark Hill, London,
SE5 8AZ.
First World Conference on
Therapeutic Communities —
Sept. 27-Oct. 1, 1976, Katrine-
holm, Sweden. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

OCTOBER
Famine und Suchterkrankung
— Oct. 4-7, 1976, Dusseldorf,
Germany. Information: DHS,
D-47 Hamm, Postfach 109,
German Federal Republic.
2nd International Symposium
on Alcohol and Aldehyde Me-
tabolism — Oct. 16-17, 1976,
Philadelphia, Pa. Information:
Dr R. G. Thurman, 409 Ana-

Qfid Ol'her Legal Drug/
A PROVINCIAL CONSULTATION - 1975

Edited by: Anne MacLennan
Compiled by: Lavada Finder

Softcover 144 pp. . . $5.00

This book is essentially a report of the proceedings of a meeting in

September 1975 at which 27 women from across Ontario spent
two-and-a-half days discussing women’s special problems in relation to
alcohol and legal drugs and the societal content in which their problems
exist.

It contains five papers prepared for the consultation and which cover:

• the status of women in society and one woman’s view of obstacles
to their full participation in society;

• women as providers and consumers of health and social services;

• the literature, or lack of it, on women and alcoholism in Canada;
• attitudes and perceptions of alcoholic women and of society towards

them;

• and women’s use of psychotropic drugs.

It also summarizes discussions and lists 1 2 recommendations formulated
at the meeting and distributed to various health, social service, and edu-
cational bodies in Ontario and Canada.

It could be termed “100-odd pages of consciousness raising” for people
in the addictions field in particular and in health and social services in gen-
eral.

ORDER FROM:

Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Department
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2S1
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tomy-Chemistry Building,
Uniyersity of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa, 19174.

Fourth Congress of the Comite
National de Defense Contre
L’alcoolisme — Oct. 14-16,

1976, Strasbourg, France. In-

formation. ICAA, Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Swit-

zerland.

Annual Meeting of the As-
sociation of Labor-Man-
agement Administrators and
Consultants on Alcoholism —
Oct. 20-23, 1976, San Diego,
Cal. Information: Pamela Ma-
roe, ALMACA, Suite 410, Res-
ton International Center,
11800 Sunrise Valley Dr., Res-
ton, Va, 22091.

20th Annual Conference of the

American Association for Au-
tomotive Medicine — Oct.
31-Nov. 3, 1976, Atlanta, Geor-

- gia. Information: James Fell,

National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, N43-32,
400-7th St., SW, Washington,
DC, 20590.

NOVEMBER
International Conference on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse —
Nov. 13-18, 1976, Baghdad,
Iraq. Information: ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

1st National Conference on Is-

sues in Juvenile Justice and
Child Development — Nov.

14-17, 1976, McAfee, New Jer-

sey. Information: Ronald
Krate, Department of Psy-
chology, William Paterson Col-

lege, Wayme, NJ, 07470.

1977
6th International Conference
of the World Union of Organ-
izatio7is for the Safeguard of
Youth — May 31-June 4, 1977,
Geneva, Switzerland. Informa-
tion: World Union of Organ-
izations for the Safeguard of

Youth, 28, Place Saint-
Georges, 75442 Paris, Cedex.

In order to provide our
readers with adequate no-
tice of forthcoming events,
please send announcements
as early as possible to; The
Journal, 33 Russell St.. To-
ronto, Ont., M5S 2S1.

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

i^osttiORs Available

DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM EVALUATION
AND QUALITY ASSURANCE

in community mental health center serving population of

200,000 in central Illinois. The $1.5 million agency may
soon double in size if a recently submitted initial operations

grant is' funded. The Director is responsible for planning,

coordination, and development of program evaluation and
quality assurance. Areas of responsibility include needs
assessment, outcome studies, program monitoring, utilization

and peer review, standards, and accreditation. Applicants

should have at least four years experience in program
evaluation, including two years in a key leadership capacity.

Advanced degree in psychology or similar field preferred,

but all individuals with appropriate experience will be
considered. Salary $15,000-20,000. Position open
immediately.

Send resume to;

Larry M. Grinwis, Acting Director,

Peoria Area Mental Health Center,

P.O. Box 2200, East Peoria, Illinois 61611.

309/694-4394.

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

RESEARCHER — ASSESSMENT UNIT

The Clinical Institute of the Addiction Research Foundation

has an opening for a person with specialized knowledge in

the development and application of assessment instruments

in the social-psychological and behavioural areas. Some
knowledge of physiological assessment would be an asset.

The position will involve the development and stan-

dardization of an assessment battery for alcoholics and drug

users seeking treatment, the training of staff in the ad-

ministration and interpretation of the instruments, the

development of decision procedures for the assignment of

patients to treatment programmes and the evalution of the

prognostic value of the assessment instruments and their

usefulness in treatment assignment.

Applicants should have a strong background in test con-

struction and evaluation procedures.

A Ph D in Psychology or a related discipline is required.

Please apply, enclosing curriculum vitae, before July

15th, to:

Mr. Adrian J. Murphy,
A/Director of Personnel,
Addiction Research Foundation,Q
33 Russell Street,

Toronto, Ont.
MSS 2S1
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.1uman experimentation -a question of ethics]

By Joy-Ann Cohen

A FEELING among scientists that no
experimenter can decide for himself if

what he does is ethical, is prompting
ethical review committees on human
experimentation to spring up in

North America and Britain.

“Unless the profession polices itself,

it will be policed externally,” says

Frederick Glaser, head of psychiatry

at Ontario’s Addiction Research
Foundation.

“If we could use the ethical review to

avoid this, we will have room to nego-

tiate. Ethical reviews will preserve the

right of scientists to investigate.”

For the moment, however, there is

no way, other than by hearsay or per-

sonal knowledge, that one ethics com-
mittee knows what another does.

“There should be some community
of people who are involved in ethical

deliberations to do a systematic
review,” Dr Glaser says.

The only option to ethical review
committees, says Dr Glaser, is to have
the whole burden of legal respon-
sibility fall on the individual exper-

imenter. Most experimenters, he adds,

are not willing to risk this.

But, when scientists are exempt
from ethical responsibilities “the re-

sults are occasionally grotesque,” Dr
Glaser says. He mentions human ex-

perimentation in Nazi Germany and
the dropping of the atom bomb . . .

“although more frequently the results

are trivial”.

The major aim of an ethical review
committee on human experimentation
is to minimize risks to subjects while
still allowing experiments that will

benefit society.

Yet, even with a committee’s ap-

proval, subjects may still enqounter
some risks to their safety.

Wilfred H. Boothroyd, acting
director of the ARF and chairman of

that organization’s first such commit-
tee, says; “If the value of the findings

is great to a large number of people
and the risks are small to a small
number of people, then the risks are

worth taking.”

A propo.sal for an experiment on
controlled drinking that went before
the ARF’s ethics committee on human
experimentation serves as an il-

lustration.

The aim of the study was to teach
married, male alcoholics to drink in

moderation. Both experimental and
control groups were to receive coun-
selling on improving their marrigaes.
But the experimental group was also
going to drink on the ARF premises.
Thus, the experimenter could watch
subjects’ drinking behavior and help
them learn to drink in moderation.
The experimenter, a p.sychologist

nam(!d Wayne Thomp.sf)n, who hoped
drinking in this “moderation climate”
would be a model for later drinking
outside the institution, .says the main
concern of the ethics committee was:
“Do we know enough to risk clients
drinking on an out-patient basis”?
The eoinmittee was concerned that

subjects might drive or get into a fight

after drinking at the AHF. Tho.se who
continued drinking over a period of
lime might develop cirrhosis of the
liver. If such activities l(‘d to a court
trial, the institution could be h'gally
respotisible.

“It is not good to ,sid)mil patients to

the most harmless research if it is not
seientifieally .sound .... 'I’liere is too
much re.sc'areh already that is repeti-

tious, not worth doing, and not well

fired Glaser

planned,” says Hector Orrego of the
ARF department of medicine where a

scientific review precedes review by
the ethics committee.
Who may ethically be used in an

experiment is also a question that
always arises. If an alcoholic or drug
addict is offered his drug of abuse in

an experiment, could this have bad
effects on him or her?

In, for example, a controlled drink-

ing study proposal, the question is:

Will giving alcohol to an alcoholic add
to the problem?
Subjects might also think the ex-

perimenter is sanctioning their drink-

ing behavior.

Dr Glaser says a problem exists
regarding “the extent to which you are
coercing the subject by offering the
drug of abuse.

“This is not so much a problem with
volunteers, whom you may not be
coercing any more than society in

general. But, in a prison population,
you might be coercing subjects if you
are the only source for that drug, or if

the prisoner can get his sentence
reduced by taking it.”

Subjects for an experiment must
also be able to make an informed deci-

sion on whether they want to be in it,

and sign a form agreeing to par-
ticipate. This means the scientists
must give subjects a detailed explana-
tion of exactly what is going to be done
and of the risks.

Howard Cappell, head of psychology
at the ARF, says that for himself the
biggest contributidn the ARF ethics
committee has made has been to ad-
vise on what subjects should be told
about experiments.

Recently, certain groups of people
have been used less in experiments,
because both courts and scientists feel

they are incapable of giving informed
consent. These include people with a

different language or culture from the
experimenters, or people who are
mentally ill, deaf, or illiterate.

“The issue of informed consent for

methadone is fascinating,” Dr Glaser
says. Some people coming into the
Clinical Institute under the influence
of certain types of drugs are offered
methadone as treatment, and as part

of an experiment.
They sign a consent form when they

first receive methadone, but there is a

possibility that some may not under-
.stand what they are signing. So they
are asked to sign it again after three
weeks, and again after six weeks.

Preserving the confidentiality of a

.subject can protect his safety. Some-
times this means deciding whether it

is ethical for the experimenter to look
at past records or have an interview
with the subject that he has not
requested himself.

Dr Glaser says: “The central issue is

whether it is ethically justifiable to do
an experiment using human subjects

if there is no foreseeable value to

those individuals or people in the fu-

ture .... 1 think the price for using
human subjects is to show an exper-

iment might be of Ixmefit to other
people.”

Dr ('ap|)ell says: "An experiment is

not justified on the basis that it is

providing treatment for the pt'ople

who are taking |)art. 'I'he hope is that

by discovering what is true, someone
will bi'iiefit in the future.”

On W('ighing benefits and risks. Dr
Cappell says: "Before 1 (l('ci(l(>d

wheltuu' an experiimmt had too matiy
risks to undertake, I would like to

know if wind we’i'c doing now is

better.”

11(' adds: "M(»sl people who control
money supplies for expiMimcnts arc
politicians, and they want to know
what I he results will be tomorrow”

In Dr CappcM's opinion, this en
courages .scientists "to exaggerate the
immediate beiu'fils of their research"
The ethics revii'W committee on

human expi'iiimmlalion at the AHF
was .set up in 1!(71

Its SIX core groups memhers are a

chairman and nqui'senlal ive of the
proh'ssional advisory hoard from the
AHF; a resiuirch administrator, a

criminologist, and the director of
student health services from the Uni-
versity of Toronto, and a lawyer.
The head of psychiatry at the foun-

dation also sits on the committee when
it is deliberating Clinical Institute
cases.

In addition, two people selected for
their knowledge of a particular area,
sit on the committee.
Joan Marshman, the committee’s

present chairman, says every scientist
brings his own set of ethics to an ex-
periment. But “the committee process
that involves people external to the
institution ensures that there are
fewer biases from people in ARF”.
Lay members ensure that intricate

scientific procedures are described in

language the subject understands.
They help the committee interpret the
importance of clinical research to the

'One examiner policing another
examiner as he examines their subject.

'

public, and lend a greater openness,
and appearance of openness to the
committee, than if it were composed
entirely of scientists.

Lawyer Peter Harris defines the
status of the law on the rights of sub-

jects and clarifies the liability of the
foundation and the experimenter..

It is becoming impossible for a

scientist to get funding for an exper-
iment, without its pa.ssing through an
ethics committee, I)r Glaser says. Yet
the composition and functions of eth-

ics committees differ widely.

For example. Dr Gla.ser says the
separation of .scientific and ethical

reviews at the AHF is done "for ad-

ministrative reasons, to prevent too
much burden from falling on the eth-

ics committee”.
Other re.search institutions combine

the reviews becau.se they say separa-
tion indicates a false ilifference of
concerns. Or if the relationship
between .science and ethics is under-
stood, then two committees end up
doing the same work.

Dr Marshman says more extier

iments an* coming iimk'r the jurisdic-

tion of ethics committei's .At the .AHF.
the grout) i'' becoming stricter as more
risks of drugs are irvealed

" VV(' know more about the toxicity of

drugs and theiV sid«* effects than we
did five years ago," she says It is

becoming imtiortant for scientists ad
immstt'ring drugs in an extieriment to

know that their suhjects are not al-

ready using drugs, if they want their

exiH'iimeiits t>i>J'!'<’<l by an ethics

committee.”

To the charge that review processes

hamper creativity. Dr Glaser says:
They don’t cut down on experiments
with people, the experiments just have
to be designed more carefully. The
committee works with the scientist to
help him to be more attuned to ethical
considerations.

Dr Marshman says only exper-
iments based on ethical techniques get
published and “the world doesn’t
recognize creativity unless it ends up
in published form anyway”.

People are very willing to move into
scientific communities and say “you
can’t do this,” Dr Glaser says, and
scientists should be gathering data to
defend themselves against such inter-
vention. For example, the data could
support the need for having former
drug users in experiments.

If such data is not produced, a jury
could find a hospital guilty of con-
tributing to the death of a patient
through an overdose, and could put a
stop to drug experimentation with
patients in a hospital until legislation

is passed.

Mr Harris says this situation is more
likely to arise in the US than in Can-
ada. In the US, scientists have been
more daring, he said, and lawyers will

accept as fees a portion of a winning
client’s court award for injury'. Here,
lawyers do not accept contingency
fees, and scientists have been more
conservative.

While there have been several legal

rulings in the US on experiments with
humans, in Canada, the Halushka case
in Saskatchewan is one of the few. The
patient won this case, claiming he
suffered a cardiac arrest after a cath-
eter the experimenter said would be
inserted only in his arm, was advanced
toward the patient’s heart.

The judge in his ruling defined in-

formed consent. He said a patient in an
experiment must have a fair, reasona-
ble explanation of it, and be told the
probable effects and unusual risks.

The duty ow'ed to patients who volun-
teer as subjects of a medical exper-
iment is at least as great, if not
greater, than the duty owed by a phy-
sician or -surgeon to his ordinary pa-

tients, the judge said.

More legislation in Canada on
human experimentation is not desira-
ble or needed, Mr Harris says.

He feels such a step should be
reviewed to ensure that the legislative

safeguards are preventing real ascer-
'

tainable abuses. Mr Harris is con-
cerned that some legislation in this
area may have been a reaction to

imagined rather than real abuses and
caused as much harm as the reverse.

Although Dr Glaser says ethics
committees could prevent the need for

most legislation in the area of exper-
iments with humans to develop new
drugs, in his opinion, Canadian legis-

lation should be initiated to match
present l^S laws.

"The laws in the United vStates (on
developing new drugs) are quite lax.

and anything more lax than that is

intolej-ably lax.” Dr Glaser says.

Countries without such legislation

air having ineffective and .sometimes
dangerous drugs dumped on them by
US manufacturers, he said.

Dr Orrego .says he fears similar
circumstances would result from the
growth of ethics committees in North
.America and Britain alone. Even as
.scientists in these places are becoming
more aware of risks to humans in

experiments, and subjects' rights,
dangerous experiments are perhaps
being practised instead on people in

underdeveloped count ries.



Native gas-sniffing habit

brings Ottawa onto scene
By Manfred Jager

WINNIPEG — A community
campaign against the critical

gas-sniffing problem among
native youths at the Shamattawa
Indian reserve has been launched
with the blessing of federal
health and Indian affairs

officials.

The plan, announced in late

June after approval by the band’s
chief and council, includes a

youth program, a small fishery

operation for local use, and the

hiring of a community worker.
Two counsellors have been

hired by Indian affairs to staff a

drop-in and recreation centre
approved several weeks ago for

the reserve, located about 600
miles northeast of Winnipeg.
The program is the first major

effort to combat the gasoline-

sniffing problem since it was dis-

covered by Mike Scott of the
medical services branch in 1974.

Indian affairs officials

originally answered criticism for

the two-year delay by saying the
decision in May to establish a

drop-in centre was the first action
the native people had taken to

help themselves.

Dr Scott later said he had been
instructed by his superiors in the
federal health and welfare
department not to comment
publicly on the Shamattawa situ-

ation and to leave all policy
statements to Ottawa.

Thirty-seven children from
Shamattawa, aged four to 18,

were treated at Winnipeg’s Chil-

dren’s Centre (formerly Chil-
dren’s Hospital) for lead poison-

ing caused by gasoline sniffing.

This is about twice as many as

during the same period in May.
Two more youths were found and
sent out for treatment several

weeks later.

Earlier this spring, a team of

Winnipeg doctors tested several

hundred young people at

Shamattawa for high lead levels

in their blood. Two reser\'e chil-

dren died in April of pneumonia
related to lead poisoning.

In addition to the two or three

native people who will be
employed to process sturgeon and
other small fish from the Echo-
ing and Gods rivers, eight

Shamattawa residents have been
invited by Island Lake area bands
to join their fishing operations.

Four of the eight would fish

and the others would work in a

processing plant on Savage
Island. If the offer is accepted,

(See — Gas— page 6)
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World drug misuse

Cutting the demand
must be a priority

By Milan Korcok

TORONTO — Drug abuse
throughout the world is spread-

ing and only comprehensive
efforts designed to cut into

demand as well as supply can
offer hope of its containment,
according to H. David Archibald.

Mr. Archibald, executive direc-

tor of the Addiction Research
Foundation and for the past year
on special assignment with the
World Health Organization, was
speaking to the 11th annual con-
ference of the Canadian Foun-
dation on Alcohol and Drug
Dependencies.

“We mobilize law enforcement
resources to protect us at our
borders . . . but give little more
than lip service to the needs for

treatment, rehabilitation, re-

search, and education, that
would allow us to reduce the
demand for drugs.”

As examples of this fragmen-
tation, Mr Archibald cited the
many international efforts that

have gone into breaking up
various opium and heroin traf-

ficking networks, while almost
nothing of consequence was
being done to alleviate the health
and social conditions that

prompted people to use drugs.

He also chastized various Uni-

ted Nations agencies for hesi-

tancy in perceiving alcohol as a

dangerous drug.

“The United Nations agencies

have failed, and in a number of

instances refused, to come to

grips with this problem.
“The World Health Organi-

zation has done a little work and
presented a few reports, but in

relation to the scale of health
damage, its response has been
totally inadequate.

“The United Nations division

of narcotic drugs, which is eager
to tackle the problem of opium,
heroin, and the psychotropics,
has turned a blind eye to the pro-

blems of alcohol damage,” he
said.

Mr Archibald also noted that

the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs even went so far as to

exclude specifically consider-
ation of alcohol problems in spite

of evidence of transference of

dependence from psychotropics
to alcohol and the reverse.

“This is a situation which . . .

cannot be tolerated much longer
if international organizations in-

volved in this field are to main-
tain credibility.”

(See— Third— page 10)

The latest poster issued by the British Heaith Education Council to

support its anti-smoking campaign is the work of 1 1 -year-old Scottish

schoolboy Alistair Cunnison of Edinburgh. The poster now appears
on British Railway sites as part of a stepped up promotion effort by
HEC.

Addicts

rejects

methadone
By GarySeidler

TORONTO — Canadian heroin

users are turning away from
methadone treatment for their

dependence, according to a sur-

vey by the federal government’s
health protection branch.

The decline in the number of

people treated with methadone is

attributed to the antagonist’s
lack of availability and the
reluctance of the narcotic depen-

dent person to seek methadone or

stay in treatment once enrolled.

Concerned about the decline in

the number of people in metha-
done treatment programs be-

tween November, 1972, when
Canada’s narcotic control regu-

lations were amended to control

the use of methadone for treating

dependence, and January, 1975,

the Health Protection Branch es-

tablished a committee to inves-

tigate the status of methadone
treatment in Canada.
A summary of the committee’s

report indicates a Canada-wide
trend away from methadone.
While there were 1,703 people

enrolled in methadone programs
in December, 1972, there were
only 1,168 in August, 1975 ( latest

available figures).

(See — Methadone — page 9)

Female alcoholism is reaching crisis level
WINNIPEG — Alcohol abuse by
Manitoba women is reaching
crisi.‘ proportions, Howard Fer-

guson, executive director of the

Al johol Family Service Centre in

Winnipeg, has warned.
Mr Ferguson said 63% of the

centre’s caseload of more than
200 families involve women with

an alcohol abuse problem and the

demand for help is increasing day
after day.

“Drug abuse, in all forms, is on
the rise and this includes women
who combine alcohol abuse with

abuse of prescription drugs, like

barbiturates and tranquillizers,”

Mr Ferguson said in an inter-

view.

A Winnipeg spokesman for

Alcoholics Anonymous said

women in his organization now
account for 40% to 50% of the

membership.
Five years ago the figure was

about 20%.
Deaths of Manitoba women

from cirrhosis due to excessive

alcohol use have doubled in the

past 10 years, while the female
population of this province has

increased only 6.5% during the

same decade, according to figures

obtained from Statistics Canada.

In 1974, the last year for which
statistics are available, 15

Manitoban women died from the
liver disease due to alcohol abuse.

Many more could have gone un-

detected, a Statistics Canada
official said.

Jim Burdick, director of

research for the Alcoholism
Foundation of Manitoba, said

more detailed figures on female
alcohol abuse in Manitoba aren’t

available now but his group is

working on a study which should
be finished in a year or two.

Mr Ferguson acknowledged
that “many women hide it and

hide it well” and are more reluct-

ant than men to admit a problem.

His group is reaching out into

residential areas of the upper
socio-economic population

groups and is finding a great
many middle-class housewives
with "a problem they are just

starting to admit”.

(See— Many — page 6)
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Walter Nagel reports from The North American Halfway House conference

Therapists ‘toojudgemental’
EDMONTON — Therapists
should revise their view of alco-

holism if they really want to help

their patients, an authority on
drinking problems has urged
here.

R. Keith Simpson, an osteopath

from Des Moines, Iowa and vice-

president of the National Council

on Alcoholism in the United
States, suggested many “health

workers” are too judgemental
about clients who suffer a relapse

after treatment.

Most enlightened therapists

concede alcohol abuse is a

chronic disease state, but many of

them don’t act rationally in the

light of that knowledge. Dr
Simpson told the 11th annual
conference of the Association of

Halfway House Alcoholism Pro-

grams of North America, Inc.

He termed it “nonsense” that

many workers adopt a critical

and punitive attitude when
recovering alcoholics occa-

sionally lapse and drink again.

Those who suffer other kinds of

chronic and sometimes-recurring

illnesses are not treated in the

same judgmental fashion, he ex-

plained.

“A slip or an exacerbation” is

commonplace in a chronic dis-

ease state, and does not necessar-

ily indicate ineffective treat-

ment, he said.

Dr Simpson said the recovering

alcoholic should properly be seen

in terms of his former lifestyle, in

six- or 12-month blocks of time. If

drinking episodes are thinning-

out in terms of frequency or

severity, that is obvious progress.

Moreover, Dr Simpson said,

relapse patterns are overwhelm-
ingly predictable, for reasons still

not entirely clear.

“Danger periods” at five to

seven weeks after the last drink,

at five to seven months, 11 to 13

months, and 18 to 22 months have
been confirmed by too many in-

vestigators to be mere coin-

cidence. In fact, they have been
confirmed in about 80% of cases,

in a random sampling of about
10,000 former alcoholics, he said.

Professor of medicine, and
founder and chairman of the
department of community
medicine and .social health care at

the Des Moines Osteopathic Col-

lege, Dr Simp,son said he is con-

.sidering collaboration on an in-

ternational study of the phe-
nomenon of predictable relapse

periods among alcoholics. If the

project gets under way, some
Canadian work is likely to be in-

cluded.

Dr Simpson said he is greatly

concerned about therapeutic

attitudes toward recovering alco-

holics as the health team expands
to include disciplines which do
not have a long professional his-

tory, or a lengthy acquaintance
with the realities of chronic dis-

ease conditions.

He cited as one example the

idea that it is possible to teach

former alcoholics to be “social

EDMONTON — There is a grow-
ing realization that “so-called
minor tranquillizers” should not
be used routinely in treatment of

alcohol abuse, says R. Keith
Simpson.

They can and frequently do
produce “a full-blown barbitu-

rate-like dependency” and are not
safe and harmless drugs. Dr
Simpson said in an interview with
The Journal.

He said that for the past
decade, his view has been that the
use of such medications in

patients with alcoholism, “is tan-

tamount to malpractice”.
“If anything, you run a risk of

making the patient worse.” There
are many citations in clinical

EDMONTON — A special course
for impaired drivers in Alberta is

intended to “start people think-

ing” about their drinking — but
some of those attending are defy-

ing suspension of their motoring
licences to attend the weekly lec-

tures.

Ron Bailey of Edmonton, co-

ordinator of the project, told a

conference here that as many as

50% of suspended drivers are be-

lieved to drive on occasion, in

defiance of a court order forbid-

ding them to do so.

The problem has become so

serious that one judge, in a small

town near Edmonton, is fre-

quently handing out 21-day jail

terms to anyone caught driving
while suspended.

“We think many in the course

(for impaired drivers) actually

drive to the lectures. They’ll take

that chance,” Mr Bailey told the

11th annual conference of the
Association of Halfway House
Alcoholism Programs of North
America, Inc.

People are referred on a man-
datory basis by the provincial

transport department, or the
courts, after they are convicted of

impaired driving, for a series of

drinkers — which is an undefin-
able term”. Proponents of that

notion acted from high motives,

but were basically uninformed,
and so they were dismayed “at the

disasters which can occur,” Dr
Simpson commented.
“And when the damage has

been done, they (the therapists)

get off scot-free.”

literature now that alcoholics are
more apt to exhibit exacerbations
after use of such drugs, he said.

“Plus you run the risk of trans-

ferring a dependency.”
Dr Simpson said that he, unlike

many other health workers, is

attracted to working with alco-

holics because recovery rates are

excellent compared to results in

other types of chronic illness.

“It (alcoholism) is not a

hopeless entity. I chose to leave

my practice in internal medicine
and take care of patients with
alcoholism because the recovery
rate is so much higher.

“It’s not a matter of being a

dedicated humanist. It’s wanting
to involve myself in a treatment

four lectures intended to show
the consequences of the offence.

Cliff Pope, an official of the
Alberta Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Commission which spon-
sors the sessions, said there is an

Ron Bailey

increasing referral of drivers

who appear to have a growing
problem with the use of alcohol.

This early detection sometimes
forces “the problem drinker —
the coming-on drunk” to take the

course as a requirement for

keeping or regaining a driver’s

licence.

The two AADAC officials said

He called such a process a

therapeutic flight “from reality

to irresponsibility”.

“The person who has a genuine
therapeutic relationship with a

patient must utilize the proven
and effective methods that offer

the most hope and protection for

the patient. That’s the whole
basis of the relationship.”

scheme which results in a higher
rate of recovery. The patients
with alcoholism — once they do
get it back together again — are
generally better both physically

and mentally than the average
person one meets on the street.”

Good treatment programs, he
said, commonly have 75% to 80%
of patients “in that recovering
process — the (drinking)
episodes are getting farther and
farther apart, and shorter and
shorter in duration.

“That means — if we were
measuring arteriosclerotic heart
disease, anginal episodes, or
whatever other chronic disease
state — that the patient is recov-
ering, doing better and better.”

investigations often reveal such
people have a severely disrupted
lifestyle. In some cases, they are

“just about living in their vehi-

cles”.

The four-session course is now
available at more than 30
locations throughout Alberta, in-

cluding several. Indian reser-
vations and some high schools. It

is offered one night each week,
for a period of four weeks, so

people may attend after work. An
average course involves 75 to 80
people.

The instruction is “absolutely

free — the only thing you have to

do is be impaired, spend about
$250 in fines and appear in court,

and so on,” explained Mr Bailey.

The emphasis, however, is on
education, not punishment, he
added.

'

“We just want people to stop

and think, before they get behind
the wheel while drinking.”

Mr Bailey said most drivers are

surprised when told that more
people are killed and injured by
impaired drivers than by all other

kinds of criminals together. In

fact, they are astonished in many
cases to learn that impaired driv-

ing is a crime.

Credibility

and trust

seen as

essential

EDMONTON — A willingness to

help people, and less emphasis
upon the building of bureau-
cratic power structures, is the
secret of excellence in halfway
house programs, a conference
has been told here.

James E. Carroll, president of

the Association of Halfway House
Alcoholism Programs of North
America, Inc., told the group’s

11th annual convention it is time
to get back to essentials if

residents are to receive
maximum benefit from such in-

stitutions.

“It’s not a question of who
should be in control. What we
need is trust and credibility —
that is accomplished by honest
open methods,” he told the meet-
ing.

Mr Carroll made it plain he is

not enthused by such emerging
issues as certification of staff,

accreditation, and licensure.

“The complexity can be over-

whelming. There is a constant
source of new policies, new regu-

lations, new and revised stan-
dards, wonder therapies, wonder
drugs, plus complex methods and
theories.”

The one-time insurance exe-
cutive and former alcoholic, now
co-ordinator of community
resources for a state psychiatric

hospital in Connecticut, urged
his colleagues to remember their

primary function is to help
recovering addicts re-establish

themselves in society.

“We could all use a course in

fundamentals, and a brush-up on
keeping it simple. But our big

problem is how to sell the concept
to many of the people in the field

who have no idea of what we
mean.
“Part of the problem is the

power struggle that is taking
place in alcoholism and the
human services area of which we
are part
“Power struggles will not help

our halfway house residents.

“Somehow we must gain back
the trust and crtnlibility that is

now lacking in our society. Let’s

be ready at all times to be tested,"

he said.

MDs may make alcoholics sicker

50% of suspended drivers defy courts

by motoring to weekly lecture sessions

...For word groupies
By

Wayne
Howell
CERTAIN WORDS, like ccrlain
people, have I hat indefinahle star
(|uality ahoiit them. 'I'hey h(‘come
word-hi/, l(•geIld.s: as soon as you spot

them you know llu'y are on their wjiy to

the top — the Rohert Redfords of tin-

(fUlefd)erg galaxy.

'Viahle', for instance, was just a

utility adjective wading on nouns in an
old holany texthook until it was spotted
one day by a noti-d producer of big
budget social scienci- productions,
screen-t('st('il in a low liudgi-t mono-
);ra|)h, ;ind then thrown into a leading
role on an international symposium

1 stage.

j

The rest is history - viahle alti-rn

Valives, vi.ihle programs, viahle

solulions, viable this, and non-viable

that. Viable became (he darling of the

social science crowd, and the

sweetheart of the media and the

politicians.

Then there was 'modality' — an un-
known noun, a pah- and unpromising
umh-rstudy of 'moih-' until it hurst

upon (hi- .s(-(-ne m its never to he for-

gotten dehut at a p.sychology seminar in

T()|M*ka, Kansas. Now, of course, it is a

grande dame of (hi- lithographer's

Lyceum, as respec-tc-d and admiri-d as

paranu-ter' and 'mnlliiihasic', as loved

and c-slc-c-mc-d as 'multi chsc-iplinary',

'inlc-rfac-e', and 'infrast ructure'.

Hut hark, word-groupies out thc-rc- in

soc-ial sc-ic-nc-c- land, for the scpu-aling

and the swooning is about to start

anew Thc-rc- is a nc-w star on the hori

/.on. It made- its unassuming dc-hiit at

the- n-cent National Drug Abuse- Con
fc-re-nce- in Nc-w York City. The- word
we-ll pe-rhaps 1 should pre-se-nt it without

fiirthi-r adieu Ic-st 1 he acc-iisc-d of he-ing

in social science land
a paid publicity flack — is NON-DYS-
FUNCTIONAL. Admittedly, in New
York it was limited to playing a sup-
porting role to that famous old noun
'society' but it is obvious (bat nc-xt time
around this word is going to step out as

a star in its own right bc-cause it is un-
cpic-stionably loadc-d with talent.

It has. for instance, pleomorphic
potential. This word is too good to be

stuck forc'ver in adjc-ctival roles. It is a

natural as an adverb. It c-an — and I

pre-diet that it will — play verb role-s in

the near future; wc-can look forward to

programs non-dysfunctioning poorly
And it is a cinch to grab some- starring
noun roles. Wc- await with anticipation

a le-arne-d paper on multilatc-ral societal

non-dysfunction. In short, any writer

or produc-c-r of spcH-c-hc-s can play fast

and loose- with the- word, which me-.ins

st.irdom is just around the- corne-r

Not only is it capable- of jdaying many
role-s, this ingc-nue- is c allable of getting
along with establishc-d buz/ word stars.

One can .see, for instance, someone
n-questing funds for a program which
has proven to In- 'a viable non-dysfunt--

tional tre-atment modality'. Or explain-

ing away a wasteful or inefficient

projcH't bcH-au.se of (he lack of a 'non-

clysfunctional methodology’.

Hut the iH'st is yet to come.
Non-dysfunctional is more' than some

petty nega-positive such as nonre-
s|)onsivc-nc'ss or nonproliferation. It is

a negated negative. In other words,

whatc'ver confusion is manifested by

the 'dysing' of 'functional' is com-
pounded — both qualitatively and
quantitatively — by the 'noning' of the

'dysing'. Thi.s, ultimately, is what gives

'non-dysfunction' that special star

cpiality that will lead it on to bigger and
better roles in the literature of the

social scic-nccs — the average .loc- won't

have a clue as to what it actually means.

(Wayne Howell Is an Ottawa physician

and freelance writer.)
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New Brunswick is closing in on alcohol

FREDERICTON, NB — Indi-

cations are that before summer is

over, parts of the Treatment of

Intoxicated Persons Act, passed

by the Legislature here in

mid-1974, will be proclaimed by
the government.

This was indicated in the House
in May by Health Minister G. W.
N. Cockburn, who said he hoped

to have the province’s Permanent
Commission on Alcoholism esta-

blished in a few months.
Part of the delay in proclaim-

ing the Act has been due to the

need to provide a chain of

detoxification and observation

centres, located in strategic com-

munities, as required by the leg-

islation. This stumbling block

has been removed with the open-

ing June 1 of the last of these

centres in Moncton.
Centres have been established

in Saint John, Newcastle,
Bathurst, Campbellton, Ed-

mundston and Fredericton. The
Moncton centre, situated in the

old Dr Georges Dumont Hospital,

supersedes the treatment and
rehabilitation services provided
by Foyer Inc., deemed insuf-

ficient in terms of beds and space

for the area served.

The Moncton centre is on the

second floor of the Dumont
Hospital, and provides 16 treat-

ment beds — 13 male, three

female — a group discussion
room, a recreation room, a din-

ing-room lounge, and storage and
office space. There are two three-

bed rooms (one for females) and
10 two-bed rooms.
Staff consists of a unit director,

nine alcoholism attendants, and a

‘secretary-clerk-stenographer.

An out-patients facility is

located on the first floor,

together with administrative
offices.

Arthur Young, executive
director of the Alcoholism Pro-

grams Division of the depart-
ment of health, says negotiations

for a regional director for the

program have been completed,
and a person will commence these

duties on September 7.

In addition, a competition has
been held for counsellors to work
in the area program. Mr Young
says a final decision as to whether

three or four counsellors will be

employed has not yet been made,
but selections will be made by the

end of June and those taken on
staff will commence work in early

August.

Under the provisions of the
Act, a police officer may take an
intoxicated person to an obser-

vation centre, where the in-

dividual may be held for not more
than 24 hours.

Three apprehensions in a state

of intoxication in a three month
period can result in committal to

a detoxification centre. The act

provides for review procedures
and committal requires an order

of the courts.

Court orders may also be
sought by relatives of people with

Valium as a drug of abuse
" in second place

To curb alcohol abuse

Govt/industry unity urged
TORONTO — The time has come
for a government-industry part-

nership — a dollar for dollar

match — to provide a pragmatic

and beneficial approach to curb-

ing the abuse of alcohol by youth,

says the man responsible for

Ontario’s Youth Secretariat.

In an-address to the Informac-

tion 1976 conference held here,

Terry Jones (MPP-Mississauga)
called on the liquor industry to

become involved in a more
positive initiative to bring about

greater understanding of alcohol

and the need for moderation.

Mr Jones wrote the Ontario
government’s youth and alcohol

report which recommended rais-

ing the legal drinking age from
18 to 19 years, a system of iden-

tification cards, and rigid enfor-

cement of existing laws to deal

TORONTO — A series of steps

designed to discourage adver-
tisers from encouraging greater

consumption of alcohol has been
launched by Canada’s Health
Minister Marc Lalonde.

In an address to the Informac-
tion 1976 conference here, Mr
Lalonde said he planned to meet
this summer with the brewing,
wine-making, and distillers’ in-

dustries, as well as the media, to

get industry undertakings to:

( 1

)

confine broadcast adver-

Marc Lalonde

with reckless use of alcohol (The
Journal, May).

While the Ontario government
is considering a ban on alcohol

advertising, Mr Jones holds little

hope that elimination of adver-

tising will provide a quick and
simple end to a long-standing and
complex problem.

“Because we are all exposed to

extensive advertising and the
perceived wealth it generates, it

is a ‘safe’ scapegoat. But there is

little definitive research to prove

that advertising actually causes

people to drink. Rather, it is more
likely that advertising en-

courages drinkers to change
brands,” Mr Jones said.

Also, it is possible than a ban on
advertising would further add to

the mystique or “forbidden fruit”

tising to between 9 pm and 7 am;
(2) limit promotional expen-

ditures; and
(3) eliminate lifestyle adver-

tising in print and moderate
other types of promotional
activities.

Mr Lalonde also announced
plans toamendCanada’s Food and
Drugs regulations to require a

warning about the harmful con-

sequences of alcohol use in all

beverage alcohol advertising and
on bottles, packages, cartons, or

other containers.

Also, Mr Lalonde said: “We are

asking the Canadian Radio-
Television Telecommunications
Commission to alter the practices

of its beer, wine, and cider clear-

ance committee (which approves

broadcast messages) in order to

reduce drastically the effects of

promotion on the relationship

between drinking and apparently

desirable lifestyles.”

Mr Lalonde pointed out beer,

wine, and spirits have been
promoted with increasing
aggressiveness.

WASHINGTON — Heroin con-

tinues to account for the largest

share of drug-related deaths
recorded by this country’s Drug
Abuse Warning Network,
DAWN.
The data collection system,

keyed in to more than 1,200

aspect of alcohol, he added.

However, the alcohol industry
should not be allowed to get off

the hook, according to Mr Jones.

“The messages they beam are

often directly aimed at young
people coming of age, the new
consumers. They deal with the

insecurities, the aspirations, and
the interests of many young
people.

“To equate the consumption of

alcohol with the beautiful life is

prejudiced and unfair. Proper
usage and moderation should and
must be underscored in any ad-

vertising.”

Mr Jones said the sensational-

ism attached to the use of other

drugs over the past few years has
been largely responsible for

diverting public concern from
the longer-lasting and potentially

more devastating problems
associated with drinking.

Mr Jones admitted the govern-

ment was far from consensus on
the question of the legal drinking

age.

“Once the tap has been turned

on, it is difficult to turn it off, let

alone pour back what has already

been spilled.

“Our critics say you can’t tell

people who are old enough to vote

( in Ontario, the age of majority is

18) that they must be older to

drink.

“Well, irresponsible voters may
do .some harm, to be sure. But
they don’t become addicted. They
don’t cause suffering and ex-

pense to themselves and to

others.”

While he doesn’t believe the

age change would provide a

magic cure, Mr Jones reiterated

the position of his report which

emphasized that raising the age

to 19 would go far in removing
alcohol from Ontario’s high

schools.

Mr Jones said the recent dec-

isions by both Minnesota and
Saskatchewan to rai.se the legal

drinking age “lend support to our
recommendation. The.se two jur-

isdictions have identified a

serious problem and have taken

decisive action.”

hospital emergency rooms, crisis

centres, and coroners’ facilities,

is a cooperative venture of the

Drug Enforcement Adminis-
tration, and the National In-

stitute on Drug Abuse. (NIDA).
DAWN’S most recent report,

issued in July, also shows that

alcohol in combination with
other drugs, and barbiturate
sedatives as a group, are next
only to the narcotic analgesics in

contributing to drug-death rates.

Of the 266,880 drug mentions
cited in DAWN’s report for the

period April 1974 to April 1975,

more than 12,000 chemicals were
involved in the deaths of 7,196

patients. In 87% of these
patients, death was attributed to

overdose. Of these drug men-
tions, heroin/morphine was
noted in 15%, methadone 9%,
alcohol in combination 13%,
secobarbitol 5%, and pentobar-

bitol and phenobarbitol 3% each.

One of the most prominent
characteristics of the DAWN
system — a characteristic that

has been criticized from within

NIDA as well as the National In-

stitute on Alcoholism and Alco-

hol Abuse (NIAAA) — is that

crises related to alcohol only are

excluded from the reporting .sys-

tem. Only when alcohol is taken

in combination with another
drug does it show up in DAWN
data.

Only a part of DAWN’s report-

ing mechanism relates to drug
deaths. Hospital emergency
rooms, inpatient units, and crisis

centres involved in the DAWN
system report on all cases in

which drug use requires some
form of help or treatment.

DAWN data is complicated by

the fact that hospital emergency
rooms account for such a large

segment of the reporting activity.

Approximately two thirds of all

drug mentions are provided by

emergency rooms. And of the

167, O'Zb emergency room drug
mentions. Valium accounts for

14%, giving it the top ranking.

Among inpatient units. Valium
ranks third in numbers of men-
tions, in medical examiner
reports it ranks sixth, in crisis

centres it ranks 7th.

Because of this heavy emer-
gency room influence, the aggre-

gate DAWN totals (including
medical examiners and crisis

centres) — updated to April 1976
— show Valium as the second
leading drug of abu.sc with 9.7%
of all drug mentions in the
DAWN system, alcohol in combi-
nation in first place with 10.4%
of mentions, heroin in third with

9.5%, and marijuana with 4.3%.

Down goes the gauntlet

to alcohol advertisers

an alcohol problem, but safegu-

ards are provided by virtue of the

fact that again a court order is

required and a judge must be
convinced of the need for treat-

ment.
Mr Young says that with

respect to proclamation of the
Act, his recommendation will be
that this is carried out in stages.

“I would prefer only parts to be
proclaimed, with the complete
phase-in taking about one year.”

Mr Young says initially he
would wish the short term treat-

ment and observation sections to

become effective.

“This would cover the 24-hour
detention provision and basic
detoxification. Next, would come
the sections providing for deten-

tion and treatment to a maximum
of seven days, with the final stage

being the provisions regarding
detention and treatment for up to

one month.” This latter relates to

three apprehensions during a

three-month period.

With the provincial govern-
ment being criticized by some
for having permitted too many
Ucensed outlets and made alcohol

too available to New Brunswick-
ers, reaping most substantial
profits in the process, it is likely

that the steps necessary to create

the Permanent Commission on
Alcoholism and proclaim the In-

toxicated Persons Act will receive

priority, as the government
moves to blunt the criticism.

Premature
Infants

exposed to

20 drugs
MONTREAL — The average
premature baby is exposed to

about 20 prescribed drugs from
the time of conception to the time

of discharge from hospital.

This is one finding of a study of

premature infants in Montreal
hospitals. The research team was
headed by Allan Neims of the

Roche Developmental Pharma-
cology Unit, McGill University.

In an interview with The Jour-

nal, Dr Neims said: “The mother
(of a 1,500 gram premature
baby) will get 10 drugs to which

the fetus is exposed. Routine
delivery practice will involve

another three.

“Again, within routine prac-

tice, the newborn will be exposed

to seven more drugs because of

medical conditions in the prema-

ture. This varies but that’s an

average,” he said.

This is not to count. Dr Neims
added, caffeine, nicotine, alcohol,

lead, and other chemicals in the

environment.

“There is a whole lot to be

learned. One direction of our
research concerns how much of a

drug the baby can tolerate and at

what developmental stage in the

rapidly changing infant.

“A lot of bad things have hap-

pened but many .side effects— not

all of them — are qualitatively

predictable as occurring at or

pertaining to the time of birth.”

Allan Neims
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Warning network

on drug abuse

neglects alcohol

SINCE JULY 1972, the Drug Abuse Warning Network
(DAWN) has been going through a process of expansion,

refinement, and sophistication in the US.
It now encompasses more than 1200 emergency rooms,

coroners’ offices, and crisis centres in 29 metropolitan

areas.

Last year, it recorded more than 190,000 individual drug
episodes (crises, cries for help, calls for treaitment). And
since its inception, DAWN has accumulated a vocabulary of

approximately 3,000 substances used either alone or in

combination with each other.

That kind of data base should tell uS a lot about changes
and shifts of drug use. But, so long as it neglects to mention
alcohol, except in cases where it has been used in combi-
nation with other drugs, DAWN’S revelations will be of limited

value.

It makes no sense that alcohol — which remains the drug of

most prevalent abuse not only in North America but
throughout the world — should not be accurately recorded in

this compendium of drug misadventure.

The fact alcohol is a “legal” drug should not preclude it

from the DAWN system since the bulk of other drugs
recorded — tranquillizers, barbiturates, analgesics, stimu-

lants, etc. is legal.

The only thing that seems to cut alcohol out of the pack in

this reporting system is that its use is so vast and so pervasive

that charting its impact seems beyond the capability of our
computers.

Somehow, in this age of technological marvels it does not

seem rational to consider that as an excuse for avoiding the

reality that alcohol kills and disables on a magnitude un-

matched by any other chemical. It seems more likely that it is

not the lack of technology that precludes the count, but

artificial, political, and jurisdictional priorities.

The recent DAWN report shows that alcohol in combi-
nation with other drugs was involved in 13% of deaths
recorded by that system. What would have been the count if

alcohol use, by itself, had been recorded as a source of crisis

in the emergency room or the detox centre, or the police

precinct!

It would be unfair to single out DAWN as the pre-eminent

transgressor in respect to this double standard. DAWN
simply reflects a much broader attitude.

In a recent address to the Canadian Foundation on Alcohol
and Drug Dependencies, H. David Archibald of the Addiction

Research Foundation of Ontario effectively focused on this

attitudinal ambiguity when he charged international agen-
cies with promoting the double standard.

He criticized the United Nations Division of Narcotic Drugs
for allowing their preoccupation with heroin, opium, and
psychotropics to interfere with their concerns about
epidemic alcohol use.

"Agencies of the United Nations have been willing to

mount aggressive campaigns against international traffick-

ing of opiates, yet they have constantly and In many cases
deliberately ignored the problems of alcohol damage.’’
He also censured the World Health Organization for simply

going through the motions in responding to the public health

damage caused by alcohol throughout the world.

He warned these and other groups that It they continue to

Ignore alcohol as one ot an arsenal ot dangerous drugs, they

do so at peril to their own credibility.

The warning is a just and timely one. And though it was
aimed primarily at international agencies, organizations
such as DAWN should heed that kind ot warning.

It is ditticult enough developing drug programming
priorities when the field Is already so chopped up and fenced
oft. Distorting the information we do have just because it

doesn't tit into our computers Isn’t going to help.

Milan Korrok

More
letters — page 11ftetterS to tke Sditof

Pot law
Sir:

Saul Abel’s account of the impact
of California’s liberalized mari-

juana law (“Good and Bad News
from California”, The Journal,

May 1 ) tended to dwell on

alleged bad effects, while ignor-

ing many of the imnu'diale ben-

efits which the new law has

brought about.

Specifically, too much uncriti-

cul attention was given to Los
Angeles I’oliee Chief Kd Davis’

unfounded assertions that the

new law is responsible for in-

creased marijuana importation
and will lead to a doubling of both

the number of heroin addicts and
drug overdo.se deaths in Califor-

nia. The causal relationship bet-

ween the new law and marijuana
seizures is dul)ious to say the
least, and Davis’ dire warnings
al)out addicts and overdoses
sliould l)e view«'d merely as indi-

cative of llie "reefer madtiess"
mt'niality whieli (hey rc'present.

The new law has resulted in

substantial savings of police
time-on-lhe-sireets, as well as a

dramatic reduction in the
amount of court time being ex-

pended on minor marijuana
offences Kqually importantly,

tens of thousands of Californians

apprehended in possession of

small amount of marijuana this

year will be spared the harsh
consequences of lifelong

criminal records as well as the

trauma and harm which comes
from being arrested and jailed.

On balance, a statewide survey

of judges and law enforcement
officials would indicate that the

new law is working very well in-

deed. Any problems which do
exist will be solved in time by
further decriminalization and
not by n'lurning lo stiff criminal

IH'nalties, as Kd Davis has urged.

Thai day has passini.

Gordon S. Rrownell
West Coast ('oordinator

National Organization for (he

Kefomi of Marijuana I.aws,

San Kranrisro, ('allf. 9412.1.

Dismay
Sir;

With great dismay and strong

fi'clings of disl)eliof I read in The
Journal (.Inly 1) your editorial

"Alcohol campaign too little, loo

late" Dismay, because when .so

many people suffer il is never
“too laic" lo find ways and means
lo prevent that serious suffering

in our Canadian soriely. Disbe-

lief. because several statements
in that editorial wore so far below J

thehighstandardof The Journal '

in general, that your credibility

becomes questionable.

First. 1 think it is hitting "be-

low the l)elt" in a dignified jour-

nal lo suggest "that the prime
objective of the campaign is

designed to catch votes". I find

this a hackneyed kind of inter-

pretation, which could and has ;

been used for all statements
;

made by ever>’ politician. Shame
on you! Moreover, do you not
contradict yourself later by say-

ing “hut some other provinces t

may well resent the fed’s attempt
j

to infiltrate what is largely a I

pmvincial jurisdiction"? Hardly 1

a way to win votes! ! i

Second, you state that "there i!

can be little doubt that Canadian
’

Society as a whole is more con- ^

cerned than it has biH'n for a con-
*

sidorable numln'r of years, with

growing alcohol abu.se". If this is

really true, and 1 cannot accept it

as so. how can you explain the

growing "intake" of alcohol, the

growing numhor of offences
related io alcohol and the in-

cn'ases of charges against drun-

ken drivers? More awarene.ss,

ye.s, hut don't call that mort' con-

(sce page 11)



BackaAOMtd0t
The Rand report ey Milan Korcok

THE ALCOHOLISM treatment field

may be in for a rude shock if a recently-

released report * from the Rand Corpo-

ration stands up under scrutiny and is

substantiated by further research.

In the past decade, the field has led a

complicated life. Detoxification centres,

hospital and rehabilitation units,

residential and outpatient facilities, and
intervention programs have all come to

play a part in it— largely on the premise

that what works for one alcoholic may
not work for another.

Now, this 200-page report, prepared

under a grant from the National In-

stitute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

(NIAAA), suggests that premise, and
perhaps some others, need a closer look.

Those who believe moderate, control-

led drinking is a more realistic goal for

most recovering alcoholics than is ab-

stention, will be buoyed by the report’s

conclusions.

Those who urge continuing diversity

of treatment and who believe the secret

of successful treatment lies in a more
precise match of services to clients, will

be frustrated or angered.

The Rand Report, though it does not

neglect to emphasize its own methodo-

logical drawbacks, is a substantial piece

of work and its influence is already being

felt by treatment planners.

The report’s greatest strength is the

size of its subject groups. It’s obser-

vations and conclusions are based on

treatment and intake follow-up data

accumulated at NIAAA’s 44 com-
prehensive Alcoholism Treatment Cen-

tres throughout the nation.

The survey included approximately

14,000 clients admitted to the ATC’s
from September 1972 to April 1974.

Six month follow-ups were completed

for 2,371 male clients. Eighteen-month
follow ups were completed for

approximately 600 male patients and
another 400 who made contact with an
ATC but were not admitted to treatment.

To add a control factor, data were used

from four national alcoholism attitude

surveys by Lou Harris, which yielded a

total of more than 6,000 respondents.

This was used for defining drinking
practices of the general population and
its problem-drinking subpopulations.

Some of Rand’s findings;

• Of clients entering NIAAA centres,

70% showed improvement in their
drinking behaviors. This means that
even if they did go back to drinking, as

the majority did, they kept it under con-

trol and in fact drank less than the nor-

mal population. In terms of volume this

was equivalent to four cans of beer, four
ounces of wine, or four shots of liquor on
drinking days, which was about one day
out of three.

About one quarter of the clients inter-

viewed at 18 months had abstained for at

least six months.

• Relapse rates were no higher for those
alcoholics who had returned to moderate
drinking than they were for long-term

abstainers. Does this mean that for some
alcoholics moderate drinking is not
necessarily a prelude to full relapse? Can
some alcoholics return to moderate
drinking with no greater chance of
relapse than if they had abstained?
Perhaps so, says the Rand Report . .

.

though it adds that it would be far too
early in the survey process to directly

advocate that alcoholics should attempt
moderate drinking after treatment.
A key word in the Rand Report is

“remission”. This is based strictly on
drinking behaviours — social adjust-
ment indicators such as marital status or
employment are not included.
• Using “remission” of destructive
drinking patterns as the improvement
criteria, the survey found that a little bit

of treatment, or a particularly short
course of it (such as detox), was not
much better than no treatment at all.

Only when formal treatment was sub-

stantial was the remission rate signifi-

cant — as the difference between the

50% remission rate of patients who took
no formal treatment, and the 70% rate

of those who did.

• The “fact” that a client commits him-
self to treatment is more important than
is the specific type of treatment — so

long as he stays with it. There appears no
consistent difference is remission rates

among different treatment settings and
no indications that certain types of

patients necessarily fare better in

specific facilities “matched” for them.
What appears more important than

this matching are the patients’ charac-

teristics.

A patient with sound socioeconomic
status, with less severe symptoms, and
with a stable social background clearly

has a better chance of recovery. But,
whether he is placed in an intermediate
outpatient facility or an expensive,
highly-specialized hospital makes very
little difference — so long as the weight
of treatment is substantial.

A most intriguing prospect projected

by the Rand Report is that formal treat-

ment itself adds no more than 20% to

25% to the recovery chances of an alco-

holic.

“.
. . hospitalization is not substantially

more effective for the more severely im-
paired alcoholic (except where specific

medical process is involved); outpatient
individual therapy is not more effective

for stable, middle-class clients; and in-

termediate care is not more effective for

unstable, low socioeconomic status
clients.

A point is the definition of recovery
itself.

To some, recovery means the rein-

statement of an individual to a life not
only without alcohol but with a sound
social balance, home, wife, children, job,

etc.

In the Rand Report, this is far too cos-

mic an expectation. These surveys are
based on alcoholic remission rather than
social rehabilitation. Is a client who once
was drinking to the point of damage now
able to drink normally, or not at all? Are
the symptoms of his drinking relieved?
This kind of definition is bound to

antagonize those who believe drinking is

irrevocably tied to social and psycho-
logical disturbance, and that to treat one
— drinking — one must also treat the
other— living.

Not necessarily so, says the Rand
Report.

The fact remission rates are uniform
for the different treatment modes, in-

cludingAA meetings, tends to contradict
theories which claim alcoholism must be
treated by dealing with deeper psycho-
logical problems.

“Whatever the role played by psycho-
logical problems in the onset of excessive
drinking — and our data suggest they
are prominent — once alcohol depen-
dency or addiction is established it

appears non-psychologically oriented
treatments work as well as any other
method,” says the report.

Then the clincher: “In other words,
recovery from alcohol dependency may
depend on mechanisms quite unrelated
to the factors that led to excessive drink-

ing in the first place.”

The Rand references to remission as

valid indicators of recovery (so long as

the remission lasts long enough) is con-

troversial stuff. Critics of the report
have already descended in some force to

claim that six or 18 months “remission”
is hardly the same as recovery. And the

Rand authors admit that fact them-
selves.

They also say: “In accepting normal
drinking as a form of remission, we are

by no means advocating that alcoholics

should attempt moderate drinking after

treatment.” A lot more research will

have to be done before such advocacy can
be launched.

“But since we have found no solid

scientific evidence that abstainers are
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more likely to avoid relapse than moder-
ate drinkers, we must entertain the
possibility of normal drinking for some
alcoholics.”

If you keep telling an alcoholic that

one drink is as bad as 10, and he believes

you, he might never try to stop after one
or two.

Throughout the report, the authors
emphasize the preliminary nature of

their findings and the need for more
research. At this point, they say, it would
still be unwise to advocate anything but

abstention as a treatment goal.

They also admit to some flaws in their

methodology, such a relying so heavily
on alcoholic self-reports, and having
treament personnel from the ATCs so
involved in evaluations of their own
patients’ progress.

NIAAA is also wary of attaching to the
findings anything that smacks of their

imprimatur, other than an admission
that such research can help broaden the
overall scientific resource.

As soon as the Rand Report was
released, NIAAA director Dr Ernest
Noble issued a press release emphasizing
that NIAAA was not about to deviate
from its policy of proclaiming abstention
as the only goal of ATCs.
Albert Pawlowski, chief of NIAAA’s

extramural research branch told The
Journal that nothing in the report was
going to “revolutionize” NIAAA’s
approach to alcoholism.

“We must take the findings and build
on them,” said Dr Pawlowski.
Nonetheless, the findings offer some

intriguing prospects for social policy and
research.

If the differences in treatment
modality and service delivery are
relatively unimportant, then less ex-

pensive treatment makes more sense. So
does broader use of paraprofessional
rather than degreed counsellors. And it

is only reasonable to expect more use of

outpatient care at the expense of more
costly inpatient treatment.

There is also much significance in the

finding that the effectiveness of treat-

ment can be directly linked to its

duration and intensity. This is not a good
sign for short-term services.

“Until further research settles the
exact causal sequence (of effectiveness),

treatment programs should de-

emphasize short-term treatment such as

detoxification, and emphasize longer
term treatments, especially those in out-

patient settings.”

And given the possibility that alco-

holics might return to normal drinking,

the report suggests research should give

a heightened priority to finding those

physiological or psychological signals

that might differentiate between alco-

holics who can return to normal drink-

ing, and those who cannot.

*Alcoholism and Treatment — The
Rand Corporation, 1700 Main St., Santa
Monica, California, 90406.

§n§ide Scieiice
Dr Adrian Wilkinson, a clinical psycholo-
gist with the Addiction Research Foun-
dation on Ontario, discusses the use of

group contingent reinforcement for the
production of a therapeutic environment.

IT IS the responsibility of the staff of

any treatment unit to maintain an en-

vironment in which the opportunities
for desired therapeutic change are
maximal.

In a unit for the treatment of drug
dependence, there is prima facie
evidence that the use of drugs on the
unit is disruptive and disconcerting to

fellow patients whose treatment goal is

to abstain from continued use. In any
treatment setting, the use of violence
and the destruction of property are
likely to be considered undesirable, and
a variety of implicit and explicit expec-
tations will exist about the sorts of

patient behavior that will contribute to

or impede therapeutic progress.

Young multiple drug users very
frequently have a history of problems
of adjusting to the demands of in-

stitutional social settings. These pro-

blems are exemplified by their acting
out in school, and previous hospital ad-

missions.

A problem confronting the staff irf

units treating such patients is how to

engender a safe, orderly, and ther-

apeutic environment without adopting

a policing role which is likely to inter-

fere with the cooperative relationship
desirable between therapist and patient
for the maintainance of therapeutic
progress.

The solution adopted by the staff of

the inpatient drug ward in the ARF’s
Clinical Institute, has been to develop
an administrative system by which the
patient group is made re.sponsible for

the regulation of its own behavior.
The procedure by which the patients

of the unit are made responsible for

regulating their own behavior is to

make various ‘privileges’, which the
patients are presumed to want, con-
tingent upon the patient group’s suc-

cess in abiding by the rules of the pro-

gram.
A committee of the staff, working

with the patients, developed a set of

rules of behavior. These included such
items as proscription of physical
violence and drug use on the unit,

maintainance of a clean and reasonably
tidy environment, punctual attendance
at program functions, and adherence to

smoking regulations prescribed by the

fire marshall.

Points were awarded daily for the

group’s adherence to these rules and
the number of privileges available was
contingent upon the number of points
the group had earned the previous day.

Privileges included free soft drinks,

access to television and tape deck, and
passes out from the hospital.

When the points system was initi-

ated, a remarkable feature of the
group’s behavior was the ease with
which patients managed to change
what they reported as the habits of a

lifetime. An average of one rule per day
was broken by the group, all of whose
members were punctually present for

almost all prngram functions. The rale

of rule breaking was maintained at a

level which ensured that pas.ses (the

most costly privilege at 15 out of 17

possible daily points) were available

for 80% of hospital days.

To test the effectivene.ss of the group
contingencies in maintaining a ther-

apeutic environment, privileges were
made non-contingent on group points

for a period of three weeks.

The patient group had chronically
complained about the .system of group
contingencies and were delighted by
their removal. They extracted from the
stalTr an agreement that the group con-
tingencies would not be reintroduced
after a three week trial if the rate of
rule breaking did not change during
the trial period.

The result of the removal of the
group contingencies was that the rate

at which rules were broken more than
doubled. Within two weeks, 1 received a

deputation of patients requesting the

system be reintroduced ahead of sche-

dule because the therapeutic
atmosphere of the unit had allegedly

deteriorated so much.
Rates of drug use on the unit and on

pass, and of violent acting out, in-

crca.sed between three and sevenfold.

The mean duration of stay on the unit

decrea.sed from 25 to 15 days, and the

staff had increasingly to resort to the

throat of discharge from the program
to control the behavior of individual

patients.

When the group contingencies were
reintroduced, the rate of rule breaking
and duration of stay rapidly returned

to baseline levels. The results clearly

demonstrated the power of the group
contingencies for maintaining a ther-

apeutic environment.
Multiple drug users are a group with

poor impulse control. The results of the

pre.sent study demonstrate that struc-

turing quick and reliable consequences
for desired and undesired behaviors
can significantly reduce the frequency
with which impulsive disruptive be-

haviours can interfere with the effec-

tive conduct of treatment, and the
application of contingencies to the
group ensures that the group adopts
responsibility for regulating its own
behaviors, freeing the staff from disci- S
plinary roles so that they may act more g
effectively as therapists.

CL--
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Alcohol has ‘fiendish dual function’
By Dorothy Trainor

MONTREAL — Despite the effi-

cacy of antidepressant drugs, the

psychiatrist is helpless to cure

the alcoholic of his depression.

“It is absolutely necessary to

treat the alcoholism first and
then get at the depression,” Heinz

E. Lehmann told a McGill Uni-

versity symposium on depression

held at St. Mary’s Hospital.

Dr Lehmann is an intern-

ational expert in the area of

depression and is director of

research and education at the

Douglas Hospital, Montreal.

“Many chronic alcoholics are

alcoholics because they are basi-

cally depressed. In them, alcohol-

ism has a fiendish double func-

tion. They drink for instant relief

from the intense and continuous

nature of their depression and,

secondly, through a desire for

self destruction which alcohol

serves very well.”

Where such pressures rein-

force the need to drink, he said, it

is very difficult to get people to

give up their refuge and develop
sobriety. Hence, a very large
group of people does not receive

treatment for depression.

This constant pattern of drink-

ing, he said, prohibits treatment
with the usual drugs, i.e. tricyclic

antidepressants (such as ami-
triptyline and imipramine) or
MAO inhibitors (such as Parnate
and Nardil) as drug interactions

make the side effects too severe.

“Sometimes it is possible to

make a therapeutic contract with
the alcoholic to stop drinking
while receiving treatment, but
this happens only in a minority of

cases. And even though the con-

tract is made, they don’t always
stick to it.”

Once the drinking problem is

solved, it is easier to get at un-
derlying reasons for the
depression which was served and
fostered by alcohol, said Dr Leh-
mann Heinz Lehman

Options to intoxicant use

Alberta plan concentrates on living skills
CALGARY — An innovative

program to enhance personal liv-

ing skills as an option to intoxi-

cant use, has received the acclaim

of education officials here.

Ken Low, co-ordinator of drug
information for Calgary’s public

school system, contends the focus

of agencies like his own should

change from providing mere
facts about specific intoxicants,

to offering ideas about other sat-

isfactions available to young
people.

There must be more consider-

ation of the reasons alcohol and
non-medical drugs are used, Mr
Low told trustees of the Calgary

Board of Education, at a recent

meeting.

Mr Low received the un-

animous support of trustees

when he proposed that his drug
information efforts be entitled

“action studies”, and that he con-

tinue experimental work during

the next two years on programs
that offer non-drug activities to

pre-schoolers and students.

“The history of drug education’

has been a very sad one,” agreed

Bruce Johnson, chief of curricu-

lum planning for the CBE.

in Manitoba

Many alcoholic women remain uncJetected
( from page 1

)

Mr Ferguson added; “Now they

know where to go for help,

whereas before they were less

likely to be discovered and there-

fore less likely to admit a pro-

blem.”

The Alcoholics Anonymous
.spokesman said it’s this group of

women which needs to be reached

and understood because “their

problems and needs are very real

indeed”.

Women with alcoholism pro-

blems aren’t only getting more
numerous, they are getting much
younger, said Bill Marshall,
director of program development
for the foundation. Ten years
ago, the average age for women
alcoholics was over 40. Now
teenagers and women in their 2()s

Shamattawa reserve

Gas-sniffing chiidren draw
(from page I

)

Indian affairs will arratige the

temporary relocation of the wor
kens’ families.

'I’he band also plans to begin a

nursery and kindergarten this

fall in a home on the reserve, now
partly owned by lh(> federal

government.

“We have happened on an
approach (Low’s latest proposal)

that will apply to many areas, in-

cluding drug and sex education.”

“Action studies has become the

fundamental approach of the
drug education team,” Mr Low
commented in recommendations
to the board.

“The objective is the develop-

ment of basic personal com-
petence. This is in line with the
over-all objectives of the (school)

BERKELEY, CAL. — While
adolescent drug abuse commands
widespread attention, medicine
has turned its back on the equally
serious problem of drug abuse
among the elderly, says a Ber-
keley psychiatrist.

There is a growing horde of

ancient chemical hippies in the
US who owe their “spaced-out”
status to the good intentions of

their family doctor, says Dr
Wendell R. Lipscomb.
The “spaced-out grandma”

syndrome comes about when a

patient is treated for several con-

are becoming the most nume-
rous, said Mr Marshall.

A woman alcoholic with Alco-

holics Anonymous said young
women are attending AA
meetings at 18 years of age with
drinking problems that started at

age 12 or 13.

Experts in the field cite the
changing role of women in

society, the increase in divorce,

and the tensions of modern tech-

nology in .society as reasons for

the increase in female alcohol
abuse. They say more re.search is

needed, however, before it will be
po.ssible to pinpoint alcoholism
causes in women.
“Women traditionally face a

rougher lime and different pro-

blems than men, such as there

being more of a stigma attached

’I'he youlti program will in-

itially involve the hiring of bet-

ween IT) and 20 native youths
Ix'twec'u tlu' ages of If) and 2.')

years by Indian affairs to begin a

major clean-up campaign on the
re,serve.

The workers will dig garbage
sites and collect and paint the
numerous 45-gallon empty drums
.scattered around the reserve for

u.se as garbage containers
All ecpiipment for the program

and materials recpiired to reno-

val(' a l)uilding to house the new
dro[)-in cenln> will be supplied by
Indian affairs.

Art Schwartz, of the federal
health department’s medical .ser-

system, and there are more basic

reasons to seek this objective
than the prevention of intoxicant

problems — which is the only
one type of problem avoided
through personal competence.”
Mr Low said he and his staff “

.

.

. feel there is a significant need to

continue the action studies pro-

gram development, as a comple-
ment to other endeavours in the

basic mission and responsibility

of the public school system”.

ditions with a.combination of dif-

ferent drugs, and the total effect

of the therapeutic cocktail is not
considered, says Dr Lipscomb.

What results is an iatrogenic

psychosis.

“It is a syndrome that one
might expect to find in a youthful
hippie drug experimenter,” he
adds.

And psychiatrists are begin-
ning to see an increasing number
of these patients.

The typical patient is a woman
in her 70s who has been treated

to women alcoholics than to

men,” said the AA official.

As well, it is often harder to

treat women alcoholics because
they might have families to look

after and consequently are not as

able to spend time on treavment.

“When women do receive tre-

atment they are often treated like

men and are assumed to have the

same kinds of problems men
have.

“That’s a big assumption . . .

and perhaps a wrong one as well,”

said the AA official.

Added to the problems of the

female alcoholic is the fact there

is a critical lack of adequate tre-

atment facilities for women in

Winnipeg and the situation will

get worse as time goes by, Mr
Ferguson predicts.

vices branch in Winnipeg, said

the Shamattawa band council
along with federal and provincial

officials “are all working
tog('lher in a unitc'd ('ff«)rl to s«'e

what we can do to solve tin* gas
sniffing and other relati'd social

problems at tin' rt'sene.

"There arc* (pi it «< a fi'w things in

the process of happening right

now at Shamattawa.” he said
"Then' now is great awaretu'.ss of

th(' scriousm'ss of it by a vi'ry

major percentage of tlu' com
munity.”

Dr Schwartz said medical ser-

vices and Indian affairs officials

had met frequently with the

Drug education, he added,
“should remain a listed and iden-

tifiable sub-specialty of action
studies”.

A detailed printed report
presented to the school board,
said a three-year, project was be-

gun in September, 1972, to

examine possibilities for en-

hancing students’ abilities to

make and carry out “wide-de-

cisions” in their personal living
patterns.

for multiple ailments — arth-
ritis, hypertension, obesity,
periodic headaches, sleepless-
ness, and mood swings — each
complaint being treated in a

cookbook fashion with a drug for

each symptom.

Another related problem is the

abuse by the elderly of non-pre-

scription over-the-counter drugs
advertised as sleeping aids, calm-

ing agents, or tranquillizers.

Many such medications can
lead to the “spaced-out grandma”
syndrome and even temporary
commitment to a mental hospital.

At present, the Alcoholism
Foundation runs River House, a

halfway house for women and
there are women’s AA groups in

Winnipeg.
Mr Ferguson said there is

special need for out-patient
facilities for women with chil-

dren.

He said women from the mid-
dle- and upper-class areas need
their own kind of facilities in

their home areas. But nothing h
available.

“They don’t want to spend their

time in the detoxification centre

downtown. Like most people, they

want to be with their own kind
and only in this way will they feel

comfortable and be more recep-

tive to trt'atment,’’ said the exe-

cutive director.

attention
Shamattawa chief and band
council to expand coinnuinity in-

volvement in the lu'w programs,
lie added that officials are “in the

process of forming a province-

wide steering committi'c’’ involv-

ing federal, provincial and chil-

dren’s aid workers.

"It’s a very slow process," he

said "It’s fine to say something
ought to be done, but what tin'

Ill'll can you do’.'"

No li'sts for symptoms of gas

sniffing are being administered

on the re.serve at Ibis time, but Dr
Schwartz said "virtually every
youngster there has been tested

recently".

“It was reasoned that such a

capability is fundamental to

being able to avoid problems with
intoxicants.”

Mr Low explained that the
issue of intoxicant choices was
not a priority so much as was an
understanding of personal
responsibility and perceptions of

worthwhile experience. Most
drug education programs then
current were emphasizing the
nature of intoxicants, assuming
that ignorance on that point was
the reason that drugs and alcohol

were being abused. Programs
which failed to move beyond
that level now mostly have been
abandoned as unsuccessful, he
remarked.

“The roots of intoxicant pro-

blems go much deeper than most
people imagined.”

Key parts of the Calgary
project were in-service training

sessions for a few teachers wil-

ling to instruct “life skill” option

courses, and two experimental
“experience and activity” under-

takings for children of both pre-

school and student age groups.

Three courses for teachers,

although only small numbers
were involved, “tightened up the

concepts and clarified the role of

activities in developing basic

competence,” Mr Low said in his

report.

“By this time the value of wil-

derness and city survival/adven-

ture programs was apparent,
although the theoretical connec-

tions were still somewhat vague."

There was emphasis upon
teachers themselves acquiring
action skills, with the rationale

that people must develop com-
petence before they can teach

others how to do likewise.

“Action studies options were
offered in a number of different

junior and senior high schools.

The character and format of

these courses varied consider-

ably, depending on the teacher

and the state of development of

the over-all ideas and techniques.

“Early efforts tended to be

activity programs. Later efforts

stressed communication and in-

formation skills; only the most

rewnt efforts cover dimensions

of action.”

Mr Ixiw told school board trus-

tees he has "very little doubt"

development of jM'rsonal com-
petence through programs such

as these tends to help them avoid

intoxicant problems.
"... We have partially deve-

loped prototypes and a fairly

g(K>d pictun' of when' we need to

go from here," he suggested.

"Personal competence is not an

automatic result of .serious edu-

cational endeavour, nor does it

nt'ce.ssa ri ly follow from conven-

tional .standards of child-rearing

and family life. It is suggesti'd

that pi'rsonal competenct' can lie

systematically developed by

families and schools, but only if

we consciously make an effort to

do so,” ho said.

“It is worth doing for far more
basic reasons than enabling

people to avoid problems with in-

toxicants.”

Spaced-out grandmas are ignored
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Abstinence lifestyle should get ‘fair
SELF-RIGHTEOUS attitudes

of temperance individuals

and organizations have
seriously harmed the case for

abstinence as one solution to

the world’s pre-occupation
with alcohol.

Rev David Reeve, executive

director of Alcohol and Drug
Concerns Inc, in Toronto, said

the subject of abstinence has

never before merited objec-

tive consideration as a

solution to the alcohol pro-

blem. However, mounting
concern over alcoholism may
finally allow this particular

lifestyle to be given a fair

hearing, he said.

“It is reasonable to assume
that a much larger number of

people within a country could

be persuaded to avoid the use
of a product that is not a food,

is not a medicine, that im-
pairs good judgement and
perception, and in quantity is

toxic and debilitating,” he

told a session on treatment
theories and techniques.

Mr Reeve recommended
the formation of a voluntary

group of non-users in Canada
who would “be willing to

identify themselves as such
and who would without any
superior or judgemental
attitude toward those who fol-

low a practice of responsible

drinking, organize in a totally

voluntary way for friendship

and the pursuit of mutually

established goals.
Such a group, he continued,

would organize in the same
manner as Alcoholics Ano-
nymous and would:
• not use alcohol and recom-
mend this lifestyle only when
asked;

• represent the interests of

non-drinkers in requesting
that non-alcoholic drinks be
served in all places where
alcoholic beverages are avail-

able;

Canada's drinking drivers

Tougher police action urged by NS
IT IS not new laws and new
programs so much as it is more
rigid enforcement of existing

ones that offers hope of con-

taining Canada’s drinking
drivers, says Ernest Pas?,

Director of Highway Safety,

Nova Scotia ministry of motor
vehicles.

Mr Pass urged use of mobile

breathalyzer units at road-

sides, more imaginative police

placement of spot checks
(such as outside liquor

outlets), and mandatory edu-

cation/rehabilitation pro-

grams for convicted drinking

drivers.

He also recommended more
strict relicensing procedures

for convicted drivers, more
effective propaganda to warn
the public of the risks in con-

travening drinking laws, and a

reduction of legal blood alco-

hol concentration levels to

0.05%.
He said Canada experiences

almost 3,000 deaths annually

in alcohol-related auto mis-

haps, and said this costs some
$360 billion ($120,000 per
fatality).

To combat this situation, he
said, detection methods, now
primarily geared to picking up
the grossly intoxicated driver,

need to be upgraded.

Roadside detection pro-

grams in Nova Scotia have
shown that the average blood

alcohol content of drivers con-

victed under breathalyzer leg-

islation was 0.17%, almost
twice the legal limit.

Once a system of mobile
detection units was imple-
mented and the activity

publicized, average BAG
levels of those convicted drop-

ped to 0.15%, said Mr Pass.

The relicensing of drivers

after conviction also demands
a tougher approach, he said.

The driver should be asked
what he has learned by his

conviction and subsequent
retraining and how his drink-

ing behavior has changed, said

Mr Pass.

“The courts . . . have dem-
onstrated that they have
neither the time, the inclin-

ation, nor the interest to be-

come involved with . . . pro-

blem drivers other than to

hear the evidence of the case

at hand and . . . determine if

an offence has or has not been
committed, dispose of it, and
move on to the next case.”

He said in Nova Scotia,

repeat offenders undergo
more rigid investigation. Any
driver convicted of an alcohol-

driving offence applying for a

new licence has his record
reviewed.

If the record shows three

confirmed or suspected alco-

hol-driving involvements
within 10 years, that driver

must submit a medical report

for review by a medical advi-

sory committee.

The province has also made
use of conditional licences

which prohibit a driver from
driving at specified times and
places. Renewal of the full

licence was contingent upon
favorable follow-up reports

during this conditional period.

(These part-time prohi-

bition orders began to be

issued by courts in Nova
Scotia in December 1972 and
continued to be issued until

November 1973 when the

Supreme Court of Canada
ruled them invalid. During the

period they were issued, there

were increased numbers of

court convictions.

)

In the overall Canadian ex-

perience, said Mr Pass, too

many convicted drivers are

being granted restoration of

their licences without any real

attempt to evaluate post-con-

viction progress of the in-

dividual or his involvement in

counselling.

Court referrals to education

/rehabilitation programs have
not proved effective, he said.

Experience shows that courts

either don’t refer, or refer
only those with the most
obvious problems, who are the
ones with the least chance of

recovery.

He also noted mbst edu-
cational programs for con-
victed drivers in Canada today

are “totally didactic, authori-

tarian, and threatening in

presentation”.

Paul Whitehead

He urged that drivers who
decline such education pro-

grams should be denied licen-

ces.

Many drivers convicted of

drinking offences have more
deep-seated problems with

alcohol, he said. Nearly one

CFADD wants reduced BAC level for drivers
THE EFFECT of alcohol on
traffic safety was a high
priority on the CFADD’s own
agenda.

In issuing its series of re-

solutions at the conclusion

THE CANADIAN Foun-
dation on Alcohol and Drug
Dependencies has elected a

of the conference, the foun-

dation petitioned the federal

government to reduce the
legal BAC-driving threshold
to 0.04%, and to provide for

roadside compulsory testing

new president and four new
members to its board of

directors.

Jim Edwards, Edmonton
regional director with the

Alberta Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse Commission, was
elected president during the

CFADD’s annual conference,

INFORMACTION.
Mr Edwards, 44, joined

AADAC in 196.5, working in

various capacities as a treat-

ment counsellor, group ther-

apist, and supervisor of an out

patient clinic. For 14 months

he was also director of the

Henwood Rehabilitation Cen-

tre, an AADAC program.

For the last eight years he

has administered the Edmon-

without the need for grounds
for believing the driver had
been drinking or was im-

paired.

The CFADD further pe-

titioned provincial govern-

ton Regional office of

AADAC.
New members of the

CFADD board of directors

are:

• Arthur Young, director of

the New Brunswick Alcohol-

ism program;
• Fernard Parenteau, a

research and planning officer

with the Quebec department
of .social affairs;

• Garth Toombs, director of

regional programs with the

Addiction Research Foun-
dation of Ontario, and
• Lome Phillips, director of

prevention, education, and
staff deveiopment for the

Alcoholism Foundation of

Manitoba.

ments to increase the drinking

age to 20 years in provinces

that have grade 13, and to 19

years in provinces that do not

have grade 13. The intent of

this resolution was to sweep
alcohol out of the high schools.

In other resolutions the

CFADD:
• petitioned provincial

governments to adopt a policy

of taxation that would link the

price of beverage alcohol to

average disposable income;

• pledged itself to en-

courage a ban on the

promotion of tobacco and to

break down the link with

“g(K)d life” advertising as well

as to curb tobacco promotion

via .sports events;

• supported the federal

government s action in seek-

ing to curb alcohol promotion

on the basis of lifestyle.

• and urged the federal

government to initiate train-

ing programs for managers
and .supervisors in the federal

public service in order to make
their alcoholism programs
effective.

New officers for Canadian foundation

hearing’
• seek to develop the
awareness of the 50% of the

population who use small
amounts of alcohol but who
pay for the social health costs

of the 10% to 25% who are

heavy consumers; and
• publicize the benefits of

good health, weight control,

safety, and family well-being
that results from sobriety.

“Such a step need not wait
for further research or
organizational development.”

official
out of three drinking drivers

convicted of offences are pro-

blem drinkers.

“Uncompromising mea-
sures against a person who
may be struggling with the
problem of alcohol addiction

may seem drastic. However, in

the long run, this restric-

tion may have more of a salu-

tory effect rather than a

detrimental effect on this in-

dividual.”

The recommendation to

lower legal BAC levels

received further support from
Roberta G. Ferrence of the
Addiction Research Foun-
dation, in London, and Dr
Paul Whitehead, chairman of

the department of sociology at

University of Western On-

tario, and a consultant to the

ARF.
Their paper noted that be-

cause variations often occur in

measuring BAC readings, it is

rare for a charge to be laid

against a driver with less than

0.10% BAC. In fact, the aver-

age BAC for drivers convicted

is closer to 0.15% they said.

They recommended lower-

ing the legal BAC to 0.04%,
which would mean that few

charges would be laid at

readings less than 0.06%

.

Besides supporting meas-

ures to increase police

powers in roadside random
screening (whether or not

police have evidence or even

suspicion of impairment) the

London researchers urged set-

ting up detection screens in

high probability areas during

high risk times, such as late at

night when the highest num-
bers of drinking drivers are on

the road.

They also recommended
raising the legal drinking age

first to 19 then to 20, and the

introduction of probationary

licences for young drivers

aged 16 to 19 years. These
licences might be suspended
for any .serious violation.—
Milan Korcok, Gary
Seidler and Karin
Sobota report from
the conference held
June 20 - 25 in To-
ronto.
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Newfoundland
GRAVE EVIDENCE of soar-

ing alcohol use in Newfound-

land has not had the anti-

cipated result of spurring es-

tablishment of that province’s

first full-time detoxification

unit or other badly needed
services.

According to co-authors
Richard Boczkowski and
Patrick Tribbe of Newfound-
land’s department of health,

the information contained in a

report review
federal and pn
ments was m»
financial sup
ment health cai

The report.

Other Drug

Camera break
Conference hosts took a breather to pose with guests speakers. From left to right: David Archibald,

executive director of the Addiction Research Foundation; Pauline McGibbon, Lieutenant-Governor of

Ontario: Henry Schankula, director of Administration, ARF; Eugene LeBlanc, conference chairman

and director of the Research Branch, Ontario Ministry of Health, and; Richard Anthony, past president

of the Canadian Foundation on Alcohol and Drug Dependencies.

Behavior therapy: a ‘I

Feminist counseiling needed
WOMEN’S EVOLVING role

in society, coupled with doc-

tors’, therapists’, and
researchers’ antiquated per-

ceptions of women as happiest

in domestic situations, are key
reasons for the necessity of

replacing obsolete treatment
methods for female alcoholics.

Doreen Birchmore, head of

the day clinic at The Donwood
Institute, a Toronto-based tre-

atment centre for alcoholics,

told a session on women and
alcohol, that an ideal treat-

ment situation for a female
alcoholic would involve
feminist counselling and
group counselling with other

women.
Ms Birchmore said current

treatment methods employed
by therapists for female pro-

blem drinkers are essentially

those developed for the male
alcoholic population, and do
not take into account the
needs of women or explore
their complex reasons for

turning to alcohol.

“We can’t blame women’s
chemical dependency entirely

on their secondary role in

society. But I do feel that

boredom, depression, and
feelings of powerlessness suf-

fered by women as a result of

the frustrations felt in their

roles, or the conflicts that

occur because of these roles,

certainly could play a part in

their escape to addiction.”

Because many people in-

volved in treating female alco-

holics have made the
assumption that women are

biologically in tune to their

secondary roles (based on
ground-rules established by
Freud and others)

,
traditional

therapy may hurt an alcoholic

woman more than it helps, she

said.

Backing up traditional tre-

atments is research about the

female alcoholic that Ms Birch-

more called scarce, contradic-

tory, and variable, depending
upon the sex of the individual

researcher.

“Nor do these studies often

consider the role of women, or

the societal influences upon
women,” she added. “Often
tests and measurements of

femininity and masculinity
are based on stereotyped con-

cepts of the passive female and

the strong, aggressive male.”

In addition to research
samples being small, many of

those that do exist have been
taken from prisons and
psychiatric hospitals since this

is where women with alcohol

problems are most accessible

to researchers, Ms Birchmore
explained.

In 1974, The Donwood In-

stitute began to examine cha-

racteristics of women alco-

holics, comparing 100 female
drinkers with 100 non-alco-

holic women. The groups were
matched for marital status

and work status and there
were no differences in age or

education.

Although both groups
expressed similar attitudes to

the world and women’s roles in

general, the alcoholics
expressed a “tremendous
sense of personal in-

adequacy”.

“Because of the very low
self-image that women alco-

holics have generally, the

focus for their treatment
must be in the direction of im-

proved confidence, self-worth,

and assertion,” she concluded.

BEHAVIORAL THERAPY in

the field of drug abuse has
suffered from lack of disci-

pline and accountability,
Charles Aharan, director of

the Victoria (British Colum-
bia) Life Enrichment Society

told the conference.

“Most programs are fi-

nanced by government, and
for the most part program
operators are not required to

produce results. Money has
been given to people to go and
do something — anything —
with no requirement that they

demonstrate effectiveness,”

said Dr Aharan.
“If we could survey the field

from some Olympian height I

am sure we would observe
myriads of busy people. Some
would be feverish and
evangelical, some cynical,

some cool and professional,

some battered and worn, but

all would be busy doing treat-

ment.

“If we take a closer look and
ask what are they doing prec-

isely ... we would observe that

some are saying ‘don’t take

that drug — take this drug’.

Some are saying ‘don’t take

that drug’, some are lecturing

at, some are praying over,

others are threatening and
yelling, some are shaving
people’s heads, and some are

meeting with groups and yel-

ling ‘hey man’ a lot.

“And it is all treatment, be-

havioral therapy for the

chemically dependent.”

Attitudes , behavior shift

Students sign abstinence pledge
CONTRACTED ABSTI-
NENCE may be a u.seful

device in alcohol education,
according to preliminary
results of an attitude and be-

havior study involving
students at the University of

Nebraska-Lincoln.

The term ‘contracted ab-

stinence’ was used to sum-
marize a procislure whereby a

student signed a contract
(pledge) not to drink for a

period of two weeks in order to

view drinking from an ab-

stinence perspective.

It appears ttu* impact of th<‘

abstinence experience on
attitudes toward both drink
ing and tolerance of non
drinkers was favoral)le, i.e.

moved in the direction of more
responsible attitudes toward
drinking and greater toler-

ance of those who chose to ab-

stain, reported Steven B. Blum
and P. Clayton Rivers, both of

the university’s department of

p.sychology.

The study involved 16 male
and eight female college
students enrolled in a five-

week summer session p.sycho-

logy class entitled The
Psychological Aspects of

Alcoholism. The students
ranged in age from '20 to HO

years.

They reported their drink-
ing behavior for 10 days on
Sohell and Sohell's inventory
of drinking behaviors. They
also comphMed a (|U<‘.stion-

naire measuring their

altitudes toward alcohol use

and ahu.se.

During the abstinence
period, students kept diaries

describing their reaction to

drinking at parliivs while they

I hemselves abstained

l''ollowing the alisl i neiici'

period, the sludeiils continued
filling out daily drinking
records for another 10 days.

Till' five-week coiirsi* met

daily and lectures and dis-

cussions were provided about

the psychological aspects of

alcoholi.sm.

The authors said the most
startling observation of the

study involved the large dis-

crepancy between the

amounts students predicted
they would drink as compared
to the actual amount they con-

sunuHl.

While the post-abstinence

data revealed lower actual

drinking as well as lowered
prixiicted drinking, this large

discrepancy rmnained fairly

constant.

As a whole, the class

predicti'd they would drink
16.10 drinks per day, whih'
actually consuming, on the

avi'rage, 4.‘I.H0 drinks |K>r day

during the pre-livsl. 'I'he post

lest results droppi'd tti(>

pnsliclion to t) H6 drinks while

actual consumption dropped
to :to.5r).

Tlii'se results, said the

authors, suggest that a high

degree of imiuilsivi' drinking

could occur in colh'ge popii

lalions.

Students incri'ased their

knowU'dgi' of alcohol and its

Despite the fact nearly 90%
of all funds available for

treatment of the chemically
dependent are spent in sup-
port of behavioral therapy,
“we are unable to say much
more about treatment than
was said nearly 200 years ago,”

‘said Dr Aharan.

Part of the .

failure to thr

that therapists!

ply such “slof i

ally-fragile” cii

work.

“We rarely ai

do in the namn
. . . and never m

effects and while this finding

is not directly related to the

abstinence research, the

authors stress that increaseij

knowledge is an important
educational goal, quite apart

from modification of attitudes

and behavior change.

The students found a high

degree of peer pressure to

drink. Eleven requested copies

of the abstinence contract to

carry with them at parties in

order to have a justification to

refu.se drinking.

However, results of the

students’ ratings of the class

experience indicate the ab-

stinence exjH'rience was rated

relatively highly.

The implication of these

findings, said the authors, if

they hear up to further statis-

tical analysis, is that con
tracted ahstineiur alone can
have an impact on attitudes

and drinking behavior

TIu'y said the strategies

employed in the study are
potentially useful in ii'aching

the three basic goals of alcohol

(Hiucation — incri'ased knowl-

edge, promotion of positive

attitudes, and positive be-

havioral change

Chiidren of

at risk but
raE PLIGHT of the children

of alcoholics is receiving in-

creasing attention in scientific

literature. But there is much
room for improvement.
In a critical review of the

literature over a 25-year
period. Dr N. el Guebaly,
psychiatrist-in-charge, addic-

tion services. Royal Ottawa
Hospital, noted a variety of
findings and contradictions in

studies concerned with the
children of alcoholics.

Dr el Guebaly said the off-

spring of alcoholics appear to

be at increased risk for the
serious psychosocial illnesses

of adulthood.

“Their at risk status needs
to be compared to that of the

offspring of parents with
other ty'pes of serious psychi-

atric illness. Such information
is needed for planners and
workers in the child mental
health field,” he said.

Dr el Guebaly said it is un-

fortunate that only lip service

has been paid to the treatment
needs of children. Since 1957,

he noted, Alateen remains
through its literature and
meetings the main therapeutic

resource available to the chil-

dren of alcoholics.
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focusing on t.-

able efforts c
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&tment still ‘on the hoof’

on a heavy drinking spree
y )th the Provincial Program Recom-
r, govern- mendations in the Province of

t inspire Newfoundland, was paid for

1 imple- by the federal Non-Medical
r tes. Use of Drugs Directorate, and

[plsm and delivered to the Newfound-

rjencies: land government by that

province’s Alcohol and Drug
Directorate in December,
1975. Segments of it were
presented at the conference.

In a subsequent report by
the same authors, however,
the earlier optimism about the

field for prophets
’

ir Jor this

V said, is

n Ives ap-

Lr ‘llectu-

li 0 their

^lit is we

f atment

jo it or

whether or pot it is worth
doing.

“The absence of a solid body

of knowledge plus the absence

of any external requirement to

account for one’s activities

makes our field a lush one for

those who believe they have
the truth by the tail.”

8

Icoholics

^glected
ii is noted

tjncerned

ill those

ill. Laud-

i| now to

therapy

^mt of a

)|)holism

,
le said.

I>lism as

I 'i-£actor

iestioned

I ure sur-

|e casual

i Dr el

^iorgani-

^ind anti-

(bur

f knowl-

dren of

was
iljaret H.

'lational

ohol In-

to-

ow they
ted has

led for

iltivate

school
cl|ld care

al prob-

lems faced by children of

alconolic parents;

• We should encourage
family involvement in coun-
selling the alcoholic parents.

Even though family therapy is

coming into wider use in alco-

holism counselling settings,

very often children are not in-

cluded;

• We should advocate in-

clusion of child treatment ex-

perts on the alcoholism coun-
selling team;

• Treatment should involve

ihe entire family, and the goal

of treatment should be
broader than the achievement
of sobriety by the alcoholic

parent.

“Resources are limited and,
traditionally, the primary
focus in the alcoholism field

has been on treating alcoholic

people.

“But efforts directed at

early intervention in the lives

of children of alcoholic
parents are one of the most
cost effective ways we can
spend alcoholism energies and
money,” Ms Hindman said.

“Such efforts deserve a

place high on the priority list

in programming and re-

search.”

He said: “This field is full of

prophets, evangelists, and
other believers who, since they

‘know the truth’ can see little

reason for either asking or

facing rigorous questions.”

He attributed part of this

lack of accountability to

governments’ lack of real in-

terest in the field of chemical

dependence.

Though governments pro-

vide most of the funding
for drug abuse treatment, they

do so as a “token response”

and are motivated more by
political than health care
objectives, said Dr Aharan.
Government’s attitude

appears to be that since not

very much money is involved

anyway, and since the political

value of such activity is “to be

seen”, then who cares about its

effectiveness?

This slackness has resulted

in unnecessary and costly

duplication of services, he
said.

He believes behavioral ther-

apy has to be based on the

conviction that given the right

set of conditions, the in-

dividual can and will make
different choices. Thus a treat-

ment or change program
should involve a “systematic

attempt” to influence the in-

dividual to make different
choices.

A person must be influenced
by those things which he
values, he said. Consequently,

it is critical that the major
values of any change program
be explicitly stated and
obvious to all.

Failure to apply this kind of

evaluation to one’s own work,
or even to question the reasons
for one’s activities will con-

stantly work to the detriment
of the field of behavioral ther-

apy, said Dr Aharan.

establishment of treatment
services had faded.

The second report, also sup-

ported by Non-Mudd, dealt

with specific alcohol problems
in Labrador — the mainland
territory of the island
province.

In it, the authors referred to

their first study: “The study

was never formally acknowl-
edged by government, and in

the new budget no money was
allocated for any of the
recommended programs.
Labrador (with a large native

population) will (also) receive

no such programs.”
It went on to say: “In no

time in history did the provin-

cial government spend more
than 1% of its revenue from
the sale of alcohol alone on
alcohol abuse prevention or

treatment programs.”

From the first study:

In 1966, Newfoundland
recorded the lowest per capita

alcohol consumption in

Canada. By 1973, it had ex-

perienced an 87.8% increase

in per capita consumption
(the greatest increase in that

time period in the country),

and achieved the dubious dis-

tinction of having the 6th

lowest per capita con-

sumption of all provinces and
territories. Only the Yukon
and the Northwest Territories

had a higher per capita con-

sumption of beer than New-
foundland, the favored drink

in the province.

Based on sales of absolute

alcohol, there were an es-

timated 9,783 alcoholics in

1973, a 97% increase in the

estimated number of alco-

holics since 1970. Estimates
indicate there are 12,738 alco-

holics in the province today.

Data collected between 1970
and 1973 from provincial
hospital records show:
• a 129% increase in fre-

quency of primary diagnosis

of cirrhosis of the liver requi-

ring hospitalization;

• a 102% increase in the
frequency of primary diag-

nosis of behavioral problems
related to alcohol;

• a 237% increase in alcohol-

related psychiatric problems;

• a 150% increase in alcohol

poisoning requiring hospitali-

zation along with a 1050% in-

crease in the number of day
beds used; and

• a 297% increase in reported
hospital costs for alcohol-
related disorders (primary
diagnosis only).

The costs of drinking and
driving between 1970 and 1975
also soared: a 238% increase
in the number of impaired
drivers charged; a 100% in-

crease in the rate of fatal car
accidents involving alcohol; a

41% increase in the rate of
non-fatal car accidents involv-

ing alcohol; and an 85% in-

crease ill the rate of alcohol-

involved accidents resulting in

property damage of over $200,
for a total increase of 71 % for

all motor vehicle crashes in-

volving alcohol consumption
in the province.

Medical facilities for treat-

ment of alcoholics are now
limited to general hospitals
with only two alcohol pro-
grams operating, both out of

the capital city of St. John’s. A
few patients are referred to

centres outside the province
and, said the first report,
many alcoholics are treated
“on the hoof” through out-
patient departments or
physicians’ offices. Most often,

however, the patient is diag-

nosed symptomatically and
presumably treatment is

aimed primarily at the
symptom.

Although the establishment
of a detoxification centre and
“one or two” professionally

staffed treatment units, along
with further epidemiological

research, was recommended in

the report, lack of action on
the part of the provincial
government spawned this

observation in the later

Labrador study:

“It would seem that there is

a moral issue involved when
the government encourages
the sale of alcohol, (it is the

leading revenue collector of

all the provincial govern-
ment’s enterprises), yet in

turn provides no treatment
services for those unfortun-
ates who become addicted. The
onus of providing help falls

upon the already overcrowded
hospital facility . .

.”
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ingly aware that other
methods, especially drug-free
treatment approaches, were
available;

• time -constraints and
negative experiences with
methadone patients reduced
the enthusiasm of some prac-

titioners.

Other factors which con-
tributed to reduced avail-

ability of methadone in-

cluded reorganization on the
part of some clinics which
reduced patient intake; a

number of clinics had ceased
operation; several programs
had increased their require-

ments for entrance and reten-

tion; some clinics changed to

detoxification as the treat-

ment of choice.

At the same time, the com-
mittee found the narcotic-
using population was chang-
ing in ways that reduced the

numbers seeking treatment.

The number of known new
users declined between 1973
and 1974. This decline, if it

reflected a decrease in the
number of new users “on the

street”, may have accounted in

part for reduced clinic intake,

as new young users are
thought to be less likely to

seek treatment than long-term
users, says the committee’s in-

terim report.

The survey showed a new
kind of narcotic user had
appeared, one who seldom es-

tablished the traditional “jun-

kie” lifestyle, and thus was not

under much pressure to seek

treatment.

Also, narcotics users were
thought to be less seriously

dependent than previously.

Reasons for this included a

trend toward multiple drug
use, including use of cocaine.

tranquillizers, barbiturates,

and alcohol, both for the

pleasurable effects of these

drugs and for self-treatment,

particularly when heroin was
unavailable.

The committee also found
attitudes of narcotic depen-
dent people toward the phar-

macological properties of

methadone changed, reducing

their interest in the drug as a

treatment approach.

Some felt orally adminis-
tered methadone was not an
adequate substitute for in-

travenous injection of heroin.

Others believed methadone
was just as addictive as heroin

and withdrawal more difficult

and prolonged.

Some methadone patients

experienced unpleasant side

effects they felt were worse
than those associated with
heroin use.

The committee also con-
cluded that attitudes of nar-

cotic dependent people
towards some treatment cen-

tres, and more generally
toward the typical methadone
maintenance lifestyle, were
becoming negative.

The reasons given for this

negativism included: —
• the need for daily visits to

obtain methadone restricted

activities, including work and
recreation;

• patients reported that

some clinics were inflexible

and insensitive;

• the lifestyle associated
with methadone maintenance
was becoming a bore for many
dependent people; and

• patients missed the ex-

citement and peer contact of

the street life.style, while feel-

ing alienated in the clinics.

inc
Emphasis
changes
in TCs

BECAUSE OF the pervasive

sense of inadequacy and self-

contempt that many addicts
harbor within themselves, a

principal element in every
component of a milieu therapy
program should be to enhance
the resident’s sense of self-

worth.

This should be parallelled,

said the director of a Canadian
therapeutic community, with
a program of equipping the
addict with real social and
vocational skills, along with
enhancing his sense of
responsibility, self-sufficien-

cy, and independence.

“Without doubt, if tbe
resident can complete the pro-

gram with a sense of com-
petency he will have achieved
perhaps the principal in-

gredient of human effec-

tiveness,” John Devlin, of

Montreal’s Portage Program
told the conference.

“The world will have begun
to respond to him in a positive

way,” John Devlin of Mont-
real’s Portage Prografn told

the conference.

Mr Devlin noted that as the

conception of the addict has
evolved through the decades,

so has the nature of the clien-

tele of the therapeutic com-
munity changed.

While in the 1960s, lying,

manipulative, psychopathic
opiate addicts filled the ros-

ters of TCs, most clients in the

1970s have become polydrug

users and, in general, reflect

neither the problems nor the

competencies of the earlier

opiate addict.

“Our finding at Portage in-

dicate these individuals now
have as their pervasive
symptoms, problems in self-

concept and adaptation,” Mr
Devlin said.

The addiction specialist and
the applied social scientist are

struck by a number of salient

and recurrent patterns in the

delinquent population they
work with, according to Mr
Devlin.

Among the most important,
in terms of the strategies that

must be devised to promote
rehabilitation, are:

• The presence of a

negative self-concept and
feelings of worthlessness and
inadequacy;

• A personal history of
social rejection and failure-

proneness in interpersonal
relations.

Contrary to the view that

pervades Canada’s LeDain
Commission Report on Treat-
ment (1972), Mr Devlin does
not envision a medical
solution to the problem of
drug addiction.
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A grim statistical forecast

Cirrhosis deaths are spiraiiing in Canada
are: —CIRRHOSIS OF the liver has

become the fastest growing
killer of Canadians over age

25, a leading epidemiologist

told the conference.

Wolf Schmidt

Deaths caused by cirrhosis

linked to alcohol abuse, more
than doubled over the last 20

years in Canada and will

double again by 1985 unless

governments institute much
stronger controls, said Wolf-

gang Schmidt, associate

research director, social

studies. Addiction Research
Foundation of Ontario.

In a plenary presentation

which set the tone for the con-

ference, Dr Schmidt painted a

grim picture with a barrage of

statistical data which
reflected Canada’s soaring
alcoholism rates.

Based on past trends. Dr
Schmidt predicted that

Canadian adults would drink

3.95 gallons of alcohol a year
by 1985, a 73% increase over
the 1972 rate, unless govern-

ments tighten alcohol control

laws.

Using liver cirrhosis as the

longest established and most
reliable yardstick, he said the
upward swing in related alco-

hol deaths is particularly
striking among middle-aged
men.
In 1945, among men aged

4049, there was one cirrhosis

death for every 115 deaths
from all causes; in 1972, one
out of 18 deaths in this age
group was attributable to cir-

rhosis._

Expressed another way,
5.6% of total mortalities in

this age group were linked to

cirrhosis.

“This trend becomes parti-

cularly important if the im-

pact of alcoholism is judged
from the loss of time span or

the reduction of working life it

causes,” Dr Schmidt said.

He linked the rate of overall

alcohol consumption to heavy
drinking patterns and pointed

out a moderate drinker can
soon become a heavy drinker
as drinking becomes more and
more socially acceptable.

Blaming increasing alcohol

consumption on this sort of

social contagion. Dr Schmidt
said “a rising consumption
affects the drinking habits of

every consumer with the sem-

blance of a spreading wave”.

He said the more a person
drinks, the more he offers his

friends. His friends, in turn,

feel obligated to offer him
more alcohol, and so it goes on.

Dr Schmidt said govern-
ments have found it expedient
to accept the theory of inte-

gration of alcohol into our
daily lives because they
(governments) thought
public sentiment favored
more liberal alcohol regu-
lations.

But, he believes, govern-
ments should act to reduce
alcohol consumption by im-
plementing a taxation policy

that increases proportionately

to disposable income.
Dr Schmidt said the old

argument that the way to

teach people how to handle
alcohol wisely is to introduce

the drug to them at an early

age and make it an integral

part of everyday living has
proven to be erroneous.

An advocate of government
education programs to in-

crease public awareness of the

personal hazards of heavy
alcohol consumption. Dr
Schmidt pointed to recom-
mendations made by his

organization to the Ontario
government as a means to

curbing alcoholism and deaths

by cirrhosis.

These recommendations

stand by

• a taxation policy which
maintains a reasonably con-
stant relationship between the
price of alcohol and levels of

disposable income (income
after taxes) in the province;

• a moratorium on further
relaxation of alcohol control
measures and the adoption of

a health-oriented policy with
respect to such measures. The
relevant question would be-

come: are the proposed
changes likely to contribute to

higher consumption levels and
therefore an increase in

,
health costs?

RIGOROUS MEASURES to

stop mass alcohol advertising

from enticing more and more
Canadians to drink more and
more have been strongly
recommended by Rev Robert
Lindsey, associate secretary,

division of mission of the Uni-
ted Church of Canada.
He told a session at the con-

ference that Canada should
seriously consider the
possibility of nationalizing the
alcohol industry as a way to

curb growth of liquor con-
sumption.

“Until brakes are applied to

• an education program
designed to increase public
awareness of the personal
hazards of heavy alcohol con-

sumption, the economic and
other consequences for society

of high consumption levels,

and the potential public health

benefits of appropriate con-

trol measures.

Dr Schmidt pointed out as

little as three to four ounces of

whiskey (or its equivalent)
for women and between five

and six ounces for men may
measurably increase the
chance of serious illness.

the profitability of brewing
and distilling through ex-

panded sales and advertising,

the best laid preventions will

be as smoke up the chimney,”
Mr Lindsey said.

The General Council of the

United Church of Canada, he
added, had on three separate

occasions since 1944, called for

the nationalization of the in-

dustry.

“The alcohol question is

not jiLst a personal question
it is definitely not just a

business question, it is a

public question,” he said.

Third World won’t forever: Archibald

United Church vehement
about alcohol controls

(from page 1)

A major part of the problem
society faces in defending it-

self against drug abuse is that

the pattern of such use so

swiftly changes and is so sub-

ject to fads and fashions.

“It is a moving target,” said

Mr Archibald.

In Hong Kong, long a

stronghold of opium smoking,
heroin use is increasing
rapidly and to this is being ad-

ded use of barbiturates and
some of the newer psycho-
tropics, he said.

In Burma, where 100,OOO
known opium addicts eat or

smoke one third of the 300
metric tons of opium produced

illicitly each year, intravenous

heroin use by middle class

youths has been increasing.

In Pakistan, another major
opium-producing country,
recent surveys show that 65%
to 75% of students have
reported experimenting with

various psychotropic drugs,

including barbiturates, am-

phetamines, and various hal-

lucinogens.

In Thailand, use of cheap,

high-quality heroin is a major
drug problem. Some of this

heroin is up to 80% and 90%
pure, said Mr Archibald.

Treatment services report

that the average age of users is

dropping and many 16-year-

olds are presenting for treat-

ment.
In Europe, although alcohol

remains the major drug of

abuse, sale of heroin via the

Amsterdam connection has
been increasing significantly.

In the Netherlands, drug
law enforcement has become
such a high priority that it has
begun to distress a number of

neighbouring countries, he
said.

Representatives of the
Federal Republic of Germany
have noted an increase of
heroin smuggling over the
German-Dutch border, and
they have also found that this

increase in heroin use coin-

cides with an increase in alco-

hol abuse among young
people.

Responding to such diver-

gent trends is a difficult task

as it involves .so many facets of

life and community activities,

said Mr Archibald.

Among the hill people of

Thailand, for example, opium
is the only readily available

nu'dieine for a whoh' range of

ills that results from a parti-

cularly hard life style.

Suppre.ssiiig availability of

opium for tluvsc' pi'ople with-

out providing adeiiuate lu'alth

and social care facilities would
be a negative response, he
said.

"Until such tinu' as min-
imum basic health services

are providi'd for rural popu
lations m opium producing
ari'as, there is little chance
of ovmcoming the prohli'in

of opium (h'peiidenci' among
these people

"The development of

primary health care services

in the Third World should he

one of tlu' higlu'sl priorilo's of

tlu' World Health Organi-
zation.

"In sjiili' of considi'rahh'
progress, howi'ver. even the

barest minimum of health
care has not yet reached the

Golden Triangle area of

Thailand, Burma, Laos. Nor
has it reached the areas of

Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nepal,

and many, many countries of

Africa.”

Mr Archibald said that in

the past few years the notion

of subsidizing Thailand’s far-

mers to switch from poppy
cultivation to other pursuits

has been receiving much
attention. But crop sub-
stitution is a complex activity

that must involve the entire

community, he said.

Roads have to be built to the

villages so new crops may be

transported to market, new
and modern concepts of agri-

culture must be tested, and the

population has to be taught
new farming methods. Langu-
age differences between the

hill tribes also have to be
overcome.

Integrating all of these

facets demands the whole-
hearti’d involvi'inent of tlu'

jieople there, said Mr
Archihald.

"It is unrealistic for UN
agencies to draft programs
and objectives in GetU'va or

Ni'w York They must lie

responsive to the needs of par-

ticipating countries and work
in partnership with them "

Opium production in

.Southeast .Asia is not a factor

isolated to this part of the

wortd. said Mr Architiald To

the lull trilu'. opium is a cash

crop, one that finds its

ultimate payoff in Vancouver,

and Toronto, and Di'troit, I'tc.

In opium production the big

money is not made by the

farmer, hut tiy the chain of

entrepreneurs between the

producer and the addict.

“We cannot end up with a

net social gain if, in the course

of legally enforcing the sup-

pression of opium, you deprive

the rural farmer of his only

source of livelihood."

Mr Archibald warned the

conference that the Third
World was not going to stand

by forever and see such
priorities as economic sta-

bility and the provision of

health serv’icos denied.

“H is in our own very selfish

interest to bo concerned. The
piHiple of the Third World are

not going to stand idly by

watching their children die

from disease or hunger while

we. with all of our luxury, go

on endless strikes for even
more and more goodies of the

count r>\

"The Third World is serving

notice now. in the United
Nations Assembly, in the

WHO assembly, in the inv

Habitat conference, and in the

rt'volutions occurring in so

many countries."

David Archibald

"The development of primary

health caro services in the Third

World Countries should be one

of the highest priorities of the

World Health Organization "
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^Quebec car crash fatalities

75% of drivers had been drinking
I

MONTREAL — More than half

of 284 drivers killed in car

accidents in the Montreal and

Quebec City areas in 1975, were

drunk or at least under the in-

fluence of alcohol.

Of the 284, only 103 were sober,

j

Although autopsies were per-

formed in all of these cases, they

1
are not necessarily done in all car

j
crash deaths in the province.

I Blood sample investigations

: after autopsy, showed that almost

half (49.5% ) of these 284 drivers

were intoxicated, i.e., the blood-

alcohol concentration was above

. the legal limit of 0.08% . Another

14.5% were under that limit but

had been drinking.

The statistics on the dead
drivers were compiled by the

Quebec Medico-Legal Labora-

tory, in Montreal. Jean-Paul Val-

court heads the lab and is also

president of the Canadian Society

of Forensic Sciences.

“Some of those whose blood
levels were over ±he 0.08 level,

were very much over,” Dr Val-

court told The Journal.

The reckoning showed that

Quebec City, with its smaller
population, and the surrounding

area, has the more serious pro-

blem. Blood samples from 115

dead drivers showed 54% were
over the legal limit, while 10%
were under the influence of alco-

hol. Only 41 of the 115 drivers

were sober.

In the Montreal area, of 169

dead drivers autopsied, 46%
would legally have been consid-

ered intoxicated. — 17.1% of the

others had a lower level of blood
alcohol. Here, 62 drivers were
sober.

Although useful, such statis,-

tics may be somewhat misleading
as they only deal with autopsies.

Dr Valcourt pointed out.

“In my judgement, I would say

that in the last four to five years,

35% of drivers dying at the wheel
or immediately after the accident

were intoxicated. Another 45%
of the total had some level of

alcohol in the bloodstream.”

In the City of Montreal, he ex-

plained, an autopsy is almost
mandatory in the case of a car-

accident death. In the environs of

Montreal, however, there are
many coroners and the lab took

samples from drivers killed

within a 100-mile radius. These
coroners do not necessarily ask

for an autopsy. In Quebec City,

autopsies are the generally per-

formed but they are not
necessarily done in the sur-

rounding area.

Dr Valcourt believes use of

seatbelts means a reduction in

deaths. (The use of seatbelts is

not obligatory in Quebec.)

“The experience that Ontario is

having since seatbelt legislation

was brought in bears me out.

“One aspect that can’t be com-
puted is the sum that Ontario
residents will save in hospital

bills. Seatbelts not only prevent

death, but serious injury in many
cases.”

(Moti beliefs.,. From page 4
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cern, because concern activates

prevention, and that is certainly

not visible yet!

Third, and my biggest beef; as a

member of the Regional Advisory

Committee for Ontario of the

Non Medical use of Drugs Direc-

torate, I was offended and wish to

protest against your glib use of

derogatory statements like

“three years of relative nothing-

ness” and “with respect to the

alcohol mandate it developed

three years ago, it has been bat-

ting zero”.

It might have been wiser for

the editor of “our” journal to get

the correct information before

writing articles of questionable

value with regard to co-operation.

If you would like to see “the facts

of life”, I can provide you with

some figures, but forgive me that

I do not have them all on my
finger tips here at the Sault.

However, one phone call to 80

Scollard Street — Telephone
966-6483 — will give you all the

information you need to erase

your lack of insight into the

operation of Ontario Office of the

Directorate which, with its

limited amount of funds, tries

very conscientiously to respond

;
to cries for help where people are

suffering.

For the year 1974-75, Non-Mud
spent $1,944,448, or 34% of its

total budget on alcohol programs.
Breakdown — for research
projects $270,824; for innovative

services $1,624,457; and for in-

formation services $49,167. In

1975-76, the total amount was
$2,542,585 or 54% of its total

budget. Again broken down in

the same categories — research

.projects $734,485; innovative
services $1,577,100; and infor-

mation services $231,000.

!
You wrote “insight is always a

blessing”. I hope that this will

become true for you.

Anthony van den Bosch, MSW
' Centre Director

Northeastern Ontario Region

:
Addiction Research Foundation
of Ontario

; Sault Ste Marie, Ontario

Healthy
jsir:

^

Today, in receiving my
i
monthly edition of The Journal

I
j

(April) and taking special notice
ijof the article “I Have A Healthy
Body”, I was overjoyed by the

.

I

fact that Kerry Hart Stowell, “is

I putting into practice that the
* prevention of juvenile drug
abuse has to be started early in

life”.

To you, Kerry Stowell, the feel-

ing is mutual. Much energy,
: money, programs, etc. are on the
wayside because we have started
too late with “our interpretation”
of prevention, and needless to
say, many have paid the price for
our lack of knowledge in the field

we declare as ours.

I I
If m'ore “professionals” would

i

take just one day and spend that

time watching children in a

school playground with their

spontaneity, honesty, being
REAL — how much we could

learn.

Ronald C. Sauers
Coordinator

Chemical Dependency Unit

Dakota County Mental Health
Center
South St. Paul, Minnesota

Martha
Sir:y

I read, with interest, Anne
MacLennan’s article on Martha
Davis’ activities qt the recent

National Drug Conference in

New York City (The Journal,

May.) While I share Ms Davis’

frustrations with bureaucracy, I

very strongly disagree with the

methods I witnessed at the
Americana. Shouting down
speakers and telling members of

the audience to “Get out if you
don’t want to get hurt”, is inap-

propriate behavior for the

national conference of a group of

workers that is struggling for

professional legitimacy.

Drug abuse and drug abuse
workers have been treated by
“the establishment” as semi-
legitimate precisely because of

our anti-professional, socially

demanding factions that clamor
for recognition. Rather than call

attention to the problems that
cause drug abuse, the Harlem
Drug Fighters have focused
attention on the problems of

dealing with those involved in the
field.

In my opinion, the drug abuse
field suffered immensely from
the actions of those at the
National Conference who would
not let others speak. Their con-

tinued association with our field

prolongs its struggle to atjtain

respectability and makes serious

discussion and work impossible.

Lindsay Wilson
Caseload Supervisor
Operation PAR, Inc.

Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Program
St Petersburg, Florida

Minnesota law
Sir:

My heartfelt congratulations to

Saskatchewan for the intel-

ligence and courage they have
shown in raising their drinking
age after lowering it to 18, as you
reported in June.

I must, however, point out that

contrary to your report, it is not

the first jurisdiction in North
America to do this. On March 19

of this year, the governor of Min-
nesota signed the law which
raises the drinking age here, also

from 18 to 19. Like the Sas-
katchewan law, it is effective

September 1. A number of people

including members of our In-

ternational Organization of Good
Templars worked hard to see this

law through the legislature, and
we know that such an accom-

plishment is not easy.

Donald J. Kleven
Director of Legislative and Edu-
cational Activity,

Northwest Council,

International Organization of

Good Templars
Minneapolis, Minn. 55410

Sir:

I presume you will receive many
other letters pointing out that the
state of Minnesota was the .first

jurisdiction in North America to

reverse the trend in lowering the
legal drinking age. Governor
Wendell Anderson of Minnesota
signed the bill raising the legal

drinking age in Minnesota from
18 to 19, effective September 1,

1976, in early April of this year.

I mention this only in the in-

terest of strict reporting accu-
racy. I rejoice in the fact that
there are now at least two juris-

dictions that have taken this
action. Hopefully, others will fol-

low.

Thank you for the continued
excellent and informative report-

ing provided by The Journal.

Harry W. Beardsley

Public Relations Manager
Preferred Risk Mutual Insu-
rance Co.

West Des Moines, Iowa 50265

The Journal welcomes Letters to the Editor. Letters may
be sent to The Journal, 33 Russell St., Toronto, Ont., M5S
2S1.
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New deep-brown heroin fad
is worrying UK speciaiists
LONDON — A crude, deep-
brown heroin product originat-

ing from the wealthy Iranian

student community and ap-

parently intended for private
consumption rather than illicit

trade is worrying British special-

ists.

“Injection could be very
dangerous,” one comments, “as it

appears to have been refined
directly from opium rather than
morphine base. Consequently,
there is bound to be an abun-
dance of garbage and impurities

which would do serious damage if

it found its way into the blood-

stream.”

This warning appears in a

specialist study published by
Streetlife, a new fortnightly
British journal intended primar-
ily for young people.

Mapping the pattern of illicit

heroin consumption in Britain,

the journal links “high-level
Chinese sources” with trendy
businessmen around the music
and fashion businesses.

Indigenous British gangs are

also moving into this area be-

cause profits are so large. This
filters through to a middle group
who, in turn, connect with a

flash, nouveau-riche set where
heroin is replacing cocaine as a

drug of preference and dealers

operate on a three-to-four gram
per week level.

“From here on, there are satel-

lite connections in places such as

colleges, pubs, squats, and the
streets. The most militant and
politically involved squats tend to

counter heroin use by giving a lot

of support to users who want to

get off and coming down very
hard on dealers.”

Heroin and morphine seizures

by British customs authorities

trebled in 1975, though Streetlife

emphasizes that it is impossible

to determine how much was in

transit and how much intended
for the British market. But
specialists — such as street wor-

kers at Release and the Blenheim
Project as well as sources close to

the Metropolitan Drug Squad —
have observed a considerable in-

crease in casual heroin con-

sumption during the past six

months.
One Release staff member

reports a six-fold increase in his

personal heroin-related work-
load.

Cocaine is apparently losing its

attraction while heroin is becom-
ing fashionable among wealthy
addicts who can afford the cur-

rent price of up to £40 (about

$75) a gram.
The journal also reports a

recent influx of Continental ad-

dicts looking for treatment in

Britain or unable to handle “the
competitive nature of the Am-
sterdam market. Some are bring-

ing heroin with them to sustain

themselves before kicking.
Others are bringing their sup-
plies as well.”

The journal warns that the
stability of Britain’s treatment
system is threatened by a new
prescription policy that has
nearly eliminated . the availabi-

lity of licit heroin.

This trend has apparently

developed through a “success-
oriented” approach of many
clinics “which do not want to

have their track records impaired
by obstreperous addicts whose
overall problems seem intract-

able.

“At one London clinic, there is

a single social worker available

for almost 250 addicts. Subtle as

it may be, the British system is as

much concerned with control as it

is with help. . .

.

“It is by removing the profit

from the industry, ceasing to

classify drug users as criminals,

organizing at street level, esta-

blishing after-care projects,

publishing honest- drug-edu-
cation material, and providing
crisis centres where junkies can
get themselves together, that the

problem can be overcome.

“Heroin, in itself, is not
romantic, decadent or inherently

evil. It is merely a commodity
that fuels one of the dirtiest com-
mercial transactions known to

man.”

A crude brown heroin, derived directiy from opium has British speciai-
ists worried, if injected, the impurities in the substance couid do serious
damage in the bloodstream, they say.

Young oeopie are drinking anvwav

Age limit idea conflicts with fact
WELLINGTON, NZ — The
concept of an age limit for

drinking is largely unforesee-

able and clearly in conflict

with what parents in fact

allow, New Zealand’s
National Society on Alcohol-

ism and Drug Dependence
has told a Parliamentary
committee considering legis-

lation to lower the legal age
from 20 to 18.

In principle, said the

society’s president, Roy H.
Johnston, all age restrictions

V^for alcohol probably should be

eliminated, but that might be
too major a change.
During a transitional

period, while other necessary
changes are occurring in

attitudes to alcohol and ab-
stention, he supported lower-

ing the minimum legal age to

18.

In view of Ontario’s ex-

perience, however, he
strongly suggested that no in-

creases in the variety of alco-

hol outlets be made until any
new legal age has settled in.

The society, a voluntary

agency concerned with alco-

hol and drug abuse, each
month sees 1,000 patients
with alcohol problems.
Mr Johnston said its day-to-

day experience clearly shows
that young people have
widespread access to alcohol,

and drinking begins earlier
than many people might ex-

pect.

For the majority, drinking
is related to the home en-
vironment and begins there.

Beer is the most favored
drink.

Research by the society 10
years ago showed that 78% of
young people aged 15-17
drank alcohol quite regularly,

only 11% without parents’ or
guardians’ permission.

Mr Johnston said there is an
indication that 18-year-olds
already conform to the adult

pattern of 86% drinking and
14% abstaining.

“There would seem to be
therefore no question of ter-
ering the drinking age. since

it is already lowered,” he ad-

ded. J
I I I » .

W.H.O. calls for more anti-smoking efforts
GENEVA — The United
Nations’ World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) has called on

^fbund
thp

(World
j

governments to draw up pro-

grams for the control and
prevention of smoking on a long-

term basis and to strengthen
health education on the subject.

A resolution approved un-
animously by the organization’s

World Health Assembly in

Geneva urged governments to

see*k the collaboration of health

and school authorities, the mass
communication media, voluntary

organizations, employers’ and
employees’ organizations, and
other groups. Health education

programs, it said, should take
account of “the different needs of

various target groups, laying
emphasis on the positive aspects

of non-smoking, and supporting
individuals wishing to stop smok-
ing”.

WHO comments that, despite

indisputable scientific evidence
that tobacco smoking is a major
cause of chronic bronchitis,

emphysema, and lung cancer, as

well as a major risk factor for

heart attacks and pregnancy-
related disorders, veiy few coun-

tries have .so far taken effective

steps to combat smoking.
The re.solution asked govern-

ments to give .serious consider-

ation to the legislative measures
suggested by a recent WHO ex-

pert committee on smoking and
its effects on health. These
measures included restrictions'

on advertising, the inclusion of i

warning notices on cigarette
packets, smoking bans in public

places, and protection of non-
smokers’ rights.

In addition, the resolution
asked WHO to promote the stan-

dardization of definitions, mca.s-

urement methods, and s^tistics

about smoking behavior, tobarro
consumption, and the occmrence

,

of smoking-related morbidity

Behind the bar

British pub man.igiTS want the
legal age for working behind a

bar dropped to Ki — to help
r<'duce nneinploymenl among
young people. The National
Association of Licensed House
Managers has said it would wel
come a training scheme for
ti-enage employees.

Buy your own

'I’lu' lush Nation, il Council on

Alcoholism is encouraging drill

kers to slop buying rounds iii

taverns. A wallet si/.ed card
issued by llu- council carries the

slogan; ‘Let's he even heller

friends and buy our own.' Buying
rounds in pubs was haiiued in

Britain during World War I to

cut down drinking.

Down Under

Vlon> lhan|j|j()% of Auslrali.in

doctors are alcoholics and
many are drug addicts accord-
ing to an official of tin* Sydney
Drug Referral (kmtre.

Moscow Workshop
A Moscow factory has opmu'd
the first workshop in the .So-

viet Union to offi'r alcoholics a

job and ltH>rapy at llu' same
lime. In lln* IK months since
the metalworking factory was
opened. 150 pimple have an-
swered the factory’s .ids for
jobs. .So fiir, 45 of the alcohol
ics employed there have
slopped drinking, 7K ;ire still

under observation and 27 have
returned to the bottle

French ad ban

Till' ^reIlch government has
agreed to a ban on all tobacco ad
verlising except in the press. The
ban will apply to broadcasts,
cinemas, pl.ices of enlerlaiii

meiil. and neon signs, as well as

promotional material that car-

ries a tobacco brand name.

More aid for Turkish opium crops
GENEVA — Turkey Is about to

rerelve a further $2.6ni Inter-

national aid for the orderly de-

velopment of Its opium poppy
Industry.

The United Nations Fund for

Drug Abuse Uontrol (UNFDAU)
has just signed two agreements
with Turkey, both to help control

opium poppy growing.

One of them provides for

$l.9m aid for the installation of a

sophistirated photographic sys-

tem to identify and locate lllirit

poppy cultivation. The second

agreement Is for $760,<100 to

finance the expansion of a lele-

''ommunications system In two

if the seven provinces where
Turkey recently resumed opium
poppy ciiKivallon after a short-

lived, total ban.

Both agreements were signed

by UNFDAU executive director

Jacobus de Bens and Turkish
Ambassador Uoskun Kirca.

The Turkish diplomat ex-

pressed satisfaction over the

effectiveness of a series of strict

controls Imposed by his govern-

ment on opium poppy produc-

tion intended to keep the Indus-

try out of the hands of drug
smugglers. A IIN technical

mission is about to go to Ankara
for discussions on implementing
the International assistance pro-

gram first provided by UNFDAC
last year. Just a year after Turkey
lifted the production ban on
opium.

SptH'ialisls here consider that

Turkey Is likely to receive sub-

stantial further internationaf
assistance for the establishment
of modern facilities to store and
pnice.ss opium.

British should benefit

from Canadian experience
LONDON Britain sbonbi
seriously eonsiib'r the ramifi-

eatioiis of any proiiosal to lowi'r

the drinking agt' m light of the

disastrous results siieli action lias

bad in eoiintries like Uanada
.lolin Havard. doctor, lawyer,

and consnltanl to the World
Ileallli Organization and the

Uonncil of Knrope on medical
aspects of road accidents, said

teenage drivers who drink
present “iirohahly the most
serious puhlic health problum"
facing authorities in Britain

today

Since introduction of the 196?

breathalyzer law, the proportion

of teenage drivers found with

hlood alcohol concentr.nt ions

over the legal liiiiit of (108% h.ts

doubled.
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The Blennerhassett Committee

UK proposals expected to be controversial
LONDON — More random
breath tests and bans on con-

victed problem drinkers regain-

ing a driving licence until prov-

ing in court their habits no longer

present a danger on the road,

have been proposed following a

two-year officiaT study of

I
Britain’s drinking and driving

I
law.

, A general tightening of the

!

1967 legislation that would erase

i legal nitpicking and close

loopholes that have allowed

p i patently guilty drivers to escape,

i
is called for by the government-

; appointed committee under
'

lawj'er Frank Blennerhassett.

Contrary to many expectations

i
the report says that the present

I

blood alcohol limit of 0.08%
: should remain. It had been
thought the committee might
recommend a 0.05% limit,

i
Canadian and American ex-

i
perience with breathalyzers led

the committee to recommend
breath tests as the normal

I
method of determining a driver’s

' blood alcohol level. The present

i

blood or urine test, following an
Alcotest screening, could be dis-

! continued, although a blood test

j

could be a fallback if the

I

breathalyzer is over the limit,

i Lifting the restrictions on the

I
power of the police to conduct

i breath tests would not lead to

I completely random testing, the

report says. But it adds:

i

“To remedy the defects in the

I law and to provide the basis for

appropriate and effective en-

||
forcement of it, the present

limitations on the power to stop

ij and test drivers have to be

I
removed. We regard this as an
essential and integral part of our

t' proposals.”

It points out that the present

legal limitations encourage
people to take a chance on the

assumption that they are un-
likely to be tested if they avoid an
accident or commit a moving
traffic offence. It would be a

salutary effect if a driver knew
powers of police to stop him are

no longer limited.

The report declares: “We do

not believe that an unqualified

discretion to require a breath test

would be an unacceptable in-

vasion of personal freedom.
Motor vehicles cause so many
casualties that those who drive

them should be, and in fact are,

subject to restraints and restric-

tions

“We believe that there is a need

for police officers to have wide
discretion to test drivers for alco-

hol, and that the great majority

of motorists, far from finding

this unacceptable, would be com-

forted to know that active steps

are being taken to detect drink-

ing drivers.”

LONDON — The British

Crown Colony of Hong Kong
spends more on illicit imports

of narcotics than on maintain-

ing its police force, prison
department, and department
of commerce.

E.^:. Lee, the narcotics com-
missioner, told an intern-

ational customs conference
there that, hit by inflation,

local addicts spend an annual
$100m on the black market for

narcotics, almost as much as

V

As for what the report calls

high risk offenders, it points out
that there are an estimated
300.000 to 400,000 alcoholics in

England and Wales alone. The
number per population is even
higher in Scotland which has the
highest rate of alcoholism in

Britain. And they present a

special danger on the roads as

they cannot control their drink-

ing behavior.

The report says that by general
agreement a person who is con-

victed twice within 10 years for

drinking and driving qualifies
for the high risk category.

The same applies to drivers
convicted with a blood alcohol

level so high that most people
could not reach it without nausea
and other unpleasant symptoms.
Together they add up to some

15.000 cases a year.

Evidence to the committee
showed that blood alcohol levels

over 0.15% are found in two-
third of second offenders but in

only half of first offenders.

the administration’s total

revenue from duties on liquor,

tobacco, and oil products. The
number of drug addicts there

is estimated at 100,000 out of

a 4.3m population.

Illicit opiate drugs in the
colony largely originate from
the Golden Triangle, where
the borders of Burma, Laos
and Thailand meet, and are
transported by air or sea, in

bulk and by couriers. The pro-

blem therefore cannot be

Thus “a high risk criterion

based on a specified high blood

alcohol level would identify many
who are likely to be convicted
again if nothing further is done
to influence their conduct”.

The committee recommends
that those with a blood alcohol

level of 0.20%, together with
second offenders, should be
classified as high risk and special

procedures be taken before they
are again issued with a driving

licence.

The proposals are highly con-
troversial and likely to generate
much heated debate before they
are incorporated into a new Road
Safety Bill.

But the most medically sought
after measure of all — a reduc-
tion in the legal blood alcohol
limit from the present 0.08% to

0.05% is not recommended by the
12-member committee.

Undoubtedly, the proposal that

police should have power to make
random checks on motorists will

solved by internal means
alone.

A Hong Kong police officer

with the British embassy in

Bangkok is working in con-
junction with Thai authorities

and United States drug enfor-
cement administration to

stamp out the flow of drugs to

the colony. Another Hong
Kong officer is permanently
stationed at Interpol’s head-
quarters in Paris, helping to

combat the flow of drugs

.

arouse most opposition. At the

moment a police officer may only

demand that a motorist undergo
testing if he is involved in a traf-

fic accident or has committed a

traffic offence while his vehicle is

actually moving.
The medical lobby want

stronger police powers because
they point out that the great ben-

efits of the 1967 Road Safety Act
— when breath testing was intro-

duced — have now almost been
eroded (the accident rate having
risen to a point approaching the

pre-1967 Act level).

It is calculated that the breath
test has saved at least 5,000 lives

on British roads.

From the police point of view,

the most welcome changes in the

law would be the introduction of

better breath-testing equipment
and the removal of loopholes
through which many motorists
avoid conviction under the
present Act.

The favoured breath-testing
device is one employing fluid cell

meters (known as the
Alcometer). Initially it would be
used as a screening test to help

the police officer decide if the
motorist should be “invited” to

submit himself for a blood test.

Later, however, once the accu-

racy of the machine was beyond
question, it might be used to

provide actual evidence of a

driver’s incapacity to drive

actual evidence of a driver’s in-

capacity to drive — providing he
accepts the verdict.

This — as well as other recom-
mendations — would consider-

ably reduce the loopholes which
some motorists have used to

avoid conviction under the
present Act.

Hong Kong addicts spend $100m a year
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ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION

NEW RELEASE

AUDIO CASSETTE PRESENTATIONS
r ^

AT-001 PREGNANCY AND DRUGS
30 minutes by Barbara Tucker

Barbara Tucker, information counsellor at the
Addiction Research Foundation, discusses the
adverse effects of drug taking during pregnancy.
Heroin, methadone, barbiturates, minor tran-

quillizers, L.S,D., marihuana, alcohol, and tobacco
— these drugs are looked at individually with

regard to their effect on the pregnant (and in some
cases addicted) woman, the fetus, and the
newborn.

^ >

/ ^

AT-002 FAMILY THERAPY

22 minutes by Reesa Kassirer

What is the purpose of family therapy as opposed
to helping only the individual? Reesa Kassirer. a
family therapist, talks about her understanding of

the family as a system and her goals when she
sees a family. Examples are given of cases she

has counselled at the Addiction Research
Foundation.

V

\

AT-003 WOMEN AND PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
28 minutes by Ruth Cooperstock

More and more women are returning from their

doctors' offices with prescriptions for psychotropic
’

drugs. Indeed, twice as many women as men are

receiving these drugs. A look at the relationship of

women to their physicians and at how physicians
traditionally view women helps to explain this fact.

But what other reasons are there tor this growing
problem? What solutions or alternatives are there

for social, emotional problems other than prescrib-

ing more and more psychotropics? Ruth Cooper-
stock, social scientist at the Addiction Research
Foundation, gives some suggestions.

V y

AT-004 COUNSELLING THE CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS

26 minutes by Kathleen Michael

Children of alcoholics are often the injured victims.
For this reason the Addiction Research Foundation
has developed the youth counselling service for

these young people. Kathleen Michael, youth and
family consultant, gives an illustration of a family
with an alcoholic parent and we are shown the
stresses put on the children in this situation. How
do the children react? To what extent do they
blame themselves? How does the therapist deal
with the young person? This audio tape gives a
vivid portrayal of the experience of dealing with
"the forgotten children".

\

AT-005 DETOX CENTRES — THE ALTERNATIVE

1 4 minutes by Diane Hobbs

There is growing respect for detoxification centres
as the alternative to jails for chronic drunkenness
offenders. Dianne Hobbs, co-ordinator of

detoxication and rehabilitation centres for the

Addiction Research Foundation discusses the

rationale for detox centres and Winnie Fraser

describes some of her views as acting head of a
Toronto-based A.R.F, detox unit.

V y

\
AT-006 COCAINE
23 minutes by Oriana J. Kalant

The champagne of drugs, the most misunderstood
drug in the literature, the most benign of illicit

drugs currently in widespread use — these

descriptions are being applied to cocaine. Each
new drug fad in the last decade or so has been
accompanied by ill-informed claims and counter
claims. Dr Oriana Kalant, senior scientist at the

Addiction Research Foundation, has been studying

the literature on cocaine for the past two years.

For this program she objectively stales what is

known about cocaine and puts the drug in its

proper historical perspective,

V J

T|

ORDER:
— Unit Price $9, order by Tape No.
— Purchase all six titles and receive FREE the Special Vinyl Binder $48

WRITE:
— Addiction Research Foundation

c/o Marketing Services
33 Russell St.

Toronto. Ontario MSS 2S1
Canada.
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ew &oo1is by RON HALL

Sane Asylum: Inside
the Delancey Street
Foundation

.. .by Charles Hampden-Tumer

The author presents an account
of the programs and people who
are part of this halfway house for

some 300 ex-cons and addicts.

Residents own and operate their

own businesses, maintain their

own credit union and accredited

WANT CURRENT
DRUG & ALCOHOL
INFORMATION?
- FREE CATALOG -

Write or Call:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON DRUG ABUSE

8 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 321-1230^

high school, and direct their own
psychotherapy through group
sessions. It is suggested that the

success of the program in return-

ing members to society with
qualifications, jobs, and credit, is

the unique blend of political, eco-

nomic, and psychological com-
ponents.

(San Francisco Book Co., 2311
Fillmore St, San Francisco, Cal,

94115. 1976. 304 p.)

Other Books
Doing Drug Education: The Role

of the Teacher — National In-

stitute on Drug Abuse. US
Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC, 1975. 25p.

Why Evaluate Drug Education?
— National Institute on Drug
Abuse. US Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC, 1975.

32p.

The Second Opium War —
Lamour, Catherine, and Lam-
berti, Michael, R. Allen Lane,
London, 1974. Drug’s supply

routes, opium and the war, drugs
and the non-aligned nations,
political and economic aspects.

278p.

Why Our Children Drink — Ad-
deo, Edmond G., and Addeo,
Jovita Reichling. Prentice-Hall
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 1975.

Scope of the problems, what to do.

191p.

The Economic Cost of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, 1971 —
Berry, R. E., and Boland, J. P.

National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, 1974. Lost
production costs, accident costs.

health care costs, research costs.

Women and Psychoactive Drug
Use: An Interim Annotated
Bibliography — Green, Deidre,
Macdonal, Maggies, Weise, C. E.,

Price, S. F., and Mulloy, C. T.
(compilers). Addiction Research
Foundation, Toronto, 1976. 177p.

Fetal alcohol syndrome

Cardiac defects in 50%
NEW ORLEANS — About half

the children born to alcoholic

mothers may have heart disease,

along with their other troubles.

Cardiac defects now appear to

be an important part of the so-

called fetal alcohol syndrome.
This unhappy news was

revealed here to a session of the
American College of Cardiology
by Dr Jacqueline A. Noonan of

the University of Kentucky in

Lexington.
“Although cardiac defects have

been suspected in over half the

patients with the fetal alcohol
syndrome, in only two cases prior

to the present report has the
exact cardiac lesion been iden-

tified,” she told the meeting.
Of the five patients she’s seen

in Kentucky, only one patient
with the fetal alcohol syndrome
has no evidence of heart trouble.

Three have Tetrology of Fallot

which had to be surgically treated

and one had a combination of a

patent ductus arteriosus and a

ventricular septal defect.

The two previous reports of

cardiac lesions involved a ventri-

cular septal defect found at post

mortem, and an atrial septal

defect diagnosed by cardiac
catheterization.

A review of 21 cases of fetal

alcohol syndrome, however,
along with her five cases, showed
that “in 13 a cardiac defect was
suspected”.

Dr Noonan said no explanation
for the high number of cases of

Tetrology of Fallot in these in-

fants can be given yet. However,

its discovery should “alert pedi-
atric cardiologists to this inter-

esting, newly-described syn-
drome, since it does represent a
preventable cause of congenital
cardiac defects”.

Some children of alcoholic
mothers may also have a mild
form of the fetal alcohol syn-
drome which goes unrecognized
as such.

“Such children may present for
developmental evaluation later

on in life because of their failure
to thrive, and slow mental deve-
lopment. It is also likely a

number will be seen by a pediatric
cardiologist because of the high
incidence of associated cardiac
defects.”

The fetal alcohol syndrome was
first described in the offspring of
chronic alcoholic mothers in

1973, and is characterized by a

delay in development, growth
retardation, and typical facies
which include short palpebral
fissures, a small head, relative
hypoplasia of the maxillary area
and frequently drooping eyelids,

or ptosis.

In her survey of 24 patients. Dr
Noonan found there was prenatal
growth retardation in 21, and in

all of the babies there was a fail-

ure to thrive after birth.

Fifteen of 24 were severely
retarded developmentally, and
eight to a mild degree. Only one
had a normal IQ. Twenty-one of

the 24 had microcephaly, and 23
had the short palpebral fissures.

One-third had assymetric ptosis,

and more than half had retarded

development of the maxilla. Two
had cleft palate, and five, a dislo-

cated hip.

Her study also showed varying
degrees of severity. When very
severe, the condition has to be
differentiated from a number of
other syndromes such as Trisomy
18, the Cornelia-de-Lange syn-
drome, the Noonan syndrome,
and the Rubella syndrome.

‘Students’

flunk

on alcohol
WELLINGTON, NZ — Igno-

rance of the most elementary
facts about the effect of alco-

hol on driving skills was noted
in several students participat-

ing in New Zealand’s first re-

education courses for drunken
drivers.

The Salvation Army con-

ducted the three pilot courses,

based on the DWI Phoenix
Counter-Attack program.
Courts directed convicted
drivers to attend the four two-

hour sessions.

Major Noel C. Manson,
superintendent of the Army’s
alcoholism treatment pro-

gram, has recommended that

the ministry of transport
should establish courses
throughout the country.
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To provide our readers with

adequate notice of forthcom-

ing events, please send
announcements as early as

possible to: The Journal, 33

Russell St., Toronto, Ont., MSS
2S1.

August

The Problems and Promise of
University Based Employee
Assistance Programs — Aug 1-3,

1976, Columbia, Missouri. Infor-

mation; Employee Assistance

|j

Program, 215 Columbia Pro-

;
fessional Building, Columbia,
Miss., 65201.

I

11th International Conference on

I

Medical and Biological Engin-

iii eering — Aug. 2-6, 1976, Ottawa,

3j
Ontario. Information: Con-

i ference Office, National

f Research Council, Ottawa, Ont.,

KIA 0R6.

International Doctors in Alco-

holics Anonymous — Aug. 5-8,

1976, Los Angeles, California.

Information: Lewis K. Reed, MD,
Secretary IDAA, 1950 Volney

I Rd., Youngstown, Ohio, 44511.

17th Institute on Addiction
Studies — Aug. 15-20, 1976,

•[ McMaster University, Hamilton,

i Ontario. Information: David E.

Reeve, Alcohol and Drug Con-
cerns Inc., 15 Gervais Dr, Suite

603, Don Mills, Ont.

Symposium on Drug Depen-
! dence. Alcoholism and Crim-

,

inality — Aug. 16-20, 1976,

;
Sao Paulo, Brazil. Information:

' International Council on Alcohol

I
and Addictions, Case Postale 140,

i
1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

2nd World Congress of the In-

ternational Commission for

Prevention ofAlcoholism — Aug.
22-27, 1976, Acapulco, Mexico.

Information: ICFPA, 6830
Laurel St., NW, Washington, DC,
20012.

9th International Conference on
Health Education — Aug. 29-

Sept. 2, 1976, Ottawa, Ontario.

Information: Canada’s Organiz-

ing Committee, 9th International

Conference on Health Education,

Canadian Health Specialists

Society, PO Box 2305, Station D,

Ottawa, Ont, KIP 5K0.

September

2nd International Symposium on
Victimology — Sept. 5-11, 1976,

Boston, Massachusetts. Infor-

mation: 156 Federal St., Boston,

Mass.

27th Annual Meeting of Alcohol

and Drug Problems Association

of North America — Sept. 12-16,

1976, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Information: ADPA, 1101 15.th

St., NW, Washington, DC, 20005.

AADAC, School on Alcohol and
Drugs — Sept. 22-23, 1976, Cal-

gary, Alberta. Information: Sha-

ron Fogarty, Conference Coor-
dinator, AADAC, School on
Alcohol and Drugs, 812-I6th
Ave., SW, Calgary, Alta., T2R
0T2.

Alcoholism: Advances in Medical

and Psychiatric Understanding
— Sept. 25-29, 1976, London, En-
gland. Information: Alcohol
Education Centre Ltd., The
Maudsley Hospital, 99, Denmark
Hill, London, SE5 8AZ.
First World Conference on Ther-

apeutic Communities — Sept.

27-Oct. 1, 1976 — Katrineholm,
Sweden. Information: ICAA.

Case Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

October

Famine und Suchterkrankung—
Oct. 4-7, 1976, Dusseldorf, Ger-

many. Information: DHS, D-47
Hamm, Postfach 109, German
Federal Republic.

2nd International Symposium on
Alcohol and Aldehyde Metabol-

ism — Oct. 16-17, 1976,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In-

formation: Dr R. G. Thurman,
409 Anatomy-Chemistry Build-

ing, University of Philadelphia,

Philadelphia, PA, 19174.

4th Congress of the Comite
National de Defense Contre L’al-

coolisme — Oct. 14-16, 1976,
Strasbourg, France. Infor-

mation: ICAA, Case Postale 140,

1001 Lausanne. Switzerland.

Annual Meeting of the Associ-

ation of Labor-Management Ad-
ministrators and Consultants on
Alcoholism — Oct. 20-23, 1976,

San Diego, California. Infor-

mation: Pamela Maroe,
ALMACA, Suite 410, Reston In-

ternational Center, 11800 Sun-
rise Valley Dr., Reston, Va.,

22091.

Ontario Hospital Association
Annual Convention— Oct. 25-27,

1976, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Hilary Short, Ontario
Hospital Association, 150 Fer-
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rand Drive, Don Mills, Ont. M3C
1H6.

20th Annual Conference of the

American Association for
Automotive Medicine — Oct. 31-

Nov. 3, 1976 — Atlanta, Georgia.

Information: James Fell,

National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration, N43-32, 400-7th

St., SW, Washington, DC, 20590.

November

International Conference on

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse —
Nov. 13-18, 1976 — Baghdad,
Iraq. Information: ICAA, Case
Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

1977

7th International Conference on
Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic
Safety — Jan. 23-28, 1977. Mel-

bourne, Australia. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

^ositioiis Available

DRUG ABUSE COORDINATOR

Central California County offers opportunity for ex-

perienced Drug Abuse Program Coordinator. Prefer MSW
or related study, and 2 years Drug Abuse Control ex-

perience, including Program Planning and Inter-Agency

Coordination. $18,156 or $22,164 annually depending
upon qualifications.

Contact: Kern County Personnel Department
1120 Golden State Avenue
Bakersfield, California 93301

The Treatment
of Alcoholism

Practice, and
‘

£ J Urk»f»

.... .rsfASCM

SECOND
EDITION

ARF BOOKS

PROGRAM REPORT

SERIES No.1

The Treatment of Alcoholism
* Theory, Practice, and Evaluation

by E. J. Larkin, Ph.D.

Psychologist, Operations Research,
Metropolitan Toronto Region,

Addiction Research Foundation

This book was written to summarize the litera-

ture related to current trends in the treatment of

alcoholism and to provide some theoretical and
practical information on the evaluation and mon-
itoring of clinical service programs.

Coverage provides a review of recent literature

related to:

(a) The possibility of teaching some alcoholics

to drink in a “socially acceptable” manner (con-

trolled drinking).

(b) The premature termination of treatment by
patients attending out-patient clinics. It suggests

some possible reasons for this problem and in-

cludes suggestions for reducing the number of

“drop-outs .

The book also describes difficulties with the

“Loss of Control” concept and the use of “absti-

nence” as the sole criterion for successful treat-

ment of alcoholism. Included is a chapter on pro-
gram evaluation with some ideas about monitor-
ing the achievement of program objectives.

This 1976 updated edition will interest profession-

als and students in the field of deviant behavior
and administrators in related fields faced with the

problem of evaluating their programs.

CAT. NO. P-238 SOFT COVER 73 PAGES $2.95

Discount to booksellers: 30%
To order, send payment to: “

Addiction Research Foundation
Attn: Marketing Services

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Canada M5S 2S1
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Although a national airline strike crippled transportation,
more than 600 people attended INFORMACTION, the 11th
annual conference of the Canadian Foundation on Alcohol
and Drug Dependencies. This month The Back Page
features candid shots of some of the participants . .

.

Informaction

Candida

. . . Richard Boczkowski,
St. John's

Newfoundland,

Department of Health .

.

. . . Doreen
Birchmore,

Donwood
Institute, Toronto

. . . Robert

Lindsay,

Division of

Mission,

United Church
of Canada .

.

.

. . Roberta

Ferrence, Lake

Erie region.
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executive director.
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Pot bill nears death b
By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — The federal
government has decided to let the
long-awaited bill to reduce penal-

ties for possession of marijuana
to die on the order paper in

October when the current session

of Parliament ends.

This is despite the fact the con-

troversial bill has already been
passed and amended after
lengthly debate by the Senate.

Mitchell Sharp, president of

the Privy Council, told The
Journal it is highly unlikely a

new bill will be intr^uced in the
new session of Parliament before

Christmas.

That bill, which would likely be
introduced in 1977, probably just

in time to be caught by an elec-

tion, would either be the one
approved by the Senate, or very
similar, he said.

Mr Sharp explained there will

be time only for three or four
high priority pieces of legislation

to be considered between the
autumn opening of the new
session of Parliament on Oct 12

and the Christmas break.

He said that much of the time
during this period will be
devoted to debating the speech
from the throne and budget bills.

Mr Sharp indicated the gov-

ernment does not give the can-

nabis bill, originally introduced
in the autumn of 1974, a high
priority.

In fact, four years have elapsed

since then Health Minister John
Munro announced the govern-
ment’s intentions to reduce
penalties for cannahis posses-

sion. This followed the report of

the LeDain Commission of In-

quiry into the Non Medical Use of

Drugs.

Mr Sharp said that when the

bill is reintroduced, it will have to

be resubmitted and passed by the

Senate as well as introduced in

the Commons.
He said he hopes the Senate

will not repeat the lengthy debate
that accompanied consideration
of the bill in the past year-and-a-

half. However, the Commons will

probably want to study the bill in

committee.

Mr Sharp said the Liberal
Government did not consider the
Senate-approved bill this session,

because it did not want to inter-

ject the cannabis issue into the
already complex debate on the
peace and security measures be-

fore the House of Commons.
The bill in question, as

amended and approved by the
Senate, would lighten penalties
for simple cannabis possession.
Maximum penalty for simple
possession would be a $500 fine,

compared to the current maxi-
mum penalty of a $1,000 fine or
six months in jail or both.

Cannabis would then be moved

Sound familiar? Well, you did it to him first.

When he wanted you to listen you didn’t have

time. When he ne<^ed you most you weren’t there.

Now he's hurting inside. Badly. So he's hiding

from you and his problems with his head in a paper

bag. itimonrow may'be it'll be hard drugs. And the

things that are bugging Johnny will keep growing

in his mind until he b^mes mentally sick.

And don’t be smug. One out of three of us.

at sfime time or another, suffer from some form

of mental sickness.

Is there a Johnny in your family? IVrhaps

all it needs to take his hurt away is for somebody
to take the time to listen, to understand and

to sympathize.

When you chase away the little hurts,

big hurts don’t have a place to happen. It really

isn’t much to ask. So

listen to your family. SOMEONE YOO LOVE
t be afr:;id IS NNITINC INSIOL

or too busy, to show n-. ^ vy

m

them you love them. RtLr THEN!.

If you have no one to talk lo iaIK to vs

Inhalant abuse by young people — the subject of a public awareness campaign (above) of the Canadian

Mental Health Association — is also being studied by the University of Texas through a US National Health

and Welfare grant. For details on the study see page 3. Poster courtesy of Mental Health Metro (Toronto).

Controlled drinking fracas

Rand Report draws critics’ fire
By Milan Korcok

NEW YORK — The possibility

that a recovering alcoholic might
return to controlled drinking,
suggested in a recent survey
issued by The Rand Corporation
of California, has drawn a

volatile response from many
physicians, researchers, and par-

ticularly the US National Council
of Alcoholism.
The Report, (The Journal,

August) entitled Alcoholism and
Treatment and released in June,
was prepared under a grant from
the US National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Frank Seixas, medical director

of the NCA, cites “glaring”
methodological deficiencies in

the survey which prompted the
authors to conclude that “alco-

holics who were drinking
socially were no more likely to

relapse than those who were ab-

stinent”.

Though the study was based on
a client pool of .30,000 individuals

treated at 44 treatment centres.

Dr Seixas emphasizes that the
conclusion supporting the
possibility of a return to control-

led drinking was based “not on
30,000 patients, nor 10,000, nor
1,000, but to a subsample of a

group of 161 patients”.

“Furthermore,” says Dr
Seixas, “the relapses upon which
this conclusion of paramount im-

portance was made, were eight in

number. Three cases out of 19

who claimed normal drinking at

six months and five out of 31 who
claimed abstinence at six

months.”
In their report, the authors

David J. Armor, J. Michael
Polich, and Harriet B. Stambul,
specified that “in accepting nor-

mal drinking as a form of re-

mission, we are by no means
eating that alcoholics should

attempt moderate drinking after

treatment”.

They in fact said it would still

be unwise to advocate anything

but abstention as a treatment
goal.

But clearly, that proviso was
not enough to stem the avalanche

of criticism by researchers and
treatment personnel to whom the

prospect of controlled drinking

within the treatment .sequence is

seen as dangerous.

Much of the criticism focusses

on the length of the Rand group’s

follow-up periods (six months
and 18 months), the lark of a

random sampling for the 18-

month groups, the study’s reli-

ance on patient recall of their

own drinking patterns, and the

high numbers of clients lost to

follow-up (9,000 of 11,500).

Another of the major critic-

isms concerns the alleged failure

to include data from the work of

other prominent scientists in the

field, such as Dr John Ewing of

North Carolina, and Dr Max
Glatt of England, neither of

whom have been able to establish

any number of controlled drin-

kers over much longer periods of

time.

In respon.se to the report. Dr
Ewing, director of the Center for

Alcohol Studies and professor of

psychiatry at the University of

North Carolina, urges extreme

(.See-Publicity-page 5)

What’s Inside

gleet
from the stringent Narcotics
Control Act, which covers heroin
and opiates, to the Food and
Drugs Act, which covers pre-
scription drugs, hallucinogens
like LSD, and amphetamines.
In recent years, many people

convicted of simple possession,
especially in cases of a first
offence, have been given either
an absolute or conditional dis-

charge. Such discharges are
technically not regarded as con-
victions although they do give
people a criminal record.

Doctors
go after

drinking
drivers

By Betty Lou Lee
OTTAWA — Consent to blood
alcohol samples in the event of an
accident should be prerequisite to
obtaining a driver’s licence, a

Caimdian Medical Association

The suggestion is being studied
for its feasibility by a joint com-
mittee of the CMA and the
Canadian Bar Association.

It came from the CMA commit-
tee on emergency medical ser-

vices headed by William Ghent,
chief of surgery, Hotel-Dieu

Hospital, Kingston, who said

breathalyzer laws are not having
the desired effect of reducing im-

paired driving.

Under present laws, a doctor
cannot take a blood sample for

alcohol analysis without the
signed consent of the patient, and
the results of such a test cannot
be given to police without the
patient’s consent. Blood alcohol

tests are more accurate than
breathalyzer samples, and may be

taken from unconscious patients.

These consents would not be
required if the driver had to

agree to them in order to get his

original licence, or a licence
renewal. The consent would also

cover analysis for drugs other
than alcohol, and situations

where driver behavior is abnor-

mal, not just where there has
been an accident.

Dr Ghent termed alcoholism
the fastest growing disease in

Canada, and said the combination
of drinking and driving among
16- to 21-year-olds is “a national

(.See — (.'MA — page 4
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takes double swipe at student smokers
By Saul Abel tion (SHESP) Program, the volve more than 73,000 students

Only four are ready to go

Spiked brew for starters

at Irish medical meeting
DUBLIN — Doctors should

have been forewarned when
they received a conference
survival kit upon registration

for the joint annual scientific

meeting of the Canadian,
Irish, and British Medical
Associations held here in

Eire’s capital.

Distributed by a phar-
maceutical company, the kit

contained an assortment of

morning-after analgesics and
antacids, along with a

message of fond hope they
wouldn’t be needed.

But in a city where water-

ing holes can outnumber any
other type of commercial es-

tablishment in a city block,

and where there appears to be

a national preoccupation with

“the pint” or “the jar”, it may
also have been a faint hope.

At the meeting itself, on the

Belfield campus of Univer-

sity College, Dublin, there

were some major differences

from a Canadian medical con-

vention. At home, Canadian

doctors are accustomed to

free coffee in the exhibitors’

area, often provided by a drug
company.
In Dublin, home of

Europe’s largest brewery,
there was also free Guinness,

which flowed like the Irish

sea, and a cash bar where Irish

— not Scotch — whisky was
sold.

Perhaps contrary to pub-

lic belief, alcohol is practi-

cally unknown during work-

ing hours in press rooms at

Canadian medical conferen-

ces. Not so in Dublin. By mid-

morning charming Irish

women were taking orders for

refreshments.

“Coffee, please,” would
come the automatic reply

from the Canadian medical

writers.

“Regular or Irish?” asked

the waitress.

“You mean Irish with
whisky in it?”

“Well yes,” she'd smile.

The Canadians stuck to

regular. i

Provinces split on spot breath checks

LOS ANGELES — The Los
Angeles Unified School District,

one of the largest in the United

States, and the Los Angeles
Board of Education, have struck

a double blow in the fight against

smoking.

The Board of Education has

turned down a proposal to permit

student smoking in specially

designated areas of some high

schools, and the School District

has revealed plans for a five-year

school health education and
smoking prevention program.

The action on proposed smok-

ing areas in certain high schools

came in the wake of a measure
passed by the State Legislature

and signed into law by Governor

Jerry Brown in May, 1975.

An identical bill passed both

houses of the Legislature in 1974,

but was vetoed by then Governor

Ronald Reagan.
Discussion of the bill was

heated and continues to be fol-

lowing its passage.

The new law takes a local

option approach, allowing local

school boards to decide whether

to set aside special student smok-

ing areas on high school

campuses.
Previously, state law pro-

hibited the use and possession of

tobacco on all high school prem-
ises.

Supporters of the legislation

argue that student smoking is a

fact of life, and that most school

restrooms are filled with

smokers, and therefore unsafe

for non-smokers and fire

hazards.

Supporters also charge it is

hypocrisy to maintain a double

standard, condoning smoking by

teachers and adult visitors while

denying the privilege^to students.

to accept health education as a

major re.sponsibility of the school

system and, at the same time, to

allow the use of nicotine, a sub-

stance proven to contribute sig-

nificantly to lung cancer and
heart disease.

The “smoking area” legislation

also directs local school
authorities to take all steps

deemed practical to discourage
high .school students from smok-
ing.

Los Angeles has initiated plans
for such an anti-smoking
campaign, expanding its scope to

include fifth through ninth
graders in 48 elementary schools

and nine junior high .schools, as

well as in six high .schools.

Designated the School Health
PMucation and Smoking Prcven-

campaign is geared to community
cancer control, and adopts cer-

tain features of a similar pro-

gram in San Diego that achieved

considerable success (The Jour-

nal, February, 1975).

The San Diego program, over a

five-year span, produced sub-

stantial reductions in cigarette

smoking among junior and
senior high school students dur-

ing a period when smoking was
increasing nationally among the

same age groups.

SHESP will place heavier

emphasis than the San Diego
program on peer group instruc-

tion, according to Ruth Rich of

the Health Education Section,

Instructional Planning Division,

who is responsible for implemen-

tation and operation of the pro-

gram.
“Peer pressure is a significant

factor in influencing young
people to start smoking,” Dr Rich

told The Journal.

“If it can induce them to start,

then it can help to prevent them
from starting, so we’ll train

students to talk to other students.

“The student speakers will

have status with their audience,

since they will be from the same
school.”

About 25 to 30 students will be

selected in each high school to

receive intensive training for

three to four weeks. The students

will get classroom credit for this

training from teacher-sponsors

on assignment to SHESP.
A similar peer-structured pro-

gram has been effective in the

field of venereal disease preven-

tion, Dr Rich said.

There will also be a vocational

component in the program, since

it will serve to interest some
students in going on to pursue

health careers.
till., pnusiflni '15 expecieu lo ttt~

OTTAWA — Only four of Cana-

da’s 10 provinces are prepared to

launch the recently authorized

roadside breath checks starting

this summer, according to the

federal justice department.

The names of the cooperating
provinces haven’t yet been
relea.sed. But some of the hold-

outs, notably British Columbia,
feel the costs of the program
make it of questionable value,

especially in light of other
provincial options.

The only roadside testing

— about 10% of the total enrol-

ment in the Los Angeles Unified

School District.

The choice of grades five

through nine was made because

statistics indicate most student

smokers have taken up the habit

by age 13, Dr Rich explained. The
peer instructor teams will

present their educational pro-

grams on the hazards of smoking
to these grades and to their fellow

high school students.

Research has shown that in

their mid-teens, 30% of the boys

and 27% of the girls are regular

smokers. Dr Rich said. The
SHESP goal is to reduce this per-

centage by one-fourth to one-half.

SHESP will be a five-year pro-

gram, beginning in early 1977.

Like the San Diego program, it

will be sponsored by a consortium

of agencies and organizations.

Known as Community Cancer
Control, the consortium consists

of the University of California at

Los Angeles, the University of

Southern California, the Charles

Drew Postgraduate Medical
School, and the American CJancer

Society.

The consortium has received a

government planning grant to

design the program, and has
requested the support and par-

ticipation of the Los Angeles
Unified School District in plan-

ning and implementation.

District Superintendent Wil-

liam J. Johnston said a project

proposal has been submitted to

the National Cancer Institute,

and he anticipates that agency

will fund the program for the

first year by a grant of

approximately $71,000. This

amount will be matched by in-

kind contribution by the school

district to make up the total pro-

gram budget pf $142,000 for the
rirstyear.

machine approved by the federal

government to date, carries a

$500 price tag. More important,

each bottle of breath samples will

cost about $5, with one required

for the police and a duplicate for

the suspect.

The spotty application of the
roadside breath checks, auth-

orized by parliament last spring,

could end up undermining the

federal initiative, with drunk dri-

vers in some provinces being
convicted on the basis of roadside

tests that aren’t being used in

neighboring provinces.

In theory, the roadside test is

only supposed to be used to indi-

cate to a policeman whether a

driver is drunk enough to war-
rant a formal police station
breath test, which could then be

used as evidence in a court case.

The roadside test results aren’t

supposed to be used as evidence
in court, according to federal jus-

tice officials. It’s reported, how-
ever, that some provincial

officials are already concerned
that roadside test evidence will

start cropping up in court cases.

Refusal to take a road test could

result in fines or jail penalties

similar to those imposed for

refusing a formal police station

test.

In another complication, only

one province, Alberta, has said it

would provide alcoholism treat-

ment facilities for impaired
drivers that would allow a court

judge to grant conditional dis-

charges on the condition that the

person convicted of impaired
driving receive proper treatment

Professor Bottomsworthy on ‘touching’ people

By

Wayne
Howell

REM EM BEK I’AKTIC 11*ACTION?
Now Ilealih and Wt'lfare — ncv<*r a

federal ministry hesitant to rush in

when* the British North America Act
says it should not tread — plans lo

bring us Alcoholaclion A n.itional in

formation program called Dialogue on
Drinking will be launched this fall

according to Ilealih Mlnisti'r Marc
Lalondt*.

I’rofessor Bol I omsworl by, that
erudite and astute observei- of the
passing scene, is (|uite enthusiastic
about the luoject.

"Thi:. ad campaign,” he told me, "is

going lo have IMPACT, A campaign of

this nature i.s hound lo ri'ach out and
TOUCH Canadians in manv walks of

\
•

life. And that’s what it’s all about.”
“How so?” 1 asked.

"For instance, the owners of certain

advertising agencies are going to be

touched. Deeply touched. It is national

ad campaign.s such as this that make
them view delits left over from previous

election campaigns in a much more
favorable light,” he said.

"1 hadn't thought of that .”

"Furth(*rmore, a campaign such as

this touches the aesthc'llc nerves of ourl

copy writers and art din*clors; it allows

them lo exercise their creative talents

with arty public .service promos instead

of with crass comim'icial messages
Why it even allows our [irofi'ssional

photogra|ih('rs lo hone tlu'ir sidi* light-

ing and hack lighting skills on glasses

of siurils in the interests of Hu* |iuhlic

good, for a change
"

"But suri'ly," 1 proli'sli'd, "this is

peripheral How is Dialogm* on Drink
ing really going to touch people?"

"Well think of all tin* people in

Canada's struggling maga/ine nidus
try A healthy Canadian magazine in-

dustry cannot live on Air Canada and
CBC ads alone. This ad campaign will

do wonders for their morale, will touch

them where they love to be touched.

Time magazine may still get the Gil-

bey's Black Velvet ads but by God, and
with the help of Hugh Faulkner, they

won't get any of these! I tell you. this is

a far, far better thing that Health and
Welfan* does than it has ever done Ih*-

fore.”

The professor iiau.sed to wipe a tear

from his eye. I could see that this man,
so oft reviled, so oft accused of cynicism
and skepticism, I could see that he loo

was touched. But only for a moment,
for he continued.

“Then, of course, there are the
owners of the ilaily |iress And the sig-

nificance of big government ad
camiiaigns lo the ethnic press i.s so well

known and has Ix'cn so extensively

commented upon that I wasn't even
going lo mention it."

"But when you s|)oke of IMPACT, of

TOtiClllNG people, I thought you
meant

"

“Of course, of course,” he inter-

rupted, "I was just getting to that. A
ftxleral ad campaign like this naturally

touches the people that own our
private television stations. It

strengthens them in the fight against

the American commercial giants and
from that we all stand to benefit. I tell

you, the ramifications of a thing like

this lake one’s breath away,” he said . .

.

breathlessly.

1 started to .sih* the possibilities.

"Is it not conceivable,” I interjected,

“that this ad campaign might even

touch the man in the street, might
make him more aware of the dangers of

high levels of alcohol consumption,
might inculcate in him the positive vir-

tues of responsibility and sobriety?”
“(> come on " chuckled the

professor, "did people stop smoking
biH'auseof all lho.se cute ads Health and

Welfare put up on the Post Office' bul-

letin hoards?"

(Wayne Howell Is an Ottawa physician

and freelance writer.)
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Leave drinking age alone, say Canadian MDs
OTTAWA — Canada’s doctors
are against raising the legal

drinking age to at least 21.

A motion to raise the age failed

to get approval of the general
council of the Canadian Medical
Association, the profession’s par-

liament, at its annual meeting.
Dr Donald J. Farquhar of Van-

couver, who made the motion,
said the recent lowering of the
drinking age in all provinces was
a retrogressive step that had in-

creased the accessibility of alco-

hol to young people.

His seconder. Dr Michael C.

Petreman, medical coordinator,

Nanaimo Regional General
Hospital, BC, said the thrust of

the motion wasn’t to prevent 18-

year-olds from drinking, but to

limit access to alcohol of 12- and

13-

year-olds who could pass for

18, but not 21.

There was long debate among
the 125 doctor delegates from
across Canada, before the motion
to urge raising the age limit was
defeated.

Dr Lloyd Grisdale, Chairman,
department of ambulatory
patient care, University Hospital,

Edmonton, and past president of

the CMA, said he didn’t under-
stand the reluctance of the coun-

cil to deal with the issue. In his

province, the year after the age
was lowered to 18 from 21, traffic

deaths increased 118% for the

14-

to 19-year-old group.

Dr Robert F. Clark, executive

director of the Alberta Medical
Association, said there may have
been a peak of abuse after the age
was lowered, “but kids have to

learn how to drink like they have
to learn other things. . . . Let’s

treat them like adults, which they
are, and use persuasion and other
ways, rather than legislation ....

We’re not giving this group the

respect they’re entitled to.”

Other speakers referred to the

inconsistency of having 18 the

age of majority for everything
but drinking.

One doctor said his 19-year-old

daughter would “laugh me out of

court” if such a motion were
passed. “Such a law is completely

unenforceable, and leads to dis-

respect for the law. We already

have too much of that.”

Robert E. Hatfield, assistant

professor, department of

medicine. University of Calgary,

who said he spoke from a biased

position because he was a non-
drinker, suggested the “best way
to influence the young is to model
the behavior you wish to obtain.

We’re hoping to get someone else

to do what we’re not willing to do
ourselves.”

It should come as no surprise

that young people drink when
they are in an adult culture “that

uses alcohol liberally and has an
extreme financial interest in it,”

Dr Hatfield said. The young also

find ways to circumvent laws, as

adults do, “and they find them
early”.

He said when doctors altered

their smoking habits in response

By Dorothy Trainor

MONTREAL — Zinc has been
found to be important in the
metabolism of alcohol and zinc

depletion may play a role in the

development of alcoholic cir-

rhosis.

Zinc is an integral part of the

body’s enzyme activity and in

alcoholic cirrhosis and other
types of liver disease, there is an
increase of zinc excreted in the

urine, James C. Smith told an
American College of Nutrition

symposium in Montreal.

Dr Smith is chief of the Trace
Metal Research Division, Veter-

ans Administration Hospital,

Washington, DC.
“In patients who have died of

cirrhosis and in living cirrhotic

patients," there has been demon-
strated a marked depression of

to scientific data about the health

hazards, they then had a firm
base on which to make
statements, and they were having
some impact on older smokers, if

not young ones.

In contrast to the long debate
on the drinking age, there was
little discussion before passing a

motion calling for a comprehen-
sive CMA study of the problems
of heroin and cocaine use. The
study group will be asked to make
recommendations to the general
council.

L. Jack Genesove of Toronto,
head of the department of Family
Practice at North York’s Bran-
son Hospital, however, thought it

would be of better use to study
the two major addictive problems
in Canada — alcohol and tobacco.

The general practitioner said:

“You and I see the odd heroin
user with jaundice, and maybe
the odd nose problem with
cocaine, but we see a lot of pro-

tissue zinc found in the liver.”

Various factors, he said, make
the liver susceptible to alcohol

damage. With respect to this

damage, there may also be an in-

ter-relationship between zinc and
vitamin A.

“As early as the 1930s, research

papers have raised the question

whether liver disease is a vitamin

A deficiency disease. They have
pointed out that liver concen-
tration of vitamin A is depressed

in such patients.”

It has since been shown that

cirrhosis of the liver is usually

accompanied by low serum zinc.

Thus, metabolized zinc may have
been in thoco pafi/an + c

studied, he said.

“There is other indirect — and

only indirect — evidence that

there is a relationship between

vitamin A and zinc.”

Zinc deficit suggested

in alcohol cirrhosis

At University of Texas

Inhalent use to be studied
DALLAS, Tex. — Backed by a

$420,000 grant from the Depart-

ment of Health, Education and
Welfare, psychologists at the
University of Texas Health
Science Centre here have
launched a research project to

study inhalant abuse by young
people.

They also plan and apply tech-

niques for changing the drug be-

havior of heavy inhalant abusers.

Maurice Korman, chairman
of the division of psychology in

the university’s department of

psychiatry, is the principal inves-

tigator. Dr Manuel Balbona, a

member of the clinical faculty in

psychology, and director of the

Adolescent Centre at Terrell

State Hospital, is co-investigator.

Other members of the team are

PhD candidates in clinical

psychology.

The impetus for the project

Maurice Korman

came partly from a widely

publicized case in which three

young people were found dead in

a closed car with a tank of nitrous

oxide — laughing gas — on the

floor.

Says Dr Korman: “Heavy
usage of inhalants is a dangerous

habit because of the rapid loss of

control that can lead to overdo-

sage and death from suffocation

or from various medical compli-

cations or from accidents due to

impaired judgment.”
The young child sniffing

cement glue from a bag is in as

much danger of dying as the

teenager who sniffs laughing gas.

Dr Korman stresses.

The University of Texas
psychologist says people in the

10-15 year age range are the

heaviest abusers, although older

teenagers are also involved.

“It is probably fair to say that

some 5% of the junior and senior

high school populations in Dallas

are relatively frequent users of

inhalants,” he adds.

Very little is known about the

long-term medical and psycho-

logical consequences of heavy in-

halant usage. Dr Korman says,

and he is hopeful his project will

clarify some of the unanswered
questions. The study is probing

patterns of use,.the roles of peers

and families, and the effects of

chronic use.

Another aim of the project is to

provide psychological services to

heavy abusers in all areas of Dal-

las.

Working with small groups of

from eight to 10 youths, the

psychologists concentrate on
teaching “living skills” — how to

get along with people, how to

solve problems in daily life and

“how to be who (you) want to be”.

The researchers believe if the

young people are able to improve

these skills, they will no longer

feel the need to resort to inha-

lants in order to be “out of it”

temporarily.

Techniques being used with the

small groups include viewing

tapes, experience-sharing, rok

playing, and practising the “liv-

ingskills” within the safety of the

group.

“The project is also concen-

trating on the factors that protect

.some young people from becom-

ing heavy users, even though
they are exposed and are at high

risk,” says Dr Korman.
“We want to know, for

example, why some become heavy

users and then give it up. We
want to look at the .strengths of

the young people and their

families as well as the weak-

nesses.”

An important part of the

project involves evaluating the

effectiveness of techniques for

changing the drug behavior of

the young people. Control groups

of heavy inhalant abusers who do

not receive psychological help,

are used. The investigators are

examining the pattern of drug
use and changes in family and
peer relationships in both groups.

blems with alcohol and tobacco.

"We should leave it to the FBI
and the Mounties to worry about
the kind of things that keep
bureaucracy going.

“We got into trouble with
heroin only when we started res-

tricting it,” said Dr Genesove.
The CMA will also encourage

doctors to use restraint in pre-

scribing minor tranquillizers and
hyiinotics.

Its committee on the non-medi-

cal use of drugs noted that use

and abuse of these products has

become widespread, “and any
attempt to control the abuse . . .

must be brought about by an alt-

ering of the prescribing habits of

physicians”.

Last year, the CMA general
council suggested that these
drugs be placed in Schedule G to

restrict their use. The non-medi-
cal use of drugs committee said in

its report this year it appreciated

concerns expressed by the direc-

tor of the Bureau of Dangerous
Drugs about the increased man-
power and expense necessary if

such a resolution were imple-
mented. But the Health Protec-

tion Branch is still studying the

matter.

Vegetable team
gains popularity

OTTAWA — The Federal
Health Department’s innovative

story book for children, aimed at

instilling positive values to reject

drug use, is slowly gaining popu-

larity in pilot projects in schools

and school boards across the

country.

The illustrated book, A Hole in

the Fence, was originally un-

veiled in 1975, and features a cast

of 20 characters, all vegetables

except the fungus, Mr Mush-
room. In essence a modern fable,

the story book details how ‘magic

potions’ are not problem-solvers,

and instills value lessons against

cheating, lying, and stealing.) Carrot and Mr Mushroom

Mr Cabbage and Corn

In Ontario, the Ottawa Roman
Catholic School Board, the Stor-

mont-Dundas-Glengarry School
Board, the Carleton Roman
Catholic School Board, and the
Prescott-Russell School Board
have all ordered copies for test

use this fall. The Carleton Board,

French and SD Engiisn versions

of the book.

In Manitoba, tests are being

conducted in three school dis-

tricts using the French language

version of the vegetable cha-

racter story books.

But the books are being used

for more than drug abuse edu-

cation; they are also being used

experimentally for a broader-

based approach to teaching chil-

dren about values.

Manitoba officials are working

with the Non Medical Use of

Drugs Directorate to develop a

spin-off project using the values-

based approach but not using the

federal government’s cast of zany

and sometime diabolical vegeta-

bles.

Pea and Bean

Mr Cauliflower

In Nova Scotia, the province’s

Commission on Drug Dciien-

dence, is cooperating with .schools

to test the story books, using

some 600 copies obtained from

Ottawa. Saskatchewan’s provin-

cial alcohol commission has

arranged a pilot project in Swift

Current.

While the introduction of the

story book is occuring at a slower

pace than hoped for, the govern-

ment is encouraged enough to

begin a .second printing of 2,000

books — this time with only one

supplemental volume, containing

the original teaching and activity

guides.

The government says it has

received a number of inquiries

from other countries, including

the United States, Bermuda, and

Australia, as well as from private

teachers across Canada.

Onion

Potato

The Non Medical Use of Drugs
Directorate plans to spread its

u.se of educational tools for com-

bating drug abuse, keeping in

mind federal health Mini ter

Marc Lalonde’s recent exhor-

tations to increase the u ' of

school .sy.stems to combat aleuhol

as well as drug abuse
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Alcohol workers must deny

the temptation to play God

Former US NIAAA Director Morris Chafetz

By Charles Marwick

WASHINGTON — Despite con-

siderable improvement in

attitudes, there is still so much
stigma attached to alcoholism

that changes in the financing of

alcoholism rehabilitation pro-

gram must be undertaken
cautiosly and their implications

weighed carefully.

This is the view of Morris E.

Chafetz, former director of the

US National Institute on Alcohol

Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
and now principal research
scientist at the Metropolitan
Center for Planning and
Research at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.

In an exclusive interview with

The Journal, Dr Chafetz said:

“Alcoholism still carries that old

stigma among more people than I

care to admit. Despite all the pro-

gress, when it comes down to it,

the old prejudices still rear their

heads.”

While Dr Chafetz was primar-

ily addressing the “situation in the

United States, his view that

attitudes to alcoholics have not

changed significantly, has
obvious implications for alcohol-

ism treatment programs else-

where.
Because of these attitudes. Dr

Chafetz is against haste in

changing the funding mechan-
isms of the various state alcohol-

Alcoholism a disease

CMA finally relents its position
(From page 1)

tragedy. They have the highest

accident rate.”

a hard set of facts about people

involved in accidents,” Dr Ghent
said. Drivers have the respon-
sibility for controlling IY2 tons of

steel at 70 miles an hour, and the

“non-drinking and good driver

deserves more protection than he
has been afforded in the past.”

At the annual meeting of its

general council, or parliament,

the CMA also got around to

officially recognizing alcoholism

as a di.sease.

Its non-medical use of drugs
committee noted that in 1974, the

council passed motions “that
went part way to agreeing that it

was a condition requiring treat-

ment, and that euphemisms

r

should be discarded when making
the diagnosis of alcoholism”.

This time it went all the way,

and joined lh£ American Medical
Association, world Health
Organization, American Hospital

Association, and American
Public Health Association with
its official recognition of the dis-

ease.

At the same time, it passed a

motion to “stress the value of

active participation by the medi-
cal profession in all aspects of

treatment of alcohol dependence
and misuse”.

The non-medical use of drugs
committee, headed by psychia-

trist Dr Lionel Solursh of

Toronto, noted that “alcohol tre-

atment programs are more and
more prone to the downplaying of

medical involvement.
“Physicians, by virtue of their

Most strategies relate to ‘bums’

but most alcoholics are ‘normal’
SANKKANCISGO— Mow can

|)coplc get "high" wilhout
.some form of drug?

I’inding answers to that

(|U(‘slion should be a major
future goal for Mie IrealmenI

of all kinds of addiction, in the

opinion of Charles Meeker,

director of the division of

Charlos Becker

clinical pharmacology at San
Francisco General Hospital.

At ttu' ri'ciml conference'.

Alcoholism and Drug Ahuse
197(), Dr Mecki'r emphasi/.(>d

the need to find non-self-des-

Iructive options to drugs and
suggested athU'tics and group
fellowshij) as possible ones.

“It is my personal belief that

you have to give something in

return to gi-t rid of an addic

tion," he said "Linking the

body and the mind are import

ant. 'I'his IS a legitimati' iK'ed

for the patient hut physicians

rarely address the issue," he
told the meeting
Dr Meeker, head of the alco-

holism unit at till' hospital,

noted the difficulty of defin

ing and identifying an alco

holic.

Most addicts have' a |)oly

drug iirohlem, he continued
"Have you ever seen a hi'roin

addict who is not an alcoholic

or a smokeaholic?" hi' asked.

Most strategies, he said,

relate to “bums," who are only

a small fraction of the alco-

holism [iroblem. Atti'iiipts to

categorize alcoholics as

pseudo-psychopathic, delin-

quent, or neurotic ari' also

meaningh'ss since most alco-

holics "are essentially nor-

mal" However, many alco-

holics have .self-destructive

habits and will not tak«'

responsibility for their own
can'.

l'’or SOUK' alcoholics, phar-

macological assists can h«' usi'-

fnl. Dr Mc'cki'r said, hut lu'

('iiiphasi/ed that "most ex

perii'iici' IS aiK'cdotal Thi'

liti'iature doesn't justify tlu'

widi'sprcad usi' of any drugs”
Also, h(' noti'd, tin' phar

maci'utical I'ffi'ctivi'iiess of a

drug IS n'lalc'd to "who (lassi's

it out and what a patii'iit ex

jH'cts If a therapist thinks a

drug is u.seful, it will work
JO'V) better".

ism programs in this country to a

block grant system.

Under such a block grant
arrangement, the individual

states receive funds for various

health programs including alco-

holism which they then dis-

tribute themselves. Dr Chafetz is

afraid that in such circumstances

and because attitudes to alcohol-

ism have not changed suf-

training and experience, have

much to contribute in research,

education, diagnosis, counsel-

ling, psychotherapies, manage-
ment of secondary health pro-

blems, and leadership of the

health care team.”

The committee saw this “down-
playing” as part of a more fun-

damental problem — “the in-

roads being made into medicine
by non-physicians.

“It is becoming obvious that

certain aspects of medical care,

e.g. training of ambulance per-

sonnel, treatment of alcoholism,

are being taken over by non-
physicians, partly owing to

omission on the part of physici-

ans to become involved. Alcohol-

ism is being labelled as a social

di.sease and there are attempts
to effect a cure excluding
medicine.”

‘I would be abso-

lutely naive if I

thought we had
overcome the
hurdles of remov-
ing the stigma of
alcoholism.

.

ficiently for the better, “alcohol-

ism programs will inevitably get

the short end of the stick”.

“Now this is not to say that the

states’ alcoholism programs have

failed to make progress,” Dr
Chafetz went on. “On the con-

trary, I have been delighted with

what these programs have
achieved so far and I have gone

on record as saying so.

“Neither am I questioning the

abilities of the individual states

to manage their own alcoholism

programs effectively. Alcoholism

programs have made great pro-

gress in this country as far as

visiblity, credibility and the com-

mitment of resources are con-

cerned. But I would be absolutely

naive if I thought we had over-

come the hurdles of removing the

stigma of alcoholism or of think-

ing that, in a competition for

resources with a wide variety of

more acceptable and, if you will,

respectable health programs,
alcoholism could hold its own.”
Because of this. Dr Chafetz

holds that it would be folly to

switch funding of health pro-

gram (including alcoholism) to

the block grant system.

Enlarging on this theme. Dr
Chafetz said; “Certainly I'm not

unsophisticated in this field and
yet I continue to be amazed at the

virulence and disrespect most
people innately feel toward sick

alcoholic people. Having been in

the field as long as I have, 2.1

years, I am, I believe, objectively

sensitized to the implicit and ex-

plicit put-downs that these people

experience — both from the
general public and from those

who work in the field."

Dr Chafetz called on those
working in alcoholic treatment

programs to resist the temptation

to play God and to deal with the

alcoholic honestly.
"1 am a northerner, a New En-

glander born and raised. " he con-

tinued, "and 1 used to take a cer-

tain amount of smug satisfaction

at how till' white southerner in

the US ti'i'ated black ju'opli'.

"Then, when the black versus

whiti' Lssut's reared tlu'ir heads in

tlu' north. 1 was eniharrassi'd and
ashamed to set' how the so-callt'd

liht'i al cities ilealt withtlu'iii. I'm

convinced now that in dealin.g

with blacks, the soiithcrn white

community was niori' hoiu'st than
the northern whiti' community

"In llu' saiiu' wav. 1 fi'cl that

society III gi'iicral must deal with

till' .ilcoholism issiu' in a mori'

n'asonabU' and honest wav than
is presi'iitly done by those who
wave the flag as worki'is in the

fii'ld of alcoholism.

"I li'ft N1A.\ A III iiart liecaiisc 1

proniisc'd my family 1 wouldn't

stay mon' than fivt' yt'ars. Mut I

would tiavi' left anyway, cvi'ii

without that promise VVlu'ii you
an' lu'ad of a powerful organi

zatioii such as Nl.\.\.\ with such
tremi'iidous resources at your

disposal, after a time your
statements and utterances begin

to be accepted as gospel. I know
how seductive my own ideas and
words can be and I consider that

dangerous. That’s why I left.

“One of the things I notice

about some of the leaders of

organizations dealing with alco-

holism is that they have been in

positions of power for far too

long. I have watched some of

these people try to make over
recovering alcoholic individuals

in their own image and there are

occasions when I’m afraid maybe
they are playing God and it wor-

ries me.”

Another aspect of the alcohol-

ism problem discussed by Dr
Chafetz was the disproportionate

funding it receives compared
with other drug abuse programs.

“All the other drug abuse pro-

grams get five dollars for every

one that is spent on alcoholism, if

I remember correctly,” he said.

“Yet alcoholism is 10 to one in

terms of incidence compared with

all the other drug abuse problems

combined.

“Since everyone agrees alco-

holism is a major drug problem

why should this be so?’’ Dr
Chafetz asked. “I think there is a

very good reason. Things which

are unfamiliar to us and there-

fore most threatening generate

more enthusiastic efforts to com-

bat them than do problems that

are familiar such as alcoholism.

“I remember w'hen I was teach-

ing at medical school, if you had

an unusual clinical case then

students would spend days on it.

They’d go 48 hours without sleep,

giving their all to the problem.

But if you had a case that they

would be likely to see a Imost every-

day, then you could never

generate that kind of enthusiasm.

Alcohol is our drug, it’s every-

one's drug. So we tend not to get

excited about the problems it

causes even although they are so

devastating."

Regarding the future. Dr
Chafetz said he was looking for-

ward to the eventual disap-

pearance of a separate categori-

cal program for alcoholism.

"When I was NI.-\.\A direettvr.

I was once asked how I would
know that the Alcoholism In-

stitute was a success. I responded

by .saying that when there was no

longer a need for it because alco-

holics were being treated by the

health care system as any other

sick per.son would bo. I'd know.
"As more and more vve show

how alcoholics can successfully

respond to treatment; as vve move
toward programs vvhii'h reach the

alcoholics earlier in their illne.ss

— which in turn nu'ans even

greater treatment succcs.ses at

lower cost; as the stigma of aletv

holism is removed; wlu'ii ;ill these

Hungs happen, then much of th»'

treatment of alcoholics will be-

come (lart of the general health

care delivery system, which is

where it ought to be

"vHlier thing.s bcuig «'qual

thi'ie sliould not be a .st'parate

categorical luogram for aliohol-

isin because it is part of the

general health condition

"Mut thi.N does not mean that we

should do away with alcoholism

programs today That is the goal

Mut it is not the reality vve fare

today."

'Alcohol is ever-
yone’s drug. So
wc tend not to get

e.x:citcd about the

problems it causes
although they are

so devastating . .

.’
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Halfway houses for alcoholics

A

ules should be few but strictly enforced J
By Walter Nagel

EDMONTON — The best half-

way houses have a minimum of

rules, but absolutely insist upon
those, a veteran in the field has

said here.

James Carroll of Fitchville,

Conn., an administrator in com-

munity resources programs run

by a large psychiatric hospital in

his state, said a “back-to-basics”

guiding philosophy and common
sense are key ingredients if such

LAS VEGAS — The rise in

serum amylase after the use of

opiates may not be due to a

change in pancreatic secretion,

Jeffrey J. Heffernon told the
40th annual convention of the
American Society of Gastroen-
terology held here.

In addicts, the hyperamy-
lasemia may have its origin in the

lung and be influenced by stress,

hypoxia, and even impurities in

the heroin itself, said Mr Heffer-
non of the department of

medicine. University of Califor-

nia at Irvine.

He reported on a study of amy-
lase activity in 91 consecutively

hospitalized heroin addicts,
composed of 78 men and 13
women with a mean age of 25
years.

Total serum amylase activity in

the entire group ranged from 10

to 2941 mg glucose/ 100 ml.

Of the 91 patients, 17 had ele-

vated total serum amylase
activity.

Analysis of their sera showed
that in 15 the rise was chiefly a

result of hypersecretion of sali-

vary-type (S-type) isoamylase.

In one, the rise was due to pan-
creatic-type (P-type) isoamylase.

In the other addict, equal rises

in both S-type and P-type occur-

red.

“If hyperamylasemia after the

use of opiates was due solely to

changes in the pancreas, the
dominant isoamylase in the
serum should be P-type,” Mr
Heffernon said in an interview;

“Chromatographic isoamylase

facilities are to function well.

In a practical “do-and don’t”
session of advice to halfway
house operators, Mr Carroll said

residents should help themselves
as much as possible; there should
be an emphasis upon plenty of

simple, nourishing food; health

services should be available; rap-

port should be developed with
police and other service agencies;

and there must be anticipation of

skepticism and even antipathy
from the community.

analysis revealed, however, that

in 15 of the 17 heroin addicts with
distinct hyperamylasemia, the
increased amylase activity

reflected mainly a rise in S-type

isoamylase.

“It is of interest that 13 of the
addicts with hyperamylasemia
had acute pulmonary changes.”
Twelve had “heroin lung” and

one had status asthmaticus.

In these cases, the hyperamy-
lasemia may have been unrelated
to drug action on the pancreas
and could be due instead to alter-

ations in the lungs.

Hyperamylasemia has been
noted in association with
pneumonia, asthma, and lung
cancer.
In patients with acute

respiratory distress, hyperamy-
lasemia may be purely a reflec-

tion of the degree of distress they
are having, he said.

Other studies have shown that
adrenocortical steroids can in-

crease serum amylase activity,

but the mechanisms are still un-
known.
Another possible explanation

for hyperamylasemia in heroin
addicts is impurities in the
heroin.

Still another factor with patho-
logic implications is hypoxia due
to heroin-induced respiratory
depression.

But this factor is difficult to

measure.
Coworkers in the study were

Drs W. Richard Smith, J. Edward
Berk, and Frederick L. Glauser;
Louis Friedhandler, PhD; and
Katherine A. Montgomery.

Among his suggestions to the
Association of Halfway House
Alcoholism Programs of North
America, Inc.:

• If possible, the halfway
house should be located in a quiet

area of the city, with low over-

head a major objective. There
should be access to public tran-

sportation. A site near an indus-

trial area will assist residents
who seek employment.

• Residents should be assigned

specific work in helping to esta-

blish and maintain their prem-
ises.

• During admissions, Mr Car-
roll said halfway houses must
“beware the alcoholic range
rider, who has been in every in-

stitution from the east to the west
coast, and back.”

“Don’t give up on the so-called

failures too quickly, but don’t let

anyone use your premises as a

sanctuary between drinking
bouts,” he advised.

• “Don’t encourage ‘bar stool

sweeping’ or you will be operat-

ing an overnight hotel, and your
other residents will have to pay
for it.”

• Insist upon a thorough medi-
cal examination for every guest
upon admission, and require con-

tinued supervision by a doctor
during residence. Dental care is

another necessity.

“Don’t practise medicine by
handing out pills — let your doc-

tor handle this. If a resident
starts to deteriorate physically,

don’t hesitate to hospitalize him
quickly— he can always return.”

• Contact the local police, and
explain the halfway house’s
objectives and proposed methods
of operation.

“In case of trouble, let them
handle it, and if forcible eviction

(this is rare) becomes necessary,

let the police do it — that’s what
they are paid for,” he said.

“Don’t play with the police. If

they are looking for someone, co-

operate.

“Don’t attempt to operate a

security institution. If a resident

becomes violent, have him prop-

erly removed to some other in-

stitution — he may be re-admit-

ted later.”

• An absolute rule in a good
halfway house is there be no
drinking whatever on the prem-
ises. Gambling is forbidden also.

• “Don’t hesitate to shake
down a guest if you think he has a

bottle in his luggage. Remember,
dog trainers have to be at least as

smart as the dog to train him.”
• Religious services and out-

side speakers may be disruptive,

and should not be allowed into

the halfway house.
• “Don’t go into the bail bond

business for alcoholics. If they
dry out in jail, the house will look

good to them when they come out.

Don’t take more than one or two
individuals from an institution at

a time, so they don’t ‘jungle up’.”

Scrupulous attention to the
business side of a halfway house’s

operation is as important as ther-

apeutic programming, he said.

• “Don’t exploit, or let anyone
else exploit, your residents. They
are not a free labor force, and if

they perform work, see that they
get paid.

• “Don’t attempt to solve all

the sociological and economic
distress of the alcoholic. If you
solve his alcoholic problem, the
rest will clear up in time. Don’t
expect immediate success —
time, patience and perseverence
are the basic necessities for suc-

cess.

• “Don’t expect too much
public acceptance at first. You
are not selling motherhood. Your
best advertisement is a corps of

individuals who have become re-

established in your community,
and who are in a position to aid

you and others. Build your own
army.

• “Don’t enter the field unless
you are immune to criticism; dis-

regard any but constructive
criticism. The critics don’t last

long, and generally have no in-
vestrrient in the pfojecl.”

• Install a pay telephone that

will receive incoming calls free,

but requires pre-payment for

outgoing calls. People in the
halfway house who make long

distance calls then will have to

pay for them.

• “Paint is cheap, and a few
hours of painting is good therapy.

Don’t operate in a dirty,

dilapidated atmosphere.”

Mr Carroll urged the appoint-

ment of a resident manager —
“you cannot operate efficiently

by remote control. Have him
delegate as many functions as

possible to guests, so that he will

In heroin addicts

Serum amylase rise

may start in lung

Rand Report

Publicity is graveiy misieading: NCA
(From page 1)

caution in interpreting the Rand
results.

“In my experimental attempts
to inculcate controlled drinking
in alcoholics, the results looked

promising in the first 12 to 18

months. It was only when we did a

long-term follow up, ranging
from 27 to 55 months since treat-

ment ended, that we detected a

universal failure to maintain
controlled drinking.”

David Pittman

‘Considerable scepticism should be
attached to any follow-up study

with a retrieval rate ofless than 90%.

Dr David Pittman of St. Louis,

co-founder of the first detoxifi-

cation centre for public inebri-

ates in the United States, joined

the chorus of criticism claiming
that a high follow-up interview

rate is “an absolute necessity” in

interpreting such long term data.

“We feel considerable scepti-

cism should be attached to any
follow-up .study with a retrieval

rate of le.s.s than 90%.

”

The wide publicity given the

Vernelle Fox

'It is very unsafe to advocate any

treatment goal except abstinence.
‘

most dramatic elements of the

Rand report could cause serious

harm to many recovering alco-

holics, says the NCA.
At a Washington DC news con-

ference, held in July by the NCA
to publicly challenge the scien-

tific basis of the report. Dr
Luther A Cloud, vice-chairman of

the Board of Directors of the

NCA .said: “We are compelled to

respond to the Rand report at the

public level because of our grave

concern that the misleading
publicity by this study could hate

tragic consequences.”

The American Federation of

Labor and Congress of Industrial

Organizations has issued its own
release to its affiliates claiming:

“Until there is an insulin-type

treatment as in diabetes, or a

Salk-type vaccine as in

poliomyelitis, or something more
conclusive than the Rand study,

the bottle is not the answer for

alcoholics.”

US media persistence in trying

to justify the controlled drinking

concept reached into Canada
when a study by researchers at

the Addiction Research Foun-

dation of Ontario (Schmidt and
Popham) was cited by wire ser-

vices as endorsing the controlled

drinking concept.
Although only recently

published, the study quoted was
seven years old and its con-

clusions provided little or no sup-

port for the controlled drinking

option in the treatment of alco-

holism.

The Journal of the American
Medical Association has also

joined the fray, declaring in its

August 16 issue that alcoholics

should NOT try to resume
moderate drinking.

The editorial, written by Dr
Vernelle Fox, of Alcoholism .Ser-

vices, Long Beach, California,

says that “it is very unsafe to ad-

vocate any treatment goal except

abstinence”.

“Someday we may be able to

make sufficiently accurate dif-

ferential diagnosis in alcoholism

to allow for different treatment
goals — one of which could con-

ceivably be controlled drinking
for appropriately-selected
patients — but we are certainly

not there yet.”

have time for marketing, rest,

and recreation. This is a tough
job— don’t wear him out.

• “Permit no resident to be-
come indispensable. The survival
of the house is more important
than any resident. Once a
management decision is reached,
avoid all argument.

• “Be flexible. There are few
absolutes in alcoholism, and no
rule that can’t be stretched a lit-

tle, except drinking on the prem-
ises — don’t tolerate it.”

He said special attention must
be given to former residents after
they leave the halfway house.

• “Upon departure, encourage
residents to return immediately
before they take a drink, if they
feel shaky.” He said an “alumni
association” can help former
residents who have problems
after discharge.

Russians
brew for

Olympics
By John Dornberg

MUNICH — As part of its

campaign to wean Russians
away from vodka, the Soviet

Union now intends to increase

its annual beer brewing
capacity by as much as 1.5 bil-

lion gallons in the next 15

years.
71^0 AAijTk

central administration for the

beer and soft drinks industry

plans to build 20 large

breweries by 1990.

Five of the new breweries
will have an annual output of

more than 100 million gallons,

five will be in the 80 million

gallon category and 10 others

are to have a yearly output of

about 50 million.

The first 100 million gallon

installation is to be built near

Moscow during the current
(1976-1980) five-year-plan

period and Soviet authorities

expect it to be ready in time for

the 1980 Olympic Games.
Negotiations to build the

brewery — a turn-key plant —
are currently under way with

French, West German, and
Italian concerns. Total cost of

the installation is expected to

be more than $100 million.

The plan for the other large

breweries calls for their

location in or near major in-

dustrial centres, with the dis-

tribution radius of each not

expected to exceed 200 miles.

Soviet planners have recog-

nized for .some time that one

solution to the nation’s enor-

mous alcohol problem is to

offer palatable beverages that

are less harmful than highly

potent vodka.

The feeling of Soviet experts

is that if there were more and

better wines, beers, and soft

drinks available, people would

consume them instead of dis-

tilled spirits.

Soviet beers, with the excep-

tion of those brewed in the

Baltic republics of Latvia and

Lithuania with their cen-

turies-long Germanic tra-

dition, are noticeably inferior,

not to mention that the supply

is limited and distribution is

haphazard.

A hint at the problem was

disclosed recently by the

weekly Literaturnayn Gazeta.
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Drinking drivers see the tree

— but still crash into forest
A STUDY of simulated driv-

ing under the influence of

alcohol has shown that drivers

spend longer periods of time
with their eyes fixed on an

Psvchopharmacoloaists

Five steps to improvement
THERE IS a remarkable lack

of systematic methodology in

most psychopharmacological
experiments although they are

frequently performed in

healthy volunteers and have
become an independent disci-

pline, reported Karl Taeuber.

“Rather than developing
their own methodological con-

cepts tailored to suit their

specific problem, psychophar-

macologists tend to adopt
methods and techniques from
other scientific fields for the

sake of convenience or
fashion,” he said.

Dr Taeuber, of Hoechst AG,
Frankfurt, Germany, said a

computer search of relevant

. publications yielded ap-

proximately 1,500 papers

from 1973-75.

A few of the studies

attempted to predict the ther-

apeutic activity of new drugs,

a large number assessed more
or less specific behavioral
effects of established psycho-

tropic drugs, and numerous
others investigated the
psychotropic effects of non-
psychotropic drugs, such as

analgesics, either alone or in

combination with other
agents, sucn as aiconoi.

“The vast majority, how-
ever, of the papers we have
reviewed reported the effects

of drugs with abuse-potential

such as cannabis, amphetami-
nes, and alcohol,” he said.

Dr Taeuber suggested five

ways studies in this field

might be improved.
First, p.sychopharmacologi-

cal experiments should always
start with clearly defined
objectives, and every trial

should state what role it is

supposed to play in the deve-

lopment of theory in its

respective field.

While valuable studies on
the effects of marijuana, set

up with clear hypotheses and
objectives, do exist, he said,

"there is a vast number of

other trials on the effects of

cannabis on various memory
functions”.

“Without clarifying the
relevance of such inves-
tigations, their only con-
tribution to our knowledge Is

the consolation that repetitive

work, happily, yields the .same

results again and again.

"Our pre.sent knowledge iti

psychopharmacology looks
like a mosaic that does not
make a pietun*," he said.

“Few attempts have been
made to develop an integrative

theory to explain the relation-

ships between drug action in

healthy volunteers and
various other therapeutic or

addictive drug effects.”

Secondly, Dr. Taeuber said

more care should be taken in

selecting independent varia-

bles.

"The usual approach using

the drug(s) as independent
and the subject’s response as

dependent variables is but one
of many possibilities,” he said.

Rather than using drug
dosage, one might use blood

levels, he suggested.

“While for alcohol this is a

common procedure, inves-

tigators of other psychotropic

agents rarely carry out blood

level assessments of the
drugs,”

While analytical procedures

for the estimation of blood
levels for most psychotropic

drugs are complicated, and
often unreliable, “modern
techniques like the radioim-

munoassay will allow for

rapid, specific, sensitive, and
reliable estimations of blood

levels, and the latter should be
taken a5‘ independent varia-

bles rather than the dose ad-

ministered.”

Dr Taeuber also suggested

multivariate approaches be
used, taking into account not

only drug levels but psycho-

logic characteristics of the
population studied.

Thirdly, the investigative

team must decide what it is

going to measure, which is not

necessarily what it is really

interested in measuring.
“Whereas performance is

definitely not one of the cen-

tral problems in most psychic

disorders, drug influence on
performance is the most
widely studied kind of drug
effect.”

He said more attempts
should be made to measure
parameters such as subjective

mood state, cognitive func-
tions, social behavior, level of

arousal, and anxiety.

Psychological assessment
should also be supplemented
with neurophysiological and
biochemical measures, he
said.

Fourthly, said Dr Taeuber,
the use of healthy volunteers
as models for drug action in

mental patients, addicts, or

drug abusers, is not necessar-

ily adequate. This difficulty

can be partially overcome by
careful documentation of the

characteristics of the
“healthy” volunteers, he said.

He suggested that more
attention be paid to the con-

cept of “symptomatic volun-

teers.”

Finally, he acknowledged
the difficulty in compromising
between a large and statisti-

cally ideal sample size, and the

feasible and justifiable smal-

ler sample size.

“The ethical issue versus
the scientific information to

be gained from a sophisticated

trial should be well balanced,”

Dr. Taeuber concluded.

His co-workers were Drs.

Gert Gammel, Alan Gordon,

and Detlev Koeppen.

object and as a consequence
examine fewer events or the

same event fewer times.

Herbert Moskowitz reported

this is probably a consequence
of the decreased information

processing rate under alcohol.

In order to extract the same
amount of information from
an object, the driver has to

stare at it for a longer period

of time, said Dr Moskowitz,

of the department of psycho-

logy, University of California,

Los Angeles.

“A major factor underlying

the increased accident poten-

tial of alcohol use while driv-

ing is the impairment of visual

search behavior as reflected in

the increased time necessary

for information extraction in

dwells and pursuits,” he said.

He said the study was
undertaken because on-site

investigations of alcohol-

related automobile accidents

have frequently revealed that

the immediate cause is a per-

ceptual error.

“The person has either
failed to see, or has seen lights,

which has been an important
contributory cause to the
accident,” he said.

For the study, subjects were
placed in the front seats of an
automobile and shown films

made along a strip of highway
in Venice, California, an
urban area with moderate to

heavy traffic density.

Subjects wore spectacle

frames that contained a device

to measure eye movements,
and a motorcycle helmet,
attached to an apparatus
which enabled head move-
ments to be measured while
permitting free head rotation

and translation.

The 27 men were divided
into three groups, of which
one was given orange juice
with a teaspoon of vodka
floating on top; another vodka
and orange juice at 0.735
grams per alcohol per kilo-

gram bodyweight over one
hour; and the third, orange

Psychotherapy should start

before detoxification does
PSYCHOTHERAPY OF the
drug addict should start be-

fore, not after, detoxification,

A. J. Charles-Nicolas of Par-

is’s Marmottan Center said
here.

Dr Charles-Nicolas, who
spoke from the audience dur-

ing a session of the concur-
rent 10th International
Psychotherapy Congress, said

that they had recently begun
this approach at Marmottan
because it worked better.

“Detoxification Is started

once the addict begins to

understand the therapist, and
vice-versa,” Dr Charles-Nico-

las told The Journal.

“We have the impression
that there is a certain moment
at which the time is ripe for

detoxification.”

Dr Charles-Nicolas said that
at the beginning of psy-

chotherapy, the addict makes
little effort to attend regu-
larly, or to keep appoint-
ments. As the therapy pro-
gresses, however, the addict
begins to structure the
relationship, atUmding more

regularly and at definite
times.

The relationship may end
quite abruptly, with the ad-

dict himself deciding after

several years of therapy to

stop coming, “rather like the

ultimate step in his structur-

ing of the therapy."

He also emphasized that the

therapist working with ad-

dicts must make a special
effort to prevent the addict
from encroaching too much
upon the therapist's private

life.

juice and vodka that adminis-
tered 1.37 grams alcohol per
kilogram bodyweight over 105
minutes.

This produced peak blood
alcohol concentrations of

0.0%, 0.075%, and 0.15%,
respectively.

Dr Moskowitz said the sub-

jects were all heavy drinkers

who had developed consider-

able tolerance to the effects of

alcohol.

“Social or moderate drin-

kers would be affected to a far

—gireater extent at equal blood
alcohol concentrations,” he
said.

When the allocation of
viewing time of the three
groups was studied, the alco-

hol treatment groups were
found to show a small trend
towards decreased total time
in dwells and saccades, but in-

creased total time in pursuits.

In contrast, there were
many large changes in the
frequencies and mean
durations of dwells and pur-

suits.

“The most important find-

ing,” said Dr Moskowitz, “was
a large and statistically sig-

nificant (P equals .004) in-

crease in the average dwell
time from 0.37 seconds to 0.47

and 0.48 seconds respectively,

for the low and high alcohol

dose treatments.

“Given the relatively con-

stant total time in dwell and
the greatly increased duration

of dwells, the frequency of

dwells decreased sharply (P
equals .004). This decrease in

the number of fixations or
dwells under alcohol would
reduce the driver's ability to

search the environment for

potential dangers.”

There was also an increase

in both the frequency of pur-

suits and the mean duration of

pursuits, “further limiting the

opportunity for sharing atten-

tion between different
events”.

In addition, drivers under
the influence saw fewer "criti-

cal events” in the film that ex-

perienced traffic researchers
had agreed alert drivers
should observe.

The placebo group saw 77%
of these events, the low alcohol

group 73%, and the high dose

group 72%.

There was also a tendency to

increased frequency and
duration of pursuits on all

categories of critical events
under alcohol, "although the

increase was statistically sig-

nificant only for pursuit

durations on vehicles, turn

signals, and traffic lights, not

on pedestrians or bicycles"

In other words, said Dr Mss-
kowitz, with a decreased
ability to search the environ-

ment, the driver preferen-
tially sees what is nece.ssary to

his own self-preservation.

Alcohol / marijuana - - same target but different results
PEKFOKMANCE IMPAllt-
MENT.S caused by alcohol and
marijuana are probably due to

deficits in central processing

of information, but tlu' ways
in wbicb the two drugs .affect

such processing are prob;d)ly

different. Marcelline Mums of

the University of California at

l.os Angeles said here.

Ur Mums said most studies

on the effects of Ibesc* drugs
on peripheral processt's, such
as sensory function, have
shown llttli' or no impairment.

indicating a central mechan-
ism.

For alcohol, she said, it has
been established that a major
source of the performance
(h'ficit is a slowing of central

processes

"In giMieral, the findings
show that processing is im
jiaired hy alcohol under heavy
information load . under
conditions which reipiire div-

isions of attiMition.

“I’(>rformance can lie main
tained under conditions of low

information as for a concen-
trated attention task with a

single source of sensory in-

put." she said.

My contrast, marijuana ad
versely affects performance
under both concentrated and
divided attention conditions,

and the di'ficit does not appear
to he contingent upon a con
(lit ion of lu'avy (h'lnands for

information processing

Rather, the evidence siig

gests that marijuana induces
a shift of attention away from

external events and heightens

responsiveness to internal
events, she said,

"This intermit teney of

attention appears to underlie

tiu' performance deficit," she

said, noting evidence that the

marijuana -in toxica ted in-

dividual (’(III temporarily turn

off the "high" and direct in

creased attention to external

stimuli briefly

"The lapses are subject to

some voluntary control, hut as

demonstrated in the labora-

tory. it IS short-lived. There
are no data as to whether an
emergeney or stress situation

with high information
proce.ssing demands can pro-

long the increase in atten-

tion."

Journal corres

pondent Lynn

Paye^ reports.
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Magnesium a link
MONTREAL — The possibility

of sudden death in alcoholics

from serious heart fibrillation as

a result of magnesium deficiency

was raised here at the Second In-

ternational Symposium on Mag-
nesium.

Excretion of magnesium used

by the body’s nervous system and
vital to muscle function is greatly

increased by alcoholism. Accord-

ing to Lloyd T. Iseri, professor of

medicine, University of Califor-

nia, Irvine College of Medicine,

magnesium depletion may be a

hidden factor where premature
heart beats, tachycardia, and
fibrillation occur in the acute

alcoholic.

The specific cases reported by
Dr Iseri dealt with alcohol addic-

tion withdrawal symptoms. The
heart arrhythmia in the first case

was life-threatening and, in the

second, potentially life-threaten-

ing. In neither case was lidocaine

effective in controlling the

rhythm.

The first case, a 54-year-old

female, had a history of heart

disease. In the emergency room,

she was agitated, tremulous, and

disoriented, and developed fibril-

lation that could not be control-

led by large doses of lidocaine.

Blood serum magnesium was
obtained and 20% magnesium
was infused over a one-minute
period. This was followed by 500
cc’s of 2% magnesium sulfate

over four hours. The treatment

Withdrawal by acupuncture

for 600 Hong Kong addicts
QUEBEC CITY-A Hong Kong
study that combined acupuncture
with electrical stimulation has
successfully treated all 600
research subjects for narcotic

withdrawal symptoms.
“Further, there is no risk of the

patient becoming addicted to

another drug, such as occurs in

the substitution technique of

drug addiction treatment,” Hsi-

ang Lai Wen told a meeting of the

Collegium Internationale Neuro-
Psychopharmacologicum held in

Quebec City.

“The treatment itself is very
easy to carry out and with no
overt side effects. It is economi-
cal and can easily be done on an
out-patient basis. It can also be
applied to all drug withdrawal
patients,” said Dr Wen.
For these reasons Dr Wen, a

Kowloon brain surgeon associ-

ated with Kwong Wah Hospital

and the Tung Wah group of

hospitals (Kowloon), said he
hoped acupuncture — along with

electrical stimulation — would be

a mode of treatment of withdra-
wal symptoms in the future.

In the 600 subjects addicted to

either opium or heroin, it was
found that by subcutaneous
application of needles on each
side of the ear (at the concha)
with the needle electrically stimu-

lated to a frequency of 125 Hertz
and with current averaging 5-6

volts, withdrawal symptoms
could be effectively treated.

“The average duration of tre-

atment was 7 days. It was found
that the withdrawal symptomato-
logy gradually disappeared after

10 to 15 minutes of treatment.
The average treatment lasted

one-half hour although some
patients needed two to three
sessions per day.”

Following hospital treatment
for withdrawal, the patients were

transferred to rehabilitation

units, but while still in hospital,

Dr Wen reported they became
more interested in their environ-

ment, more talkative, and more
mindful of general appearance.

“Psychologists and sociologists

also found them more receptive

to counselling during and after

treatment.”

There was one unexplained
finding. Biochemical studies
revealed a decrease in the sub-
jects’ cyclic AMP as well as lower
cortisone and ACTH levels. Dr
Wen told The Journal he has no
idea why these changes occurred
(found early on in each case) or
their meaning.

Although he presented a

theory of the possible therapeutic

action of this treatment, he
agreed that acupuncture remains
empirical. He suggested further

investigative work.

Alcoholic crisis times predictable
EDMONTON — Recovery from
alcoholism or other chemical
abuse takes much longer than is

commonly realized, a conference
of alcoholism workers has been
told here.

Diane Fontaine, project direc-

tor for an association of halfway
house alcoholism programs in St.

completely prevented recurrence

of the fibrillation. She remained
off alcohol and was relatively

well.

Another case of alcohol with-

drawal concerned a 56-year-old

man who had been drinking
heavily for a week prior to ad-

mission. He was given large doses

of ditfretic and digitalis prepa-

rations and developed intractable

multifocal and multidirectional

tachycardia. Magnesium was
given with immediate normali-

zation of rhythm.
Although in the first case, the

digoxin level was well below the

accepted toxic level. Dr Iseri said

the second case was one of

digitoxicity associated with mag-
nesium depletion (1.21 mEq/L).

Paul, Minnesota, said recovery
programs with the greatest suc-

cess records are those which
recognize that at least two or

three chemical-free years are
required as a minimum for a

patient to begin a new kind of life

style.

The best programs also are

“Susceptibility to digitoxicity

may have been augmented by the

magnesium deficiency.”

In addition to alcoholism. Dr
Iseri and co-worker E>r /Vlaxi li.

Bures listed other clinical disor-

ders that may result in mag-
nesium depletion. They included

cirrhosis, pancreatitis, and
malabsorptive states.

“We should anticipate the
possibility of syndromes associ-

ated with magnesium depletion

so we can prevent preventable
deaths not only in hospitalized

patients but in non-hospitalized

patients before they get there.”

A drastic turn of events in

these disorders, he said, may be

sudden and unexplainable.

based upon recognition that

“recovery involves the whole per-

son — the physical being, the

psychological-emotional being,

and the spiritual being,” Ms Fon-

taine said.

“A multi-disciplined approach
is essential in the recovery
process, a process which involves

every community in a continuum
of health care services. Every
recovering person should have
the benefit of a therapeutic com-
munity team approach.”

She said halfway houses should

expect recovering alcoholics to

have predictable times of person-

al crisis — at five to seven weeks
after the last annK, at nve to

seven months, at 11 to 13 months,

and at 18 months.

This information, endorsed

by groups such as Alcoholics

Anonymous, helps the patient

to understand what is happening,

and helps fellow residents and
therapists to adopt a tolerant and

supportive attitude which rein-

forces desirable behavior, she

said.

Many recovery failures can be

traced to a policy of discharging

patients just in time for one of

the predictable “crisis periods’.’

in alcoholic death?

Student drug use study

Deviance and conformity influenced by peers
By Thomas Hill

MIAMI, Fla. — How much in-

fluence do parents have on drug
use by high school students?

Seeking answers to this and
other questions about teenage
alcohol and drug abuse, two
researchers from the division of

addiction sciences at University

of Miami Medical School did a

study among more than 2000
students in a large Miami area

high school.

Dale D. Chitwood and Duane C.

McBride found that both the
attitude and the example of

parents play a significant role in

influencing the drug use be-

Da/e Chitwood

havior of high school students.

But, the attitude of peers carries

greater weight with most
teenagers, as some other studies

have shown.
Of students whose mothers

tolerated drug use, the inves-

tigators found, 64.7% used mari-

juana, pills, or opiates. Of those

whose mothers discouraged drug
use, only 32.6% used marijuana,
pills, or opiates.

The attitude of the father had
almost equal weight if fathers

tolerated drug use, 65.3% of iheir

student offspring used them, but

discouragement of drug use by
the father reduced this to 32.4%.
When high school students’

friends encouraged or approved
of drug use, 73.3% used drugs.

When friends disapproved, only

26.6% reported using drugs.
(Alcohol was not considered
here).

It has been known for some
time that friends of highschool

students may have a strong in-

fluence toward deviant behavior.

This study appears to show, how-

ever, that friends may also exert a

strong influence toward con-

forming behavior.

The team also explored
whether and to what extent a

teenager’s drug use behavior is

influenced by parental use of

“legitimate drugs”, ie. over-the-

counter or prescription medi-
cations.

Of those whose mothers used

legitimate drugs many times or

every day, 59.4% used mariju-

ana, pills, or opiates. When
mothers never used drugs, only

31.2% of the sons or daughters

were drug abusers. When the

fathers’ use of legitimate drugs

was considered, the comparable
figures were 63.2% and 32.0%.

Asked if they felt they were
under pressure to use alcohol and

drugs, almost two-thirds ( 63.2% )

indicated little or no pressure to

use alcohol, and a slightly smaller

number (60.1%) perceived little

or no pressure to use drugs.

One reason the majority felt no

pre.ssure to use alcohol or drugs,

the researchers suggested, was
that they didn’t perceive such u.se

as contributing to popularity.

When asked if they believed alco-

hol or drug users to be more
popular than non-u.ser.s, 70% of

students did not regard users as

more popular.

Other figures that emerged
from the study were:

• About half of the student
body reported they did not now

use alcohol or drugs.

• Approximately 25% re-

ported using alcohol but not

drugs, and 25% reported using

drugs (which in some cases in-

cluded alcohol). Only 1.4% ad-

mitted to current use of opiates.

• The percentage of substance

users tended to increase with ad-

vancement through high school.

More than 42% of the sophmore
class had never used drugs or

alcohol; the percentage declined

to about 32% in the junior year

and 28.5% in the senior year.

• In general, students consid-

ered that very little drug and

alcohol u.se occurred in regular

school hours. The only exception

was found among opiate u.sers, of

whom 62.2% reported that use

occurs in school.

• Most students (86.4%) be-

lieved drug and alcohol use did

not occur at school athletic

events.

• A majority (71.6%) did not

believe alcohol and drug u.se

occurred at school dances.

• Nearly two of three students

reported that most alcohol and

drug u.se takes place in the school

parking lot (presumably before

and after school, or in free

periods) This led the inves-

tigators to suggest that any pro-

gram designed to reduce drug
abuse at school “should include a

strategy for responding to the

parking lot situation”.

When asked whether they

thought an alcohol-drug edu-

cation program would be useful

in their school, 59.4% of students

.said they felt it would be useful.

But when the investigators broke

this figure down they found that

the students who supported the

idea of such a program were, in

the main, non-u.sers of drugs and

alcohol, whereas a substantial

majority of drug u.sers did not

favor it.

Duane McBride
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CMA edging up
on drunk drivers

A JOINT committee of the Canadian Medical Association and
the Canadian Bar Association will study the feasibility of

making consent to blood analysis a prerequisite for getting or

renewing a driver’s licence in Canada.
^

Such legislation has been suggested by the CMA’s com-
mittee on emergency medicine, as both a way of curbing
impaired driving, and of documenting further the involve-

ment of alcohol and other drugs in driving mishaps.
No easy meeting of the minds can be expected between

the two professions. Doctors, increasingly concerned with

preventive medicine, are understandably appalled at the rate

at which they are expected to patch up, or pronounce dead,
the victims of the highway carnage that Canadians seem to

take for granted.

However, one of the principles of Canadian law is that a
person should not be forced to testify against himself, and
many lawyers would naturally interpret such legislation as
encroaching on this right.

In order to get a driver’s licence, the applicant would have
to agree in writing that a doctor could take a blood sample to

be analyzed for alcohol or other drugs in the event of an
or if polioo attention wcrc UTciwn to tTfs driving

behavior.

As the law stands now, a doctor may take such a sample
only if the patient consents. They also need consent to give
test results to police.

If the patient is unconscious — not an uncommon situation
in car crashes — consent obviously can’t be given. The doc-
tor may take a sample for medical purposes knowing a drug
level may be important in treatment, but he can’t give results

to police.

The issue of personal rights is an important one, but in this

situation, the rights of a far larger number of citizens are
involved. They are the sober pedestrians, cyclists, and
motorists who have a right to expect that the driver of an
approaching car hasn’t had his perception and reflexes
bludgeoned with anesthetic.

Provincial governments point out repeatedly that driving is

not a right but a privilege. Withholding a licence from
someone who refuses to allow a test of how responsibly he
exercises that privilege, should not be made a “rights” issue.

Dr William Ghent, chief of surgery. Hotel Dieu Hospital in

Kingston, and chairman of the CMA committee that made the
recommendation, says breathalyzer tests have not resulted
in the hoped-for reduction in impaired driving.

Some researchers have noted that the effectiveness of the
breathalyzer program depends on the driver’s perceived risk

of being caught.

Experience has shown the Canadian driver doesn’t see
that risk as very high. At the same time, he lives in a society
where the culture condones drinking and driving, and the
parking lots provided by every drinking establishment en-
courage it.

Blood tests may not significantly reduce the incidence of
drunk driving any more than the breathalyzer has. But they
would, as Dr Ghent says, provide an even more complete
picture of the role drugs play in accidents. And they might
add to the deck of cards stacked against the Yahoos who
insist on aiming their cars home from a watering hole.
Those who have a more mature attitude to their driving

need all the help they can get.

*(Betty Lou Lee. a correspondent for The Journal, is

president of the Canadian Science Writers' Association.)

The Journal Letters
The Journal welcomes all Letters to the Editor. We do
reserve the right to edit all correspondence, however, every
effort will be made to maintain the core of the readers’
opinion. Letters bearing the full name and address of sender
may be sent care of The Editor, The Journal, 33 Russell St.,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, MSS 2S1.

“At least he died happy — last words were, ‘who said I can’t

drink and drive ’?”

^ngide Sdeiice Jury o
By
Howard
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ance, physical dependence seems to
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Heroin/crime link

not established fact
K ABOUT the spread of heroin use,

he spectre of street crime lurks in

lejackground.

ver mind that the addict might be

md screwed up. It’s his propensity

rglarize television sets that makes

ini a social menace. It’s his image as

t, thief, and pimp that prods the

cience of politicians and policy

ytitrs.

lit, the relationship between crime

iKiieroin use is far from being a cut-

idlried equation.

liny heroin users are not serious

[4.nals. And, as researcher Nicholas

§1 of the US National Institute on

r: Abuse recently told a meeting of

aghiatrists: “The most serious

finals in America today are not

«in users.”

^spretty widely accepted that heroin

li' is not criminogenic — that there is

iharmacological factor in the drug

incites violence or encourages pre-

ing criminal tendencies.

1 there is a lot of evidence that as

in use in a community goes up, so

the crime rate, and there is a lot of

i
to show that most contemporary
rican heroin users have criminal

lich came first, the heroin or the

e? Are heroin users criminals who
happen to use heroin, or did heroin

sake criminals of people who other-

would not have committed crime?

udies in Washington, DC have
n that 53% of adult, male, heroin

land 20% of female heroin users in

ment who had criminal'records, got

1,1 before they first used heroin,

iher studies have shown that up to

9.1 of heroin users in large, urban,

limodality treatment programs
rted no arrests at any time,

appears there are many current
lin users who do not fit the
solype' image of criminal heroin

s.

it that does not negate the fact that

i majority of users, involvement in

e (over and above the heroin use) is

.ly decision.

' Vernon Patch has reported from
on that in 1971, 13% of all robberies,

fj of all burglaries, and 41% of all

ijjnies in that city were committed by
lin users. And Kozel has also

irted that about a quarter of all

tified serious criminal offenders in

or American cities were active

•fin users at the time of their arrest.)

le existence of temporal relation-

>5 between heroin use rates and
0)us property crime have been argued
«.ome time.

^irta from Washington, DC and from

By Milan Korcok

spondence over time between heroin use

rates and crime.

In other American cities the corre-

spondence has not been as precisely

replicated. And so the jury is still out.

Not every heroin user commits crimes

to support his habit, and many who are

not heroin users also commit crimes.

It seems pretty obvious that if any
community could eliminate its heroin

supply, it could cut into its crime statis-

tics dramatically. But how to do it?

From 1970 to 1973, the Public
Research Institute for the US Center

for Naval Analyses — an independent

research organization located in

Arlington, Virginia — studied heroin

prices and crime rates in Detroit. The
institute released its report in 1975.

What the researchers (Lester Silver-

man, Nancy Spruill, and Daniel Levine)

found, was that those who advocate a

tough, unrelenting crackdown on heroin

supplies could be burned by a backfire.

Their scenario: as supplies of heroin

decrease, prices rise. The higher prices

don’t drive users out of the market, the

users just commit more crime to get

more money to obtain the more expen-

sive drug. Conversely, when the price

falls, so does the crime rate.

The Silverman report showed that

whenever the price of heroin increased

10% in Detroit, revenue raising crimes

increased 2.9% citywide — close to 6%
among addicts.

At the same time, armed robberies in-

creased 6.4% citywide, unarmed rob-
beries and burglaries 4%.

Significantly, the most frequent vic-

tims of the increased crime committed
by heroin users were the people of the
poor neighborhoods — regardless of

whether they were white or black.

This backfire provides a real dilemma
for public policy makers because if you
can’t count on “get tough” laws to cut
into heroin-related crime, what can you
counton?

Theoretically, if you leave the heroin
marketplace alone and allow supplies to

increase, then the price should drop and
heroin-related crime should decrease.

But at the same time, the community
would have to anticipate more people
trying heroin for the first time and more
using it regularly.

There are other options: clean, quick,

and hard punishment for heroin-related

criminals; decriminalizing the
possession and sale of heroin; establish-

ing heroin maintenance programs;

focussing enforcement directly on
heroin-related offences (rather than in-

directly by seeking to control and res-

trict heroin supply and availability)

.

But all of these options are studded
with thorny political issues that could

keep policy makers talking for a long

time.

The one option that seems more prac-

ticable — except perhaps for fiscal

reasons — is to increase addict treat-

ment availability.

A study by the Center for Naval Ana-
lyses estimated that a 19% increase in

the number of treatment slots for
Detroit would lead to a 2.1% reduction in

property crimes.

The same study indicated that the cost

of expanding treatment capacity in that
city would be less than the value of the
property that might be stolen.

Reduced criminality among heroin ad-

dicts in treatment has been reported
widely (by Dole and Nyswander in New
York, Senay and Jaffe in Chicago, New-
man in New York, Patch in Boston ) . And
this reduction was not limited to metha-
done patients.

A study of 38,000 clients in more than
50 federally-funded drug abuse treat-

ment programs between 1970 and 1974
showed that during treatment, there was
a reduction of criminality for those in

methadone programs of 65%, and for all

treatment programs combined of 59%.
Of course much of this crime reduction

relates to heroin offences per se, but the
trend is clear nonetheless.

“Treatment,” says Kozel, “has brought
the heroin user out of the shadows and
into public view.

“The public has seen that the heroin
user often looks a lot more like everyone
else than previous terrifying stereotypes
led people to expect.”

If that is so, then perhaps the “self-

perpetuating heroin crime cycle of ex-

pectation and behavior” may itself be
broken.

... to theMditot... ^ettefs

Mom and Dad weren’t necessarily right
To the Editor:

First, let me say how much I

appreciate The Journal. I find it a

very informative source of

material on drugs and drug
abuse.

However, I question the article

in the June issue headlined
“Mom and Dad were right, drugs

up/grades down”. It may very

well be an accurate statement,

however, there is dearth of actual

evidence in the article. If this is a

fact as presented, that the use of

drugs brings school marks down,
then I would say it is a major
breakthrough in research. How-
ever, the correlation could also be

between intelligence and drug
usage and not school marks and
drug usage. Could it not be that a

ver^ntelligen^ersor^et^Tigl^

marks and does not use drugs and
those with lower intelligence get

tower marks and use drugs?

The article appears to take the

stand that drug users miss

school, suffer suspensions, and

are less likely to graduate than

non-users of drugs. This is also

predictable in people with lower

intelligence ratings. Did these

longitudinal studies take

measures of intelligence before
and after the five years? Did in-

telligence drop? I appreciate the

fact it is difficult to conduct a

controlled study in this type of

research.

Publishing half-truths or pos-

sibly non-truths can do nothing

but hurt research in the area of

drug abuse. I am writing this let-

ter not to be critical but because I

feel that if this information is

presented to teenagers as. fact

most of them will say “that
doesn’t prove a thing”. And they

would be absolutely right.

T. D. Levasseur
Lieutenant
Base Drug Education Officer

Canadian Forces Base
Portage la Prairie

Southport, Manitoba

Abstinence plan welcomed
To the Editor:

As a devoted subscriber I am
grateful for the scope of your
reporting. I find your article on

contracted abstinence (commen-
datorvo^^yJjggjyjIgjJg^^T||ie

In tolerance/dependence
Til high levels of

Wdly a shred of

Niequivocally as

^ of drug use.

f^than academic
ftn a publication

isairization used
:ome effects of

the “stepping-

ssion to more
g! uch as heroin.

It ilerance would
efi’cts of mariju-
isiiting a move to

1
I
inforcers. The

djecause it con-
» \ynsequence of

aj e as a cause of

gjil pitfall to be
iFl:x area: It is

oijtrate tolerance
milt drugs. For

that tolerance

iipairment pro-

> doesn’t mean
he subjective
rug is taken.

although this error of inference is often

committed. In fact, the only direct test

concerning tolerance and marijuana use

suggests that relatively heavy users
really require no more marijuana to

achieve a desirable effect than do in-

frequent users.

Physical dependence seems like a

powerful motivation for continuing drug
use. Few investigators doubt that it

makes some contribution, but it is

clearly not enough by itself. The most
thorough data available are from human
and animal studies of alcohol depen-

dence. Monkeys, for example, can be in-

jfuced to self-adminisler alcohol to the

point that they become physically

dependent upon it. Yet for reasons un-

known, they will at times stop taking the

drug and endure a severe bout of with-

drawal — even though alcohol remains

freely available, and even though taking

it would reverse the withdrawal state.

A very similar phenomenon has been

observed in laboratory studies of chronic

drinking in alcoholics. During ex-

perimental drinking sprees, alcoholics

have often been observed to enter at least

a partial withdrawal phase, apparently

voluntarily, even when their supply of

alcohol remained ample. Apparently,
physical dependence is not the demonic
force in maintaining drug-taking be-

havior that popular descriptions often

paint it to be.

Tolerance and dependence are con-

cepts that are used liberally and often

carelessly in accounting for drug-taking

behavior, Yet the evidence is far from
conclusive about their precise role.

• Dr Cappell

is head of

psychology

and psycho-
logical

studies

(Research
Division and
Clinical In-

stitute) of

the Addic-
tion

Research
Foundation
of Ontario.

Journal, August) particularly

rewarding. For in 1960 I warned
the Alcoholic Center at Yale Uni-

versity if they continued to advo-

cate that youth who did not want
it “should accept a drink but dis-

pose of it surreptitiously,” it

would only weaken physical and
spiritual stamina generally now
evident.

Consequently in the effort for a

completely fair hearing on an ab-

stinence lifestyle, I hope you will

correct the imputation of ‘self-

righteous and judgemental
attitudes by temperance in-

dividuals and organizations’ that

have been mistakenly attributed

by those guilty of not using good

judgement themselves. I can
make this definite statement
from personal observation dur-

ing a lifetime of preferred ab-

stinence, similarly preferred by

our distinguished United States

Senator Strom Thurmond.
Since my grandmother was a

charter member of our organi-

zation in 1874, I also know the

attitude from the inside, which is

heartfelt concern to save in-

dividuals from mental, moral,

and physical deterioration (Rom.
12:2-KJV). When the ultimate

cure for alcoholism is abstinence

— the Rand Study notwithstand-

ing — due to the action of alcohol

in the bloodstream, your closing

comment: “Such a step need not

wait for further research or

organizational development” is

indeed welcome.

Marion B. S. Crymes
Representative

National Bureau of Legislation

Woman's Christian Temperance
Union
Pennsylvania Building

Washington DC 20004

International efforts
To the Editor:

The office of the Commissioner
for Narcotics, Hong Kong
Government, has been a sub-

scriber of The Journal for a

number of years and we have
found your publication most in-

formative and useful in our anti-

narcotics efforts here in Hong
Kong.
The complicated problem of

drug abuse cannot be .solved by

the efforts of one particular

country or territory alone.

International cooperation has

been recognized as an essential

factor in our work. It is to publi-

cations like The Journal that we
turn for the latest information
regarding what happens in the

various fields of anti-narcotics

work throughout the world.

Rafael S.Y.IIul

Assistant Secretary for Security

Narcotics Division

Security Branch
Colonial Secretariat

Hong Kong
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Analgesics, including the traditional home headache remedy ASA,

account for two-thirds of emergency hospital admissions in four US cities,

according to a series of recent studies by the University of Miami's Division

of Addiction Sciences.

Main OTC problem
MIAMI — The over-the-counter

medication most frequently in-

volved in adverse reactions
serious enough to warrant emer-
gency hospital admission is that

old reliable headache remedy and
physician’s friend, acetylsalicylic

acid (ASA).
The conclusion is based on a

series of studies by the Division

of Addiction Sciences of the Uni-

versity of Miami’s department of

psychiatry. It has been found that

analgesics (pain relieving drugs)
account for approximately two-

thirds of emergency room ad-

missions. Of the analgesics, ASA
(Aspirin) represents about two
thirds.

Dr James A. Inciardi, director

of the large four city collabo-

rative project (Houston, Denver
and New York, in addition to

Miami) that has grown out of the

division’s studies of emergency
room admissions relating to drug
problems, explains this finding

by noting that particles of ASA
often irritate the mucosa of the

stomach. “Each aspirin dosage
causes a small intestinal blood

loss.’’

Placing the figures in context.

Dr Inciardi notes that during a

recent 18-month period, 3,400

drug-related cases were treated

in the emergency room of

Miami’s 1,300-bed Jackson

In school curricula

Ireland launches drug program
DUBLIN — Ireland’s infant
national Health Education
Bureau has embarked on an am-
bitious long-term program to in-

corporate drug education in

school curricula throughout the

country.

The idea is that the subject

should not be singled out — in-

stead, it is to be embedded in the

curricula and dealt with in

relation to other problems of

growing up and exercising
responsibility.

Established in February, 1976,

the bureau has been running a

pilot project to bring its national

approach to post-primary edu-

cation into focus.

Schools in a built-up suburban
area in North Eastern Dublin
City and in the medium-sized
provincial town of Monaghan
were selected for the project. The
classroom emphasis is on the

growth and development of

young people with special atten-

tion paid to the pressures and

problems of adolescence.

“We hope,’’ explains a spokes-

man for the bureau, “that from
this project will emerge the
guidelines for training teachers

in health education in the context

of a national health education
program for post-primary
schools.”

The bureau was established to

advise the minister of health on
aspects of health education which
should have priority at national

level. Its first chairman is Bunny

Carr who was chairman also of

the Committee on Drug Edu-
cation whose report laid the
foundation for the bureau.

The committee had observed in

its report that responsibility over

health education had been frag-

mented under the authority of a

variety of statutory and volun-

tary organizations; and it recom-
mended the establishment of a

single body for the purpose “as a

matter of urgency to supply the

needs of health education and to

co-ordinate the existing efforts”.

Europeans
thirstiest

LONDON — Thirsty Europeans
drink half of the whole world’s

production of alcohol. Yet the 455
million people in Europe make up
only 13% of the world’s popu-
lation. And even within the con-

tinent itself, there are enormous
variations in individual coun-
tries’ drinking habits. Icelanders

drink only three litres of absolute

alcohol a year while the French
manage 17 litres each.

Ralph E. Tarter

A. Arthur Sugerman
(Editors)

Carrier Clinic Foundation, Belle Mead, New Jersey

Rutgers Medical School

Graduate School ofApplied and Professional Psychology

Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey
Available in a single volume the

present state of knowledge of the causes,

processes, and treatment of alcoholism.

is ASA
Memorial Hospital. Of these, 249
cases (7.3%) involved over-the-
counter drugs.
Analgesics and sedatives

together accounted for 83% of
such cases. Analgesics alone
accounted for 165 cases (66.3%
of the 249) and ASA was involved
in no of these.

People admitted for reactions

to over-the-counter (OTC)
sedatives numbered 42. The
majority of these involved drugs
containing the belladona alka-
loids. Sominex accounted for
more than three-fourths of the
acute adverse reactions.

Classifying the emergency
room patients by sex and age. Dr

;

Inciardi found that 77.6% of
those with adverse reactions to

'

analgesics were female and '

81.8% were between 14 and 34
years of age. Of those admitted
for OTC sedative overdose, 62%
were female and 76.2% were in

the 14-34 year age group.

Analyzing-mass media adver-

tising of drugs. Dr Inciardi notes
it is directed primarily toward
women and focuses heavily on
analgesics.

He suggests usage patterns
“are dictated not only on the basis

of individual need, but also by the

subliminal influences of mass -
i

media promotion”.

Another phase of the emer-
gency room study, conducted by
Dr Robert S. Weppner, Karen S.

Wells, Duane C. McBride and Dr
Robert A. Ladner, has produced

j

much new information about the

abuse of prescription drugs and
illicit drugs.

Contrasting usage practices of

emergency room patients with

those of people in treatment pro- i

grams, the investigators found
that people who came to the
emergency room of Jackson
Memorial Hospital because of

acute drug reactions tended to be
female and predominantly
abusers of prescription drugs.

People in treatment programs
were predominantly male and
primarily abusers of illicit non-

prescription drugs.

This book is intended to offer to those

a(;tlve in researcih and treatment a broad
Sensory deprivation

vit;w of the many factors and levels of

discourse in the field, which in turn may
lead to wider Involvement in research

and rehabilitation programming.

‘It’ might be used
in other addictions

ALCOHOLISM
Whu,t eTuergfJS from a r'eadlng of this

vc.iiiime Is that, ujcoholism Is not simply a
dlse'Hse but H.n anra.y ol’ dlsordiii’s of simi-
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ri'M.di!!’ o persjjeetlve ol' the HUhJeet m.’U,-
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Interdisciplinary

Approaches

to an

Enduring

Problem

IntiodiKlioii l)y

Archer longiie M.D.
Director, International Council on Alcohol

and Addictions, Lausanne, Switzerland
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extended reflection, or the cre-

ation of a break in the smoker’s

life, which allows him to start on
a new tack.

Whatever the explanation, it

seems to work.

Dr Suedfeld’s observation, in

the original experiment, that

many people, although they did

not quit, drastically reduced their

cigarette consumption, rai.ses the

possibility of “controlled smok-
ing”.

Dr Best said he is planning an

expc'riment to see if pc'rmanent

reductions in smoking level c'an

he obtained through sensory
deprivation. Another future' line

will Im' to try to dc'velop "minimal
therapist” treatment packages
for remote communitU's without

the resources of a major univer-

sity.

The sensory deprivation appa-

ratus It.self, says Dr Suc'dfeld, is

relatively simple and inexpensive

— all that's required is a light-

tight, ventilated room, lined with

sound-ahsorbing and sound-
excluding material — even egg
cartons will do in a pinch

(liven the chamher, the teeh-

nique is economical in teri'ns of

both the therapist's and the

patient’s time, as it appears only a

single session is nec'ded for long

term effects.

Dr Bc'st has alrc'ady lii'guii to

"export" his satiation smoking
approach by training people to

run the' program in a local health

eentre. He hopes eventually to

disseminate it to doctors, public

health nurses, and other health

professionals.

Dr Suedfeld, with two other
psychologists, is planning to set

up a quit smoking clinic in which
the sensory deprivation tech-

nique will lx? applied.

'The potential of sensory depri-

vation as a clinical technique is

beginning to be tapped — the

successful treatment of snake
phobic and obesity at UBC arc

ready second examples. An excit-

ing passibility is the use of the

sensory deprivation chamber in

treating other, perhaps more
debilitating addictions.

Peter Suedfeld

Controlled smoking with sensory

deprivation therapy?
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COLLISIONCOURSE

l>'*

Content and Purpose

"Collision Course" is a dramatic essay which explores

the potentially tragic consequences of mixing even mod-
erate amounts of alcohol with the complex task of driving.

It is designed to impress upon the viewer that one is at

risk even when generally socially-acceptable drinking

behavior is practised.

The viewer is introduced to a young middle-class

couple and their parents. The film follows the young
couple's activities throughout the evening: taking in a

movie and having a few beers with friends. At the same
time, their parents are discussing some known facts

relating to problems contributing to the carnage on the

roads. Also introduced is a blue collar worker who, after

a tiring day on the job and a couple of after-work drinks,

takes to the highway.

The film dramatically analyzes the behavior of the

indviduals involved and their subsequent actions.

As the audience is geared to suspect from the first, the

young couple and the blue collar worker eventually

meet ... in the middle of the night on a lonely road.

Audience and Use

Collision Course is an action film which is ideal for

use with a variety of audiences (e.g driver education

programs, driver training courses, home and school

associations student groups, community action groups).

Community workers in the alcohol and drug dependency
field will find this film a valuable teaching aid m the

exploration of legal, social and behovioral aspects of

drinking-driving issues.
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Order Form:
Forward order to:

Addiction Research Foundation,
% Marketing Services

33 Russell Street,

Toronto, Ontario

MSS 2S1

This film will not be available until May 7, 1976

More Information Purchase . . . $325.00

Payment enclosed

Name:

Organization:

Address:

I

n Preview . . . $35.00 |

Bill me I
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16mm, color film
,
17 minutes
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Sober alcoholics are slowed
WELLINGTON, NZ — Even
when a chronic alcoholic is cold

sober, he is less efficient than
other people in performing some
of the tasks involved in driving a

car, a New Zealand psychologist

told a road safety research
seminar.

But, said Robert A. M. Gregson,

professor of psychology at the

University of Canterbury, the

Kiwis drinking

smoking more
AUCKLAND, NZ — New
Zealanders are drinking and
smoking more, according to the

latest official statistics.

Consumption of beer rose
from 126.1 litres a head in 1974

to 133.1 litres last year. Spirit

drinking increased from 2.9

litres to 3.0 litres. As for wine,

the statistical New Zealander
downed 9 litres of wine in 1974.

Last year’s figure is not yet

available.)

Tobacco consumption rose
from 2.4 kilograms a head in

1974 to 2.5 kilograms in 1975.

LONDON — The rapid increase

in drinking by British women and
the relatively short period it

takes them to become alcoholics

have persuaded specialists to in-

troduce a special course for
volunteers to aid alcoholics as

well as their families.

Alastair Mackie, director-

general of Britain’s Health Edu-

sort of behavior measurement
which uses breath samples,
observation of swaying gait and
slurred speech, and inability to

converge in focusing vision is not

remotely relevant in studying the

alcoholic’s cognitive impairment.

He said a driver must pay
selective attention to a stream of

signals feeding into his eyes,

ears, body senses of position and
motion, and the other senses.

These signals, or situations, must
be recognized, decoded, used as

the bases for decisions, and
stored or dropped rapidly in

order to process the next signals

which come along.

Though Dr Gregson rejected

the notion that a chronic alco-

holicwhen soberbehaves as every-

body else does when drunk, he
said the acute alcoholic functions

inefficiently, both as an infor-

mation input channel from the

world to his central processes and
as a decision-maker.

He slows up in his decision

making— though not necessarily

in his road speed— and loses bits

of input in a quasi-random
fashion. His motor skill output
shows a fair number of errors

and over-corrections.

cation Council, says it may take

only three years for a woman to

become an alcoholic.

“The qualifying period for
alcoholics — that is to say the
years before total dependence
takes over— is much shorter for

a woman than for a man,” he told

the National Council of Women
at a London conference. “It is, in

“All this ensures that sooner or
later, even on a road which has a

low cognitive load at 80
kilometers an hour, he is men-
tally overloaded and so wraps
himself around a power pole or a

passing pedestrian,” Dr Gregson
said.

The chronic alcoholic shows
impairment of his short-term
memory, particularly for
material which is novel to him in

content and structure — a defect

“which the unpaced pencil and
paper type tests’ were not
designed to pick up”.

Dr Gregon said the alcoholic

cannot compensate by slowing
down and taking things steadily.

“Apart from the fact that you
don’t have the option, obviously,

of doing this in rush-hour traffic,

it doesn’t work for the chronic
alcoholic although he may want
to believe it does. He . .

.

has both
diminished memory and a low-
ered capacity to organize past in-

formation he has received, and
his response rate becomes pro-

gressively slowed as the task
complexity increases, slower
even than the corresponding
rates in normals, if he chooses to

do the task at all.”

fact, three to six years for women,
compared with eight to 12 years

for men.”
The ratio of female to male

alcoholics has been steadily ris-

ing, he said. Of every three alco-

holics in Britain, one is now a

woman. Treatment for women is

more difficult, he went on, be-

cause, aware of society’s con-

Eighty lashes for drinking alco-

hol, and a hand chopped off for

theft, are two of the penalties

proposed in a draft law approved
by the Egyptian People’s Assem-
bly. The law would subject
anyone caught selling, making,
or drinking alcohol — whether
Moslem or not — to between 50

and 80 lashes. ‘Severe’ penalties,

however, are reserved for adul-

terers who may be sentenced to

death by stoning. Mere forni-

cation could net the unfortunate
100 lashes.

Whisky a day

A 14-year-old Australian boy
died, allegedly of alcohol poison-

ing, after having consumed a

demnation, they tend to contrive

to conceal their plight until they
are beyond effective help. The
effect on the family is disastrous.

The scheme to train volunteer

counsellors to help alcoholics as

well as their families is being
organized jointly by the National
Council on Alcoholism and the
Alcohol Education Centre here.

bottle of whisky a day since he
was 10. Other statistics which in-

dicate Australian adolescents’

preoccupation with liquor,

published by the National Youth
Council, state that four of 10
people, aged 12 to 20, often be-

come drunk, and 13% of Mel-
bourne’s high school students
drink more than 10 beers a day.

In hospital

More than a third of the men ad-

mitted to Scotland’s mental
hospitals and psychiatric units in

1974 were suffering from alco-

holism, or alcoholic psychosis.

Bales of ale

Britons drank a record amount of

West German beer in 1975 —
38.5% more than the previous

year’s figure. West Germany is

the third largest exporter of beer
to the United Kingdom after the

Irish Republic and Denmark.

Throat cancer

The high rate of throat cancer in

Northern France has been linked

with alcohol. Most of the instan-

ces of throat cancer in Britanny,

researched by the International

Agency for Research on Cancer,

turned out to be in heavy drin-

kers. <

British start program

Special volunteers will help women alcoholics

^ \

ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION

NEW RELEASE

AUDIO CASSETTE PRESENTATIONS

AT-001 PREGNANCY AND DRUGS
30 minutes by Barbara Tucker

Barbara Tucker, information counsellor at the
Addiction Research Foundation, discusses the

adverse effects of drug taking during pregnancy.
Heroin, methadone, barbiturates, minor tran-

quillizers, L S D
,
marihuana, alcohol, and tobacco

— these drugs are looked at individually with

regard to their eftect on the pregnant (and in some
cases addicted) woman, the tetus, and the

newborn

V
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AT-002 FAMILY THERAPY

22 minutes by Reesa Kassirer

What is the purpose of family therapy as opposed
to helping only the individual? Reesa Kassirer, a

family therapist, talks about her understanding of

the family as a system and her goals when she
sees a family. Examples are given of cases she

has counselled at the Addiction Research
Foundation

AT-003 WOMEN AND PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS
28 minutes by Ruth Cooperslock

More and more women are returning from their

doctors’ offices with prescriptions for psychotropic
drugs. Indeed, twice as many women as men are
receiving these drugs A look at the relationship of

women to their physicians and at how physicians
traditionally view women helps to explain this fact.

But what other reasons are there tor this growing
problem? What solutions or alternatives are there

lor social, emotional problems other than prescrib-

ing more and more psychotropics? Ruth Cooper-
stock, social scientist at the Addiction Research
Foundation, gives some suggestions

AT-OOA COUNSELLING THE CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS

26 minutes by Kalhloer) Michael

Children of alcoholics oro ofton Iho in|ured victims
For this reason the Addiction Hosoarcti Foundation
has developed ttie youth coun.selliiu) service tor

ttiese young people Kathleoii Michael, youth and
lamily consultant, gives an illustration of a family

with an alcoholic parent and we are sfiown the
'itressos put on ttie ctiildren in this situation How
do the children react? To what extent do tliey

tilamo themselves? How does ttie therapist deal
with the young person? this aurilo tape gives a

vivid portrayal of ttie experience ol dealing wilti

Ttie lorgotten children"

AT-005 DETOX CENTRES — THE ALTERNATIVE

1 4 minutes by Diane Hobbs

There is growing respect for detoxification centres
as ttie alternative to jails for chronic drunkenness
ollendors Dianne Hobbs, co ordinator of
detoxication and rehabilitation centres lor the

Addiction Researcti Foundation discusses the
rationale lor detox centres and Winnie Frast'i

describes some ol her views as acting hi'ad ol a
Toronto tiased A R F detox unit

V y

AT-006 COCAINE
23 minutes by Oriana J KaUmt

The champagne of drugs, the most misunderstood
drug 111 the literature, the most benign ol illicit

drugs cuirenlly in widespread use — these
descriptions are being applied to cocaine Each
new drug lad in the last decade or so has been
accompanied by ill informed claims and counter
claims Dr Oriana Kalant, senior scientist at the

Addiction Research Foundation, has been studying

the literature on cocaine tor the past two years

For this program she obieclively states what is

known about cocaine and puts the drug in its

propel historical perspective

V y

ORDER:
— Unit Price $9, order by Tape No
— Purchase all six titles and receive FREE the Special Vinyl Binder $48

WRITE:
— Addiction Research Foundation

c o Marketing Services
33 Russell St

Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1
Canada



Turkish opium plan a success: UN
By Thomas Land
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are unlikely to be proportionately vehicles, light aircraft and tele-

greater than last year because of communications facilities for
untimely frost and rains. surveillance as well as storage
Turkey’s resumption of opium facilities. There have been dis-

Traditional poppy processing (above) is no longer allowed in Turkey.

GENEVA — A top United
Nations supervisory team has
returned from Ankara satisfied

that the illicit trade in Turkish
heroin, which once flooded the

rich and desperate backstreet
markets of North America and
Western Europe, has now been
brought under control despite

the commercially successful
resumption of opium poppy culti-

vation in Central Anatolia and
six other provinces.

Turkish poppy growers are now
gathering their second harvest

after a short-lived total ban on
the crop imposed in 1972 by an

interim military government un-

der intense American pressure.

Their first harvest, supplying

the expanding world phar-
maceutical industry, yielded well

over $40m in domestic revenue

and hard foreign exchange, com-
pared to $35m offered by the

United States to finance the en-

trie crop substitution program.
In addition, the country has
received about $4m in intern-

ational technical assistance to

ensure that narcotics smugglers

are kept away from the poppy
fields.

Professor Paul Reuter, chief of

the UN’s International Narcotics

Board, and Gilbertus de Beus, of

the UN Fund for Drug Abuse

Control, believe after exhaustive
investigations on the spot, that
the world is now safe from illegal

Turkish opium.
They consider the chief danger

generated by the success of the
Turkish experiment is not so

much a resumption of illegal

trafficking from that country as
the temptation to other govern-
ments to legalize poppy culti-

vation without the ability to ex-

clude the traffickers.

A kilo of pure heroin, con-
verted relatively easily from
opium, fetches over $50,000
wholesale in New York, Van-
couver, London, and Amsterdam.
Narcotics specialists argue that

many traditional poppy growing
countries simply lack the organi-

zation and industrial facilities to

keep away sophisticated traffick-

ers attracted by such financial

rewards.

The Turks have adopted the

straw process of harvesting used,

successfully, although on a smal-

ler scale, in the Soviet Union and
Poland. Traditionally, the
peasants cut the poppy pods to

extract the opium gum; now they

are forbidden to handle the pods,

and sell the entire plant to a state

monopoly organization for in-

dustrial processing. Cultivation

is under licence and close super-

vision.

“Our conclusion is that the sys-

tem definitely works,” says De
Beus.

Their verdict is supported by
the narcotics law enforcement
agencies in many countries which
have recently evolved methods of

chemical analysis to trace the
geographical origin and age of

seized heroin.

The Turkish produce, which
once flooded Westwards via Mar-
seilles through the clandestine
laboratories of the notorious
“French Connection”, has virtu-

ally disappeared from the black
markets. The only reported
seizures of Turkish opium are
from old stock.

Within Turkey itself, less than
20 pounds of opium gum and base
morphine have been seized since

the resumption of cultivation in

1974.

Opium poppy is a traditional

crop integrated in the economy of

the arid Anatolian region for two
millenia. The return of demo-
cratic rule to Turkey has made a

continued ban on cultivation
politically untenable. The first

crop since the lifting of the ban
was grown by about 100,000
licensed farmers over 50,000
acres; the present expanded crop
is to be gathered by 200,000
growers farming a total of
125,000 acres. Expected revenues

poppy growing was “a cou-

rageous decision, even a

gamble,” says Professor Reuter.
It was a risky decision, says De
Beus, because the dry straw sys-

tem had never been tested on
such a large scale. But its success
has persuaded the two UN agen-
cies to continue their support.

So far, the UN has financed the
purchase of a fleet of 100 land

cussions of the possibility of rais-

ing international finance for a

modern domestic pharmaceutical

industry. All of which may well

tempt other countries to emulate
the Turkish example — and UN
officials are taking great pains to

discourage them.

They explain that the Turkish
poppy area is uniquely suitable

for controlled cultivation be-

cause the flat plateau cannot hide

unauthorized poppy fields from
aerial reconnaissance while it

offers easy access to mobile land

teams.

In many other countries, parti-

cularly in south-east Asia, poppy
cultivation is prohibited but the

governments are incapable of

exercising adequate control.

Narcotics officials here fear that

some of them are now tempted to

legalize local poppy cultivation,

bringing a lucrative end to their

prolonged international embar-
rassment.

Without naming names, the

Narcotics Control Board has
issued a statement “strongly
warning the governments of

these countries to abandon any
such plans . . . Effective control

of the production of opium calls

for special techniques and proce-

dures which the present (legally)

producing countries have taken a

long time to develop.

“The impossibility of exercis-

ing effective control would be

bound to operate to the advan-

tage of illicit traffickers.”

Family MDs get aid with alcoholics
j

STRATFORD, ENGLAND — An
* “at risk” register of factors to

i help the British family physician

U spot alcoholics or problem drink-

ers has been drawn up by the

' department of general practice at

Manchester University.

Dr Rodney Wilkins told the

I
meeting here of the International

Society of General Practice that a

family physician with an average

practice of 2,500 patients would
I probably find at least 30 alco-

' holies of whom he is unaware.
1 Most doctors are only aware of

;
about three alcoholics per prac-

tice.

Analyzing the register. Dr Wil-

kins said there is a 100% pro-

bability that a patient is an alco-

holic if he has the shakes, admits

a previous drunknness offence,

and/or seeks help for a drinking

I

problem.

There is a 75% probability of

the patient being alcoholic if he

smells of alcohol at a consul-

tation.

There is a 50-50 chance of alco-

holism if the patient has a peptic

ulcer or gastritis, has an accident

at home, is obese if a man, lives in

a hostel for down-and-outs, or has

TEL AVIV— Police here say the

underworld is apparently trying

to introduce widespread use of

heroin to Israel. They made the

statement following the seizure

of 151 grams of pure heroin, be-

lieved to be the largest ever
single confiscation of this drug
in Israel.

(The Israel Police Annual does
not even have a separate listing

a family history of abnormal
drinking.

There is a 25% risk if the
patient is anxious or depressed,

has had an accident at work, is

employed in the catering or
brewery business, is divorced or

for heroin because such small
quantities have been seized until

now.)

The Attorney-General, Pro-
fessor Aharon Barak, recently
said that 150 “hard drug” addicts
were being added each year to

Israel’s present 2,000 hard drug
addicts. He estimated that Israel

has 100,000 drug users, but the

overwhelming majority use
hashish.

separated, is a single man over 40,

or if there is a history of marital

discord.

Other risk factors. Dr Wilkins
said, although small in number,
are the appearance of epilepsy for

the first time after the age of 25,

attempted suicide, a car accident,

a second marriage, and being the

parent of a child with psychologi-

cal or psychosomatic disorders.

Dr Wilkins said that if physici-

ans can detect the alcoholic at an
early stage “we will reduce mor-
bidity and mortality, save the

country money, and cut down on

our workload.”

He also had some words of

caution: “Recognition is the es-

sential prerequisite to offering

treatment.

“But detection of the disease

obtained in a devious way is cer-

tainly no guarantee that the
patient will accept the diagnosis

and the help offered.”

Underworld drugs

move info Israel

German youths drinking at an ‘alarming’ rate
I

By John Dornberg

MUNICH — With interest in

,
cannabis and hard drugs waning,

l| there is a dramatic and alarming
j' shift among West German youth

j
to alcohol.

The federal ministry for youth,
health, and family affairs has

revised its estimate of alcoholics

upward from 900,000 to 1.5 mil-

lion and believes 100,000 of them
are juveniles under 18 years of
age.

In Northrhine-Westphalia,
largest of the West German
states, encompassing about one-
third of the country’s entire

population, a recent • study
revealed that 16% of all youth,

aged 12 to 13 and 45% of the 14-

to-17-year-olds have been “totally

inebriated” at least once in their

lives.

That state’s ministries for

labor, health, and welfare, and
education have now issued edu-

cational materials such as a syl-

labus called Alcohol — Drug
Number One which will be intro-

duced in .secondary school civics

and social problems classes in the

fall .semester.

The federal ministry of tran-

sport sees a corollary between
rising teenage alcohol abu.se and
an increa.se in traffic accidents

involving two-wheeled motor
vehicles such as scooters and
motor bikes.

In 1974, the latest year for

which statistics are available,

there were 457 fatalities and
8,240 serious injuries of oper-

ators of motorbikes.

More than half of the dead and
injured were juveniles aged 14 to

18.

“Even the smallest amounts of

alcohol,” said Horst Gehrke, a

transport ministry spokesman,
“seems to lead to speeding and

reckless behavior among
teenaged operators of two-

wheeled motor vehicles.”

The syllabus prepared by
Northrhine-Westphalia places

special emphasis on the dangers

of operating mopeds, motor bi-

kes, and scooters under the in-

fluence of alcohol.

Northrhine-Westphalia resear-

chers are currently examin-

ing the relationship between
juvenile alcohol consumption
and “school stress,” a national

plague which has emerged in

recent years.

School stress is generally

regarded as the mounting per-

formance pressure placed on
West Germany's young due to the

limited space in universities and

lack of job training oppor-

tunities.

More than half of West Ger-

many’s 80.000 high school (gym-

nasium) graduates this spring

were unable to gain university

admi.s.sion because institutes of

higher learning are hopelessly

overcrowded.

A complicated national grad-

ing and placement system bars

any graduate with less than a B-

plus average on the final Abitur

exams from admission. The
pressure for grades and perfor-

mance is so high that there were

more than 500 suicides last year

by teenagers worried about
grades.

“Substandard school per-

formance,” according to one

Northrhine-Westphalian official,

“seems to be one reason why
teenagers are taking to the bot-

tle.”

NZ program

under study
AUCKLAND, NZ — The New
Zealand Government is con-

sidering establishing an alco-

holic liquor advisory council,

financed by a levy on all

liquor .sales.

If the Government follows

the advice of a Royal Com-
mission which reported last

year, the council will intro-

duce “a co-ordinated national

policy towards alcohol pro- '

blems and gradually bring
about changes in New Zealanc-

k drinking patterns”.

West Germany's youth are drinking more than ever. Authorities believe

worry over school grades and competition for limited enrollment in

universities may be part of the reason.
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To provide our readers with
adequate notice of forthcom-

ing events, please send
announcements as early as

possible to: The Journal, 33

Russell St., Toronto, Ont., M5S
2S1.

September

Abstainers’ Conference — Sept.

3-6, 1976, Minneapolis, Minne-

sota. Information: Virgil Magnu-
son, International Organization

of Good Templars, 4740 6th St.,

NE, Minneapolis, Minn., 55421.

2nd International Symposium on
Victimology — Sept. 5-11, 1976,

Boston, Massachusetts. Infor-

mation: 156 Federal St., Boston,

Mass.

27th Annual Meeting of Alcohol

and Drug Problems Association

of North America — Sept. 12-16,

1976, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Information: ADPA, 1101 15th

St., NW, Washington, DC, 20005.

AADAC School on Alcohol and
Drugs — Sept. 22-23, 1976, Cal-

gary, Alberta. Information: Sha-

ron Fogarty, Conference Coor-
dinator, AADAC School on Alco-

hol and Drugs, 812-16th Ave.,

SW, Calgary, Alta., T2R 0T2.

Alcoholism: Advances in Medical
and Psychiatric Understanding
— Sept. 25-29, 1976, London, Eng-
land. Information: Alcohol
Education Centre Ltd., The
Maudsley Hospital, 99, Denmark
Hill, London, SE5 8AZ.
First World Conference on Ther-

apeutic Communities — Sept.

27-Oct. 1, 1976, Katrineholm,
Sweden. Information: Inter-

national Council on Alcohol and
Addictions, Case Postale 140,

1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

October

Familie und Suchterkrankung—
Oct. 4-7, 1976, Dusseldorf, Ger-

many. Information: DHS, D-47
Hamm, Postfach 109, German
Federal Republic.

2nd International Symposium on
Alcohol and Aldehyde Metabol-

ism — Oct. 16-17, 1976,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In-

formation: Dr R. G. Thurman,
409 Anatomy-Chemistry Build-

ing, University of Philadelphia,

Philadelphia, Pa, 19174.

4th Congress of the Comite
National de Defense Contre L’al-

coolisme — Oct. 14-16, 1976,
Strasbourg, France. Infor-
mation: ICAA, Case Postale 140,

1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

Annual Meeting of the Associ-
ation of Labor-Management Ad-
ministrators and Consultants on
Alcoholism — Oct. 20-23, 1976,
San Diego, California. Infor-
mation: Pamela Maroe,
ALMACA, Suite 410, Reston In-

ternational Center, 11800 Sun-
rise Valley Dr., Reston, VA.,
22091.

Ontario Hospital Association
Annual Convention — Oct. 25-27,

1976, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-
mation: Hilary Short, Ontario
Hospital Association, 150 Fer-
rand Dr., Don Mills, Ont., M3C
1H6.

20th Annual Conference of the
American Association for

Life ’s a series of crises

for the young aicohoiic
EASTBOURNE, ENGLAND —
Long-term treatment of young
alcoholics is going to be, at best,

the management of a series of

crises over the years, says psychi-

atrist John Gayford, head of the

Alcoholic Unit at Warlingham
Park Hospital, Surrey, near Lon-
don.

A recent study of an Alcoholic

Unit in England found that 30%
of the patients presenting for

treatment were under the age of

30.

Dr Gayford told the Royal
Society of Health conference
here: “It is alarming how quickly

young people can develop the full

alcoholic syndrome, with am-
nesic episodes, morning drinking

to relieve alcohol withdrawal
symptoms, and even delerium
tremens.”

Dr Gayford, who has also done
several studies on battered wives,

added: “The person with the pro-
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spect of another 50 years of life

ahead is not as likely to accept

total abstinence as a way of life

for the rest of his days as is a man
in his mid-forties.

“Although many of the young-

sters have damaged their lives

with alcohol, they have probably

not suffered as much as the older

person.”

Automotive Medicine — Oct. 31-

Nov. 3, 1976, Atlanta, Georgia.
Information: James Fell,

National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration, N43-32, 400-7th

St., SW, Washington, DC, 20590.

November

Alcoholism and the Overseas
Employee: Problems Facing
Organizations with Inter-

national Operations— Nov. 7-10,

1976, Toronto, Ontario.

1st National Conference on
Issues in Juvenile Justice and
Child Development— Nov. 14-17,

1976, McAfee, New Jersey. Infor-'

mation: Ronald Krate, Depart-
ment of Psychology, William
Paterson College, Wayne, NJ,
07470.

International Conference on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse —
Nov. 20-25, 1976, Baghdad, Iraq.

Information: ICAA, Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

1977

7th International Conference on
Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic

Safety — Jan. 23-28, 1977, Mel-
bourne, Australia. Information:

ICAA, Case Postale, 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

6th International Conference of

the World Union for the Safegu-

ard of Youth — May 31-June 4,

1977, Geneva, Switzerland. In-

formation: World Union of

Organizations for the Safeguard
of Youth, 28, Place Saint-

Georges, F-75442 Paris, Cedex
09, France.
23rd International Institute on
the Prevention and Treatment of
Alcoholism — June 6-10, 1977,

Dresden, German Democratic
Republic. Information: ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

7th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of
Drug Dependence — June 13-15,

1977, Dresden, German Demo-
cratic Republic. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 1401, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

International Medical Sym-
posium on Alcohol and Drug
Dependence — Aug. 21-26, 1977,

Tokyo and Kyoto, Japan. Infor-

mation: ICAA, Case Postale 140,

1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.
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'The world
had gone: the
universe now
extended to

the bounda-
ries of niy
body’

VANCOUVER — The padded, vault-like

door closed with a muffled thud.

Five minutes later, the lights went out

leaving a velvety, penetrating blackness

that didn’t lighten with the passing
minutes as experience said it should.

Sound absorbing material on the walls of

the room softened the silence and made
it press on my ears.

The world had gone: the universe now
extended to the boundaries of my body.

I had begun my 24 hours of sensory

deprivation.

* *

I volunteered for the experiment to try

to get some insight into how this ex-

perience changes people’s lives — help-

ing them quit smoking, stick to a diet, or

conquer their fear of snakes.

The experience would likely, I had
been told, be mildly pleasant, or boring

even, but if I didn’t like it I could leave at

any time.

Meanwhile, I could have water or

vanilla-flavored diet drink by turning

my head and sucking on a plastic tube.

Change, keys, and wristwatch — all

potential distractions — had been sur-

rendered before I went in, so it was diffi-

cult to keep track of time.

But, it was after about an hour, I think,

that I heard the first strains of a

symphony which was to keep me enter-

tained for many hours.

The overture was the beating of my
own heart, which I both felt and heard.

Then there was a rushing noise, the

sound, I guess, of blood rushing through
tiny vessels in my inner ear, and then, a

high pitched singing— a memento of the

noisy world I had left behind.

Digestion of lunch provided a fugal

counterpoint.

There was visual drama, too. Phosphe-

nes, the shifting specks of light we see

even in total darkness thanks to the
spontaneous firing of nerve cells,

formed intricate patterns and Dali-esque

images.

I was aware of each part of my body;

the twitch of an obscure muscle was an
event to be noted and a sneeze was like a

clash of cymbals.

But the symphony wasn’t intrusive

and I could shut it off at will, or drift into

sleep, as one might when lying in the sun
on an August afternoon.

I drifted from dreaming into waking,
only to find that waking was also a

dream. A dream mistaken for waking
accounted for the closest thing to a “hal-

lucination” I experienced — the voice of

a child crying out and some weird
sounds, like a dozen springs being
released.

I was, in fact, frequently bored, and
then I would sleep. The lazy existence
had become quite pleasant, when the
voice of the monitor came through the
intercom to tell me the session was over.

Afterwards, it seemed I had been in the
chamber for only an hour or two, and I

felt cheated of the 24 hours, as a traveller
might who has just crossed the Inter-

national Date Line.

I didn’t go into the chamber with any
specific bad habits that I wanted to lose.

But the experience had an effect.

For several weeks, I was noticeably

more tranquil. It was easier to order my
life, and would have been easier, had I

wished it, to re-order it.

If I had to analyze the effect. I’d say a

lot of busy, distracting internal conver-

sation had left me — perhaps used up in

that 24 hours of dialogue with myself.

UBC team is ‘very excited ’

Quit-smoking therapy promising
VANCOUVER — What could be the

most powerful quit-smoking therapy
ever developed is being tested now at the

University of British Columbia.
Preliminary results are “very excit-

ing” and suggest that the six-month
cure rate may be as high as 80% or 90%,
according to the psychologists running
the experiment.

The therapy combines over-smoking,

one of the most widely-used and success-

ful ways of breaking the smoking habit,

instruction in finding substitutes for

smoking, and, the most unique com-
ponent, a single 24-hour session of sen-

sory deprivation.

Sen.sory deprivation has fascinated
p.sychologists for two decades.

McGill University p.sychologist Don
Ilebb did the first important human ex-

periments, equipping volunteers with
translucent goggles and ear phones that

played white noise. Deprived of pat-

terned stimuli, the subjects reported bi-

zarre effects — mood .swings, and hal-

lucinations — and most of them quit the

se.ssions after one or two days.

Other re.searchers further eliminated
.sensation, u.sing dark, .soundproofed, and
anechoic rooms. One, California psychi-

atrist John Lilly, floated his subjects
nak(‘(l in a bath of warm water to en-

hance the effect. (Lilly has since drifted

into mysticism and is now attempting to

u.se sensory deprivation to achieve com-
munion with the supernatural.)

'I’he exotic experiments gave sen.sory

deprivation an undeserved "bad name,”
according to Pet<*r .Su<>dfeld, head of the

UlU; p.sychology department atid one of

« the “modern” i)ioneer.s in sensory depri-

vation.

“When you act as though .scary things

will happen, scary things hap|)en,” he
said in a recent interview, recalling how,

^

the first tim(> tie tried sensory depri-

vation, he was first given a relea.se to

sign, in case In* went in.sane, and then
was taken to the sensory deprivation

chamber where the first thing he was
shown was a “panic button” which he
could use to gain his freedom.
“That was the first time it had occur-

red to me that I might panic,” he said.

Psychologists learned that if they
promoted anticipation of a pleasant and
unremarkable experience, the bizarre
and unpleasant features largely disap-
peared.

If sensory deprivation thus become
less interesting for writers of detective

Features by

Usually, it is easy to stop cold-turkey

after this treatment. Initial quit rates

are often 90% or more.
The rub is staying stopped. The rule of

thumb, says UBC psychologist Allan
Best, is that 75% of the people who quit

will be back on cigarettes in six months.
Dr Best has been trying to beat those

percentages by supplementing the short

term oversmoking therapy with a long

term management program designed to

substitute other behaviors to satisfy the

Tim Padmore
and science fiction, ii became more in-

teresting for the scientists as it emerged
that there might be important appli-

cations of the technique.

“I became interested in attitude
change,” said Dr Suedfeld, “and I

thought it was important to study
attitudes which were important to the

subject, which have an impact on his

life.”

Politics and religion were obvious
choices, but were out for ethical reasons,

he said, so he settled on smoking.
Forty hardened smokers, all of whom

had failed in at least one previous
attempt to quit smoking, were subjected

to a 24-hour .session of sensory depri-

vation.

Two years later (one of the longest

followups in the (|uit-sinoking litera-

ture) the group was smoking .50% less,

and 25% had (|uil completely.

Six month follow-iq) results for sen-

sory deprivation seem to be .settling in

around 50%, roughly the same as for the

various oversmoking teehni(|U(‘S.

Over smoking is, basically, smoking .so

much you can't stand it any more
There are two popular technuiues:

saturation smoking, whi're the smoker
douhU's his normal consumption of

cigarettes and then quits, developed hy

.leronie Resnick of Temple University in

1908; and rapid .smoking, where the

smoker increases his puffing rate hy a

comparable factor. The latter was in

vented liy Gerry Wild, of (.jiieeiis Uni
versity, and Cyril l'’ranks, of Hiitgers

University, in the nnd-sixties hut not

applii'd with consistent sin'cess until

recently.

Over smoking makes the siih.ieet diz.'v

and nauseated, and the ordiiiaiv

.icconipaiiiments of smoking, eoiighing,

and a had taste in the mouth, an* mag
nified enormously

subject s needs.

The physical craving is quickly over

with, he says, but the need to relieve

boredom, ease tension, reward hard
work, or just round off a satisfying meal,

remains.

“Smoking does a lot of good tiling^,”

he points out, and the goal of the long

term self-management program is to

devise coping strategies to fill the "void’’

left by eliminating cigarettes.

(This type of need is recognized as a

major factor in opiate addiction. The
satisfactions a.ssociated with being a part

of a tightly-knit subculture and the relief

from responsibility and stress provided

by heroin are cited as being a bigger

barrier to abstinence than the pain of

withdrawal.)

Specific coping strategies range from
relaxation exercises to preparation of a

pat answer for a friend who offers

cigarettes at a party.

Dr Best has been running groups
through variations of the over-smoking-

self management program at UBC for

more than a year, with a six-month suc-

cess rate of around 50%. one of the very

best rates reported outside the labs

which originally developed the over-

smoking teehniques.

The refining continues: recently pro-

gram staff went up and down the Tsaw
wassen car ferry line-ups questioning

motorists and passengers on tlnnr moti-

vations for smoking. niu> finding:

piMijile's reasons are ri'iiiarkably specific

l'or example, peopU* don’t smoke just

hecausi* they’re upset aliout something,
they smoke wtn-n thi'y’re depressed lint

not when they’re angry, or vice versa.

However, hy far the most dramatic
results seem likely to come from Drs
Best and .Snedfeld’s diH'ision to iiiergi'

tlii'ir ti'chniques.

In a preliminary study, five of six

smokers were abstaining after three
months of the combined therapy which

t comprises the sequence: satiation smok-
ing, 24 hours of sensory deprivation,

quitting self-management.
The current experiment. Dr Best told

The Journal, involves three groups of

about 10 people each, one group on sen-

sory deprivation alone, one on the sati-

ation smoking, and one on both. The fol-

low-ups vary from one to three months
and so far nine of 10 in the group on
combined treatment are still off cigaret-

tes, compared with 30% to 50% of the

others.

“It looks very exciting. The data are

preliminary, but it sure looks solid.
”

(Some commercial quit-smoking cen-

tres claim cure rates upwards of 80%,.

but the claims, said Dr Best, are largely

undocumented and the centres may bias

the outcome by accepting only highly

motivated clients.)

What is the magic of sen.sory depri-

vation?

In Dr Suedfeld’s original experiment,

and in this one. subjects received anti-

smoking messages at certain times dur-

ing the deprivation period.

’’.Mia!’’ the sceptic might say. "It’s

obvious that the subject was so starved

for stimulation that he blotted up the

message and it was imprinted on his

psyche,’’

Unhappily for that theory. Dr Sutxi-

fold’s first experiment was carefully

controlled — some got messages, and
some got the sensory deprivation alone

— and the me.ssages, n'liiarkahly. made
no difference at all.

Dr Suedfeld s.ays he still believes in the

message theory, however, citing results

of another UBf experiment, treating

obesity, where the messages did make a

significant difference. The anti-smokmg
messages were too simple, he says, and

told the smoker little he hadn’t heard

before.

Dr Best said that in undergoing .sen-

sory deprivation, the smoker has also,

and with relatively little distress, done
without cigarettes for 24 hours, the

sacrifice being eased by the absence of

the usual cues and the distraction of the

novel situation. That m itself is a sub-

stantial encouragement to quit

Maybe it is simiily tlii' opportunity for

(Soo — It — page 10)



Peter Bourne (left) and US presidential candidate Jimmy Carter

Heroin decriminalization

Bourne predicts changes
By Anne MacLennan

NEW ORLEANS, La. — The
move to decriminalize heroin is

gathering force and will

ultimately be successful, predicts

Peter Bourne, US presidential

candidate Jimmy Carter’s chief

campaign organizer and adviser

on health affairs.

In an interview here with The
Journal, Dr Bourne, a consultant

to the US Drug Abuse Council,

termed the issue of heroin
decriminalization “politically

charged” and emphasized he was
not calling for decriminalization

but rather predicting it would
happen.

He said while people in the

substance abuse field have
“probably learned the most and
moved the most” in the area of

prevention, there has been one
major problem: “We tend to view
the seriousness of drugs in terms
not of their physical or social

consequences but more in terms
of the legal condolence for or

against them in society.

“We regard heroin as the con-

summate evil and tend to forget

that 50,000 die in the United
States each year of lung cancer,

half of all fatal automobile
accidents are alcohol-related, and
alcohol is the fourth leading
cause of death.

“This is changing. Now, states

that have decriminalized mariju-

ana, and a number of others, are

moving to an awareness that not

ever>’body that gets involved with
heroin becomes addicted.”

More important, he said, is the

growing recognition that prob-

ably the greatest evils associated

with heroin have to do with eco-

nomic consequences of its use
rather than physiological effects.

“Heroin has created a remark-
ably profitable business which
has corrupted police departments
and cities, and large numbers of

heroin trafficking businesses.
The risks in its use are probably
far greater because it’s illegal

(See — Health — page 7)
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Two provinces okay spot tests
By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — Ontario and
Alberta have announced they will

implement the new federal law

allowing police to demand road-

side breath tests from drivers

suspected of being impaired.

But while the law in the two

provinces came into effect in

mid-September, actual im-

plementation isn’t expected to

start for another few months,
while police forces develop
procedures; train personnel, and

test equipment.
Meanwhile, other provinces

continue to wait in the wings

(The Journal, September), sup-

posedly in the hope that less ex-

pensive testing equipnient will be
approved by federal authorities.

Alberta and Ontario will be us-

ing the Alcohol Level Evaluation

Roadside Tester (ALERT) that

flashes a red light when the alco-

hol content in a suspect’s breath

is close to the legal level of im-

pairment (0.08%).

Drivers unfortunate enough to

be stopped outside their favorite

drinking spot, and subsequently

to trigger the red light in the

roadside test will be taken to a

police station for official

breathalyzer test which would be

used as the basis for any formal

charges.

One of the sore points of the

new law is that it seems to inter-

fere with an individual’s civil

rights.

Police must have reasonable

suspicions that a driver is im-

paired before the screening test

can be given. This will likely be

accomplished by testing in-

dividuals emerging from taverns

and other drinking spots.

The controversial aspect is that

refusal to take the test could

result in the same penalties being

imposed as those received by per-

sons actually convicted of im-

paired driving: a $50 to $1,000

fine, up to six month$ in jail, or

both, on a first offence; a

minimum two weeks in jail on a

second offence; and a minimum
three months in jail for a third

offence. Driving licences will also

be suspended for periods of six

months or longer.

Coin-operated breath testers are being installed in a growing number of
Ontario taverns.

(See — Roadside — page 7)

Roadside breath tests for those suspected of being impaired will soon be

implemented in Alberta and Ontario.

UK women being jailed for drunkenness
By Alan Massam

LONDON — Although British
law regards excessive drinking as

a problem requiring treatment
rather than punishment (since

the passing of the Criminal Jus-

tice Act of 1967) more and more
women are being sent to prison
here for being drunk.
This strange and disturbing

anomaly has been emphasized in

a joint report by one of London’s
largest voluntary welfare agen-

OTTAWA — Drunk drivers aged
16 and 17 years face a risk of
being killed in an automobile
accident that is a startling 165
times greater than the average
non-impaired highway driver.

This is one finding of a statisti-

cal study prepared by the Traffic
Injury Research Foundation of
Canada (TIRE).

In a report summarized in its

newsletter, the TIRF notes the

cies — the Camberwell Council

on Alcoholism — and a national

pressure group, the Campaign
for the Homeless and Rootless.

The CCA and CHAR report

notes that the needs of alcoholic

women in Britain are even more
neglected than are the needs of

alcoholic men. There are only 67

beds for them in specialist hostels

for homeless alcoholics in the

whole of England and Wales,
compared to 376 beds for men,
although in 1971 a Home Office

risk of a fatality while mixing
driving and drinking drops
sharply with higher age — and
supposedly with increased ex-

perience as to how and when to

drive — to the 30 - 34 year bracket

and then rises again.

The 18-19-year-old impaired dri-

ver runs a risk 70 times that of the

average, non-impaired driver of

being killed in a crash, says TIRF.

The 20 - 24 age group faces a 31

working party recommended that

there should be 200 such beds for

women and 2,000 for men.
Mostly, the report expresses

concern for the habitual woman
drunkenness offender who seems

to be “at the bottom of a vicious

.spiral”.

Such woman are rejected by

their families, become homeless,

and take to begging to get the

price of a bed. They also resort to

prostitution and shoplifting to get

money for drink.

times greater risk; and the 25 - 29

year bracket faces a 27 times gre-

ater risk.

The “safest” age group, at least

statistically (if “safest” is the

appropriate phrase), is the .30 - .34

group, which runs a 17 times gre-

ater risk of a fatality in a car

crash.

The risk for the next age group,

35 - 44 years, is higher again,

(See — Age — page 7)

In 1974, the report says, about

7,000 women in England and
Wales were .sent to prison for

drunkenness compared to 4,4,37

ten years earlier.

The authors of the CHAR/CCA
report note that heavy drinking

in women tends to be overlooked

for longer than it is in men be-

cause of the difficulty of detect-

ing females with an alcohol pro-

blem.

They go on: “The present .sy.s-

tem allows for no anticipation or

de-escalation of the downward
spiral in which a woman who is

drinking heavily can become
homele.ss and engage in offences

such as .soliciting to get money
for drink or to obtain a bed.

“Once this position is reached,

these women, although possibly

defined as alcoholic, are not

given the rights to medical or

psychiatric treatment afforded to

alcoholics in more fortunate

social circumstances, or whose
alcoholism is diagno.sed in medi-

cal setting.”

This accounts, the report con-

cludes, for the fact that the

majority of women in specialist

hospital units for alcoholics are

the “better-off” type who have

support from their families.

The needs of the habitual

woman drunkenness offender
would best be .served by more
walk-in advice centres staffed by

women who have themselves ex-

perienced drinking problems, it

adds.
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‘We have more than enough alcohol information’
By Betty Lou Lee

HAMILTON — There is now
more than enough information

about alcohol and its effects to

help communities plan their

attacks against its abuse, says the

Douglas MacDonald

director of clinical services at

Donwood Institute, Toronto.

“The higher we fly with plans,

options, and therapies, the

farther away we get from those

who need it,” Douglas MacDo-
nald told the 17th Annual In-

stitute on Addiction Studies at

McMaster University here.

“As professionals in the field,

we must ask ourselves where our
contribution lies. Are we content,

as many are, with the incessant

ACAPULCO — Drug traffickers

will wind up in jail as usual in

Mexico, but substance users will

be treated as people in need of

medical attention.

This was the message from
Rafael Velasco Fernandez, direc-

tor general of mental health in

Mexico to the World Congress of

the International Commission
on Alcoholism and Drug Depen-
dency here.

“We plan to use a medical

treatment plan because that’s the

way we consider them — as sick

ALBANY, NY — More young
people here would rather read a

pamphlet about drug abuse than
turn to family, friends or

teachers for information on the

subject.

That was one of the findings of

a study — Drug Abuse Preven-

tion: The Awareness, Experience

and Opinions of Junior and
Senior High School Students —
released by the state Office of

Drug Abu.se Services. The report

is ba.sed on data from question-

naires completed by 8,553
students who were in grades
seven through 12 during 1974-75.

gathering of more and more data,

to toiling in our laboratories and
clinics quietly, without regard for

what is happening in the world?

“We must step up educational

efforts so that society knows the

danger and the cost, we must
develop ways of early case find-

ing . . now we don’t get many un-

til they get to the emergency
room.

“We have to develop reason-

able plans for therapy and
rehabilitation where possible,

and we must make efforts to be

more involved in the evolution of

social and government policy.

Above all, we must help originate

the options available to a society

weighing its actions. I do not be-

lieve we have been singularly

successful in any of these areas in

the past,” Dr MacDonald said.

At his own centre, the trend is

towards treatment at day clinics,

rather than the present two-year

program which includes one
month of living at the institute.

The cost of a day program is

$1,000 per patient per year, just

half the cost of the combined in-

and out-patient regime.

Figures from the Donwood
show that 89% of patients benefit

after the first year of treatment:

people. Treatment is already
being carried out in general
hospitals.

“But Mexico will continue to

take action against Americans, or

those of any nationality, who
violate drug laws on Mexican
soil,” he warned.
“This is not a problem of men-

tal health,” Dr 'Velasco said, ad-

ding that “several” Americans
remain in jail on drug charges.

Alcoholics and those with a

drinking problem are also receiv-

ing the attention of the Mexican

Researchers found that as the

students’ grade levels increased,

they were more likely to feel

there was a drug problem in their

school. About 40% of the
students said they thought there

was a drug problem; a large
number — 52% — said their

teachers believed there was a

drug problem.

“As students get older or more
into drugs, they rely less on fam-

ily and institutional help and
more on drug-using peers and
former users for help with drug
problems or information,” the

study found. Only pamphlets

35% are abstinent, 25% have had
one slip, and 29% have moder-
ated their drinking habits.

Dr MacDonald said it is good
business to rehabilitate alco-

holics, and government would be

short-sighted to curtail funds in

this field. In Ontario, it costs

government more to repair the

results of misuse of alcohol than
it gets in taxes from its sale, he

said.

A study of Donwood patients

one year before and one year
after treatment shows they have

35% fewer visits to doctors, 45%
less hospitalization, 65% fewer
legal charges, 80% fewer im-

paired driving charges, and
spend 75% less time in jail.

Dr MacDonald said a re-

habilitation program has to

give the patient security, iden-

tity, and stimulation to avoid the

boredom that comes easily. In

times of stress, the patient must
learn to turn to people, not to

alcohol or pills.

He described the first year of

Donwood treatment as a stormy
one of transition that often in-

cludes anxiety, panic, insomnia,

inability to work or make de-

cisions, diarrhea, anger, frus-

tration, fatigue, and impotence.

government, with the establish-

ment of a centre to study the prob-
lem and educate the public about
it. Dr Velasco reported. Although
there has been a rehabilitation

centre for alcoholics in the coun-
try since 1959, as well as other

treatment centres for acute in-

toxication, this has not been suf-

ficient, Dr Velasco said.

“Between the years 1971 and
1975, the only thing that can be
said with certainty is that (alco-

holism) has increased — due to

the natural growth of the popu-

were judged believable among
the media.

“These results suggest the need
for students to be exposed to

prevention efforts they feel are

most effective,” the report said.

“In any prevention effort in-

volving audiences with diverse

substance use patterns, it would
be wise to include a range of

topics covering the social, por.so-

nal and medical a.spccts of drug
use ... to expose youths to dif-

ferent views of how drugs relate

to their lives,” the report con-

cluded.

Among those available for sup-

port, counselling, and friendship
in the program, are nurse coun-
sellors, recovered patients, and
clinical secretaries* — local

housewives who keep in weekly
touch by phone, mail or visits.

The second year is one of

consolidation, where old social

relationships are required or a

new community has been esta-

blished. The physical status is

improved and new life styles have
been adopted.

Dr MacDonald said there
should be no consolation in the

fact that only 6% to 7% of the

population is abusing alcohol.

The percentage rises with per
capita consumption: it reaches

9% when per capita drinking is

15 litres a year, and 20% at ^5
litres.

It is “pure chicanery” for
breweries to maintain that their

commercials are aimed at brand
switching. “They are trying to

start new drinkers.” He cited

Hockey Night in Canada com-
mercials, watched by many
Canadian children, in which
“everyone is handsome, young
and beautiful — and drinking a

helluva lot of beer”.

He considered alcoholism as

lation and the increased per
capita consumption of alcoholic

drinks.”

Dr Velasco estimated there
were 660,000 Mexicans inca-

pacitated by alcoholism in 1970,

and by 1980, 900,000 will be
affected.

“This figure does not take into

consideration the excessivedrink-

ers, nor those alcoholics who
have not yet become disabled. If

by utilizing the present figures

we apply these percentages to a

population of a little more than
70 million inhabitants expected
in 1980, we can be sure then that

in that year we will more than
pass the figure of three million

Mexcians with grave problems of

alcoholism.

The planned campaign will in-

volve epidemiological studies on
the incidence of alcoholism as

well as the psycho-cultural fac-

tors contributing to it. The
prevention of mental disturban-

ces, the formation of a specialized

personnel unit for the early iden-

tification and treatment of alco-

holics, and the rehabilitation of

those who are incapacitated by
alcohol are additional .segments

of the Mexican campaign.

probably the commonest cause of

illness and death, not third or
fourth, and the commonest
undiagnosed illness. “The
patient’s diagnosis may be a

broken hip, but no one diagnoses
why he fell.”

The institute is sponsored by
Alcohol and Drug Concerns Inc.

of Don Mills, Ont.

UK report

highlights

high costs

of drinking
LONDON — British Govern-
ment officials and politicians

have been given yet another
warning of the high social and
financial cost of alcohol con-
sumption.
A report from the department

of the environment’s Transport
and Road Research Laboratory
suggests that a quarter of all

drivers involved in road
accidents have been drinking
and 9% of the accidents are
directly caused by alcohol con-

sumption.
It adds that the problem of

drinking and driving between 10

pm and 4 am are “even more
serious than hitherto assumed”.
About 70% of accidents within
these hours involve a drinking
driver and in nearly one third of

them, alcohol is “a major con-

tributory factor”.

But the sun ey’s analysis of the
ages of drinking drivers gives
most cause for concern. It shows
that 40% of drivers in the 16 to

24 years age group randomly
sampled are likely to have been
drinking. In the 16 to 19 years
age group, the proportion goes
up to more than 50%.
Confirmation of the rapid in-

crease of drinking among young
people in the UK coincides with
a report from the ministry of

agriculture, fisheries and food
which shows that between 1972
and 1975, overall consumption of

beers and spirits rose steeply
(spirits from 3.4 to 4.5 pints per
head per year; and beers from
189.3 to 206 pints per head per
.vear).

There was, however, a failing

back in the consumption rate

when prices Increased in 1975.

These two reports are thought
likely to add weight to calls for

stiffer penalties for drinking
drivers and for greater invest-

ment in health education about
excessive drinking.

Research, education centre set up

Mexican alcohol campaign underway

Drug pamphlets favored by young people

Hey the adman’s thy shepherd, guys and girls

By

Wayne
Howell
Memo to: All Beer Barons

From: Your Advertising Agencies

Re: .Subject of Mutual Interest

Once again, il appears, lln* Carrie
Nations in Canada's federal and
provincial governments are grumbling
about onr television snds-selling.
Health minister Marc Lalonde says he
wants to put the squeeze on the
Canadian Radio and Television Com
mission to "eliminate lifestyle advertis

tng”, and Terry .Fones M IM* and author
of the ()nt;irio Report on Youth and
Alcohol wants to censor hi'er advertis

ing which he claims "eiiuatcs Hie I'on

sumption of alcohol with tiu' hi'iiiitifiil

Now you know and we know that the

sole purpose of our televi.sed beer ads is

— and always has tx'en — to promote
Hratid Preference. Take our Molson’s

Golden ad for instance — a party scene
with the refrain ‘make sure you're hol-

din' Golden' repe;il(>d over and over
again Itrand Prefereuee — right? It's

just coincidence that all the people hoi

dm' Gidden at that party, tlu' pimph'

who spout all those wacky one liners,

perfect puns, and neat non seipiiturs

just happen to look like the cast from
an old Aunette l-'iinicello surfing
movie For it's our own provincial and
federal governments that are always
encouraging us to hire sludimls. right?

And till'll they turn on us, accuse us of

nefariously scheming to tickle old

Freudian fancies, when all wi' are
trying to do is lie good corporate
citizens!

It IS hard to he rational in these cir-

cumstances, especially wlii'ii we have to

pul up with the most outlandish accu-

sations. Take, for insl.ince, the claim

that we never show anyone over the age

of 25 in our beer commercials. Now this

is utter nonsense, there was an old

farmer in a Lahatt's Blue ad once.

And there is that middle-aged fellow

who comes home to his 50 on the bus.

‘('omm' home to my .50 ', Hraiid

Preference — right? Now it is true that

onci' hi' cracks open his case of .50 he is

suddenly joined by a group of grinning

posl-adoleseenls, hut what's so unusual

about that'’ lie's got to have neighliors

— right Rut insli'ad of coming to the

obvious conclusion like iii.iyhe this

guy just happens to live next door to a

eollege fralermly or sorority or some
thing these people come to the lii-

ziirri' conclusion that we are mixing the

young with .lung, tampering with the

collective unconscious, and in some
suhliminal way suggesting that the

drinking of tieer will help you make
friends and meet inleresting peojile!

You know and we know that this is

nonsense. However, since these people

seem serious you will lie glad to know

we are looking around for alternative

ways to promote Prand Preierenee

Unfortunately, it is not going to be

easy. Reeently we shot some ex

perimenlal footage of the classic

Freddy and the hoys ' routine

using over-60 actors coming back from

a friendly game of lawn howling. They
cracked o|)en the case

but somehow it just didn't have the

right effect, the Prand Prererenee
effect, we look for As a mailer of fact,

the sight of those old codgers grinning

and waving their hollies about was ab-

solutely well let's just

,s;iy It was coii’iler productive to mar-

keting siralegv. And so it's back to the

drawing hoard Rut have no fi'ar —
even though these meddlers are threat-

ening to lead us into the valley and
shadow of censorship. l''or your ad

iigencies and their staff are with you.

We ll think of something

(Wayne Howell is an Ottawa physician

and freelance writer).
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Government

getting

stricter

on iiquor

ads
j

BC publishers ward off some nasty surprises
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — British Colum-

bia magazine publishers are dig-

ging in their heels against a rul-

ing banning liquor advertising on

the back pages of their magazi-

nes. They see the move as the

first step to a total ban.

The protest follows circulation

recently of a letter from the

Liquor Administration Branch
(LAB) to publishers reminding

them of the two-year-old, but

rarely-enforced, ban on back-

page ads.

The favored position typically

costs advertisers an extra 20%.
“It’s not the 20^, it’s the thin

edge of the wedge,” said Gerald

Kidd, president of the BC
Magazine Publishers Associ-

ation.

He said the rule is discrimin-

atory against BC magazines,
some of which get up to 50% of

their fall and winter revenues
from liquor ads, because they
have to compete with US and
Eastern Canadian magazines
which make up the bulk of

magazines offered for sale here.

LAB director of advertising,

Ken Stewart, said the ban has not

been enforced until now because

the branch has been preoccupied

with internal reorganization for

the past year or so.

He said some publishers may

MADISON, Wise. — Wisconsin’s

implied consent law, designed to

decrease accidents by requiring

an alcohol test from people
arrested for driving while intoxi-

cated. has had no effect on the

number of fatal accidents or on
the fraction of intoxicated
drivers killed.

Toxicologists Patricia Field,

Ronald Laessig, and Barbara
Basteyns of the University of

Wisconsin Center for Health
Sciences analyzed blood samples
from 2,000 drivers killed during
the two years before and three
years after passage of the 1970

soon get another nasty surprise

when the branch starts enforcing

another unenforced rule which
limits liquor ads to 20% of total

ad content.

The crackdown has nothing to

do with federal proposals to res-

trict liquor advertising, although

the province is anxious to see a

national code on 'which to base

liquor advertising regulations,

he said.

Health minister Marc Lalonde
is expected to introduce legis-

lation this fall placing wide res-

trictions on liquor advertising.

Originally, Mr Lalonde was
aiming the laws at television and
radio stations, but he recently

assured broadcasting officials

that newspapers and magazines
would also be affected.

VANCOUVER — Advertising of

alcoholic beverages was banned
in British Columbia for 14
months in 1971-72.

The effect of the ban on alco-

hoi consumption? Ziich, accord-

ing to a recently published study

by Reginald Smart, of the Addic-
tion Research Foundation of

Ontario, and Ronald Cutler, a

Vancouver alcoholism re-

searcher.

The authors looked at beer.

law. They found that about 48%
of drivers fatally injured in

accidents were under the in-

fluence of alcohol.

“Alcohol is still heavily in-

volved in traffic accidents.
Nothing seems to have changed,”
said Dr Field, who is a member of

the Governor’s Task Force on
Alcohol/Drug Use and Public
Safety.

The implied consent law
requires that persons arrested

for drunken driving provide a

breath, blood, or urine specimen
for alcohol analysis. The average

blood alcohol level in people test-

Vancouver alcoholism re-

searcher, Ron Cutler, said

there is little hard evidence link-

ing alcohol advertising to in-

creased consumption (see
accompanying story), but he still

supports restricting alcohol ad-

vertising.

There is little difference be-

tween the products offered by dif-

ferent manufacturers, so ads are
designed mainly to reinforce

brand loyalty, not communicate
useful information, he said.

(Not that there is no infor-

mation to communicate. People
might be interested, for example,
to learn that Seagram’s Seven
Crown whisky contains three
times the level of congeners as

Seagram’s VO and 400 times that

in Smirnoff vodka, he said.

wine and liquor consumption
statistics for BC for ap-

proximately the decade end-
ing in 1974, and compared them
with simiiar figures for Ontario.

The article in the British
Journal of Addiction concludes
that the ban had little or no
effect on consumption. The only

possible effect may have been on
wine sales which showed a slight

drop in the rate of increase but

“because this continues far

ed last year was 0.2% — twice as

high as the legal level for intoxi-

cation.

The high average blood alcohol

levels indicate that an arrest isn’t

made unless the driver is tho-

roughly intoxicated, according to

Dr Field. Officers are reluctant to

arrest and transport a person to a

testing site unless they are fairly

certain the test will prove
positive, she explained.

“The mere existence of the im-

plied consent law did not alter

socially irresponsible drinking,”

Dr Field .said. “There is a general

lack of public understanding

And while manufacturers
declare their intent is not to in-

crease consumption but to in-

crease their share of a pre-exist-

ing market, many ads seem to be
designed to boost the drinking
rate:

By making specific appeals to

individuals likely to be heavy
drinkers, specifically, men be-

tween 35 and 45 years who lack a

firm sense of identity and suf-

ficient self esteem;

By making appeals to groups,

such as middle-class women, who
were not previously regular drink-
ers;

By associating drinking with
new types of situations, such as

boating, skiing, and mountain
climbing; and
By encouraging consumers to

beyond the lifting of the ban it

cannot be clearly attributed to

it.”

The ban, imposed by the then
Social Credit government, was
lifted when an NDP government
was elected. Public support for

the ban, never overwhelming,
declined steadily as it continued
and the final straw was probably

political pressure exerted by
small-town newspapers hurt by
the loss of ad revenues.

impact
about the conditions, such as the

number of drinks consumed,
body weight, and time elapsed be-

fore driving, that determine a

person’s blood alcohol level.”

Despite the data showing no
effect on the implied consent law

on traffic fatalities. Dr Field said

the law has had some positive in-

fluence.

“It provided law officers with

an effective scientific criterion

for intoxication and resulted in

easier, less costly prosecutions. It

also increa.sed public awareness
of the destruction caused by the

drinking driver.”

“stock up” to avoid running out,

but expecting that the extra
amount will be used.

Mr Cutler also admitted some
reservations.

“I don’t like alcohol advertis-

ing. There is nothing else which
is advertised which is so clearly

socially harmful. But in talking
about a ban, you’re opening up a

can of worms, because it’s con-
ceivable the argument could be
applied to other forms of adver-
tising.”

He suggested a better idea
might be a heavy “advertising
tax,” proceeds from which could
be used to promote moderate
drinking.

Drink is too low-priced anyway,
he said, with the price of a bottle a

much smaller fraction of dispos-

able income than formerly. (In
BC that fraction declined 38%
between 1955 and 1970.)

The 14-month BC experiment
banning alcohol advertising
probably failed because it was in

force for too brief a time — a

generation might be necessary,
he said.

According to Mr Kidd, the
magazine publishers president, it

would cause several magazines to

go out of business, the most vul-

nerable being throwaway “calen-

dar” magazines which are dis-

tributed free and offer, along
with a heavy dose of ads, short
articles and information on
upcoming local events.

He said the publishers were
planning to meet with provincial

attorney-general Garde Gardom
in September and that the group
is joining the Canadian Periodi-

cal Press Association in an appeal

to Mr Lalonde.

He admitted he doesn’t have
great hopes for success.

“Maybe we can convince the
government to allow non-lifestyle

ads in high-quality, paid-for
magazines.

“But, and maybe I shouldn’t

say this, it’s a motherhood issue

politically — you can’t go wrong
banning liquor ads — and I be-

lieve there will be no liquor ad-

vertisements in Canada within

five years.”

But ad bans don’t work: ARF

Implied consent law has little

Intervention approach outmoded

Primary prevention’s the most effective way
By Jean McCann

ACAPULCO — Incorporating
options to drugs and alcohol in

the treatment of a substance

Allan Cohen

abuser is far more effective than
employing the judgemental,
legal, or rehabilitative ap-

proaches alone.

“The most successful treat-

ment and rehabilitation tech-

niques supplant substance
dependency with powerful and
positive alternatives,” Allan Y.

Cohen, professor of psychology at

John F. Kennedy University,

Orinda, California, told the

Second World Congre.s.s on Alco-

holism and Drug Dependence
here.

Energies have been steered
away from seeking prevention of

substance abuse as a primary
aim, he said;

“In fact, most international

attention has been focused on
secondary or tertiary prevention
— intervening after the in-

dividual has .serious substance

abuse problems.”

The idea of “positive altern-

atives to false dependencies”,

however, can get rid of the prob-

lem in its early stages.

The specific alternatives can

include any kind of interest of the

individual that actively competes
with the intoxicating qualities of

drugs and alcohol. This can range

from recreational activities to

peer group support, to service to

other people, to religious and
spiritual experiences to voca-

tional exj)eriences, Dr Cohen
said.

“There’s a very, very wide
range available both for young
people and their parents, that can

take the place of drugs.”

Many approaches have been
tried with limited success in

treating the substance abuser,

according to Ernest H. J. Steed,

executive director of the Intern-

ational Commission for the

Prevention of Alcoholism.

“We’ve gone through the

judgemental phase in many
countries, where people say

‘Something must be done. Stop

it.’ We’ve gone through the edu-

cational and information stage,

and we’ve .seen that information

alone can sometimes make things

worse. We’ve also gone through
the phase of emphasizing
rehabilitation, and while this is

terribly important, it means
nothing in terms of prevention.

“So now we’re in phase four,

and phase four is that of positive

alternatives to alcohol — diver-

sions that are .so rewarding and
attractive that people don’t want

to abuse alcohol instead,” Dr
Steed said.

Eric Stamp, head of native
alcohol and drug programs for

Alberta Indians spoke of cultural

alternatives.

“We have sun dances, pow
wows, pipe ceremonies, native

crafts, education in tribal

tradition, and sweat lodges,

which are our version of the

sauna.”

Sports are also a promising
alternative to substance abuse,

according to Johannes Viro-
lainen, former prime minister
and Minister of Finance of Fin-

land.

“There can also be an economic
inducement,” said Mr Virolainen,
who is one of a core ot Finni.sh

legislators who are total ab-
stainers.
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Program is finding employment for ex-addicts^ i

By Tom W. Hill

NEW YORK — A comparatively

new private, non-profit organi-

zation here, made up largely of

seasoned workers in the drug
abuse field, has been achieving

significant success in finding

employment for former drug-

dependent individuals.

The National Association on

Drug Abuse Problems (or

PACT/NADAP), set up in mid
1975 to bring together three

organizations with extensive ex-

perience in the drug abuse field.

enjoys the sponsorship of both
business and labor.

Its list of sponsors reads almost
like a Who’s Who in Business,
and includes names like AT&T,
General Motors, Exxon, IBM,
RCA, and Lever Brothers, along
with several top banks, insurance
companies, airlines, retail esta-

blishments, and labor unions.

PACT/NADAP was formed to

bring together PACT (Provide
Addict Care Today), NAPAN
(The National Association for

the Prevention of Addiction to

Narcotics) and lACJ (The In-

stitute for the Advancement of

Criminal Justice).

“Graduates of drug treatment
programs often fall short of com-
plete success when they fail to

obtain employment,” says Rev
John McVernon, New York drug
abuse expert, who is currently
developing community contacts

for PACT/NADAP_
“The depression that can come

from unemployment is capable of

triggering a relapse for the per-

son with a history of drug use.”

Yet a substantial number of

former users are well educated
and skilled, he points out.

Through treatment, some have
acquired interpersonal skills that

are highly prized in the business
world.

Seeking a solution to the prac-

tical problems of such people,

PACT/NADAP mounted a

campaign to create awareness in

the business community that
many former drug abusers have
qualities employers want. Among
other things, the organization
has been holding seminars with
management and employer
groups at the rate of ap-

proximately one per month.

“Our goals are limited and
realistic,” says Father McVer-
non. “We can’t expect business to

be treatment-oriented.”

But the educational activities

are paying off in at least five

directions:

1. Personnel policy changes are
being made by some companies,
which have begun referring
drug-using employees for treat-

ment rather than firing them
outright. Five more firms have
initiated studies in this area, cal-

ling on PACT/NADAP to help
them formulate new drug abuse
policies.

2. Acceptance of graduates of

treatment programs for job in-

terviews and employment is

growing. From May 1, 1975 to the
end of the year, 196 firms
accepted and fnterviewed
PACT/NADAP referrals and 123
firms hired 135 of the referred

individuals.

3. Sharing of acquired drug in-

formation with line personnel
and the public is occurring.
Father McVernon tells of a

manufacturing company that
had an employee whose perfor-
mance was suffering because he
was worrying about a son using
drugs. In a series of informal
meetings the employee’s supervi-

sor was able to reassure the man,
pointing out that drug usage
didn’t necessarily mean addiction

and that addiction wasn’t
necessarily lifelong. His panic
calmed, the employee resumed
normal functioning, and a start

was made in assisting the son.

4. Changed attitudes towards

The National Association of Drug Abuse Problems, established to help

former addicts gain employment, conducts training sessions for supervi-

sory personnel (above) to acquaint them with the program.

Alcohol use hurts heroin treatment
PHILADELPHIA — One out of

two heroin addicts is also an alco-

holic — or shows signs of becom-

ing one, according to a study con-

ducted at the Eagleville Hospital

and Rehabilitation Center here.

The study, funded by the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse, indicates alcohol abuse is

the primary cause for failure in

heroin treatment programs, and
that it is the more emotionally-

disturbed addicts who get into

trouble with alcohol.

For these addicts, treatment

should not be focused simply on

treating their substance abuse in

methadone clinics, without
providing the kind of therapy
needed to get at the underlying

problems, said project director of

the study, Harriet L. Barr at the

9th Annual Eagleville Con-
ference on Alcoholism and Ad-

diction.

(As part of the Eagleville

study, 864 subjects are being fol-

lowed for a year after they enter

treatment for heroin addiction;

590 entering methadone clinics

and 274 entering Eagleville, a

therapeutic community).

Half of the heroin addicts
studied drank amounts of alco-

hol usually associated with alco-

holism. At the time they entered

treatment, 24.2% had a history of

past or current alcoholism,
reporting hallucinations, tre-

mors, loss of emotional control,

family break-ups and career
failures because of their drink-

ing.

An additional 24.9% reported
high use of alcohol along with
their heroin use, although they
did not report any symptoms of

alcoholism.

Drug addicts likely to be among
the 49% who would get into

trouble with alcohol have more
disturbed personalities, less

happy childhoods, and less stable

lives than heroin addicts for
whom alcohol abuse is not ex-

pected to be a problem, reported

Dr Barr and Dr Arie Cohen,
assistant project director.

A survey of the 24.2% who ad-

mitted to problems associated
with alcohol revealed:

• Their childhood memories were
unhappy; 44% said .someone in

the house was violent; 24% said

someone in the house had suff-

ered a mental breakdown; 39%
said their father was alcoholic;

37% reported a death of a parent
or sibling; and 37% were beaten
or sexually abused when they
were children.

• Their lives as adults shoiv

signs of instability: 35%
reported having no regular place

to live; 47% said their major
source of income was illegal; 86%
had spent time in jail (56% were
arrested six or more times, 37%
were arrested one to five times)

.

• They are more depressed,
anxious, dependent on others,

and resistant to authority. They
worry more— about money, jobs,

sex, drugs, and life in general.

Suicide was on the minds of 36%
of the addicts and 20% had
attempted suicide.

“This group of drug addicts are

not good candidates for programs
which focus narrowly on their

substances without providing the

kind of therapy needed to deal

with their underlying problem.”

A heroin addict who is also a

problem drinker needs help re-

structuring his life. This includes

supportive counselling, psycho-
logical and psychiatric interven-

tion, vocational training and
family therapy, she continued.

Although this multi-faceted

treatment is more likely to be

found in a therapeutic com-
munity setting, some methadone
clinics provide the one-to-one

counselling and supportive ser-

vices needed by the alcoholic-

addict, Dr Barr concluded.

Raising the drinking age
wiil oniy heip: MPP Jones
HAMILTON — Raising the

Ontario drinking age to 19

won’t solve a complex social

problem, but it would create a

social gap that would do much
to eliminate drinking in high
schools, says Terry Jones,
MPP for Mississauga North.

He is responsible for the

Ontario Youth Secretariat,

which did a study on use and
abuse of alcohol by youth, and
made 31 recommendations in

^ a report last April. Raising the

legal drinking age to 19 was
one of them.

Mr Jones told the Institute

on Addiction Studies at

McMaster University here
that 97% of high school
students are 18 and under. It is

unlikely a 19-year-old in col-

lege or out working would be

spending a great deal of time

with high school students, and
this would reduce the peer
pressure to drink in high
schools.

troubled employees in general
has developed in some com-
panies. “We show supervisors
how they can’t generalize from
their own life experiences,” says
Father McVernon.
“One gifted and successful

manager of a retail store chain
commented: T don’t think I’ll

ever feel about a problem
employee the way I used to. I

always thought of what a pain
their problem was to me, and not
how it must hurt them’.”

5.

Callbacks for further pro-
grams and consultations have
been gratifyingly frequent.

To persuade supervisors in
business and industry to accept
former drug abusers often isn’t

easy, but the seminars helpL'

Father McVernon tells of a majop^
savings bank that has long had a
policy of accepting PACT refer-

rals through its personnel
department. Although supervi-
sors in different departments
were aware that former drug
users were being hired, they
didn’t know which employees
they were.

“After a couple of training
sessions four department heads,

one of them previously opposed
to the program, told the person-
nel chief they’d like to have a

former drug dependent in their

department,” says Father
McVernon. “Two of them were
surprised to learn that they had
PACT referrals in their depart-

ments already.”

A motion picture production
company that has long supported
PA(3t Hnancially but resisted

hiring former drug users, called

the day after a drug information
seminar to make a job offer.

The initial work experience of

the former drug user may be dif-

ficult and the PACT/NADAP
seminars devote some time to

preparing supervisors for this.

Graduates of therapeutic com-
munities, coming from the highly

supportive environment of the
treatment centre, may expect the
same love and concern in thework
environment.

There may be special problems
'

at first with methadone patients.

The tendency to nod, the
occasional appearance of being v

drunk (especially when the
medication is new to them), and a

testiness and gloominess, may
produce a crisis on re-entry to the

working world.

‘Part of the program is devoted
to removing the myths of the
drug scene,’ says Father MeVer*
non.

“We calm the typical over-
reaction to drug usage by helping

the audience to realize such
simple facts as that Pope Leo
XIII enjoyed an elixir of cocaine
in his old age and that heroin has
been a major problem here in

New York — not since 1970 —
but since 1915, when lOO.OOQj
users we IV count I'd."

'*

a little sex, a little alcoholRx for the aged-
MON'I'llEAL “I hav(“ heard
old peopU* say lhat they would
never go into a long-term facility

for the aged because there are
two things that wouldn't he per
mitted sex :md alcolud.

“But I think that both of th('S(>

things are effect ivi' agents, used
in niodi'ration m that old :ige set

Img.”

Psychiatrist Eric Pfiffer, who
IS head of The Center for tiu'

Study of Aging and Human
Development at Duke liiiiversitv

III Durh.im, North Carolina, ;id

ded Dial ;i h'ohol shoti Id he
employed m siu.ill aiiiounts

only as a minor t r;iu(pulli/i'r or a

social slimulaiit

Dr Pfiffer, who was speaking at

;i McGill I'niversity Douglas
Hospital ilileril.ilional psycho
gen, line symposium continued;

“One should remember lhat in

that old person, one is dealing

with a brain that is functioning

on the (“dge of capacity. With
respect to cortical function, alco-

hol is a mild sedative with a

kicker’ (I'ffi'cl) three to four

hours later. So. if you are going to

give a drink to an oldi'r person,

the best lime is mid-afternoon or

at the cocktail hour This will

mean tIu' individual will not he

awakmied at 2 am when tlu' alco

hoi turns into aldehyde Essen

liallv, alcidiol exerts an irrilani

rather than a scd.ilive effect

Dr Pfiffer said he h.is never
semi alcoholism develop in the

aged. ,isidi‘ from 'sympl omal ic

alcoholism" vv here alcohol is used

to sell treat depression Misdud
Ism 111 the aged, lu' fi'll, would he

carried over Irom an e.irlier

period in life.

The prescribing of any
psychopharmacologically active

agent to an elderly person, is not

a minor act. Dr Pfiffer warned.
“The term 'minor I ranquilh/er'

should he expunged from our
vocabulary in geriatric medicine,

because there is nothing iiiiiioi

ahotil giving a iiiiiior traiupiil-

lizeror a minor antidepressant to

an oldi'r pmsoii, even in minor
dos.age

"

Dr Pfiffer added "While 1

think that I here are special issues

.'iiid specuil prohlmiis in pri'scrih

mg drugs to the aged, I find that

(drugs) reprcsciil such an im-

porlaiil part of our Ircalmcnt
approach, vvi' must learn to use
them pidiciously Without Ihmn,
we would hi' able to do much
h'SS

"

In pharmacokinetics, UtUe
'

research has boon conductftfl

('oncoming the aged. Research t®
, !

date does indicate that important r
i

changes take place in tlie body j'

during the aging proc<'.ss inv'olv-
J;

ing drug ab.sorption, excretion,
|

multiple drug interactions and I

behavior associoled with drug 1

regimens, he explaiiu'd. ' '

An elderly patient may b« ’
1

receiving a number of uncoor-
j

dinaled prescriptions from
various physicians, said Dr Pfif--

j

for. and may even borrow drugs
^

from relatives to avoid the ex-

pt'iise of purchasing his own.

For the.se reasons, Dr Pfiffer

said physicians must learn to use

a small luiiiiher of drugs effec-

tively in treating the elderly

rather than relying on minimal
(experience with many drugs.



Remand and referral plan

Is helping drunk drivers
HAMILTON — An alcohol court

pilot project in Hamilton has

shown some success in reha-

bilitating chronic drunk offen-

ders in its first six months of

operation.

Instead of being given an
option of a fine, those convicted

have their choice of going to jail,

or taking part in a rehabilitation

program.

If they choose the latter, the

ATLANTA — Public attitudes

favoring stronger action against

smoking, coupled with a decline

in the proportion of adult Ameri-
cans smoking since 1970, are two
findings of the largest survey
ever conducted on tobacco use.

The survey of 12,000 men and
women in the US, age 2l-and-

more, was carried out in 1975 by

the division of Cancer Control

and Rehabilitation, of the

National Cancer Institute and
Centre for Disease Control.

“The decline in the proportion

of adult Americans who smoke,

and concurrent increase in public

attitudes opposing smoking
demonstrate that Americans
can change their life styles for

the sake of their health,” said

David J. Sencer, director of the

Center for Disease Control.

The survey, which was the
fourth in a series conducted by
the US government since 1964
also found that:

• the proportion of male
smokers 21-and-more dropped
from 52.8% in 1964, and 42.2% in

1970, to 39.3% in 1975;

• the proportion of female
smokers 21-and-more dropped
from 31.5% in 1964, and 30.5% in

1970, to 28.9% in 1975;

• both male and female smoking
decreased proportionately in

every age group, although there
was a slight increase among
women aged 21 to 24, women 55

case is remanded to a specific

date some months away. At that

time, if they haven’t co-operated,

they go to jail. During the
remand, the offender must stop

drinking, attend the agency to

which he or she is referred, and
try to get a job.

Of the 189 men and 29 women
in the first six months of the

“remand and referral” project,

36 are now working, 54 have
stayed sober, 81 are drinking less.

years of age and older, and men
65 and more;
• declines between 1970 and 1975
were greatest among young
males aged 21 to 24, from 49.8%
to 41.3%; and
• in absolute numbers there
were an estimated 875,000 more
smokers in 1975 than in 1970.

A change in smoking attitudes

was indicated in the responses to

the statement, “The smoking of

cigarettes should be allowed in

fewer places than it is now.” In

1964, 52% agreed with this state-

ment; in 1970 the figure moved
up to 57%; and in the 1975
response, 70% agreed with the

statement.

Most of the current smokers
(61%) have made at least one
attempt to stop smoking, and
although most of the smokers
would like to quit, 57% reported

they will definitely or probably

still be smoking five years from
now.

Men and women who are
divorced or separated are more
likely to be smokers than are
people who are married, widowed,
or single. For all marital cate-

gories, more men than women
(proportionately) are smokers,
the survey found.

Researchers also found a

relationship between educational

level and smoking behavior.
Smoking rates are lowest for

those who never attended high
school.

and six are on job retraining
courses.

Judge David Steinberg of the

provincial family court in Hamil-
ton-Wentworth got the program
idea from his juvenile court ex-

perience, where remands are
given to see if attitude and be-

havior improve.

He told the 17th annual In-

stitute on Addiction Studies at

McMaster University that fines

have no meaning to these chronic
offenders. The remand system
may work because “in the back of

their minds they know they have
to go back to the judge and ex-

plain why they didn’t keep their

part of the bargain”.

He was astounded to find from
pre-sentence reports how many of

these offenders were taking alco-

hol as a pain-killer for injuries

received in war, or in fights or
accidents. Their use of alcohol
lessened if they were given other
pain-killers.

James H. Edmonds, coordin-
ator' of the project, said the

availability of 15 agencies to

which offenders may be referred

acpounts for much of its success.

The agencies include in-patient

and out-patient alcoholic ser-

vices, half-way houses for both
men and women, a detox centre.

Salvation Army, Alcoholics Ano-
nymous and Recovery Inc.

Average age of the first 218
people in the project was 37, with

5% below 18 and 37% over 45.

Not all were alcoholics: some had
suddenly taken to drinking heav-

ily because of a particular situ-

ation, and with help, were able to

get their lives straightened out
and return to their formal
responsible living patterns.

In spite of the adage ‘you can’t

trust an alcoholic’, Mr Edmonds
said 182 of the 218 kept their

appointments with the agencies

to which they were referred.

“The alcoholic needs an excuse
to drink, no matter how weak it is,

like a rainy day. He also needs an
excuse to stop, or he’ll lose status

with his peer group. If he can say

the court told him he had to stop

or else, it gives him an excuse to

bow out.”

Attitudes hardening

Smoking declining

Drug use patterns
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Beer gets sheared
by BC barbershop

By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — Until
recently, “suds” at Mel Gal-

bon’s barbershop meant more
than a shampoo.
Customers at the Headhun-

ter’s Den could, if they
wished, indulge in a free beer
or two while Mr Galbon snip-

ped.

But the practice ended with
a raid by the city police vice-

squad. They told the barber
he was violating a provincial

law against drinking liquor in

a public place.

Faced with the possibility

of losing his business licence,

Mr Galbon took the beer home
and switched his customers to

coffee.

“All that fuss over a few
bottles of beer — it’s really

hard to believe,” he said.

But to the British Colum-

bia Liquor Administration

Branch, it’s an open and shut
case: a barbershop is a public

place, and its against the law

to drink in a public place.

“It’s as simple as that,” said

B. E. Munkley, LAB director

of licensing, and added: “Boy,

at the price they’re charging
($12-$15 for a shampoo and
cut), I can see how they can
afford to give it away.”
(A new liquor act intro-

duced two years ago by the

then NDP government, which
allows some drinking in

public places, such as parks,

was passed by the legislature

but has not yet been pro-

claimed.)

Mr Galbon said he doesn’t

plan to fight the ruling even
though, he claimed, there are

several downtown barber-
shops which carry on the
same practice and some
clothing stores which offer

beer and even free cocktails.

He said he asked one of his

lawyer customers for advice
and was told there is no ques-

tion his shop is a public place

as defined in the law and he
had better keep the bar
closed.

So Mr Galbon’s customers,
some of whom have been en-

joying free beer at the shop
for as long as a decade, will

have to be content with being
trim but thirsty.

Street users may provide Important clues
By Tom W. Hill

MIAMI — An anthropologist
here who researches drug use
patterns on the street level, has

found that substance users may
provide helpful clues about the

nature and extent of their own
drug usage.

Patricia J. Cleckner, director of

enthnography at the Center for

Theoretical Social Research on
Drug Abuse, division of Addic-
tion Sciences, University of

Miami, says her recent studies in

the area of what she calls street

pharmacology show that heavy
substance users define drugs in

ways that reveal a great deal
about their relationship to

society.

Patricia Cleckner

A former drug user. Dr Clec-

kner is at home with street

language, and has been able to

develop key contacts who supply

information and introduce her to

other people she may want to in-

terview. The information (street

material) she gleans in her inter-

views can then be used in deve-

loping hypotheses for further
study.

Dr Cleckner found that more
than half of a small sample of

people who were either light

users or non-users of drugs, in-

cluded medicines in their

definitions of drugs. But only
four of 20 institutionalized users

and dealers mentioned medicines

in their definitions.

The two basic ways of classify-

ing drugs. Dr Cleckner points

out, are medical and legal. While
the legal profession bases its

classification on a substance’s

abuse potential, the medical
profession classifies drug types

according to therapeutic action.

In categorizing drugs, non-

users mentioned aspirin, anti-

biotics, other non-narcotic anal-

gesics and tranquillizers. But not

one of the 20 heavy substance

users included these medicines in

their categorizations.

The institutionalized u.sers dif-

ferentiated among drugs in two

general ways; by their legality,

and by their mood-altering

effects on a user. Individuals in

this group were primarily preoc-

cupied with the ‘high’ that occurs

when a drug is taken, tending to

classify the highs by terms such
as ‘stoned’, ‘ripped’, and ‘wasted’,

to indicate high, higher and
highest.

When naming specific drugs
and dividing them into appropri-

ate groupings, heavy users

tended to reflect their own ex-

periences. For example, those in-

volved with narcotics usually off-

ered an extensive list of phar-

maceutical opiates. Dr Cleckner

explains.

Marijuana, alcohol, and some
other drugs appeared on some
lists but not on others. Half of the

user group reported they consid-

ered marijuana to be a “weak
drug”, or “not a drug”, or a

“garbage drug like alcohol.”

To the hard-core drug user,

people who use only marijuana
aren’t “one of us " They noted

that “even narcs (drug enforce-

ment officials) smoke pot.” Dr
Cleckner feels that with the in-

creasing trend towards de-

criminalization of cannabis,

the use of this drug has diffused

to populations that have little or

no identification with other
aspects of the drug u.ser's world.

In further analyzing the
responses of the heavy user
group. Dr Cleckner was able to

separate the individuals into four

types. Three of these types,

although differing from each
other in certain details, shared a

tendency to classify drugs by the

kind of mood alteration they pro-

duced.

Type 1 users, all of them black

in the sample .studied, classified

drugs into only two or three

categories, sometimes omitting

hallucinogens, the third cate-

gory.

Type 11 users, a small group,

added a fourth category. Type
1 1 1 individuals, all of them white,

used a multiple classification

that Dr Cleckner regards as indi-

cative of extensive experimental

u.se.

The type IV group classified

drugs according to danger levels

of illegality. Of the six members
in this group, two were “old-style

junkies” with extensive street ex-

perience and a considerable
familiarity with the law. The
remaining four were “new jun-

kies” who had either maintainerl

conservative, traditional roles

through much of their career as

users, or had led sheltered lives

and had not experimented before

using opiates.

“Kinds of drugs tell about

kinds of u.sers.” says Dr Cleckner.

“There is some justification for

viewing the polydrug users as a

coalition of user types which is

the result of certain yet-to-be-

measured diffusion patterns.

“These patterns are of two
types: interaction with ghetto

and p.sychedelic subcultures and
incorporation of drug u.se by a

larger segment of society. These
users are not so alienated from
the mainstream as their

predecessors,” she concluded.

Hospitals get

drug manual
OTTAWA — The Department of

National Health and Welfare is

providing Canadian hospitals

with an emergency treatment
manual for drug crisis.

Drug Crisis Treatment

,

pre-

pared in conjunction with the

('anadian Medical Association, is

intended for use hy doctors and
nurses when faced with acute
cases of drug chemical poison-

ing.

The manual, an extension of an
earlier first-aid guide had Trips.

Freakouts and Overdoses, is also

being provided free of charge to

all medical and nursing schools

in the country.

The C’MA will a: .i t in an
annual revision of the matcr^aj

in the manual, which has been
produced in a loose-leaf bind<

form to ease revision.
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Fetal alcohol syndrome

Alcoholic fathers also affect their children
By Jean McCann

ACAPULCO— If a father drinks

heavily, he may cause birth

defects or fetal death in his off-

spring.

This startling addition to exist-

ing information about the fetal

alcohol syndrome — and the con-

clusion that father as well as

mother may be responsible for

fetal wastage and defects — was
presented here to the World Con-

gress of the International Com-
mission for the Prevention of

Alcoholism and Drug Depen-
dency.

F. M. Badr, a geneticist at the

University of Kuwait, and form-

erly at the Worcester Foundation

for Experimental Biology in

Massachusetts, reported:

• A clinical study at St Vincent’s

Hospital in Worcester, showed
more birth defects in 52 families

where the father was a heavy
drinker as compared to 50 control

families; and,

• numerous animal studies

which correlate alcohol dosage
with both spontaneous abortion

and birth defects.

Dr Badr later told The Journal
the birth defects seen in children

of alcoholic fathers in Mas-
sachusetts “were very much
like those seen in the fetal alcohol

syndrome. We could not establish

such a relationship between the

drinking behavior of the father

and spontaneous abortion, as we
did in animals, but this might be

in large measure due to the small-

ness of the sample size.

“We expect now to extend to a

more extensive study, involving

perhaps 2,000 families, in order
to establish this.”

Dr Badr said the findings in his

animal experiments, however,
were quite conclusive — as were
studies with human cells.

“We actually cultured human
lymphocyte cells in vitro, in dif-

ferent dosages of alcohol, and we
found that when we exposed
these cells to something like 150

ml of alcohol — about a glass or

more — this did indeed cause
chromo.somal aberrations.

Dr Badr said the role of alcohol

as a genetic mutagen was evident

in his animal experiments.

When mice were dosed with
varying amounts of alcohol, and
then mated with virgin mice of

the same inbred strain, the result

was more birth defects in the

most heavily-treated group.

The mutagenicity of alcohol
was emphasized with the case of

“a male treated with alcohol who
was crossed to a female 10 days

after the treatment, and the off-

spring had limb deformities and
some deformities in the skull

which were expressed as bulgings

over the head.”

Dr Badr noted the animat
studies revealed certain periods

of the spermatogenesis cycle

were more vulnerable: “Our data

suggest that two particular

stages of spermatogenesis —
spididymal spermatozoa, and late

spermatids, are the most sen-

sitive stages to the action of alco-

hol as far as dominant lethal

mutation is concerned.

“Another important con-
clusion reached from this work is

that the higher the dose of alco-

hol intake, the more severe is the

effect produced in terms of intra-

uterine death, which is a typical

finding for a potentially

mutagenic substance.”

There has been too little

research in the area of genetic

damage caused by alcohol — per-

haps due to fear of finding out

the truth. Dr Badr told the con-

ference.

“The aspect of possible genetic

involvement of alcohol on pren-

atal as well as postnatal life, and
whether it would produce a wider

range of genetic damage besides

dominant lethal mutations, needs

to be investigated much further.

“The latter type of mutation,

dominant lethals, has been
regarded as imposing no genetic

hazards on man since they merely
result in abortions.”
“The incidence of spontaneous

abortions in many populations is

about 20%. Drinking has, there-

fore, to be considered as one of

the significant factors which
might contribute to this wastage
of human lives.”

The men involved in the study
at St Vincent’s alcohol clinic,

were drinking at least four drinks

a night, but the mothers were not
drinkers. The two parameters
tested were the frequency of

birth defects and the incidence of

abortion in the first trimester.

“This model of experiment
does exclude any teratogenic
effect as only sperm of the male
has been subjected to the alcohol

circulating in the blood of the

treated individual, and it is the

transmission of the damaged
hereditary material of the sperm
that usually results in either in-

compatibility of the conceived
embryo, or interference with in-

trauterine development,” ex-

plained Dr Badr.

“A survey of this nature, but on
a much wider scale, coupled with
working out a mathmatical model
for analyzing the derived data, is

inevitable to settle this matter,

and reveal beyond doubt the role

of alcohol in contributing to

man’s role in raising malformed

Babies with aicohoi effect wiii increase

with more drinking and better detection
ACAPULCO — Babies with
fetal alcohol syndrome will in-

crease in number because young
women are “drinking more, and
drinking earlier,” the World
Congress of the International
Commission on Alcoholism and

L. A. Senseman
Drug Dependency was told here.

L. A. Senseman, director of the

mental health center of the Ad-
ventist Medical Center in Glen-
dale, California, blamed the
drinking increase in part on
“lowering the age of drinking in

some states to 18” and on
“seductive advertising of the
liquor industry”.

He said the increase in the
fetal alcohol syndrome, with its

various physical and mental
effects, may also result from
greater awareness of its exis-

tence on the part of doctors.

Children with minor effects of

the syndrome may now be recog-

nized whereas formerly they
would have been overlooked, he
said.

Dr Senseman said a Medline
computer search of the litera-

ture about fetal alcohol syn-
drome in the last four years
yielded more than 50 articles.

Information obtained from the

literature search showed mental
deficiency was common, and the

most serious result to the baby of

the alcoholic mother. Psychomo-
tor disturbances, or tremulous-

ness, considerable retardation of

height and weight, and an in-

creased frequency of birth
defects were common also.

“The effected children often

fail to thrive in terms of survival,

neonatal adaptation, brain func-

tion, and growth. There has

definitely been an increase in

perinatal mortality, and the sur-

viving infants often have diffi-

culty in adjusting to extra-uter-

ine environment.” At postmor-
ten, recent findings have shown
central nervous system malfor-

mations, he added.

Dr Senseman said alcohol is

presentin the tissues of the fetus

at the same level as in those of

the mother, as shown by tests on
maternal and cord blood.

“One French doctor also

reported that he could smell
alcohol in the amniotic fluid, and
also on the baby’s breath".

Another unusual finding is

that of distinctive palmar
creases, he said. “It is interest-

ing that this work has been
duplicated in experimental labo-

ratory animals, and suggests that
the levels in the fetus are
directly related to the level of

unmetabolized alcohol.”

Some of the authors, con-
cluded Dr Senseman, “have pos-

tulated that a large number of
less severely affected children
of chronically alcoholic women
who manifest only mild degrees
of mental and growth
deficiency” may have the syn-
drome. Such children may, for

instance, have smaller heads or

lower weight or height.

or mentally retarded children, as

well as pregnancy wastage.

“The major finding of our
work is the detection of induced
dominant lethal mutations. This
particular type of mutation is

usually attributed to gross
chromosomal damage incompat-
ible with cell survival and propo-
gation.”

Dr Badr said the technique he
used to analyse data included the
use of two biological systems. The
first was based on detection of
micronuclei in certain stages of

maturation of red blood cells,

comparing control and alcohol-

treated groups in which chromo-
somal damage was shown with
alcohol ingestion. The second
biological system was the human
lymphocyte culture technique in

which blood samples from non-
alcoholic individuals were tre-

ated with low doses of alcohol in

vitro, and then incubated for 48
hours.

“Screening the first mitotic
field of these cultures has
revealed several types of
chromosomal aberration which
included chromatid breaks, iso-

chromatid breaks, fragments,
gaps, dicentrics, and translo-
cations. These different types
of chromosomal aberrations were
present in a much higher
frequency in the alcohol-treated

cultures than in the non-treated
cultures of the same donor.”
Dr Badr said these findings

should give greater support to

those involved in the prevention
and treatment of alcoholism.

“We scientists can provide and
present information, and it is

then the duty of (you) educators,
counsellors, psychiatrists,
sociologists and physicians to

handle that information and to

see that they are helping achieve
the goal of alcohol prevention.”

Starchy food and alcohol

—

artery disease warning

V.

ACAPULCO — Women on
high carboydrate diets should
be careful about their intake

of alcohol because of potential

artery disease in the logs,

according to US National In-

stitute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism director, Ernest P,

Noble.

Dr Noble told the World
Congre.ss of the International

Commission on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependency here
that Studies in Italv link ath»'-

rosclerosis in women with a

high carbohydrate intake.

“These women have a pro-

blem with the arteries of the
lower limbs," he said, “They
have a gn'at deal of trouble in

walking. This appears ^ be
directly relatt'd to the Uigh
food and .alcohol intake,

although these wianen are not

drinking tremendou.s amounts
(»f alcohol. I think they may
drink only a half litre of winea
day."

Worried husbands cost money
By Betty la>u Ia'c

ilAMi’LT()N~^--' If imlustry
helped to uncover the hidd(‘n

alcoholic wives <»f its workers, it

might !)(* to the companies’
financial advantage, the director

of a women’s crisis centre sug-

gests.

Marguerite O Konrke of Open
Arms Haven for Women and of

rrancois9-^gthlaum9

Oakway Half-Way House for

Women in Hamilton, says many
companies have programs to

detect alcoholic ('mi)loyees, and
conduct educational programs on
alcohol u.se.

“But I wonder how many in

dust rial accidents ar«‘ cau.si'd by
husbands worried atxiut an :ilco-

holic wife, or worn out liy tiying

to cope with the situation? I

wonder how much aliseiiteeism is

caii.sed by men having to gid the

kids off to school, or gidlmg her
to hospital?

"I wonder if it wouldn’t pay
(companies) to I'diicate em-
ployiM's about the alcoholic

wom.'in and where they can gel

help." $lie said at the 17th annual
Institute on Addiction Studies at

McMasli'r University,

’rh;il help isn't as availahli' for

fem.’iles .'IS it IS for males, judging
liy hef expenencu. Slie said

although Hamilton needs a

detoxication centre for women,
few people will lielieve then' is

such a need. They wouldn’t be-

lieve (here was a need for a

women’s crisis centre and half-

way house either, until she
opened them and was .swamped
with requests for help.

“Feinali' alcoholics are not

recognized because they're not

ai'ceptahle," she said.

She ('stimated that almost half

of llw local Alcoholics Ano
nymoiis memlx'is an' women, hut

(here an' few hushands at

mei'tings of Al Anon, and few
nu'ii sei'k Ix'lp for their ,'ilcoholic

wives. "Mayhe tlx'.v don't want to

admit they may he part of the
prohli'in"

I' lancoise Herthiaiimc. exe
cutivi' din'clor of tin' Canadian
l'oundalion on .Mcohol and Drug
DepeinlencK's, said that it is part

of (In' stereotype alxnit wonn'ii

drinki'i's to say they an' sin'akit'r

and slyer :ilx)ul their haint.

They nti' drinking on Hie jot)

sin' said Hut for large numtx'is
of them, that joli is at holin'

“It is less a matter of trying to

conceal it than it is a matter of

being socially assigned to a place

where the drinking is not as

publicly visible.

“The second factor is related to

the differential in attitude our
society has to dninkenness in

females and males . . . you
have to he pretty dumb, if you’re

a female alcoholic, to go out and
make yourself as visitile as pos-

sible."

Ms Hf'rthiaume said women
.siH'in to “catch" alcoholism from
their husbands more fn'qnently

than do husli.inds from wives.

For some women, the problem
may start with early life ex
perii'iu'i's that n'siilt in their

being dependent, vulneralile
IM'opIc who fantasize about mar
riage and then t.ike to tin' bottle

when faceil with its n'alitii's

.Such a woman finds in alcohol

a frii'iid who is .'ilways tht're.

available when she wants it with
out delay, and a source of dis

turhance to ix'ople around her.

With that potent a weapon to

fight back at a frustrating world,

"it is a wonder we don’t have
more women alcoholics .

”

Ms Berthiaume rix'ommended
more research on the effec-

tiveness of various treatment
nn'tlnxis with men and women.

.Alt hough some research indi-

cates male and female aleoholic.s

difli'r. "these diffi'ieiuvs are not

gein'ially reflated in treatment

programs. Treatmenl methods
originally designed for male
alcoholics arc not necessarily

effective in treating females."

One study indicated that

womi'ii ri'spoiid Ix'st to individual

therapy, while men prcfi'r group
(n'atmcnl situations, she noted.

In her ;14 .vears with Open
Arms Haven. Mrs O’Kourke has

found (hat women alcoholics in

gciit'ral have low self-esteem,

have trouble communicating, are

dependent on others, and don't

know how to handle anger.
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Police are having trouble with new legislation
HAMILTON — Ontario’s new
Liquor Licence Act is having

some unforeseen effects.

Fewer people are being

charged with public drunken-
ness, but more are being charged

with other offences so police may

get bothersome drunks off the

streets.

Police are being taunted by
youths and drunks waving open
bottles at them, knowing they
can’t be arrested.

And the public is getting in-

creasingly annoyed at the in-

ability of police to remove drunks
from public places.

The repercussions of the
changed laws, which came into

effect Jan. 1, were outlined by
two Hamilton-Wentworth Re-

gional Police officers at sepa-

rate sessions during the 17th
annual Institute on Addiction
Studies at McMaster University.

Staff Sgt. Fred Pawluk of the

vice squad said the region
previously averaged 4,200 arrests

for public drunkenness a year.

This year the total will be about
1,000 fewer, because a person
can’t be arrested just for being
drunk in public — he must be a

danger to himself or other per-

sons.

“So if a drunk is yelling at

pedestrians, and he’s not harm-
ing himself or others, how do you
get him off the street? You arrest

him for a criminal offence, like

creating a disturbance.

“I don’t know if this is good
legislation or not. Perhaps for

the derelicts it just adds to a long
list of offences. But for the guy
who goes on a toot once in a blue
moon, it seems serious to give
him a criminal record. The police

officer lays the charge to solve a

situation — he’s under pressure
to get the guy off the street.”

Staff Sgt. Pawluk admitted
that the situation may also tend
to mask the public drunkenness
problem in statistics, since
drunks charged with criminal
offences won’t appear as such.

He said the “public is incensed”
at the sight of motorcycle gangs
and drunks flaunting open beer.

Trailers deliver doorstep drug info
HAMILTON — A trailer pro-

gram that began in response to

the drug crisis in 1970 has been

converted to serve a broader pur-

pose in helping Ontario com-
munities understand their young
people.

The trailers are now called

Youth Information Centres, are

staffed by young married coup-

les, and spend a week or more of

each summer in parks and plazas

(from page 1)

While critics of the roadside

tests argue this violates an in-

dividual’s civil rights, supporters

of the law, including federal jus-

tice minister, Ron Basford, argue
that drunken driving is a grave

(from page 1)

than because of medical con-
sequences which are severe but
not necessarily catastrophic.”

Awareness is also increasing of

the serious health consequences
of alcohol and tobacco use, he
said.

“The direction we are going
and need to go is to view sub-
stance abuse in terms of health

and social consequences, to move
towards eliminating legal dis-

tinctions between drugs, so even-

tually we have a situation where
efforts are made to discredit
equally use of heroin, tobacco.

Peter Bourne

when they are invited into com-
munities.

The program is conducted by
Alcohol and Drug Concerns, Inc.,

but is concerned with more than
chemical abuse problems. By in-

viting youth in to chat about their

ideas, problems, and attitudes

towards their communities, the

trailer staff is able to make
objective assessments, and sugg-

est community services.

and continuing threat to other

drivers and pedestrians, and
therefore requires this sort of

legal approach.

Despite the 1969 breathalyzer

test law, which involves police

station testing, a 1974 federal

alcohol, and marijuana. And a

situation where you provide tre-

atment equally.

“The heroin addict should be
treated the same as someone with
lung cancer. Both are drug casu-

alties and the person with lung
cancer should not be viewed as

more socially desireable than the

person needing treatment for the

effects of using heroin.

“I doubt we’ll get a totally equal

system. I don’t think we’ll

criminalize or make illegal use of

alcohol and tobacco. But, cer-

tainly we are going to bring
heroin and marijuana closer in

line so we tend to view them in the

same light.”

Earlier, in an address to the

27th annual meeting of the Alco-

hol and Drug Problems Associ-

ation of North America, Dr
Bourne referred to the recog-

nition that the war against drug
abuse is not one that can be won.

“We’re in a long-term battle and
accept the idea, as we do with in-

dividual patients, that substance

abuse is a chronic relapsing con-

dition. We’ve learned not to look

on it as an all or nothing.

“We have also demonstrated

our ability to squander money
remarkably.”

Paul Lemon, 23-year-old coor-

dinator of the program, says it

isn’t a matter of telling people
what they should do.

“A community has ultimately

to solve its own problems. I look
on the trailer as a catalyst, to

make initial contact with youth,

and to get a picture of them, then
to bring adults and youth
together to design a program
suitable to their particular needs.

transport department survey

found as many as one in 12

drivers were legally impaired and
about 25% of drivers interviewed

in eight provinces had been
drinking— this, despite the more
than 100,000 convictions under
the breath test law.

Another survey revealed that

almost 40% of 1,725 traffic

accident victims in five provinces

in 1973 were driving while im-

paired.

Another part of the new road-

side breath test law allows judges

to grant conditional discharges to

offenders who agree to treatment

for alcoholism. Technically, a

discharge means there is no con-

viction, although there is still a

criminal record. There has been

some concern already expressed

about the adequacy of available

alcoholism treatment facilities in

many provinces.

In an ironic sidelight to the

drinking driving problem, it has

been observed that automobile

injuries and fatalities in Ontario

this year have fallen sharply,

suppo.sedly as a result of tougher

enforcement of the breath test

law, reduced highway speed
limits, mandatory .seat belt legis-

lation. and a reduction in driving

because of soaring gasoline

prices.

But the reduction in fatal auto

accidents has sparked a com-
plaint from medical authorities

who have grown to depend upon
car fatality victims as a source of

kidneys and other organs u.sed in

surgicial transplants. Surgeons
are reporting a growing list of

patients now awaiting kidney
donors as Ontario starts to bring

traffic accidents under control.

We give them our experience,
impressions, conclusions, percep-

tions, and suggestions.”

There are now three trailers,

operating at a cost of $500 each a

week. A local sponsoring group
pays $300 a week, and ADC sup-

plies the rest.

Sponsors have included town
councils, ministerial groups, and
service clubs. Before a trailer

arrives in a community, Mr
Lemon contacts police, parks,

recreation, and civic officals to

explain the program and its pur-

pose.

“Since we’re not associated

with any particular church, or

the Y, or any other group in the

community, young people don’t

attach any automatic conno-
tation to us,” he says. “This can

be particularly valuable in small

communities.”

The trailer staff sends a writ-

ten report to its sponsor after it

leaves. In one community, its

visit resulted in a place for young
peopletomeet undersupervision.

In another, the police department
named a liaison officer for youth.

In some areas, trailer staff are

able to tell young people about

facilities and services they had no

idea existed.

Age matters

in fatalities
(from page 1

)

about 22 times the risk; for the 45
- 49 age group, again slightly

higher to 22 times the risk; and

the over 50 age group is about .39

times the risk.

The point of the study is that no
matter the age group, drunken
drivers run a significantly gre-

ater risk of a fatal accident than

the average non-impaired driver.

The statistical catch, of cour.se,

is that the drunken driver on the

road is very likely to hit a car with

non-impaired drivers in it,

thereby actually increasing the

risks of death for everyone,
drunk or otherwise.

If there was .some way to

eliminate the non-impaired fatal

driver accidents from the stati.s-

tics, the risks of death among the

impaired drivers would be even
higher.

Roadside tests draw critics’ ire

Health and social issues

more important than legal

wine, and liquor bottles at police.

The public doesn’t understand
that under the new act, it is no
longer an offence to have an open
bottle in public, it’s only an
offence to be seen drinking from
it.

“They’re careful not to take a

sip while we’re watching,” the
officer said of those who taunt
the police.

Constable Terence Sullivan of
'

the crime prevention bureau said

the new act may also mean a

decrease in the number of alco-

holics taken to detox centres. Un-
der the old regulations, police
could take someone to a detox
centre rather than arrest him.
“However, I believe that if a

person is going to be arrested for

the protection of self or others, he
will likely have to be incarcer-

ated, or at least detained until

such time as he sobers enough to

be processed for release.”

In 1974, 12% of those arrested

for public drunkenness in the
Hamilton region were taken to

the detox centre, and that
number was limited by available

space. This year, he estimated,
referrals will not reach half that

figure.

The new act “allows the skid

row drunk to roam about undis-

turbed forces the public

to bear with the inebriates who
always seem to clutter the public

parks and streets .... and
(means) you can hardly walk in

the public parks now without
falling over an empty beer or

liquor bottle,” Constable Sulli-

van said.

Commenting on the reduced
drinking age in Ontario, the con-

stable said it has changed the
whole hotel culture.

“It is my opinion that in com-
paring the turned-21 drinker of

the past with the turned-18
drunker of the present, the latter

has less control of himself
emotionally and physically when
drinking.

“The incidents of assaults on
police by the youthful drinker
have increased I feel

that the present age of drinking

has to be reviewed seriously, for

it may be time that the age was
once again raised to 21 years.”

Both officers noted that the

mean age of the skid row drunk is

becoming younger each year.

“We’re getting more alcoholics

in the 15- to 18-year-old bracket,”

said Staff Sgt. Pawluk. “By 18,

some of them are literally skid

row derelicts. We know 18 such

alcoholics in the city now.”

One positive change he saw in

the new Liquor Licence Act was
requiring a family court hearing

before someone can be placed on

the Interdicted List. Previously,

police were often asked to make
such decisions when wives made
complaints about alcoholic hus-

bands, “and I didn’t feel

qualified”.

Constable Sullivan said the

per.son can be placed on the list if

by excessive drinking he “mis-

spends, wastes, or le.ssens his es-

tate, or injures his health, or in-

terrupts the peace and happiness

of his family”. This could apply to

15% of the Canadian population,

he added, but the Liquor Board’s

policy is to investigate tho-

roughly, and relatively few
approvals are given.

Terry Sullivan
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Heroin-a global game
HONG KONG — She’s French and her name is Marie. Her hair is a darkish

red — a fashionable color in a fashionable cut — and her nail polish is still

unchipped.

But, she’s lying sick and pale above the busy streets of Hong Kong in a

crowded little room where women are invited — perhaps allowed — to

come and try to kick their heroin habits.

The centre is rtm by the Society tor the Aid and Rehabilitation of Drug
Addicts (SARDA). A social worker — one who works mainly with European
women who come here (“No, we haven’t had a Canadian yet’’) — is trying

to talk Marie into staying.

But she is on the other side of the world from France and home and all

she really wants to do is get back to the street and her boyfriend-supplier.

If she insists, she’ll be allowed to leave.

About an hour’s drive from Hong Kong’s Suzie Wong district and Marie’s

struggle — maybe — to get rid of her habit, is Tai Lam Centre for Women.
It’s part of the Hong Kong prisons department system and the only prison

tor women in the colony.

Here, with 100-odd other women lives Bonnie who is Chinese. She is 17

and pretty and shy and admits in halting English that if she looks fit it may
be because in the tew months she has been here she has gained about 1

6

pounds — enough to get her weight up to what it should be.

She’s here because she’s a criminal — a thief. She is also an ex-addict.

For how long remains to be seen but at the prospect of leaving soon, her

face, her eyes, brighten.

Whatever else Marie and Bonnie are, they are losers in an ugly intern-

ational game with many players in many countries but few winners.

If they had read the newspapers this week, they might have read about
three other losers — American drug couriers about to go on trial in a Soviet

court on charges of smuggling 72 pounds of heroin through Moscow
airport.

The three face up to 10 years in a Soviet prison, the papers say. While
pleading guilty, one of the three apologizes — to his family, his friends, his

country — tor shaming them. And himself.

At the same time in Hong Kong, officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police are among top enforcement agents from around the world who have
just torn apart a multi-million dollar heroin ring.

It isn’t perhaps a good week tor Marie, Bonnie, and thousands like them
but, on the face of it, it’s a good week for law enforcement.
And yet, heroin abuse is spreading.

Dr Peter Bourne, a consultant to the US Drug Abuse Council and a
leading figure on the international drug scene, talked recently about the
relentless spread of heroin addiction into Latin America, Africa, Europe,
and Asia, and said it poses a serious threat to the future of many small as
well as established nations.

We need to begin to see the problem as one which must be dealt with on
a worldwide basis, said Dr Bourne.
Another international authority is H. David Archibald, formerly executive

director of the Addiction Research Foundation of Ontario, for the past year
on special assignment with the World Health Organization.
He calls drug abuse a moving target and says that in Hong Kong, in

Burma, in Pakistan, in Thailand, in Europe — in some areas where there
has never before been a major heroin problem — heroin abuse is increas-
ing significantly.

"Opium production in Southeast Asia is not a factor isolated to this part

of the world. To the hill tribe in Thailand, opium is a cash crop — one that

finds its ultimate payoff In Vancouver and Toronto, Detroit and Hong Kong
and Amsterdam,

"It is in our own very selfish interests to be concerned."
Like strands of quicksilver, heroin slips down to to touch the lives ol

people on every continent. Enforcement agencies grasp the illusive

threads occasionally and may be grateful they’ve made some small con-
tribution.

But, they can’t touch the demand.
H. David Archibald again: "We mobilize law enforcement resources to

protect us at our borders . , , but give little more than lip service to the
needs for treatment, rehabilitation, research, and education, that would
allow us to reduce the demand lor drugs”
Many International efforts, he says, have gone Into breaking up various

opium and heroin trafficking networks. But, almost nothing of con-
sequence has been done to alleviate the health and social conditions that

prompt people to use drugs.

<P « »

Three weeks after Marie lett the SARDA centre In Hong Kong to return to

drugs, the Alcohol and Drug Problems Association of North America held

its annual meeting In New Orleans
For the first time and In the (orm ol Its Recognition Award for 1976, It

gave Its otficlal stamp ol approval to prevention oKorts.

Dr Helen Nowlls, the recipient ol the award, Is director, division ol drug
education, health, and nutrition, department ol health, education, and
weltnre, Ottice ot Education, Washington
Sho believes drug abuse may be motivated by a need tor slow selt-des-

trur.llon and lor the adult person to be sate the child must tirst be rescued
Sho believes in beginning at the beginning.

It education and prevenlloh, along the Nowlls lines, got the attention, the

funds, the support that has law entorcemeni, and on a global scale. It could

only help . not Bonnie and Marie but their children, and the children of

others like them.

“Guess we’d quit smoking if it didn’t make us feel so glamorous’’.

inside Science
Patricia Erickson *

IN NOVEMBER 1974, the Canadian
government introduced a neweaiinabis
law, Bill S-19. This marked the first

time since 19‘2.’l that cannabis had been
separated legislatively from the ojriate

narcotics and cocaine. This bill pro-

posed to remove cannabis from the

Narcotic Control Act (NCA) and place
it in a special section of the Food &
Druij Act (EDA) separate from con-

trolled and resiriefed drugs. After dis-

cussion and modification in the Senate,

Bill S-19 was frtrwarded to the House of

Commons. Altbougb it remains on the

order |)aper of Parliament, it may die

Ihere at the end of this session (The
Journal, Se|)(emb(>r).

To answer the question of whether
this or any new caniiahis law would
dccriuininlui’ Hie offence of simple
ixissessioii, we nei'd to understand the

eoiicepl of rninin<i/i. <ition.

('rimiiiali/.ation can he seen as

resniliiig from the process leading to a

finding of gnill with respect to a

criminal offenci' and Ihi' coiisi'qncnces

which follow the assignment of gnill.

Dt'crmiinali/alioii might he di'iiion

strali'd by either a ri'diiclioii in the
sevi'rity of sentences awardi'd or a

decrea.se in the iinmher of criminals

productHl.

When changes in both measures are
occurring at the same time, however,
the degree of decriminalization would
depend on the ndative weighting of the
two eompoiieiits.

To judge the likely impact of the hilt

which would move eannahis from the
NCA to the EDA, the proposals may bo
examined in relation to past erimiiiali-

zalion patterns of simple possession
under the NCA. It is important to keep
in mind that the proposed amendment,
like the seelions currently in (he ED.A
IM'rtaiiiiiig to eontrollod and restricted

dings, would still create crtnnnal
offences, ’The same types of penalties

(eg. fine, probation, discharge) and
the samt' broad police (lowers as found
in the NCA (e.g. Writ of .Assislaiiee

which confers the right to .search dwell-
ings) would still he in effect. Since
legalization requires the irmoval of a

pmhihited activity from the reach of

criminal sanction and the snhsliintion

of some form of regulatory controls,

till' new hill would not move eannahis in

dial diri'clion

In considering the (lossihle effi'cts of

the pro|)oscd law on criminalization
resniling from sentence, changes both
111 the law "on the hooks" and the law

Si
“in action" must!*

A change in U J

may or may noD
judges. P'or insu

pnu'ision intsalM

Ihh'ii widely ^plil

tory penalties are-i

sentencing optln

decides the .sen'i

hand, shifts in se!
occur within exis i

Thus, docriinirt

sequences of li

requires a oou-sid

ixmtent of the Ia*J

tcnccs awardixt.

major [irovisionsH

CCS for simple pesp

• The first channiP

hill would ho cliiiii

able o|)tion. leavili

choice hut to preos

viclion. This woiji

charged with pJs

longer he subjiHf i

maximum jail teU

dor the N('.\. Hov'

of all those impri.^t'

since 1970 have L'

two years or more
• A second provi"!

to establish maxii i
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New treatment cures addicts’ cravings
BARCELONA, Spain — Ten
long-term drug abusers have
apparently been completely
elieved of their craving for
drugs by combination therapy
vith two narcotic antagonists

alpha r—'<hvl tara tyrocine
also called

bom Cleveland Clinic psychia-
trist who has been treating the
addicts at the University of
Barcelona Hospital since
March.
The treatment not only

records for abusing cocaine,
morphine, heroin, and amphe-
tamines for from three to 17
years.

Cleveland Clinic phys'

now hope to gel pe'
—

'

test the double d
' IT-*- -

The Journal, June i, 1976

a “tremendous step” in the treatment of heroin addicts.

CLEVELAND — Jose Pozuelo, a dark-

eyed, intense man of Spanish birth, is a

regular commuter between his office

here in the Cleveland Clinic, where he is

a staff psychiatrist, and his other office

in Barcelona, Spain.

Word of his work (The Journal, June )

leaked out a little early to suit Dr
Pozuelo, who only began his small pilot

study on the use of two therapeutic drugs
— alpha-methyl-paratyrosine (AMPT)
and fusaric acid — this spring. But news
of the discovery spread quickly after he

spoke to a staff meeting. at the Univer-

sity of Barcelona, telling how addicts had
lost all craving for narcotics.

He first began his research into the

actions of therapeutic drugs in addicted

monkeys, about six years ago.

In an interview in his suburban home
here. Dr Pozuelo agreed to give The
Journal fuller details of the break-

through:

On what kinds of addicts did you use

your therapeutic drugs?

They were abusers of heroin, amphe-
tamines, methadone, and other drugs,

for a period of from three to 17 years.

One example was a heroin addict who
was mainlining up to one gram a day, and
using cocaine and other drugs.

Did these addicts want to take part in

the study?

They very much wanted to. They were all

involved voluntarily.

What was your protocol?

We transferred the heroin-dependent
patients to maintenance doses of

morphine, so as to get the baseline
requirement for narcotics for each
patient.

Also, during the initial week, we
studied catecholamine levels, urinary
pH, and other constants. In those who
were to be on AMPT, we wanted to

alkalinize the urine to about 8, to avoid

the crystalluria which has been reported

with this drug.

After the baseline was determined, we
then raised the doses of AMPT or fusaric

- acid, until they reached predetermined
therapeutic levels, or until the patient

lost his craving for the addictive drug,

’'’starting doses of AMPT, in the first six

patients we studied, were 50 mg/kg of

body weight per day, which was in-

creased gradually by 25 mg/ kg every two
days. The starting dose of fusaric acid

was 5/mg/kg per day, given in four
divided doses.

Morphine addicts were also main-
tained on morphine, until the dosage of

AMPT was close to 80 mg/ kg of body
weight, or the fusaric acid was at about
10 mg/kg.
Amphetamine addicts were main-

tained on amphetamines until a ther-

apeutic level of 100/mg/ kg of AMPT or
15 mg/kg for fusaric acid was achieved,
at which point the addictive drugs were
withdrawn.
The patients have been maintained on

the therapeutic drugs for varying
lengths of time, because the correct time
is still evolving. In the first 10 patients, I

would say it is for about 10 days.
0

How long have the patients been off

both hard drugs and the therapeutic
drugs?
At this time, the longest is for several

weeks.

Did all patients require about the same
dosages of the therapeutic drugs?
In the fusaric acid, you could go from
700mg to 1 grams, and in the alpha-
methylparatyrosine, the range is from
nine to 12 grams. These are the usual
ranges, given orally.

How did you decide which patient
should get which drug?
We did this randomly, in these first 10

patients. The only exception was in one
patient who had a renal stone. Since
AMPT had been reported to cause crys-

tals in the urine, we put that patient on
fusaric acid.

Did you see any side effects?

We watched carefully for these, and
proceeded very cautiously in the first

three patients before increasing the
dose. I thought maybe we would see

nausea and hypotension. What we did see

was a very mild hypotension in two of the

patients on AMPT, and nervousness, and
perhaps one case of depression —
although this patient was depressed
prior to taking the drug— on the fusaric

acid.

Do you think these patients will need to

come back for a “booster” later?

First of all, I know that what we have
done here is not a vaccination, and it’s

also not like Antabuse, because patients

can have the drug and a narcotic at the

same time without any shock. Therefore,

I am assuming they could take up the use

of drugs again. That’s why you also have
to consider psychosocial rehabilitation

of the addict.

What about cost of this treatment?
It is very expensive now, as we’re doing
it. About $500 a day. We hope to get a

grant which will help with this, if we are

able to do studies in the United States.

In your experience so far, which drug is

the best?

Well, this is a very short followup, but in

my experience the one that is producing
less side effects, and which seems to be
better tolerated, is the AMPT. In my
animal studies, I thought the fusaric

acid would be better, but no.

What are these drugs used for, ordinar-

ily?

These are not something you can get in

the pharmacy, although they were dis-

covered some years back. They were used
then for hypertension, but their effect

was very mild, and so they did not get

into clinical use. AMPT has also been
used in other conditions such as

pheochromocytoma and in Hunting-
ton’s chorea, but in my opinion, always in

mgh doses that were not big enough.

Then could you use other hypertensive
drugs for this purpose?
We did use.aldomet, but it did not pro-

duce any results.

How do you believe these mew ther-

apeutic drugs are working? Are they
taking over opiate receptor sites, for

example?
I am’ familiar with the work on receptor

sites, but I have taken another approach.

Rather I have taken an approach to tre-

atment to see in what way the pools of

catecholamines could be increased in

morphine and in amphetamine addic-

tion. Instead of influencing the receptor

directly, what we are trying to do is per-

haps influence them indirectly by
manipulating the pool of catecholami-

‘ Detoxes work’
To the Editor:

The Pennsylvania Association of

Residential Detoxication Directors

range in philosophies and milieus from

social setting withdrawal units (the

Toronto model) to modified medical

units. The commonality we share is that

houses are mostly residential in struc-

nes. Since both AMPT and fusaric acid

interfere with the synthesis of catecho-

lamines — what we are trying to do is to

normalize the content of these brain

hormones, by using these drugs.

Have there been studies showing in

what way the catecholamine pools in a

heroin addict, for instance, differ from
those of a non-addicted person?

We are tr>'ing to do this exact thing, but

we won’t have the results for two to three

years. First, we’re working on treatment.

Where will you go now, with this study?
We are continuing the study, which is

going on with the close cooperation bet-

ween the Cleveland Clinic and the Uni-
versity of Barcelona, where it was
officially presented. We hope this

cooperation continues, because things

can be done better in Spain, and I have
had their entire cooperation. The Cleve-

land Clinic was also anxious to give their

support, and their research committee,
and human studies committee, and the

board of governors, have been able to

grasp the implications of this research.

Do you believe you have discovered the

“real answer” to heroin addiction?

I think this is a tremendous step. You
cannot redeem the addict while he has to

fight the torture of continuous craving,

or bear the suffering and unbearable
pain of the withdrawal. I think this is a

treatment which is effective in abolish-

ing the craving for the drug, and the

manifestations of the withdrawal. Also,

the addicts are very anxious to be tre-

ated.

But one cannot suppose that one who
has been a dealer for five years, or the

one who is really incorporated into the

culture of the addict, will not require a

little more help of a psychosocial nature,

in addition to the therapeutic drug.

ture and are removed from institutional

environments and settings. At least

eight of our members including myself,

emulate the Toronto model.

I am deeply indebted to the Addiction

Research Foundation of Ontario for the

research and development that went into

the refinement of the houses. I am
also extremely grateful for the

(continued on page 12)
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a first offence and $1,000 for a sub-

sequent one. This reduces by $500 the
maximum penalty now possible for

first offenders under the NCA. While
fines are a popular judicial choice for

this offence, having been awarded in

about 70% of all cases from 1970 to

1975, the actual amounts are not
reported. However, indications are
they rarely approach the maximum
figure and likely average in the $50 to

$100 range.

A related proposal, added in the Sen-
ate, was to make discharge automatic
for first offenders. In 1975 fewer than
one in four people sentenced for simple
possession throughout Canada
received a discharge, though more than
half in Ontario did so. Thus, the sub-

stitution of discharge for conviction
would have a greater impact in some
provinces than others. Since discharge
does create a type of criminal record, it

remains to be established to what ex-

tent the consequences associated with
discharge may be less severe than tho.se

for a conviction and fine.

• A third provision of the new bill

would no longer permit jail sentences

except in default of payment of a fine.

The practical effect of this measure
depends on whether people are still

being sentenced to jail for possession.

Such is indeed the case. While the pro-

portion of jail sentences for simple
possession of cannabis has declined

steadily (from 46% of a total of 1,378

sentences in 1968 to 4% of 25,056 in

1975), the number of people being im-

prisoned has actually increased. Twice

as many people were jailed in 1975 as in

1970. A jail term was the sentence in

1974 for 999 offenders and in 1975 for

1,094. Since the most severe con-

sequences are associated with incar-

ceration, the potential significance of

this provision should not be underes-

timated. If the total number of senten-

ces remained constant, a shift in .sen-

tencing patterns from jail to fines and

discharge should have the effect of

reducing the overall amount of

criminalization.

This discussion suggests that the

provisions in the new cannabis bill do

represent, at least in theory, efforts to

decriminalize the offence of simple

posse.ssion by decreasing the severity of

maximum penalties. In practice, how-

ever, most sentences being awarded

under present legislation are well

within the framework of the proposed

bill. In many ways, the FDA amend-
ment would do little more than recog-

nize and formalize existing sentencing

practices.

The most significant features of the

bill, if it is reintroduced and passed, are

those which would abolish imprison-

ment and make discharge automatic

for first offenders. It must be consid-

ered, though, that the decriminalizing

effect of these measures could be off.set

in two ways — if a large proportion of

those fined went to jail for non-pay-

ment, and if the consequences of dis-

charge, as yet undocumented, turned

out to be no less harmful than those for

conviction.

Thus far, the possible effect of the

new law on criminalization through the

number of criminals produced has not

been considered here. While this is a

difficult area in which to make fore-

casts, it can be suggested that the FDA
amendment may contribute indirectly

to an increase in charges and convic-

tions. When drug offence penalties

considered too harsh are reduced, the

police may become more willing to

charge, the crown to prosecute, and the

judge/jury to convict. The result would
be an increase in criminalization
reflected by a rise in the recorded crime
rate for the offence of cannabis
possession.

In summary, the decline in severity

of sentences for simple possession in

the past decade has been accompanied

by dramatic rises in the number of

recorded offences. Thus, the total

amount of criminalization imposed un-

der the NCA may have Ijeen increasing.

The first apparent break in the .spiral

occurred in 1975, when convictions

declined slightly in Canada overall,

though not in every province. The new
bill, if perceived by criminal justice

personnel as “softening” penalties,

could have the effect of inflating one

aspect of criminalization — the num-
bers of offenders. At the same time, it

could reduce the consequences to them
by providing milder sentences.

*Ms Erickson
is a re-

searcher in

criminology

with the Ad-
diction

Research
Foundation

of Ontario.
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Israeli alcoholics

The number of people being tre-

ated for alcoholism in Israel has
doubled since 1965, according to

The Jewish Chronicle. The 1975
figure was 144 alcoholic patients,

compared with 70 cases 10 years

before.

Disco drinkers

Tequilla, also known as Mexican
fire water, is catching on as the

“in thing” to drink in the south of

England. Promoters are concen-

trating their initial efforts in dis-

cotheques, suggesting cola and
lime as the ideal mix.

Pay day play

The Papua-New Guinea Com-
mission of Inquirj' into Alcoholic

Drink has told Courts to order
that a wife, whose husband
habitually drinks to excess,
receive a portion of the cash wage

Chronic alcoholism treatment

of her spouse for the support of
her children and herself.

Pale ale

Saudi Arabia has negotiated with
an English brewery to purchase
non-alcoholic beer, since Mos-
lems are prohibited from drink-

ing alcohol. The new brew will be
made from hops, malt, sugar, and
water, but the yeast will be omit-

ted so that the fermentation
process which produces alcohol

will not occur.

Behavior therapy may help at several stages
By Lynn Payer

PARIS — Behavior therapy may
be useful at several levels in the

treatment of chronic alcoholism.

Dr Isidore Pelc, of the Psychiat-

ric Institute, Hopital Brugmann,
Brussels, has said here.

Dr Pelc told the 10th Inter-

national Psychotherapy Con-

gress:

• Behavior therapy can help in

the analysis of drinking habits,

and in the modification of these

habits by manipulation of en-

vironmental contingencies.

• It can help the severe alco-

holic, who is frequently deficient

in social competence, to acquire

such competence, and
• it can teach self-control tech-

niques useful in maintaining
either total abstinence or con-

trolled drinking.

Dr Pelc, who reported his ex-

periences with a group of 12 alco-

holics studied for more than a

year, said there were several
reasons which led him to con-

sider behavior therapy for alco-

holics.

“In the first place, drinking is,

in fact, a behavior.”

In addition, experimental
psychologists showed some years

ago that alcoholics are very sen-

sitive to field dependency. Dr
Pelc said.

“The clinical extrapolation of

this notion would indicate the

strong reactivity of these patients

to the contingencies, and to

modifications of their immediate
and usual environment.”
The “event excuse,” where any

AUCKLAND, NZ — Fifteen
percent of alcoholics treated in a

12-week inpatient program were
apparently controlling their
drinking two years later.

This proportion was in addition

to an abstinence rate in 41% of

the women and 29% of the men,
said Robert .I.M, Crawford, medi-

cal officer at Queen Mary
Hospital, llanmer Springs, which
accepts patients on a voluntary
basis from all over New Zealand.

Results in .‘H.'l alcoholics — the

situation becomes an excuse for

drinking — “I drank because my
wife left, because I lost my job,

because I had problems,
because . . .

” — provides a good
illustration, he added.

“We believe that in many alco-

holics, these excuses merit more
attention, and should not simply

be seen as another reason to

drink.”

He explained that the 12 alco-

holics who began group behavior

therapy had all been pharmaco-
logically dependent on alcohol

and that most started the therapy

following hospital detoxification.

Eight were considered neurotic

alcoholics, three habitual alco-

holics, and one was both alcoholic

and psychopathic.

The therapy sessions took place

MUNICH — Hungary is trying to

come to grips with its rising alco-

holism problem by restricting the

sale of alcoholic beverages and
prohibiting advertising.

Effective Sept. 1 there was a

total ban on the sale or con-
sumption of beer, wine, and
spirits, either by the bottle or
glass, in the cafeterias, canteens,
snackbars and refreshment
rooms of all Hungarian business,
government, and educational in-

stitutions.

Simultaneously, a new decree
issued by the Hungarian Ministry
of Internal Trade in July,
prohibits publicity or adver-
tisements advocating the con-

hospital’s total admissions for

.

1971 — showed a success rate

comparable with that for many
serious medical and surgical con-

ditions, Dr Crawford reported in

the New Zealand Medical Jour-

nal.

He said all patients were off-

ered the same program, involving

education and the development of

p.sychological insight through in-

dividual, group, family, and
milieu therapy. Contact with
Alcoholics Anonymous was vigo-

every two weeks, for 90 minutes.

In the first phase, each group
member was called upon to name
the elements connected with his

drinking. This allowed the iden-

tification of certain danger states

or danger situations that led to

drinking.

If the alcoholic usually drinks

in a cafe after work, he should be
encouraged to change the usual

routine — perhaps to propose a

soft drink before he is offered an
alcoholic one, Dr Pelc told The
Journal in an interview. If

this doesn’t work, a more signifi-

cant change — such as going to

the movies after work instead of

to the cafe — should be tried.

In the second phase, attention

was directed towards behavioral

problems that may have played a

sumption of alcohol.

Until now, according to a 1972
law on the sale of alcohol, bottle

or glass dispensation-has been
banned only in the canteens and
cafeterias of factories, mines,
and construction sites. Sale was
permitted in the cafeterias and
snackbars of business and
government offices.

The legislation previously in

force also banned the sale of

alcoholic beverages in the
vicinity of industrial instal-

lations, at athletic facilities, on
public transportation and at rail-

way and bus stations.

The measure is aimed at what
Hungarians describe as “a

rously encouraged. Use of disul-

firam was encouraged but there

was no aversion therapy.

Of the 262 men and 51 women,
43% of the men and 57% of the

women were abstinent or ‘im-

proved’ two years later. The 29%
who could not be contacted were
assumed to have relapsed.

Of those who remained for the

full 12-wcek program, 47% of the

men and 60% of the women wore
either abstinent or improved.
Abstinence was defined as not

role in drinking and suitable
therapy was initiated. For
example, assertiveness training

was taught to individuals lacking
self-confidence, and exercises

that would help the expression of

emotions — particularly
aggression — were used for in-

dividuals who drank partly be-

cause they had difficulty in this

particular expression.

The third phase consisted of

patients bringing back to the
group the results of their ex-

periences in the outside world.

Of the original 12 patients, two
.could be considered failures be-

cause they left the group against

the therapist’s wishes. Two more
also left the group for individual

psychotherapy. Of the eight who
continued with the group, none

rapidly spreading national dis-

ease.”

According to recent findings by
the Hungarian National Com-
mittee on Alcohol Consumption,
there has been more than a 25%
increase in the per capita drink-

ing of Hungarians during the

past eight years.

In 1968, per capita con-
sumption was 7,8 litres of pure
alcohol annually, in 1974 it was
over 10 litres, and according to

Magyar Nemzet, a Hungarian
national daily, when the 1975
figures are compiled they will

show “a 26% increase over 1974.”

Hungarian sources place the

country at the top of the world

more than two short (less than
one week) relapses during the

first .vear and total abstinence
during the second year. ‘Im-

proved’ was used only where the

patient’s family or physician con-

Hrmcd an improvement in drink-

ing habits.

Dr Crawford said an alcoholic

whose marriage or de facto

relationship was intact at the

time of admission was twice as

likely as a single jx'rson to suc-

ceed in treatment.

had to be rehospitalized, with
|

most abstaining from alcohol but i

two drinking moderately without
loss of control.

Dr Pelc noted that predicting
which group members could be-

come controlled drinkers was ex-
j

tremely difficult. However, as
patients experimented with ,

drinking while they were still in

therapy, failures could still be I

recuperated.

An advantage to behavior ther-

apy, said Dr Pelc, is that since it is

to some extent individualized, it

would be applicable both in coun-
tries where alcoholism tends to be
a habit, such as France, and in

countries where there is a greater
tendency for alcoholism to be the
result of personality disorders, as

in the United States, I

approach i

league in consumption of distil-

led spirits, in third place for wine,
'

and fifth for beer.

It is now estimated that the
country has 150,000 alcoholics in

a population of 10 million.

Consumption has risen sharply
despite price increases for most
alcoholic beverages, and in

Budapest this is ascribed to the
dramatic improvement in the
country’s standard of living dur-

ing recent years — a result of the

introduction of the New Eco-
nomic Mechanism, the Commun-
ist world’s most effective system
of economic reform,

Hungarian authorities have
made various attempts to curb
alcohol abuse and to combat alco-

holism.

There is a total ban on driving

after drinking and it is sharply

enforced and observed.

When Hungarians go out in the

evening to dine, knowing they
will drink, they insist on going by
taxi or public transport.

In 1974 the Hungarian govern-

ment also passed a law calling for

compulsory treatment of alco-

holics.

The first of a series of “work-

therapeutic detoxification ” in-

stitutes was established at

Nagyfa, near Szeged last year. It

iscapableof accommodating 1,000

patients.

NZ inpatient program working well

Hungary takes firmer alcohol

Hong Kong establishes 1 2 ambulatory detoxes
By Lachlan lVIac<)uarrle

HONG KONG — This com-
munity has added a new
modality to its range of drug
Irealment .services — 12 new
ambulatory evening detoxifi-

cation centres ojicned in .lime

by the Hong Kong Medical and
H(>allh Department

One of the main pressures
on the Hong Kong govi'rn-

numt to set up the clinics h.is

heen the growing shortage of

heroin and opium as a result of

increasingly effective local

and international control
measures

At a press conference to

announce the opening of the

12 centres, Hong Kong Nar-
cotics (’omnussioner, K. I

Lee, revealed that the street

price of heroin in this British

eolony is currently averaging
more than HK$3,0()0 an ounce
(Cdn !(i6()()) which is 300%
more expensive than it was
two years ago.

“There is now the distinct

liossihility that addicts will

turn to crime if they have no
alternative supply,” Mr Lee
stated.

“'I’he addict is now spending
much more money on drugs
than he did last year Today he
spends between $.‘t.5 and $50
(('dn $7 and $10) whereas as

recently as the end of 1975 he

was spending hetween $25 and

$30 (('dn $5 to.$6) per day,”

The situation has also heen

putting pri’ssure on Hong

King's treatment and re-

habilitation facilities. With
an estimated 8(),()()() to 100,()()()

heroin and opium addicts in its

4.5 million population, Hong
Kong has places for about
I, .500 of them in its compul-
sory treatment program, oper-

ated by the Prisons Depart-

niimt, and places for about 500

in the voluntary program
operated by The Society for

the Aid and Behahilitation of

Drug Addicts (SAHD.A).
In addition,thi* * Mi'dical and

Health Department has heen
operating a nu'thadone mam
tenance program in which
four centres havi> treated a

total of ahoiit 7. .‘100 registered

addicts with a daily attendance
of about 2,500 patients This
represents a significant in-

criuise of about 2,()()() in the

last six months.
The 12 new evening metha-

done detoxification centres
operate in regular govern-
ment out-patient clinics, and
are geared to serve addicts
who would not be required by
the courts to attend the com-
pulsory prisons program, who
would not he attracted to the

in-patient drug-free environ-
ment program of S.AKD.A, and
who are motivated towards
detoxification rather than
maintenance
1'he evening operation of

the centres ami their location

in government out-patient
polyclinics is intended to help
make attendance easy and
anonymous.

In addition to thi' ambula-

tory methadone withdrawal,
the centres provide medical
examination and treatment as

well as .social work coun.selling

and referral, if required.

Early indications are that

the new detoxification pro-

gram may be fulfilling its

objectives.

In the first two weeks of

operation the number of

patients attracted has been
more than 1,400. For the most
part, these are addicts who
have never been arrested and
have never been known to

SAHDA or other rehabili-

tation agencies. Many are

employed and some are
rea.sonably affluent but they

are nevertheless beginning to

encounter difficulties as the

price.of drugs rises steadily.
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The ‘teeny boozer’
UK reports justify worst fears

By Alan Massam
I

—
^

! LONDON — There are now unmistak-

able signs of a risingNtide of problem

j

drinking among young people in Britain.

The rebirth of the teeny boozer as

headline writers have dubbed him, is

marked by:

• a 36% increase in the number of

prosecutions for underage (under 18)

drinking between the years 1966-1973;

• a nearly threefold increase in the ad-

mission of under-25s to mental hospitals

with a diagnosis of alcoholism (over

roughly the same period) ; and
• evidence of an increasing number of

under-14s found to have an alcohol pro-

blem.
These statistics were published in the

annual report of Britain’s National
Council on Alcoholism as indicators of

“unhealthy drinking among the young.”

The council’s director, Derek Ruther-

ford, commented: “The onset of drink-

ing is becoming younger and there is

evidence that those who start younger

tend to have a higher level of alcohol

consumption.”

[Mr Rutherford referred to a study by

Major P.D.V. Gwinner, of two groups of

I

alcoholics, one of males under 25 years

of age, the other of males over 25. The
study suggested that the . . “younger

:
drinkers had rarely achieved a posture of

I
social or normal drinking at all, whereas

I
the middle-aged drinkers had enjoyed

some 10 years of social or non-disruptive

drinking prior to exhibiting alcoholic

stigmata.” The younger group of alco-

! holies (mean age 22.1) had lost control

over alcohol consumption at an age 20
mean whereas the older group (mean
age 35.9) had lost control at a mean age

of29.1J

Mr Rutherford added: “The explan-

ij ation for the highly accelerated loss of

j

control could only be the extremely large

I
consumption of alcohol well in excess of

that presented by the older group. The
( young group also exhibited a high degree

of liver damage and a high incidence of

alcohol-induced offences and alcohol-

impaired driving.”

The NCA director noted that since

1973, regional alcoholism centres had
found, about 20% of clients with severe

drinking problems or alcohol depen-
dence were under age 29.

He stressed the situation should not be

exaggerated as many young people ex-

periencing a drinking problem would
check it and come to terms with alcohol.

“However, the pressures which
mitigate against this must not be
minimized,” he said. “Young people are

under greater pressure today to accept

alcohol as almost a vital part of life. It

can be said that we have arrived at the
antipody of the situation 50 years ago.

Drinkers, due to prohibitionist pressure,

had to fight for the right to drink; now
non drinkers have to exert their right

not to drink. In a recent survey, 75% of

self-defined problem drinkers claimed
their condition was due to sheer social

pressure and their response to conform
to it.”

Workers in the field are in little doubt
that commercial interest in the spending
power of young people has influenced

their alcohol consumption.

Advertising has been unremittingly

concentrated on the romantic potential

of alcoholic beverages while many of the

large and characteristically Victorian

public houses in British provincial cities

(as well as London) have been trans-

formed to suit the tastes of the young.

Transformation includes the introduc-

tion of discotheques and live rock bands.

One London social worker told The
Journal: “The kids are attracted to the

disco-pubs like flies to a marmalade jar.

Of course, the serving of alcoholic drinks

is not permitted to anyone under 18, but
children of only 14 are allowed to enter

the premises. Once they are inside it is

impossible to say who is drinking what.

Barmen can’t be expected to ask for a

birth certificate every time they serve a

drink. In the halflight the age of the

customer cannot be judged. Anyway,
there is some evidence that not all bar-

men are as particular as they should be.”

Anne Hawker, a worker with the
Medical Council on Alcoholism, is con-

ducting a study of British schoolchildren

which suggests that the worst fears of

field observers are justified. Pre-

lliminary results from a comprehens-
ive school in the county of Middlesex
showed 33% of boys and 20% of girls at

the school had their first alcoholic drink

before their 10th birthday.

The survey, which covered children in

the 13-16 age group also suggested that:

• Eight per cent of boys and 30% of girls

“only drink on special occasions;”

• Thirty percent of boys and 32% of

girls have an alcoholic drink at least once
a month;
• Forty eight percent of boys and 30% of

girls have a drink every week;

• Fourteen percent of boys and 8% of

girls have a drink every day;

• Twenty-six percent of the boys and
33% of the girls said they had never had
a hangover; and,

• Forty nine percent of the boys and
41% of the girls said they had had more
than one hangover in the preceding year.

Mrs Hawker, said she had been sur-

prised to find so many children in the
13-16 age group drinking “on a regular
basis.”

There is certainly no doubt that the

school authorities are worried about the
problem. “The Disruptive Pupil in the

Secondary School”, (a report by a group
of teachers and educators, edited by
Clive Jones-Davies and Ronald G. Cave
and published by Ward Lock Edu-
cational) found that alcohol was an im-

portant factor in disruption.

It said: “Children still at school who
see drink as a symbol of maturity are

frequent and sometimes heavy drinkers.

A drunkard is difficult to handle at any

time, but in front of a class of 14-year-
olds the situation is difficult in the ex-

treme. This is a problem new to schools
and one that can only be dealt with in the
short term by having the child returned
to his home and his parents informed.”

Kay Parry, a Gloucestershire com-
prehensive school teacher, says in the
report: “Easy access to drink is one of
the roots of the problem. This can be
quickly and simply remedied by closing
loopholes in the laws governing the sale
of drink. For instance, drink should not
be displayed on open shelves in super-
markets.”

Mrs Parry suggested that adver-
tisements for alcoholic beverages should
be required to mention the dangers of
drinking, but Bernard Braine, Member
of Parliament and chairman of the NCA
told The Journal that he was not in favor
of such restrictions.

It would be unwise, he felt, for the
dangers of alcohol consumption to be
compared with the dangers of cigarette

smoking (the manufacturers of cigaret-

tes in Britain are obliged to publish a

warning that ‘smoking can be harmful to

health’ on the packs) because, taken in

moderation, alcoholic beverages could be
positively beneficial, whereas any
amount of smoking was now regarded as

harmful.

Sir Bernard is, however, concerned
about the young drinker and was
recently instrumental in securing the
defeat of a proposal (the Licensing
Amendment Bill) in the House of Com-
mons that children under 14 be allowed

unaccompanied in licensed premises up
to 8 pm. The bill also sought to allow

public houses to stay open until mid-
night.

Sponsors are now trying to persuade

the Home Office (British Government
department of home affairs) to reintro-

duce the bill as a government measure
this month.

I
Rats kill themselves on self-administered methadone

i PARIS — Rats that started self-

i administering methadone all

I

kept steadily increasing their
i dose until they overdosed and

I

died. Edward T. Uyeno of the

I

Stanford Research Institute
reported here.

I

Three of three rats that started

j

giving themselves methadone by

means of a permanently im-
planted jugular catheter acti-

vated by pressing a lever, over-

dosed within two to three weeks,
he said.

A smaller percentage of rats

administering cocaine or alcohol

by the same means also overdosed
and died, he reported, although

none of the rats that self-admin-

istered morphine did.

Dr Uyeno said that the rats that

self-administered methadone did

so with steady increases in their

consumption, without much day-

to-day fluctuation.

“Some revealed slight catalep-

tic behavior soon after self-injec-

tion,” he reported. “As daily con-

sumption increased, the animals

became more inactive and lay in

an unusual manner with one side

of the head on the floor and the

tail stretched out.”

This pattern of steady increase

contrasted, to some extent, with

the way in which the other drugs

were self-administered, he said.

Rats self-administering

morphine did so with daily fluc-

tuations in the dose, although

they gradually developed toler-

ance and increased their con-

sumption.

“The daily intake levelled off

approximately six weeks after the

initiation of self-injection,” he
said.Martial law “ a good thing”

i

Phillipine traffickers may be shot

I

i

I

ACAPULCO — The martial
government of the Phillipines
deals with drug traffickers — at

least some of them — by firing

squad.

.\nd because the drug situation

in that island country is now
“under control” according to

Phillipine doctor Ulysses Carb-
ajol. “martial law has been a good
thing”.

“One Chinese trafficker
responsible for drugs in Manila
and even outside the city, was

Doctors’ orders?
LONDON — Patients in
hospital, especially the eld-
erly and those who are there
for prolonged stays, should be
able to have a drink at licen-

sed bars within the hospital.

This recommendation from
the Central Health Service
Council to the Government
said that for many patients a
nightcap would be preferable

1 to a sleeping pill.

v— ! ^

shot to death by a firing squad in

the presence of the people.” He
added that a number of other
traffickers have also been shot.

“I think that after this was
done, the drug problem very sub-

stantially subsided.

“Before this martial law, about

50% or 75% of the students in

the elite schools in Manila were
using drugs, and now I think it is

less than 10% . In the provinces, it

is almost nil, “Dr Carbajol told

The Journal.

He explained that jailed drugs
users “are taken into prison,

they’re brainwashed, and many
of them change their ideas.”

Treatment for drug offenders

in the island country includes

time in a rehabilitation centre

operated by the government.
“We now have about 1,000

offenders there, who are treated

by eliminating drugs, and by
being given good nutrition and
vitamins. We do not use substan-

ces to substitute for the drugs,

however, as is done in the US.”
The Phillipines has been under

martial law for four years. Dr

Carbajol claims it is without
bloodshed.

“I would say the country has
progressed economically because

of the martial law. Anyone com-

ing to Manila now would see the

cleanliness of the city, and the

many banks and hotels sprout-

ing. It’s also more secure now.

You can go out in a taxi, and not

worry about being brought to a

place and robbed of your things.

It’s seldom heard of now, because
anyone doing that would be shot

to death.”

Dr Carbajol, head of the eye
department at Manila Sani-

tarium and Hospital, and
chairman of the Phillipine Board
of Medical Specialties was speak-

ing to the World Congress of the

International Commission on
Alcoholism and Drug Depen-
dence in Acapulco.

^
Bill fails--UK children

still banned from pubs
LONDON — Staunch mem-
bers of Parliament worried
about Britain’s rising rate of

alcoholism, especially among
the young, have in effect kil-

led a bill which would allow

pubs to liberalize opening
hours and admit children.

Only if the Government
devotes the time, which seems
unlikely, will the Private
Member’s Bill hy Conser-

vative Kenneth Clark have a

chance.

Mr Clark’s bill would have
allowed pubs and clubs to stay

open until midnight and have
admitted children to special

rooms unaccompanied by an
adult. At pre.sent, children
may enter pubs at age 14 but
cannot be sold alcohol until

age 18.

Animals giving themselves
cocaine tended to show a cyclic

pattern, taking a relatively large

amount during one or two da.vs,

reducing their intake consider-

ably during the next three to five

days, then starting the cycle

again over a period of several

months.

Those animals getting intrave-

nous alcohol were first given 1 %
ethanol, which was gradually in-

creased to 5%.

“Despite periods of voluntary
reduction in .self-injection, inter-

spersed between days of high in-

take. the graph generally indi-

cated a gradual increase in con-

sumption,” Dr Uyeno said.

He said the patterns of self-in-

jection of morphine, of cocaine,

and of alcohol by the rats were
similar to the corresponding
modes of ,self-admini.stration by
Rhesus monkeys.

As to what his results mean in

terms of methadone maintenance
programs. Dr Uyeno said that

giving methadone is preferable to

giving heroin, mainly because of

its longer action.

Dr Uyno was speaking to the

21st International Congress of

Psychology.
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EMPLOYEE COUNSELLOR
TORONTO TRANSIT COMMISSION

$20,000 - $25,000 RANOE

The Toronto Transit Commission, an organization having

approximately 8,500 employees, has recently esta-

blished an Employee Counselling Service.
'

Working closely with the Commission’s Medical Officer

with a Union-Management Company Advisory Commit-

tee you will be responsible for organizing and selling the

service and providing counselling assistance to em-

ployees having a variety of problems which interfere

with their work performance and private lives.

To qualify for consideration you need to have consider-

able experience as a Counsellor and be aware of the

counselling and social services available on a referral

basis in Metropolitan Toronto. Experience working in a

unionized environment is preferred. The nature of your

experience as a Counsellor is more important than your

formal qualifications.

If this opportunity appeals to you and you want to know
more please call John Rankin (416) 483-4313 (collect)

or write in confidence to 150 Eglinton Avenue East,

Toronto, M4P 1G2 outlining your experience, qualifi-

cations and current earnings.

STEVENSON & KELLOGG, LTD.

Member, Canadian Association of

Management Consultants.

What happens when someone
' drops off an overdosed person *

I
on the front steps of your organization?-

You scream, panic, and run into the streets, right? Wrong.
The correct answer is: Whip out your copy of

40 pages of basic, condensed life-saving infortnalion. Vital
signs, shock, coma, convulsions, clots, hyperventillalion,
poisoning... plus important data on ail the major drugs as
they relate to emergencies and OD’s.
HDT IT ()INI,Y IIF,I,I»S IF YOU OKDFR IT BFKOKK

TiiF, i;ivikr(;i:n(:y iiaitfns. do it now.

i
1.25 cacli. i()/$H..5(), .5()/.i!::{7.r>o, looAfTo.oo

i MAN, TO: DO IT NOW FOIIN DATION
.
I'.O. Box .51 15. !

IMiociijx, Arizona 05010 U.S.A.

IMcasc .send me
to Overdo.se Aiil. I’ayjuenl enclosed of: $

Name

Address _________

copies of 'I'he (iryplion Ouide

City, State, Zip.

J

(from page 9)

hospitality I was afforded during
the more than six weeks I spent
since I first visited ARF and the
detox units in March, 1974. 1 had
the privilege of opening the first

Toronto model in the Northeas-
tern United States and am aware
of what can and does happen in

this type of milieu.

I am a believer in the axiom
that anything that can be mis-
understood will be misunder-
stood. I also believe in and recog-

nize the need and value of

research. Research, however,
should also incorporate the use of

multi-variable statistical ana-
lysis. Raw research can be very
misleading when other variables

are omitted.

We refer to the August, 1976
AA Grapevine, which reported on
The Journal (May) article writ-

ten by Gary Seidler— Detox Sys-

tem has little impact: ARF Study.

AA Grapevine quoted in part:
“.

. . Ontario multi-million dollar

detoxification system is having
little impact on the revolving
door it was designed to replace

. . . The detox and half-way house
system may deteriorate into a

new revolving door . . .
.” They

are both erroneous conclusions
that are not based on all the stat-

istical information available.

For example (The Journal
April, 1976), a series of articles

by Betty Lou Lee, Halfway
Houses Right on Target, and
Hamilton Detoxification Centre
is reeling off success stories,

presents an entirely different set

of statistics. Viewed from a

purely economic standpoint, any
detoxification centre which can
reclaim 15 human beings in the

course of a year justifies its exis-

tence. Hamilton reports, after a

three-year experience, 148

former residents with a year of

sobriety and 37 with two years or
more. These statistics certainly

do not by any measure signify
failure, and these are only the
reported findings of one detox
facility out of 14 in Ontario.

If we continue in the area of
economics, a halfway house costs
$8.04 a day, and a detox bed costs

$22.34 a day, versus the $32-a-day
cost of jail confinement. We
would suggest that treatment
offered in a lower cost detox sys-

tem, which recognizes and ad-
dresses itself to the respect and
dignity in humanism, is more
favorable compared to “the cycle
of intoxication, arrest, trial,

short jail term, renewed intoxi-

cation”.

Can we expect an individual
who has developed a life style of

skid row living after three-to-10

years to completely reverse him-
self and develop immediate in-

sights to the alternatives that are

offered?

Research will show you that the

second largest category in intake

in large metropolitan areas after

police referrals, are self-refer-

rals. Further research into this

To the Editor:

While reading a critical letter

accusing The Journal of one-
sided viewpoint reporting, I felt

moved to express my contrasting

feelings.

As an educator having involve-

ment with individuals cited for

OVWI (operating a motor
vehicle while under the influence

of a drug) I have found The
Journal an invaluable source in

keeping abreast of the latest

news /research developments.

second group will reveal that

about 80% of this group are
former police referrals. An
assumption can be drawn that the

treatment the chronic drunken-
ness offender received in the
detox system was either more
humane or less degrading, and
rather than be arrested they
presented themselves for treat-

ment at detox centres. We view
this same phenomenon in our
residential detox facilities in__

Pennsylvania.

We must also ask what our
social obligation or responsibility

is to a human being who is sick,

and cannot comprehend that the

cure for his problem is the avoid-

ance of chemical dependence on
alcohol when his life style and
present frame of reference blinds

him to this reality.

Incarceration has not worked.
The detox system is w'orking.

Thomas M. Leis, President
Pennsylvania Association of

Residential Detoxication

Directors
Upland, Chester.

Pennsylvania

I am impressed with your con-

cept of reporting opposite view-
points concerning an issue, in

many instances side by side.

This idea of providing available

information pro and con in assis-

ting the individual to arrive at

his/her own educated conclusion

is an important part of our pro-

gram.

John Hammill
Group Dynamics Facilitator

Gateway Technical Institute

Racine, Wisconsin

‘Pros and cons’ reported

RELAXATION THERAPY:
AN ALTERNATIVE TO TENSION

"Relaxation Therapy has been one of the greatest
assets in my continued sobriety. No more doing the

100 mile per hour with a 50 mile per hour body,
arKi no more panic."

Jim Murphy
Boston, Massachusetts

“It (Relaxation Therapy) has given me the confidence
to combat tension in the most stressful situations.

It is realiy a new freedomr
Sally Sherry

Cape Cod, Massachusetts

THIS UNIQUE 37-MINUTE COLOR/SOUNO FILM IS:

• Especially appropriate for small groups of alcohol or

drug abusers;

• Used repeatedly, as the ability to relax is acquired

gradually;

• Being used in hospitals, halfway houses, and other treat-

ment programs throughout much of the U.S.,

• Accompanied by a complimentary audio cassette of

Relaxation Therapy tor use with Individuals Also Included

Is a 54-page handbook on Relaxation Therapy.

• For anyone who Is serious about reducing the harmful

effects of stress In his/her life — without pills or booze.

w SEND OnOERS TO ^
nOV K VOOEL PRESIDENT
FILM THERAPY ASSOCIATES
BOSTON UNIVERSITY STATION

PO BOX 74S
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS (UIIS

(SIT) TAT-oaes

PiMM Mod on« 18mm print of rXMiKArron rAwapf for tZSS 00

r*l»«M MCuro S-<My roMal. boglnning tor tSO (Romal fM
may ba appIMd lo tubaaquant purtiOaM I

PIMM aand ona nafakadon Tbarapy audio caaaatta and handbook
lor ttzss (Bulb ralM avallabta

)

Nofa Ona-day pravlawa may ba granfad In oartalo oaaaa, biA a |10 fM wW ba SNppIne and handling ara addlllonal lo all prfoM quotad above
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Is this your own personal copy of The Journal?

It should be

The Journal, published by the world-renowned Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario, is the international

newspaper in the field of alcoholism and drug dependence.
Each month, and more than ever, people in this field — doctors,
lawyers, teachers, nurses, social workers, policemen,
government officials, even private citizens — are turning to The
Journal to keep in touch with what’s happening.
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IT’S IN THE KNOW:
It is one of a kind in having an established network of respected
medical journalists and columnists in Canada, the United
States, Europe, and the Middle and Far East. Each month, they
provide intelligent, informed coverage of all important
international developments In treatment, research, education,
and social and political policies.

Why The Journal?

IT’S GROWING:
As the field of addictions has broadened, so has The Journal’s

coverage widened. The Backgrounder has been added for

readers who want to know the finer details behind some of the
major news stories. The increasingly popular Back Page always
highlights one particular topic or event. And, the Coming Events
column is now a must for people who want to make conference
plans.

IT’S HIGHLY READABLE:
If the content of The Journal has improved, so has its “look”. A
staid image doesn’t imply accuracy or respectability any more
than verbosity implies insight.

Crisp, clean copy, neatly packaged makes The Journal not only

worthwhile but enjoyable reading.

We get letters

"The Journal sets a pattern which will become the sine qua non of good journalism in this field."

Beny Primm, MD
Addiction Research and Treatment Corporation
Brookiyn, New York

"I have been reading the publication for quite some time now and from a law enforcement point of

view, I find it very informative, instructional, and educational. It is one of the best medical journals

I have had the pleasure of reading."

Det/Sgt K. S. Astili

Officer in Charge, Drug Squad
Surrey Hills, Australia

"I have just finished reading your excellent article about the Aware program and would like to

commend you for your fair and objective reporting of a program of which we are justifiably

proud.”

Walter Shimshek,
Minister of Public Heaith

Saskatchewan

"From reading The Journal it is obvious to me that your paper accumulates first-rate research

information and data on a monthly basis."

James Hendy
X-KALA Y Foundation

Vancouver branch
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Subscribe now

IT

HELPS

YOU

DO

A

BETTER

JOB

I I’d like to receive my own copy of The Journal every month I

I I'd like to renew my subscription I

I Canada — 1 year, 12 issues, $12 I

I USA and abroad — 1 year, 12 issues $16 I

I Bill me later Payment enclosed I

Name ^

I I’d like to receive my own copy of The Journal every month I

I I’d like to renew my subscription I

I Canada — 1 year, 12 issues, $12 |

I USA and abroad — 1 year, 12 issues $16 I

I Bill me later Payment enclosed I

Name *

Address.

Profession.
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-
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|Mail to Marketing Services, Addiction Research Four»dation. 33 Rus^l^ J^keling Services. Addictio^^esearch Foundation. 33 Russell St Toronto. Canada MSS 2S1|
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emiological and social factors,

psychotherapy, family therapy,

pharmacological therapy, and
community programs.

(Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Advanced Book Pro-

gram, Reading, Massachusetts,
01867. 1976. 873p. $27.50 cloth,

$13.50 paper)

Other Books

Methods in Narcotic Research —
Ehrenpreis, Seymour, and
Neidle, Amos, Editors. Marcel
Dekker, New York, 1975. Drug
administration, pharmacological
effects, behavioral effects, toler-

ance, dependence, withdrawal,
narcotic antagonists, chemical
and biochemical techniques.
408p.

Brain, Behavior and Drugs —
Warburton, David M. John Wiley
and Sons, Toronto, 1975. Intro-

duction to the neurochemistry of

behavior. 280p.

Tales of the Ginseng — Kim-
mens, Andrew C. William Mor-
row and Company, New York,
1975. Folk tales, hunters of

Taiga, European discoveries.

208p.

The Hasheesh Eater — Ludlow,
Fitz Hugh. Level Press, San
Francisco, 1975. 225p.
The Adventures of Sobriety —
Stewart, David A. Michigan State

University Press, 1976. Life
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Surrogate opiates—

a way to conquer
the first hurdie

By Avram Goldstein*

What are surrogate opiates? Is this just

a complicated way of saying metha-
done?
Surrogate opiates are substitutes for

heroin that are pharmacologically and

legally better than heroin, and that are

used as part of a comprehensive treat-

ment plan. Methadone is currently the

most widely used surrogate opiate, but

the principle of surrogate opiate treat-

ment applies to a variety of opiate drugs.

It may turn out that different surrogate

opiates are useful for different patients

or at different stages of the treatment

process.

What is the principal therapeutic aim in

a treatment program employing a sur-

rogate opiate?

The principal aim is to provide an
opportunity for heroin addicts, who
wish to end their addiction, to take the

first essential steps without at the same
time having a struggle with the physical,

emotional, and psychological problems of

withdrawal.

What is wrong with simple detoxifi-

cation if an addict really wants to give

up heroin use?

To give up heroin use (at least in our

present society) is extremely difficult

for most addicts. The basic reasons are

not entirely clear; probably, there is a

combination of social, psychological and
pharmacologic reasons. We know when
addicts are treated by simple 21-day
detoxification, the great majority
return to heroin use very quickly. Data
indicate at least two-thirds of all addicts

return to using heroin before the end of

a 21-day detoxification, and 95% or more
return to heroin within three months
following detoxification. I do not argue

that detoxification is useless. On the

contrary, it is an important option to

have available for addicts who wish to

attempt instantaneous abstinence, or

even just to reduce the size of their

habits. But it is foolish, in view of the

experience of the pa.st 50 years, to sup-

pose that we can cure addicts by simple

detoxification alone.

Then what advantage does treatment
with a surrogate opiate offer over
simple detoxification?

Two major changes have to occur in a

heroin addict before he can make sig-

nificant progress toward a drug-free

socially productive life. One change is

the abandonment of heroin use — not

partially, not sporadically — but totally.

Unless this haj)pen.s, relap.se, .sooner or

later is inevitable. But, giving up heroin

is impossible without th(‘ second change
— the kind of change in life style that

will remove the addict from friends and
associates who are still enmeslu'd in tin;

drug culture, and from the local en-

virontiKMil in whicli heroin is freely

available.

Alternative satisfactions have to be

developed, in order to eliminate tin*

craving for lieroin, l'’,xperi<‘nces that are

bett(?r atid more satisfying than lieroin

use have to be liuilt into a n(>w b(>-

liavioral repiTtoire. .Self image lias to Ik-

improved A new sense of wort h has to be

developed. The two major changes are

interrelated, and they depend on each
other. Without the lifestyle change in all

its ramifications (which I shall call

social rehabilitation), abstinence from
heroin is virtually impossible. Without
abstinence from heroin, social

rehabilitation is virtually impossible.

This dichotomy, in short, is why the

reform and rehabilitation of heroin ad-

dicts has been so difficult.

The role of pharmacologic support

with a surrogate opiate is to permit the

immediate accomplishment of the first

change (cessation of heroin use) in

order to make it possible to work on the

second change (social rehabilitation).

By substituting another narcotic for

heroin, the addict is immediately
relieved of all the pressures to secure the

illicit opiate. He is no longer required to

obtain funds illegally for heroin
purchase. Heroin can be stopped ab-

ruptly, without any withdrawal
symptoms being experienced. Then the

real work of social rehabilitation, treat-

ment of disease, restoration of adequate

nutrition, and so on, can begin. Brecher,

in Licit and Illicit Drugs has put very

well the necessity of giving first priority

to social rehabilitation, withdrawal from
a surrogate opiate being a secondary and
later objective. The reason for the dis-

mal failure of simple detoxification is —
as I see it — that the detoxified addict,

still driven by discomfort, physiologic

imbalances, and intense craving, cannot

focus attention on the needed first steps

toward rehabilitation, but soon suc-

cumbs and starts using heroin again.

What are the special properties of

methadone that make it a useful surro-

gate opiate?

Methadone has useful pharmacologic
properties, but it is by no means the per-

fect surrogate opiate for all addicts! Its

efficacy and reliability when taken by

mouth means that for addicts willing to

make the change, the needle habit can be

broken. This in itself is an important

step forward. First, it removes the addict

from the life threatening consequences

of unsterile intravenous injections,

which lead so often to hepatitis, sep-

ticemia, abscesses, and serious internal

infections. Second, it breaks the psycho-

logic conditioning to the needle which,

for some addicts at least, plays an im-

portant part in maintaining the addic-

tion. Third, the regular ingestion of a

surrogate opiate by mouth places the ad-

dict in the socially acceptable position of

a patient drinking a prescribed medi-
cation, rather than in the surreptitious

role of an outcast shooting drugs.

The duration of action of methadone is

approximately 24 hours. This means
that one daily administration of the

medication suffices, breaking the pat-

tern of drug-seeking behavior manifes-

ted four to five times daily. True, the ad-

dict feels the onset of early withdrawal

discomfort every day before coming to

the clinic. True al.so, the relief of this

mild withdrawal discomfort continues

the pattern of iisychologie relief

obtained from a narcotic drug. But what
is reinforced thereby is not the hustling

behavior of the street, but regular atten-

dance at a clinic where ancillary

rehabilitative services are provided. In

this way. the dependence producing
properties of tin' surrogate opiates hel|)

the patient to carry out tlii' treatinent

plan of his own choice.

Another advantage of miMtiadone (in

contrast, for example, to heroin) is that

it produces no overwlielining intense

euphoria, the socalled rush The ii'ason

is to b<< found in its oral roiit(> of admin
istration, its slow onset of action, and its

long duration of action. Of the two
eiipliongenic compoiUMits in lieroin's

action, imdliadone has only one — the

long lasting, slow ilevi'loping narcotic

effect that is identified tiy addicts as a

feeling of reiiose, suffusing warmth, and
relaxation. Kven these, with methadone,

are mild, and they lend to become h'ss

prominent as tolerance develops to the

fixed dosage. Karly in IrealmenI the

patient may feel 'loaded', but after a

month or two this feeling subsides if the

dosage is appropriately low.

What other surrogate opiates have a

place in the treatment of addiction?
An important new pharmacologic agent

is a derivative of methadone called

levo-alpha-acetyl-methadol (LAAM).
This surrogate opiate has a much longer

duration of action than does methadone;
72-96 hours in most patients. It is also

taken by mouth but owes its principal

narcotic effefcts to metabolites rather

than to LAAM itself. The effects of a

single dose are very slow to develop, and
the metabolites persist in the body for a

very long time. Consequently, the drug
produces virtually no high and no feel-

ing of being loaded. Its sustained effect

makes it possible to administer it three

times weekly rather than daily.

LAAM has several advantages over
methadone. First, the body is subjected

to far less fluctuation of narcotic levels,

so a more stable and comfortable main-

tenance results, which is more conducive

to normal functioning. Second, the

reduction in number of clinic visits

makes it practical to operate treatment

programs without any take-home medi-

cation, eliminating the grave problem of

diversion, illicit trafficking, and
accidental poisonings of innocent non-

addicts. Third, there are some indi-

cations of fewer unpleasant side effects.

On the other hand, morphine is a sur-

rogate opiate that is very much like

heroin and that might possibly find u.se-

fulne.ss as a first step for addicts who arc

willing to initiate some changes in life

style but are not .vet ready to give up the

intense pleasure of intravenous opiate

use. 1 have projKi.scd elsewhere (Ilcrofu

Addiction Scgucutial Treatment
Kniplnying I'hannaeologie Supports) a

comprehensive trcatiiH'iit jilan that

employs morphine as the first of several

surrogate opiates incorjioraled into a

stepwise rehabilitation program with

total abstinence as its goal

Are anrilliiry rehahilltation services es-

sential in a (rcatinent program employ-
ing surrogate opiates?

It IS possible that many addicts could

ivhabililalc themselves with the aid of

pharmacologic support employing sur-

rogate opiates Tins possibitity has never
tieen tested in a well designed ex^eri-

iiient However, experience and common
scn.se suggest strongly that most addicts

do require professional and para-

%

professional assistance of many kinds in

accomplishing their rehabilitative goals.

Even if no psychotherapy were available,

there would still be need of medical and
dental care, pragmatic counselling con-

cerning ordinary life problems, assis-

tance in dealing with law enforcement

agencies, referrals for job training and
education, and so on. Addicts have
special problems of so many kinds that it

is clearly more efficient (and more cost-

efficient) to' provide the nece.ssary ancil-

lary services within the treatment pro-

gram, rather than expect the addicts to

seek these out for themselves at nunu*-

rous specialized agencies.

Is total abstinence the ultimate aim?
As an ideal to be worked toward — yes —
but an all-or-none aim is entirely too

pretentious, especially in view of the

known quality of heroin addiction as a

chronic relapsing affliction. The appro-

priate aim of a treatment proftnun for

heroin addicts — whether or not a sur-

rogate opiate is used — is to assist in

improving the conditions of the addict^

life. l*roblem reduction is the realistic

aim at eveiy stage of treatmenL Cure is

certainly not to Ih' rejected if it can be

achieved, but outcomes short of cure

must not be deplored as failures. If the

conditions of an addict’s life improve

even slightly, he is Ix'tter off than baiaait

iLs is .society as a whole.

Success is measuriHl in small changes.

A success is shortening a relap.se and
jirolonging a remi.ssion. Suivess is turn-

ing a partial n'lni.ssion into a complete

remission. .As in the modern ti'eatmmt

of psychosis, we try to alleviate the acute

disturbance and restore function, inso-

far as possible, using whatever means —
pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic
— are at our di.sposal.

Dr Goldstein is

a professor or

pharmacology
at Stanford
University in

California, and
director of an

addiction re-

search agency.
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Addiction itself would be illegal

BC proposes compulsory addict treatment
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — Health minis-

ter Bob McClelland has
announced his intention to intro-

duce legislation that would make
heroin addiction illegal in British

Columbia.
Mr McClelland told a meeting

of the BC Corrections Associ-

ation here he is hoping for legis-

lation within several months that

would require identified addicts

to undergo some kind of treat-

ment.

Bob McClelland

By Betty Lou Lee

QUEBEC CITY — The only two

North American teams assessing

Antabuse implants for alcoholics

conclude it is a superior treat-

ment for selected patients, but

reactions to it are so different

from reactions to oral Antabuse
that it should still be considered

an experimental procedure.

Investigators from Sunny-
brook Medical Centre, Toronto,

and University of Manitoba,

By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — Despite the federal

government’s highly publicized

focus on alcohol as a drug pro-

blem, health minister Marc
Lalonde says Canada’s long-

awaited cannabis legislation is

not forgotten.

During a news conference on
his department’s new alcohol ad-

vertising campaign, he admitted
the cannabis legislation which
has already been passed by the

Senate and which had received

first reading in the Commons,
will “obviously die” on the order
paper becau.se a new session of

By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — The custom in Brit-

ish pubs of friends buying each

other rounds of drinks is a root

cause of many alcohol problems

and should be banned, says a

report from the National Council

of Women.
The possibility of imposing a

ban on round buying should be

considered by the government.

He agreed with a questioner in

the audience who said that such a

law would in effect make addic-

tion itself illegal. (A user must
now be found in possession of

heroin to be come under the law.

)

Defending the ethical accep-
tability of such a law, the minis-

ter said;

“As long as we give the user a

voluntary choice of available

treatments, then this direction of

treatment is to me acceptable.”

He cited the involuntary com-
mitment of people for mental
disorders and certain communi-
cable diseases and said it is

“crazy” not to use the same
approach for heroin offenders.

The announcement had been
expected by many in the drug ad-

diction field. The government
signalled its feelings this spring

when it sacked the former Alco-

hol and Drug Commission, which
had steered away from compul-
sory treatment, and appointed a

new three-man commission
headed by former Narcotic Ad-
diction Foundation head, Bert

Winnipeg, presented their

results in a symposium at the

annual meeting here of the
Canadian Psychiatric Associ-

ation.

In Toronto, when patients
drank after having an implant,

they reported headache, nausea,

vomiting, and flushing, but the

only observed reactions were
flushing, sweating, and one case

of palpitations. No one was
hospitalized for a reaction.

Dr Stephen Kline, psychiatrist

Parliament is being started.

He said the bill would be rein-

troduced in the new session, but it

is hoped it will not require a

repeat of the lengthy debate and
committee consideration in the

Senate which took place during
the last sessions.

While not saying when or with
what priority the bill would be
reintroduced, he did indicate that

when it does happen, a version

similar to that passed by the Sen-

ate would likely be introduced in

the Commons to save time.

Interestingly, the government
does not regard the cannabis leg-

“It might be surprised at how
readily such a ban would be
accepted as we found it a source

of embarrassment to many,” the

report adds.

The custom is that anyone en-

tering a pub who accepts a drink

from a friend or acquaintance is

then obligated to buy a drink for

everyone else in the group. This

often leads to a social drinker’s

consuming more than he would

Hoskin, who had been a vocal ad-

vocate of compulsory treatment.

Mr Hoskin re-iterated his

position as a commissioner and is

now, Mr McClelland said, prepar-

ing a report, expected in

December, on how the compul-
sory treatment policy might be
implemented.

In an interview, the health
minister was vague about what
kinds of treatment the addict
might be offered.

“There are treatment centres

all over BC, but they haven’t been
evaluated yet. That’s one of the

jobs of the commission. I don’t

think anyone has ever really been
successful using a medical
approach, but we’ve waited long

enough. We could have studies

for the rest of our lives, and we
must take action.”

He told the meeting he is

opposed to a heroin maintenance
program.
Reaction to the minister’s

announcement ranged from in-

credulity to cautious optimism.
David Berner, executive direc-

at Sunnybrook, said there was
never a full blown disulfiram

reaction, and results of drinking

with the implant were “highly
unpredictable”.

Allan Wilson, PhD, psycholog-

ist in the department of psychi-

atry in Winnipeg, said the reac-

tion noted there was far different

from reaction to oral Antabuse.

Its onset was gradual, over two to

three days but sometimes up to

two weeks, and it lasted two to

three days.

islation as important enough for

it to attempt to obtain unanimous
consent of Parliament to have the

bill reintroduced at the stage of

debate it had already reached in

the old session. This approach is

being taken with other legis-

lation.

The cannabis legislation is in-

tended to switch marijuana and
hashish to the Food and Drugs
Act from the harsher Narcotic
Control Act. Simple posse-ssion

would be decriminalized, with
fines instead of jail sentences
imposed. But, a criminal record

would still result.

like and it takes considerable

courage at the start to insist on

buying his own drink.

The practice extends often to

regular customers buying drinks

for bar staff. However, the cus-

tomer never receives free drinks

in return.

The National Council of

Women, which is mainly a middle

class body, issued the report fol-

lowing a year-long study and sur-

tor of X-Kalay, a self-help pro-

gram in which addicts take jobs
within a network of X-Kalay
businesses, was speechless for a

moment and then burst out
laughing.

“It won’t work,” he said. “It’s

not that I’m against compulsory
treatment, but in this province, in

this' country, in this decade, it

won’t work.”
He said the province won’t be

able to afford an elaborate cus-

todial treatment program, and
addicts will just walk away if they
are sent against their will to

open-door programs like X-
Kalay.

He predicted the program
would be no more effective than
the province’s Alouette River
facility, a unit of the corrections

branch which tries to dry out and
rehabilitate alcoholics and which
Berner described as a “circus”

with the drunks promptly falling

off the wagon, being picked up
again, and being re-committed.

But Ray Cohen, director of the

Alternatives program, which

“It was more like a severe flu,

and patients were often bed-rid-

den”.

Some Winnipeg patients got no
reaction, others a mild one, and
still others a severe one.

Dr Wilson said when the Anta-
buse implants were removed at

six months in some patients, they

were surrounded by necrotic fat

or fibrous tissue with no blood

supply, which might explain why
some patients got no reaction

when they drank. Efforts are
being made to implant the tablets

with as little trauma to tissue as

possible.

The Toronto group has studied

200 patients with 339 implants
over 2'k years, and Peggy
Edwards, RN, said those who
request a second implant are apt

to do so because they say they
can’t trust their willpower and
responsibility to take oral Anta-
buse every day. Others prefer an
external control on their drink-

ing, while still others consider

they are “buying more sober time
in which to rearrange their

lives.”

Some consider it added security

for spouses or bosses, and a proof

of their sincerity to try and
rehabilitate themselves. They say

their relatives don’t expect them
to return to helpless drinking,

(Sec — Antabuse — page 7)

vey among its members.
The report says there are two

main areas of concern in terms of

alcoholism in Britain — women
and teenagers.

The increase of drinking
among married women is high.

Many turn to drink because of

intellectual boredom or becau.se

they are made “business widows”
by the success of their husbands.

(See — Rounds — page 7)

uses behavior therapy techniques
to reform addicts, said his pro-

gram (now funded by the federal

government through the Non-
Medical Use of Drugs Directo-
rate) might work quite well
within a compulsory system.

He said the nature of the

(See — BC — page 7)
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Prevention is a necessity: Noble
NEW ORLEANS — Like their

counterparts in Ottawa, US
government officials want to

change individual lifestyles and

attitudes in order to prevent the

growing “crisis of alcoholism”.

“There is no doubt the crisis

will worsen if we do not address

ourselves to prevention,” says

Ernest Noble, director of the US
National Institute on Alcohol

QUEBEC CITY — About 40% of

polydrug users will suffer

neuropsychological impairment
with prolonged abuse of sedatives

and opiates, a multi-centre

American study shows.

Follow-up studies three months
after treatment demonstrated
continued cerebral dysfunction,

in spite of lowered drug use.

Results of the study were
presented at the annual meeting

of the Canadian Psychiatric

Association by Kenneth M.
Adams, PhD, psychologist in the

department of psychiatry,

McMaster University and Hamil-

ton Psychiatric Hospital. He was
involved in the study before mov-
ing to Canada from the U.S., and
has continued to be the project

analyser.

The eight-centre study is

financed by the Polydrug
Research Program of the US
National Institute of Drug
Abuse, and involves 151 polydrug

patients in treatment at the cen-

tres.

In an interview with The Jour-

nal, Dr Adams said that based on
incidence studies, 2,000,000
Americans and 200,000 Canadi-

ans are using too many drugs.

“And it’s my own opinion that if

anything, it’s going to be getting

a little worse .... A lot of

people may slide into it without
realizing they are taking too

many drugs for too many things.”

The subjects in the study used
primarily central nervous system
depressants: ethanol, seconal,

nembutal, and phenobarbital,

rather than p.sychiatric drugs.

Dr Adams described their

effects as “limiting the users’

ability to cope with and adapt to

the everyday world.”

“This group isn’t old enough
for the classic alcoholism
symptoms. It really begins to look

like what we have is a mild, per-

manent deficit they’ve inflicted

on themselves, and we’re not sure

we can do anything about it like

we can for personality problems.”

Abuse and Alcoholism. “But we
must resist the temptation to pass

up approaches which lack the

allure of the exotic and the highly

sophisticated.

“We should concentrate first

on the simple matter of

strengthening those restraining

elements which have always been
present and available within each
segment of society. We must find

The subjects were not primar-

ily those using street drugs or

living in a drug sub-culture.

One example Dr Adams cited

was a master plumber who had
been drinking heavily for a long
time, and added Mandrax for five

years. “Combined, they were just

dynamite.” He developed hand-
eye coordination problems that

didn’t improve after treatment,

and could no longer work as a

plumber because he was making
serious mistakes that led to

accidents. “His visual searching
was inefficient.”

Another subject was a public

health nurse in her early 30s who
developed a Talwin habit as a

result of overwork and personal
problems. After regularly taking
1.5 times the recommended
maximum dose and also using a

lot of alcohol, she developed hot

and cold spells andnumbness.
Subjects were excluded if they

had ever had neurological illness,

brain trauma, or brain surgery.

They were compared to a group of

psychiatric patients and normal
controls matched for age, sex,

and socio-economic factors, and
given a battery of tests including

tactual performance, memory
and localization, rhythm, speech-

sounds perception, finger oscil-

lation, aphasia screening, sen-

sory perception, tactile form
recognition, grip-strength,
Wechsler intelligence and MMPI.
The tests were done three weeks
after admission to treatment
while the subjects were not toxic

from drugs or in withdrawal, and
repeated at three months.
“Polydrug subjects remained

significantly less efficient on
verbal fluency, abstraction, and
problem solving measures, (and
with psychiatric patients)
showed poorer performances on
spatial and tactile tasks.”

One implication of the results

is that impairment may limit the

usefulness of verbally-oriented

psychotherapies with this group.

Dr Adams said.

ways to help each individual ap-

ply his own cultural set of

brakes.”

As part of this education
process. Dr Noble told the Alco-

hol and Drug Problems Associ-

ation of North America here,

those involved in alcoholism
prevention may have to lean less

heavily on negative information

and get more deeply into subtle

The characteristics that define

the polydrug user at greater risk

for cerebral dysfunction include

a man or woman over 30, with less

than a high school education, and
personality problems that are a

manifestation of long-standing
maladjustment to stress and
life’s demands. He or she uses a

small number of drugs in the
sedative and opiate groups, and
has a long history of sub-rosa,

non-medical drug use.

A mean drug use calculation

for the three study groups over 10
years showed the pure ethanol
consumption as 208,614 ml each
for the polydrug group, 42,577
for the psychiatric group and
47,244 for the normals.
Central nervous system

depressants, all converted to the

equivalent of pentabarbital,
totalled 562,600 mg for polydrug
users, 9,200 for psychiatric
patients, and none for normals.

The 10-year tally for CNS
stimulants, converted to dex-
troamphetamine, was 69,940 mg
for polydrug users, 180 for the

psychiatric group, and 280 for

normals (due to high use of diet

pills.)

There was little use of hal-

lucinogens — five ‘hits’ over 10

TORONTO — Ontario’s drinking
drivers are in for a tougher time
if some members of the provin-

cial government’s select commit-
tee on highway safety have their

way.

The committee members want
the level of alcohol at which a

driver is considered impaired
lowered to 50 from 80 milligrams
of alcohol in 100 millilitres of

blood. The MPPs also said jail

sentences should be mandatory
for anyone with more than 150

milligrams.

On their return from a fact-

finding tour of Britain, The
Netherlands, and Sweden, most

influences which abound in daily

life.

“We should be asking, for

example, if the media stimulate

tendencies to consume alcohol or

to drink to excess.

“I can’t say at this point that

the show business comic with his

‘drunk routine’ is doing harm. I

can’t say that the inclusion in

virtually all films of social drink-

years for the polydrug group,
none for the others. But the poly-

drug subjects were also relatively

heavy users of cigarettes, mari-

juana, hashish, and narcotics.

They smoked 3,191 packs of

cigarettes during the 10 years,

compared to 1,198 packs for th6

psychiatric group and 911 for the

normals.

Dr Adams said the relationship

between impairment and opiate

use found in the study “is
somewhat surprising and has not

been previously reported. Heavy
use of these substances may cre-

ate impairment, or may worsen
pre-existing deficits. It is also

possible that previously impaired
individuals may prefer- these
drugs, and use them in order to

cope with stress .... but this

seems unlikely.”

Co-authors of the report are Dr
Lewis L. Judd and Dr Igor Grant,
department of psychiatry. Uni-
versity of California, San Diego;

Albert S. Carlin, PhD, depart-

ment of psychiatry. University of

Washington, Seattle; Phillip M.
Rennick, PhD, department of

psychology, Lafayette Clinic,

Detroit; and Dr Kenneth Schoof,

department of psychiatry, Wayne
State University, Detroit.

committee members said they
were impressed by the severity of

the Swedish system and were
prepared to recommend aspects

of it in their upcoming report.

(The committee’s interim report,

originally expected Sept. 30. is

now scheduled for mid-
November. Its final report will be
made about next March.)
Although the committee seems

to favor stricter penalties for

drivers, it wants a rehabilitation

scheme to accompany any
punitive measures. For example,
in the case of alcoholics it would
recommend treatment rather
than jail terms.

ing episodes involves any risks. I

can point out, however, that the
concept of responsible attitudes
about alcohol use requires us to

help people focus on those values
which enhance dignity and well-

being within the culture or com-
munity in which we function.”

The next step in this approach
is an investigation of ways in

which social and cultural con-
straints can be used to insure that

elements within society bolster,

rather than weaken, efforts to

achieve responsibility in drink-
ing behavior.

Dr Noble said the NIAAA is

now considering “just exactly
what these means are and the
identification of appropriate pro-

gramming to implement them”.
“We* have reached a point

where necessity dictates delivery

of something better than we have
provided in the past.”

To emphasize the “point
reached” in the US, Dr Noble
outlined some of the costs associ-

ated with alcohol abuse:

Ernest Noble

• The economic cost of misuse of

alcohol is estimated at $25 billion

each year. Of this $9.4 billion is

attributable to lost production,

$6.4 billion to motor vehicle
accidents, $8.3 billion to alcohol-

related health and medical pro-

blems.
• More than $600 million is spent

on diagnosis, treatment, re-

habilitation, education and pre-

vention.

• More than $500 million is spent
in components of the criminal
justice system.
• Alcohol is the most abused
drug among adults and teenagers
in the United States, and the pro-

portion of American young who
drink has been increasing to the

point where it may be designated

as universal.

• Among American Indians,
alcoholism is at an epidemic level.

A conservative estimate of in-

volvement is 10% — twice the

national average.
• Yet another element is the in-

creased use of alcohol in conneo
tion with other drugs — some of

which are illegal.

Neuropsychological impairment in 40%

Polydrug use is high, will increase

Tougher times for drivers?

One man, one mouse, and their place in history

By

Wayne
Howell
IT WAS a w(‘e, sleekit, cow'rin’,

tim'rous beaslie, no doubt about that,

and 0 what a panic was in its l>rcasti(>,

for 1 had just injected its abdominal
cavity with what was normally consid-

ered tt) be a fatal dose of the convulsant

metrazol. Th(> year was 1963 and I was a

student of pharmacology.

If the mouse could havt* spoken at

that time, tio doubt it would liav(' had
some words to say on the sidjject of

mati's dominion having broken
Nature’s .social union and it nulainly

could have spoken with authority since

a goodly numhcr of llu' mouse's com-

patriots lay dead on the surf.ace of the

lab table victims of my previous m-

I jcctions.

But this mou.se was of special interest

to me. Unlike the others, this one, and
the ones in the series to follow, had
been primed for their metrazol with an
injection of Diazepam, a new drug
stamped ‘for experimental purpo.ses

only’.

That mou.se did survive the convul-
sion, as I recall; in fact, all the Diaze-

pam-primed mice save a few did quite

nicely as opposed to the phetiobarbital-

primtsl mice and tin* chlorpromazine-
prinu'd mic(>. At the end of tin* simph*
experiment (which was comiucted not

so tnuch in tin* interests of the adv.in-

(H'ment of pharmacological science as

in tin* inli'reKls of di'inonst rating to

students how pharmacological science

was advanced), a significant percen-
tagi'of the Diazi'pam primed mice wen*
scampering ahout tin* table apparently
noiu' the worse for their expi'ricnce.

And not, appari'iitly, harboring in their

little rodent brains grudges against me,
tln*ir poor earth-born companion an'

fellow mortal, for having pul them

through (heir paces. And so, I wrote up
(he experiment, concluded that Diaze-

pam was a good anti-convulsant in

mice, and promptly forgot it.

Not too long after that. Valium was
relea.sed on the North American mar-

ket as an anti-convulsant. mu.scle-relax-

ant, and tranquillizer. Great things

were expi'cted of this younger brother

of Librium. I never thought of that

mou.se again, not even when four or

five years later people started to ask me
for “Roche Fives”, as casually as they

would ask for aspirin, and showing me
their expired prescriptions for 50 or

100 tahlets. Not even when circum-
stances found me pumping stomachs

with .some ix'gularity and di.scovering

that the fluid that came grudgingly up
through the plastic lube was more
often than not stained yellow hecau.se

of Roche Fives rather than because of a

minor regurgitation of bile. Not even

when Vivol, Anxmm-5, Ganazepam, D-

Tran, E I’am, Meval, Novodipam,
I’axel, Neo-Ualme, Serenack. Apaurin,

Eridan, Lembrol, Noan, Setonil,

Tranimul, Vatran, and all the other 7-

chloro-l,3-dihydro-l-meth.vl-5-phonyl-

2H-1, 4-bonzodiazopin-2Hmes appeannl.

In fact, 1 never thought about that

mouse again until recently when 1 read

that amirding to statistics wllected by

DAWN (the US Drug Abuse Warning
Network) Diazepam is now the second

leading drug of abuse in all drug men-
tions in (he DAWN system.

Why did 1 think of it then'.* Well, in

lYtrospect, 1 wish that as that surviving

mou.se and I stood contemplating the

dawn of a new pharmacological age, the

age of Diazepam. 1 had quoted a little

Robbie Burns to it

:

liul. Afoii.s'ic, thou nrt iio thy lane.

In proi'iiiq foresight nuiy be vain:

The best laid sehenies o' mire on’ men
dang aft a-gley.

An' lea'e us nought but grief an' pain

For prom ised joy.

(Wayne Howell Is an Ottawa physician

and freelance writer.)
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Breast feeding must hinge
on mother’s medications

Although safe and unsafe drugs for nursing mothers are difficult to define,

drugs containing diazepam, lithium bromides, reserpine and opium aika-

loids should be avoided according to a Canadian doctor.

QUEBEC CITY — It is difficult

to preparelists of safe or harmful
drugs for the breast-feeding
mother, but drugs containing
diazepam, lithium, bromides,
reserpine, and opium alkaloids

should be avoided, says Jambur
Ananth, director of psychiatric

education and research at St.

Mary’s Hospital, Montreal.

Caution should also be exer-

cised with barbiturates, halo-

peridol, and penfluridol, he
told the annual meeting of the
Canadian Psychiatric Associ-
ation.

Knowledge in this field is very
limited, and in all suspected or

unexplained reactions in breast-

fed babies, maternal drug history

should be a priority, and breast-

feeding should be stopped tempo-
rarily.

“Most drugs are excreted in

milk in small quantities but this

fact cannot be too comforting be-

cause of the possibility of cumu-
lative effects, slow or absent
detoxication, enzyme induction,

and limited excretion in the
neonate. In addition, even though
side effects are not apparent, at

least in animals it is noted that

certain subtle behavioral pro-
blems occur.”

If a mother requires prolonged
medication, especially with drugs
known or suspected to be danger-
ous, she should be advised to

bottle feed the baby. For a drug
not known to be dangerous, strict

vigilance should be kept over the

baby, and no medication should
be prescribed for lactating
women unless it is definitely
needed. Dr Ananth advised.

Analgesics, antibiotics, nar-
cotics, sedatives, tranquillizers,

anticonvulsants, antihistamines,
laxatives, diuretics, and oral
antidiabetic agents in ther-
apeutic doses pass into breast
milk in undetectable amounts, or
in concentrations too low to be
toxic. Dr Ananth said.

“Morphine, codeine, atropine,
and scopolimine do not enter
breast milk at all.”

Concentration in milk depends
on the concentration in the
mother’s blood, lipid solubility of
the drug, and its degree of ioni-

zation.

“Infants’ immature renal and
hepatic function can delay ex-

cretion or inactivation of drugs,
so that continuous output from
mother’s milk could lead to clini-

cally important concentrations of

some drugs in infant blood. In
addition, since the intestine of
the new-born permits absorption
of undigested micromolecules,
the breast-fed infant may become
sensitised to trace amounts of

drugs in the milk.” Lowered
renal function in the mother may
also mean higher concentrations
of drugs in her milk.

While side-effects in infants
are rare, there may be more sub-

tle, long-term effects, such as in-

terference with normal develop-

mental patterns.

Alcohol workers still have a choice
NEW ORLEANS — External
regulation of the alcoholism ser-

vice delivery in the United States

is a distinct possibility.

But workers in the field still

have a choice.

“We can either resign our-
selves to increasing governmen-
tal or other external regulation

and management of our act-

ivities,” says Uwe Gunnersen,
“or we can rapidly make the basic

structural reforms necessary to

make the alcoholism field more
self-regulating in the public in-

terest.”

Speaking to the meeting here
of the Alcohol and Drug Pro-
blems Association of North
America, Mr Gunnersen repeat-

edly emphasized the need for

more quality assurance in alco-

holism programs.
“Unlike organized medicine we

cannot demonstrate the quality

of either our personnel or the
structure, process, and outcome
of our services. We mistakenly
deal in fairyland statistics that
vaguely describe the number of

services delivered, when we
should be actively developing or

adapting and implementing peer
review mechanisms that evaluate

the quality of our services, our
accountability to the client and
his fiscal guardians, and the per-

formance of our ethical and
moral obligations.”

Mr Gunnersen said when the

US National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism funded
the development of accreditation

standards for alcoholism pro-

grams by the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals, it

took the first step towards the

“still far removed” goal of

quality assurance and associated

fiscal responsibility in alcohol-

ism programs across the US.
The next step was to assure the

quality of the manpower in the

field of alcoholism.

However, in Mr Gunnersen’s
view, certification of personnel
has fallen victim to excessive fac-

tionalism and self interest. “The
questions of^who will implement
it and how it will be implemented
have paralyzed national progress

in this area, leaving certification

to be implemented haphazardly
by a few isolated ‘professional’

groups and a few state organi-
zations . . . The question of cer-

tification for alcoholism services

has been left to chance.”

Further, he said, the numbers
and types of individuals provid-

ing alcoholism service is increas-

ing in geometric proportions.
“Many have little or no
professional or experiential
training in alcoholism service

delivery. Many pick up tech-

niques and apply them with no
knowledge of their theoretical or

doctrinal basis, or their associ-

ation with other therapeutic
measures. The ethics of service

delivery plummet . . . and we
stand still paralyzed by inde-

cision, arguments over turf, and
an unwillingness to generate the
energy required to cooperate.”

All quality assurance regu-
lations require peer review of

health care services, but Mr Gun-
nersen said not until the alcohol-

ism service has manpower iden-

tified by certification, and
qualified by experience, practice

and training, and not until it is

able to define specifically what
the role and function of Rs man-
power is and what the role and
function of other manpower is in

providing services to alcoholic

people, will it be able to “demand
and substantiate equal accept-
ance of its peerage” with other

health care providers.

“If we believe there is such a

thing as the ‘field of alcoholism’

with an identifiable and unique
body of knowledge, practices, and
manpower, we must rapidly deve-

lop quality assurance mechan-
isms that begin with responsible

internal regulation of the quality

of manpower and establish a

professional peerage that can
assume control of service quality

through credible peer review
mechanisms and move towards
responsible definition of the sub-

stance of quality service.

“This is not to say that we disa-

gree with the desire to move alco-

holism service delivery into the

mainstream of medicine. But it is

to say that the people now
providing the service should con-

tinue to provide it as equal part-

ners with unique skills and a uni-

que body of knowledge — not as

‘allied’ care providers subordin-

ate to organized medicine.”

Mr Gunnersen is director of the

Alcoholism Division, Ac-

creditation Council for Psy-

chiatric Facilities, Joint Com-
mission on Accreditation of Hos-

pitals, Chicago, 111.

Drunkenness in the mother
can produce drunkenness in the

breast-fed baby, but moderate
amounts of alcohol do not appear

to have adverse effects. “Social

drinking cannot be treated as

taboo in the nursing mother.
Common sense should dictate

that excessive drinking is to be

avoided.”

Alcohol
cuts sex
hormone
BOSTON — The first direct
evidence that drinking alcohol

reduces production of testoste-

rone in non-alcoholic males, has
been uncovered by a group of

New York researchers.

Testosterone, the male sex hor-

mone, governs such characteris-
tics as sperm production, and
facial and body hair etc.)

In a report in the New England
Journal of Medicine (Oct. 7) the

researchers said 11 male volun-
teers were each given a little

more than one ounce of alcohol

every three hours “around the
clock” — not enough to make
them drunk. All were given en-

ough to eat.

Testosterone in the blood was
measured in four of the men 24
days after the start of the drink-

ing. In three, the concentration

had fallen by 29% to 55%. The
fourth man quickly developed an
upset stomach and his alcohol in-

take was cut by two thirds. His
testosterone stayed normal.
Two other men were tested at

the fifth day. In one testosterone

had fallen by 27%. In the other it

had fallen only slightly.

The researchers, headed by Dr
Gary Gordon of New York Medi-

cal College, said all six men were
social drinkers, normally con-
suming no more than 2.7 ounces
of alcohol a week.

Other hormonal changes seen

in patients with alcohol-induced

cirrhosis were not seen in the

normal subjects. The researchers

suggested that more chronic ex-

posure to alcohol for a period of

months to years might be
necessary to produce these
changes.

In an editorial commenting on
the work. Dr David Van Thiel and
Dr Roger Lester of the University

of Pittsburgh School of Medicine
said “the clinical effects of alco-

hol ingestion on male sexual
functioning are overt. Corres-

ponding changes in women may
have a more subtle function.”

They added that they have no
result yet from studies of women
and alcohol.

Rx drug abuse overshadowed by focus on alcohol
QUEBEC CITY — Twenty per
cent of the chemical abusers ref-

erred to the addiction service of
Royal Ottawa Hospital over three
years had a prescription abuse
problem.

For 4%, the abuse was limited

to prescribed medications, 15%
mixed abu.se of alcohol and pre-

scriptions, and 2% mixed abu.se

of pre.scriptions and street drugs.

The study was reported by

Nady el Guebaly, previously head

of the addiction service, and now

head of p.sychiatry at St. Boniface
General Hospital, Winnipeg.
Subjects were divided into six

groups depending on their

“pure” abuse of one substance, or

the various mixtures of abuse.

Pure prescription abusers were

Alcohol-induced relaxation is risky
WINNIPEG — An alcohol-

induced state of relaxation may
increase rather than lessen the

risk of serious injury from an

auto- accident.

A University of Manitoba
research group has turned up
evidence that high blood-alcohol

levels may increase the severity

of injuries.

The group, known as the

multi-disciplinary accident in-

vestigation group, studied 21

accidents over a one-year period

and found three cases where
young adults who had been
drinking heavily died within

minutes of an accident. Autopsy
findings suggested their bodies

should have resisted the injuries

at least until they reached
hospital.

“The rea.son (they failed to do

so) might be due to the

detrimental effects of alcohol on

the function of both the injured

and non-injured vital systems,

including the heart

“This observation is contrary

to the popular myth that the pro-

bability of survival is enhanced
by an alcohol-induced state of

relaxation.”

the only group in which women
predominated.
Dr el Guebaly noted that male

prescription abusers and street

drug users showed “a remarkable
lack of motor vehicle offences”.

Alcoholics were the ones charged
with traffic offences, usually for

impaired driving.
“We have reason to believe that

the other drug abuser groups
often did drive in a similar state

but remained undetected. The
over-whelming concern for alco-

hol in our present road legis-

lation, leading to the neglect of

other types of drugs, ought to be

reconsidered.”

Dr el Guebaly concluded that

the bulk of pre.scription abu.sers

is made up of alcoholics and other

chemical abusers “searching for

prescriptions to meet their in-

satiable need for chemical an-

swers. This finding ccuild have an
impact on our focus for preven-

tion. By emphasizing re.sponsible

prescribing to the alcoholic and
street drug abusing population,

we could limit a sizeable portion

of prescription abusers.”

He felt that preventive efforts

should focus on the female popu-
lation, alcoholics, and other
chemically dependent groups.

“Rational prescribing defined

as the right drug for the right

patient at the right time in the

right amounts and with due con-

sideration for relative costs, is to

be encouraged if the physician is

to retain his credibility.”
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flndustry and the alcoholic employee
In major Canadian firm

Rehab success rate for alcoholics up by 45%
LONDON, ONT. — Ontario
Hydro’s success rate in

rehabilitation of its alcoholics

has climbed from 15% to 60%
since 1968.

Good treatment facilities for

employed alcoholics, with speedy

admissions and referral by in-

dustrial physicians, was the most
important feature of the im-

provement, Thomas R. Hamilton
told the annual Quebec-Ontario

Occupational Health Conference.

Dr Hamilton is assistant director,

health and safety division, of

Ontario Hydro.
Other factors were the im-

proved way in which supervisors

play a part in case-finding and
subsequent control, and the

Betty Lou Lee reports from
the Quebec-Ontario Occu-
pational Health Conference,

London, Ont. Next month. The
Journal reports from the

Association of Labor Manage-
ment Administrators and
Consultants on Alcoholism
annual meeting in San Diego.

ready availability of in-patient

psycho-social group therapy pro-

grams with organized follow-up.

Ontario Hydro has 25,000

employees scattered throughout
the province, and has the same
program for all locations and
employees, although greater
accessibility to facilities in

Toronto has concentrated much
of the in-patient treatment there.

Since 1969, the alcoholism con-

trol program has dealt with 266

problem drinkers — 10 of them

women — of whom 163 are still

employed.

Seventeen, all men, have died

either during or after leaving
employment. Six of them died of

alcohol-related disease like cir-

rhosis or cardiomyopathy, and
four died violently by sucide, auto
accidents, and homicide. "Three

more, heavy smokers, died of
lung cancer and emphysema. All

the men who died were between

29 and 63 years of age.

Of the 103 no longer employed,
43 retired, which Dr Hamilton
said reflects the pattern of the
typical alcohol problem in indus-

try — a long-service employee

who is 40 to 50 when recognized
as a problem drinker. Nine
retirements were forced and one
woman retired early to avoid

treatment.

Sixteen employees resigned,

three of them to avoid treatment,
and several to avoid discharge.
Thirty-three were discharged for
cause.

Dr Hamilton said the average
age of the alcoholic employee is

dropping, partly because the
average age of employees is drop-
ping, but also because “the recent
pattern is of much younger men
presenting as problems at age 29,

26, 23 and 21. These young, short-

service employees have not the
same attachment to their job as
the older, longer-service em-
ployees, making constructive
coercion less effective.”

If any common pattern could
be discerned among the problem
drinkers, it was of “a loner type,

anxious, able to feel better and to

improve relationships with
others by drinking alcohol.”

Among the 266, 13 were diag-

nosed as having psychoses, 19

chronic anxiety, and 14,

depression. Major physical ill-

nesses were chronic bronchitis,

24; diabetes, 17; and atherioscle-

rotic heart disease, 14, although

it was not possible to evaluate for

peptic ulcer, gastritis, or hyper-

tension. Alcohol-related diseases

were found in 57, including
hepatic cirrhosis, 34; peripheral

neuritis, 15; DTs, 5; and isolated

alcoholic seizures, 2.

Industry has strong hold on alcoholics—money
LONDON, ONT. — Industry has

a hold over the alcoholic that

agencies, police, and the clergy

don’t, and it should use it, says

the medical director of Dominion
Foundrie.s. and Steel Ltd
(Dofasco), Robert Martin of

Hamilton.

That hold is the alcoholic’s

supply of money, and the con-

structive coercion that can be
used to give him two firm options

LONDON, ONT. — If a company
has more than 3,000 employees, it

may be economical to hire a full-

time professional for case-find-

ing, referral, and follow-up of

employ(!es who are abusing
chemicals, says the coordinator

— rehabilitation or loss of his

job.

Dofasco has had an alcohol

rehabilitation project for 12

years for its 10,000 non-unionized

employees, and this year for the

first time, the number of drunks
who have referred themselves to

it is greater than from any other

single source of referral. Dr
Martin told the Quebec-Ontario
Occupational Health Conference.

for Corporate Drug and Alcohol

Abuse at the F'ord Motor Co. in

Dearborn, Mich.

Smaller companies could share

a social worker or other

professional, .1. L. Francek told

the annual Quebec-Ontario Occu-

“We’re proud of this, because it

indicates employees realize

they’ll be helped, not fired, if they

admit their problem to us. That
has got around the plant by word
of mouth from men who’ve been
through the program.”
Of 303 patients who had been

through the program to the end
of July, 60% are judged to have
good results: abstinence with
perhaps one or two relapses a

pational Health Conference.

In his studies, he has found
alcoholic employees have six

times the absentee rate, four

times the sickness and accident

claims, and many more grievance

and di.sciplinary procedures.

They are 4% to 11% of the

work force, and they cost their

employers 25% of their average

income. But 65%) to 70%) <>f them
may he rehahilitaled with a pro-

gram that IS consistent, con-

fichmtial, and sympathetic.

"I'm not saying In* should In*

hahi(‘d. lie has accounlahility for

keeping his joh. But he has to ln>

given lime,” lu> s.iid In some
ca.ses finally losing his joh can he

"the hesi thing that can happen
(herapi'ulically".

Bhysicians in husim'ss and m
dusiry have a mimher of respon-

sihililii's III this area, Mr l'’ranei'k

said They must find out what
community resources an' avail

alile "You know this for corn

nary eases, why not for alco-

holics''" If servict's don't exist,

they should go into hospitals to

point out the nei'd, and act as

catalysts in the community to

develop programs.

year, and good cooperation in the

program. Another 21% have had
fair results, and 19% poor.

The company has a written
policy that alcoholic employees
are eligible for sickness benefits.

The program consists of three or

four weeks at the alcoholism unit

at Chedoke Hospitals, plus
another year of follow-up in

which the family is also involved.

If Antabuse or Temposil are pre-

They should survey the s.vstem

of denial that exists in the com-
pany, including its medical
department. "If a man has a lump
on his arm. his superx i.sor knows
it should be looked at, but he
doesn’t lake the same attitude to

a change in work, behavior or

mood. Why do supeiTisors hide

the problem until the last stage'.’"

lie citi'd the example of a

worker who kept urging everyone
to listen to the symphonic quality

of tiu' clanging presses in his

work area. When finally referred

to the medical department, he
was found to he psychotic,
homicidal, and suicidal.

The company doctor must al.so

help unions and nianagemeiit to

work out llu'ir roll's in any alco-

holism program, and ensure that

company henofil programs
reflei't alcoholism as a health
problem Becovery teams
represent mg I he medical depart

iiieiit, union, and maiiagenieni
can he used to motivate
eni|)loyee.s to aci ept help.

Mr Francek said one heroin
addict in 1,000 dies if he tries to

withdraw from chronic addiction

without medical attention, hut

one in 20 chronic alcoholics do.

scribed, it is mandatory the
worker get it at the company first

aid station before or after shift.

A basic foundation of the pro-

gram is educating foremen to

report (but not to diagnose) be-

havioral problems. Dr Martin
said. Careful record keeping on
absenteeism, sick leave, safety

performance, and work perfor-

mance, is also essential to the

Dofasco program. These records

are all available when the worker
is called in for an interview.

"It’s useless to confront him
until you have the facts, not just

rumor, and those take time to

gather. If you don’t have the
facts, he’ll bluff you out of your
trousers. But when he is con-

fronted, without indecision on
your part, he often dis.solves like

a pack of cards and is glad it’s

finally in the open.

"

Dr Martin stressed that only
on-the-job performance caa be
used to ciH'rce someone into

treatment. "He can be stomHl

nightly, but if he's not a hawird.

and he’s working projH'ily, \'mi

can't touch him. But 1 let him
know I know aliout it and watoh
him."
Of the 303 people who have

taken part in the program. 17

eventually were fired for alco-

hohsni, "which is not too bad in

12 .vears ".

Other than self-referrals, fore-

men accounted for the next

largest group reported to the

medical departmeiiL 58. SiTurity

guards who spotted drunkenm'ss
at the gales, and family doctors

each sent 19 Barents repork*d

two workers,- and a son reported

his father. In one case, it was an
Alcoholics Anonymous member
who notified the department.
"This IS usually a no-no for AA
memlM'rs, but this one w^ work-

ing beneath an alcoholic erane
operator."

r
Florida centre regroups

ORLANDO, Fla, - The Mid-

Florida tienler for Alcoholism
has finally lici'ii able to

regroup its hi'adiiuarters and
inpatient services under one
roof here, after Iwo years of

making do with a split opi'i-

ation.

A couple of years ago the

alcoholism centre went

through the traumatic ex

perieiice of losing a new head

(luarti'is building it was all set

to move into (The Journal,

May I. 1975). With only 30

days in which to relocate all

the facilities of what has been

descrlhed .is one of the best

alcoholi.sin programs in the

coiiiitf I’lc MI-’CA had to

-<>ti'- fi)i hiiiisiiig its admiiiis-

”’"~^utpati#nt .ser-

vices. and information and
ri'ferral facilities in an old

converted downtown resi-

di-nci', while moving its in-

patii'iit service and certain
other programs into one wing
of a motel 10 miles away

This wasn't a satisfactory
setup from till' viewpoint of

efficiency, iiut the ci'iitre

seems to have maintained its

standard of achievemi'iit
despite the haiidicai). Accord
itlg to Betty .to McLeoil, excc-

tuive director, a recent
follow-up of a samiile group of

patients found 7-1 '2'V) still al)-

staiiiing SIX months ;ifter in-

(laticiit treatment, with a

31.6%') increase In oniploy-

ment.

For drug abusing employees

Large companies need counsellors
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Iheck Stop

Drunk drivers should be scorned not pitied
OTTAWA — Drivers convicted

of impaired driving should be the

butt of public scorn rather than
the recipients of public
sympathy, according to Philip

Farmer, executive director of the

Canada Safety Council.

Speaking at a council con-
ference here recently, Mr Farmer
stressed that solid public support
is needed for Canada’s drinking

and driving laws and their en-

forcement by police forces.

Until this is achieved, there
will be slow progress in bringing
impaired driving under adequate
control. At present, the drinking

and driving problem is out of

control despite the Criminal Code
amendments concerning manda-
tory breathalyzer tests.

Mr Farmer expressed optimism

about the more recent additions
to the Criminal Code covering
roadside screening tests.

“This new law gives Canada’s
law enforcement agencies a

powerful tool,” he said.

“The use of roadside screening
tests with selective enforcement
and concentration at high risk
places and times, can result in a
reduction in impaired driving.”

Under the most recent amend-
ments, a police officer may re-

quest a roadside screening test of

a driver suspected of being im-
paired. Most likely, the roadside
screening tests would be given to

patrons of bars, road houses, and
taverns.

People signalled as being im-
paired by the portable breath
testing units would be given a

more formal breathalyzer test at

the local police station for use in

any criminal charges.

One problem with roadside
screening tests is that so far, only
two provinces, Alberta and
Ontario, have indicated they will

implement them. And shortage of

equipment and trained personnel
will delay implementation for
several months.

Drug program evaluations

Miami tries to eliminate the ‘inevitable bias’
By Tom W. Hill

MIAMI — Most follow-up studies

carried out to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of drug treatment pro-

grams have a built-in bias that

makes their validity question-

able, say investigators in the Div-

ision of Addiction Sciences at the

University of Miami School of

Medicine.

James Inciardi

The bias derives mainly from
the fact that it’s seldom possible

to locate more than 50% of the
population to be followed. And

NEW ORLEANS — The family
is still being neglected in alco-

holism treatment.

The majority of treatment
programs continue to focus on
the alcoholic as the primary
patient. Yet generally accepted
estimates indicate the nine to 12

million persons suffering from
alcoholism in the United States
each directly affect the lives of

four to five “significant others”.

This suggests that in addition
to the “alcoholics” there are
40-50 million people (in the US)
who are suffering the effects of

alcoholism but who by and large

are neglected.

“When families are included
in treatment, it is more of an ad-

junct to the primary patient than
reception of direct services for

their own recovery,” said Orville

McElfresh from the Alcoholism
Treatment Center at Lutheran
General Hospital in Park Ridge,

111 .

He urged those attending the

meeting of the Alcohol and Drug
Problems of North America here

to look at the potential of active

family treatment. “In the long

run, when a family system makes
significant changes there will be

often, the people doing the study

fail to define the characteristics

of the unlocated group.

But the Miami investigators

believe this bias isn’t necessarily

inevitable. Based on what they’ve

learned in studying the problem,
they’ve been able to develop
strategies to decrease the bias.

A research team — Brian R.

Russe, Duane C. McBride, Dr
Clyde B. McCoy and James A. In-

ciardi — sought to find out why
some patients couldn’t be located

at follow-up. They also compared
the social and behavioral charac-
teristics of those who could be
located with the characteristics

of those who could not.

They started their study in the
emergency room of Miami’s
1,300-bed Jackson Memorial
Hospital. For a six-month period
they stationed a team of counsel-

lor/interventionists in the emer-
gency room from noon to mid-
night, four days a week, to offer

counselling, intervention and
referral services to patients who
came in as a result of adverse
reactions to drugs.

a major impact on the alcoholic

person and the family’s future
mental health.”

The family deserves the same
sensitive and therapeutic
response as the primary patient,

said Mr McElfresh. And he sug-

gested a multi-option approach
for the patient and famiiy is

necessary to begin to meet the
needs of persons suffering from
alcoholism.

“When developing a treatment
plan for the family, it is import-

ant this plan parallel the plan for

the primary patient. If the in-

itial focus for the patient and
famiiy is too intense on reiation-

ship issues, basic alcohol infor-

mation can be missed and the

focus will revert to intrapsychic

issues.”

Mr McElfresh also emphasized
the energy necessary for early

recovery on the part of patient

and family. “Intense marital and
family issues can be responded

to more effectively after three to

six months of sobriety has been

established.”

Assessment of individual fam-

ily members is crucial to a suc-

cessful treatment program.
Family members may be suffer-

After an initial interview, the
team offered each patient refer-

ral services to various agencies.

This served to test the theory that

referral activity which takes
place in a hospital emergency
room will effectively alter the
drug taking behavior and life

style of many patients seen there
for treatment of drug related
problems.

Upon completion of the inter-

vention phase of the project, the
team members began a follow-up

study. Of 184 patients, they were
able to locate and interview only
about 45%. A total of 101 weren’t
available for the follow-up inter-

view.

More than half (actually

60.4% ) of the unlocated patients

had moved and left no address.

Another 13% weren’t located

although their addresses ap-

peared to be current and cor-

rect; they weren’t found at home
despite at least five attempts to

contact them. Two patients had
died. Five had given false ad-

dresses when seen originally.

Twelve patients refused to be in-

ing from more than alcoholism

and may need referral for

further medical and/or psycho-
logical examination and treat-

ment before they are available to

participate in aicoholism treat-

ment.

Similarly, Mr McElfresh
pointed out family needs will

change as the crisis stage passes

and treatment progresses. “The
counselling staff must sort out
the issues and together with the
family and patient develop short

and long term treatment goals.”

At the crisis stage the family
members are frequently unable
to respond to the requests of the
treatment facility and often do
not receive the necessary sup-
port to begin to understand their

roies in the illness.

“All too often the first thing

the family hears is that it is ‘as

sick as the patient’. This tends to

raise defen.ses and activate guilt

feeling,” said McElfresh.

“The family is indeed sick and
the system of personal relation-

ships has been distorted. How
the family is part of the illness

needs to be more carefully com-
municated.”

terviewed and six others were
deemed inappropriate for inter-

view for various reasons.

Duane McBride

Analyzing the data by race and
sex to determine which cate-

gories of patients were most
readily available for follow-up,

Mr Russe and his associates
found that white males were the

most available. Only 45% of

white males were not reinter-

viewed, compared to 65% of

white females, 60% of Spanish
males, 61% of Spanish females
and 53.3% of black males. Black
females were almost as accessible

as white males (only 47.8% not

being reinterviewed).

Patients who had come to the

emergency room because of reac-

tions to illicit substances tended
to be less available for follow-up

than those who had used pre-

scription type medications. Some
68% of the former, compared to

53% of the latter, were not rein-

terviewed.

Patient availability for fol-

low-up correlated to some ex-

tent with the type of agency to

which referral was made. Gener-
ally speaking, patients using il-

licit substances were sent to

traditional drug programs, while

prescription medication users
were invariably sent to p.sychiat-

ric out-patient counselling agen-

cies.

The group most accessible for

follow-up turned out to be
patients referred to traditional

drug treatment agencies. Seventy
percent of those referred to com-
prehensive drug programs were
available for follow-up.

The least accessible were in-

dividuals referred to tbe
hospital's crisis intervention
outpatient clinic for short term
psychiatric counselling; only
45.1% of these were located for

reinterview. Mr Ru.sse, who is a

research a.ssociate in the Division

of Addiction Sciences, believes

that the radical changes in life

style required by therapeutic
communities (in contrast to the
less stringent requirements of

psychiatric counselling) may at

least partly explain this dif-

ference in accessibility.

One implication of the study,

the researchers point out, is that

follow-up studies tend to be
biased toward findings from in-

stitutionalized populations, since

this group is the one most readily

located. The very fact of in-

stitutionalization implies that

the individual is still using drugs.

He is probably not truly

representative of the original

patient ponulation. many of

whom have avoided insti-

tutionalization and are more
likely to have ceased using drugs.

This research also suggests
strategies for obtaining a higher
proportion of respondents in

follow-up studies:

• Since the major reason people

couldn’t be located was becau.se

they had moved, researchers
should anticipate this and be pre-

pared to spend time and effort to

locate former patients through
friends, neighbors, treatment
programs and the criminal jus-

tice system.

• Efforts .should be made to en-

list the cooperation of the in-

dividual during the initial inter-

view, to persuade him to “keep in

touch.”
• Intervention agents, becau.se

the role they play may be the key
to success or failure, should be

thoroughly experienced in coun-

selling and interviewing and be

involved in sensitivity, awareness
and communications groups.
• Field investigators should
obtain gra.ss roots cooperation in

advance by contacting local

organizations and agencies and
explaining the importance of
follow-up and how community
support can help.

Brian Russe

[Alcohol care snubs families]
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t War on ‘social’ drinking under way

By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — Four years after

the federal health department
first announced it was going
after alcohol as one of the coun-

try’s leading health hazards,

federal health minister Marc
Lalonde has announced what he

calls the first step in a com-
prehensive alcohol program.

It’s a $650,000 nation-wide ad-

vertising campaign aimed at con-

vincing “the social drinker” to

take it easy with alcohol.

The $650,000 advertising pro-

gram represents a sizeable por-

tion of the health department’s
$9 million information budget.

Despite this, Mr Lalonde doesn’t

really expect the program will

produce measureable changes in

the drinking activities of Canadi-

ans.

With the fancy title “Dialogue

on Drinking,” the advertising

campaign started Oct 7 and will

continue to March 1977 using
major daily newspapers, maga-
zines, and radio in large urban
areas.

“This is not a fight against
drinking,” the minister said, but

“rather a fight against irrespons-

ible drinking.”

All provinces but Ontario and
Quebec have agreed to par-

ticipate in the program by adding
their names to the adver-
tisements and by providing edu-

cational material on request.

In Ontario, the Addiction

Research Foundation has decided
to participate, according to the
minister.

But the federal government is

footing the total bill.

Realistically, the federal
government can do little to assist

in what amounts to changing a

lifestyle, other than perhaps
trying over the long term to in-

crease people’s awareness about
the problems associated with ex-

cess drinking, the minister sug-
gested.

He said the alcohol industry,

along with the advertising com-
munity, and the mass media, were
asked to respond by the end of

last month to a list of federal
suggestions for additional regu-
latory actions aimed at curbing
consumption of alcohol.

Included in these is a federal

proposal to require labels on
alcohol bottles, similar to those
on cigarette packages, warning
about the health hazards of
drinking.

Another proposal being con-
sidered is Mr Lalonde’s pet con-

cern about the so-called good life

emphasis in alcohol advertising,

where young, happy, and good-
looking people are shown to be
the ones drinking Brand X.

While the alcohol industry
argues their advertising is aimed
at switching drinkers from one
brand to another, Mr Lalonde be-

lieves this type of advertising
convinces young people to start

drinking as well.

He expressed regret that some
provinces lowered the minimum
drinking age to 18 years as this

resulted in a sharp increase in

adolescent drinkers.

“It has made an impact on the

schools in particular, introducing
drinking into high schools where
you now have 15- and 16-year-olds

drinking,” he said.

Looking back, the minister
suggested perhaps the minimum
age limits for drinking were low-

ered by some provinces “on
philosophical grounds,” with lit-

tle hard data to back up the move.
Control of print advertising is

within provincial jurisdiction.

And Mr Lalonde would like to see

a standardization of alcohol ad-

vertisements in newspapers and
magazines from province to

province.

At present, some provinces
such as British Columbia, Sas-

katchewan, and New Brunswick
ban certain alcohol advertising,

while neighboring provinces are

quite liberal about their
approach to advertising.

With respect to electronic
media advertising, which the
federal government already
regulates through the Canadian
Radio and Television and Tele-

communications Commission,
Mr Lalonde indicated he would
like to see tougher regulations

along with standardization from
province to province.

He specifically pointed to the

fact Manitoba prohibits alcohol

advertising on television before

10 pm.
As part of his package of pro-

posals to industry, Mr Lalonde
has suggested a nation-wide ban
on alcohol advertising on tele-

vision before 9 pm.
Before any of the tougher

regulations on alcohol advertis-

ing labelling would be recom-
mended to the federal govern-
ment, Mr Lalonde would consult
once more with the provinces as

promised.

On the general issue of drink-

ing, Mr Lalonde said at one point

that he does not think young
people need alcohol to enjoy life.

He added, at another time, that

it would not be realistic to think

of eliminating alcohol use.

The over-riding fear in govern-

ment is that another Prohibition

would just lead to more bootleg-

ging.

In somewhat evasive language,

a background paper on the pro-

gram notes that Dialogue on
Drinking does not offer specific

solutions to this complex social

problem.

“This does not mean that
governments are not seeking
solutions but rather that the
nature of the problem requires
everyone’s involvement.

“Governments can do their
part only when supported by the

public.”

Within the federal government
at least, the health experts have
been seeking for solutions to the

'Your Personality Profile*

Health and Welfare quizzes Canadian
OTTAWA — Self-scoring ques-

tionnaires which were developed

to show Canadians how healthy

or unhealthy they are have been
distributed across the country
with last month’s Family Allo-

wance cheques.

Developed by Health and Wel-
fare Canada as part of the public

education campaign “Operation
Lifestyle”, the quiz “Your Life-

style Profile” was an attempt to

allow the 3.6 million Canadians
who received it last month to

determine the quality of their

lifestyle and see where im-
provements could be made.
“Dialogue on Drinking” (see

story above) is another aspect of

the Operation Lifestyle program
announced several months ago by

Health and Welfare minister
Marc Lalonde.

A follow-up leaflet “Ways to

Improve Your Lifestyle Profile”

will be sent with November Fam-
ily Allowance cheques.

Copies of both the question-

Instructions
Indicate by circling or check-
ing only the responses that

appiy to you. See “Your
Score” at end of the quiz to

determine the quality of your
iifcstyie.

Exercise
Amount of physical effort ex-

pended during the workday?
(a) heavy physical, (h) desk work
Participation in physical
activities — skiing, golf, garden-
ing, etc?

(a) daily (h) weekly (c) seldom
Average miles walked or jogged
IK*r (lay?

{aj More than I (l>) less lhati I

(c) none
Flights of stairs climbed j)erday?

(a) jnore than 10 (h) less than 10

Nutrition

Are you overweight?

(a) no (h) !) to I!) Ihs (e) more
than 20 Ihs

Do you eat foods from each of the

following groups - (1) meal,
fish, poultry, dried legumes, eggs
or nuts (2) milk or milk products
(3) breads or cereals (4) fruits

(5) vegetables?
(ii) cecri/doi/ (h) :i times weekly

Alcohol
Average lumibei of hollies of
beer ( 12 oz) per week '

(a ) 0 7 (h ) H 1

0

( ( ) I Ii ()) moif
Average number bard b(|ii<ir (

1

oz) drinks per week?
(ii) 0 to i III) H hi i:, (r) Hi or

more

^ Averar.i Timber ol e.lasses Cinz)
o- of wine or cull 1 per week '

0 -
’ / -(hi S III l.i (cl Hi or

snue 1

yial nut^'Hi^^)f drinks per wi>ek

be.M
,

li- uoflBfUiHahiarT^

t

(a) 0 to 7 (b) 8 to 15 (c) 16 or
more

Drugs
Do you take drugs illegally?

(a) no (b) yes

Do you consume alcoholic bever-

ages together with certain drugs
— tranquillizers, barbiturates,

antihistamines or illegal drugs?
(a) no (b) yes
Do you use pain-killers improb-
perly or excessively?

(a) no (b) yes

Tobacco

Cigarettes smok(*d per day?
(a) none (b) less than 10 (e)

more than 10

(Mgars smoked per day?

(a) none (h) less than 5 (c) more
than 5

Pipe tobacco pouches [H'r week?
(a) none (h) less than 2 (e) more
than 2

Personal health

Do you experience periods of

depression?

(a) no (b) yes

If yes to the above, do you always
wear a regulation safety helmet?

fa) yes (b) no
Do you ever drive under the in-

fluence of alcohol?

(a) never (b) occasionally

Do you ever drive when your
ability may be affected by drugs?
(a) never (b) occasionally

Are you aware of water safety

rules?

(a) yes (b) no
If you participate in water sports

or boating, do you wear a life

jacket? (If not applicable, do not

SCOIX').

(a) yes (b) no

General
Average time watching TV per

day (in hours) (a) ii to I (b) 1 to 4

(c) more than 4.

Are you familiar with first-aid

|)roiX‘dures?

(a) yes fh) no

Do you ('ver smoke in IkmI
’

(d) mi (b) iH casioniilly (c) yes

Do you .always make use of

clothing and (Mjuipment provided

(a) seldom (b) occasionally (c)

frequently

Does anxiety interfere with your
daily activities?

(a) no (b) occasionally (c)

frequently

Do you get enough satisfying

sleep?

(a) yes (b) no
Are you aware of the causes and
dangers of VD?
(a) yes (b) no
Breast self-examination? (If not

applicable, do not .score).

(a) monthly (b) occasionally

Road and water safety
Mileage per year as driver or

passenger?

(a) less than 10,001) (b) more
than 10,000

Do you often exceed the speed

limit?

(a) no (b) by more than 10 mph
(c) by more than 20 mph
Do you wear a seatbelt ?

(a) always (b) occasionally (c)

never
Do you drive a motorcycle, snow-

mobile or moped ’

problem for more than four
years, so far in vain.

The alcohol industry has
known for some time that in-

creased government regulation
was in the offing. Some segments
of the industry have been run-
ning ads urging moderation and
promoting public education
about the hazards of drinking;
others have been running “None
for the road” ads warning drivers
against driving their cars.

Nonetheless, the arguments
expected from the distilleries,

breweries and wineries — who
spend $50 million annually in

Canada on promotion —
emphasize economic rather than
health aspects. These arguments
point out that advertising agen-
cies need the money generated
from the promotion of alcohol;

that some consumier magazines
might not be able to stay in

business without the revenue
from such advertising; that the

advertising of alcoholic bever-
ages is aimed at winning larger

shares of an existing market
rather than expanding overall

consumption; and that more than

35% of sports broadcasting is

sponsored by breweries.

In mid-September The Mag-
azine Association of Canada
presented a brief to Mr Lalonde
showing that foreign magazines
carrying alcohol ads had a com-
bined per-issue readership in

Canada of 17 million and were
beyond the government’s control.

families
naire and follow-up material are

available from the Information
Directorate, Department of

National Health and Welfare,
Ottawa Canada, K1A 0K9.

for your safety at work? (If not

applicable, do not score).

(a) yes (b) occasionally (c) no

To score
1 point for each (a) 3 points for

each (b) and 5 points for each (c)

Excellent 34-45
Congratulations! "Kxeellenf in-

dicates that you have a com-
mendable lifestyle ba.sed on .sens-

ible habits and a lively awareness
of personal health. Keep up the

good work and maintain this rat-

ing.

Good 46-55
You have a sound grasp of basic

health principles Only one to 10

points separates you from the
elite. With a minimum of change
you can develop an excellent
life.style pattern M.ike the effort

to move up to ' Kxeellent” and
stay there.

Risky 56-65

You art' taking unneix'ssary risks

with your health. Several of your

lifestyle habits are based on un
wise personal choices which
should be changed if potential

hi'altb problems ar<' to be

avoided, V few common sense

(ii'cisions can mean a "Good " rat-

ing. but tin- challenge is to move
your lifi'sl vle up to 'Kxeellenf

Hazardous 66 and more
\ ll.izardous " rating indicates a

high risk lifestyb' Kilher you
bav«> little iHMMnial awareness of

good tu allb habits, or you are

choosing to ig.noi-e them. This is a

dangt'r zoni' — hut evini hazar-

dous lifi'slyles can he modified

.ind potential health prolilems

overcome. All it lakes is a little

conscK'iitious effort to improve

liasic living patterns Go over

your l('st carefull.N’ and start

making those improvements
right now
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Chew developed for smokers

Burglar proof

A cigarette case with a catch — a

built-in time lock that keeps the

case firmly locked for up to two

hours — has been introduced in

Britain. Manufacturers claim the

case will help a smoker cut down
his^ habit by controlling the

number of cigarettes he smokes
in a pre-determined time.

Wild rumors

Hong Kong drug pushers,

desperate to scare customers
away from treatment programs,

are spreading rumors methadone
can make a person infertile, im-

potent, and cause skin to turn

green. And if that’s not enough to

scare addicts away from metha-

done maintenance programs the

pushers claim death by the drug

may result.

No smoking here

Quantas, Australia’s national

airline, hasenlargednon-smoking
sections in its aircraft following a

six-month survey of passenger

preferences. No-smoking seats in

Boeing 707s and 747s average

about 50%. The percentage is

/

slightly lower (about 40%) in

first class sections.

Fisherman’s shoes

A Thai seaman was sentenced to

seven years in jail after being
charged with possession of

morphine valued at $23,000.. A
baggage inspector at Kaitak Air-

port in Hong Kong became sus-

picious when he noticed a

passenger’s extra long trousers

and high platform shoes. After
the inspector broke open the
heels of the suspect’s footwear he
found morphine in the shoes of

the fisherman.

Self serve deaths

The British Pharmaceutical
Society is trying to step up its

drive to have self-serve sales of

analgesices and other medicines
banned in supermarkets arguing
too many people are dying from
accidental poisoning. Manufac-
turers claim such a move will

only inflate drug prices because
of decreased sales. About 60% of

£20 million worth of analgesics

sold each year are bought at

general retail shops, many of

them self-serve.

LONDON — A nicotine flavored

chewing gum designed as a sub-

stitute for cigarettes is being
developed in Britain, and should
be available to people wishing to

give up smoking within a year,.

The chewing gum, tasting of
nicotine with an overriding and
more palatable flavor, was
originally conceived five years
ago, but the early product had
only a relatively small quantity
of nicotine. The latest version
contains between 2 and 4 milli-

grams of nicotine — while in-

dividual cigarettes contain bet-

ween 0.5 and 2 mg.
Nicotine is the addictive ele-

By John Dornberg

MUNICH — The Bavarian state

government has adopted mea-
sures to protect non-smokers
from smokers in public service.

A decree issued by the

Bavarian State Chancellory,
effective in September, restricts

smoking in government offices,

vehicles, and the canteens and
cafeterias of government build-

ings.

Specifically, the edict pre-

scribes that “wherever possible,”

smoking and non-smoking civil

servants should be assigned
working spaces in separate
offices. Where this is not pos-

sible, smoking in offices should

be permitted only “if all the

ment in tobacco. The dangers of

smoking are associated with the
tar which collects in the lungs.

The research project is being
carried out at the Addiction
Research Unit of the Institute of

Psychiatry at Maudsley Hospital,
London. A medical team led by
Michael Russel is experimenting
with volunteer patients who
want to stop smoking.
Dr Russel says the gum is so far

the best of many projected aids
for nicotine addicts. Among the
43 people tested, 70% stopped
smoking during the trial period;
and 26% of those who completed
the tests were still not smoking

employees in the room agree to

it”.

The policy on smoking at con-

ferences and meetings should be

determined before sessions open

and smoking should be permitted

only when all participants agree.

Exceptions may be made in ver>'

large auditoriums and under cer-

tain circumstances the agenda
should forsee cigarette breaks.

No smoking will be permitted

by passengers in government
vehicles unless all of them riding

in the vehicle agree to a smoking
policy. Drivers of government
vehicles must not smoke at the

wheel, according to the decree.

Canteens and cafeterias in

public buildings should be
divided into smoking and non-

after a year.

Subject to approval by the
department of health, the
nicotine gum is expected to be-

come available to the public
within a year. In all probability,

the product will be restricted to

prescription initially.

Commercial aspects of pro-
duction, distribution, and mar-
keting have not as yet been con-

sidered; and the research team
decline to guess how much the

gum would cost.

Contact: Addiction Research
Unit, Institute of Psychiatry,
Maudsley Hospital, Denmark
Hill, London, S.E. 5, England.

smoking rooms or sections, and
where this is not possible for
space reasons, smoking and non-
smoking tables should be desig-

nated. Where separate facilities

for smokers and non-smokers
cannot be set up, according to the
edict, smoking must be pro-

hibited during the main lunch
period from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm.

The decree bans smoking in all

classrooms of Bavarian schools

and universities, and places res-

trictions on smoking on govern-
ment offices frequently visited by
the public.

Of the 10 ministerial under-
secretaries who signed the
decree, seven are non-smokers.
Of the three who do, two smoke
cigarettes and one a pipe.

Bavaria sets up smokeless zones

Non-smokers breathing freer

They supply 600 tons a year

Burma and Laos may cut back opium production
GENEVA — Burma and Laos
have given secret undertakings
to the United Nations agencies

concerned with the illegal nar-

cotics trade that they would sub-

stantially reduce their supplies.

These two countries produce
more than 600 tons of opium a

year and, together with Thailand,

make up the notorious Golden
Triangle region, the principal

source of the illicit trade in Wes-
tern Europe and North,America.
The confidential nature of

their undertaking to the inter-

national community may well in-

dicate a gesture outside the realm
of public relations. There is, in

fact, a great deal both countries

can do to cut down the volume of

their illicit supplies.

Both Burma and Laos avoided

the recent Euro-Asian dis-

cussions on the illegal narcotics

trade held in Chieng Mai,
northern Thailand, which has
become the main Westward trade

route used by traffickers since

the Communist takeover in Viet-

nam and Laos.

But the meeting, brought
together by Interpol and the
Colombo Plan aid organization in

search of new cooperative
arrangements for reducing drug
trafficking, received firm indi-

cations from both countries that

they would join the UN-spon-
sored crop substitution program
for poppy growing regions.

Under the scheme, growers are

to be encouraged — or coerced —

to cultivate alternative crops
producing a guaranteed income.

The details are to be worked out

with the UN’s International Nar-

cotics Board and the UN Fund for

Drug Abuse Control here. They
can supply both specialist advice

and funds for essential invest-

ment.
Thailand is already working

closely with the UN agencies. Its

administration is anxious to gain

international recognition for its

efforts to reduce the Westward
flow of drugs from the Triangle.

Both Burma and Laos have
pressing domestic reasons to cut

down opium production but, like

Thailand, neither is able to

eliminate the industry entirely.

Burma has paid lip service to

the crop substitution program
for some time; but hitherto it has

displayed neither the will nor the

ability to mount more than an

occasional token raid on the

highly organized refineries

where the hill gangs convert

opium into heroin along the

border with Thailand.

The revenues raised by the

Burmese opium trade are used

largely to finance the intensify-

ing guerilla warfare against the

central government. A crop sub-

stitution program, even if only

partly implemented, would
financially weaken the op-

position armies. The adminis-

tration’s undertaking to reduce

the poppy fields could therefore

be given credence in the context

UK Labour party digs in its heels on smoking
By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — A wide range of

controls on cigarette advertis-

ing, as well as statutory
powers to control tobacco ad-

ditives and substitutes —
despite American company
opposition — has been devised

by the Labour Government
here.

But while tobacco manufac-
turers have made it plain to

David Owen, Minister of State

for Health and Social

Security, that they will go
along with efforts to make
cigarette smoking “safe”, they

would not support measures
even over the long term, to

abolish smoking altogether.

Announcing the changes to

parliament. Dr. Owen said:

“Some believe even to talk

about safer smoking is to com-

promise one’s stand against all

smoking. I do not believe that

this is realistic.”

Dr Owen said the tobacco

companies had agreed to these

proposals.

• Tar content and group
(high, medium or low) will

appear on cigarette packs in

the future;

• Advertising of cigarettes

in movie houses will be res-

tricted to films rated for

adults only;

• Cigarillos will no longer be

advertised on the commercial
television network, on which
cigarette advertising has been

banned for a number of years;

• Negotiations are to start

soon on limiting tobacco com-

pany sponsorship of sporting

events and .sports bodies. In

Britain this extends from
automobile racing to golf, ten-

nis and cricket. The .John

Player cricket league, played

on Sundays, has been a finan-

cial boon to hard-pressed
county cricket clubs.

Dr Owen said a main aim is

to achieve a steady reduction

over the next few years in the

tar yield and other smoke con-

stituents, such as carbon

monoxide and nicotine, judged
on independent medical
evidence to be excessive.

He accepts progress will be

slow. One way to start is to stop

gift coupon schemes linked

with high tar cigarettes.

Eventually all gift coupon
schemes will be ended.

Opposition to part of the

proposals has come from
American-owned companies
who oppose the plan to put ad-

ditives and .substitutes under
control of the Medicines Act.

Dr Owen said: “The Govern-
ment considers on the basis of

agreement by companies
responsible for the production

of over 70% of the cigarettes

consumed in this country, in-

cluding the largest British

producer, it would be un-
reasonable not to go ahead.

“To do otherwise would be to

allow the interests of firms
outside the country to frus-

trate what the home industries

are prepared to carry forward
in the interests of the health of

the people of this country.”

In future all tobacco ad-

ditives and substitutes will

need a product licence from
the Government, which will be

advised by an independent
scientific committee.

The voluntary part of the

proposals met with full agree-

ment of the companies. Im-
perial Tobacco, which controls

two-thirds of the British mar-
ket said it "welcomed the new
cooperative agreement with
Dr Owen.”
Dr Owen rejected the call by

many members of parliament

to ban all cigarette advertis-

ing. He said one bad effect

would be to hinder the .spread

of the message — through ads
— of the effect of the sup-
po.sedly safe low tar cigarette.

Any attempt to price
cigarettes off the market
would mean the poor would
suffer while the rich would
continue to smoke. These
social consequences. Dr Owen
said, “are quite unacceptable”.

of its drive to extend its ter-

ritorial authority at home.

Laos legalized the cultivation

of opium poppies last year after

the Copmunist Pathet Lao
leadership assumed power. The
move was evidently intended to

pacify the hill tribes hostile to the

Communists. Poppy growing, a

traditional local industry, had

been banned by the previous ad-

ministration.

The farmers responded to the

end of prohibition by raising a

crop yielding some 30 tons of

opium; and they are planning to

increase cultivation. But they are

likely to be disappointed as the

new administration intends to in-

troduce measures for crop sub-

stitution, with aid and advice

from the UN agencies, now that

the dissident tribes have been

brought largely under control.

Any practical measure to

reduce opium production in the

Triangle area could significantly

alter the availability of supplies

in the rich illicit markets of the

European Ek'onomic Community
as well as in Canada and the Uni-

ted Stales.

Cu.stoms and police .seizures of

top grade heroin totalled 200
kilograms during the first half of

this year in Western Europe
alone.

Drownings

by alcohol

MUNICH — One-fourth of West
Germany’s accidental drownings
may be caused by alcohol intoxi-

cation.

According to the Munich-
based organization Das Sichere

Haus, a West German accident

prevention group, of 900 fatal

swimming accidents recorded in

West Germany and West Berlin

each year, approximately 25%
have been traced to inebriation.
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Soviets launch ‘gigantic’ anti-alcoholism plan
By Thomas Land

VIENNA — Public health and
law enforcement authorities in

the Soviet Union are launching a

gigantic campaign against alco-

holism, a growing source of

crime, accidents, and industrial

inefficiency.

“Drying-up” stations for the
compulsory detention of drunk-

ards are being established in

many areas. Special local com-
missions to organize and oversee

the campaign are being set up,

linking various civic groups and
youth organizations.

A special part-time police force

is being recruited and trained to

deal specifically with alcoholism.

Hundreds of drunken employees

are summarily fired and their

cases locally publicized.

The current increase in alcohol

consumption in Russia is es-

timated at 5% a year, compared
with 3% in other major indus-

trial countries. The nation col-

lectively spends an equivalent of

$40 billion annually on drinks,

accounting for 10% of the total

disposable personal income. The
average Russian family, in other

words, spends proportionately

twice as much on drinks as the

average British one.t

The nationwide campaign was
triggered by the Supreme Court

of the Soviet Union. Concerned
by the magnitute of the problem
— reflected by an estimated
600,000 drunken driving offences

a year, according to the
authoritative Lituraturnaya
Gazeta — the court devoted a

special session late last year to

alcoholism and also to drug ad-

diction.

It resulted in a directive to

lower courts instructing them to

institute careful investigation
into all cases of juveniles in-

volved in drink-related offences

and to hand out severe punish-
ments to adults “found to be
party to the crime”.

For the court was told in a

specialist report that heavy
drinking, traditionally accepted
and often even expected by adults

in all layers of society, is spread-

ing to younger age groups. The
survey claimed that 75% of a

random group of 12-year-old chil-

dren studied were found to be
regular tipplers, and that nine of
ten 16-year-olds were regular
drinkers.

The statistical testimony bore
out the experience of the courts
which had punished tens of
thousands of juveniles for drink-

related offences. But juvenile
drinking is only one dramatic
aspect of a problem affecting the
whole of society where the aver-
age family spends 230 rubles on
vodka a year — and only two
rubles on books.

More than 70% of all assaults
are being committed by people in

a state of intoxication, according
to official estimates; and 65% of

murders are blamed on drink.

The authorities acknowledge
that the overall low industrial
productivity of the country is at

least related to its high and in-

creasing alcohol consumption.

Nearly a third of industrial
accidents result from drinking: a
spot check in a Moscow factory
recently, mounted in connection
with the current campaign, found
281 out of a total staff of 410
workers incapable of carrying
out their duties safely and
efficiently because of either
drunkenness or hangovers.

Denouncing heavy drinking in

agricultural areas, Pravda says:

“Instead of perhaps 60 or 80
guests at a wedding, as was the
case a decade ago, there are now
several hundred. The cele-
brations last for several days;
vodka, wine, and home-made
brandy flows; and people com-
pete as to who can give the bigger
reception or drink the more
or make the most drimken
noise . .

.”

rS.
from
page
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AA works because of belief in ‘higher power’
problem. The Bible clearly states

in Galations 5:21, that drunken-
ness is a sin. You cannot be for-

given for a disease, but you can be

forgiven for a sin. If one would

Abstinence is

To the Editor:

On reading the August edition, I

note with disgust that nothing
has been reported in The Jour-

FAST ACCURATE
48 HRS. C.A.P. AND C.D.C.

DRUG
URINALYSIS
The Leader
in this field

PRECISION ANALYTICAL
LABS. INC.

1 4943 N.E. 6th Avenue
No. Miami, Fla, 33161 U.S.A.

Phone: (305) 949-2106

read further in Galations one can
find the answer to Charles Beck-

er’s question of what to give the

alcoholic in return for his giving

up drunkenness. I have met many

neglected
nal with regard to (Salvation

Army) Commissioner Arnold
Brown’s recent address, empha-
sizing total abstinence as an
alternative to alcoholism.

You covered many of the other

philosophies and aspects of The
Canadian Foundation on Alcohol

and Drug Dependencies con-

ference (INFORMACTION).
With so many who recognize total

abstinence as the only alternative

to alcoholism, this speech ought
to have been reported.

Austin Millar

Major, The Salvation Army
Harbour Light Corps
Toronto, Ontario

alcoholics and have treated many
and usually it is very hard to get

any of them to stay on any kind of

abstinence route unless they
come into this type of relation-

ship. A great part of the success

of Alcoholics Anonymous is due
to the fact they believe in a higher
power greater then man.

I feel the debate of whether
alcoholism is a disease or not can
best be summed in the words of

Peter L. Ream: “Alcoholism is a

disease? If so, it is the only dis-

ease that is contracted by an act

of the will. It is the only disease

that requires a licence to propa-

gate it. It is the only disease that

is bottled and sold. It is the only
disease that promotes crime. It is

the only disease that is habit
forming. It is the only disease

that is spread by advertising. It is

the only disease that is given for a

Christmas present.”

Ivan M. Jackson, MD

850 Alpha Street,

Owen Sound, Ontario

Correction
To the Editor:

On Page 7 (The Journal,
August) in the article on Cana-
da’s drinking drivers, I believe

you have made a mistake. You
talked about 3,000 deaths costing

$360 billion ($120,000 per
fatality). If you multiply
$120,000 by 3,000, the answer is

$360 million.

I find it difficult to believe any
country could afford $360 billion.

Thank you for your kind atten-

tion. I enjoy The Journal tho-

roughly.

J. Takamine, MD President
Alcoholism Council of Greater
Los Angeles
Chairman, AMA Committee
on Alcoholism

What is the cause of such uni-

versal heavy drinking?

Western commentators point
to the many frustrations in-

herent in Soviet life and to the
lack of a variety of consumer
goods to play with. The Soviet
authorities speak of growing
affluence and social irrespon-
sibility without which a national
drink problem of such intensity

undoubtedly would not be pos-
sible.

However, the answer is un-
likely to be that simple. At the
very least, the wild drinking and
even the much publicized current
drive to suppress it appear to be a
desperate plea for attention to

underlying social ills. But they
would require precisely the kind
of dispassionate sociological in-

vestigation disregarding ideo-

logical implications which the
Soviet system of government can-
not afford to permit.

^

.
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NEW RELEASES

AUDIO CASSETTE PRESENTATIONS
/ \

AT-007 CONTROLLED DRINKING
CONTROVERSY
22 minutes by Norman Giesbrecht

The concept of controlled drinking has caused con-

siderable controversy among those working in the

field of alcoholism. In this presentation, Mr. Norm
Giesbrecht, a scientist with the Addiction Research

Foundation of Ontario, discusses the issues in-

volved in the contention surrounding controlled

drinking as well as the Implications and benefits of

the controversy

V /

/
AT-OOB THE WOMAN AND HAZARDOUS
DRINKING
29 minutes edited by Deborah Levine
Though interest in alcoholism has grown in the last

two decades, the female alcohol abuser is sorely

neglected in the literature that has resulted from this

interest. Recently there has been much speculation

about whether alcoholism in women is increasing or

whether female problem drinkers are simply

becoming more visible. In this round table dis-

cussion an interdisciplinary team of experts in the

field of addictions, examines myths, facts, and
special problems surrounding women alcohol

^abusers

^ AT-009 TEENAGE DRINKING: USE AND ABUSE ^
OF ALCOHOL
23 minutes by Reginald G. Smart

Concern over teenage drinking has never been
greater Dr Reginald Smart, associate research

director of evaluation studios, ARF, and author ol

the book. The Now Drlnkora- Teenngo Use and
Atiuse of Alcohol, discusses the reasons lor this

concern and some things that can be done to alio-

vlalo the (xohlom Areas covered include why
young peo()le drink and what olloci parental drink

ing has on their habits, how many young people

have a drinking problem and what can bo done lor

^ them by par tints, schools, and govornmnnta ^

Price per tape $9.00

Any 6 A.R.F. tapes in Binder $48.00

AT-010 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
An Overview lor Employers
23 minutes by Bryan White

With the Increasing costs ol alcohol in the work-

place, numbers ol employers are advocating poli-

cies and programs to deal with the alcohol or drug

dependent employee In this presentation, Bryan

White, a consultant with the Addiction Research
Foundation, expresses his opinion regarding the

movement from alcohol programs to the broad

brush, employee assistance program approach and
a rationale Is given lor joint labor management
cooperation

AT-011 OUTPATIENT TREATMENT OF THE
ADULT ALCOHOLIC
1 9 minutes by Dr Michael Jacobs

Considerable frustration and contusion exists

among counsellors who work with olcoholics

regarding the best approach to treatment Dr.

Michael Jacobs, a psychologist with the Addiction

Research Foundation, discusses some ol the more
typical problems which come up In the everyday

work with alcoholics and some of the methods
which have been found to be most effective. These
methods should be usetul in terms of helping the

coun.sellor deal more effectively with the adult

alcoholic on an outpatient basis

Order by Catalogue Number from

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russeii Street

Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1
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Is this your own personal copy of The Journal?

It should be

The Journal, published by the world-renowned Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario, is the international

newspaper in the fieid of aicohoiism and drug dependence.
Each month, and more than ever, peopie in this field — doctors,
lawyers, teachers, nurses, social workers, policemen,
government officials, even private citizens — are turning to The
Journai to keep in touch with what’s happening.

IT’S IN THE KNOW:
It is one of a kind in having an estabiished network of respected
medical journalists and coiumnists in Canada, the United
States, Europe, and the Middle and Far East. Each month, they
provide inteliigent, informed coverage of ail Important
international developments in treatment, research, education,
and sociai and poiiticai policies.

Why The Journal?

IT’S GROWING:
As the fieid of addictions has broadened, so has The Journai’s

coverage widened. The Backgrounder has been added for

readers who want to know the finer details behind some of the
major news stories. The increasingiy popuiar Back Page aiways
highlights one particular topic or event. And, the Coming Events
column is now a must for people who want to make conference
plans.

J*
^

IT’S HIGHLY READABLE:
If the content of The Journal has Improved, so has Its “look”. A
staid image doesn’t imply accuracy or respectability any more
than verbosity implies insight.

Crisp, clean copy, neatly packaged makes The Journal not only

worthwhile but enjoyable reading.

We get letters

"The Journal sets a pattern which will become the sine qua non of good journalism in this field."

Beny Primm, MD
Addiction Research and Treatment Corporation
Brooklyn, New York

"I have been reading the publication for quite some time now and from a law enforcement point of

view. I find it very informative, instructional, and educational. It is one of the best medical journals

I have had the pleasure of reading."

Det/Sgt K. S. Astill

Officer in Charge. Drug Squad
Surrey Hills, Australia

"I have just finished reading your excellent article about the Aware program and would like to

commend you for your fair and objective reporting of a program of which we are justifiably

proud."

Walter Shimshek,
Minister of Public Health

Saskatchewan

"From reading The Journal it is obvious to me that your paper accumulates first-rate research

information and data on a monthly basis."

James Hendy
X-KALA Y Foundation
Vancouver branch
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ALCOHOL AND DRUG
SURVIVAL
MADE EASY

VIA THESK TWO NEW BOOKS FROM THE DO IT NOW FOUNDATION

ALCOHOL: FACTS BEHIND
THE RUMORS BEHIND THE
MYTHS explains the pharma-

cological reasons alcohol reacts

the way it does within the

body, plus lots more on social

use, addiction, alcohol/drug

combinations, alcohol and
safety, and much more, all ap-

proached rationally and uncon-

ventionally. SI .00 per copy,

I0/$7.S0, I00/S60.00

CHEMICAL SURVIVAL FOR
WESTERN MAN & WOMAN
combines a rational approach
with all the medical, social and
pharmacological data needed
to make the correct choices a-

bout the chemicals that may
come into your life.. .from as-

pirin and laxatives to barbitur-

ates and heroin. A basic, easy-

to-read book for all ages. $1.25
per copy, 10/S8.S0, I00/$7S.

MAIL TO: DO IT NOW FOUNDATION, P.O. Box 5115
Phoenix, Arizona 85010 US.A

Please send me. .copies of CHEMICAL SUR-
VIVAL FOR WESTERN MAN AND WOMAN, and/or

copies of ALCOHOL: FACTS BEHIND THE
RUMORS BEHIND THE MYTHS. Payment enclosed of:

i $

Name
Address.
City, State, Zip

CLINICAL RESEARCH FELLOW
A position is available for a Clinical Research Fellow in Neurology
at the Addiction Research Foundation's Clinical Institute.

Research will involve using clinical, electrophysiology, and
neuropathological techniques. Physicians applying must be
registerable in Ontario.

The position will start on either January 1 , 1 977, or July 1 , 1 977.

For further Information please contact:

Dr. Peter L. Carlen
Division of Neurology, Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street, Toronto, Ontario M5E 2S1

CLINICAL DIRECTOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG
SERVICES DIVISION

This position is at a senior staff level within a mental
health center in Central Illinois. The Alcohol and Drug
Services Division provides a wide variety of drug and
alcohol abuse services utilizing outpatient, day care,

and residential modalities.

Responsibilities of this position include: clinical input

and supervision of treatment and case management;
coordination and development of in-service training;

responsibility for long-range planning and liaison to the
Center’s mental health services.

An advanced graduate degree In the behavioural
sciences or similar field is desired. Three years of ex-

perience in clinical treatment services Is required. This
experience should demonstrate a solid understanding
of the specialized requirements of clinical services to

alcohol and drug abusers, as well as the ability to meet
the demands of a supervisory clinical position

Starting salary: $16,000 • $10,500, based on exper-

ience.

POSITION OPEN IMMEDIATELY
Stand resume to: Joseph J. Spataforu, Director, Alcohol
and Drug Services Division, Peoria Area Mental Health
Gunter, Inc., 26? 1 North Knoxville Avenue, Peoria,

Illinois, 61604.

0lcw CBool^s "

Perception in Crimino*
logy

. . . edited by Richard L. Henshel
and Robert A. Silverman

This edited work is intended to

incorporate labelling material,

criminogenic perception, and
perception in the administration
of justice in order to facilitate

research efforts of criminologists

who wish to deal with the subjec-

tive aspects of their field. One of

the aims of the collection is to

reinforce the importance of per-

ceptual error in the production of

criminality and the actual oper-

ation of criminal justice systems.

Attitudes toward drug and mari-

juana use and police perception

of drug users are briefly men-
tioned.

(Columbia University Press, 562
W 113th St., New York, New York,

10025, 1975. 489p.)

The Patient With Alco-
holism and Other Drug
Problems

... by Charles L. Winfield and
Kenneth Williams

WANT CURRENT
DRUG & ALCOHOL
INFORMATION?
- FREE CATALOG -

Write or Call:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON DRUG ABUSE

8 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 321-1230

This book deals with the medical
aspects of alcohol and other drug
problems, and has been designed
to provide a learning program for

medical students, residents in

training, and practising physici-

ans. Pre/post tests are provided
for each of the 20 parts enabling
the reader to use the book as a

self-study source and as a

reference. Aspects covered in-

clude diagnosis, treatment,
alcohol and the family, liver dis-

ease, medical complications,
withdrawal, pharmacology,
prevention, the susceptible
physician, and others.

(Southern Illinois University,
School of Medicine, PO Box 3926,

Springfield, Illinois, 62708. 1976.

589p.)

Other Books

American Drugstore:A (Alcohol)

to V (Valium) — Fort, Joel, and
Cory. Brown and Company, Bos-

ton, 1975. Motives for drug use,

medical origins, research,
dangers, control, treatment, edu-

cation. 65p.

Addiction, Crime and Social
Policy — Baridon, Phillip C.

Lexington Books, Toronto, 1976.

Overview of opiate addiction and
crime, addicts, research findings.

126p. $16.10.

The Effectiveness of Drug Abuse
Treatment. Volume 4: Evalu-
ation of Treatment Outcomes for
1971-1972 DARP Admissions
Cohort — Sells, S.B., and
Simpson, D. Dwayne (eds). Bal-

linger Publishing Company,
Cambridge, 1976. Figures, tables,

references, index. 483 p. $22.80.

The Scientific Study of Mariju-

ana — Abel, Ernest L. Nelson-
Hall Publishers, Chicago, 1976.

Pharmacology, reported ex-

periences, effects on hunger,
sensory effects, time distortion,

memory, psychomotor skills,

psychological effects, adverse
social behavior. 299 p. $15.

Drug Experiments on Prisoners:

Ethical, Economic, or Ex-
ploitive? — Myer, Peter B. D.C.

Heath and Company, Toronto,
1976. References, index. 131p.
$14.85.

Sleep Disturbance and Hypnotic
Drug Dependence — Clift,

Anthony D. (ed). Excerpta
Medica, Amsterdam, 1975.
Appendexes, index. 352p. $43.10.

Psilocybin: Magic Mushroom
Grower’s Guide— Oss, O. T., and
Oeric, O. N. And/ Or Press, Ber-
keley, 1976. Bibliography,
glossary, illustrations. 63p. $5.45.

How to Control Your Drinking —
Miller, William R., and Munoz,
Ricardo F. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Englewood Cliffs, 1976. Setting
limits, self-control, drinking situ-

ations, alternatives, appendexes,
index. 246p. $4.50.

The Peyote Dance — Artaud,
Antonin. Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, Inc, New York, 1976.
Translated from the French by
Helen Weaver. 105p. $2.75.

Alcohol Enforcement Counter-
measures — International
Association of Chiefs of Police,

Washington, 1976. Alcohol and
alcoholism, research on alcohol

abuse and highway safety, pro-

blems encountered by police, en-

forcement of alcohol safety. 234p.

$3.10.

The Gemini House Manual: A
Comprehensive Primer on Drug
and Life Information — Gemini
Collective. Gemini House,
Champaign, 1976. Stimulants,
depressants, other drugs, first

aid, life information. 160p. $5.

Prescription Drug Pricing: “The

Politics of Pills and Profits
” —

Missouri Public Interest
Research Group, St. Louis. 1975.

RELAXATION THERAPY:
AN ALTERNATIVE TO TENSION

“Relaxation Therapy has been one of the greatest

assets in my continued sobriety. No more doing the
100 mile per hour with a 50 mile per hour body,

and no more panic."

Jim Murphy
Boston, Massachusetts

“\X (Relaxation Therapyj has given me the confidence
to combat tension in the most stressful situations.

It is really a new freedom!’
Sally Sherry

Cape Cod, Massachusetts

THIS UNIQUE 37-MINUTE COLOR/SOUND FILM IS:

• Especially appropriate for small groups of alcohol or

drug abusers:

• Used repeatedly, as the ability to relax Is acquired

gradually:

• Being used In hospitals, halfway houses, and other treat-

ment programs throughout much of the U.S.:

• Accompanied by a complimentary audio cassette of

Relaxatton Therapy lor use with Individuals Also Included

Is a S4-page handbook on Reltnation Therapy.

• For anyone who Is serious about reducing the harmful

effects of stress in his/her life without pills or booze.
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In order to provide our
readers with adequate notice

of forthcoming events, please

send announcements as early

as possible to: The Journal, 33

Russell St, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada, M5S 2S1, or tele-

phone (416) 595-6053.

Canada

Society for Neuroscience 6th
Annual Meeting — Nov 7-11,

1976, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Neuroscience Annual
Meeting Office, 9650 Rockville,

Pike, Bethseda, Maryland, 20014.

Detox Workers Training Pro-
gram — Feb 7-11 and March 7-11,

1977, Toronto, Ontario. Infor-

mation: Diane Hobbs, Coordin-
ator, Detox and Rehabilitation

Programs, 33 Russell St, To-

I
ronto, Ontario, MSS 2S1.

Canadian Foundation on Alcohol
and Drug Dependencies Annual

j

Conference — July 10-15, 1977,
’ Winnipeg, Manitoba. Infor-

f mation: CFADD, 303 Kendall St,

I Vanier, Ontario.

us

Second National Conference on

New Age Techniques for Drug
and Alcohol Rehabilitation —
Nov 12-14, 1976, Tucson, Arizona.
Information: Mukta Kaur, 3H0
Counselor Training Institute,
1050 N Cherry Ave, Tucson, Az,
85719.

Seminar on Alcoholism — Nov
3-12, 1976, Chicago Illinois. In-

formation: Central States In-
stitute of Addiction, 120 West
Huron St, Chicago, 111, 60610.
Current Concepts in Drug Ther-
apy — Nov 4-5, 1976, Seattle,
Washington. Information: Uni-
versity of Washington School of

Medicine, Division of Continuing
Medical Education, E 305 Health
Sciences Building, SC-50, Seattle,

Wash, 98195.

American Association for the
Study of Liver Diseases — Nov
5-6, 1976, Chicago, Illinois. Infor-

mation: Dr S Schenker, Van-
derbilt University, School of
Medicine, Nashville, Tennessee,
37232.

1st National Conference on
Issues in Juvenile Justice and
Child Development— Nov 14-17,

1976, McAfee New Jersey. Infor-

mation: Ronald Krate, Depart-
ment of Psychology, William
Paterson College, Wayne, NJ,
07470.

Second Annual Alabama School

of Alcohol Studies — Dec 6-10,

1976. University of Alabama. In-

formation: Peter Balsamo, Con-
tinuing Education in Human
Services, PO Box 2967, Alabama,
35486.

3rd Annual Research Meeting —
Alcoholism — The Search for the

Sources — Jan 26-28, 1977,

Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina. Information: Center
for Alcohol Studies, Medical
Building 207-H, Chapel Hill, NC,
27514.

National Drug Abuse Conference
1977 — May 5-9, 1977, San Fran-
cisco, California. Information:
NDAC-1977, Haight-Ashbury
Training and Education Project,

409 Clayton, San Francisco, Cal,

94117.

Abroad

International Conference on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse —
Nov 20-25, 1976, Baghdad, Iraq.

Information: International
Council on Alcohol and Addic-
tion, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

7th International Conference on
Alcohol, Drugs and Traffic Safety— Jan 23-28, 1977, Melbourne,
Australia. Information: ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

Cruising Medical Seminar on
Alcoholism — Feb 26 - March 5,

1977, Caribbean cruise aboard

1

and Ot'her Legal Drug/
A PROVINCIAL CONSULTATION - 1975

Edited by: Anne MacLennan
Compiled by: Lavada Finder

Softcover 144 pp. . . $5.00

This book is essentially a rcnort of the proceedings of a meeting in

September 1975 at’ which 27 women from across Ontario spent
two-and-a-half days discussing women’s special problems in relation to

alcohol and legal drugs and the societal content in which their problems
exist.

It contains five papers prepared for the consultation and which cover:

• the status of women in society and one woman’s view of obstacles

to their full participation in society;

• women as providers and consumers of health and social services;

• the literature, or lack of it, on women and alcoholism in Canada;

• attitudes and perceptions of alcoholic women and of society towards
them;

• and women’s use of psychotropic drugs.

It also summarizes discussions and lists 1 2 recommendations formulated

at the meeting and distributed to various health, social service, and edu-

cational bodies in Ontario and Canada.

It could be termed “100-odd pages of consciousness raising" for people

in the addictions field in particular and in health and social services in gen-

eral.

ORDER FROM:

Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Department
33 Russell Street

Toronto. Ontario, Canada MSS 2S1
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Cunard Countess. Information:
Center for Alcohol Studies,
Medical Building, 207-H, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, 27514.

6th International Conference of
the World Union for the Safegu-
ard of Youth — May 31 - June 4,

1977, Geneva, Switzerland. In-

formation: World Union of
Organizations for the Safeguard
of Youth, 28, Place Saint-
Georges, F-75442, Paris, Cedex
09, France.

23rd International Institute on
the Prevention and Treatment of
Alcoholism — June 6-10, 1977,

^

Dresden, German Democratic
Republic. Information: ICAA,
Case Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

7th International Institute on the
Prevention and Treatment of
Drug Dependence — June 13-15,

1977, Dresden, German Demo-
cratic Republic. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.

International Medical Sym-
posium on Alcohol and Drug De-
pendence — Aug 21-26, 1977,
Tokyo and Kyoto, Japan. Infor-
mation: ICAA, Case Postale 140,
1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.
1st International Conference of
Social Pharmacology — June
1977, Jerusalem, Israel. Infor-
mation: Stanley Epstein, 113/41
East Talpiot, Jerusalem, Israel.

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
891 7 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, III. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Tash Force II Report
on the Operation and
Effectiveness of the

Ontario Detoxication

System

Helen Annis
Norman Giesbrecht

Alan Ogborne
Reginald G. Smart

PAPERBOUND 64 PAGES
As we work toward an enlightened approach to the plight

of the chronic drunkenness offender, our objective must
remain constant: To further decriminalize public drunken-

ness while increasing and improving our care and
rehabilitation efforts.

The research and evaluation component, which is the

basis of this report, was determined at the outset of the

Ontario detoxication system. The evaluation was con-
cerned with the ways in which the system decriminalized

drunkenness and provided rehabilitation and care for

chronic police arrestees.

The number of detoxication centres, the location in the

community in relationship to the hospital and the number
of back-up rehabilitation centres were all determined as a

beginning model of a new health care program. The
research and evaluation component was designed to

provide feedback on this initial establishment so that

future planning can progress in this area.

$2.50
Order by Catalogue No. P-260 from

Marketing Services
Addiction Research Foundation
33 Russeii Street

Toronto, Canada, MSS 2S1
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Death by aerosol
INDIRECT INHALATION by indus-

trial workers of the vinyl chloride con-

tained in some spray paints has recently

been recognized as a major industrial

health hazard.

But, the intentional, and at times sus-

tained, inhalation of toxic and volatile

hydrocarbon solvents and fluorocarbon

propellants from aerosol and spray pro-

ducts by adolescents and pre-adolescents

(some as young as six years old) remains

virtually unknown and even ignored.

Periodically there are reports of chil-

dren who sniff one t)T)e of aerosol or

another with fatal results. Many have
died as a result of accidental suffocation

from the plastic bags used to enhance
inhalation of the vapors — usually

after intoxication.

An equally real and less visible danger

to youthful experimenters and chronic

abusers may lie in the lingering and

long-term effects from ingested chemi-

cals or metals which the body is incap-

able of excreting (such as- copper, lead,

zinc, or vinyl chloride) and which
remain, possibly to cause manifest harm
in later years, with such effects as ter-

minal cancer, chronic zinc or copper
poisoning, or gradual brain damage. The
consequences of aerosol or spray paint

highs may not always be immediately
fatal, but inhalation of these highly toxic

chemicals and metals by children may
have gradual but permanent physiologi-

cal effects.

Among American youth, preliminary

data suggest there is, nationwide,
deliberate inhalation and/or ingestion

of highly toxic chemicals and metals
contained in common aerosol dispensers.

(In Canada, any completed surveys on
the extent of inhalant abuse have been
limited by various drug agencies to local

geographical boundaries. No data have
been collected yet on a nation-wide basis

— although there are sketchy reports of

inhalant abuse in all parts of the country

at different times and in varying degrees

of severity).

The aim is to achieve a “high” and the
practice is widespread among all

.socio-economic groups and not, as some
have believed, concentrated among
lower cla.ss, racial-ethnic groups. Cla.ss

differences that do exist tend to relate to

extent of abuse, and the type of products
used to achieve intoxication. For
example, spray paint inhalation is found
to be exten.sive among lower and working
cla.ss groups, whereas deodorants, frying
pan, and hair sprays are used more
among the middle and upper classes.

Indications are that deliberate inha-
lation of aerosol fumes (mostly metallic

Fjaints, hairsprays, deodorant, and frying

pan sprays) is a widespread problem
among young people — potentially the

most dangerous and damaging drug pro-

blem today.

Why?
• The highly toxic composition of sub-

stances used in aerosols, such as zinc,

copper, vinyl chloride, and lead, inhaled

in high concentrations and for pro-

longed periods, poses a high risk of

serious and irreversible physical harm.
• The products are inexpensive, legal,

and easily available in retail stores and
homes.
• The abuse is engaged in by the very
young who are often inexperienced and
unaware of the consequences.
• The problem of aerosol abuse has been
almost totally neglected by drug and
health agencies.

• There has been inadequate research

and data to define the scope and nature
of the problem.

• There is evidence that violent and
aggressive behavior is associated with
this type of drug abuse activity.

• There is evidence that aerosol substan-
ces may serve as a drug of initiation and
lead to progressive drug career patterns.

A basic point to be made is that those

who inhale toxic substances or so-called

industrial solvents do not any longer, for

the most part, sniff glue or paint thin-

ners.

“The kids have gone on to harder and
more deadly stuff,” one observer of the

problem has stated.

Thus, while paint and aerosol inha-

lation seems to be increasing, glue snif-

fing is on its way out. One important

realson — in addition to user preference

for the more potent spray substances —
may be the controls imposed on the sale

of plastic cements in neighborhoods
across the United States.

An interesting aspect of this problem
is an official confusion with the term
“glue sniffing” as a youthful recreation

which is rapidly outgrown. Such a con-

cept of the inhalant and/or volatile sub-

stances issue has tended to relegate this

problem to the status of a low-priority,

non-problem, and has prevented serious

attention to the inhalation of toxic aero-

sol chemicals and heivy metals con-
tained in spray paints.

Statistics regarding the dimensions of

this problem are difficult to find. Most of

the empirical evidence available comes
from a small number of studies by local

groups attempting to estimate the in-

cidence of abuse in their locales. Most
research and literature, however, is con-

cerned with sniffing of plastic cements
and glues — the popular problem of the

late 1950s and 1960s.

There have been some early public

warnings about the aerosol sniffing pro-

blem. A page one article in The New York
Times on July 20, 1971 titled Aerosol
Sniffing: New and Deadly Craze, stated:

“Physicians, government officials, drug
experts and chemical manufacturers are

growing increasingly worried about a

deadly and relatively new drug abuse
problem among the nation’s children:

the inhalation of aerosol sprays.” How-
ever, little has been done in terms of

policy. One reason may be that the
emphasis has been squarely on hard-
drug addiction, and other drug abuse
problems were neglected.

According to one observer, “non-opi-

ate abuse has been around for a long

time, but the heroin problem was partly a

public relations, Nixonian law and order

trip and ignored what (he real drug pro-

blem has b(‘en.”

A 1974 study of 1,176 students by Chi-

canes Unidos at three high schools in a

low income section of El Paso, Texas,

revealed that “between one and two-
thirds of all junior and senior high
school aged youths had reportedly used
spray paints.”

In Phoenix, a 1972 survey done by the
US National Institute of Drug Abuse
funded drug abuse program there, Valle
del Sol, found that “the rate of incidence
of paint and glue inhalation among
Phoenix Inner City youth showed that

approximately. 12.55% of the youngsters
in the Inner City had sniffed paint or
glue . . . and that the first experience
of paint inhalation occurred at the aver-

age of 9.6 years, or while they were in the

third grade”.

A questionnaire answered recently by
a sample of college students in New
Mexico showed 14.2% had inhaled one
sort of volatile substance or another on
at least one occasion.

In Fresno, California, a drug use sur-

vey conducted in 1974 revealed 22.6% of

rural and urban youth interviewed had
deliberately inhaled metallic spray
paints for intoxication. The study
reported: “Whereas the sniffing of glue,

aerosol deodorants, and the products
sprayed on frying pans has been widely
reported, the use of metallic spray paints

exceeds that of all substances for ‘sniff-

ing’ in this community (Fresno).”

A series of articles in The Baltimore
Sun (June 1 and 2, 1975), by Robert
P. Wade describes how teenagers in

that city “gather with plastic bags and
spray cans full of paint and ignition
spray looking for their dreams.”
According to Mr Wade, “large numbers
of them (mostly lower class white
youths) are doing it in areas of

Southeast Baltimore, in Southwest Bal-

timore and, to a lesser extent, in Hamil-
ton and Remington.” The Baltimore
Police arrested 544 persons last year for

inhalation.

The Sun followed up with an editorial

(July 14, 1975) wherein it was stated:

“Providing medical treatment for buf-
fers (inhalers) has low priority in state

drug abuse programs because, in the
view of officials, its ill effects are
mitigated by the fact that most who try it

give it up at age 15.”

This official view, of course, ignores

the potentially serious social, psycho-
logical, and physical damage that can
affect young people inhaling these sub-

stances in the first place. As The Sun
editorial further noted: “It also ignores

the fact that psychological problems that

lead to drug use usually can be treated

more easily in childhood than later.”

The only other statistics on the mag-
nitude of the problem in Maryland,
according to The Sun, are either ques-

tionable or just not available. Certainly,

the author of this article has found it

difficult to obtain data to assess the in-

cidence and scope of the problem.

However, estimates by reliable obser-

vers in New Mexico, California, Texas,

Colorado, Arizona, and Maryland range
from hundreds to thousands of young-
sters in each of these states who inhale

one type of aerosol product or another,

but mostly spray paints, 'riie estimates

received wore as follows.

• El Paso, Texas: A juvenile probation

official stated there is “a minimum of

7,500” youngsters who inhale in that
city.

• Pueblo and Denver, Colorado:
Project Adelante, Inc., a youth drug
abuse prevention program exclusively
dealing with inhalant abuse, estimated
“8,000 repeated spray paint and aerosol
sniffers in Colorado”.

• San Diego and Los Angeles, Califor-
nia: Dr Marco Infante of Multi-cultural
Drug Abuse Prevention Resource
Center in Inglewood, California said:

“There are no less than 6,000 kids that
sniff in southern California and the fig-

ure could be much higher, maybe
15,000.”

• Albuquerque, New Mexico: Accord-
ing to LaVerne Wardlow of the Drug
Abuse Education and Coordination
Center: “There are anywhere from 1,800
to 2,000 kids that inhale in Albuquerque
alone.” An estimate of 10,000 was con-
sidered reasonable for the entire state,

which has a majority rural population.

• Tucson, Arizona: According to
Manuel Zapeda, in charge of the inha-
lant abuse component of thb youth ser-

vice bureau in that city: “We currently
have a load of 250 inhalers in the pro-

gram . . . and this is for only one out of

eight sections of town. There must be
close to 2,000 kids that sniff in this city.”

• Baltimore, Maryland: According to

the author of a series of articles on the
inhalation problem in Baltimore, Robert
P. Wade: “There are hundreds of kids
doing it in this city, maybe even
thousands.”

The lack of commercial or legal con-

trols on products so used, and their

availability, makes for the opportunities
for widespread abuse.

But, school officials, juvenile pro-

bation and court officials, community
drug abuse and welfare workers, and
about 60 youthful inhalers in these
states, all suggest there is substantial

evidence of inhalation abuse in every
community.
Reports of aerosol and spray paint in-

halation have also come from other parts

of the country — from Puerto Rico, New
York, New Jersey, Michigan, Kentucky,
South Dakota, Wisconsin, Ohio, Illinois,

Oklahoma, Montana, Florida, and Main-
land.

The problem is not- new. In 1970. 1 10

teenagers were reported to have died as a

result of deliberate inhalation of aero-

sols. All occurred in predominately sub-

urban, middle income, white families in-

volving a variety of popular deodorants,

frying pan sprays, and hair sprays.

According to one report, by “November
1971 the number of tragic deaths had
risen to 171.”

That report cites other examples of

deaths of youngsters involving a variety

of commonly available spray can pro

ducts.

Because of the extreme dangers it

bodes for young abusers, attention to

this problem is of special urgency.

* Mr Vargas is a Virginia-based lawyer .md
management analyst and former unnreisity

professor who has studied inhalant abuse
independently in addition to serving as u

private consultant to the US National In

slitule of Drug Abuse and the State of Ah
zona Division of Health Sciences.
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^ Lower pot penalty

has minor effect
By John Shaughnessy

TUCSON — As long as the
offence of simple possession for

cannabis use exists and is en-
forced, efforts to reduce the
social costs of criminalization
upon young people by reducing
the severity of non-prison sen-

tences may have little effect.

Patricia Erickson, a researcher
in criminology at the Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario
says “the social effects of the
effort to decriminalize cannabis
use by means of substituting dis-

charge for conviction appear to

be negligible”.

Although she stresses her ana-

lysis is still preliminary, in her
opinion the type of sentence is

not a major determinant of the

^cial outcome of the offender.

Speaking to the annual meet-
ing of the American Society of

Criminology here, Ms Erickson
described a Toronto study of the

direct social effects on the can-

nabis user who is detected and
labelled a criminal.

The study group consisted of 95
people who were found guilty of

simple possession of cannabis in

the summer of 1974, and were in-

terviewed at court immediately
after sentencing.

Twelve months later, 85 of the
original sample were re-inter-

viewed. Sample members were
predominantly young single
males with incomplete secondary
schooling. More than half
reported long-term heavy use
(twice a week or more) of can-

nabis. Over two-thirds were
employed, mainly in semi-skilled

or unskilled work and nearly half

still lived at home with parents.

At the original trial, 42% of the
sample received an absolute dis-

charge, 34% a conditional one,

and 24% were fined. Similarly in

the followup group, 40% had
received absolute discharge, 36%
a conditional one, and 24% a fine.

The social costs considered by
Ms Erickson included: loss or im-
pairment of vocational and
employment opportunities, disre-

spect for the police and the law
itself, a sense of injustice,

response of parents, deter-

ioration of family relationships,

(See—Varied—page 12)

Sweden's Systembolaget (liquor board) is promoting dealcoholized drinks

in all stores. And to set an example for the festive season, Swedish citizens

are told Father Christmas (above) drinks dealcoholized drinks.

K.

NZ doctor
spotlights

,^Udile’ la^
AUCKLAND, NZ — A New
Zealand doctor has defied a sub-

poena to appear as a witness in a

prosecution for excess blood
alcohol because of his concern
about the “complete futility” of

the country’s law on alcohol and
driving.

Henry S. Wilcox, a Rotorua
police surgeon, acted to draw
attention to the increasing
number of drunken drivers dis-

charged this year because of
legal technicalities.

No action was taken hy the
magistrate, who dismissed the
defended blood-alcohol case
without prejudice.

The chairman of the local

branch of the New Zealand
Medical Association said the
branch fully supported Dr Wil-
cox because the law as it stands
does nothing to reduce the road
toll.

Because of loopholes in

breath-testing regulations,
drivers with high blood alcohol
levels frequently avoid convic-
tion. Others have had convic-
tions quashed on appeal.
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Its role is ‘Increasingly unclear’

NIAAA must adopt a more dynamic stance
By Karin Sobota

SAN DIEGO .
— Instead of

searching for a “magic bullet” to

cure alcoholism, the American
government must start paying
attention to the kind of research
necessary to support program
delivery.

And, while the National In-

stitute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA) has been
instrumental in launching many
aspects of program delivery
within the occupational pro-
gramming movement, its role
over the past several years has

Smoking
By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — Canada’s capital

has the questionable distinction

of having the toughest anti-

smoking regulations in the coun-
try and perhaps on the continent.

The distinction is questionable
not because tough anti-smoking
rules to prohibit smoking in most
public places lack support among
a growing number of people.
Rather it is questionable whether

become increasingly unclear to

those in the field.

Those are the views of Paul
Roman, Favrot professor of

human relations, Tulane Univer-
sity, New Orleans, and a leading

researcher of the occupational
programming movement in the
US.
Dr Roman believes the NIAAA

must be pushed by those in the
field to develop a distinctive role

in “sustaining and facilitating

the movement”. Speaking here
to the fifth annual meeting of
the Association of Labor-
Management Administrators and

the new city regulations can be
enforced.

In the latter regard, the city’s

parking meter men and women
— the infamous “Green Hor-
nets” (after the green uniforms)
— have been given the unen-
viable job of enforcement, spar-

ing their seniors, the Ottawa con-

stabulary, from another thank-
less task.

Private citizens may also lay

charges themselves against

Consultants on Alcoholism, he
commented:

“I think we need to demand
there become a new, dynamic,
and clearcut involvement on the

part of the NIAAA. I’m not sugg-

esting the kind of role for

NIAAA we sustained and carried

out in the past.

“I think we’re past the time
where a big grant program, which
is based upon whoever gets their

applications in on time — and if

the applications are written out

in the correct bureaucratic
fashion — are those who are the

sole recipients of funds,” he said.

smokers violating the new regu-

lations by smoking in such places

as retail stores, financial in-

stitutions such as banks and trust

companies, reception areas, ele-

vators, escalators, stairways, and
most public buildings (including

City Hall).

But the catch is that the com-

plainant must obtain the name of

the offender, and there is no law

which requires the offender to

provide identification or a name.

“Large scale grants have been
shown, in many instances, to

bring about more trouble when
they run out because of the level

at which they were originally

funded. I would not advocate a

movement in that direction.”

Dr Roman suggested a care-

fully planned program of

research and demonstration
projects, addressed to key issues

which have been identified by
people in the field, is “badly
needed.” In addition to supplying

this service, the NIAAA should
start providing mechani.sms for

the professional development of

In addition, Ottawa’s solicitor,

Donald Hambling, has argued
against such an anti-smoking
crackdown on the grounds that

the new regulations may go
beyond the city’s authority —
only the courts will determine
that.

Needless to .say, non-smokers
initially reacted with jubilance

and smokers oftentimes reacted

with vehemence; later the

(See — Ottawa — page 12)

new and existing personnel in the

occupational programming
movement.

“I see from my perspective a

need for some form of national or

regional professional develop-
ment centres staffed by persons

of the highest quality,” he said,

“to begin to move this field at

least in the direction of some
form of professional recog-

nition.”

Dr Roman also emphasized a

need for a network of qualified

consultants to provide technical

assistance to those groups which
are not beneficiaries of federal

funds.

“I would think it would be very
cost-effective for NIAAA to

provide funding for people to

travel within their own particu-

lar region or local area to assist

people who arc trying to gel

started.”

Finally, Dr Roman saw a role

for the agency to develop an
effective vehicle for communi-
cating innovations and trends in

the field to its participants.

“We need at least to consider

the possibility of getting NIAAA
back in terms of a clearcut role

and in terms of the kind of role

that facilitates our activities.”
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Serendipitous findings blur too many evaluations
By Karin Sobota

SAN DIEGO — Unless alcohol-

ism treatment programs are eva-

luated within the confines of

predetermined objectives, any
conclusions reached can be less

than significant to those who

SAN DIEGO — Defining an
alcoholic by how much he drinks

is a bit like measuring frequency

of sex in rapists as a criterion of

reform.

It’s not frequency of sex that’s

the rapist’s problem, but his

pathological style of engaging in

it which must be identified: the

By Jean McCann
CLEVELAND — An upcoming
survey of Alcoholics Anonymous
membership is expected to show
an increase in the percentage of

women coming into AA in North
America.
“The survey (to be conducted

next year) should show a major
change in the number of women

VANCOUVER — Long-time
heroin addicts with “no measu-

rable motivation’’ to be cured will

be shunted into a new no-coun-

selling methadone maintenance
program under the British

Columbia Alcohol and Drug
Commission, it was announced
recently.

Commission chairman Bert
Hoskin said the pilot program
will “free counsellors so they can
concentrate on those addicts who
have motivation to overcome
their addictions”.

One of the city’s five existing

methadone maintenance clinics

will be converted for the project,

which was set to start by Dec 1

.

There will likely be about 70
addicts in the program, although

the number could be larger if ad-

dicts are attracted by another
feature of the program: the

authorized the evaluation.

Linda J. Webb of the Texas
Research Institute, Houston, told

the fifth annual meeting here of

The Association of Labor-
Management Administrators and
Consultants on Alcoholism that

unless the tasks, roles, and

same principle applies to an alco-

holic’s relation to liquor.

The “how” of drinking and not
the “how much” is the critical

factor in determining whether a

person’s relation to alcohol is

normal or pathological, accord-

ing to Douglas Chalmers, associ-

ate professor of psychology,

in AA,” John L. Norris, chairman
of the General Service Board of

Alcoholics Anonymous of the US
and Canada, pre^cted here.

“This has been a real trend, and

we expect it to continue,” Dr.

Norris said here during a

symposium on alcoholism which

was sponsored by the Cleveland

Academy of Medicine and

lengthy five-day urinalysis pro-

cedure to confirm addiction will

be dropped in favor of a rapid

narcotic challenge diagnosis.

The clinic will use naloxone, a

narcotic antagonist which pro-

duces symptoms similar to with-

drawal when administered to an
addicted person.

The program will be voluntary,

he said, and addicts who develop
“measurable motivation” will be
able to transfer to one of the

other clinics.

“The project is for the old-

timers who have been addicted

for many, many years and for

those who have a long history of

relapsing.

“Success will be measured in

terms of whether or not they
cheat and remain a burden to

their community or whether they

can get some stability in their

family relationships.”

methods of an evaluation are
clearly negotiated before a study

is undertaken, problems will

occur.

Dr Webb referred to the study

authorized and funded by the US
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)

school of social sciences. Univer-
sity of California, Irvine.

Dr Chalmers said evidence of a

recovered alcoholic’s morbid
concern for control and not the
quantity and frequency of

drinking should be used when
conclusions are being made about
his success or failure in treat-

Women’s General Hospital.

“Our last survey in 1974
showed that 31% of the people

coming into AA were women, and
I’m sure that it’s now higher than
that.”

Dr. Norris said that he expected

more young people will be shown
to be members of AA in the new
study, and that it will show a con-

tinuing improvement of the
relationship of AA with the
medical profession and other
outside organizations.

The AA official said the study
will be made by giving question-

naires to people attending
meetings at a random sample of

AA get-togethers in North
America. Questionnaires will be
filled out anonymously.

In the last survey, he said,

14,000 questionnaires were
returned. He said that survey
showed that AAs needed both
medical care, and AA, to recover

from alcoholism.

Dr Norris is the head of a board
which includes 21 members, and
one of seven who are not alco-

holics.

“It’s interesting that when the

board of trustees first formed,
nobody had had more than three

years of sobriety in AA, and they

didn’t trust themselves, and
didn’t trust each other, in the

money department. So the initial

board was made up of a majority
of non-alcoholics. There were
eight non-alcoholics, and seven
alcoholics, up until 1962.”

in which the Rand Corporation
examined the effectiveness of

alcoholism treatment centres.

The results indicated the centres

were effective to a certain degree.

“So far so good. However, the

study went on to indicate that

some alcoholics could resume

ment outcome studies.

He criticized all treatment eva-

luation studies — including the
Rand Report (The Journal,
August) because: “It turns out
everybody (in the field) draws
conclusions from defective
research and publicizes them.
Furthermore, if you look
through the literature, you find

that research method is the best

predictor of treatment outcome
— the worse the design, the bet-

ter the likelihood of positive
results.”

Dr Chalmers outlined the
specific inadequacies he saw in

the studies at the fifth annual
meeting here of the Association

of Labor-Management Adminis-
trators and Consultants on Alco-

holism.

• All studies were done while

the alcoholic was back in the

community after treatment —
when he was most likely to be
apprehensive about being evalu-

ated on his drinking behavior.

• Evaluators were usually the

same people who treated the
alcoholic. “Interviewers can un-

consciously bias questions and
answers whether or not they have

a vested interest in the outcome,
and subjects who are apprehens-
ive about being evaluated will

produce biased answers.”
• The concept of “test-retest-

reliability,” or, “if you ask him
twice how much he drinks, will he
give you the same answer both
times?” — has never been done
on alcoholics at time of follow-up.

Of all consumption measures,

only one — a non-consumption
measure — is reliable, said Dr
Chalmers. He supported the
validity of continuous abstinence

on the basis of a study he con-

ducted, where more than 90% of

ex-patients who claimed con-

tinuous abstinence were consis-

tent between two interviews with

this fact corroborated by their

spouses.

moderate drinking and maintain
adequate functioning— evidence
that NIAAA did not request,”
said Dr Webb.
“These serendipitous findings

and the implications of these
, ;

results were not anticipated and,

as you know, have caused consid-

erable uproar.”

Another example of the need
for clarification of task is shown
by the Stanford Research In-
stitute’s (SRI) evaluation mon-
itoring activities for the Indus-
trial Alcoholism Centres. Dr '

Webb explained:
,

“NIAAA, in keeping with the
times, contracted with SRI to

provide a uniform data collection

system for all its projects. Unfor-
tunately, the inform^ation needs
of both NIAAA and the projects

were never made explicit. Thus,
an evaluation monitoring system
that could have been used for
management purposes tended to

become a ritualistic activity that

provided delay information in a

standardized format that was of

questionable use to anyone.”

Accountability to the taxpayer

for federally funded programs
has resulted in a great demand
for evaluation of all human ser-

vice programs in the US in the

last 10 years. The funds devoted
to this research by the federal

departments of health, education

and welfare, and housing and
urban development, have in-

creased 30% between fiscal years

1971 and 1973, according to Dr
Webb.

Although there is a distinct

mandate to conduct this re-

search, there are a number of

options as to how it is carried out,

she said: the evaluator may
assume the role of researcHer to

conduct a scientific investigation

of a particular phenomeBon; may
become a "politician* toprovidea
funding source with evidoice of a

program's success; or act as a

collaborator with the project’s

management for planned
changes in the effectiveness of

the program.

“With proper negotiations
regarding the task of the ©valu-

ation. the role of the evaluator,

the methods of evaluation, and *

consideration of the possible con-

sequences of the results, the
likelihood of acannplishing tlw

goals of the evaluation will be

maximized and the expefitmee
^

should be far more rewarding for
j

both parties. Dr Webb con- ’

}

eluded.

Ifs not how much that counts

How an alcoholic drinks is critical

AA expects more women next year

BC shuts down counselling

for some old-time addicts
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Gas-sniffing native children

keep going back for more

The trend^s to resist

‘Facts’ need challenging

By Karin Sobota

SAN DIEGO — The Rand
Report. Much has been said and
more will be — in the field of

alcoholism, at least — about the

notion some alcoholics can
resume “controlled drinking”.

But the report itself is just one
example of “a distinctive ten-

dency to resist research findings

that challenge various as-

sumptions,” according to a re-

searcher in the occupational

alcoholism field.

“We have so many as-

sumptions, so many notions,

that have slowly become en-

graved onto stone, as if they were
facts, as if they were scientifi-

cally proven points, and the
longer that goes on without ques-

tioning, the more difficult it is to

challenge those assumptions,”
said Paul Roman, Favrot
professor of human relations.

Tulane University, New Orleans.

He was speaking at the annual
meeting here of the Association

of Labor-Management Adminis-
trators and Consultants on Alco-

holism.

Dr Roman criticized “big

bosses” in the alcohol field who
show their “disrespect” for alco-

holic people by trying to protect

them from temptation— such as

reading the Rand Report.

“(This) represents in many
ways the kinds of resistance we
have for deaUng with data in a

rational fashion. I’m not defend-

ing the Rand Report,” he said,

“but I think what is interesting is

the kind of attention it has
demanded in light of the many
other concerns which I think
probably would be a better use of

our time.”

Within the occupational alco-

holism movement specifically. Dr
Roman questioned the as-

sumption that on-the-job sup-

ervisors must all take part in

comprehensive training to

familiarize themselves with alco-

hoUsm and other behavioral pro-

blems, and then be able to spot

them in an employee the next day
or three years later.

“Are we impeding the number
of programs to be adopted by tel-

hng employers that several hours
of training for all their supervi-

sors and stewards is an essential

part of implementing an occu-

pational program?”

By Manfred Jager

WINNIPEG— This city’s largest

health institution, the Health
Sciences Centre, continues to

battle a continuing addiction
problem involving children from
a northern community which has
been plagued by youngsters
gasoline sniffing.

Five children treated for severe

lead poisoning in the Health
Sciences Centre this fall were
among a group of 60 Shamat-
tawa, Manitoba children treated

here last spring for the same
condition.

Roger Boeckx, assistant direc-

tor of clinical chemistry at the
’ hospital complex, said three of

the five children under treatment

Dr Roman suggested a series of

program monitors, working in

conjunction with the alcoholism

program coordinator, be sta-

tioned strategically through-

out an organization or company
and be readily available to super-

visors who needed assistance.

“You could easily impose
responsibility on a relatively

small set of program monitors,

much more easily than you could

make a big, coercive statement

saying every supervisor in the

place is responsible for handling

a case properly or he is going to

be regarded as an inactive super-

visor.”

Dr Roman said professionals in

occupational alcoholism pro-

grams avoid being critical of

each others.

“Alcoholism for many years

was not dealt with and the feeling

(has evolved) that anybody help-

ing an alcoholic person is better

than nobody helping an alcoholic

person.

“I think the time has come
when those of us who think we
have good ideas and think that

other people have bad ideas

should start being a little

aggressive about it,” he said.

this year for three and four
months resumed gasoline sniff-

ing as soon as they were returned
to Shamattawa.
Shamattawa is an Indian com-

munity of 550, about 230 miles

north of Thompson, Man.
Dr Boeckx said he found the

five poisoned children on a recent

visit he made to the community to

test 85 youngsters. Levels in ex-

cess of 80 micrograms of lead per

100 millilitres of blood were
found, the chemist said. Health
officials consider 40 micrograms
a permissible safe level.

Dr Boeckx said it had been
recommended that all children
with lead levels considered toxic

be brought to Winnipeg for tre-

atment but some parents refused

to let their youngsters make the

trip.

“The parents didn’t want them
out of the community— they just

are not prepared to let these kids

go again,” said Dr Boeckx.

Three of the five children who
did come to Winnipeg have been
released from hospital to foster

homes. There they will continue
to take prescribed drugs which
bind the lead and allow it to be
passed out of the system. The
children will receive regular
medical checkups until the lead

in their blood falls to a safe level.

Dr Boeckx said.

In April, two Shamattawa chil-

dren died of pneumonia related

to lead poisoning.

Their deaths triggered a trip by
Winnipeg doctors and other
health workers to Shamattawa to

test several hundred people in the

community for lead levels in

their blood. Sixty children were
subsequently brought to the city

for treatment.

However, this meant a loss of

15% of all youngsters in the
Shamattawa community, and
caused sufficient shock among
the adults to make them try to

control the gasoline sniffing pro-

blem.

Part of this effort was the esta-

blishment of a four-member
community patrol that tracked
down gasoline sniffers and
reported them to their families or

to the band council. The band also

opened a drop-in centre and ex-

panded its recreation program.
(The Journal, August ).

The plan seemed to work well

during the summer. When the

children returned from Win-
nipeg in August, however, con-

cern about glue sniffing fell off.

Dr Boeckx said the return of the

children from treatment in Win-
nipeg also meant many of the
ring-leaders were back in

Shamattawa, ready to resume
their former habit.

The children continued to

sniff, according to Dr Boeckx,
because “they were having a good
time”.

He added: “I asked one little

boy why he sniffed. He said he did

it because when he did he walked
funny, like his father.”

Dr. Boeckx said the problem
was probably related to the
Shamattawa alcoholism problem.
“Some health officials are very
concerned we are being a revolv-

ing door for this thing.

“We don’t want to get one of

these kids down here in a box
some day and unless something is

done to get to the root of the pro-

blem we’re afraid that’s what will

happen.”

Band council members agreed
early this month to have two
community workers brought to

the settlement.

The workers will be responsible

for planning activities at

Shamattawa’s drop-in centre and
will also provide group and fam-
ily counselling services, Ron
Wally, regional director for the

Non-Medical Use of Drugs Direc-

torate, said.

The new project will be spon-

sored jointly by the federal
department of Indian affairs, and
the medical services branch and
Non-Medical Use of Drugs Direc-

torate of Health and Welfare
Canada. Representatives from
the three agencies will act as ad-

visors to the band council as long

as the gasoline sniffing problem
continues.

The community workers were
to be selected by the end of

November and will be signed up
for two years. They are expected

to train eight people from the

community to take over from
them when they leave.

Fat people switching from uppers to ‘cocktails’

LAS VEGAS — The use of

d-amphetamines and other drugs
for the treatment of obesity
appears to be falling out of favor.

But the potential for abuse of

these drugs does not seem to be
the principal reason, according to

physicians attending the annual
meeting of the American Society

of Bariatric Physicians.

Rather, it’s the new popularity

of the protein-sparing modified
fast, a “diet” in which the fat

person avoids ordinary food en-

tirely, and gets his nourishment
from a 300-calories-a-day “cock-

tail” containing a small amount

VANCOUVER— British Colum-
bia hotel owners are stocking up
on liquor dispensing equipment
in anticipation of a relaxation of
laws regulating drinking in beer
parlors.

Currently, only beer, wine, and
cider may be sold in hotel pubs,
but the owners are expecting the
government to proclaim liber-

alizing legislation passed last

year under the former New

of protein and no calories. People
on such fasts don’t need drugs, it

seems, to curb their appetites.

“People who are obese are poor

dieters, but they’re good fasters”,

explained Dr Peter Lindner, of

the Lindner Clinic in South Gate,

Cal. “This protein-sparing
modified fast permits them to

lose weight rapidly, and without

losing lean body mass. Under
ordinary fasting, lean body mass
would be lost, along with the fat.”

Interviews with a number of

doctors attending the meeting
showed that while some are still

relying heavily on drugs, others

use them sparingly and try to

Democratic Party government.

The owners are optimistic that

their traditional support of the

Social Credit party and
sympathy for the past bad year

will sway the government.

Local bar dispensing equip-

ment firms say some hotels have

already placed orders for

automatic dispensing equip-

ment.

avoid “hooking” patients.

In fact, doctors belonging to

the society, the only official

board for those who specialize in

the treatment of obesity, seemed
slightly insulted when the matter

was brought up.

“There has been abuse of

amphetamines, but not usually

by the physician”, said R. E. Dietz

of Harrisburg, Pa., chairman of

the American Board of Bariatric

Medicine. “This is more on the

street. First of all, most of our

doctors don’t use amphetamines
too much, and when we do it’s in a

minute amount, and we keep

good records.”

Dr Dietz said that physicians

treating the obe.se, as a group, far

outnumber the comparatively
small number (45 in the US) who
are now certified by the Ameri-

can Board of Bariatric Medicine.

However, he said, ethical

obesity specialists still have to

keep a close watch for patients

wanting pills, rather than a diet.

“You can almost pick these

people out. I got a call just the

other day from a woman who said

her doctor was sick right now,

and she was a weight patient, and

she just wanted to come in for

amphetamines. I stopped it right

there, because I told her she

couldn’t do that, she’d have to

come in first and have a complete

physical examination. That usu-

ally scares them off.”

Leonard H. Stoll of Los Ange-

les, another bariatric specialist,

said he also sees a pattern in

patients who want pills, not diet.

“They will lie to you, when you
ask them how many other doctors

they’ve been to, and when they

were in a diet program last.

ST PETERSBURG BEACH. Fla.

Women physicians — and
nurses — are lagging behind
male doctors in giving up smok-
ing.

The latest American Cancer
.Society figures show that about a

quarter of female nurses and
doctors smoke as against only

19% of male physicians.

“The women apparently do not

do as well as the men do and I’m

not sure why,” Lawrence Garfin-

kel, vice president for

epidemiology and statistics of the

They’ll swear they’ve never taken

these pills before.

“But then they’ll come back

and say ‘Doctor, this pill just

isn’t working,’ and you’ll know
they’ve built up tolerance and
been on the drug before, becau.se

when you start out, you’ll start

them on .something mild.”

Dr Stoll said this type of patient

also will claim somebody stole

their purse with all (heir pills in it

and so “you’ll have to give me
some more”.

American Cancer Society, told

The Journal.

“It may be more of the studies

on lung cancer were done in men,
so women are not as concerned

about it. Or it could ju.st be a .sex

difference that is unexplained.”

He also noted an association

between the amount smoked, and
the ability to quit.

Of the group of doctors as a

whole who were still smoking —
women and men — he found that

70% were smoking a pack or

more a day.

BC pubs have spirits

Men docs beat women Mds
in US quit-smoking stakes
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No-nonsense addict program gives up
By Tim Padmore

VANCOUVER — X-Kalay, one of

British Columbia’s most success-

ful programs for drug addicts has

folded.

It officially closed its doors

Oct. 31, weakened by flagging en-

thusiasm, squeezed by financial

problems, and bled to death by a

swarm of competing agencies

offering easier although
sometimes less effective pro-

grams.
That was the epitaph pro-

nounced by departing executive

director David Berner, who
founded the agency 10 years ago.

Today, he said in an interview,

there is “a regular midway of

social services”.

“Here’s all these booths, with

colored balloons and little post-

pubescent social work grads say-

ing ‘Step right up, let me help

you.’
”

Addicts, reluctant to make per-

sonal commitments and accept

responsibility, circulate from
agency to agency, moving on
when the demands become too

great, he said.

With “infinitely more ways for

client to cop out,” it became a

problem holding clients in X-
Kalay’s no-nonsense program, he
sighed.

The organization ran two res-

taurants and a pen company
which provided employment for

addict and ex-convict members.
“We just set up places where

the rules were no drugs and no
violence and told the people to

Employee assistance programs

Some pioneers recount struggles
By Karin Sobota

SAN DIEGO — The job was
turning some susceptible

employees into alcoholics, so

the Hughes Aircraft Company
of Culver City, Nevada —
founded by the billionaire of

the same name — decided to

help them.

The Western Electric Com-
pany, which did four billion

dollars worth of business in

the United States last year,

took a look at its own situation

some years ago; one of its

employees jumped off a fire

escape to his death, another

blew his brains out, and
another suffered a fall on the

job and died of brain damage.
Again, the problem was alco-

hol abuse.

For both companies, the
answer seemed to lie in the es-

tablishment of an employee
assistance program. To jump
from the problem both com-
panies faced in setting up the

programs to their eventual

successes. Western Electric is

proud of its 85% recovery
rate, and Hughes Aircraft has

lost only 85 of the 1,300 cases

it’s handled in the seven-year

history of the program.
It was a relatively simple

concept; get the problem
drinker back on the job, and
the company, too, will benefit

from increased productivity.

The problems encountered
by the people attempting to set

up the programs at Hughes
and Western and in large and
small, unionized and non-
unionized, companies in North
America and around the world

were, and still are, large. One

of the biggest hurdles has been
convincing management the

concept is worthwhile.

As James Farrell, director

of administration and ser-

vices, division aerospace
groups for Hughes Aircraft,

told the fifth annual meeting
here of the Association of

Labor-Management Adminis-
trators and Consultants on
Alcoholism; “Most people felt

don’t bother treating alco-

holics. If they can’t do their

jobs, let’s just get rid of them
and get somebody else that

can.”

Twenty-five years ago, when
Howard Hughes ran the com-

pany, said Mr Farrell, he
appeared very loyal to anyone
who had ever worked for him.

Although he finally stopped
appearing at Hughes Aircraft

in his “white tennis shoes,

beat-up old hat, and crummy
old car” to enter renowned and
lengthy seclusion, many
employees still considered

themselves “untouchable”
and protected.

“It put supervisors in a very

difficult position. We had
some very frustrated supervi-

sors that felt they had a lot of

untouchable people and they

would cover up and cover up
for a problem. Some had alco-

hol problems.”

Today, said Mr Farrell, most
of the “key people that run the

company are PhDs in engin-

eering. Their lives are highly

structured and highly
organized and they feel they

are personally very disci-

plined. “So the feeling at

Hughes, Mr Farrell explained,

was that engineers were “too

smart” to become alcoholics.

That wasn’t the case. “We
have engineers who are not too

smart to become alcoholics.

We probably have the same
percentage of engineers who
have been part of the caseload

as production workers, or

females, or minorities.

“We have a couple of very

high visibility marketing
people with a drinking prob-

lem and the management
could see the job content and
the nature of the job had con-

tributed to this. In a way, we
had helped get these guys
where they are, and we ought
to help get them out if we
can . . . That really was the be-

ginning of the program,” said

Mr Farrell.

For Western Electric, ac-

ceptance of the program is

now running about 50%,
according to Tom Kniebbe, in-

stallation manager, southern

counties, southern California.

But 10 years ago, when the

program was being developed,

it took union-management,
cooperation and understand-
ing.

Wells Fargo, a multi-

national banking organization

with 250 branches in Califor-

nia alone, was also slow to

accept the philosophy of

employee assistance. When it

did, the program consisted of

two counsellors in one small

office and a single telephone;

it didn’t ring for a week.

When the first call for

assistance finally did come in,

said Tom Campbell, one of the

two counsellors; “It was a

supervisor on the other end
who said ‘I’ve just fired this

guy for drinking. Do you want

to talk to him on the way out?”

The program at Wells Fargo

has come a long way since that

small beginning.

“We now have closed the

loop with an employee assis-

tance program so we can give

professional assistance to

every manager and supervisor

with any kind of a perfor-

mance problem,” according to

Mr Campbell.

For all three firms, lessons

have been learned along the

way. For Western Electric,

le.sson number one was realiz-

ing company supervisors can’t

be made experts on alcohol-

ism.

Said Western’s Tom
Kniebbe; “1 think the program
works in our company because

it’s simple. All we have to do is

trll a supeiwisor to do his nor-

mal suiMTvisory job. Wt' don't

have any magic answers, we
don’t have any magic formulas
for him. We’re .saying, watch
his work performanci', watch
Ins .ibstMiteeism, watch his

production If it changes,
why?

“Out' thing that we have to

caution our counsidlors alxnit

is not to see a drunk under
every rock.”

Visibility of the con-

trilnitions of an employee

assistance program — in

whatever department it hap-

pens to be located — is ex-

tremely important, according

to Mr Farrell.

Top management must con-

tinue to be aware of the con-

tributions the program makes,
and while confidentiality be-

tween the problem employee
and the counsellor is strictly

observed, management should
know the program is “paying
its way” in the number of

employees assisted.

Caterpillar Tractor, which is

now also implementing assis-

tance programs in its overseas

operations, employs 80,000
people. Oh the basis' of an
average salary of $12,000
there is a potential saving of

$3,000 for each case.

JohnClarno, coordinator of

special health services for

Caterpillar, emphasized the

importance of visibility on an
international as well as local

level.

“I think wherever that pro-

gram has to exist, it has to

exist with enough visibility

and with enough adminis-
trative clout not only to imple-

ment it, but to sustain it. And I

think that force can come
from a joint base.”

For Western Electric, that

joint base includes union in-

volvement and, although a

long way from reality, Mr
Kniebbe said he would like to

see an employee assistance

program written into the

union contract.

“A lot of people are going to

die when they hear I said that.

The union is interested in

people and when you get it in a

contract, you have got to do
something; you’ve got to

spend the money.”
Mr Farrell disagreed.

“I feel employee perfor-

mance is a management pero-

gative and I think a counsel-

ling organization that would
encourage the union to take

this program over, or be a part

of it, or bargain with it, is

working against the purpose
of what the program is trying

to do.”

Morris Cummings of the

Member’s Assistance Pro-

gram. United Labor, in Kan-
sas City. Missouri criticized

present company policies

regarding union involvement.

"Seldom does one find the

.so-called labor population in

a non-organized work place

being included in the plan-

ning. development, imi)lemen-

tation, and operation of a pro-

gram. In unionized places, it is

popular to elicit the union’s

support, but this solicitation

quite often denoted cooper-

ation or no objection from the

union.”

In the past, the mystique of

Howard Hughes and men like

him protected both manager
and employee from many
realities. Today, industry is

realizing what it cx)sts in both

human and financial terms.Howard Hughes without the beat up old hat'

and quits
work and stick to the rules or get

the hell out,” said Mr Berner.

“And it worked. It put literally

hundreds of people back into the

community.”
And, incidentally, saved tax-

payers about $4.5 million, he said
— the difference between the
cost of the program and what
it would have cost had the people
it helped gone back to the BC
Penitentiary.

X-Kalay, which means “un-
known path” in the Kwakiutl In-

dian language, was set up when a

group of BC Pen ex-cons asked
the Company of Young Canadi-

ans to provide a volunteer worker
to set up a half-way house. They
chose Mr Berner.

Now after 10 years, he said, he
is just too tired.

“You have to be hero, father

figure, confessor, transference

object, friend, therapist, cop, and
ass-kicker and you have to be
that many hours a day,” he said.

With Mr Berner’s decision to

leave, the end was inevitable.

Architect Geoffrey Massey,
chairman of the board of direc-

tors said;

“The board looked around to

see what we could do to find

another executive director and
we came to the conclusion that

X-Kalay was a one-man organi-

zation and without Berner it

would founder.

“It’s characteristic of these
sorts of treatment centres. They
revolve around a personality. It’s

not in their nature to train a suc-

cessor.”

He said X-Kalay’s assets have
been liquidated and used to pay
off outstanding debts.

But, if operations had con-

tinued, that might not have been
possible. The organization had
recently been losing about $4,000

a month.
The problem was the loss of a

$11,000 grant from the BC Alco-

hol and Drug Commission.
The official reason given was

that adequate services were being

offered by the commission’s own
programs, but Mr Berner blamed
the action on a tradition of bad

feeling between himself and
commission chairman Bert Hos-

kin.

Mr Hoskin said; “As a different

approach to heroin dependency, I

would never fault them for that.

But somehow they couldn’t find it

to live within the fiscal and ad-

ministrative requirements.
”

But Mr Berner said tjie finan-

cial problems were not the

deciding ones.

”We had a couple of plots cook-

ing which might have pulled us

out. and anyway not having
government money put some piss

and vinegar into the thing.”

Mr Berner said for the future

he is toying with the idea of a

can'er in public affairs broadcas-

ting or acting.

“The only honest thing left for

a man to do in this eulturi' is

stand-up conuHiy,” he said wryly.

The 'Vancouver Resources
Board has paid to send 12 of the

15 members of the Vancouver .\-

Kalay to Winnipeg to join ttet*

organization’s surviving branch

then'.

Taxes hiked
LONDON — Another big chunk
of taxes may be taken from Brit-

ish drinkers.
As the pound plnmmets and

Chancellor Denis Healey is

thought to be considering more
austerity measures, the situation

I«M>ks gloomy. Since he came into

office Mr Healey has raised taxes

on alcohol by a staggering 28.5%

since 1974.

The Wine and Spirit Associ-

ation says the taxes have cut

wine sales by more than one mil-

lion gallons and liquor sales have

fallen by more than 1.4 million

gallons.
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Jis’ gimme m’hoss
and m’oxygen tank

‘Leaving Marlboro Country’

Danger in the operating room

Alcoholics are at risk in surgery
By Jean McCann

CLEVELAND — Surgeons have

to be careful to find out if the

patient is an alcoholic, before

they operate.

Maxwell N. Weisman, director

of the Alcohol Control Admfnis-

tration for Maryland, issued this

warning here during a talk at a

symposium on alcoholism which
was sponsored by the Cleveland

Academy of Medicine and
Women’s General Hospital.

Patients have “died on the

table”, he said, when this alcohol

dependence was not known.

“We know that the alcoholic

becomes cross-tolerant to other

sedative drugs,” Dr Weisman
said. “There is cross-addiction,

and cross-tolerance. And this

applies to the patient who has be-

come addicted and dependent on
alcohol, even though he may have
stopped drinking on admission to

the hospital. This patients may go
into delirium tremens on the
operating table.

“There is also another compli-

cation, in that he is tolerant to

greater doses of anesthetics be-,

fore being anesthetized, and
therefore the margin of safety is

reduced. Unless one is very care-

ful, and aware of the fact that this

patient is an alcoholic, and care-

fully monitor the margin of

safety, some patients will die on
the operating table.”

Dr Weisman said he has no
figures on the incidence of this,

“but even if it’s a low percentage,

it’s unnecessary and should be
looked into.”

The likelihood is, he said, that

this may occur rather often.

“Knowing the incidence of alco-

holism, which is very high, and
knowing the way in which it is

constantly ignored, misunder-
stood, or undiagnosed, it’s quite

likely that the anesthesiologist or

surgeon is unaware of it. Another
problem is that alcoholics will

deny or minimize their alcohol-

ism, and unless there is more
careful history-taking than is

usually the case, it will be missed.

In the hospital. Dr Weisman
said, the doctor can either cope

with the problem by withdrawal

under appropriate sedative medi-

cation, or by consciously watch-

ing for the danger signals on the

CLEVELAND — There’s an art

to taking a good “drinking his-

tory” of medical patients.

Gregory Collins, director of the

Alcohol Rehabilitation Center at

Cleveland Metropolitan General
Hospital, offered this advice to a

recent symposium on alcoholism

sponsored by the Cleveland
Academy of Medicine and the

Women’s General Ho.spital;

“The best way to approach this

is not to ask the patient how much
he has been drinking lately.

You'll get a spurious response,

like ‘a couple of beers a day’, or

something. It’s much better to

approach it from a chronological

LONDON — British police and
customs officials are mystified by

reports that Interpol — the in-

ternational cooperative police

network — has helped the Rus-

.sians to nab several Britons for

operating table.

Dr Weisman said that the ex-

tent of this danger in the operat-

ing room is also shown by a study

in his state of the underdiagnosis
of alcoholism, which confirmed
an earlier study done in Boston.

“In Maryland, we did a study on
one of the wards, and we found
that, indeed, patients who were
alcoholic were admitted under a

variety of other medical diag-

noses. Alcoholism was not diag-

nosed, even though, on inter-

viewing the patients, we did find

that 40% of them could be diag-

nosed as being in some stage of

standpoint, and work this into

your general history and review

of systems.”

He suggested that the first

question might be When was
your first drink? followed by
discussion about changes in the

drinking pattern. Such questions

may be asked as: And where did

your drinking go from there?

After you got out of high school?

How often was this? Did drinking

cause you to get in trouble with

the military?

How about marriage? Have you
been divorced and remarried?
Has drinking had anything to do

with the breakup of your first

trying to smuggle cannabis
through the country.

Russia is not a member of In-

terpol and does not receive any

police information. No rcque.sts

about Britons convicted of drug

offences have been made to Scot-

land Yard.

Officials believe the Russians

— who have handed out hefty jail

sentences in recen* months to

Westerners caught with drugs in

their baggage — are letting

rumors of Interpol assistance go

unanswered so that they can hide

their source of information. The
most likely sources are thought

to be arrested addicts or carriers.

By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — Tough cowboys
deliberately modelled on the
Marlboro image — except that

they are either dying or are crip-

pled ex-smokers — featured in

the latest of a number of highly

successful British television pro-

grams about smoking.
Impact on viewers has been en-

ormous, both on the commercial
network and on the British
Broadcasting Corporation.

Death In The West was the
fourth program in 18 months by
reporters Peter Taylor and Mar-
tin Gilbert for This Week, a

prime time current affairs pro-

gram on the commercial network,

on the dangers of smoking.
During this time, independent

Gallup polls have shown that

750,000 viewers have given up
smoking directly because of the

programs and another three mil-

lion are trying to kick the habit.

Earlier in the year, a give-up

smoking campaign on the BBC’s
daily Nationwide program (The
Journal, April) reported similar

success in helping people stop.

alcoholism, early or late.”

Dr Weisman said that physici-

ans in hospital rarely diagnose

alcoholism, unless the patient is

obviously a skid row derelict. If

the patient still had a family, was
brought in by his wife, and was
white, he was not diagnosed for

alcoholism. Often he was diag-

nosed “fever of unknown origin”.

Another reason for “undiag-

nosis”, he said was found in the

Boston study and “was appal-

ling ... if the drinking pattern of

the patient resembled the drink-

ing pattern of the doctor, he was
not diagnosed as an alcoholic.”

marriage?
Dr Collins also suggested ask-

ing questions about legal infrac-

tions, such as arrests for drunken
driving.

He said this line of questioning

gives doctors a good idea of

whether the individual has suff-

ered complications in any area of

his life as a result of excessive

drinking.

“The alcoholic is quick to point

out that various areas of his life

are not affected by his alcohol,”

Dr Collins ,said.

“He’s quick to focus on the

areas that are not affected. Your
job is to focus on the ones that arc

affected, The assumption is that

if he is drinking despite serious

con.sequcnces to any area of his

life — whether it’s physical,

emotional, legal, or financial —
the assumption is that this is an

alcoholic drinking. 01herwi.se he

wouldn't do it.”

Dr Collins said ideally the

drinking history should be
obtained when the patient arrives

with a miKlical complaint, or dur-

ing a me<lical crisis.

“Get it right then, rather than

admit the patient to the hospital

and wait until he’s feeling better,

because then it will be easier to

deny it. On the other hand, if he’s

in front of you in his pain and
misery, his defences are down,
and he’s very likely to be more
honest.”

Ironically, the latest This Week
program was made because a

representative of Phillip Morris
— Marlboro has a minute one per

cent of the UK market —
approached the This Week team
and invited them to film in

America. The company said its

interpretation of the health
evidence was different.

Company spokesmen put forth

their point of view. But, the Brit-

ish reporters found Marlboro-
image cowboys suffering badly
from their years of smoking.
The most telling shot was of a

middle-aged cowboy riding on the

range — with oxygen bottles

strapped to his horse and a plastic

tube up his nose for his chronic
emphysema.

Mr Taylor admitted that two
years ago he was a light smoker
and knew little about the real

dangers of smoking until chided

by his friends in the medical
profession.

When they decided to do their

first program in April 1975 —
and not without opposition from
many television colleagues who
smoke— they felt they had to say

to their regular 15 million
viewers; “Look, if you smoke you
have a choice. It is not just a

question of getting a bad cough,

or possibly bronchitis, it is the

statistical possibility of your kil-

ling yourself.”

Their first program. Dying For
A Fag, told the story of a 42-

year-old smoker dying from lung

cancer.

A Gallup Poll immediately
afterwards found that 160,000

viewers had stopped smoking in-

stantly and another four million

intended to do so.

A week later, in Licensed To
Kill, This Week looked at the

responsibility of the government,
the advertising industry, and the

tobacco industry.

Mr Taylor pointed out that

then and now the British tobacco

industry, despite repeated in-

vitations, has steadfastly refused

to have a spokesman appear.

Six months later, Mr Taylor
talked to four .smokers who had
given up the habit following the

earlier programs. This time a

representative from J. Walter
Thompson Advertising Agency
appeared on the program and
attacked all of the statistical

evidence linking smoking and
lung cancer.

Mr Taylor admitted they had
found it difficult to make four

programs getting the same
mes.sage across becau.se of the in-

built resistance of many smokers

to being told “what, by and large,

he doesn't want to hear.”

Marlin Gilbert said that the

residual effect of their first pro-

gram “has been (juile remark-
able. We still gel requests asking

if the program could be rei)eated

as the writer is tempted to start

smoking again and wants to .see

what made him slop in the first

place.”

He added; “There is no doubt

about it, the British tobacco in-

dustry is fighting scared. It is the

only industry in the country that

I know of that is totally unpre-

pared and unwilling to defend its

product.

“Over the past two years, I find

myself becoming more and more
angry with the British tobacco

industry and the advertising in-

dustry as there seems to have
been little change.”
Mr Taylor commented: “We

like to think that our con-
tribution, if any, is that we have

changed the way the issue is

regarded by the media.”

Kiwi smokers chuffed
AUCKLAND, NZ — Even
smokers have welcomed a

Wellington hotel manager’s
decision to ban smoking in

onje of his bars. Since bringing
in his “smokeless zone”, Bill

Brien has received several
letters and telephone calls of

support.

“The reaction is great.” says

the former police officer, a

non-smoker himself. “Even
the smokers are chuffed
(delighted), because all

smokers have a desire to give

up.”

There’s an art to history-taking

USSR/Interpol mystery
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^ Five provinces hanging back on spot checks
]

By Bryne Carruthers

OTTAWA — The federal

government’s roadside spot

checks plan for drinking drivers

has been extended to three more
provinces and to the two federal

territories, effective Nov. 1. ,

But five provinces — British

Columbia, Manitoba, Quebec,
Prince Edward Island, and Sas-

katchewan — have still not

joined the ranks of governments
taking advantage of the federal

government’s attempts to get

even tougher with impaired
drivers.

Ontario and Alberta were the

first not only to bring the legal

changes into effect, but also to

equip and train their police to

enforce the changes — specifi-

cally the application of the road-

side breath checks.

The key to the tougher im-
paired driving laws is that police-

men in the participating provin-

ces and territories now have the
right to demand breath samples
at the roadside if a driver is

merely “suspected” of driving a

car with alcohol in his or her
body.

As envisioned by federal jus-

tice department authorities, this

change will allow police to set up

spot checks near favorite water-

ing holes and nab clients as they

drive away.
The roadside spot check is

limited to culling out drivers

close to or already beyond the
legal blood alcohol limit of 0.08%
which defines impaired driving.

People selected must be taken to

a police station for formal
breathalyzer testing, still the
only basis for a formal diarging

and possible conviction under the
law.

While a driver may not be
charged or convicted solely on
the basis of the roadside checks
(which feature use of a portable
breath reading machine), any
driver refusing to submit to the
roadside check faces the same
penalties as a driver who refuses

the more formal police station

breathalyzer test.

Classic medical approach ineffective

Barriers separate alcoholics from doctors
By Dorothy Trainor

MONTREAL — Hidden com-
munication barriers between the

alcoholic and his doctor that

militate against the diagnosis of

alcoholism and its treatment is

the theme of a McGill University

study.

“The doctor’s method of

approaching the questioning and
the offering of aid is the crux of

the whole matter,” principal in-

vestigator Henry B. Murphy told

registrants at a Clinical Aspects

of Alcoholism Day at Montreal
General Hospital.

“What I want to make clear is

that the approach to the problem

is not the conventional one of

medical deduction. The recog-

nition and diagnosis of alcohol

abuse is less a problem of percep-

tion and logic than a problem of

social interrelationships,” said

Dr Murphy, professor of psychi-

atry.

Also, unlike other medical pro-

blems, the doctor’s approach to

that recognition and diagnosis

will greatly influence the pro-

bability of successful treatment,

he said.

The patient should never be
asked ‘Are you or are you not an
alcoholic?’.

“We found that to label the

problem as ‘alcoholism’ is dange-

rous because it enables both doc-

tor and patient to avoid further

action.”

When the alcoholic is so label-

led, he explained, he can counter,

“An alcoholic! I’m not there yet!”

This reply relieves both doctor

and patient of further questions

and an.swers.

To explore what doctors should
or should not be doing when faced

with the alcohol abuser. Dr
Murphy set up a research study

on the hidden barriers in their

communications.

A 13-item questionnaire was
distributed by members of his

research team to average patients

in general practitioners’ offices

and hospital clinic wailing rooms.

Alcoholic clinics were avoided as

being atypical for the purpose.

Extent of
By Karin Sohola

SAN DIEGO — E(“wer employees
than expected have been refiu red

to counselling services wilhin
Iht'ir compani<>s, according to a

pr(‘liminary report on a survey of

the <<xt(mt of industrial alcohol-

ism and drug abu.s<‘ programs in

the United Stales.

Marshall ,1. Goby of Lutheran
General Hospital, Bark Kidge, II

linois, and William J. Eilstead,

department of psychiatry, North
western University Medical
School, t’hicago, told the fifth

annual iiMU'ling her(> of the

A.s.sociatlon of Labor-Manage-
ment Administrators and (,’on-

siiltants on Alcoholism the
iniiial results of the survey. It is

believed lo he the first national

suivey of its kind.

Questionnaires wen> mailed to

The questionnaire dealt with
the patient’s recent worries
regarding drinking habits,

hangovers, etc. Almost 500
patients completed the forms
while waiting to see their doctors.

After the card had been com-
pleted and the patient had seen

his doctor, where relevant, both
doctor and patient were inter-

viewed to find if the subject of

drinking had come up and what
was said.

Psychoanalysts were also ques-

tioned to ferret out the dynamics
of the hidden barriers under

study and there were interviews

with former and current alco-

holics and their doctors.

What the researchers found
was that alcohol abusers rarely

seek help and information
regarding their drinking usually

comes from other sources.

Gov’t supplies pot to man
By Mary Hager

WASHINGTQN — Bob
Randall is confronted with an
agonizing dilemma: go blind

or be a criminal.

Mr Randall is suffering
from severe open angle
glaucoma, an irreversible dis-

ease that cannot be cured but
sometimes can be arrested.

Conventional drugs have not

helped him, but marijuana
has, which accounts for his

dilemma.
The federal government has

recognized the therapeutic
benefits of marijuana in Mr
Randall’s case and given him
permission to smoke in a

carefully controlled research

program.

He received his first “pre-

scription” for marijuana in

mid-November and is now able

to smoke government-pro-
duced cannabis without threat

of legal action.

In order not to jeopardize

his supply, Mr Randall is

heeding government orders
not to discuss how much and
how often he receives the

drug.
But, at the same time, he is

awaiting a decision on his trial

last July in District of Co-

lumbia courts for posses-

sion of marijuana. If con-

victed, he faces up to one year

in jail or a fine of from $100 to

$1000.

Mr Randall, 28, and a former
speech teacher, is legally blind

in his right eye and has
severely impaired vision in his

left. He discovered quite by
accident several years ago that

smoking marijuana made the

hazy rings he saw around
lights disappear.

He didn’t know then that he
had glaucoma. He thought it

was just eye strain.

At the same time, some
medical, researchers were
suggesting that delta-9-

tetrahydrocannabinol, or
THC, the active ingredient in

marijuana, may be effective in

a number of diseases, among
them glaucoma. Apparently

Bob Randall

the active ingredient acts to

reduce pressure within the

eyes.

Mr Randall felt he needed to

be able to control both the

quality and quantity of the

marijuana he used, so he be-

gan growing his. own, dis-

creetly, on a second floor

sundeck. But his plants were
seen from a distance by police

making a routine inves-

tigation in the neighbor-

hood. His current legal pro-

blems stem from this chance

sighting, for he chose to fight

rather than give in.

Last December, he parti-

cipated in a marijuana
research study at the Univer-
sity of California, Los Ange-
les, where researchers “found
smoked marijuana to provide
him with a significant reduc-

tion in lOP (intraocular
pressure).

“Marijuana’s pressure-low-
ering effect, in combination
with prescription medications,

usually brought his lOP levels

toward the normal range. It

appears that marijuana in

smoked form afforded Mr
Randall lOP reductions of
positive therapeutic value . .

.

Mr Randall would benefit
from access to marijuana of

controlled quality and quan-
tity for medical purposes.”

Based on this, Mr Randall
petitioned the federal govern-

ment to permit him to smoke
marijuana legally. The requ-

est was granted, thanks to a

proposal for research on
marijuana and glaucoma
received from Howard Uni-
versity at about the same time.

Now he is able to smoke
government-produced mariju-
ana as part of a controlled
research project.

But, he is still frustrated by
the attitude of the local

government. “They argue that

eyesight is not an inherent
right,” he notes. “I say if it’s a

choice between my eyesight

and the law, I leave it to

rational people to determine
which choice 1 make."

industrial concern is seen
the 3,2()()-in(‘mber American
Occupiilional Medical Associ-
alioti and the n'sults pr(‘seiited to

the ALMAt.’A nu'cting repri'-

.seiited at) initial return of 400
replies from physicians at the

same number of companies.
Based on the nnmhiM' of

employees who n.sed a company
grams, 21 of whom were referred
for inpatient serviees, 22 for

outpatient services, and 17 of

whom were iiresnniably judged
not lo need llu'se si'rvici's.

"I’hose physicians that
responded appear to work for

companies who have a demon
siraled and long standing com
milmeni lo helping employees
ileal with these chemical misn.se

problems,” Drs Goby and Eil

stead reported lo the meeting.

”We had expected a high
number of employees to have
come in contact with these pro-

grams in thecour.se of 12 months.
The figure of BO employee con-

tacts per year appears lo be sig-

nificantly under what one might
expect, based on the size of the

companies, their length of time
providing these services, and the

established I'stimate of 5% to

10% of the work force being in-

volved with the.se difficulties.”

l''ifly-eighl of the physicians
who responded worked in a

manufacturing concern and
almost 30%) of all eompanies had
15,000 or more employees.
On average. (>ach of the com-

panies’ mi'dical departments
employed seven doctors full lime,

but only 42%) indicated having a

full time counsellor or program
representative in the firm.
Generally, programs were most
often locali'd in the medical
dc'parlmi'nts (73%',). followml by
the iiersonnel. lalior-relat ions.

and other departments.

Eighty per ixMit of the physici-

ans indicatiHl they had an esta-

blishiHl company policy for deal-

ing with alcoholism and chemical

dependency and 72% indicattMl

the company had an identified

pnigram to deal with the.si* pro-

blems. EstablishiHl programs had
existed for an average of nine

years.

Of the respondents who indi-

caliHl no inilicy for an employee
assistance program, slightly less

than half (44%) said (hey wen*
planning on developing them.
Till' remainder (56%,) who had
no such plans, howiwer, re-

presented "very large and
nationally known aimpanie.s".

"This makes us wonder about
(he extent to which industry
clearly understands the serious-

ness of these problems” said Drs
Goby and Eilstead.

Patients deny their drinking pro-

blems and conceal information,
so the diagnosis of alcoholism is

very often missed.

“Our data were quite close to

that of David Robinson’s UK
study that showed that only 17%
of alcoholics were recognized by
clinical examination.”
Results in the McGill study

revealed that of the almost 500
respondents to the questionnaire,

just over 10% (51 people) saw
themselves as having trouble
with alcohol. It was also shown
that:

• Only 5% of these asked for
help regarding drinking habits;

• 49% revealed the problem
without asking for help,

• In 46% of cases, the matter was
not mentioned at all by either

doctor or patient
Why the high number of people

revealing a drinking problem
without asking for help?

‘The answer is linked to why
they drink,” Dr Murphy said.

“There is a close relationship

between drinking and the gratifi-

cation of a need for a sense of

power and a sense of self deter-

mination. Drinking can lull

feelings of low esteem. Tp admit
his drinking problem to the doc-

tor is to admit his weakness.
Further, such admission leads to

submission to the doctor’s direc-

tives.”

That low-image patient wants
to feel in control when he enters

the doctor’s office. Dr Murphy
added, because of his inability to

accept his self image.

How should the doctor
approach his problem-drinking
patient?

The doctor is most likely to

achieve communication with a

patient if he can convey the idea

that the patient himself is the

authority.

“Don’t question his authority.

The decision to stop drinking is

his.

“Say to him, ‘All right, you are

concerned about your drinking,

but I cannot know you as you
know yourself. I am merely
somebody who has certain advice

and can direct you to mechanisms
whereby you can help yourself.”

That sense of remaining in

control may strengthen the

patient’s self confidence. Dr
Murphy said. But the classical

medical appniach which is "You
have a disea.se and 1 know how to

treat it” will get little u'spon.se

until — possibly — (he patient

has ri'achixl (he "too late” stage.

High - rise

depression
llundrtMls of children are on

anti-d('t>ri\ssant drugs because of

the pressures of “high ri.se” liv-

ing in Walsall, a borough located

in the English Midlands. With a

population density of 270,000
hou.sed in 3,500 apartments, it is

estimatiMl that one in every 10

children is on drugs to ease the

pn'.ssures of crowdixl living con-

ditions. C'nuples must have two or

more children before they are

allowed to move from the

crowded apartment towers to

more spacious quarters.
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Drinking.
Ifwedon^ taik

about theprobiem
weli never start

toseiveit.
Ifyou’re like most pet^le, you
think the drinking problem in

this country has nothing to do
with you.

We asked people what they thought

about the problem. Here are a few

replies. The drinking problem is

“that guy across the streetwho
drives home from work loaded out

of his mind". It's “those reckless

teenagers drinking every night”.

“Isn’t that about alcoholics?" Well,

the drinking problem is about all

those people and more.

It has everything to do with you,

even though you’re not a prob-
lem drinker, or even a drinker.

That "guy across the street” could

be driving home when you are.

Approximately 40T) of all traffic

deaths in this country are associated

with alcohol. That “reckless teen-

ager" could be your child. TTiat

“alcoholic" could be your mother,

or father, or brother, or sister, or

whatever . . . the point is that there

are too many PEOPLE who drink

dangerously.

“There’s not much I can do,”

you say.

Talking about the problem is not

an answer, but it's a start. Talk to

the guy across the street, to your

teenagers about drinking habits. Tell

your friends when you think they've

had enough to drink. If you speak in

support of responsible use, you will

encourage others to do the same as

you do— if you are responsible.

‘Dialogue On Drinking’ is a
program to help you do
something.

Talk about drinking problems. If

you’re not sure what to say, cut this

out and think about it. If you have

any specific comments, we’d like to

hear from you. We-believe that if

people talk about the problems

we’re that much closer to solving

them.

Dialogue
on driiMcing ^

An idea from

1^
'an Operation Lifestyle program

Health Sant^ et

and Welfare Bien-Stre social

Canada Canada

Box 8888. Ottawa

Publishers worried

by alcohol ad limits

Health and Welfare Canada aims to improve Canadians' lifestyies

OTTAWA— The Canadian Daily
Newspaper Publishers Associ-
ation has warned about the
dangers of having the federal
government decide what type of

lifestyles advertising of alcoholic

products should be allowed, es-

pecially as lifestyles are always
changing.

The warning was a reaction to

federal health minister Marc
Lalonde’s stepped up campaign to

eliminate lifestyle alcohol adver-

tising — something Mr Lalonde
has described as particularly
offensive.

As might be expected, the
CDNPA has suggested self-regu-

lation would be the best solution

to alcohol beverage advertising.

The association further suggest-

ed the government encourage
the Canadian Advertising Board
to consider assuming respon-
sibility for establishing a tripar-

tite committee (made up of in-

dustry, consumer, and media
representatives) to establish ad-

vertising standards to be used as

a measure for actual advertising.

The association opposed propo-

sals to limit budgets of news-
papers for alcoholic beverage
advertising. (Interestingly

enough, the federal government’s
$650,000 advertising campaign
against irresponsible drinking is

using the printed media, mainly
the large daily newspapers.

)

It also described as “utterly
impractical” government propo-

sals to establish time deadlines or

time bans for alcohol advertising

on television. Meeting such

Alcoholic’s thinking problems

Recovery may be very long process
CLEVELAND — The “cere-

bration defect” from alcohol can
often be recovered from, but it

can take an amazingly long time
for such recovery — even years.

This comment, to a symposium
here on current concepts in alco-

holism came from the chairman
of the General Service Board of

Alcoholics Anonymous, John L.

Norris.

In an interview with The Jour-

nal, Dr Norris said the thinking

deficit lasts a surprisingly long
time. “The person who opened my
eyes to this was a 29-year-old

man. When he came in to see me a

month after he first talked to me,
and I’m sure he was totally ab-

stinent in this first month, he told

me that it had only been in the

last three days that he’d been able

to think the way he used to. And
he was only 29 years old.

“Since that time”, said Dr Nor-
ris, “I’ve asked that question of

many who have recovered either

in AA, or in some other way, and
the estimates will run usually
from a year to several years. The
longest is seven years.

“I was talking just last week to

a man who has a very responsible

job in an international company,
who told me that he’d been dry
seven years, but he only began to

be aware of adequate functioning
after five years, and ‘now I know I

think better than I ever did’.”

Dr Norris said the mental
deficit appeared to be across-the-

board, rather than pinpointed in

any one area, such as ability to

solve complex problems. In
eluded in the thinking problem,
he said, is “their irrational
approach to the use of alcohol”.

However, it also includes clear-

cut thinking in general. The man
who went the longest before
recovering his previous skills was
an accountant. He was the one
“who told me that it was seven
years after he’d quit drinking be-

fore he was able to handle the
job”.

While it is known that alcohol

does damage brain cells. Dr Nor-
ris said, this alone does not seem
to account for all cerebration
problems. Some alcoholics who
appeared to be permanently
brain-damaged, for instance,
have recovered after treatment
and withdrawal from alcohol.

Dr Norris said the combination

of cerebration problems, with
denial, “makes us begin to

understand how impossible it is

for these people to respond to

what most of us consider reaso-

nableness. How can they be so

stupid? How can they fail to

recognize what’s happened to

them? In my judgment this is a

part, at least, of the reason.”

Dr Norris, one of the non-alco-

holic members of the A A,
stressed how important the role

of the AA member is in getting

such people into treatment. AA
helps, he said, because it is an
emotional, person-to-person
approach, rather than intellectu-

alization, which the alcoholic

can’t respond to.

But the AA official told

physicians and others attending

the meeting here, which was
sponsored by the Cleveland
Academy of Medicine and
Women’s General Hospital, that

AA was by no means the answer

for everyone.

“There are some people who
won’t accept it, as of now. There

are some for whom it may not be

the right an.swer. This is why it is

important for us to know, and to

understand in as great depth as

we can, about alcoholism, the AA
program, the people who are liv-

ing and growing in the program,
and to individualize our treat-

ment program for every patient.

“All kinds of people get into

trouble with alcohol. All kinds of

people use alcohol to try and cope

with the life. The problem as it

comes to us is a combination of

the person as they were in all of

their relationships, what alcohol

has done to them, how they’ve

used it, and why they used it.”

Dr Norris said physicians
should know about the various

community facilities for care, “so

we can understand best how,
when, and where to make the

referral after we’ve made the

diagnosis.”

The AA official al.so suggested

that doctors should know a

number of AA members to which
to refer patients. If they don’t

know them from practice, they

may meet them by going to AA
meetings. Attendance there is

al.so important from the view-

point of “hearing enough of the

real story so that you under-
.stand”.

deadlines for a live sports event
being broadcast in Canada’s five

different time zones would be
difficult, for example.
The association argued there is

no evidence that advertising
leads to or contributes to alcohol

abuse and that controlling adver-

tising for a legally-available pro-

duct, even by imposing govern-
ment definitions on allowable
lifestyle ads, would entail risks

too great for any freely-elected

government to take.

The association has no general
objections to proposals for label-

ling alcohol bottles and con-
tainers with warning labels about
a potential health hazard, similar

to the warnings now required on
cigarette packages.

Near-beer
takes 6%
ale sales

in Alberta
EDMONTON — Low alcohol
brews already account for more
than 6% of Alberta’s beer sales

volume, and a provincial spokes-

man has predicted the market
will continue to grow.
The first such products were

sold through the government-
run Alberta Liquor Control
Board about four years ago, and
now four major breweries —
three of national stature and one
regional firm — produce low-

alcohol beer. In Alberta, it con-

tains 3.9% alcohol by volume,
compared to about 5% for stan-

dard beer.

An ALCB official said that

during July, a high-volume
month for beer sales, about
200,000 cases of low-alcohol be-

verage were sold through
government stores and private-

enterprise licensed facilities. He
said the popularity of low-alcohol

beer seems to be increasing
rapidly now.
The provincial liquor outlets

sell low-alcohol beer for $3.15

per dozen bottles while the stan-

dard product goes for $3.75,

although the wholesale price
paid to breweries is identical.

Malt beers sell for $4.05.

Brewery-run bottle return
depots pay 60 cents a dozen for

empties in refillable condition.

A liquor board official says the

lighter beer is comparable to

many brands sold in the United
States. He was doubtful the new
product has done much to curtail

alcoholism, although theoreti-

cally the lower alcohol content

makes this a possibility.

Many of the low-alcohol drin-

kers imbibe sparingly and only

occasionally anyway, he sugges-

ted.

Marijuana may affect sex life says new report

At least

in young

male rats

CHICAGO — Further evidence
that marijuana may affect the

male sex life — at least in young
rats — has come from the
American College of Surgeons.

A paper read to the surgical

forum of the clinical congress of

the ACS shows that young
animals given tetrahydrocan-
nabinol (THC, the psychoactive

ingredient of the drug) deve-

loped smaller testes than

matched controls.

Authors Drs John W. Harmon,
Diana Lock, Menalaos A.

Aliapoulios, and John H. Macln-

does say serum levels of testoste-

rone and testicular levels of the

male hormone were also lower in

THC treated animals than in

controls.

Other organs, such as the kid-

ney, were not affected which sug-

gests a specific effect of THC on

testicular development.

“Other reports in recent litera-

ture tend to confirm that mariju-

ana has an effect on .sexual hor-

mone balance in experimental
animals. The exact physiological

mechanism of this effect is not

clear. Whether these phenomena
which occur in animals have a

major significance for human
users of the drug is also unclear.”

The investigators, from the
division of surgery at Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research,
Washington, say clinical obser-

vations sparked off the work.

A letter in The New Engfand
Journal of Medicine by the
authors three years ago de.scribed

three male pot smokers who
presented with enlarged breasts.

The men, heavy chronic users of

marijuana, sought surgical ad-

vice because they feared their

breast development might lead to

sub.scquent cancer. There have
also been reports (by others) of

depressed serum testosterone
levels in humans and low .sperm

counts.

The authors previously re-

ported (hat marijuana stimu-

lated abnormal development of

the breast in young male rats.

In the experiment they re-

ported this year, rats were trea-

ted for 40 days — a period cor-

responding with adolescence.
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BC looks to Japan for pointers
Japan’s approach to heroin addicts may be a modei for BC. Tim Padmore investigates.

VANCOUVER — British Columbia
health minister Bob McClelland and the

chairman of the province’s Alcohol and
Drug Commission planned last month to

go to Japan for a first hand look at that

country’s compulsory hospitalization pro-

gram for drug addicts.

The Japanese plan has been cited repe-

atedly by commission chairman Bert Hos-

kin as an example of a successful coercive

program. It is likely to be an important
model for the compulsory treatment pro-

gram that health minister Bob McClelland
promised recently to implement here
(The Journal, November).
What does the Japanese program in-

volve? Just how successful has it been?
Some of the answers to these questions

are to be found in a report from the

Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare
called A Brief Account of Drug Abuse and
Counter Measures in Japan.

It was prepared in late 1975 “to give the

people of other lands (a portrayal) of the

actual conditions of drug abuse control in

Japan,’’ writes Akio Ishii, director of the

Narcotics Division of the pharmaceutical

affairs bureau of the ministry, under
whose signature the report appears.

It describes the evolution of drug abuse

in Japan since World War II, the tough

measures the Japanese have instituted to

combat the problem and, through nume-
rous tables and graphs, documents the

success of the effort.

There is one section, titled How Should
We Regard the Addict, that is revealing of

the cultural values that the system sprang
from.

“The foundation of countermeasures
against addicts is the way you perceive the*

addict,’’ it begins.

“It .seems that in some Western coun-

trie.s, addicts are seen as sick persons or

even victims, and those to be blamed are

the narcotics traffickers.

“Is this opinion correct? Narcotic ad-

dicts are per.sons who are entirely depen-

dent on narcotic drugs; therefore, in order

to obtain narcotic drugs, they do not mind
disposing of household goods or losing

their jobs; their sole concern is how to

obtain drugs and they indulge in momen-
tary pleasures at the expense of ambition,

man’s most precious quality.

“As a result, narcotic addicts become a

source of other social evils including theft,

violence, prostitution, etc. They destroy

not only themselves and their homes, but
also their country . .

.”

The abhorrence of addiction is so deep

that even a patient who becomes addicted

to drugs prescribed by a doctor for pain is

liable to punishment— as is the doctor.

Terminal cancer is one of the rare in-

stances in which addiction may be for-

given. But not taken for granted. Such
situations receive individual scrutiny.

Before 1945, the report says, there were
few addicts of any kind and those there

were were mainly foreigners addicted to

opium.

But, after the war, the country was
swept with an epidemic of stimulant tak-

ing. Uppers were gobbled by people
“forced to work desperately to make a liv-

ing while in a impoverished condition”.

The government slapped controls on the

drugs, which had been sold without pre-

scriptions. Smuggling flourished briefly,

but further controls, including prison
terms for possession and transfer,
stamped that out.

At the same time, the Mental Health Act
was amended to provide for compulsory
hospitalization of addicts in cases where it

was judged there was a danger of the ad-

dict’s hurting himself or others.

The measures are credited with the

reduction in the number of violators from
55,664 in 1954 to 271 in 1958.

With the decline of stimulants came a

spreading heroin problem, however. By
1961 there were an estimated 40,000
heroin addicts “with heavy involvement of,

gangster bands”.

The success of the earlier program made
it clear now what to do.

The concerned ministries and police

agencies formed an Anti-Narcotic Drugs
Headquarters and in 1963 legislation was
passed stiffening penalties — from a

previous maximum of seven years to life

imprisonment for heroin offences — and
giving the state the unqualified right to

commit addicts for treatment.

For the next five years, the picture was
rosy, with heroin abuse declining signifi-

cantly and a dramatic drop in the numbers
of new addicts.

Since 1970, however, the abuse of

stimulants has increased again, with 8,510

prosecutions recorded in 1973.

That -year, the stimulants laws were
toughened once more, with penalties
equivalent to those for heroin offences

being introduced.

The latest battle is not yet decided, for

although the number of offences dropped

30% in 1974, the number rose again in the

first half of 1975 and smuggling and traf-

ficking continued apace.

The BC officials are interested in the

heroin crackdown in 1963.

Under the 1963 amendments, those

identified as addicts — not necessarily in

actual possession of a prohibited narcotic

— may be committed for one month on the

basis of a diagnosis by a Medical Examiner
of Mental Health.

If that proves insufficient, the term may
be extended to up to six months by a

five-member Narcotic Addiction Examin-
ation Committee. The average length of -

hospitalization is 41 days.

Treatment is followed by “observation

and guidance” for five years. All people

reported as addicts, not only those who are

hospitalized, are subject to this long-term
counselling.

After the start of the program, there

was a dramatic drop in the number of new
heroin addicts reported — from 1,621 in

1962 to 204 in 1964.

Much of the immediate drop was a result

of a shift to other narcotics, such as

morphine, codeine, and synthetics. How-
ever, by 1970 the total for all narcotics

had dropped to under 100.

The report admits there may be un-

detected addicts but asserts that the true

number is surely less than 200 or 300 new
addicts a year.

There was a less dramatic but still sig-

nificant drop in the number of narcotics

offences. The number fell by a factor of

two almost immediately, and has declined

slowly since then.

About 8,000 narcotic addicts have been
subjected to the law, 10% of whom got

compulsory hospital treatment. Of the

total, 2,643 disappeared before the five

year follow-up ended and 1,441 have been
discharged to society as ordinary citizens.

The report states addicts are cured
“almost 100%’’ within two to three
months and says relapses are ver>- rare.

The treatment is based on cold-turkey

withdrawal. Methadone is not used
although recourse is sometimes made to

major and minor tranquillizers and hyp-

notics if withdrawal symptoms are too

severe.

When withdrawal symptoms stop, the

patient gets psychological and occu-

pational therapy. The goal is to train the

(See — Japan — page 14)
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to the . . i^etterS to the Wtof
Heroin decriminalization idea is horrifying
To the Editor:

The front page article on Peter

Bourne (The Journal. Oct.) sur-

prised and horrified me. His sug-

gestion to discredit equally use of

heroin, tobacco, alcohol, and
marijuana would only result in

more use of heroin. This is im-

plicit in Dr Bourne’s own state-

ment: “I don’t think we’ll

criminalize or make illegal use of

alcohol and tobacco. But, cer-

tainly, we are going to bring
heroin and marijuana closer in

line so we tend to view them in the

same light.”

The powerful social acceptance
of alcohol and tobacco has made
it impossible to reduce their con-

sumption. The strong social

sanctions against heroin have
undoubtedly helped control it.

This is why there are so many
more alcohol and tobacco addicts,

despite heroin’s being much more
strongly addictive.

From Dr Bourne’s statements

that the war against drug abuse

cannot be won, and that heroin

will be decriminalized, I under-

stand he has given up all hope of

ever gaining control in these
areas. I consider this unrealistic

Ion drug education ?
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narrative, drug education programs
with no drug content have validity and
value in themselves. The question,
then, is: When is a non-drug education
program a drug education program?
The answer is: When it is a drug abuse
prevention program.

The logic of many preventive drug
education programs is that by dealing
with issues before they become a pro-

blem, or by developing a satisfactory

foundation for decision-making and
non-problem behavior, individuals will

be better equipped to deal with life in-

cluding matters related directly to drug
use. As would be expected, such a non-
drug approach, or one that pays little

direct attention to drugs, is to be found
more frequently in programs designed
for the young, especially for the very
young for whom drugs are far from
being a salient issue. In affective pro-

grams designed for older persons, the

drug content usually becomes more ex-

plicit and of greater quantity, although

the drug issues are not always suf-

ficiently related to the affectively

based content of the program.
Unstated in the acceptance of affec-

tive drug education are many ques-

tions, including: What ages are appro-

priate for what forms of affective edu-

cation? At what ages should drug con-

tent be introduced into programs?
What is the efficacy of various affec-

tive approaches at varying ages? In

what ways should drug content be inte

grated with the non-drug material?

What are the roles and impact of non

drug education programs?
Answers to these and other quest ions

will depend on the outcome of current

and future research. Perhaps, one day,

the emperor will be justifiably proud of

his drug eflucation program, and his

pride will be supported by research.

* (Dr Goodstadt is a scientist in the

Evaluation Studies department of th

Addiction Research Foundatio
Ontario).

>i III VIIC

nt of the

as I believe control can be
obtained if it is desired. In a

democracy the people get what
they want. If a society will not

exercise controls on socially des-

tructive behavior, it can only
perish. In this sense. Dr Bourne
should have stated that the forces

acting to destroy the civilized

world will be successful. Of
course, this is just what Dr
Bourne implied earlier when he

said drug abuse poses a threat to

the future of many small as well

as established nation.s.

Luckily, I don’t believe every-

one shares Dr Bourne’s very
pessimistic view. I myself am
very optimistic, at least to the ex-

tent that I believe people and
civilizations get exactly what they

want. The really important issue

is what they really want. All will

receive what they deserve as a

result of getting what they want.

Phillip S. Duke, PhD
President and Director
Duke Laboratories

North Riverside, Illinois 60.546

One additional point
To the Editor:

In the Inside Science column
which appeared in The Journal

(October), column 4, paragraph

2, line 6 should continue as fol-

lows: “received a discharge.

charges given out in Canada for

simple possession occurred in

Ontario”.

Pat Erickson
Researcher
Addiction Research Foundation

though one in three in Ontario on Ontario

did .so. More than half of all dis- Toronto

Bandido poster from UK
stereotypes Mexicans
To the Editor:

To begin, 1 think The Journal is a

worthy publication that needs to

be read by a larger majority of

the world’s population. I've en-

joyed the varied points of view,

the informative and accurate
articles and, in most issues, the
fine cartoons and posters.

However, in The Journal
(August) there appears a poster
that the British Health Edu-
cation Council has placed at its

many British Railway .sites under
the auspices of HEC. The poster

depicts a Mexican Bandido Type
character with a gun in each
hand, a sly grin, and an over-sized

sombrero. I was very .sorry to see

this poster since it perpetuates an
old negative stereotype that has
been more than detrimental to

the many people of Mexican
descent.

I would like it understood :.hat

(See — Seemingly— page 12)

Staff appointments

for The Journal

announced by ARF

John Shaughnessy Harvey McConnell

Kingdom. Prior to joining The
Journal, she was with Medical
News, London, England, and
later. The Medical Post, Toronto.
Harvey McConnell, for the past

10 years a medical and science
writer in London, England, and
for the past two years one of The
Journal’s UK correspondents,
will be The Journal’s contribut-

ing editor based in Washington.
John Shaughnessy, formerly

managing editor of The Medical
Post, Toronto, will be contribut-

ing editor, Toronto.

Mr Seidler, The Journal’s first

editor, and Milan Korcok, form-
erly a contributing editor, have
resigned from the foundation
and will reside in the United
States.

Dr Macdonald said: “These
appointments of experienced
journalists are intended to en-
sure that The Journal continues
to improve its coverage of news of

international significance in the

field of alcohol and other drugs.”

Anne MacLennan

Ms MacLennan has extensive

experience as a medical journal-
ist in both Canada and the United

THREE MAJOR appointments to
The Journal have been an-
nounced by Dr John B. Macdon-
ald, president of the Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario.
Anne MacLennan, associate

editor since 1974, has been named
editor, succeeding Gary Seidler.
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Teenage girls trade sex, boys steal

to get drinks in London’s pubs

Photo: Scottish Health Education Council

‘Girls may drink free every night of the week. ’

LONDON — Many teenage girls

in Britain are taking an easy path
to uncontrolled drinking by trad-

ing sex for drinks.

Almost any of them may go to a

pub “and drink free of cost every

night of the week, using different

male company,” adds J. J. Gay-
ford, consultant psychiatrist and
head of the Alcoholic Unit at

Warlingham Park Hospital, Sur-

rey.

He told a Royal Society of

Health conference on juvenile
drinking here: “Cases have been
seen of females who pride them-
selves on being able to drink from
opening time to closing time
without paying for a drink.

“Sadly, cases are also seen of

young women who will even have
sexual relations with men who
will keep them in drinks for the

night. More rare, fortunately, are

cases where young women will

trade sex for the price of a single

drink when they are desperate.”

Many young male heavy drin-

kers have trouble keeping jobs

but are subject to pressure to

drink with highly paid peer
groups who may only be
occasional heavy drinkers. Often
they resort to petty theft to get

money.

Dr Gayford said that his unit,

like most others in Britain, is

treating an increasing number of

young alcoholics. Most of them do
not present with the pattern of

older alcoholics and need special

selective treatment.

He continued: “If total ab-

stinence is regarded as a criterion

for treatment, their prognosis is

poor. Yet if this is only seen as a

step towards a more stable pat-

tern of life, the prognosis is not so
hopeless.

“Usually something can be
done to improve the situation by
attention to the patient’s physical

and mental state and by support
of the social and family situ-

ation.”

Dr Gayford said one of the most
difficult areas in treating young
alcoholics is the control of the

quick temper, fighting, and self-

destructive acts to which many
are prone.

It is one of the most difficult

areas to manage in clinical

psychiatry.

He commented: “To use tran-

quillizers of the benzodiazepine
compounds, such as diazepam,
only leads to habituation. The
long acting forms, such as

potassium clorazepate, are safer.

Psychotropic convention hits snags
By Thomas Land

GENEVA — The new Vienna
Convention on Psychotropic Sub-
stances has created a set of

urgent administrative problems
for the Geneva-based World
Health Organization (WHO) of

the United Nations.

The convention, for the control

of a lengthy list of psychotropic

drugs, came into effect recently

after Togo became the 40th
nation to sign (The Journal,
November).
One of the criteria justifying

control in the future is the de-

cision by the WHO that “there is

sufficient evidence (to suggest)
that the substance is being or is

likely to be abu.sed so as to con-

stitute a public health and social

problem warranting the placing

of the substance under inter-

national control.”

How, then, is this evidence to be

collected and weighed? When
does a drug abuse problem cease

to be a minor local matter and
qualify for international action?

And what kind of a machinery
should lh(‘ WHO establish to

enable international specialists

to make prompt assessment of

Safe smoke

doesn’t exist:

gov’t official

LONDON — 'Fhere Is no such
thing as a safe cigarette and
smokers should not h<‘ luihul Into

a S4‘nse of security hy current
t«>sts with tobacco substitutes,

says Eric Deakins, a government
minister at the Department of

Health here.

He told a C4»nfer«‘nce on smok-
ing and th<> me<lla organl/iul by
Acthui on Smoking and Health

(ASH), that a changt* In public

attitudes to smoking had been
found In department surveys.

Seventy p4*r eent of those ques-

tioned, Including many smok«‘rs,

would welctime inort* smtiklng
restrictions.

4 A ban on «'lgar<‘lt«' advertising

was fivored by
«|iies ioned,.

new evidence relating to a drug
and recommend an increase or

decrease in restrictions?

These were some of the ques-

tions recently considered at a

Geneva conference of specialists

concerned with the testing and
evaluation of drugs.

The advisors, brought together

by the WHO, included Dr Dennis
A. Cahal, senior principal medi-

cal officer, department of health

and social security, London; Dr
James G. Foulks, professor,
department of pharmacology,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver; Dr J. Jacob,
professor of pharmacology and
toxicology at the Paris Institut

Pasteur; Dr Eugene LeBlanc,
director of the Research Branch
of the Ontario ministry of health

and former assistant head of the

research division, Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario;

Dr W. R. Martin, director.

National Institute on Drug
Abuse, Addiction Research
Center, Lexington, Kentucky;
and Dr C. R. Schu.ster, professor

of psychiatry and pharmacology.
University of Chicago.

A spokesman for the WHO ex-

plains the convention was
necessitated by a .serious public

health and .social |)rohlem created

through th(> misuse of a larg»'

number of drugs intended for

medical practice hut oftmi
a|)|)lied for the physical sensation

or hallucinatory effect they pro-

duce.

Generally de.scrihed as psycho-

tropic suhstances, capable of

modifying mental activity, these

drugs include depressants such
as barbital and met haqiialone,

stimulants such as ampheta-

mine.s, and hallucinogens such as

LSI) and similar compounds. The
problem of drug abuse was
already enormous liack in I!t71

when a UN conferetu'e adopted
the convimtion in Vienna; since

then. It has quickly intensified

The convention supplements
the .Single Convention on Nar
colic Drugs of l!tl)l. di'ahng willi

suhstances piimarily ol plant

origin such as opium, cannaliis.

and cocaine Some of these, sueli

as morphine and codeine derived

from opium, also lia\ e signifieanl

use III medicine
I’syehol ropic siilisl ances

sought to be controlled under the

new convention “include many
drugs whose medical value is in-

disputable and which must not
therefore be unduly restricted,”

according to the WHO spokes-
man. “However, the therapeutic

value and risk to public health of

these drugs are less precisely

definable than those of narcotic

drugs.”

Setting the guidelines for the

administration of the new in-

ternational convention, special-

ists of the WHO thus hold a

powerful legal instrument which
may be constructively applied

only if they manage to agree on a

fair balance between potential

use and abuse of these po*ent
medical tools. The Geneva meet-

ing was called to seek d common
approach to the task.

The advisory group pointed out

in its recommendations that, as

the WHO spokesman put it,

“scheduling decisions in regard

to many drugs were going to be

difficult because of the need to

balance the benefits of ther-

apeutic use against the hazards to

public health of clearly demon-
strated abuse.

“Phenobarbital was mentioned
during the meeting as an example
of a drug that may have to be

rescheduled as a result of ex-

perience gained since the con-

vention was adopted five years

ago. It was felt (by several

specialists) that its unique
position in many developing
countries as an inexpensive anti-

epileptic drug had been underes-

timated and its actual abuse
overestimated.”

The group recommended the

establishment of elaborate advi-

sory mechanisms — such as ex-

pert panels, consultants, and col-

laboration with scientific in-

stitutions — to obtain the most

reliable evidence in support of its

proposals to the UN Commission

but can still be abused.”

Behavior methods have been
tried which aim at teaching the

patient a series of maneuvers to

prevent loss of control, and
provide insight into why he loses

his temper. However, “these have
little meaning to an enraged
young man when he is drinking”.

Depressive episodes are com-
mon but need thorough inves-

tigation before antidepressants
are prescribed. Periods of

remorse may follow drinking
bouts.

Dr Gayford said: “The best test

is to remove the patient from his

environment for a few days,
detoxify him if need be, and see if

the depression lifts. In most
cases, there will be dramatic im-

provement with this method,
rendering anti-depressants un-
necessary.”

However, unpredictable be-

havior is to be expected during

this period and patients fre-

quently discharge themselves,

only to reappear a few hours later

asking to be readmitted, he said.

Dr Gayford said few young
alcoholics can be expected to have
learned they cannot drink, unlike

the older alcoholic.

“Mentally he knows alcohol in

moderation relieves his anxiety.

Socially he has seen both its good
and bad effects.

“While he is feeling ill, ab-

stinence will not seem unreason-
able, but when faced with this

social barrier for the next 50
years, it is not surprising there

are second and third thoughts on
the subject.

“Unfortunately, the young
alcoholic has to prove to his own
satisfaction that he cannot drink

alcohol. Alternatively, by a long

and often traumatic process, he
has to learn to drink in a control-

led manner."
Dr Gayford said the subject of

controlled drinking is an un-
charted area “with gloomy indi-

cations that only a few will suc-

ceed.

“Until it is proved otherwise,

abstinence seems the only safe

way of preventing further
trauma from alcohol."

Few young alcoholics will

achieve this with one treatment
.session, but nuxst of them manage
for longer periods of time with

fewer alcohol-precipitated crises,

he said.

^tdund thf ^orld
Drug runners

Law enforcement pressure in

Hong Kong is forcing in-

ternational narcotic traffickers

to buy drugs elsewhere in

Southeast Asia — and the

Preventive Service is taking

every precaution to ensure this

trend continues. According to

one police official, drug
traffickers no longer regard
Hong Kong as a good source of

supply becau.se it’s far cheaper
and safer to buy drugs in

countries such as Thailand and
Malaysia.

Blame mother

A West Berlin p.sychialnst, Gerd
Koehling, claims there are

alcoholics who developi'd their

addiction Itccausc of a spi'ci

fic devi'lopmeiilal trauma,
specifically they had problems
with their mothers Alcoludics

are alcoholics, he claims, iH'cau.se

for them then' is an uiihearable

discrepancy hctwei'ii tlii'ir

idealized image of their mother
and the mother she reallv is. I)r

Roehling supported his hypo-

thesis on a series of case his-

tories from his practice.

Drug boom

Exports of pharmaceuticals from
Britain for the first half of 1976

totalled more than £-11 million

— an increa.se of 12.7% on the

corresponding figure last year.

But imports at £69 million were

up by 42%, giving a balance of

trade surplus at £147 million,

:L4% better than the 1975
surplus at the same stage. A
spokesman for the Association of

the British Pharmaceutical In-

dustry said the three-to-one ratio

of exports to imports by the llK

industry is still among the high-

est in the world.

Swedes punish addicts
STOt’KlIDI.M A hard line

approacli to drug abuse will he

taken hy .Sweden’s newly eW'cted

('onservativi'-coalit ion gove rii

mi'iit.

Prime Minister Fallidin has
promisi’d a crackdown also on the

situation 111 .Stockholm whc'ii'

some 7,000 hard drug addicts an'

arri'sted each year

Dr Nils Beji'rot told a group of

visiting British .imirnalisls that

Sweden has liecomc 'the most
ultra lilierahstic society since the

Boinaii Ixmpire
"

Dr Bi'ji'rol, drug dependeiiec

expert at the Karoliiiska In

stitute 111 Stockholm, addl'd:

“The Labour government was
consunuHl tiy the psychoanalyti-

cal mumbo-jumlio that so-called

.social background was the main
factor in causing addiction.

“The trouble was that some of

its lop medical advisers had never

.seen a palieiil in their lives.
"

Dr Bejerol said the addict does

not suffer from a disease tint, in

fact, enjoys it. .Addiction is not a

social disease but a learned con-

dition.

.A less lilieral approach is

needed, he added ' Punishment
does not help to cure the addict,

hut the fi'arof punishment does."
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\Too much parental responsibility removed

UK system nurtures young drinkers

British policemen or “Bobbys"
don't recognize alcoholism as the

illness it is. and are unequipped to

deal with it, especially among
juveniles, says police superinten-

dent.

By Harvey McConnell

LONDON — Britain’s cradle-to-

grave welfare state may be a

major cause of its growing
juvenile drinking problem be-

cause too much parental respon-

sibility is removed, believes
Superintendent Betty Reid of the

London Police.

At the same time, the familiar

British Bobby is not well enough
equipped to deal with alcohol
problems and “we are unedu-
cated in the recognition of the
dangers of alcohol”.

Superintendent Reid, who is

also deputy commandant of the
London Metropolitan Police
Training School, made her blunt
assessments at a Royal Society of

Health conference here on
juvenile drinking.

She said: “We are very quick to

stress the lack of coordination
whilst driving, which often
results in tragic and fatal con-

sequences.

“We raid premises, the owners
or landlords of which are flout-

ing the law. We arrest persons
who are drunk and incapable,

disorderly or indecent, but what
do we really do?

“We temporarily remove the

problem from the community.”
Superintendent Reid pointed

out that police will relentlessly

try and find out how anyone un-

der 18 years and found incapable

through alcohol, obtained it.

But, the young alcoholic, “is

arrested and charged, appears
before a court, and is punished
unless he is fortunate enough to

have been dealt with by a percep-

tive police officer and magistrate,

and medical reports are called

for, when treatment may be the

ultimate result.”

Policemen have little or no
training in the recognition that

alcoholism is an illness. Unless
they have attended special
seminars “we have very little

guidance, or experience on the
recognition or §arly signs of
alcoholism”.

Superintendent Reid said that
in almost every young alcoholic

case in which she has been in-

volved, the offender “has come
from a home where one or more
parent is an alcoholic or heavy
drinker. There is a pattern of

emotional upheaval and an ex-

cess of alcohol available. No
respect for the drug is therefore
apparent.”

Britain’s welfare state may be
the cause of much of the problem,
she declared.

Conflicting advice is given to

parents on how to bring up their

children. One popular suggestion
is to allow them to develop natu-

rally and freely.

“Perhaps our welfare state and

‘professional’ bodies have
removed responsibility too
much,’’ Superintendent Reid
continued.

“Mothers and fathers have
regularly said to me: ‘We didn’t

want him or her to visit pubs but
Miss So and So said it was best to

let them find out for themselves.
We knew she was professionally

trained so thought she knew
best’.”

“What can we do to retrain
parents to think for themselves?
It sounds hard and callous to say
stop giving them so much, but is

it not part of the reason behind
the apathy towards life?”

Father used to take pride in

being the breadwinner, but his

role has been diminished and in

many cases disappeared. Should
he not have some of his respon-

sibility restored as head of the
family?

Superintendent Reid said that

in this way “the first step in edu-
cation and control in the con-
sumption of alcohol may be
emphasized”.

She said it might sound old-

fashioned, “but are we any better

off with our progressive
attitudes? I have found no
evidence of this.

“Quite the contrary, I find the
family units almost non-exis-
tent.”

While she sympathizes with

parents, “I also believe they are

opting out of their duties to show
their children the way.”
Superintendent Reid also

attacked the apathy of so many
people in Britain today to a

citizen’s duty and responsibility.

Often she has been on plain

clothes duty in a pub gathering
evidence on which to obtain a

warrant. Many customers who
see underage drinkers cluck
“What are the police doing about
it?”

But, said Superintendent Reid,

never has she seen anyone draw
the attention of the management
to a young person who is

obviously under age.

She said it is “because the
average citizen does not like to

interfere — let somebody else do
it — it is none of my business.

Apathetic? Worse than that, a

total failure to accept one’s
responsibility, morally as well as

a law abiding citizen.”

The welfare state has produced
many changes in attitudes
towards freedom. This has led

young people to today’s situation

where they go to pub dis-

cotheques and children of 13 or

.14 years are served alcohol.
Adults do nothing about it.

“Dramatic it may sound, but I

firmly believe we are failing the
younger generation daily, by our
own irresponsibility.”

99% of French youth equate drinking and virility

By Lynn Payer

STRASBOURG, France — A
slide show using traumatic pic-

tures to illustrate the effects of

alcohol had more effect on the
attitudes of 15- to 17-year-old
students than a show using non-
traumatic pictures, Gabriel
Moser, a psychologist, told the

Fourth National Congress
Against Alcoholism here.

When attitudes were measured
three months later, however,
they had returned to the pre-slide

show level, reported Mr Moser.
Interestingly, changes in

drinking behavior appeared to be
more durable than changes in

attitudes: 43% of students who
had seen the traumatic presen-
tation, and 26% of those who had
seen the non-traumatic presen-
tation, said they drank less than
before.

!

Concerning the tendency of

I

attitudes to return to baseline

I

levels after a period of time, Mr

I

Moser said: “It seems that

I

actions should be directed at the

I

population as a whole and not
' simply at students if one is trying

1

to get a stable change of attitudes

: in these latter. The influence of

the environment can cancel the

I

effects of isolated messages.”

The traumatic arguments were
more effective with attitudes

about alcohol and disease, and
the presence of alcohol on the

ceremonial table.

“It should be noted,” he said,

“that replies were unanimous for

only one attitude, that concern-

ing alcohol and virility. Nearly

90% of all subjects thought a

STRASBOURG, France — In-

tensive therapy with family
members and work colleagues,

used in conjunction with more
traditional means of treating
alcoholics, proved significantly

better than traditional methods
used alone, Branko Gacic of Bel-

grade said here.

Dr Gacic told the Fourth
National Congress Against Alco-

holism here that systematic in-

clusion of family and co-workers
in the therapy of the alcoholic

had given a cure rate of at least

68%.

This compared with 27% cure
with traditional medical treat-

ment; and 38% cure when in-

stitutional group therapy was ad-

ded to the medical treatment.

person who can’t drink isn’t a

man, and this attitude was not

affected by our presentation.”

He said the two slide shows had
almost identical texts and dif-

fered only visually. In the

traumatic presentation, pictures

from accidents and of seriously

ill alcoholics were projected. In

the non-traumatic show, the same

All results were from the In-

stitut of Mental Health in Bel-

grade, which opened in 1963 and
whose therapeutic methods could

be characterized in three eras. Dr
Gacic explained.

From 1963-68, a medical model
was followed, with drug and in-

dividual psychotherapy treat-

ments. He concluded from the

results of work in this period,

27% cure, that “medical
measures alone are insufficient

to treat and re-adapt alcoholics”.

In 1968, a therapeutic com-
munity approach was used, with

such activities as clubs and occu-

pational therapy, which slightly

improved the cure rate.

In 1972, still another approach

was adopted, the essential being

intensive family therapy. In ad-

script was illustrated by statisti-

cal graphs and charts as well as

pleasant or banal pictures. Fifty

students saw each presentation

There were two control groups.

Questionnaires measuring
attitudes to alcohol were given

before, immediately after, and
three months after the presen-

tations. As the act of completing

dition, * all therapeutic ap-

proaches shown to have been
useful in the preceding eras —
medication, psychotherapy, occu-

pational and recreation therapy
— were retained.

Such therapy of family mem-
bers was compulsory, and Dr
Gacic noted that “the par-

ticipation of certain key people is

almost essential”. He also

emphasized that every member of

the therapeutic team must be en-

thusiastic.

While the official rate of suc-

cess for the last approach was
68%, Dr Gacic mentioned that at

present 108 of 120 patients could

be considered cured, but the

period of follow-up was not suf-

ficiently long to make this asser-

tion.

the questionnaire might have
affected attitudes, one control

group filled out questionnaires
without seeing the presentation.

A second control group com-
pleted the questionnaire only at

the end of three months, to allow

for changes in attitudes that
might have been effected by anti-

alcoholism information in the

media.
Mr Moser said the two presen-

tations had varying degrees of

effectiveness depending upon the

particular attitude being dealt

with. Thus, the traumatic and
non-traumatic presentations
appeared to be about equally suc-

cessful in changing attitudes

concerning alcohol and gaiety,

the warming effects of alcohol,

and its fattening effects.

He concluded: “Anti-alcohol
propaganda, to be effective,
ought to attack on the one hand
this link between alcohol and
virility, and on the other hand,
the supposed relationship of
alcohol to health and friendship,

themes that are responsible, in

young people aged 14 to 17, for

attitudes generally favorable to

alcohol.”

Mr Moser is affiliated with the

Institut de Recherches et d’Ap-

plications en P.sychologie du Tra-

vail, Paris.

Family therapy boosts cure rate

Addicts esteem self-respect, honesty: study
By Lachlan MacQuarrie

HONG KONG — Heroin ad-

dicts may not be as self-cen-

tred, individualistic, or pleas-

ure-seeking as previous litera-

ture has indicated, according
to a study here.

The study was done by
James Ch’ien, Patricia Ho and
Po-chung Lo, of the Society
for the Aid and Rehabilitation
of Drug Addicts (SARDA). It

was felt a better knowledge of
the value orientation of Hong
Kong’s addicts would help in

understanding which values
might require change and
which other values might be
reinforced in the rehab-

ilitation process.

A Rokeach Value Survey,
modified appropriately for use

in Hong Kong’s Chinese cul-

ture, was administered to 50

patients of SARDA’s re-

habilitation centre for men.
Rokeach identified two types

of values — “instrumental
values”, which have to do with

modes of conduct (cheerful,

obedient, ambitious); and
“terminal values”, which have

to do with the general nature

of life (freedom, inner har-

mony, prosperous life).

The 50 respondents were
given lists of 18 instrumental

values and 18 terminal values

and asked to rank these in

ot'der of importance to them.

Some commonly-held views

about addicts’ personality

characteristics seemed to be
confirmed in the study. For
example, “values relating to

self-control, endurance,
patience, and persistence were
well down the list of favored

characteristics, suggesting
these addicts could tend to be

impulsive and to live for the

present rather than the

future,” say the authors.

They al.so found that even
though people in the study
group did not place a high
value on patience and per-

severance, they did rate highly

such factors as recognition

and accomplishment. This
confirmed the unrealistic

views SARDA’s clients often

have in such areas as job-

hunting where they are
frequently dissatisfied with

employment commensurate
with their qualifications and
instead .seek unrealistically

high positions, say the
authors.

“On the other hand, some
values such as self-respect, in-

dependence, responsibility,

and honesty — characteristics

not usually as.sociated with the

drug subculture — were given

high ratings.

“Moreover, though it is

commonly believed addicts are

self-centred and individuali.s-

tic, it was interesting to find in

this study that values as.soci-

ated with personal happiness
occupied relatively unimport-
ant positions on the list while

those as.sociated with collec-

tivity (.societal security, world
at peace, freedom and
equality) all ranked quite
high on the list.”

The authors believe their

findings may be helpful in

determining future directions

for SARDA’s rehabilitation

program, and suggest further

studies of values and value
systems should be undertaken,

j
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Varied sentences change little for pot users

Ottawa smoke ban has implications

Seemingly harmless caricature is detrimental

identity to them. While the study
subjects may have learned the
difference between discharge and
conviction, they did not expect
parents to make this distinction.

Although true “before and
after” comparisons were impos-
sible at time of trial, 65 respon-

dents (68.3%) said their attitude

to the police had not changed, and
30 said it had. Only one of the 30
reported a more favorable
attitude since the arrest. How-
ever, Ms Erickson suggested the
unfavorable attitudes to the
police did not follow automati-
cally from the fact of being
charged, but depended to some
degree on the manner in which
the arrest was conducted by the

police.

Data on the employment of the

subjects did not provide strong
support for the view that absolute

discharge versus conviction had a

significant impact on position in

life, at least in the short run.

“Most of the apparent changes
can likely be accounted for by the

sample growing older, and their

used as a restaurant, lunch
counter, hair dressing parlor,

barber shop, rest room, or a part
used as offices by members of the
staff”.

It also extends to hospitals, in

patient care areas, though
patients may still be allowed to

smoke with written permission
from their doctor.

It also covers taxis, where
either the driver or the passenger
may request the other not to

smoke and may lay a complaint if

refused.

The by-law also seems to cover
those places where members of

the public have to wait in line,

such as at cash registers.

( from page 1

)

damage to the offenders’ own
identity and sense of self, concern
with reactions of “significant

others”, and incitement to en-

gage in other criminal activity.

In general, when the study

group was divided by sentence

received, she found no difference

in regard to the subjects’ self

image, their employment situ-

AUCKLAND, NZ — Anyone
trying to stop young people from
smoking should emphasize the

short-term benefits of not smok-
ing, says David R. Hay, a New
Zealand cardiologist.

It is not difficult to persuade
heart and chest patients to stop

smoking, he wrote in a medical
journal article. The real problem
is to reach the masses of young
people who seldom see doctors.

(from page 1)

smokers did take heart in the fact

the regulations would be next to

impossible to enforce, even with

the Green Hornets. And they
often described the regulations

as 99% politicking (there’s a

municipal election this month).
Yet, despite the possibility of

legal complications and difficult

enforcement, the legal sod-

breaking by the city of Ottawa
promises to have at least two im-

portant ramifications: it should

convince legislators in other jur-

isdictions that the time is ripe for

action of their own; and, perhaps
more important, it should rein-

force and perhaps amplify the

growing activity within society to

restrict smoking where it affects

others detrimentally.

The controversy over the regu-

lations has already triggered an
enhanced consciousness among
both smokers and non-smokers in

this government town. More non-

smokers are hesitating less about
asking smokers to “butt out”.

And smokers increasingly are
asking whether people they are

with mind smoke.
Of course, criticism concerning

possible infringement of perso-

nal rights has surfaced with a

vengeance. One letter to the
editor of an Ottawa newspaper

ation, or their subsequent
criminality.

Some variation by sentence did

occur in relation to the subjects’

perception of the fairness of sen-

tence and in their presentation of

telf to employers.

“Those who were fined or

placed on probation were more
likely to consider their sentence

‘more severe’ and ‘unfair’ one
year after the court appearance

Dr Hay believes young people

are more likely to be impressed
by messages relating to breath,

smell, or taste; by demonstra-
tions of better fitness and
athletic performance, particu-

larly if endorsed by celebrities;

by appeals to their sexual image
or manliness; by emphasis on
pollution, personal environment
and clean air; and, not least, by
financial arguments.

complained it wasn’t smoke that

was a bother, but certain in-

gredients of salad dressings and
other foods used in restaurants

which sparked a reaction. So why
not ban their use as well?

The non-smoking regulations

originated with the Non-Smokers
Association of Ottawa-Carleton.

And despite opposition from all

city department heads, the
motion on the regulations passed
city council with only two dis-

senting votes (both on the basis

that the regulations would be im-

possible to enforce).

One Ottawa alderman who had
complained about giving non-
smokers “vigilante power” voted

(from page 9)

this type of seemingly harmless
caricature of a proud group of

people is, in the strongest of

terms, not appreciated!

In a sense-, I am disappointed

that an intelligent and aware
staff such as yours would permit
this poster to be published, let

than at the time of it.”

“They were also more negative
about employers’ right to know
about their record than those
with absolute discharges; how-
ever, they handled it differently,

with those convicted and fined

most likely to deny the record and
those on probation most likely to

adn^it it,” said Ms Erickson.

Witn respect to self-image, she
found at first interview, all but
six of the 95 subjects said they
never thought of themselves as a
criminal. At followup, 20% ad-

mitted they “sometimes or often”
did think of themselves in this

way. “However, this self-evalu-

ation did not appear related at all

to sentence, but rather to being
charged in the interval.”

About 70% thought they would
not be considered criminals by
mothers and fathers. However, a

majority of the parents had not
learned about the charge. Of sig-

nificant others, the police were
the only group perceived by a

majority of the respondents
(56%) as attaching a criminal

for the motion mistakenly during
some of the confusion.

Fines on conviction of violating

the new by-law range from $25 to

$1000 .

City Council also agreed to

have the Green Hornets press

charges after complaints had
been made by private citizens.

Previously, smoking was
prohibited only in retail stores

with more than 25 employees and
in areas designated for safety
reasons by the fire marshall.

Under the new by-law, no-

smoking signs will be popping up
all over the city. The by-law says

that “no person shall smoke in

any retail shop except in a part

alone be placed in public.

You are no doubt aware there

are many myths and stereotypes

regarding all phases of the drug
culture. Many of these are

detrimental to the ongoing public

education and information
efforts that your publication car-

ries out. Likewise, we as a grouo

of people of Mexican descent find

it just as difficult to educate and
inform the public of the immesne
harm that its negative myths and
stereotypes creates.

I hope in future you will be
more than diligent when select-

ing posters and/or photographs
for The Journal and that you will

being unskilled in a tight job
market,” she said. The number of

jobs held and length of un-
employment in the post-trial year
were not found to be related to

sentence.

To assess any potential incite-

ment to criminal activity, Ms
Erickson chose two indicators of
criminal activity in the post-trial

year — the number and type of
charges laid against the subject,

and the self-reported selling of
cannabis.

Thirty-one people had been
charged with an offence in the
year after their court appearance
for simple possession. Oily 18
had been found guilty on at least

one occasion by the time of the
final interview, the rest were
awaiting trial or had the charges
withdrawn.
Eleven subjects had been

charged with predatory offences
(mainly assault), but here as in

the other “criminal group” there
was an even distribution of those
who had received absolute dis-

charges, conditional discharges,

or fines for simple possession.
The same pattern emerged in

those who admitted selling can-
nabis.

Ms Erickson concludes from
this that the type of sentence
given (for simple possession)
had little bearing on the subjects’

subsequent criminal activity.

Overall she is of the opinion
that many of the social costs in-

curred by the cannabis use offen-

ders seem to be attached to

criminalization per se “and thus
are not capable of being moder-
ated by the theoretically less

stigmatizing sentence of dis-

charge.

“Efforts at law reform in the
area of cannabis possession
might be more realistically

directed to the first component .of

criminalization — the number of

criminals produced.”

from
page
9

assume the responsibility to see

that an entire culture suffers no
further harm as a result of igno-

rance on the part of you and your
staff.

Leonard Adame
Recreational Drug Counsellor

Alcohol & Drug Information &
Service Center for Kings County
Hanford, California

Maybe yes...

...maybe no
To the Editor:

The Rand Report (The Journal,

August) deals with an unknown
concept . An ea.sy answer does not

exist; try something new. If it

may work, it may work.

Addiction Research Foundation

NEW RELEASES

VIDEO CASSETTE PRESENTATIONS

Anti-smokers must stress

the short term benefits

V-021 THE YOUNG DRtNKERS $85.00
May 19/6, 1 5 riiinolos, Color

On July 2fl, 19/1. Itio logal drinking ago In Ontario was loworod from 2 I to

1 fl Iho ollHCla ol this action can bo soon In a numbor ol ways -nn Incroaslng

nurnbor ol young poopio lro(|uonllng Iho pubs, drinking In Iho high schools,
a riRO In alcohol rolalod motor vohicio ncckkjnis among Inonagnrs, morn
young porsonfi undor 2 1 lining admillod lor Iroalmunt sorvicos
Would raising Iho logal drinking ago again holp to curb proaonl toonago
drinking bohuvior? Included In Ihls documonlary am on Iho-slrool Inlorvlows

In which .sovoral young poopio oxpross Ihoir opinions on this issuo
loachora, high school ritudonls, youth groups, .mil paronis should bo
oncouragod to vlow Itiis vidootapo

V
^

J

-022 THE SAMUELS FAMILY:
Family Tharapy with a West Indian Family
July 1 9/6, 35 minulos. Coloi

\
$65.00

A growing body ol clinical evidence nllosts to Iho Importance ol work with
Itio total lamlly to help the alcoholic mombor gain and maintain sobriety
Eslablishod paltorns ol family Interaction may militate against gains made by
the alcoholic mombor in individual therapy To consolidate theiapeutic gains
It Is olton necessary to help the lamlly change in desired directions This
videotape locussos on basic principles ol family therapy, highlighting trans-
actional analysis developed In a West Indian cultural context Family
members are helped to better understand their Interaction and to provide
Increased support lor the alcoholic member The speclllc locus ol concern
Is drinking and this tap<r will be ol parllculai interest to persons working
with West Indian tamllles

Order by Catalogue Number from

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russell Street

Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1
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Jim Newman
Alcoholism ('oordinator

.Adult Probation and Parole

Yakima, Washington

Interesting
To the Editor:

1 have just finished reading your

newspaper and found it very in-

teix'sling. It had many features in

it that caught my attention and I

just had to n'ad it. I al.so found

out that I could sub.scribe to The
Journal and that there is no

c/irirpc to Ontario residents.

Therefore. I would like to sub-

.scribe. Thank you very much.

George Chodan Jr

Timmins, Ontario P4N 6N6
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Is this your own personal copy of The Journal?

It should be

The Journal, published by the world-renowned Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario, is the intemationai
newspaper in the field of alcoholism and drug dependence.
Each month, and more than ever, peopie in this fieid — doctors,
iawyers, teachers, nurses, social workers, policemen,
government officials, even private citizens — are turning to The
Journai to keep in touch with what’s happening.

IT’S IN THE KNOW:
It is one of a kind in having an established network of respected
medicai journaiists and coiumnists in Canada, the United
States, Europe, and the Middie and Far East. Each month, they
provide inteliigent, informed coverage of ail important
international developments in treatment, research, education,
and sociai and politicai policies.

Why The Journal?

IT’S GROWING:
As the fieid of addictions has broadened, so has The Journal’s

coverage widened. The Backgrounder has been added for

readers who want to know the finer details behind some of the
major news stories. The increasingiy popuiar Back Page aiways
highlights one particular topic or event. And, the Coming Events
column is now a must for peopie who want to make conference
pians.

IT’S HIGHLY READABLE:
If the content of The Journal has improved, so has its “iook”. A
staid image doesn’t imply accuracy or respectability any more
than verbosity implies insight.

Crisp, clean copy, neatly packaged makes The Journal not only

worthwhile but enjoyable reading.

We get letters

"The Journal sets a pattern which will become the sine qua non of good journalism in this field.”

Beny Primm, MD
Addiction Research and Treatment Corporation
Brooklyn, New York

"I have been reading the publication for quite some time now and from a law enforcement point of

view, I find it very informative, instructional, and educational. It is one of the best medical journals

I have had the pleasure of reading."

Det/Sgt K. S. Astill

Officer in Charge. Drug Squad
Surrey Hills, Australia

"I have just finished reading your excellent article about the Aware program and would like to

commend you for your fair and objective reporting of a program of which we are justifiably

proud.”
Walter Shimshek,
Minister of Public Health

Saskatchewan

"From reading The Journal it is obvious to me that your paper accumulates first-rate research

information and data on a monthly basis.”

James Hendy
X-KALA Y Foundation
Vancouver branch
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Responsible Drinking
and Other Myths

... by Bob Hickle
d

During this period of expanding
treatment and research into the

problems associated with alco-

holism, this book is intended to

focus on the alcoholic. The
material was gleaned from
attending many Alcoholics Ano-
nymous meetings and covers

such topic areas as: reasons for

drinking, decisions to quit and to

drink, loneliness, the recovering

wife, and the AA program. The
author feels the alcoholic has a

low tolerance for psychic pain
and learns that alcohol alleviates

that pain. When the pain caused
by the use of alcohol becomes
greater than the pain it numbs,
its use becomes counter-produc-

WANT CURRENT
DRUG & ALCOHOL
INFORMATION?

- FREE CATALOG -

Write or Call:

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON DRUG ABUSE

8 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

(312) 321-1230

FAST ACCURATE
48 HRS. C.A.P. AND C.D.C.

DRUG
URINALYSIS
The Leader
in this field

PRECISION ANALYTICAL
LABS. INC.

1 4943 N.E. 6th Avenue
No Miami, Fla. 33161 U.S.A.

Phone: (305) 949-2106

tive. The insulated alcoholic is

protected by some unique en-

vironmental condition such as

money, position, family, and the

nature of his job — literally

protected to death. He concludes

by considering that the social

drinker and the alcoholic both
use alcohol to fulfill unmet
needs.

(Graphic Publishing Company,
1307 2nd Avenue SW, Waverly,

Iowa, 50677. 1976. 40p. $2.)

Understanding Alco-
holism

.. .by Leclair Bissell

This booklet presents a general
overview of aspects of alcoholism
including; identification, causes,

diagnosis, cures, and living with
an alcoholic. The stages of alco-

holism are presented using the

National Council on Alcoholism’s
self-examination checklist, and
total abstinence is the goal of tre-

atment. The author recommends
Alcoholics Anonymous as a suc-

cessful treatment approach and
maintains that the primary goal

of the family member should not
be to stop the alcoholic’s drink-

ing, but rather to get him into

treatment.

(Claretian Publications, 221
West Madison Street, Chicago, Il-

linois, 60606. 1973. 40 p. 95€.)

Alcoholism and Addic-
tion; A Study Program
for Adults and Youth

. . . by Karl A. Schneider

This study program, complete
with a filmstrip illustrating sug-

gested topics for discussion
through the use of charts and
graphics, is intended to educate

the participants in some of the

causes, treatments, and preven-

tion of alcoholism. The four-
session program includes assign-

ments, as well as readings and
audio-visual aids. The author also

provides suggestions for congre-
gational cooperation with com-
munity and state agencies that
deal with alcoholics.

(Fortress Press, 2900 Queen
Lane, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania, 19129. 1976. 48p. $3.50.)

Other Books

Drug Misuse . . . Human Abuse—
Green, Helen L., and Levy,
Michael H. Marcel Dekker Inc.,

New York, 1976. Problems of

misuse, facts about drugs, tables,

appendices. 566p. $22.75.

Cannabis and Health— Graham,
J. D. P. (ed). Academic Press,

New York, 1976. Actions and
effects on health, cannabis and
society, appendix, indices, 481 p.

$40.45.

Drink to your Health: Alcohol
without Alcoholism — Adams,
Junius. Harper and Row Publis-

hers Inc., New York, 1976.
Bibliography, index, 141p. $10.45.

Alcohol: Use, Nonuse and Abuse
— Carroll, Charles R. Wm. C.

Brown Company, Publishers,
Dubuque, 1975. Second edition,

alcohol problems, use and nonuse
of beverage alcohol, alcoholic be-

verages, alcohol in the body,
abuse of alcohol, references, in-

dex. 84p.

Alcohol Dependence and Smok-
ing Behaviour — Edwards, Grif-

fith, Russell, M. A. H., Hawks,
David, and MacCafferty, Maxine
(eds). D. C. Heath and Company,
Lexington, 1976. Surveys of

drinking behavior, hospital tre-

atment, community, smoking
studies, research, references,
biblio^aphy, index. 268p. $17.50.

The Treatment of Alcoholism:
Theory, Practice and Evaluation
— Larkin, E. J. Addiction
Research Foundation, Toronto,
1976. Second edition; causes and
cures, disease concept, treatment
programs, termination of

psychotherapy, behavior modifi-
cation, program evaluation, tab-

les, figures, appendices, referen-

ces, indices. lOlp. $2.95.

Teen-age Alcoholism — Has-
kings, Jim. Hawthorn Books Inc.,

New York, 1976. Facts and mis-
conceptions about alcoholism,
use and abuse of alcohol, alcohol

and the body, alcohol and the
mind, appendices, bibliography,
index. 156p. $3.50.

The Long Suffering — Terry,
Ronald. Paulist Press, Toronto,
1976. 77p. $4.55.

Responsible Drinking and Other
Myths — Hickle, Bob. Graphic
Publishing Company, Lake Mills,

1976. 40p. $2.

Drug Abuse Prevention: The
Awareness, Experience, and
Opinions of Junior and Senior
High School Students in New
York State — Dembo, Richard,
Schmeidler, James, Lipton,
Douglas, S., and Babst, Dean V.

Bureau of Social Science
Research and Program Evalu-
ation, New York State Office of

(from page 8)

addict in self reliance.

There are 225 counsellors who,
with narcotic control officers and
police, carry out the observation

and guidance that follow hos-

pitalization.

“Narcotic addicts retain a

psychological desire for drugs
even after they quit taking them
and their character is weak in

defending against various

stresses,” the report notes.

The Japanese report raises

some questions.

What about all those people

lost to the study? Why does each

success with one drug seem to be
followed by a wave of abuse of

another? (Cited in addition to the

current rising use of stimulants,

is an ominous increase in the use

Drug Abuse Services, Albany,
1976. 33p.

Proceedings: Seminar on Health
Services and Public Inebriate —
National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, Rockville,
1975, 74p.

Alcohol and Other Drug Testing
in Traffic Deaths: A report on
Current Practices in Canada —
Simpson, H. M. and Heayn,
Bruce. Traffic Injury Research
Foundation of Canada, Ottawa,
1975. 30p.

Alcohol in Relation to Highway
Safety — United States Depart-
ment of Transportation, US
Government Printing Office,
Washington, 1975. 76p.
Drug Abuse: The Role of the
Mayor — Mayors’ Task Force on
Drug Abuse Treatment and
Prevention — National League
of Cities and US Conference of
Mayors, Washington, 1975.
Organization, planriing, treat-
ment, personnel policy, training,

community awareness, criminal
justice. 129p.

of sleeping pills and tranquil-

lizers.) Why is the number of

narcotic offences still relatively

high? What is the role of

Japanese cultural traditions in

the success of the psychological

conditioning? What happened to

the estimated 32,000 addicts who
never came under the system?
Why is the volume of heroin
seizures as high now as in 1963?

But for all the quibbles, the

results of the Japanese ex-

periments have been both fascin-

ating and impressive.

We can hope that the Canadian
provincial health minister and
alcohol and drug commissioner
will go to that country with their

critical faculties honed and
return with insights that will lead

to solutions for British Columbia.

Japanese report,

solution for BC?

Addiction Research Foundation

NEW RELEASES

AUDIO CASSETTE PRESENTATIONS

AT-007 CONTROLLED DRINKING
CONTROVERSY
22 minutes by Norman Giesbrecht

The concept of controlled drinking has caused con-

siderable controversy among those yworking in the

field of alcoholism. In this presentation, Mr. Norm
Giesbrecht, a scientist with the Addiction Research

Foundation of Ontario, discusses the Issues in-

volved in the contention surrounding controlled

drinking as well as the implications and benefits of

the controversy.

AT-010 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
An Overview lor Employers
23 minutes by Bryan White

Wllti the Increasing costs ol alcohol In the work-

place, numbers ol employers are advocallng poli-

cies and programs to deal with the alcohol or drug

dependent employee In this presentation, Bryan

White, a consultant with the Addiction Reaearch

Foundation, expresses his opinion regarding the

movement from alcohol programs lo the bfoad

brush, employee assistance program approach and
a rationale Is given lor joint labor management
cooperation

Price per tape $9.00

Any 6 A.R.F. tapes in Binder $48.00

AT-008 THE WOMAN AND HAZARDOUS
DRINKING
29 minutes edited by Deborah Levine
Though interest in alcoholism has grown in the last

two decades, the female alcohol abuser is sorely

neglected in the literature that has resulted from this

Interest. Recently there has been much speculation

about whether alcoholism in women is increasing or

whether female problem drinkers are simply
becoming more visible. In this round table dis-

cussion an interdisciplinary team of experts in the

field ol addictions, examines myths, facts, and
special problems surrounding women alcohol
abusers.

AT-01 1 OUTPATIENT TREATMENT OF THE
ADULT ALCOHOLIC
1 9 minutes by Dr.^ Michael Jacobs

Considerable frustration and confusion exists
among counsellors who work with alcoholics

regarding the best approach lo treatment Dr

Michael Jacobs, a psychologist with the Addiction
Research Foundation, discusses some ol Ihe more
lypicnl problems which come up in the everyday
work with alcoholics and some ol Ihe methods
which have been found lo bo most effective Those
methods should bo useful In terms ol helping Ihe

counsellor deal more ellecllvoly with the adult

alcoholic on an oulpntlonl basis

AT-009 TEENAGE DRINKING: USE AND ABUSE
OF ALCOHOL
23 minutes by Reginald G. Smart

Concern over teenage drinking has never been
greater. Dr. Reginald Smart, associate research

director of evaluation studies, ARF, and author ol

the book. The New Drinkers--Teenage Use and
Abuse of Alcohol, discusses the reasons for this

concern and some things that can be done to alle-

viate the problem. Areas covered include why
young people drink and what effect parental drink-

ing has on their habits, how many young people

have a drinking problem and what can be done for

them by parents, schools, and governments

AT-012 DRUGS AND THE TEENAGER
1 5 minutes by Dana L Farnsworth

Dr MichaelJacobs

In part 1 of this presentation. Dr Dona L Farns-

worth, a noted medical educator, deals with the

subject ol drugs and Ihe teenager Dr Michael

Jacobs, a psychologist with Ihe Addiction Research

Foundation ol Ontario, addresses the same topic

from another viewpoint In the second part ol the pro-

gram Suitable lor therapists, counsellors, and
pivents

Oraei uy Catalogue Number from

Marketing Services

Addiction Research Foundation

33 Russeil Street

Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S1
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Coining Events
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In order to provide our
readers with adequate notice

of forthcoming events, please

send announcements as early

as possible to: The Journal, 33

Russell St., Toronto, Ontario,

Canada, M5S 2S1, or

telephone (416) 595-6053.

Canada

Detox Workers Training Pro-

gram — Feb. 7-11 and March
7-11, 1977, Toronto, Ontario. In-

formation: Diane Hobbs, coor-

dinator. Detox and Rehab-
“ ilitation Programs, 33 Russell

^^St., Toronto, Ont., MSS 2S1.

^^sCanadian Foundation on Alcohol

|||and Drug Dependencies Annual
m Conference FUTURACTION —
|» July 10-15, 1977, Winnipeg,

1^ Manitoba. Information: CFADD,
^303 Kendall St., Vanier, Ontario.

US

Women in Distress — Nov. 30,

Dec. 1 and 2, 1976, New York,
New York. Information: Odyssey
House, 309-311 East 6th St., New
York, NY, 10003.

National Organization for the

Reform of the Marijuana Laws
annual meeting — Dec 10-12,

1976, Washington DC. Infor-
mation: NORML, 2317 M St NW,
Washington, DC, 20037.

Recovered Alcoholics in the
Professions — Dec. 16-19, 1976,

New York, New York. Infor-
mation: National Association of

Recovered Alcoholics in the
Professions, PO Box 95, Staten
Island, NY, 10305.

3rd Annual Research Meeting:
Alcoholism The Search for the

Sources — Jan. 26-28, 1977,

Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina. Information: Center
for Alcohol Studies, Medical
Building 207-H, Chapel Hill NC,
27514.

National Drug Abuse Conference
1977 — May 5-9, 1977, San Fran-
cisco, California. Information:
NDAC-1977, Haight-Ashbury
Training and Education Project,

409 Clayton, San Francisco, Cal,

94117.

Abroad
7th International Conference on
Alcohol, Drugs and Traffic Safety
— Jan. 23-28, 1977, Melbourne,

Australia. Information: Inter-

national Council on Alcohol and
Addictions’ Case Postale 140,

1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

Cruising Medical Seminar on
Alcoholism — Feb. 26 - March 5,

1977, Carribean cruise aboard
Cunard Countess. Information:
Center for Alcohol Studies,
Medical Building, 207-H, Chapel,

Hill, North Carolina, 27514.

6th International Conference of
the World Union of Organization

for the Safeguard of Youth —
May 31 - June 4, 1977, Geneva,
Switzerland. Information: World
Union of Organizations for the
Safeguard of Youth, 28 Place
Saint-Georges, F-75442, Paris,

Cedex 09, France.

23rd International Institute on
the Prevention and Treatment of

Alcoholism — June 6-10, 1977,

Dresden, German Democratic
Republic. Information: ICAA,

DRUG
URINALYSIS

Reliable-Rapid

Medical Inquiries Solicited

Abstinence and
Maintenance Programs

DUKE LABORATORIES
8917 W. Cermak Road

North Riverside, 111. 60546 USA
Telephone 312-447-3322

Their U/e of Picohol

and Ot’her Legal Drug/
A PROVINCIAL CONSULTATION - 1975

Edited by: Anne MacLennan
Compiled by: Lavada Finder

Softcover 144 pp. . . $5.00

This book is essentially a rcnort of the proceedings of a meeting in

September 1975 at which 27 women from across Ontario spent
two-and-a-half days discussing women's special problems in relation to

alcohol and legal drugs and the societal content in which their problems
exist.

It contains five papers prepared for the consultation and which cover:

• the status of women in society and one woman’s view of obstacles

to their full participation in society;

• women as providers and consumers of health and social services;

• the literature, or lack of it, on women and alcoholism in Canada;

• attitudes and perceptions of alcoholic women and of society towards
them;

• and women’s use of psychotropic drugs.

It also summarizes discussions and lists 1 2 recommendations formulated

at the meeting and distributed to various health, social service, and edu-
cational bodies in Ontario and Canada.

It could be termed “100-odd pages of consciousness raising” for people
in the addictions field in particular and in health and social services in gen-
eral.

ORDER FROM:

Addiction Research Foundation
c/o Marketing Department
33 Russeli Street

Toronto. Ontario, Canada MSS 2S1
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Case Postale 140, 1001 Lausanne,
Switzerland.

7th International Institute on the

Prevention and Treatment of

Drug Dependence — June 13-15,

1977, Dresden, German Demo-
cratic Republic. Information:
ICAA, Case Postale 140, 1001
Lausanne, Switzerland.
1st International Conference of

Social Pharmacology — June,
1977, Jerusalem, Israel. Infor-

mation: Stanley Epstein, 113/41
East Taipiot, Jerusalem, Israel.

International Medical Sym-
posium on Alcohol and Drug
Dependence — Aug. 21-26, 1977,

Tokyo and Kyoto, Japan. Infor-

mation: ICAA, Case Postale

140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzerland.

Doctorate in counselling or clinical psychology
to join small CMHC of 30 clinical staff. Lead pro-

gram for substance abusers. Community is clean

and stable. Lima is 55,000; with many smaller

cities in three county catchment area. Salary

negotiable and competitive. Contact George E.

North, Ph.D., Director, Northwest CMHC, Lima,
Ohio 45801.

Tash Force li Report
on the Operation and
Effectiveness of the

Ontario Detoxication

System

Helen Annis
Norman Giesbrecht
Alan Ogborne
Reginald G. Smart

PAPERBOUND 64 PAGES
As we work toward an enlightened approach to the plight

of the chronic drunkenness offender, our objective must
remain constant: To further decriminalize public drunken-

ness while increasing and improving our care and
rehabilitation efforts.

The research and evaluation component, which is the

basis of this report, was determined at the outset of the

Ontario detoxication system. The evaluation was con-

cerned with the ways in which the system decriminalized

drunkenness and provided rehabilitation and care for

chronic police arrestees.

The number of detoxication centres, the location in the

community in relationship to the hospital and the number
of back-up rehabilitation centres were all determined as a

beginning model of a new health care program. The
research and evaluation component was designed to

provide feedback on this initial establishment so that

future planning can progress in this area.

$2.50
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The Child as Target
Editor’s note: There is increasing concern among some experts 1

that there may be a link between alcoholism and child abuse.

John Shaughnessy reports.

PETER is a two-year-old. His father, an
alcoholic, beats Peter’s mother. Later in

the day, she beats Peter to stop him from
crying.

• Or, Peter’s father is an alcoholic who,

when he gets drunk, beats the little boy.

• Or, Peter’s mother is a single parent

who falls into a drunken sleep each even-

ing. Her boyfriend can’t stand the child’s

antics so he slaps him around. And the

boyfriend is a big man.
• Or, Peter’s mother and father drink

for several hours and then fall asleep

leaving Peter unattended for long periods

of time.

• Or, Peter’s mother and father simply

abuse Peter. They do not abtise alcohol but

they both grew up in very unstable homes
and both had at least one parent who was
an alcoholic.

The situations are all easily imaginable.

In how many of them is alcohol abuse

related to child abuse?

One accepted theory suggests alcohol-

ism is not a significant factor in child

abuse. But some researchers think it is

and believe further study is warranted.

People in both of these groups, and
others outside of them, believe to draw
such an association is dangerous. After

all, they rightly point out, people who
never touch alcohol beat their children.

Indeed, what is child abuse? Increas-

ingly, the concept shifts.

Originally, it meant battering children

and studies indicated alcoholism was, at

best, only one of a myriad of causative

factors. At the same time, treatment of

alcoholism focussed on the alcoholic and
little if any attention was paid to his or her

family.

Now, gradually, the term child abuse is

expanding to include emotional abuse and
neglect. And in the alcohol field, workers
are looking more at families.

At both levels, there is a growing
awareness if not of a link between alco-

holism and child abuse then at least of a

need, as one social worker put, “to try and
get it a little more sorted out. There may
be a lot more kids out there who need help

than we realize.”

Mary Van Stolk would have agreed with

that. But she wouldn’t have agreed that

alcohol was responsible. In her 1972 book.

The Battered Child in Canada, she had
this to say: “Alcoholism is not a major
problem related to child abuse”. Heifer

and Kempe’s book. The Battered Child,

supports this statement.

In 197.3, a controlled study of 214
parents of battered babies was conducted

by the department of psychiatry at the

University of Birmingham, England. The
researchers concluded there was no
a.s.sociation between alcoholism and child

abuse.

The Ontario government’s 1973 study of

child abuse in Ontario, makes only a single

comment about alcoholism and the

abu.ser. “The elements in common for

most of the reporUKl cases were poverty

and .severe environmental stress, com-
bined in a few cases with personality dis-

orders and alcoholism.”

(.lomments from those working at the

treatment level give the same impre.ssion.

.Social workers all know of cases where
alcohol abuse ari<l child abuse are present

in the same family, but tin* overall im-

I)ression is that the association is not sig-

tiificant.

Dr liobiTl Bates, a ptsliatrician iikmuIxu'

of the Child Al)u.sc Unit at 'roronto’s

Hospital for .Sick Cbildrcn, ecbocs the

social workers’ sentiments “Cases where
the atxising party is drunk or an alcotiolic

ar(> not common in my experience
"

While acknowledging that pi'opb* with

out alcotiol problems can and do abuse
chihlren. bowc'ver, the lack of .association

lietweeii alcohol abuse and child aliuse

.sei'ins suspect ,

After four years of studying tin* parents

of al)ust‘d children. Dr Brandt Steele,

from the University of Colorado School of

Medicine, observed: “In all our patients

who have attacked children, we have seen

a breakdown in ability to mother. By
‘mothering’ (in both men and women) we
mean the deep, sensitive, intuitive

awareness of, and response to, the infant’s

condition and needs, as well as consider-

ation of the infant’s capacity to perform
according to his age .... The parents are

concentrating more on the needs they
themselves have.

“What provokes child beating? An in-

credible sense of aloneness, worthless-

ness, and, strangely enough, desire —
desire for the child to take care of the un-

heeded needs of the attackers own yester-

days.”

’The argument could be made that these

traits fit alcoholics as well as child

abusers.

And indeed there are studies refuting

the claim that alcoholism is not a signifi-

cant factor in child abuse.

In a 1971 French study, Mainard found
alcoholism in 65% of the parents of 32

French children hospitalized following

parental brutality. Alcoholism of the
mother alone had led to negligence of

feeding and cleaning of the children.

Almost all the children involved were in-

fants up to 30 months and more often were
boys than girls. Another aspect of the

same study, relating to social and legal

problems of alcohol, indicated parental

alcoholism was found in 90% of all cases

of child abuse recorded in the juvenile

court.

The study revealed that interrelation-

ship between alcoholism and poverty,

family circumstances, and occupational

and emotional problems made it difficult

to isolate alcoholism as the single factor

responsible for child abuse. Nonetheless,

the authors concluded that control of

alcoholism would be a valuable first step

for the prevention of child abuse.

In 1967, a German study by Nau of 105

child abusers revealed that 57% of the

men and 42% of the women were alco-

holics. The study also revealed that 44%
of the men and 23% of the women were
under the influence of alcohol at the time

of their abusive behavior.

Pospisil-Zarreki and Turcin, in 1968,

found that of 62 persons who were tried as

abusers of minors, alcoholism was legally

documented in 37 cases and clinically con-

firmed in 23 cases.

More recently, a study by Chris
Mouzakitis, assistant professor, and
Gi.sela Spieker, PhD, professor, in the

graduate school of social work at the Uni-

versity of Arkansas, in Little Rock, sug-

gests child abu.se may be prevalent among
families where there is at least one parent

who is an alcoholic.

At the New Orleans meeting of the

Alcohol and Drug Problems Association

of North America last September, they

sai<l: “One can predict that alcohol

abusers could be potential child abu.sers.

In fact, it might be said that as the alcohol

abuser uicrea.ses his drinking, he is more
likely to be<'ome a child abu.ser.”

The Little Rock researelu'rs based ttuMr

opinion on a study of 81) sut)jeets in tin*

Mid-.Sputh (’enter on Alcohol Problems
Reft'rrals to this agency ;ire made primar

ily from lhi> court .system and involve

“driving while intoxicated" offeiict's.

Of the 80 subjects. 42 had contact with

or were responsible for children

'I’liirly three pen’cnt of tlu'se 42 were
classified as slight prolilem drinkers, 4.'PV>

as niod(‘rate probhun drinkers, and 24‘V)

as severe problem drinkers.

k’lirtlier analysis of the 42 alcohol

.ibiisers (mostly lueii) showed tli.'it !'2'V,

were .also child abusers, and all of those

had moderate or .severe drinking pro

lilems

Neglect w.is the form of .'itnise siillt'ieit

by 77'\, of the children and 23'Vi wi're

phy.sK'.'illy iihnsed More speeit icalU .

neglect w.is classified as: exposiiie to

drinking and immoral environmiMit

(;)9%). Ln k of sniiervislon i ) ; im
proper sleeping ai i ari.Kement.s (12"t, i

and malnutrition (6%) of the five chil

dren who were physically abused, there

was one case of sexual molestation and the

rest were “severe beatings”.

The finding that neglect is the most
common form of abuse coincides with the

conclusions of researchers at the
Washingtonian Center for Addictions in

Boston who are currently studying the

child rearing practices of alcoholic and
drug addicted parents.

Drs Joseph Mayer and Rebecca Black
note that many alcoholic fathers avoid the

possibility of child abuse by making a

conscious decision to refrain from physi-

cally disciplining their children while
drinking. The wives rather than the chil-

dren, often become the victims of their

husbands’ physical abuse while the chil-

dren are more likely to suffer from
emotional neglect by either parent.

In their study, the Boston researchers

found “considerable evidence of the
occurrence of emotional neglect and in-

consistency of care”. Alcoholic parents

often reported total withdrawal from their

children during drinking. In addition
there is extreme inconsistency in the
amount of attention given to the children

as well as in the amount of care and disci-

pline.

There have been few instances of physi-

cal neglect in the cases studied .so far. But
the re.searchers point out that physical

neglect is more likely to occur in cases in

which the mother or both parents arc

alcoholics.

The University of .Arkansas
researchers, (’hris Mouzakitis and Giscia

vSpieker, do not disagree that abusive and
neglectful behavior by iiarents can he

umh'i stood and described in psychological

tiMins. But they contmid that such lu'

havior can also be ctiologically under-
stood and tn'ati'd as being tin- result of

alcohol abuse

l'’urlhcr. they say cbildrcn of alcoholic

li.ircnts ven rarely come to the attention

of social agt'iicu's (>vcn wlu'rc the parent's

alcoholic I'onditioii may be known to such
agencies.

"It is ironic, to say ttu' least, with a

known alcoholic |>o|)ulalmii in the United
.States of apiudxmiately 9 million adults,

of whom 4 :> million are said to have
responsibility for the care of childrmi.

provision for tln-ii care has not been
made

“If the findinc.s of our stud.s are .ipplied

to the overall po|)ulation of alcoholics with

cbildii-n. svoiild that mean about or

'i.l’IiO.btiO ol them aie potential or actnal

child .dmsive .md neglectful iiarents
'"

I’ri'vention of child abuse and neglect.

tbe\ add. IS an itiseparable part of child

welfare philosophy but it must also be
considered by those who have initial con-

tacts with alcohol abusers, such as the
courts, in making referrals to treatment
agencies. “The fact that services are off-

ered to the alcohol abuser is not enough;
demands for increased services on behalf
of the child of alcoholic parents must be
made.”
In Canada, the demands even if made

would likely go unheard. Federal Health
Minister Marc Lalonde estimates that

700,000 of Canada’s 12 million drinkers
are alcoholics. Last year there may have
been as many as 8,700 cases of battered
children, with unknown numbers suffer-

ing abuse by neglect. Data attempting to

link the two appear non-existent, or at

le^t go unpublicized. And as Dr Robert
Bates says “until we prove a need wewon’t
get money for treatment or research.”

He thinks the Children’s Aid Societies

could do more in the way of writing up
cases and publishing reports on the whote
problem of child abuse. CAS social work-
ers agree that in Canada there has been
little in the way of compiling profiles from
individual case files.

Catherine Maclean, assistant to the
coordinator of the Child Abuse Program
sponsored by Ontario’s Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services, stresses that

child abuse must be approached- on a

multi-disciplinary level.

At this stage, she says, the government
conducts demonstration projects, helps

plan regional seminars for groups dealing

with the problem, and is attempting to

determine specific training needs for dif-

ferent groups associated with child abuse
such as police and social workers.

“We know the link between alcohol

abuse and child abuse is there. There are

certainly many cases of child abuse pro-

voked by addiction of one sort or another,

but we don’t know the extent of it

“We’d welcome any input we could get

from researchers in the alcoholism field.

We hope they are alert to the possibility of

child abuse, and they should be able to

make a valuable contribution to our
multi-disciplinary approach.”

One such valuable contribution came
from R. Margaret Cork, formerly head of

the Addiction Research Foundation of

Ontario’s Youth Counselling Service in

Toronto. In her 1969 book. The Forgotten

Children, she describes her study of 115

children who had one or both parents as

alcoholics.

The children ranged in age from 10-16

years, and quotes from the children inter-

viewed perhaps best illustrate the effects

of their parents’ alcoholism.

“I don’t go places with my friends and
their parents because I can’t ever take my
friends places.”

“Everybody at our house is angry all the

time.”

“I worry all afternoon at .school about

how things will be when I get home.”
"The kids at .school all talk about the fun

they have with their families. It makes me
fwl sort of left out ”

“I can take it when one of them drinks,

but I really gel scared when they both
start."

"Mom doesn't look after us I have to be
the mother myself

"

"Why did they have us at all if they

wenm't going to eare about us
'"

"She could be different. .She doesn't

need to fight with him or na.c us, even if he
is drinking.

"

Soim' would say the.si' quotes are not in-

dieative of ehild abuse per se. I’erhaps

they should .isk the ehildn'ii

In any t'vent, they do |H)int up the heavy
burdens forcinl on the children of alco-

holics. and mak<‘ clear the need for con
eerii and lr<'atment of them

Rei'sa Kassiii-r. a social worker and
family therapist .it the Central Branch of

tlu' .Addiction Research Foundation in

Toronto, adils a note of caution She .says

It's dangerous to link alcohol abu.se with

child abu.se (neglect) if the implication is

that toeun' (be alcohol abuse istocurethe
child .ibuse

".Aleobolisrn is .i f.imily systi'in problem,

not a one person problem .AU'oholies and
those in their famil.v often l\>el inadequate

.IS liuni.in beings As their responsibilities

nierease they fear that they can't cope,

and their.drinking iiuTcases as a result.

“What we really neeil is a vehicle to

teach pi'ople to feid better about them-
selves so they won't Um* or abuse others.”


